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Series:  Oxford Handbooks

1 Introduction 
Richard H. Immerman, Petra Goedde

This chapter discusses the theme of this volume, which is the Cold War. The essays in this volume take

note of the centrality between the superpower rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union,

but also o�er a wide-ranging reevaluation of the Cold War based on innovative conceptual frameworks

that have evolved incrementally over time in the �eld of international history. The authors stress the

global dimensions of the Cold War; attempt to transcend the strict separation of the political,

economic, and ideological; and consider cultural aspects of the Cold War and the synergy between

domestic and international developments. The volume also considers the relevance of the history of

human rights and the work of international non-governmental organizations as integral to the history

of the global Cold war.

Few if any historical subjects over the past �ve decades have generated a voluminous scholarly literature of

such high quality as that on the cold war. Particularly since the Soviet-American con�ict's end in 1989,

historians, political scientists, and their colleagues from multiple other disciplines from across the world

have scrutinized previously inaccessible documents, whether declassi�ed in the United States, the United

Kingdom, or elsewhere in the “West,” or made available in once-thought forever closed Soviet, Eastern

European, Chinese, and Third World archives, to explore the impact of the cold war on a global scale. The

outpouring of new scholarship precipitated by the end of the cold war and demise of the Soviet Union since

1990 did not generate a consensus on traditional questions such as the causes and consequences of the cold

war. Although fundamental debates that drove various historiographies perhaps became less vitriolic, they

remain robust and illuminating. Yet the remarkable diversity, originality, and increasing breadth of the new

literature, particularly the myriad studies exploring the ways in which countries on the periphery in Latin

America, Asia, the Middle East, and Africa shaped and were shaped by the con�ict, have signi�cantly
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enriched the �eld. As a result of the expansion in geographic, methodological, and archival inquiry, students

and scholars alike have gained a far deeper and nuanced understanding of the extent and limits of the cold

war era.

This Handbook o�ers a wide-ranging reassessment of the cold war based on innovative conceptual

frameworks that have evolved incrementally over time in the �eld of international history. The cold war was

a distinct period in 20th-century history that cannot be wished away, although some have tried. Yet albeit

distinct, the cold war must be understood and evaluated within the broader context and contours of global

political, economic, social, and cultural developments, some of which preceded the cold war and some of

which persist to the present day and doubtless will continue into the future.

This contextualization of the cold war does not imply that the superpower rivalry between the United States

and the Soviet Union has lost its signi�cance. The chapters in this volume universally take note of the

centrality of this rivalry, as they should. The cold war, nevertheless, can no longer be owned by either one or

both of these countries’ historical memory or historiography alone. It must be appreciated as global

history, and as global history it reveals nuances, idiosyncrasies, and complexities obscured by more

traditional accounts. The essays in this Handbook, accordingly, embed the cold war in national and

transnational developments that were autonomous of, if almost invariably a�ected by, the particular

policies and crises that represent milestones in the conventional historiography of the cold war. Those

independent developments include global transformations in areas such as human rights, economic and

cultural globalization, environmental transformations, and long-standing ethnic, religious, sectarian, and

parallel con�icts with roots that extend back decades in time and anticipate end points that have yet to be

reached.

p. 2

Because of the volume's broad writ and our vision, we have not structured it along conventional

chronological lines, nor did we solicit essays that focused on particular way stations and watershed

moments throughout the history of the cold war. There are no chapters, for example, on the Iran, Greek,

Berlin, Suez, O�shore Islands, Cuban missile crises, or multiple other crises that punctuate the

historiography; SALT I, SALT II, START, or other arms control negotiations and treaties; the Marshall Plan,

NATO, NSC-68, the New Look, or Détente; or even the wars in Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan. The

volume's goal is not to provide new answers to the questions scholars have addressed all these many years,

although on occasion it does. Accordingly, only indirectly do the authors engage such questions as what year

marks the cold war's onset, whether there was a �rst and second cold war, and what if any opportunities

were missed to end the cold war earlier, and how responsibility or “blame” for the start, expansion, and

continuation of the cold war should be apportioned.

Instead, organized thematically, the volume o�ers innovative essays on conceptual frameworks, regional

perspectives, cold war instruments, and cold war challenges. The result is a rich and diverse assessment of

the ways in which the cold war should be positioned within the broader context of the “long twentieth

century.” The individual chapters in this volume evaluate both the extent and the limits of the cold war's

reach into world history. Rather than di�erentiate among the three levels of analysis, they synthesize them.

Rather than distinguish between national and international histories, they merge them. Some of the essays

call into question orthodox ways of ordering the cold war chronology, others present new insights into the

global dimension of the con�ict, still others reveal dynamics and phenomena obscured or even made

invisible by traditional research strategies. Exploiting fully the archival trail but at the same time

consciously taking a step back from it, they do not advance a single new mode of analysis; they should be

read as welcome voices in the current and very healthy conversation about how most e�ectively and

comprehensively to approach and understand this rich and complex period in global history.

Readers can thus acquire an awareness of the spectrum of approaches to the era from an outstanding variety

of scholars trained in di�erent historical sub-disciplines as well as steeped in di�erent national
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historiographies. What is more, the essays not only encourage but also challenge readers to adopt a wider

lens in their assessments of the period. This means without denying the salience of the state, moving

beyond the nation state framework to situate processes of change within broader if less clearly identi�ed

or de�nable spaces. Those include local, regional, and global responses to the threat of nuclear war; the

impact of decolonization; the rise of human rights; the concern for the environment; and comparable

transnational concerns. In this regard the volume is positioned at the intersection of boundaries that divide

many cold war histories and historians.

p. 3

1

Even though each essay o�ers a unique perspective on the cold war, all have been guided by three

fundamental precepts. First, authors stress the global dimensions of the cold war. Some move the story

beyond the US-Soviet rivalry to highlight the agency of other, primarily elite actors, among them Eastern

and Western European leaders, alliance partners in the cold war system, and the leaders of non-aligned

nations. Others give prominence to non-state actors in the international arena, including international

organizations, activists, and intellectuals. Still others highlight transnational processes and developments

that almost certainly would have occurred absent the cold war, but nonetheless were powerfully a�ected by

cold war structures, products, and outcomes. There is no question that the cold war in�uenced economic,

technological, environmental, and demographic changes as well as long-term processes such as

decolonization, environmental transformation, and globalization. The challenge is to detect and document

how, when, and why it in�uenced them.

A second precept guiding the essays is the e�ort to transcend the strict separation of the political, economic,

ideological, and cultural aspects of the cold war. Even though the chapters emphasize one or another of the

above considerations, they make clear important linkages among them. These essays thus mark an

important step toward a global synthesis of the cold war. In other words, rather than continuing to argue

along the lines of a causal hierarchy with either strategic/geopolitical, economic, or cultural factors

trumping the others, the premise of the Handbook is that future scholarship will not so much present a

competitive laundry list of the di�erent in�uences on and drivers of the cold war as accept and recognize

the reciprocal relationship among them.

The third precept underscores the synergy between domestic and international developments. Social,

political, and economic transformations within a particular country a�ected the ways in which it acted in

the international arena, and transformations in world a�airs, in turn, a�ected domestic policies. Where

appropriate, authors stress the ways internal political, economic, social, and cultural dynamics in�uenced

political leaders’ and populations’ approach to the challenges of the cold war. By the same token, they

analyze the ways in which cold war dynamics a�ected domestic policy, society, and culture. This synergy

between international and domestic developments transcended the level of policy-making. For instance,

the American civil rights movement was �rst and foremost a domestic event, precipitated by demands for

racial justice in the American South and ultimately on the national level. But, as recent scholarship shows,

civil rights activists drew signi�cant parallels between their own struggle for racial equality and the struggle

for decolonization in Africa. In addition, inspired by the decolonization movements in Africa, they utilized

the platform of international organizations, such as the United Nations, to draw attention to their national

campaign.  Likewise, the social protest movements of the 1960s were at once local and global, committed

with equal intensity to improving the living and learning conditions at particular universities and

supporting national liberation movements in the Third World.  The boundary between national and

international environmental organizations was porous virtually from the start.  The list goes on.

2p. 4

3

4

The essays at once address discreet aspects of the cold war and �nd connections among them through

overlapping themes and developments. Collectively they liberate the cold war from the bipolar perspective

without denying or minimizing the vital signi�cance of that con�ict. They succeed in contextualizing the

cold war within global developments, such as modernization, globalization, and decolonization. While key

moments in the formation, progression, and demise of the cold war still have a place in each speci�c essay,
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they make no claims to serving as the sole or even preferred way to narrate and analyze the cold war. These

watersheds still comprise the sca�olding that makes the cold war such an extraordinary era in modern

history, but by themselves they cannot adequately explain the varied transformations of this period. By

calling attention to forces that run broader and deeper than the sum of these cold war con�icts, we can

better understand the complexity and multi-dimensional facets of the period.

These broader forces can signi�cantly alter our interpretation of the cold war's transformative moments

and on occasion even lead us to new key moments that had previously been ignored. A global perspective

reorders as well as reassigns the key way stations of the cold war. For instance, the question of the origins of

the cold war, one of the core questions of cold war historiography, held signi�cance primarily for Eastern

and Western Europe, the Soviet Union, and the United States. At the nexus between war and peace, between

salvaging what was left of the war-ravaged European continent and creating a postwar world governed by a

global rule of law and a clearly de�ned set of principles of peaceful coexistence, the United States and the

Soviet Union became increasingly distrustful of each other's motives and intentions for the postwar period.

Even though the leaders of the main wartime alliance, Winston Churchill, Joseph Stalin, and Franklin

Delano Roosevelt, had �rst at Tehran and then at Yalta agreed on the general principles of the postwar

world, their alliance proved fragile. Once the common enemy Nazi Germany had been vanquished, deeper

�ssures and the legacy of mutual distrust resurfaced. On the Soviet side, of course, this distrust was

strengthened by the American refusal to share the secret of the atomic bomb with the Soviet Union or to

place control over this powerful weapon with an international body, such as the United Nations.5

Many leading scholars of the cold war see this as a key moment in the deterioration of the US-Soviet

relationship, and the contributors to this volume do not overlook it. Yet collectively the chapters provide

evidence that it alone cannot explain the origins of the global cold war. They likewise demonstrate that the

immediate postwar period can and should not be reduced to explaining the origins of the cold war. Indeed, a

number of the chapters suggest alternative historical moments that deserve equal attention as shapers of

the postwar international order.6

In doing so they are widening and to an extent repaving a road previously rarely taken by cold war historians

but currently being travelled by scholarly pioneers. Among the alternative key moments that have largely

been overshadowed by the scholarly focus on the origins of the cold war was the founding of the United

Nations in October 1945. The United Nations Charter formulated a framework for international peace and

security as well as a pledge for the defense of human rights. Alluding to the atrocities su�ered in the recent

world wars, the charter's preamble declared the United Nations’ determination “to save succeeding

generations from the scourge of war, which twice in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind,

and to rea�rm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the

equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small, and to establish conditions under which

justice and respect for the obligations arising from treaties and other sources of international law can be

maintained, and to promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom.”

p. 5

7

Both the United States and the Soviet Union signed the Charter and became founding members of the United

Nations, along with forty-nine other nations from Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America. This

demonstration of global unity was as real as the growing friction among the principal wartime allies. But

rather than reconcile these contradictory narratives, historians for a long time dismissed one of them as a

�eeting moment of idealism and privileged the other as what really mattered. In the literature, the founding

of the UN was soon overwhelmed by the attention to contemporaneous events more aligned with the cold

war narrative that rested on such pillars as the crises in Iran and Greece; the futility of the negotiations at

the meetings of the Council of Foreign Ministers at London, Moscow, and Paris; the abortive Baruch Plan to

regulate and internationalize atomic energy (proposed at the UN, no less); and George Kennan's “Long

Telegram,” Winston's Churchill's Iron Curtain Speech, Stalin's Election Speech, and the pronouncement of

the Truman Doctrine.
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In recent years, however, cold war historians have begun to consider the history of human rights and the

work of international non-governmental organizations as integral to the history of the global cold war.

Even though the superpower con�ict severely limited and at times circumscribed the United Nations’ ability

to in�uence international relations, it nonetheless constituted a vital forum within the broader framework

of global networks. Throughout the cold war, the United Nations Security Council and its General Assembly

served as sounding boards that re�ected the tension that existed between the spirit of internationalism and

the bipolarity of the East-West con�ict.

8

Two key events early in the cold war illustrate the entanglement of the UN in the increasingly tense East-

West confrontation. The �rst was the Berlin blockade of 1948–9, which ended what little remained of the

postwar cooperation among the four occupation powers of Germany and sealed the division of Germany into

a Soviet controlled socialist East and a democratic West allied with the United States, Great Britain, and

France. The source of the con�ict had been the Western allies’ unilateral decision to institute a currency

reform in the Western parts of Germany, a move that each of the occupying powers recognized would ruin

the �nancial viability of the Eastern sector of Berlin, jointly administered by all four allied powers, and by

extension the Soviet controlled occupation zone in East Germany. When the Soviet Union responded to the

currency reform with a blockade of all tra�c to and from Berlin, which of course was located within the

Soviet zone of occupation, the US military responded with an airlift of vital goods to the Western sectors of

the city. But no less importantly, albeit often neglected in the literature, the United States appealed to the

United Nations in an e�ort to force an end to the blockade. The negotiations in the Security Council dragged

on into the spring of 1949, when the Soviet Union gave up its blockade. To be sure, it was the success of the

airlift and not the UN Security Council that ultimately prompted the Soviet Union to back down.

Nonetheless, the United Nations provided the central forum for the expression and eventual resolution of

the international dispute.

p. 6

Two years later, the United States and its Allies again appealed to the United Nations to force a withdrawal

of North Korean forces from South Korea. UN Security Council Resolution 83 in the summer of 1950

recommended military assistance to South Korea. Protesting the UN membership's refusal to recognize the

People's Republic of China as the legitimate representative of China, the Soviet Union had been absent from

the Security Council when that body passed the Korea resolution, and it did not o�cially get involved in the

con�ict (su�ce it to say, it did lend uno�cial support to the North Koreans).

The United States, on the other hand, furnished the vast majority of the UN force and led the military

campaign against North Korea. China, however, which had turned communist in 1949, did engage the US-

led UN forces, when, in the fall of 1950, General Douglas MacArthur crossed the 38th parallel into North

Korea and threatened to move further into Chinese territory. The UN resolution, which authorized the

international military action against the North Korean aggressor, the UN participation in brokering the

cease-�re in the summer of 1953, and the role UN forces played in helping guard the demilitarized zone

separating North from South Korea at the 38th parallel, gave the organization a prominent position in

international a�airs.9

We bring attention to the role of the United Nations in the Berlin Blockade and Korean War not for the

purpose of replacing the conventional story. That story is central to the history of the cold war era. Rather,

the aim is to supplement it by adding an additional layer, a layer that provides new insights even as it

complicates the sequence of events. Similarly, the expansion of the cold war to the periphery in the late

1940s and especially the 1950s o�ers opportunities to explore alternative ways to appreciate salient

dimensions of key moments in cold war history.

The traditional narrative focused on the incentives for both the Soviet Union and the United States to carry

the cold war con�ict into Asia, Latin America, the Middle East, and Africa.  From the United States vantage

point, the expansion was a result of the perceived need to secure strategic outposts and resources,

10
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successive American administrations’ fear that the Soviets would exploit vulnerable emerging nations, and

the domino-theory like thinking that posited that a Soviet beachhead could not be contained. From the

Soviet vantage point, engagement in the so-called “Third World” o�ered the opportunity to advance the

communist narrative of anti-imperialism, anti-colonialism, peaceful co-existence, and social justice

against what looked like the latest installment in the Western world's grab for yet more territory, resources,

and markets. Scholars exploring the Soviet and American side of the cold war in the Third World o�ered

keen insights into the incentives, processes, and consequences of the cold war expansion, which did much

to clarify our understanding of this period.

p. 7

11

Again, this narrative is unassailable. When exploring the cold war from the vantage point of the periphery,

nevertheless, additional historical transformations come into sharper relief, chief among them the struggle

for decolonization. To be sure, the cold war signi�cantly shaped the emerging countries’ paths to

independence in the 1950s and 1960s. It o�ered anti-colonial political activists powerful arguments in favor

of independence and leverage to negotiate the terms of that independence. Still, rather than pitting one cold

war camp against the other, most countries in the colonial world tried to forge a path of non-alignment. For

them, the cold war rivalry between the two superpowers o�ered not just opportunities, but potential pitfalls

as well.

These dynamics emerge much more vividly when taking into account events like the 1955 Bandung

conference, where Asian and African nations as well as leaders from colonies on the verge of independence

sought closer economic and political cooperation and a common strategy to �ght colonialism and

imperialism. The conference signaled the global South's e�ort to stake out a position of autonomy and

strength in the cold war con�ict without committing to one side or the other. One of the major results of the

conference, the declaration of self-determination as the �rst right, underscored the claim to independence,

both from the former colonial powers and from the in�uence and pressure of the two cold war camps.12

The Third World's interest in non-alignment did not mean a policy of non-engagement with cold war

countries, nor did it prevent the practice of playing the superpowers o� against each other in order to

achieve maximum political bene�ts. To the contrary, one of the most skilled practitioners of this political

maneuvering, able to take the greatest possible advantage from the cold war rivalry, was the Egyptian leader

Gamal Abdel Nasser. He sought funds from both the Soviet Union and the United States to support a large

construction project, the building of the Aswan dam to regulate the Nile River. He also struck an arms deal

with Czechoslovakia, which set him on a collision course with the United States. Intricately interwoven with

the Suez Crisis of 1956, one of the seminal moments in traditional accounts of the cold war in the Middle

East, Nasser's skillful dealings with both superpower rivals and his eventual success in securing �nancial

support from the Soviet Union for the dam project show that, even for leading �gures in the non-alignment

movement, siding with one side or another for short-term strategic objectives could be useful.

Contemporaries of Nasser who sought to follow suit, such as Cambodia's Norodom Sihanouk and

Indonesia's Sukarno, were far less successful.

13

14

Moving beyond the US-Soviet cold war framework also reveals new �ssures within each of the ideological

blocs as well as new connections among domestic, regional, and geopolitical developments. Those include a

greater emphasis on the Sino-Soviet split, but also the internal challenges to the cold war order in both the

Soviet and the Western orbit. Historians of cold war communism have long stressed the importance of the 

ideological and political disagreements between Chinese and Soviet communists, but did not identify the

rift as a substantial challenge to the cold war order. But it is vitally important to recognize the multiple

subtle linkages that existed and expanded between the domestic desire for reform in each of the two camps

and the evolution of the international objective of reducing political-military tensions through a policy of

détente. For instance, we now understand the Chinese opening to the United States in the late 1960s in the

context of the domestic dissident movements in Eastern Europe, particularly the Prague Spring of 1968.

p. 8

15
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Likewise, the Federal Republic of Germany's Chancellor Willy Brandt's Ostpolitik in the early 1970s, often

framed as a local or regional response to the US-Soviet policy of détente, had its roots in the early 1960s’

increasing disillusionment with the in�exible and ossi�ed policies of the Konrad Adenauer government, as

well as the increasingly vocal grassroots student movements that challenged the political status quo in West

Germany. The proximity of the West German state to the Iron Curtain as well as the absence of o�cial

relations with East Germany provided additional incentives for the Social Democratic opposition to propose

solutions to the cold war stalemate. The story of the emergence of détente has been well researched, but

only recently have scholars begun to connect the political to the social and cultural story of the 1960s, and

domestic to transnational upheavals in the cold war order.  Drawing these connections was from its

inception integral to this volume.

16

Recent historiographical developments have added more nuance and new perspectives to recognized

milestones of the cold war. But they also reveal new plotlines that had remained obscured by the focus on

the cold war strategic, economic, political, and ideological contest. Chief among these is the struggle toward

the creation of a global human rights regime. Because most e�orts in this direction were continuously

thwarted by �are-ups in cold war confrontations or received only lip-service, and lukewarm lip-service at

that, from the Soviet Union, the United States, and their respective allies, the e�orts of rights activists have

been pushed to the sidelines of the historical narrative of the cold war. However, prompted by a moment of

supreme optimism for a fresh and decisive role for the United Nations after the end of the cold war, rights

activists as well as their chroniclers discovered the potential of human rights as both a political cause and

historical subject. Hence events like the crafting and signing of the Human Rights Declaration in 1948, the

emergence and proliferation of non-governmental human rights organizations, the Helsinki accords of

1977, as well as the series of UN sponsored women's rights conferences since 1975, gained new prominence

as salient moments in cold war history. What emerged then in the 1990s and 2000s was a history rich in

alternative moments and milestones, rich also in exposing missed opportunities and failed e�orts, yet

nonetheless a history that needs to be taken into account as both a complement and counter-narrative to

the dominant story of cold war confrontations.17

Another development that emerged boldly only after the end of the cold war was the attention paid to the

history of globalization. It became a political buzz-word of the 1990s, associated with neo-liberalism, neo-

imperialism, and neo-colonialism. Yet globalization also matured into a concept that attracted a wide

variety of academic scholars from disciplines as diverse as economics, anthropology, sociology, political

science, history, communications, and cultural studies. The academic exploration of the concept thus

o�ered a welcome opportunity for trans-disciplinary synthesis that had eluded the academy for decades.

p. 9

Most scholars now agree that once the political polarity is stripped away from the term “globalization,”

what is revealed is a long-term process that preceded the cold war; transformed and was transformed by the

cold war; and continued at accelerated speed after the cold war. For cold war scholars the challenge thus

becomes to determine precisely how the cold war altered the course of political, economic, and cultural

globalization, whether it halted or simply redirected the trajectory of increasing international connectivity

and exchange, and how these long-term processes of globalization might have altered or possibly even

contributed to the demise of the cold war.18

The same can be said for the environment, religion, and other “challenges to the cold war paradigm” that

appear in this volume in juxtaposition with chapters on geopolitics, economics, and culture; the US-Soviet

relationship and the cold war and the Middle East; the nuclear revolution and international institutions; and

race and gender. The chapters do not speak with one voice, nor do they achieve a consensus let alone

unanimity on the best and de�nite way to approach the history of the cold war. But that was never the

objective behind bringing together this set of international scholars in a single collection. Rather, these

chapters can and should be read as a conversation among experts in the �eld, each with a unique set of skills

and perspective, in which the reader can play an active and independent part. O�ering new, stimulating, and
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provocative avenues for future research, the essays represent the state of the �eld in historical scholarship

on the cold war, bringing new insights to familiar topics and breaking ground on new ones. The cold war

ended more than two decades ago; it will take decades more to take the full measure of it. While that process

began almost as soon as the cold war originated, and it has bene�ted over the years from contributions from

the likes of Herbert Feis and D.F. Fleming, Walter LaFeber and John Lewis Gaddis, Melvin Le�er and

Michael Hogan, Odd Arne Westad and Robert J. McMahon, and so many, many more distinguished scholars,

it has a long way to go. The intention of this volume is to both lay a foundation and serve as a catalyst for

this continuing endeavor. It will be exciting.
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2 Historicizing the Cold War 
Akira Iriye

This chapter discusses the process of historicizing the Cold War. It explains that the Cold War had no

in�uence on major world a�airs from the late nineteenth century onward and that, under such a view,

the Cold War can only be considered as but a fraction of world history. It argues that if the Cold War is

to be historicized, it is important to broaden the perspective and relativize the geopolitical story

against the background of many other stories which comprise history. The chapter explores the role or

contribution the Cold War in the three sub-periods after World War 2: 1945–70, 1970–90, and 1990 to

the present.

Historicizing a historical event entails the question of chronology. In order to establish a periodizing

scheme for understanding the history of the cold war, we have to ask some fundamental questions in

interpreting the history of the world after the Second World War and the place of the cold war in that

history. Does a chronology that centers on the vicissitudes of the cold war trump other ways of

comprehending post-1945 history? To the extent that the cold war was just one development, however

important, in international a�airs, what place should we assign it in the history of the world after the war?

If the world has changed signi�cantly during the second half of the 20th century and into the 21st, what part

did cold war history play in the story?

To assign the central role to the cold war in periodizing post-Second World War history is to consider

geopolitics the key to recent history. Historians of international relations usually establish their

chronologies in terms of wars. The history of the 20th century thus is schematized by way of the origins of

the Great War, the First World War, the interwar period, the coming of the Second World War, the transition

from that war to the cold war, the “high” cold war, détente, a new cold war, the ending of the cold war, and

possibly yet another new cold war that may be lurking in the background. Such privileging of wars and

con�icts makes sense if one is writing a history of geopolitics or geostrategy, because these subjects by
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de�nition are concerned with national security, balance of power, and related issues, and the cold war is

indeed comprehensible in such frameworks. In this essay, however, I argue that if the subject is to be

historicized, we must broaden our perspective and relativize, as it were, the geopolitical story against the

background of many other stories that comprise history.

It is imperative to recognize, �rst of all, that while con�ict is an important theme in the history of

international relations, one must not forget other themes that coexist with, and sometimes even supersede,

con�ict. International cooperation is one obvious example. Nations do not merely prepare for the next war.

They also choose not to preoccupy themselves with con�ictual issues, envisaging their roles in the drama of

“the rise and fall of the great powers,” but instead to establish various frameworks for international

cooperation and coexistence. A regional community is a good example. The European Union does not exist

in order to prepare for war; its fundamental objective is to avoid con�ict among its member states and to

promote their mutual wellbeing. Likewise, nations establish intergovernmental organizations such as the

United Nations in order to prevent war and, if it should nevertheless occur, to contrive a solution to bring

about its termination.

p. 16

The examples of the European Union and the United Nations also remind us that nations are interested in

far more than national security and power. Both these institutions have championed the cause of human

rights, not just national rights and interests. In addition, the UN has promoted such objectives as the

eradication of communicable diseases, the protection of the natural environment, and the promotion of

dialogue among civilizations. Neither diseases nor civilizations are national entities, and for that reason

quite often they supersede narrowly de�ned national concerns. So does the ecological system. Human

rights, in contrast to national rights, refer to the prevention of discrimination on account of racial,

religious, and other distinctions. The idea of human rights has as its basis a conception of human beings as

indivisible, as humanity. Civilizations may divide humanity, but it is also possible to speak of civilization in

the singular, referring to ways in which human beings behave toward one another.

Whether speaking of diseases, civilizations, environmentalism, or human rights, one realizes that these

subjects are not just of international signi�cance, in the sense of nations cooperating with one another to

deal with them. At a more fundamental level, they are inherently of transnational character, in that national

distinctions are irrelevant because these phenomena transcend, cross, and in the process subvert national

boundaries. The strengthening of transnational forces may, then, limit the utility of the international

relations perspective in comprehending world history. Rather, transnational themes may have to be

introduced into the picture inasmuch as they have their own identities and separate chronologies.

The distinction between international and transnational a�airs, however, may be blurred, as is most

unambiguously evident in economic transactions. The movement of capital, goods, and labor is both an

international and transnational phenomenon. Trade, investment, and migration take place across nations

and are regulated by states. At the same time, commercial, �nancial, and migratory transactions frequently

defy state authority and produce consequences beyond its control. The phenomenon known as globalization

is a good example. Initially promoted by states in order to further their trade, shipping, and investment

activities abroad, globalization in time came to integrate individuals and private �rms into the world

economic order as global players. Nations became less and less relevant units in a globalizing world,

although international organizations such as the World Trade Organization (WTO) and International

Monetary Fund (IMF) remained important so as to ensure that globalization would not cause unanticipated

disruptions across borders.

Accordingly, a chronology that prioritizes the cold war is a partial one and explains little about non-

geopolitical aspects of international relations or about transnational movements. These latter were not

sub-themes in the overarching history of the cold war. On the contrary, it can even be argued that the cold

p. 17
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war was a minor theme in the broader history of globalization or of such other themes as environmentalism

and human rights.

At the same time, there is also the national story, quite apart from the geopolitical drama. In addition to the

obvious fact that each actor in the drama de�ned its own approach and sought to establish a relationship

between the cold war and domestic politics and society, the post-Second World War era saw the emergence

of a large number of post-colonial nations. This latter phenomenon cannot be viewed as having been merely

a byproduct of the superpower con�ict. After all, anti-imperialism and anti-colonialism had been a major

force in world a�airs from the late 19th century onward. The cold war neither subverted nor controlled it.

Rather, decolonization and nation-building were stories with an integrity of their own.

Viewed within such a framework, the cold war emerges as having been but a fraction of world history, a

history of the world that consists of national, international, and transnational phenomena. Particularly

after the Second World War, non-geopolitical developments became so powerful that to give the cold war

the privilege of de�ning the postwar chronology would be a grave distortion of history.

Nevertheless, the cold war was a reality and must somehow be put in the context of recent history. How

should one do so? One may discuss the place of geopolitics in the post-1945 chronology and contextualize it

in terms of other, arguably more signi�cant, developments. In order to do so, the following discussion

divides the post-Second World War years into three sub-periods: 1945–70, 1970–90, and 1990 to the

present.

1945–1970

Usually considered in terms of the origins and development of the cold war, this quarter-century should

also be seen as a major landmark in the history of decolonization. That history went back to the late 19th

century and had been accelerated after the First World War, but in 1939 most of the world's empires still

remained. Once war came, however, the struggle for independence gained fresh momentum as its leaders

sought to take advantage of the global con�ict to gain freedom for their people. By 1960 most countries in

the Middle East, South Asia, Southeast Asia, and East Asia had gained independence or at least autonomy so

that more than one-half of the UN's total membership of around one hundred consisted of newly

independent nations. Only Africa remained still under colonial control, but its various regions, too, would

achieve independence during the 1960s so that by the early 1970s most colonial areas in the world would

have disappeared.

This was a momentous development. The age of imperialism that had begun in the last decades of the 19th

century and had underlain international a�airs for nearly a century was �nally coming to an end. Compared

to this story, the cold war drama paled in signi�cance. The cold war initially and primarily concerned the

Western powers (including the Soviet Union), and to that extent it was a traditional game of power politics.

As had always happened after a major war, the victors fought over spoils of war.

p. 18

The years immediately after the Second World War were in this sense not substantially di�erent from

earlier postwar years like the 1820s or the 1920s. The two principal powers that successfully fought the Axis,

the United States and the Soviet Union, clashed over such issues as the occupation of Germany and the

extent of Soviet military presence in Eastern Europe. In time it might have been expected that the two

powers would come at least to some provisional agreement about their respective spheres of in�uence—as

they in a sense did after the early 1960s. In any event the Soviet-American confrontation at its inception

largely concerned Europe and was thus more of an intra-Western civil war than a global con�ict.
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The bilateral tensions in Europe developed into a wider and nearly global confrontation when the rest of the

world transformed themselves into post-colonial states. China, for a long time a “semi-colony,” was now

an independent nation, having regained territory lost to Japan since the 1890s. Still, it took four years of

civil war before a central government, which declared itself a people's republic and promptly tied itself to

the Soviet Union through a treaty of alliance, was established. Korea, liberated from nearly forty years of

Japanese colonial rule, was likewise divided by regional contenders for power who were unable to unify the

peninsula. When the communists in the north attempted a �nal assault on the south in June 1950, it

provoked an immediate US reaction, thus producing the �rst “hot war” in the cold war era. The Korean War

was fundamentally a civil war that turned into an international con�ict because the United States and the

Soviet Union both saw it as the beginning of a more serious global con�ict. By then, many formerly

European colonies and protectorates in Asia and the Middle East had gained independence. Some post-

colonial states chose to tie themselves to one side or the other in the global cold war, while others remained

neutral, declaring themselves to be “Third World” countries. It is doubtful that the cold war would have

come to embrace the non-Western parts of the world if colonialism had not ended. Put another way, it is

possible to see the cold war as a footnote in the longer and ultimately more consequential story of

decolonization.

Decolonization, however, was only one of the developing themes in world history in the middle of the 20th

century. Internationalism, in the sense of cooperation and coexistence among nations, reached a high point

in the immediate aftermath of the Second World War, as exempli�ed by the founding of the United Nations.

Although the UN did not always function as smoothly as might have been hoped for, its presence throughout

the cold war was a powerful reminder that sovereign states, of which there was an increasing number, were

sometimes ready to negotiate their di�erences and to pool their resources, mental as well as material, to

achieve common objectives. The history of the UN did not parallel that of the cold war because the

organization was interested in much more than geopolitical issues. Indeed, it was quite powerless to deal

with them, precisely because internationalism is inherently incompatible with geopolitics. Rather, we

should focus on non-geopolitical aspects of the activities by the UN and many other international

organizations. Of such activities, those concerned with human rights stand out because the postwar years

saw the international codi�cation of the idea.

p. 19

Human rights, not national rights, were now conceptualized as a valid, universal notion. Earlier, national

self-determination had been the principal language to promote the idea of freedom and justice among

colonial people, but that idea had not included the equality of the sexes or races. By elevating human rights

as an idea applying to all humans, through the 1948 universal declaration and subsequent resolutions, the

UN as well as its member states and many non-governmental organizations were accepting as axiomatic

the idea that there were human beings before racial, national, gender, and other categories divided them

into separate units and created cleavages. The civil rights movement, in the United States and elsewhere,

now merged into the global movement for protection and promotion of human rights. There is little

question, therefore, that such global vocabulary was at variance with the language of the cold war. Not only

did the cold war divide the world into two camps, but within each camp there were clear violations of human

rights. The suppression of freedom in Soviet-bloc nations was a glaring violation of human rights, but so

were the remaining racial segregation in the West and non-democratic government among some US allies

in the cold war.

Rather than arguing that the cold war justi�ed such oppression, or that human rights became part of an

ideology for each side in executing the global struggle, it would make more sense to say that human rights

ultimately trumped the geopolitical confrontation by spreading waves of freedom and democratization

throughout the world. Particularly during the 1960s, when anti-establishment forces across the globe

erupted against the waging of the cold war by both the United States and the Soviet Union, they ignited

movements for change, both domestically and internationally. The waning of the cold war after the late
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1960s is inseparable from this phenomenon. In other words, the cold war can be considered to have been a

footnote to human rights history, not the other way round. The ending of the cold war in the late 1980s was

as much a story of human rights as of geopolitics.

Another key development in post-1945 history was globalization, or, more precisely, re-globalization.

Historians date the origins of economic globalization variably. Some point to the “discovery” of the Western

Hemisphere around 1500, but most prefer to choose the period from the middle to the last decades of the

19th century as the time when the pace of global economic interconnections accelerated through new

communications and transportation technology that vastly facilitated the exchange of goods, capital, and

labor. That story, however, met with a serious reversal during and immediately after the Great War,

ushering in a period of what some economic historians call de-globalization. In the second half of the 1920s,

it seemed as if this temporary setback was going to be reversed so that the world economy would regain the

globalizing momentum of the pre-1914 days. Such did not prove to be the case because of the severe impact

of the world economic crisis that began in 1929 and the international con�ict that followed.

In that broad perspective the Second World War was both a culmination of the process of de-globalization

as well as the beginning of the renewed e�orts toward re-globalization. The United States was a factor in

the former phenomenon, and it played the key role in the latter. Reversing its trade protectionism,

immigration restriction, and other nationalistic policies, the nation entered (and ended) the war

determined to reintegrate the world economy through international cooperation. The resulting Bretton

Woods system was a major landmark in bringing about re-globalization. The story of post-1945

globalization has not yet ended. Starting from the establishment of international organizations such as the

International Monetary Fund and the World Bank as well as agreements like the General Agreement on

Tari�s and Trade, the United States and other countries have continued to seek to broaden the scope of

global interdependence, which now covers transnational movements of capital, currencies, and labor.

p. 20

Like human rights, globalization is a major phenomenon of 20th-century history, especially of the post-

Second World War years. How might we link this story to the history of the cold war? Again like the case of

human rights, it would be best to consider the cold war a footnote to the history of globalization. To be sure,

the Bretton Woods system was pursued energetically by the United States and its allies, while the Soviet-

bloc nations remained outside the system. Through the 1970s, there is little doubt that, thanks to the

internationalist framework provided by Bretton Woods arrangements, US allies in Europe as well as Japan

rapidly recovered from the devastations caused by the war and began to achieve phenomenal rates of

economic growth, thus ensuring their domestic stability and ideological orientation toward the United

States. “The West” became synonymous with prosperity as well as democracy and served as the principal

agent of globalization. Because the United States remained the superior economic power, globalization at

that time appeared to enhance the prestige of “the American way of life,” a formidable ideological weapon

in waging cold war. In contrast, the pace of growth in the “Eastern bloc” fell behind, although the Soviet

Union and its allies continued to argue that the socialist system of production and distribution would

ultimately prove more bene�cial to the people. Moreover, the US side in the cold war made use of the World

Bank to provide assistance to post-colonial states so as to promote their “development” and thus to prevent

them from falling to Soviet or Chinese in�uence. In some such way, globalization became incorporated into

the story of the cold war.

Such an equation, however, needs to be put in context. Globalization, after all, implies the

interconnectedness and interdependence of all countries and regions of the world, whereas cold war

geopolitics assumes a divided world in a global struggle for power. A divided world is incompatible with a

globalized world. Had there been no cold war, the Soviet Union, China, and their allies would have been

integrated into the world economy, precisely as they have since the 1980s. The United States instituted a

system of stringent control over East-West economic relations, and the movement of goods, capital, and

people across the divide, while never totally absent, was severely restricted. Likewise on the Soviet side;
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Moscow and Beijing disdained bourgeois capitalism and boasted of their ability to achieve economic gains

without having to borrow from, or deal with, the West. Ultimately, such restrictionism on both sides gave

way to integration, demonstrating that globalization proved to be a more in�uential force than geopolitics

in shaping contemporary history.

The twenty-�ve year period after the Second World War, then, had abundant themes, of which the bipolar

geopolitical confrontation was just one, and certainly not the key to all others. However, in one respect the

cold war did leave a major imprint on contemporary history: the development of nuclear technology and

armament. The US-USSR confrontation was of grave seriousness to the whole of humankind because the

superpowers chose to acquire huge arsenals of nuclear weapons that threatened to destroy the entire world,

human civilization, and the natural habitat. It has been argued that the cold war never developed into a third

world war because both sides understood such consequences and adopted the strategy of mutually assured

destruction so as to prevent nuclear war. That is debatable. What is not is that the use of nuclear weapons in

local con�icts, if not against the major cold war rival, was actually contemplated, and the United States and

the Soviet Union continued to expand their respective stockpiles of nuclear bombs and missiles. By the time

the nuclear powers agreed to sign a non-proliferation treaty (1968) in order to prevent the spread of these

weapons elsewhere, it was too late. France and China had already developed them, and others were just as

eager to join the “nuclear club.”

p. 21

It is, of course, impossible to say whether or not there would have been a cold war if nuclear bombs had not

been devised. But there is little doubt that these weapons contributed to creating a feeling of unprecedented

fear not only on the part of the people directly involved in the bilateral confrontation but also throughout

the whole world.

That is why protest movements against nuclear weapons became such a potent, global force during the cold

war. An important episode in the long history of peace movements, the anti-bomb initiative became bound

up with other phenomena that gained momentum after the Second World War: human rights and

environmentalism. Nuclear armaments, in particular atmospheric testing, violated human rights in that

they caused damage to people's health through radioactive agents that fell from the “mushroom clouds.”

Such “ashes of death” fell on all living things regardless of their location. Why should the vast majority of

humankind su�er the consequences of the nuclear powers’ militarization? Such awareness led people all

over the world to organize movements against nuclear testing and, ultimately, against nuclear armament

itself. Citizens in the United States and its allies also became involved, in many instances protesting against

their own governments’ nuclear strategy. Women were particularly active because of their concern with the

e�ects of atmospheric testing upon babies and children. “End the arms race, not the human race” became a

slogan among anti-bomb activist women in the United States.

Thus it is possible to see that even the military technology aspect of the cold war became bound up with the

overall human rights movement after the Second World War. While the cold war may have ended, nuclear

armaments have not, nor have movements against them. In such a long perspective, the cold war may be

seen as a catalyst that triggered both nuclear proliferation and a global anti-nuclear movement.

The ban-the-bomb movement was also a part of the rising movement to protect the natural environment,

for nuclear testing, whether in the atmosphere or underground, damaged the earth's habitat just as

industrial waste and urban pollution did. In combination such “modern” developments, whether

military or economic, destroyed the ecological system that had sustained life on earth for millennia.

Awareness of environmental degradation grew signi�cantly during the 1950s because of nuclear fallout, but

became intertwined with concerns over industrialization and urbanization in the subsequent decades.

Although global environmentalism became active only after 1970, here again it is possible to put the cold

war in the context of the history of the environment and of environmentalism.

p. 22
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That history has been bound up both with wars and with peace. Wars, whether hot or cold, devastate the

natural habitat. The use of “Agent Orange,” a toxic gas that damaged humans during the Vietnam War, also

wreaked havoc with the forests and rice paddies of Indochina. The demilitarized zone dividing North from

South Korea, on the one hand, became a haven for endangered species because they are safe from nuclear

fallout.  On the other hand, this same haven is under threat from industrialization, indicating that peace,

not simply war, can cause environmental hazards. In any event, in the long story of e�orts to protect the

natural environment, nuclear technology played a key, but not the only, role. If the history of the cold war is

inseparable from that of nuclear armament, then, neither can it be treated separately from the story of

global environmentalism.

1

What these observations suggest is that a chronology that prioritized the cold war is a misleading way to

understand post-Second World War history. It makes just as much sense to periodize the post-1945 years in

terms of the history of decolonization, internationalism, human rights, economic globalization, or

environmentalism. Did these phenomena have anything in common so that there could be an overarching

chronology of which these may be comprehended as subsidiary chronologies? This is one of the most

interesting questions that historians can ponder.

1970–1990

In examining the above question, the decades after 1970 serve clearly to historicize the cold war,

subordinating it to other developments that may be understood as aspects of the overall phenomenon of

globalization. As noted above, economic globalization has a long history, and the years between 1945 and

1970 may be comprehended as a period of re-globalization. Developments after the early 1970s indicated

that re-globalization had been successfully accomplished and that the process of more full-�edged

globalization than earlier—more global and more extensive—had begun. To put it succinctly, non-

geopolitical forces grew in importance in contrast to geopolitical developments.

To be sure, many historians still cling to a cold war-centric chronology of world history for the 1970s and

the 1980s. For them, the US-USSR détente that began in the early 1970s was followed by a renewed crisis,

“the second cold war” according to some writers, toward the end of the decade, which grew ominous in the

early 1980s—until, all of a sudden, the cold war collapsed as a framework of international relations, leading

ultimately to the break-up of the mighty Soviet empire.

That such a chronology is super�cial becomes obvious as soon as we recall other non-geopolitical

developments of the 1970s like the 1970 observance of the �rst “Earth Day,” the 1971 collapse of the dollar

that had sustained the Bretton Woods system, the 1972 UN conference on the environment, another 1972

landmark in the form of terrorist attacks on Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympics, the 1973 and 1978 oil

shocks, the 1975 Helsinki Accords on human rights, the 1978 launching of “modernization” programs by

the People's Republic of China, the 1980 announcement by the World Health Organization that by 1979

smallpox had been �nally eradicated, or the fact that by the end of the decade most of Africa had come to

consist of independent nations. While these were not necessarily interrelated phenomena, their combined

impact was to demonstrate the growing importance of non-geopolitical (economic, social, cultural)

phenomena in world a�airs. Virtually all these developments may be put in the frameworks of

internationalism and globalization. The decades of the 1970s and the 1980s showed that internationalism

and globalization proved more enduring than cold war geopolitics.

p. 23

An example like smallpox eradication �ts nowhere in the history of the cold war, but who is to say that it

was of less importance than the geopolitical drama in the annals of human history? The disease that had

killed more people than all the wars of the century combined had been a target of cooperative international

e�orts, going back to the League of Nations’ campaign during the 1920s, but the movement became more
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concerted after the Second World War. It was promoted by the United States and the Soviet Union, among

others, all of whom worked together in Africa and elsewhere to eradicate the disease.  The successful

consummation of the campaign was a tribute to the spirit of internationalism. It was also an aspect of the

history of globalization in that public health endeavors were becoming more and more global in scope and

that in an age when national barriers were steadily coming down through economic globalization,

internationalism was achieving major successes.

2

It is true that economic globalization encountered a serious setback in 1971 when President Richard Nixon

announced that the United States was “de-coupling” the dollar from gold, thus undermining the basis of

the Bretton Woods system that had been based on the principle of stable rates of exchange among major

currencies, all linked to the dollar that in turn had a �xed value in terms of gold. In the sense that this

episode and the subsequent devaluation of the dollar against other major currencies amounted to indicating

the passing of US hegemony in international commercial and �nancial transactions, it might seem that the

process of re-globalization that had hinged on the economic strength and political commitment of the

United States was coming to an end. The Bretton Woods system that had been dependent on the strong

dollar did not disappear, but it was now to be necessarily reshaped so that other countries would play more

active roles than in the past. Such developments did not mean that globalization itself was jeopardized.

Rather, participation by other countries and regions of the world made globalization more truly global.

This can be seen most clearly in the fact that the 1971 “Nixon shock” was soon followed by the 1973 “oil

shock,” entailing the decision by the recently formed Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

(OPEC) to triple (and even quadruple) the price of crude oil. This heralded the arrival of the oil-producing

countries, particularly in the Middle East, as important players in the international economy. Even the

United States and the wealthier nations of Europe as well as Japan were not immune from the devastating

impact of OPEC's action, and “oil dollars” began to constitute a new source of liquid capital that would seek

its investment opportunities elsewhere, not the least in the advanced countries. Moreover, the European

Community, formally established in 1973 with Great Britain now joining its European neighbors in the

regional economic order, produced a powerful economic bloc that would challenge US supremacy in

international trade and investments. In the meantime, Japan and its Asian neighbors (“the little dragons”

such as South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore) also emerged as key players in the world economy

as they successfully weathered the disarray in the international currency market caused by the two

“shocks.”

p. 24

It should also be noted that, as A. G. Hopkins has argued, with most former colonies having become

independent states by the 1970s, globalization now entered the phase of “post-colonial globalization,”

involving all parts of the globe in world economic transactions.  Any country and any individual could now

play a role in the global economy as participants in what economic historians call a “neo-liberal market”

which they date from around 1973.  But the most conspicuous aspect of the new, more global globalization

was the phenomenal growth in the number of multinational corporations, namely transnational, non-

territorial �rms that roamed throughout the world in search of cheaper resources and labor as well

promising mass markets. While there were at most 1,000 such enterprises before 1970, their number

expanded to over 10,000 by the end of the decade.

3

4

The process of post-1970 globalization became even more pronounced during the 1980s. The People's

Republic of China, the world's most populous nation, now opened itself to global economic forces, with the

post-Mao leadership determined to undertake economic modernization through globalization. Foreign

investments began to be welcomed; Chinese o�cials, intellectuals, and business people visited abroad in

increasing numbers to establish networks that would help integrate the nation into the world economy; and

the Communist Party undertook extensive programs for building infrastructures such as highways and

ports to facilitate trade, as well as for remodeling the country's educational system so as to produce
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scientists and engineers who would be able to compete in the world market in addition to contributing to

modernization at home.

In the meantime, the United States and its wealthier economic partners continued to take steps to bring

about the liberalization of the currency market. Among the most important was the Plaza Accord of 1985, so

called because it resulted from a meeting of the �nance ministers and central bank directors of the United

States, Britain, France, Germany, and Japan who met in the Plaza Hotel, New York, to devalue the dollar still

further and opened the way to reduce dramatically regulations that had hindered a free �ow of money

across national borders. The resulting �nancial liberalization was a major episode in the history of

globalization, for it enabled anyone anywhere to play the game of currency exchange.

Given such momentous developments in the international economic scene, it would seem to be extremely

parochial to periodize the history of the 1970s and the 1980s simply in terms of what happened in US-Soviet

relations. Why “the second cold war” of the late 1970s into the early 1980s should suddenly have led to the

ending of the cold war only a few years afterwards could never be explained solely in the framework of

geopolitics. Although historians continue to dwell on such issues as the stationing of Soviet missiles in

Eastern Europe, the countermeasures taken by NATO, and Ronald Reagan's devotion to the Strategic

Defense Initiative as having been critical in de�ning the international relations of the 1980s, their

signi�cance would seem to pale in comparison with a single event, the Plaza Accord, in de�ning the history

of the last decades of the 20th century and indeed of the �rst years of the 21st.

p. 25

There were equally remarkable developments in the non-economic sphere during the 1970s and the 1980s,

all of which may be grasped within the framework of the newer phase of globalization. Ironically, economic

globalization became coupled with global environmentalism, and the latter owed its inspiration to a

considerable extent to the awareness of the hazards of rapid industrialization and urbanization. Even as the

nations of the world focused on economic development and expansion, individuals, non-governmental

organizations, and even governments began to question the wisdom of unlimited growth that was doing so

much damage to the natural environment. Per capita incomes were increasing rapidly in many parts of the

world, enabling individuals to travel and consume to an extent never before possible. Earth Day, observed

worldwide in 1970, issued a �rst warning against consumerism that was spreading across national

boundaries. And global environmentalism became an international movement when the UN convened the

�rst conference on “the human environment” in Stockholm in 1972. Out of the conference the UN

Environmental Program was created, which would continue to sponsor international conferences designed

to stop the uncontrolled exploitation of the earth's resources and to limit environmental damage due to

pollution from factories, automobiles, and even homes.

It was no accident that during the 1970s the term “human security” began to be used, �rst at the United

Nations Development Program (UNDP) and then gaining currency in scholarly circles. Going beyond the

conventional notion of national security, the new concept indicated awareness that ultimately humans must

learn to live with one another and with other species so that they would maintain the ecological system that

had sustained civilization for so long. The popularity of concepts like “human community” and “planet

earth” suggests that during the 1970s and subsequently, the common destiny of humankind came to be

stressed, joining or even superseding the traditional notions of national security and national interests. In

this context, the 1987 Montreal Protocol for the protection of the ozone layer must be considered just as

signi�cant a landmark in the history of the 1980s as the Reykjavik meeting by President Reagan and

Chairman Gorbachev in the same year that produced the strategic arms limitation agreement.

One of the notable developments in connection with the environmental movement was that it was promoted

primarily by private, non-governmental organizations. During the 1970s and the 1980s, many such

organizations were established—for instance, Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace—to promote the cause of

environmentalism. Indeed, the remarkable growth of non-governmental organizations was one of the most

p. 26
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dramatic developments of these decades. Although private associations to promote certain causes (anti-

slavery, educational exchange, etc.) had existed for a long time, relatively few of them had reached across

national boundaries, to turn themselves into international non-governmental organizations (INGO). Their

number is estimated to have been around 3,000 in 1970, but they increased to over 13,000 by 1984.  That

fact alone marks the 1970s as having been a signi�cant turning point in recent history, for it suggests that

non-state actors were increasing in number and assertiveness in national and international a�airs. This

was the decade when the idea of “planet earth,” which had emerged in the 1960s, came to be widely

accepted as a de�nition of human existence, implying that people living on the globe shared the same

destiny, even the same identity. Whereas they had tended to be divided by national identities, each

subordinate to state authority, they would also be united across national boundaries simply by virtue of

being together on the “spaceship earth.”

5

The growth of INGOs was another manifestation of such consciousness, for these entities revealed that men

and women in many countries could unite to promote their shared objectives, be they environmental

protection, human rights, or humanitarian causes. Nations and states would remain, but they would not

monopolize human agendas or policy decisions. Indeed, the relative decline in the state's functions, even in

its authority, was the other side of the coin of the same phenomenon. During the 1970s and the 1980s, the

state's role and power were complemented, sometimes challenged, by transnational advocacy groups intent

on rede�ning human agendas to go beyond nation-centric concerns.

This was also the moment when, as can be seen in the term “Reagan revolution” or “Thatcherism,”

political leaders in the United States and other advanced industrial nations began emphasizing the idea of

“small government” in which the state's functions would be limited primarily to national security and

public order, leaving to the private sector issues such as social welfare and medical care. The ideology of

“neo-conservatism” and “neo-liberalism” sustained such reconceptualization. While the cold war may

have intensi�ed as a result of the renewed emphasis on national security, which justi�ed continued defense

spending and arms augmentation, the development of civil society had the opposite e�ect, for it was not

limited to already democratic states but became particularly notable in countries hitherto ruled by

authoritarian regimes, especially in Eastern Europe but also in Latin America and elsewhere. Gorbachev-

initiated reforms (“perestroika” and “glasnost”) were nothing if not a recognition of the need to foster

non-state initiatives within a socialist nation. The eroding of the cold war in the late 1980s would make no

sense unless it was put in such a context.

Another aspect of the phenomena of internationalism and globalization was the renewed eagerness on the

part of non-state actors, now more determined and self-con�dent than earlier, to promote dialogue among

national, religious, and cultural divides. The age that popularized the notion of planet earth not surprisingly

persuaded people everywhere to see excessive nationalism as a major threat to the global community and 

to consider non-national entities such as religion, ethnicity, and language as increasingly important

sources of identity. Globalization did not obliterate such identities; if anything, the seemingly monolithic

force of economic and technological globalization was provoking a self-conscious assertiveness on the part

of religious, ethnic, and linguistic groups to insist on their autonomy as a critical element in establishing

individual identity. All the more reason, then, to promote dialogue among these groups so as not to splinter

the globe in the age of globalization.

p. 27

The language of common humanity underlay the renewed interest in this cause. At a conference of Western

and non-Western intellectuals in Bellagio, Italy, in 1972, for instance, the participants spoke of “a growing

network of individuals concerned with the improvement of long-term cultural relations among people and

countries who wish to transcend the barriers—political, military, or ideological—which often distort or

handicap the ful�llment of human relationships.”  Such language echoed the by-then globally shared

conception of humanity. It was logical, therefore, that the decade of the 1970s witnessed the mushrooming

of INGOs oriented toward the promotion of human rights. The UN General Assembly had already during the

6
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1960s passed a number of resolutions to elaborate on and implement the 1948 Universal Declaration of

Human Rights. But during the subsequent decade non-state actors became actively involved in the cause,

especially with respect to the rights of women, children, the handicapped, the poor, the illiterate, and all

those whose humanity had not been fully recognized by separate states. Even in the geopolitical realm, the

1975 Helsinki Accords established human rights as a cardinal principle in great-power relations, a sure sign

that the cold war was steadily changing its character. In such a context, the alleged “new cold war” of the

late 1970s into the early 1980s would seem to have been but a sideshow. To prioritize such a development

would be to place an emphasis on a traditional theme in global development that was fast losing its

centrality as a de�ner of an age.

That during the 1980s the promotion of human rights became an even more global phenomenon than

hitherto may be linked to the globalization of information technology. It was during the last two decades of

the century that the Internet came to be available to individuals and groups far beyond its original users, the

military, and communication across borders was immensely facilitated by the steadily spreading electronic

mail system. An inevitable consequence was the dissemination and exchange of information and ideas with

people in all parts of the world regardless of their national a�liation. Such landmarks as the

democratization of Eastern European countries, the Tiananmen demonstrations in Beijing in June 1989, and

the fall of the Berlin Wall toward the end of the year were all interrelated thanks to the new technology.

Although Eastern European civil societies did not develop uniformly, nor did the demonstrations in China

bear immediate fruit, they were key developments in the history of human rights, a history that has not

ended. Even if the chronology of the cold war may be said to have come to its conclusion in 1989 or shortly

thereafter, a chronology of world history that gives due regard to the subject of human rights would

attribute a di�erent signi�cance to the 1980s, not as the presumed termination of a geopolitical struggle but

as an important chapter in an un�nished story.

1990 to the presentp. 28

If the cold war is de�ned as a struggle for power between the United States and the Soviet Union, it by

de�nition came to an end with the collapse of the latter in 1991. However, if the cold war is taken to mean a

chapter in the drama of “the rise and fall of the great powers,” obviously it has not ended. The US-USSR

cold war may soon be replaced by a struggle for power between the United States and Russia, or China, or

another contender for global power. However, the key to understanding international a�airs since the 1990s

is not to be preoccupied with geopolitical a�airs to the exclusion of other, far more signi�cant

developments, but to consider to what extent the world has continued to be transformed. In particular, how

have forces of economic and technological globalization continued to shape human lives? Have there been

further signi�cant developments in environmental protection, human rights, cultural dialogue, disease

prevention, and other spheres that had become major themes in world history during the 1970s and the

1980s?

These are important questions, but since this essay is limited to the objective of historicizing the cold war, I

shall focus on the ways in which historians since the 1990s have developed a more global understanding of

the history of the second half of the 20th century, a perspective in which the history of the cold war may

appear di�erent from more conventional narratives. In the historical literature nothing is more striking

than the sudden and also growing popularity of world history, now often called global history or

transnational history. This phenomenon, too, may be related to the development of globalization as a major

force in world history in the last decades of the 20th century.

However, it is important to note the gap between the momentum for globalization that grew during the

1970s and the historiography that would seem to have lagged behind. Even though global moments had
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arrived, historians were slow to recognize them. Historiography lagged behind history. But by the early

1990s historians were �nally recognizing the need to go beyond national narratives in understanding the

past and to consider phenomena and themes that cut across national boundaries. The rising popularity of

world and global history ensured that the basically Euro-centric narrative of modern history as consisting

of national experiences would be supplemented, if not entirely replaced, by a less parochial perspective, a

world view that took account of all regions and people in establishing a chronology. A growing number of

scholars were likewise intent upon going beyond the conventional framework of international history

understood as interrelations among nation states and to consider such transnational phenomena as

encounters among religions, ethnicities, and races, migrations, diasporic communities, stateless refugees,

environmental degradation, and diseases.

In the perspectives of world, global, or transnational history, power-political relations among some

countries (“the great powers”) constituted but one theme that needed to be put in the context of worldwide

economic, social, or cultural developments. Historians were now eager to examine themes and devise

chronologies that did not depend on a teleology that tended to privilege the modern West or established

chronologies in terms of international a�airs but instead to explore comparisons and connections across

regional and civilizational divides. Christopher Bayly, Andre Gunder Frank, A. G. Hopkins, Patrick Manning,

Bruce Mazlish, and others spearheaded the movement to de-nationalize and de-territorialize the study of

the past. Because war, including the cold war, is de�ned by national and territorial entities, it is not

surprising that the new world or global history moved in the direction of human or transnational history.

p. 29

Historicizing the cold war, then, in the new historiographic perspective, means something signi�cantly

di�erent from what it would be in a more geopolitically focused account. We are now in a position to

understand the cold war not just in the framework of international relations and national strategies but also

in that of global social, economic, and cultural developments. In that larger framework, it must be said that

the winners in the cold war were not particular nations, for all nations began to lose their centrality during

the decades that witnessed the growth of globalizing forces. Rather, the real winners were the non-national,

transnational forces that united and integrated nations and peoples, forces that were often submerged

under the dictates of geopolitics but that proved far more enduring as agents of historical transformation.

That transformation has entailed the growing diversi�cation as well as interdependence of the human

community. The cold war, it would seem, contributed to neither of these themes, and to that extent it was a

counter-historical event.

To go back to the questions posed at the beginning of this essay, a cold-war-centered chronology clearly

misses other developments in 20th-century history that had their own chronologies: globalization,

decolonization, human rights, environmentalism, and others. To take just one example, if globalization

were to be viewed as having been a key theme in recent history, its chronology would have to start at least

from the late 19th century. Even if we were to limit ourselves to the cold war era, roughly speaking from the

end of the Second World War to the early 1990s, we would �rst periodize the era of US-led multilateralism

(known as the Bretton Woods system) that spanned the years between 1944 and 1971. Then after a brief

period of international economic and �nancial disarray, lasting between 1971 and the early 1980s, we could

postulate the period between 1985 and 2007 as the age of far more global globalization than ever before.

Whether this period of unparalleled globalization came to a grinding halt in 2008 due to the worldwide

�nancial crisis and steep economic downturn, and how to characterize the post-2008 phase of world history

would be questions that future historians would need to ponder.

What is the relationship between the two chronologies, one de�ned by the history of the cold war and the

other by globalization? Unless we merge the two into one comprehensive chronology in which major

episodes in both of these dramas are put together—such a master chronology would be just a listing of

dates, not a historical narrative—we would have to take note of the two chronologies as parallel

developments. But if we do not stop there, which would be tantamount to saying both were of equal
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signi�cance, we might decide to subordinate one of the two chronologies to the other. I have argued that

globalization was a far more signi�cant and enduring historical development than the cold war, in other

words that worldwide, transnational, and socioeconomic phenomena that made up the theme of

globalization have played a much more crucial role in de�ning the contemporary world than the story of

“the rise and fall of the great powers” of which the cold war was one of the major plots after the Second

World War.

p. 30

Others might disagree and insist that it was the cold war that promoted globalization so that the latter

theme should be seen as a sub-plot of the former. Many writers still take that view, arguing that the United

States and its allies, in contrast to their cold war adversaries, supported economic and �nancial

multilateralism and therefore that the ending of the cold war had the e�ect of bringing the former

antagonists into the global market place. I would reverse the equation and suggest that it was globalization

that a�ected the history of the cold war by creating networks of interdependence across national boundaries

and generating transnational forces that questioned the legitimacy of a national policy, whether in

Washington or in Moscow, that continued to build up a huge nuclear arsenal for a war neither of them

sought, and also by enhancing the relative power and in�uence of Europe, the Middle East, and other

regions of the world vis-à-vis that of the two superpowers.

If we add, besides globalization, other, no less signi�cant developments like decolonization and human

rights, the place of the cold war in contemporary history would further diminish. Of course, one could so

de�ne the cold war as to include all those non- geopolitical developments—or even consider these other

themes as aspects of the geopolitical drama. To the extent that geopolitics entails the question of the

disposition of power, and if power may be construed as political, economic, technological, cultural, and

even psychological in addition to being military and strategic, then obviously everything under the sun is

geopolitical. But that would not help much in understanding the place and role of the cold war in the history

of the world in the second half of the 20th century. To say that power is everything is really to say nothing.

Power, whatever it entails, will need to be disaggregated. At least, it would make more sense to distinguish

nation-centric conceptions of power from the power of non-state and transnational entities and forces,

including business enterprises, non-governmental organizations, ethnic a�liations, and religions. Their

activities steadily came to a�ect, at times even to overshadow, the behavior of nations, including the cold

war protagonists. In the �nal analysis, then, to historicize the cold war may be part of a larger project, to

historicize the nation state.
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3 Ideology, Culture, and the Cold War 
Naoko Shibusawa

This chapter examines the issues of culture and ideology during the Cold War. It discusses the ongoing

process of reproducing hegemonic knowledge and shows how modernity in�ected Cold War policies,

and continues to do so in our contemporary moment. The chapter contends that the staying power of

ideologies is derived from their personi�cation into binary, anthropomorphic �gures, and that this is

how an entire country could be depicted and acted upon as if it were a singular, developing human

being. It also considers the issues concerning readiness for self-rule and the development of American

exceptionalism.

Michael H. Hunt begins Ideology and US Foreign Policy (1987) by writing: “This is a little book about a big and

slippery subject: the place of ideology in US foreign policy. It ventures into a complicated realm where

conceptual confusion often reigns.”  The same can be said of this little essay about ideology and culture

during the cold war. “Confusion often reigns” not only because the terms are amorphous concepts, but also

because scholars, including those within the same discipline, have de�ned “ideology” and “culture”

di�erently. Let us then clarify what we mean by “culture”; we must understand this term before we de�ne

“ideology.”

2

As James Cook and Lawrence Glickman note in their introduction to The Cultural Turn in US History, even

self-identi�ed historians of US culture do not adhere to the same de�nition of culture.  Among historians of

American foreign relations, many use the word “culture” primarily in the anthropological sense, as a

people's “common set of beliefs, customs, values, and rituals.”  From this de�nition comes both the

general notion that di�erent peoples have their own distinct “culture” and the more speci�c idea of

national cultures whose members share a “consciousness” or “mentalités” about geography, belonging,

history, and practices.  Akira Iriye—a pioneer in emphasizing culture in studying foreign relations—argues

3

4

5
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that if all nations can be seen as embodiments of separate cultures, it is reasonable and proper to think of

“international relations [as] inter-cultural relations.” He points out that nations and peoples deal with each

other not only in terms of political, strategic, or material interests, but also through their respective

cultures.6

While recognizing the merits of this anthropologically-inspired de�nition of culture, I follow the de�nition

of culture as a discursive system. Discourse here refers not simply to speech or written communication, but

broadly to the sets of signifying practices through which people know and understand the world. Through

the circulation of ideas, people determine what they accept to be true and valid, or reject as false and

illegitimate. Considering culture as discourse allows us to better comprehend how power, culture, and

knowledge-production are interdependent. Discursive analysis, in other words, is an e�ort to probe the

limits and boundaries of what we know, as well as to pay attention to our subjectivity. We must consider

how our personal backgrounds, experiences, and beliefs shape both the boundaries of our knowledge and

in�uence what we seek to research. De�ning culture as a discursive system thus means trying to consider

our historical subjects’ epistemologies, as well as our own: how did they know what they know, and how do

we know what we know? This line of inquiry can yield new insights by leading us a step further to ask: how

do our own epistemologies as privileged scholars limit our ability to understand others, especially

disempowered others, on their own terms?

p. 33

7

With the above in mind, we can see that scholarship is rarely neutral, that knowledge establishes and

sustains hierarchies because those who have it hold an advantage over those who lack it. This is a major

insight of postcolonial theorists such as Edward W. Said, who built upon Michel Foucault's analysis of

discourse. Said argued that the colonial powers gained, maintained, and justi�ed their dominance over the

colonized through their “superior” knowledge. This meant not only deploying technical, scienti�c, or

administrative knowledge, but also gathering and controlling knowledge about the colonized, including the

willful erasure of native histories and cultures/discourses.  Sharing a methodology with post-

structural/postmodern theorists, postcolonial theorists also focus on the production of knowledge through

textual analyses. They diverge in purpose, however, from theorists like Foucault and Jean-François Lyotard.

While the latter have criticized modernism's faith in linear progress, rational planning, and empirically

derived truth as �ctions that originated during the Enlightenment, postcolonial scholars like Said have felt

that they cannot a�ord the luxury of this postmodernist stance of rejecting notions of “progress,” given the

continued su�ering in what we now call the Global South.  Indeed, postcolonial thinkers like Samir Amin

castigate postmodernism as the intellectual “accessory” of neoliberalism—merely “satis�ed with showing

complexity and pluralism rather than o�ering a critique of a system that continues to ravage peoples,

cultures, resources, and places.” Postcolonial scholars thus charge that postmodernism encourages an

engagement with theory as an end in itself, rather than mobilizing e�orts to achieve social and economic

justice.

8

9

10

Framing an essay on the cold war with the de�nitions and priorities of postcolonial scholars makes sense if

we remember that the “hot wars” of the period were fought primarily in the former colonies. It is in this

context of competition for “hearts and minds” that we can more precisely de�ne ideology and its

relationship to culture. Odd Arne Westad characterizes the cold war as an ideological struggle for competing

visions of modernity.  This is not to gainsay or minimize the material or strategic interests in the con�ict,

nor to deny the existence of variation in approaches, strategies, and goals within each so-called bloc.

General statements can nonetheless be made without mistaking the participants as monolithic camps. One

side—for its own security and self-validation—promoted socialist development as the path for nations to

gain wealth, power, security, and justice. In order to do the same, the other side promoted liberal

development through Rostovian “stages of growth.” Ideology provided the raison d’ être for both sides, but

American politicians and leaders during the cold war were loath to say that they operated with an

ideology. To them, “ideology” was a pejorative, synonymous with Marxism, “a system of wrong, false,

11

p. 34
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distorted or otherwise misguided beliefs.”  What they themselves believed, Americans labeled simply as

common sense or the Truth.

12

Especially since the cold war's end, American students of US foreign relations have begun to recognize that

Americans are not immune to ideological thinking, that ideology shapes what passes for common sense.

Scholars have come to understand ideological thinking as a characteristic of all peoples rather than an

unfortunate �aw of enemies.  With this insight, scholars such as Michael Latham have been able to de�ne

“modernization” as an ideology, following Hunt's de�nition of ideology as an “interrelated set of

convictions or assumptions that reduces the complexity of a particular slice of reality to easily

comprehensible terms and suggests an appropriate way of dealing with that reality.”

13

14

Ideologies in this context are the varying and dynamic beliefs that enable the elite to exercise control with

the consent of the ruled through what Antonio Gramsci called cultural hegemony. By cultural hegemony

Gramsci meant the everyday narratives and ideas that make sociopolitical hierarchies and economic

inequities appear natural and commonsensical. These naturalized narratives are not static, and they do not

represent a conspiracy by ruling elites to hoodwink the poor and disempowered. Instead, they are deeply

held beliefs shared by many within a society, regardless of socio-economic status. They ultimately bene�t

the ruling elites, but the leaders themselves �nd the ideologies compelling because they cannot be

“beyond” ideologies any more than they can be beyond their own cultures.  Dominant ideologies, then, are

a subset of culture, or a discursive system. This culture or discursive system shifts as a small number of

counter-hegemonic narratives succeed in challenging the veracity and “common sense” of dominant

ideologies.

15

16

Space does not permit a wider discussion of this dynamism, and we will therefore focus on hegemonic

ideologies de�ned by cultural historian Susan Smulyan as “the ideas that serve the powerful” and help them

retain their power.  I argue that we can understand the function of hegemonic ideologies during the cold

war most clearly by further analyzing how the ideology of modernization determined who was ready for

self-rule. Rather than showing how “modernization” was applied to a variety of locales, I explore

modernization's intellectual antecedents and o�er some concluding remarks about its continuities.  Both

David Ekbladh and Nils Gilman have suggested that modernization was a cold war variant of notions about

“development” that predated and outlasted the con�ict.  What they point out has been echoed by both

Akira Iriye and Prasenjit Duara, who suggest in this volume that the salient features of the cold war that are

compelling to study today cannot be limited, indeed properly studied or understood, solely within the years

1945–89.

17

18

19

Therefore, this essay on “culture and ideology” during the cold war is informed by a postcolonial

perspective and examines the ongoing process of reproducing hegemonic knowledge. The narratives that

have shaped and buttress US policy derive from a longer genealogy of western imperialism that continues

today. My objective is to show how notions of modernity—especially in rationalizing capability of self-rule

—took shape during the Enlightenment, in�ected cold war policies, and continue to do so in our

contemporary moment. I will emphasize continuities over time, but do so without the intention of ignoring

or denying historic speci�city. Ideologies are neither monolithic nor unchanging.  At stake in highlighting

the continuities is a better understanding of the intellectual sca�olding on which state powers built their

comprehension of geopolitics and strategies to achieve or maintain cultural, economic, and political,

hegemony—that is, their ability to set the standards or rules which others must adhere to or resist. A variety

of ideologies regarding race, gender, and maturity were involved in this process, as well as other narratives

about revolution, political economy, and religion. I argue that the staying power of ideologies derives from

their personi�cation into binary, anthropomorphic �gures. This is how an entire country could be depicted

and acted upon as if it were a singular, developing human being.

p. 35
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The origins of modernity

If competing notions of modernity provided the ideological framework for the cold war, we must discuss

brie�y the origins of “modernity.” Since Christians in Europe during the �fth century began using the term

“modern” to distinguish their era from those of the pagan, pre-Christian era, the concept has been used to

di�erentiate the present times from the past. The term “modernity,” however, dates to the late 18th and

early 19th centuries and signi�es both a rupture with the past and expectations for the future. According to

Jürgen Habermas, the “project of modernity” emerged with Enlightenment thinkers and their e�orts to

develop objective scienti�c methods of inquiry; to discern universal foundations in law and morality; and to

foster “autonomous art.” Enlightenment thinkers believed that the accumulation of this knowledge, along

with “the rational organization of social relations” and rational modes of thought, would liberate humans

from arbitrary abuses of power, superstitions, and myths. The “project of modernity” promised that “the

arts and sciences would not merely promote the control of the forces of nature, but also further the

understanding of self and nature, the progress of morality, justice in social institutions, and even human

happiness.”  In short, modernity functioned as ideology since it provided prescription, as well as

description.

21

Although the concept of “modernity” emerged during the late 18th and early 19th centuries, the origins of

what we recognize as the “modern era” came centuries earlier. Habermas, referring to Hegel, posits that the

modern era began with “three monumental events around the year 1500”: (1) European contact with the

western hemisphere, (2) the Renaissance, and (3) the Reformation.  These “three monumental events,”

moreover, were not discrete but interrelated phenomena, as scholars today are increasingly beginning to

realize. For instance, Europeans developed the scienti�c method as they sought to understand, control, and

extract resources from their overseas colonies. Historian Antonio Barrera-Osorio has demonstrated that the

absence of �ora, fauna, and other features of the “New World” in classical scienti�c texts encouraged

Spanish colonials to innovate empiricist methods that became the basis of the scienti�c revolution.

Scholars of Spanish America, moreover, also predate the origins of a universalist project to the “long

sixteenth century” when the Spaniards attempted to Christianize the indios in the “new world.”  Thus

modernity has been coterminous with western imperialism. Empiricism, scienti�c systems of knowledge,

and projects of “civilizing” the natives developed in tandem with and in the service of imperialism.

22

p. 36 23

24

25

Also with the advent of the modern era came the new notion that some people were primitive or

underdeveloped. As Walter D. Mignolo points out, di�erentiating peoples according to chronology was

unknown in medieval Europe. During the medieval era, moreover, “Europe” was not considered a coherent

geopolitical and cultural entity, and the peoples living there saw themselves as inhabiting Christendom.

Di�erences among people—Christians, non-Christians—were de�ned spatially or geographically. Non-

Christians—whether Jews in their midst or the Muslim “in�dels” living beyond the borders of Christendom

—were seen as residing in di�erent spheres of belief.  After coming to the western hemisphere,

Christians/Europeans noted di�erences with Amerindians, but they had not yet conceptualized a theory that

categorized the indigenous as underdeveloped. These notions of chronological lag became more fully

formed with secularizing impulses of the Enlightenment, after which religious di�erence no longer

remained the central factor di�erentiating peoples.  The thinkers of Enlightenment innovated the idea of

universal and linear development from a supposed state of brute primitivism to one characterized by

re�nement, socio-economic structures, and wealth created through private property.  At this moment of

European colonization and Enlightenment theorization, the colonized became seen as less developed or

behind in time in comparison with those of European descent. Just prior to and during the Enlightenment

(17th–18th centuries), colonized peoples and imported slave labor from Africa were being racialized in

increasingly rigid and totalizing ways.

26

27

28
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Therefore, di�erences since this imperial/modern age were measured not only geographically across space,

but also chronologically across time or “development.”  Western imperialists began to see existing and

potential colonies as pre-modern places in their contemporary world that needed to be brought forcibly into

the modern world with their intervention and guidance. This concept rested on the notion that some people

(whites) were considered more “developed,” advanced, or capable than others (non-whites). But

conveniently, the less advanced were deemed capable of the sort of menial labor required for colonial

enterprises; in fact, they were seen as �t only for such type of work. This sort of logic allowed John Locke to

expound on the “natural rights of man” and yet invest in the slave-trading Royal Africa Company. Slavery

existed prior to this time, of course. Africans enslaved Africans, and Europeans enslaved Europeans. But the

modern era of European overseas imperialism created the permanent, hereditary system of slavery by using

a random (but useful) physical marker to separate free from unfree labor. Thus the “modern/colonial world

was founded and sustained through a geopolitical [and economic] organization of the world that, in the last

analysis, consisted of an ethnoracial foundation.”  A central feature of racialization was to confer or deny

power, wealth, land, and/or opportunities.

29

30

Readiness for self-rulep. 37

Postcolonial critics have not ignored the liberating promises of modernity, among them self-determination

and freedom from arbitrary and oppressive rule. In fact, their criticism comes from how most in the Global

South have been largely denied these promises. This denial of political freedom and economic justice has

been possible with a series of rationalizations that have been sustained in one form or another since the age

of Enlightenment. Espousal of the “natural rights of man” did not hamper racial colonialization, because

westerners simply invented a range of rationalizations as to why some did not meet the quali�cations of

manhood. Or, to put it another way, they came up with reasons as to why some humans weren’t really adults

capable of self-rule or ready to appreciate the social and political freedoms promised by modernity.

Apart from race, two other criteria to rate readiness for self-rule were also biologically based: gender and

maturity. By virtue of their gender, of course, women did not �t into the category of “all men.” But why

gender was and continues to be the basis for exclusion and disempowerment is less apparent. To talk about

gender does not mean a focus on women as subjects per se, but the perceived di�erences between the males

and females beyond biological di�erences. This perception of di�erence has been common throughout

many societies and eras—so common that the di�erences appear innate rather than as a consequence of

socialization. Magnifying the supposed di�erences in temperament and thus ability between the genders

signi�ed relationships of power, as Joan Scott pointed out.  Thus power di�erences among nations have

often been expressed through gendered references implying weakness, dependence, emotionality, and

irrationality on one side and strength, rationality, discipline on the other.

31

Gender is a malleable ideology—indeed this versatility is what gives any ideology its resilience and utility.

Pundits and policymakers have frequently resorted to gendered metaphors to explain di�erentials in power

and to argue for the subjugation of or guidance to another people. For example, the feminized rendering of

occupied Germany by Americans after World War II was relatively brief in comparison to American notions

of a feminized Japan or an e�eminate India that predated the war and continued throughout the 20th

century.  By virtue of being non-western, the latter two nations were and are often orientalized as being

feminine in culture—and, by extension, as a people. Scholars who have expanded Said's original thesis with

a gendered analysis have demonstrated that gendered visions underlay notions about the exoticism (and

eroticism) of the “Other.”

32

33

Just as importantly, a gendered perspective frames what pundits and policymakers have thought not only of

other peoples, but also of themselves. Thus those who advocated war with Spain in 1898 derided William
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McKinley as an old woman when he hesitated about entering the con�ict, while sixty years later, the

Kennedy and Johnson administrations favored “toughness” with disastrous consequences in Vietnam.  At

the same time, the gendered self-image included a conviction that one's own society treated women better

than other “less advanced” peoples. This notion can be seen in the Americas as early as Cabeza de Vaca's

observation in the 16th century that the indios worked their women too hard, but it was often repeated

during the cold war and beyond regarding Asian men's treatment of Asian women.  Since the end of the

cold war the trend is visible in American popular discourse about Muslim societies.  This gendered

rationale helped justify wars on Iraq and Afghanistan, and has tragically brought more su�ering,

particularly upon Afghani women.

34

p. 38
35

36

37

Likewise, the ideology of maturity has helped to deny self-determination, usually to non-whites. Analogies

corresponding to the natural life cycle have long been used as conceptual devices to justify political privilege

and dominance. “Maturity” signi�ed ability, wisdom, and self-control and entitlement to status and power.

Colonial powers have used the rhetoric of maturity to justify their rule over non-white peoples. Images of

the Filipinos, Cubans, Hawaiians, or Puerto Ricans as babies—often squalling—or as students in a

classroom led by “Uncle Sam” were abundant in American media at the turn of the 20th century.  In the

words of William Howard Taft, the �rst governor-general of the Philippines, “our little brown brothers,”

would require “�fty or one hundred years” of US supervision “to develop anything resembling Anglo-Saxon

political principles and skills.”  This practice of depicting colonized or otherwise disempowered peoples as

immature or even helpless “dependents” needing the �rm hand of American guidance continued into the

20th century and beyond (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2).

38

39

Unlike race or gender, however, immaturity could be a transitional stage, not a permanent fate. After World

War II, when the United States focused on exerting hegemonic power without formal colonial structures, it

took more seriously its and other imperial ist powers’ previously false promises to bestow freedom when

the natives “grew up.”

p. 39

figure 3.1

“Not Yet Ready to Walk Alone”
Source: Jacksonville (Florida) Times, February 1949.
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figure 3.2

“Iraq's Baby Steps”
Source: Ventura County Star, February 2005. Courtesy of Ventura County Star.

American policymakers and media justi�ed its occupation of Japan as necessary because the Japanese were

“not yet ready to walk alone.” Still, they were not expected to be under direct American “tutelage” forever,

and indeed, after seven years of occupation, the Japanese regained their national sovereignty. Contrasting

sharply with permanent colonial paternalism, this “liberal paternalism” was selectively applied during the

postwar period—again, according to a perceived sliding scale of readiness for self-rule.40

The ideologies of race, gender, and maturity were and are mutually reinforcing. Stereotypes or notions

about women, non-whites, and children not only overlapped, but also provided rationales for the others.

Women were considered weak, weepy, and emotional like children. Children enjoyed frivolities and were fey

like women. Non-whites were deemed undisciplined, unschooled, and ignorant like children. Children were

portrayed as “little savages” (and literally believed to be so, according to turn-of-the-century

recapitulation theory).  On the other side of the binary, then, were notions of white adult men being cool,

levelheaded, responsible decision-makers. The interlocking characteristic of the ideologies explains their

strength and, indeed, can add up to a simpli�ed worldview that bifurcates people into those who should be

in control and those who should be controlled.

41

Development, civilization, and American exceptionalism

Also constituting this simpli�ed, binary worldview have been other ideologies in addition to those based on

biological di�erences discussed thus far. These include nationalism and fear of revolutions, as Hunt

discusses in Ideology and US Foreign Policy, as well as free trade, Christianity, and western civilization or

modernity.  That free trade and Christianity can be seen as an “interrelated set of convictions” about how

to understand and act in the world is self-evident and need not be explained further here.  Western

civilization or modernity functions as an ideology because it assumes that western civilization is the

historical apex of human achievement in the arts, the academy, jurisprudence, governance, economic

productivity, civic institutions, and society. It is the universal standard to which all other peoples should

aspire—and, indeed, be helped to do so under the direction and mentorship of westerners. This ideology,

from which modernization theory sprang, has deep historical roots that date, as discussed, to the period of

European overseas imperialism.  Notions about development intrinsic to the ideology of civilization,

moreover, have underlain the nationalist narrative of the United States: American exceptionalism. It is

through the prism of this teleological narrative of destiny and progress that Americans—both leaders and

the broad public—have understood their nation's ascendancy to power and global role.

p. 40
42

43

44

The ideology of American exceptionalism explained to Americans why they were particularly suited, even

destined, to be world leaders, but that they must be ever vigilant in maintaining their �tness. American
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exceptionalism held that America was founded by healthy, young, vital, and hardworking people who freed

themselves from the shackles of European/British imperialism and acquired control of a largely empty

continent that was abundant in natural resources. This settler-colonial narrative dates to the 1780s and

1790s when it o�ered an attractive national identity to counteract the centripetal forces pulling apart the

new nation after the successful revolution. The American Revolution became not simply the action of

aggrieved provincials, but “a shot heard around the world”—the �rst sound in a noble �ght for human

liberty. Over time, “Americans—white Americans especially—came to see the founding of free and equal

people as their calling in the world.”  But Americans also believed that this exemplary status had to be

maintained—through constant movement, said Frederick Jackson Turner in 1893—lest they lapse into

senescence and enervation. Thus, John Foster Dulles stated in 1950: “There may come a time in the life of a

people when their work of creation ends. That hour has not struck for us. We are still vital and capable of

great endeavor. Our youth are spirited, not soft or fearful.”  Dulles’ statements demonstrate that notions

about the developmental lifespan of civilizations were also gendered and raced.  The “spirited” and “not

soft,” youth Dulles invoked were of a speci�c gender and race, not to mention age. Such notions help

explain why, a decade later, Sargent Shriver and the Kennedy administration fretted about American youth

and believed that the Peace Corps would help young Americans experience the “frontier” life-style and

retain what Theodore Roosevelt had called “the barbarian virtues” at the turn of the century.  Stemming

from Je�ersonian republican fears of “overdevelopment” and e�eminization of American society,

preserving “vitality” and “vigor” (usually at the expense of the indigenous) remained a concern among

policymakers since “the closing of the frontier.”

45

46

47

48

49

Thus the existential stakes in spreading the “blessings of our liberty”—i.e., spreading US liberal economic

systems and/or democratic institutions, especially to “Third World” natives—made the struggle with

the Soviet Union especially charged ideologically. The struggle symbolized not only the opposition of

capitalism and communism but also competing exceptionalist claims.  Marxism and liberalism, both

economic and political, came from the same Enlightenment lineage. As such, adherents saw their chosen

way as universal and following a single trajectory of development over time. Although W. W. Rostow meant

his “Non-Communist Manifesto” to be the antithesis of Marx's, they both believed that there existed a

singular model of economic growth towards modernity.  The Soviets and the Americans disagreed, of

course, over whether capitalism or socialism was the �nal epoch of history or the best way to attain

“modernity.” Yet both modernization theory and Marxist theory were universalist, secular, devoted to

science, and materialist. Both held that “men” could shape the world, and both believed that democracy was

best protected and run by elites—whether they be John F. Kennedy and the “best and the brightest” or

Nikita Khrushchev and the Communist Party. Moreover, they purported to champion anti-colonial

struggles and racial equality, a claim the United States became better at arguing as the civil rights

movement gained victories. Likewise, both the Americans and the Soviets viewed national governments that

either disagreed or resisted their particular favored path to modernity—communist or liberal capitalist—as

problems to be solved either through appeasement or elimination.

p. 41

50

51

52

The “tragedy of American diplomacy” according to William Appleman Williams was that the exceptionalist

narrative undermined US commitment to democracy and self-determination for the “Others.” He

recognized that Americans had a deep-felt commitment to democracy and wished to share this system with

the world, but that by also insisting that other people attain and practice democracy in ways sanctioned by

the United States, Americans undermined the very principle of self-determination they sought to promote.

This has meant either overthrowing or trying to overthrow “uncooperative” national leaders—including

those that were popularly elected—and often installing undemocratic leaders whose policies aligned with

the interests of the United States. American leaders were not always comfortable with the choices they had

made, but not uncomfortable enough to undo their decisions. JFK stated that while a best case scenario for a

Third World country was “a decent democracy,” he believed that if the United States were not given that

choice, “a Trujillo regime” had to be supported in order to prevent “a Castro regime.” And although the US
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State Department “blanched” at the bloodshed and sheer violence of their brutal clients in Guatemala, they

still did not recommend a policy change.53

Modernization theory failed to acknowledge what the peoples of Guatemala and elsewhere knew from

experience: exploitation from imperialism and capitalism. The word “justice” does not appear in Rostow's

“The Stages of Economic Growth.”  The theory denied the historical relationship between poorer and

richer countries, and instead looked at each state as if it were hermeneutically sealed in order to determine

when it was ready for “take-o�.” Modernization theory was thus compatible with authoritarian governance

by drawing on a paternalist and racist rhetoric that categorized non-whites as children, needing a �rm

strongman to maintain order.  And the grinding poverty and cycles of violent political unrest

undergirded American perceptions that nations of the Third World/Global South needed guidance by the

“advanced” nations.

54

55p. 42

The continued poverty and “instability” persist as a legacy of colonialism, but in ways that appeared to

rea�rm the notions of the western and/or wealthy, industrial powers that the decolonized are not yet ready

for self-rule. In The Wretched of the Earth, Frantz Fanon explained that intractable problems ensue after the

achievement of state independence because the native leadership ended up reinforcing existing hierarchies,

sans the top colonialist layer. Natives (often interracial mestizos), who were given a slightly privileged place

in the colonial order, were the technicians, the teachers, the clerks, and the other low to middling

functionaries that made the colony run smoothly. They lacked the education, training, and most certainly

the capital resources to run a successful business enterprise—especially a new one based on a more

equitable model. They therefore simply repeated or tried to reproduce the same productive models from the

colonial days, and thus failed to diversify the economy, going by what had always worked in their

experience. Moreover, the new nation was now shut out from the reliable, if dependent and peripheral,

position in the colonial power's economic system.  Some, like Haiti, were impoverished by having to pay an

indemnity at gunpoint to its former colonial overlords for the losses they incurred with Haitian

independence. Haitian scholar Alex Dupuy has pointed out that, as a result of colonialism's social and

economic relations and structures, the new Haitian elites were thus unable to maintain the plantation

system, much less create an industrial infrastructure. Moreover, the ruling elites were not a homogeneous

monolith, but fragmented groups, constantly in competition, creating and perpetuating instability and

authoritarian rule.

56

57

Because most American policymakers have not been fully cognizant of the deep historical—and man-made

—roots of such poverty and cycles of violence, they have not trusted the colonized or decolonized to handle

liberalism, either economic or political. American leaders, and most American citizens, believe that

economic liberalism (the capitalist system) best fostered political liberalism (democracy), and vice versa.

The tricky question has always been: which one should come �rst? Lack of con�dence in the

colonized/recently decolonized non-white peoples—and a healthy dose of vested material interests—has

meant that US policy almost invariably supports e�orts to ensure that economic liberalism is fostered and

maintained, oftentimes at the expense of political liberalism. And the rationale to prioritize economic

liberalism over political liberalism has posited the former as a necessary developmental step: economic

liberalism (or “free trade,” or “globalization”) will bring investment; investments will create jobs; the jobs

will make the people industrious and create a strong civic society; the existence of a strong civic society will

lay the foundation for democracy. But forgotten or neglected in this logical scheme is that nothing requires

these jobs to be good jobs, with worker safety, good wages, and worker bene�ts—elements all necessary for

a strong civic society by creating a sizeable and prosperous middle class. Moreover, as we know, e�orts to

make the jobs into good jobs were and continue to be brutally suppressed.  Therefore, an essential link

from capital investment to democracy has often been missing. As workers of the Global South have been

telling us, democracy is needed �rst to ensure democracy and the establishment of democratic

institutions. We in the Global North cannot seem to hear this message su�ciently, if at all.

58

p. 43
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This essay has argued that ideological narratives, including nationalist founding myths, must be considered

in order to understand the worldviews that guided and continue to guide policy. This belief that America still

serves as a beacon to the world is manifest in the inaugural address of President Barack Obama:

And so, to all other peoples and governments who are watching today, from the grandest capitals

to the small village where my father was born: know that America is a friend of each nation and

every man, woman and child who seeks a future of peace and dignity, and we are ready to lead once

more.59

Obama's address is a paean to American exceptionalism. The theme of “only in America” resounded in

Obama's addresses and in media commentaries leading up to the election and inauguration.  To the

surprise of country music fans who recalled George W. Bush using the same song in 2004, Obama chose

Brooks and Dunn's song, “Only in America” to close his DNC nomination acceptance speech.  For a

presidential nominee committed to uniting a “blue and red America”—and trying to get elected—this

strategy made sense. As the new president, however, he spoke to the wider, global audience and said: “To

the people of poor nations, we pledge to work alongside you to make your farms �ourish and let clean

waters �ow; to nourish starved bodies and feed hungry minds.”

60

61

62

Every president since Truman has made a similar commitment. Some may argue that certain

administrations were more sincere in this commitment than others. As Williams recognized, the impulse to

help others spoke to a generosity among Americans, though this quality has hardly been exclusive to

Americans. What has been unique is the global reach or hegemonic power of the United States. There have

always been dissidents and moments of greater dissidence. Yet the majority of Americans have tended to see

their hegemony as benevolent. It is a conviction that comes from an exceptionalist ideology about the

nation's historic mission in the world. And it helps to explain how US policymakers and pundits can

moralize and dictate to poorer countries to embrace free trade when the United States and Europe have

more protectionist measures on their agricultural products than the entire Global South combined.63

After 9/11, Americans became more aware of a global current of hostility directed toward them. Uninformed

of cold war history, many remain confused as to why this might be so. Or perhaps informed by a cold war

history that focuses largely on the struggle with the Soviet Union, they forget the violence unleashed during

this period on the peoples of the poorer and poorest nations on earth. And they do not understand the

patterns of colonialism predating the cold war that created the “Third World.” To be sure, some Americans

are quite aware and critical of the US foreign policies that propel the current grievances.  Yet many

Americans persist in thinking otherwise—that it might be “a clash of civilizations” or perhaps something

intrinsic to the United States. Obama reinforced this stance by pronouncing also at his inaugural address:

“We will not apologize for our way of life nor will we waver in its defense.” Saying that the United States will

be steadfast in defending the “American way of life”—a familiar phrase from the Cold War—continues

to de�ect attention from actual US policies in the world. What's best for America or, more accurately, for

some Americans, has not been what's best for most people in America or the world. Most Americans do not

know this or, perhaps, do not want to know this. It does not �t the stories we have been telling about

ourselves.

64
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4 Economics and the Cold War 
Ian Jackson

This chapter explores the economic aspect of the Cold War. It analyzes historiographic debates on the

role of economic factors in the Cold War and discusses the nature and scope of the con�ict between the

rival economic systems of Western capitalism and Soviet communism. The chapter describes the

structures of the Western and Soviet-led economic orders and the interaction between the two blocs

during the Cold War. It also examines contemporary research concerning the e�ectiveness of the

strategic embargo employed by the Western states against the communist nations and highlights the

role of economic issues in the ending of the Cold War.

In comparison to the political, diplomatic, and security aspects of post-1945 international relations, the

economic factors behind the cold war have received scant treatment in the literature. This is surprising

given the centrality of economics in the ideological con�ict between Western capitalism and Soviet

communism. While economists have analyzed the dynamics of the cold war, their approach has been

ahistorical. Yet, there are only a handful of works on economics written by cold war historians. Indeed, at

the time of this writing a thorough overview of the economic dimension of the cold war remains to be

written.  The nature of the subject appears to have proved a major deterrent for historians. To the untrained

eye, economic history can be a highly technical, complex, and esoteric discipline. The primary source

material, moreover, requires a working knowledge of key macroeconomic concepts and principles.

1

Exacerbating the problem is the strict division of labor between historians in the writing of the cold war. The

orthodox school and the postrevisionists have concentrated on those aspects of the cold war concerned with

security and geopolitics, while economics has been the domain of revisionist scholars. There has been little

or no dialogue between the two approaches. In fact, as this chapter will elucidate, a more rounded and
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sophisticated understanding of the cold war can be gleaned from an awareness of the interplay of

economics, security, diplomacy, and the other factors that underpinned the East-West confrontation.

This chapter does not purport to o�er a de�nitive survey of economics and the cold war. Rather, it focuses

on four themes in the literature, thereby providing a synthesis of current research and suggesting new

avenues of scholarly inquiry. The four themes are as follows. First, the chapter provides a brief survey of the

historiographic debates on the role of economic factors in the cold war. Second, it explores the nature and

scope of the con�ict between the rival economic systems of Western capitalism and Soviet communism.

Third, the chapter evaluates recent research on the e�cacy of the strategic embargo employed by the

Western states against the communist nations. Finally, it examines the impact of economic issues on the

ending of the cold war.

p. 51

Historiographical debates

Historians have long debated the role played by economic factors in the origins, course, and end of the cold

war. In the formative accounts of the con�ict, written in the 1950s and 1960s, one can discern two divergent

perspectives in the literature. The orthodox school was concerned primarily with describing and explaining

the response of American o�cials to the breakdown in relations with the Soviet Union and the ensuing

confrontation with Moscow. Orthodox historians, for the most part, largely ignored economic issues in their

narratives save for occasional references to the economic and military assistance programs of the Franklin

Roosevelt and Harry S. Truman administrations. The focus of this orthodox school was on national security,

the international balance of power, and diplomacy.  Unlike the orthodox perspective, revisionist scholars

placed economic considerations at the center of their analysis. Drawing on the insights developed by Charles

A. Beard, they argued that since the late nineteenth century the United States had been engaged in a crusade

to achieve global economic dominance. Successive generations of American leaders pursued foreign policies

based on the principles of the “Open Door” and economic expansionism. The rapid industrialization and

unprecedented growth of the American economy necessitated a strategy designed to seek out new foreign

outlets for US goods in order to alleviate domestic short-term economic and political crises created by

overproduction and market saturation. As the United States became the most powerful state after the

Second World War, this quest for global economic predominance intensi�ed.

2

3

In the mid-1980s Michael J. Hogan proposed a corporatist synthesis for understanding US foreign policy

during the cold war. Corporatism drew on the research of scholars of American foreign relations in the

1920s and historians concerned with the interaction of functional groups such as organized labor, business,

and agriculture in the organization and development of the US economy in the 20th century.  Hogan,

in�uenced by the earlier research of Thomas McCormick,  argued that postwar American o�cials were

concerned with building a global order along the lines of the corporatist model that had emerged in the

United States during the New Deal era. The establishment of the Bretton Woods institutions and the creation

of an international trade regime under American leadership not only helped to formalize economic

cooperation between nations, but also became integral facets of a global corporatist order.  In his notable

study of the Marshall Plan, Hogan demonstrates how the United States strove to export the ideas of the New

Deal coalition overseas, especially to war-ravaged Western Europe.  Critics of corporatism, however,

charged that the model could only be applied to speci�c periods in American history such as the 1920s and

could therefore not realize Hogan's ambitions for a comprehensive synthesis for explaining US foreign

policy during the cold war.  The corporatist approach, moreover, downplayed critical geopolitical security

considerations.

4

5

6

7

p. 52
8

Economic factors lie at the heart of Thomas J. McCormick's more recent attempt to explain post-1945

international relations from the perspective of American dominance of the international system.9
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McCormick's modi�ed world systems theory of US foreign relations was inspired by the writings of the

eminent sociologist, Immanuel Wallerstein. One can also see the in�uence of revisionism on McCormick's

work, especially that of William Appleman Williams.  In short, McCormick's framework for analysis

acknowledged the existence of both a global economy governed by the imperatives of the international

system and an inter-state system underpinned by nationalist impulses. The chief objective of US hegemony

during the cold war, McCormick maintained, was to reduce the underlying tensions of economic

internationalism and political nationalism that characterized these two systems after the Second World

War.

10

How did the United States achieve its hegemonic objectives? According to McCormick, hegemony endowed

Washington with the twin roles of world banker and global policeman. Containment of the Soviet Union

thus provided the rationale, and facilitated winning the support of the American public and Congress, for US

intervention in the core and periphery. Perhaps the greatest achievement of American hegemony, in

McCormick's eyes, was the integration of West Germany and Japan into the world system. These two

potential challengers to US hegemony were, in e�ect, rendered dependent on Washington for economic

assistance, secure access to global resources, and military protection. McCormick judged US hegemony to be

successful in the early postwar decades. This was a golden age of capitalism marking the economic revival of

Japan and Western Europe.

The long slump beginning in the 1970s, however, precipitated the demise of US hegemony. This was

inevitable, McCormick concluded, as Washington began to feel the e�ects of imperial over-stretch after the

Vietnam War. Together with the loss of its competitive edge in world markets to Japan and Western Europe,

overspending on military production hastened the economic decline of the United States at home as the

government failed to allocate adequate capital expenditure and invest in research and development in the

civilian goods sector. By the end of the cold war, Washington was forced to address its declining competitive

position and substantially cut back its political and military obligations overseas. Far from being a winner in

the cold war, McCormick �nds that the United States was a major economic loser.  But as a later section in

this chapter will illustrate, this evaluation of the end of the cold war has been disputed by historians.

11

McCormick has made a valuable contribution to cold war historiography. He provided the �rst truly global

analysis of the dynamics of the cold war system and underscored the importance of the economic dimension

of foreign policy. McCormick also highlighted the geopolitical tensions created by the accentuation of the

economic gap between the rich industrial countries and the poorer less-developed regions of Africa, Asia,

and Latin America in his analysis of “core-periphery” relations. In this regard his pioneering research

presages recent interest among scholars in the role of globalization and the history of the cold war. The

world systems perspective, however, while o�ering a valuable prism through which to view post-1945

international relations, has tended toward economic reductionism. In other words, the approach has

prioritized economic factors at the expense of important diplomatic and security dimensions.

p. 53

Competing global economic orders

The cold war economy that emerged after the Second World War consisted of three central features. First,

like the East-West political and military confrontation, it pitted two rival economic systems against each

other. The two economic systems were radically di�erent in terms of character and design. The Western

capitalist order under the leadership of the United States was based on cooperation, compromise, and

shared mutual interests. By contrast the Soviets’ communist bloc was founded on coercion, control, and

dependency. Whereas the Western model sought to create an open, multilateral world economy, the Soviet

economic order shunned international trade and foreign investment in favor of a closed, state-controlled

autarkic system.
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Second, despite combining to defeat Nazi Germany, the Soviet Union and its capitalist allies discontinued

their cooperative relationship after the Second World War. While the United States had provided $11 billion

to Moscow through its lend-lease program during the war, the Soviet Union was refused further economic

assistance after 1945 and subsequently excluded from (although ostensibly invited to join) the Marshall

Plan. The resulting division of Europe and partition of Germany led to the outbreak of a political and

economic cold war between the former allies.

Third, both the West and the Soviet bloc experienced high levels of economic success during the early

postwar decades. Capitalism enjoyed a “golden era” in the 1950s and 1960s; the communist nations

registered unprecedented economic growth rates that surpassed those of their counterparts in the West.

However, both economic models experienced painful periods of adjustment and decline in the 1970s and

1980s. The West su�ered from spiraling levels of in�ation together with negative economic growth

following the collapse of the postwar international �nancial arrangements; the Soviet Union and its satellite

states encountered an array of shortcomings and inadequacies in the command economy model.12

The bedrock on which the Western economic order was built was the Bretton Woods �nancial system.

Conceived in 1944, the Bretton Woods arrangements were designed to produce international �nancial

stability, foster an open, multilateral trade system, and allow governments autonomy to pursue national

economic goals such as full employment and social welfarism. They established the International Monetary

Fund (IMF) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD, later renamed the

World Bank) as global �nancial institutions. Given its vast economic and �nancial power, the United States

was to play the titular role in the new monetary and trade arrangements.  Currencies were tied to the

dollar, which was in turn linked to gold at $35 an ounce. The United States would act as world banker,

enabling countries to redeem gold in return for their excess dollars. Thus, the dollar became the leading

medium of exchange, bestowing on Washington the responsibility for ensuring the smooth operation of the

international payments system. In essence, this mirrored the security commitment the United States

assumed as the leader of the Western alliance over the course of the cold war.

13

p. 54

14

The Bretton Woods system did not become fully operational until the mid-1950s. This was due to the

perilous economic state of Western Europe and Japan after the devastation wrought by the Second World

War. In the short term the United States was forced to abandon its objective of establishing a multilateral

economic system in order to address the pressing problems of its allies.  The regional strategy it adopted

was two-fold. First, Washington strove to plug the “dollar gap” with Western Europe and Japan.

Governments were provided with much needed currency to purchase essential raw materials and

manufacturing goods from the United States with a view to stimulating economic recovery and reducing

chronic payments de�cits. Second, American o�cials reasoned that the economic rejuvenation of its allies

would not only strengthen the capitalist system, but also act to curb Soviet expansion in Europe and

Southeast Asia. Western Europe and Japan recovered su�ciently to enable the Bretton Woods system to

begin to function in the late 1950s. While the Bretton Woods era only lasted a decade, it produced

international �nancial stability, high levels of domestic growth, and a previously unheralded explosion in

global trade.

15

16

Just as soon as the Bretton Woods system had begun to function e�ectively, nevertheless, it began to

encounter di�culties. Undoubtedly, the chief problem with the system concerned the role played by the

dollar as the linchpin of the international �nancial arrangements. By the late 1950s the dollar gap had been

replaced by a dollar glut. As countries started to run sizable payments surpluses on an annual basis, they

sought to diversify their monetary reserves by redeeming gold from the United States in exchange for

dollars. American o�cials began to worry not only about the increasing gold drain, but also about the

impact overseas military expenditure and international liabilities were having on the balance of payments

position of the United States. The dual challenges of the gold drain and persistent payments de�cits were

threats to Washington's position as international banker, the dollar as global reserve currency, and
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ultimately the Western capitalist order. From a position of dominating the world economy in the early

postwar period, the United States now found itself hamstrung by the burdens of international �nancial

leadership.  Contrary to the arguments advanced by the world systems perspective, the Bretton Woods era

demonstrated the limits that the global �nancial system imposed on American power. Far from exercising

hegemony in the world economy in the 1960s, Washington was engaged in �ghting a rearguard action to

preserve the crumbling edi�ce of Bretton Woods and maintaining costly American defense commitments

overseas.

17

18

By the late 1960s the United States was in an economic and security quandary caused by its leadership of the

Western capitalist order. While allies dependent on American military assistance in the struggle against

global communism, Western Europe and Japan became economic rivals of the United States in the 1970s

and 1980s. Recognizing the shift in economic power in the world economy, President Richard Nixon ended

the Bretton Woods arrangements by devaluing the dollar and closing the gold window in August 1971. This

action liberated the United States from its �nancial obligations and paved the way for an international

monetary order which allowed currencies to �oat freely against each other. 

p. 55

19

By contrast the Soviet-led communist economic order evolved in a more piecemeal fashion. As noted above,

the Marshall Plan was pivotal in dividing Europe and triggering the ensuing con�ict between East and West.

Stalin refused to participate in the program and compelled Poland and Czechoslovakia to withdraw from

negotiations with the United States regarding economic assistance. The Soviet Union signed a number of

bilateral barter agreements with its neighbors and extracted war reparations from Hungary and Romania.

During 1945–6 the barter agreements yielded the Soviet Union raw materials, equipment, and heavy

machinery to the value of $15–20 billion over the course of a decade.  Along with the deep penetration and

exploitation of the Eastern European economies, Stalin wanted to consolidate his dominance over the

region by creating a ring of satellite states that would act as a defensive bu�er against encirclement by the

Western capitalist states. Over the course of the cold war, the Soviet Union con�ned its international

economic activity to its Eastern European sphere of in�uence. In response to the American-led campaign to

restrict East-West trade, Moscow sought to build commercial bridges in the developing world. As the cold

war thawed in the 1960s and 1970s, the Kremlin also engaged in trade with several Western nations.

Frustrated by the East-West trade embargo and anxious to avail themselves of Eastern European markets,

West Germany and the Scandinavian countries initiated lucrative commercial contacts with the Warsaw Pact

membership.

20

21

The command economy model, which had �rst been instituted in the Soviet Union in the 1920s, was geared

toward heavy industrialization and military production. Eschewing free enterprise and the private sector,

the command economy model empowered the state to organize, manage, and direct economic activity.

Central bureaucracies sta�ed by state o�cials under the direction of the Communist Party allocated

resources, and labor, and operated the key economic and �nancial sectors of the economy including

banking, trade, and transport. The central bureaucracy was divided into a number of distinct departments

each responsible for the regulation of an aspect of the economy. Each ministry, moreover, was responsible

for setting and achieving the growth targets set out in the national �ve year plans, monitoring the

development of industries within the sector and allotting su�cient resources and labor for realizing the

objectives of the broader national plan.

During the cold war the Soviet Union devoted the bulk of its resources and labor to the goals of rapid

industrialization and conventional and nuclear military production at the expense of agriculture and civilian

goods. Stalin and his successors perceived themselves to be in an ideological con�ict with the capitalist

states and strove to record higher growth rates than their counterparts in the West and defeat the United

States in the nuclear arms race. The Eastern European satellite states specialized in di�erent sectors of

industrial production such as iron, steel, chemicals, and electronics. In each case they were contributing

primarily to the development of the Soviet war machine.

p. 56
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Initially, the Soviet command economy yielded spectacular growth rates. It has been estimated that by 1970

the Soviet bloc was responsible for 30 percent of total world industrial output. Most strikingly, the Soviet

Union and its Eastern European allies achieved growth rates that were not only comparable with those of the

West but in many instances surpassed the levels of the capitalist nations.  The Soviet economic model,

nonetheless, had within it the seeds of its own destruction. By the 1970s the exclusive concentration on

heavy industry and preoccupation with the superpower arms race had taken its toll on the centrally-planned

economies. With military expenditure in the region of 15 percent of GNP (gross national product), the

industrial, manufacturing, and agricultural sectors were critically short of investment.  Agriculture was the

hardest hit and su�ered a precipitous decline across the region. Ine�cient state farms were unable to

produce the high levels of production required by the central bureaucracies to feed the population.

Shortages were also evident in the consumer and civilian goods sector.  Although the Soviet Union had

achieved nuclear parity with the United States by the early 1970s, it was apparent that this e�ort had put a

heavy strain on the Soviet economy. The relaxation of cold war tensions as a result of détente between the

superpowers promised a greater liberalization of East-West trade and a potential lifeline for the Soviet

economic model. East-West trade, however, merely highlighted the de�ciencies of the command economy

model, as Soviet bloc countries became reliant on borrowing from Western banks and their imports failed to

keep pace with exports. High indebtedness and debilitating trade de�cits had the e�ect of stalling the

growth of the Eastern European economics in the late 1970s.

23

24

25

26

While the cold war era was dominated by the East-West rivalry, a substantial number of “Third World” or

developing countries pursued an alternative economic model. This third way approach encompassed

political non-alignment and economic self-su�ciency.  Eschewing both Western capitalism and the Soviet

command model, nations from Latin America, post-colonial Africa, and Asia erected barriers to trade and

closed their economies to foreign capital and investment. Inspired by import-substituting industrialization

�rst practiced in Latin America in the 1930s, developing countries concentrated their resources on the

creation of indigenous industries producing goods for the home market, nurtured by state subsidies and

protected from the vagaries of international trade.  In the short term this approach proved successful, and

many developing countries recorded impressive economic growth rates, witnessed a noticeable

improvement in living standards, and experienced rapid industrialization. As Je�rey Frieden has written,

“import substitution appeared a successful economic concomitant to national political independence” for

the Third World.

27

28

29

Economic success, however, was short-lived. Almost as soon as developing world economies prospered, the

inherent �aws in the import-substituting industrialization model became apparent.  Plagued by persistent

balance-of-payments de�cits, budget shortfalls, and spiraling in�ation, the more developing world

countries industrialized, the more they became reliant on imports. Far from eliminating the need for foreign

trade, Third World countries were forced to buy essential imports of raw materials and machinery which

their national economies could not produce. In order to pay for these imports they needed to increase

exports. Although some �nance was made available through loans from the IBRD and foreign aid, the

developing world governments did not have an adequate supply of hard currency to pay for imports.

Consequently, their economies lurched from one �nancial crisis to another. Astronomical in�ation made

goods and basic foodstu�s highly expensive, depressing living standards and resulting in debilitating

poverty for millions of people. Despite economic autarky, the Third World was not immune from the e�ect

of the global recession and oil shocks that engulfed the capitalist world in the 1970s. Although a handful of

newly industrializing countries (NICs) in Southeast Asia were able to survive through export-orientated

strategies, the majority of the developing world su�ered as the North-South economic divide widened.

There was an attempt to extract concessions from the West in the form of a G-77 of Third World nations

manifesto demanding technology transfer, �nancial aid, and industrial market access.  These requests,

however, fell on deaf ears. Together with the East-West strategic competition, the latter decades of the cold

war were de�ned by a North-South con�ict with an economic impact more devastating and far-reaching

30

p. 57
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than that of the superpower confrontation. Neither the United States nor the Soviet Union would win the

battle for the hearts and minds of the Third World.

The economic cold war

Having considered the structures of the Western and Soviet-led economic orders, this section examines the

interaction between the two blocs during the cold war. Because the issue of economic warfare is discussed in

a subsequent chapter in this volume, only a short summary of recent scholarship outlining pertinent themes

in the literature is presented here.

From the outset, there was general consensus within the Western alliance that the restriction of strategic

exports to the Soviet Union was desirable from the standpoint of the cold war.  Both the United States and

its allies believed that a strategic embargo would help to maintain Western military superiority over the

Soviet Union and delay Moscow's program of military production. The Western Europeans, however,

clashed with Washington over the contents of the strategic embargo. They wanted the international export

control lists administered by the East-West trade group, CG-COCOM, to be limited solely to goods of

strategic value. The United States, on the other hand, understood strategic goods to include items of

potential “dual purpose” value to the Soviet bloc. Dual-purpose goods could be used both in civilian and

military production. The European objection to the control of dual-purpose goods rested squarely on the

conviction that for the purposes of economic recovery Western Europe needed access to Eastern European

markets for raw materials and foodstu�s.

32

The literature on COCOM has underscored the important role played by the Western European governments

in moderating American economic defense objectives. From the inception of the strategic embargo, Britain

in particular was keen to limit the scope of the export control program to items of a strictly military nature.

While supporting the strategic aims of the embargo, London steadfastly opposed restrictions on civilian

trade with Eastern Europe throughout the 1940s and 1950s. As the cold war appeared to thaw in the early

1950s, Prime Minister Winston Churchill stepped up the campaign for the liberalization of commercial

East-West trade and collaborated with President Dwight D. Eisenhower to push through a wholesale

revision of the international export control lists in August 1954. The August 1954 revisions removed from

the lists many of the dual-purpose items that had been a major bone of contention between the United

States and its allies. For many of the Western European governments, however, this radical overhaul of the

strategic embargo was unsatisfactory, and COCOM remained a source of friction in the Western alliance for

the remainder of the cold war.

p. 58

33

The Western allies were at even greater odds over trade with the People's Republic of China (PRC). In

tandem with COCOM, a multilateral body known informally as CHINCOM had been formed in the early 1950s

to monitor and restrict strategic exports to the PRC. The CHINCOM lists imposed a much more stringent

embargo than those of COCOM. The so-called “China di�erential” proved an intractable source of tension

between the allies, especially after the August 1954 revisions of the COCOM lists. It was not until November

1957 that European and Japanese will prevailed in CHINCOM. Prodded by Parliament and domestic business

groups, Prime Minister Macmillan unilaterally declared that his government would no longer recognize the

China di�erential. Following Macmillan's lead the other Western European governments and Japan

followed suit, forcing the United States to agree to an amalgamation of the COCOM and CHINCOM

international export control lists.34

How did the Soviet Union respond to COCOM? It is evident that the strategic embargo did not have the e�ect

hoped for by the United States. While it is di�cult to estimate the real impact of the export control program

on the Soviet economy, the embargo did succeed to a certain extent in delaying the Kremlin's access to high

technology and strategic goods. By the late 1960s the Soviet leadership had become concerned about the
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huge gap that was developing between Moscow and its cold war adversaries. An expansion of East-West

trade, they believed, would enable Moscow to procure advanced technology and consumer goods necessary

to alleviate bottlenecks in the Soviet economy. The Kremlin's peaceful overtures were received positively in

Washington as the United States grappled with the challenges posed by American economic decline and the

di�usion of power across the globe.35

In return for trade, however, Washington sought political concessions from Moscow. The deterioration in

the American trade position in 1971 alerted the Commerce Department to the bene�ts that could be derived

from opening new markets in the East. More compelling in President Nixon's view was a signal from

Moscow that General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev would take part in a summit to discuss relations between

the two superpowers. Although the centerpiece of the Summit, which occurred in May 1972, was the

Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) agreement, the two leaders indicated that they would be prepared to

explore trade contact in the spirit of détente. On October 18, the two countries signed a historic trade treaty

that conferred most-favored-nation (MNF) status on the Soviet Union and committed Washington and

Moscow to $2.5 billion worth of bilateral trade.  But no sooner had the Nixon and Brezhnev governments

secured a new American-Soviet commercial relationship than it came under �re from critics of détente in

the US Congress. The (Henry) Jackson-(Charles) Vanik amendment to the Trade Reform Bill 1974, which

placed stringent political conditions on the Soviet Union in return for trade, was to sound the death knell for

the American-Soviet economic détente. Unwilling to be dictated to by the American legislature, in January

1975 Brezhnev announced that the Soviet Union was abrogating the 1972 trade agreement.

p. 59

36

37

Economic issues and the end of the cold war

There remains a dearth of declassi�ed primary sources conducive to arriving at con�dent judgments about

the factors leading to the demise of the cold war. So far the literature has centered on two lines of inquiry.

First, it has been argued that enlightened policies implemented by the West, and especially the United

States, forced the Soviet leadership to negotiate an end to the nuclear arms race. Given that the Soviet

economy was on the verge of collapse, the Kremlin had no alternative but to seek a permanent truce in the

confrontation with the West. The second perspective contends that American policies during the Reagan

administration of the 1980s were costly, misguided, and ultimately prolonged the life of the cold war. This

hard-line approach diverged sharply from that of its allies and the Soviet Union under the leadership of

Mikhail Gorbachev. Gorbachev perceived a future in which Soviet communism could coexist peacefully with

capitalism and enjoy the fruits of commercial exchange within an integrated world economy.

For some historians Ronald Reagan was responsible for winning the cold war. In seeking to show the

in�uence of President Reagan's economic defense policies within the overall strategy of defeating the Soviet

Union, they argue that the Reagan administration's decision to pursue economic warfare against Moscow

brought the Soviet economy to the verge of collapse and compelled the Kremlin to seek negotiations with a

view to halting the superpower arms race. Such commentators focus particularly on Washington's adoption

in 1981 of a two-pronged economic warfare strategy. First, the United States restricted the Soviet Union's

access to hard currency, particularly with respect to its earnings from natural gas. Second, the Reagan

administration resumed the comprehensive export control program in COCOM that had been substantially

reduced during the 1960s and 1970s. The embargo would speci�cally target items with a high technology

component and raw materials in critically short supply in the Soviet Union. The export prohibitions were

also extended to bank credits, which would now be subject to high interest repayments.

p. 60

The economic warfare strategy was essentially guided by two National Security Decision Directives (NSDD).

NSDD 54, signed by President Reagan in September 1982, had as its central goal to break the dependence of

Eastern Europe on Moscow and encouraged the splintering of the Soviet bloc through �nancial, commercial,
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and diplomatic instruments. NSSD 66 was even more ambitious. Authorized by Reagan in November 1982,

this directive provided for more than a strategic embargo on East-West trade. It committed the United

States, with the assistance of its allies, to identify economic vulnerabilities and undermine the industrial

capacity of the Soviet Union. This was to be achieved through an extensive embargo on critical technologies

and equipment, the cancellation of contracts to purchase Soviet natural gas, and wide-ranging restrictions

on the provision of government credits to Moscow.38

It is debatable whether the Reagan administration's policies amounted to economic warfare against the

Soviet Union. Neither the president nor the more moderate o�cials in the State Department ever spoke

publicly about economic warfare. Further, the in�uence of the hard-line faction on Reagan peaked in 1982,

and tapered o� as George Shultz succeeded Alexander Haig as secretary of state and began to assert his

authority over foreign policy. A critic of economic sanctions, Shultz strongly believed that the COCOM

embargo was more a source of disunity in the Western alliance than an e�ective strategic weapon against

the Soviet Union.39

Another problem for the historian in determining the e�ectiveness of the Reagan economic defense strategy

is quantitative. Since American-Soviet trade was minimal, it is di�cult to discern the extent to which export

controls on technology and equipment helped to undermine the Soviet economy. Moscow had achieved high

levels of economic growth and managed to achieve parity with the United States during the period in which

COCOM had been founded and Washington had operated a strategic embargo on East-West trade. During

1981–3, furthermore, the Reagan administration failed to rally multilateral support behind a campaign of

economic warfare against the Soviet Union. The Western European governments refused to consider

American proposals for a substantial increase in export controls on East-West trade. They stood �rm

against American demands for signi�cant extensions to the COCOM lists in exchange for assurances that a

$10 billion pipeline project they had previously negotiated with the Soviet Union would not be subject to the

embargo. Although Reagan imposed sanctions against the subsidiaries of American corporations in Europe

in response to this de�ance in July 1982, his more moderate advisors prevailed upon him to remove these

punitive measures the following November.40

Another more convincing explanation for the end of the cold war focuses on developments in the Soviet

Union. Despite high growth rates in the 1950s and 1960s, the Soviet economy experienced a di�cult period

of stagnation and decline in the 1970s. In fact, by the early 1980s the Soviet economy was growing at a feeble

rate of less than 2 percent. Expenditure on military outlays reached 20 percent of GNP and Soviet troops

were embroiled in an intractable war in Afghanistan. In March 1985 Gorbachev came to power with

radically new ideas on how to deal with these problems. He realized that Moscow could not expect to sustain

the arms race with the United States without grave consequences for the future sustainability of the Soviet

economy. Gorbachev, therefore, believed that the two superpowers should begin negotiations toward an

arms control regime. The Soviet leader was also anxious to dissuade Reagan from embarking on the

Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) as this would force the Kremlin to devote more of its limited �nancial

resources to building an equivalent defense system. Gorbachev, moreover, was convinced that the

liberalization of East-West trade would be a panacea for the Soviet Union's economic ills. Diplomatic

engagement with the West, he hoped, might yield technologies in critically short supply in the Soviet Union

as well as bank credits to enable Moscow to purchase essential manufacturers and consumer goods from the

capitalist states.

p. 61

41

Together with his ambitious foreign policy objectives, Gorbachev embarked on far-reaching internal

reforms in the Soviet Union's political system and economy. In an unprecedented departure from his

successors, Gorbachev introduced a policy of glasnost. While stopping well short of establishing a

democratic, liberal polity, Gorbachev's reforms partially opened Soviet society by making government more

accountable and less corrupt. It was in the realm of political economy, nevertheless, that Gorbachev made a

lasting mark. Although he did not want to dispense with the command economy model, Gorbachev
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concluded that the future economic success of the Soviet Union lay with full integration into the world

economy. Thus, his restructuring program, perestroika, revolved around trying to make domestic industries

more competitive with their counterparts in the West and preparing the Soviet economy for international

trade and, he hoped, export-led growth.

Ironically, Gorbachev's valiant e�orts to modernize the economy may have hastened Soviet economic

decline. Undeniably, the internal contradictions of the command economy model inhibited the Soviet

economy's e�orts to adapt to the harsh realities of world trade. As Western states enthusiastically

welcomed greater access to Soviet markets, they were rather more reluctant to purchase what they

considered the inferior products of the Eastern bloc countries. The net e�ect was to turn the terms of trade

against Moscow, increasing domestic economic malaise and increasing the levels of hardship experienced

by the Soviet people.  Unwavering in its faith in the command economy model, the Soviet leadership

shunned the palpable bene�ts of trade and foreign capital that economic globalization yielded to the

Western nations in the 1960s and 1970s. By refusing to open the economy to international trade and

investment, Moscow only succeeded in further isolating the Soviet Union and accelerating the country's

economic decline. Keenly aware of the fruits to be derived from economic interdependence, the Eastern

European countries began to seek greater engagement with the West and disengagement from the Soviet

orbit. Since the late 1970s relations between the Soviet Union and its satellites had deteriorated. The Eastern

European governments vehemently opposed the bellicose nature of Soviet Union in its foreign policy and

resented Moscow's demands for a 5 percent increase in their military budgets. As their economies began to

falter, the Eastern Europeans looked to open new commercial contacts and sign trade deals with Western

Europe.

42

p. 62
43

The contribution of the United States to the �nal winding down of the cold war should not be

underestimated. By the time Gorbachev had assumed the reins of power in Moscow, the moderates had

gained the ascendancy in the battle for the control of foreign policy in Washington. President Reagan, too,

had a change of heart. Under the astute leadership of Shultz in the State Department, the Reagan foreign

policy team responded positively to Gorbachev's peaceful overtures. On his visits to Moscow, Shultz helped

to sow the seeds of economic engagement between the Soviet Union and the West by pointing out to

Gorbachev the great commercial opportunities open to Moscow in world trade. Shultz was preaching to the

converted.  After the two superpowers signed the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty in

September 1987, the relationship between the United States and the Soviet Union moved from one of

military competition to one of economic cooperation. In 1988, as Gorbachev pulled the remaining Soviet

troops out of Afghanistan, the United States agreed to a substantial relaxation of the COCOM embargo. As

the Soviet economy teetered on the brink of collapse in the early 1990s, Gorbachev continued to push for

MFN status from the United States.

44

45
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Conclusion

The �rst issue that the chapter discussed was the existing literature on the economic dimension of the cold

war. It was noted that there is little consensus between historians over the role of economic factors in the

cold war. As each of the contrasting perspectives has merit, there is a need for a synthesis which would

enable a better understanding of the dynamics of political economy in post-1945 international relations.

The world systems model could perhaps be successfully blended with approaches emphasizing national

security, economic diplomacy, and corporatism. To this end, economic developments would be studied

within a global framework, with greater weight to political and strategic considerations than is currently

evident in world systems analyses. Such a synthesis, while acknowledging the primacy of the United States

in the international system, would help shed new light on the limits imposed on American hegemony by

allies, adversaries, as well as multilateral organizations, central banks, and transnational non-

governmental actors such as corporations and trade unions.

Further research is also urgently required on the nature of the economic con�ict between the Western

alliance and the Soviet bloc. The picture is decidedly clearer on the Western economic order, but less so on

the communist one. Given the divergent nature of the two economic systems, it appears that con�ict was all

but inevitable after the creation of the Marshall Plan. The cold war was thus an ideological confrontation.

Future studies should build on the insights of international economic history in explaining how

policymakers on both sides of the “iron curtain” conceived, created, and managed their respective

capitalist and communist orders over the long haul of the East-West con�ict.

p. 63

The area of East-West trade has been the subject of increasing interest from scholars in recent years. This

work has demonstrated the signi�cance of economic statecraft in the cold war. The West, in particular,

deployed a strategic embargo as part of its containment strategy against the Soviet bloc throughout the

course of the cold war. The embargo was constantly modi�ed, i.e., expanded or reduced, during the con�ict

in line with Western perceptions of Soviet behavior at a given time period. Yet, the question of the e�cacy of

economic sanctions will bene�t from more sustained re�ection. Is it fair to dismiss COCOM as merely an

irritant in relations between the United States and its allies or was the embargo a potent strategic

instrument in the containment of global communism?

This leads on to the �nal area addressed by this chapter: economic factors and the end of the cold war. The

available evidence suggests that the Reagan administration's campaign of economic warfare in the early

1980s had a minimal impact on the Soviet Union. By the late 1970s the Soviet economy was in a precarious

position crumbling under the weight of capacious military spending and the in�exibility of the command

economy model. Far from resolving these economic problems, Gorbachev's modernization plans had the

adverse e�ect of hastening the Soviet Union's decline. Had the Kremlin initiated reforms of the command

model much earlier and responded positively to the process of globalization, like its communist counterpart

the PRC in the late 1970s, it is arguable that, at least in economic terms, the Soviet Union might have

survived longer.
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5 Geopolitics and the Cold War 
Geo�rey Warner

This chapter examines the geopolitical aspect of the Cold War. It discusses the origin of the term

“geopolitics,” and investigates how and why relations between the United States and the Soviet Union

deteriorated so rapidly after the World War 2. The chapter highlights the incompatibilities between the

ideologies of the two superpowers, and explains that communism and free-market capitalism are

polar opposites. It also argues against the claims about the extent to which the Cold War was based on

ideological as opposed to geopolitical factors that persisted throughout the con�ict.

On March 12, 1947 President Harry S. Truman, alerting the American people to an alleged communist threat

to Greece and Turkey, told Congress, “I believe that it must be the policy of the United States to support free

peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures.”  More than

21 years later, on September 26, 1968, an article in the Russian newspaper Pravda justi�ed the invasion of

Czechoslovakia by Soviet-led Warsaw Pact forces the previous month. “Without question,” it read, “the

people of the socialist countries and the communist parties must have the freedom to determine their own

path of development. Any decision they make, however, must not be inimical either to socialism in their

own country or to the fundamental interests of the other socialist countries. . . . The sovereignty of individual

socialist countries cannot be set against the interests of world socialism and the world revolutionary

movement.”

1

2

Both these statements gave birth to a foreign policy “doctrine”: the Truman Doctrine and the Brezhnev

Doctrine. Both were couched in ideological terms and represented the cold war as an ideological con�ict:

“democracy” versus “totalitarianism” on the one hand; “socialism” versus “capitalism” on the other.

Ideological di�erences, nevertheless, were only a part of the con�ict known as the cold war. With regard to

the threat to Turkey, for example, a joint memorandum from the US Departments of State, War, and the
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Navy in August 1946 stated that should the Soviets succeed in obtaining control over Turkey, it would be

“extremely di�cult, if not impossible, to prevent the Soviet Union from obtaining control over . . . the whole

Near and Middle East,” a region which was “strategically important from the point of view of resources,

including oil.”  In the case of Czechoslovakia, Brezhnev told the Czech leaders “about the sacri�ce of the

Soviet Union in the Second World War: the soldiers fallen in battle, the civilians slaughtered, the enormous

material losses, the hardships su�ered by the Soviet people. At such a cost the Soviet Union had gained

security, and the guarantee of that security was the postwar division of Europe, and, speci�cally, the fact

that Czechoslovakia was linked with the Soviet Union ‘forever.’”

3

4

This chapter examines the geopolitics of the cold war. The term “geopolitics” is highly elastic. Originally

coined in 1899 by Sweden's Rudolf Kjellen, the German geographer Karl Haushofer eagerly embraced it in

the period of Adolf Hitler's ascendancy. Concurrently in the Anglo-American world, geographers like Sir

Halford Mackinder and Nicholas Spykman conceptualized a global con�ict between an Atlantic-based sea

power and a Eurasian land mass dominated �rst by Germany and then by Russia.  Mackinder and Spykman

are sometimes cited as inspiring the American doctrine of “containment,” and the former is actually quoted

in a British cabinet paper of March 1948 that reads, “… physical control of the Eurasian land mass and

eventual control of the whole World Island [Europe, Asia and Africa] is what the [Soviet] Politburo is aiming

at—no less a thing than that.”  Contemporary scholars such as Saul Cohen (in the United States), Neville

Brown and Colin Gray (in the United Kingdom), and Aymeric Chauprade and Yves Lacoste (in France)

continue to publish valuable studies of international relations which develop and move on from the insights

of Mackinder and Spykman, but this chapter adopts a broader de�nition of geopolitics, akin to that set out

by Raymond Gartho�, namely, “a synonym for realistic ‘power political’ factors or approaches. It thus

corresponds closely to the traditional term in historical and political science analysis: Realpolitik.”

p. 68

5

6

7

The global balance of power changed dramatically during the second half of the 20th century. On the eve of

the Second World War, there were seven major powers: the United States, the Soviet Union, the United

Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy, and Japan. The League of Nations estimated that, between them, these

countries were responsible for just over 80 percent of the world's industrial output in 1936–8.  All of them

possessed, actually or potentially, sizeable armed forces, and all but the Soviet Union ruled overseas

territories. The Second World War was a confrontation between rival, albeit shifting alliances of these

powers: the United States, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and France versus Germany, Italy, and

Japan.

8

The end of the war in 1945 saw a new con�guration of power. Both Germany and Japan were defeated and

occupied countries. Of the �ve remaining pre-war powers, France and Italy had su�ered catastrophic

declines, although the former was accorded a permanent seat on the Security Council of the United Nations

and an occupation zone in Germany. Despite its own Security Council seat, large armed forces, extensive

overseas empire, and Commonwealth, as well as its status as one of the “Big Three” at the wartime

conferences of the victorious powers, the United Kingdom was also seriously weakened.

This left the United States and the Soviet Union. Both were powers of continental proportions with more

than twice the forces of their nearest rival, the United Kingdom, deployed on land, sea, and in the air. But

there the parallel ends. Economically, the United States far outclassed the Soviet Union, and the di�erence

between the two powers had grown as a result of the Second World War (27 million Russians died in the

con�ict compared to half a million Americans). Soviet GDP, which had been half that of America in 1938,

was only 20 percent of it in 1945.  It was a similar story with respect to the main sinews of mid-20th-

century industrial power. The Soviet Union's steel output was 63 percent of that of the United States in

1938 but only 17 percent in 1945. In the case of coal the proportions were 37 percent and 26 percent and, for

oil, 18 percent and 8 percent.  These facts and �gures signal an extremely uneven rather than bipolar

balance of power in 1945.

9

p. 69

10
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On the military side, too, there was a considerable imbalance between what became known as the two

superpowers. Although postwar demobilization left the United States with much smaller conventional

forces than the Soviet Union, an intelligence report presented to US Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal in

early 1946 stated, “The present Soviet capabilities may be considered to be restricted to land operations

within Eurasia . . . The Red Fleet is incapable of any important o�ensive or amphibious operations . . . [and

the] Soviet air e�ort is con�ned to ground support; a strategic air force is practically non-existent either in

material or concepts.”  None of these limitations applied to the United States. In addition, of course, as

Hiroshima and Nagasaki had demonstrated, the latter possessed the atomic bomb and a means of delivering

it.

11

Why, then, did relations between the United States and the Soviet Union deteriorate so rapidly? One

explanation is that the ideologies of the two superpowers were incompatible. Free-market capitalism and

communism are polar opposites, and both the United States and the Soviet Union promoted their extension.

Looked at from a di�erent point of view, however, the origins of the cold war are much the same as those

identi�ed by Thucydides in his history of the Peloponnesian War: “The growth of the power of Athens, and

the alarm which this inspired in Sparta, made war inevitable.”  This war took place within the con�nes of

Ancient Greece. Later, similar rivalries occurred on a broader canvas. The German historian, Ludwig Dehio,

brilliantly analyzed the international history of Europe from the 16th century to 1945 in terms of a series of

struggles for hegemony in which �rst Spain, then France, and �nally Germany sought overall control.  The

cold war can be seen as a similar phenomenon.

12

13

On the eve of the Second World War the Soviet Union shared borders with seven di�erent European

countries: Norway, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, and Romania. Virtually all these frontiers

were �uid, and Russia had attacked or been attacked across them over the previous two centuries. For

example, Russian troops reached Berlin in 1760 as well as in 1945, and, as Stalin boasted at the Potsdam

conference in 1945, they had got as far as Paris in 1815. On the other hand, Russia had su�ered invasion by

western powers in 1708, 1812, 1854, 1914, 1918, and 1941.

This to-ing and fro-ing was facilitated by the absence of natural barriers and the weakness and instability of

many of the states. Estonia (then a Swedish province) was ceded to Russia as early as 1721. Latvia, Lithuania,

and Poland had similarly disappeared from the map between 1772 and 1795 following three successive

partitions by more powerful neighbors, namely Prussia, Austria, and Russia. The checkerboard of nation

states which appeared following the defeat of Austria-Hungary, Germany, and the Ottoman Empire in the

First World War and the collapse of the Russian empire in 1917 was, therefore, unlikely to survive intact once

Germany and Russia regained their strength. And so it proved. The entire area—and more—fell under

German control by the end of 1941 and, following the German defeat in 1945, the Soviet Union moved in to

�ll the vacuum. It reabsorbed the three Baltic states and a large part of Poland, so that its own frontier

now abutted those of Czechoslovakia and Hungary. Since Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania were once more part

of Russia, however, the Soviet Union's postwar European boundaries now totaled six instead of the pre-war

seven.

p. 70

The Soviet Union used its victory in 1945 to extend its in�uence further southwards and westwards into

Europe. The states of Eastern Europe (Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovkia) became Russian satellites, as

did the Balkan states of Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Albania, although the last two managed to

extricate themselves from this predicament—while remaining under communist rule—in 1948 and 1961

respectively.

The Soviet Union was determined to hold on to its East European “empire.” In addition to invading

Czechoslovakia in 1968, its forces intervened in Hungary in 1956 and came close to doing so in Poland that

same year. Plans were also drawn up to invade Yugoslavia in 1948. Perhaps because of Stalin's caution, they

were never implemented. Albania was too small and too far away to merit attack.
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What of Germany, the country primarily responsible for the Second World War and the potential economic

powerhouse of the whole of Europe? Since 1945 it had been jointly occupied by the four victorious powers

(the UK, France, the Soviet Union, and the US), with each allocated a separate zone. Negotiations to

establish a uni�ed government faltered because the United States, the United Kingdom, and the Soviet

Union could not agree on a formula which ensured that a united Germany could not throw its sizeable

weight behind either of the rival power blocs which were already forming. France favored permanent

dismemberment. The outcome was the division in 1949 of Germany into the Federal Republic of (West)

Germany and the (East) German Democratic Republic.

A geopolitical time-bomb was situated at the heart of Germany in the shape of its former capital, Berlin.

Divided, like Germany as a whole, into four “sectors,” Berlin was an enclave within the Russian zone of

occupation. In 1948 the Russians instituted a blockade of rail, road, and canal tra�c into West Berlin in

order to remove the embarrassing allied presence from their zone altogether. They even hinted at an

exchange of territory which would achieve this peacefully. The Americans, British, and French, however,

succeeded in supplying their garrisons and the people of West Berlin by air. Once the winter of 1948–9

ended, the Russians recognized that their tactic had failed and lifted the blockade.

The geopolitical time-bomb remained ticking, nevertheless. Another crisis erupted over Berlin in 1958,

when the Russians threatened to hand over control of the access routes to West Berlin to East Germany,

which Britain, France, and the United States did not recognize. Its later phase coincided with the desperate

step taken by the Russians and their East German ally to build a wall between East and West Berlin in August

1961 to stem the ever-increasing �ow of refugees. This move heightened tension and for a few days in

October there was a brief stand-o� between American and Russian tanks at “Checkpoint Charlie,” the main

crossing-point between the two halves of the city.

Western Europeans often said after the Second World War that all the Red Army needed to reach the Channel

coast was decent boots. Was that the Soviet intention? The United States and its allies thought it was,

although they believed that the more immediate threat to Western Europe came from its own communist

parties, particularly those of France and Italy. Barriers were soon erected to stem the Red tide: the Marshall

Plan of 1947, which was designed to bolster West Europe's economies, and the North Atlantic Treaty of

1949, which was primarily a military alliance. The Soviet Union responded in 1949 with the formation of

COMECON, and, after it had failed to prevent the rearmament of West Germany and its integration into

NATO in 1955, the Warsaw Pact.

p. 71

As in Europe there had been a history of great power rivalry in the Middle East. Throughout most of the 19th

century “the great game” was played between Britain and Russia over the fate of the Ottoman Empire,

Persia (Iran), and Afghanistan. To address their joint anxieties concerning Germany, an agreement between

the two countries in 1907 produced a de facto partition of Iran, and during the First World War one of the

notorious “secret treaties” had conceded control of the Turkish Straits to Russia, allowing it free access to

the Mediterranean.

Both agreements lapsed as a result of the Russian Revolution of 1917. Indeed, the British sought

unsuccessfully to secure territorial changes in the Caucasus and Caspian areas, while the Turks seized the

provinces of Kars and Ardahan which the Russians had occupied in 1875. The Second World War changed the

situation once again. In 1941 Britain and Russia once more partitioned Iran after intervening to put an end to

the pro-Axis intrigues of the then Shah, and in 1945–6 the Soviet Union demanded control of the Turkish

Straits and the restoration of Kars and Ardahan while refusing to withdraw from northern Iran ostensibly to

support Azerbaijani autonomy.

This time oil a�ected the outcome. The Axis powers had been plagued by a shortage of oil during the Second

World War. Although the United States was self- su�cient in oil during the war, its government and
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industry knew that the situation was not permanent, and they regarded the Middle East as the most

potentially productive alternative source. They were right. On the eve of the Second World War, the Middle

East produced less than 5 percent of the world's oil supplies. By 1955, however, that proportion had risen to

20 percent.  Its reserves, moreover, had grown even faster.14

Oil thus �gured prominently in American thinking about the Middle East. The Joint Chiefs of Sta� pointed

out in October 1946 that Iran was “an area of major strategic interest to the United States” because of its oil.

It was also an important defensive position against possible attacks upon other oil producing countries in

the region. Denial of Middle East oil resources to either side would force it to �ght “an oil-starved war;”

therefore, it was “to the strategic interest of the United States to keep Soviet in�uence and Soviet armed

forces removed as far as possible from oil resources in Iran, Iraq, and the Near and Middle East.”15

The Soviet Union was indeed interested in gaining access to Iranian oil. As a result of the destruction

brought about by the Second World War, its own output had fallen from 31.1 million tonnes in 1940 to 19.4

million tonnes in 1945. Moreover, the Russians had as much reason to fear the presence of potentially

hostile powers in the Middle East as the Americans, for they knew that during the brief period of the

Nazi-Soviet pact (1939–41), Britain and France had drawn up plans to bomb Russian oil �elds in the

Caucasus from bases in the area. Similar plans were drawn up by Britain and the United States after the

Second World War.

p. 72

Stalin felt too weak to pursue his objectives in the face of American and British opposition. He withdrew his

forces from Iran and his threats from Turkey. The latter became a bastion of American in�uence in the

Middle East. The United States sixth �eet was in e�ect established when President Truman sent the

battleship Missouri to Turkey in 1946. Turkey joined the North Atlantic Alliance in 1952 and agreed to host

American Jupiter intermediate-range ballistic missiles (IRBMs) targeted at the Soviet Union in 1957.

Master-minded by the CIA and MI6 in 1953, a military coup overthrew Iran's prime minister, Mohammed

Mossadegh, whom the Americans and British considered sympathetic to communism. For the next 26 years

Iran was a reliable American ally, becoming a founder-member of what became known as the Central Treaty

Organization (CENTO)—an eastern extension of NATO—in 1955.

The key to cold war geopolitics in East Asia was China. The total length of the Soviet Union's land borders

was 19,923 km. Almost two-�fths of this length is accounted for by China. Add the length of the frontier

with Mongolia (3,441 km) and the proportion comfortably exceeds one-half. Contrast this with the 4,254

km (one- �fth) which the Soviet Union shared with European states, add China's population and size, and

its importance becomes clear.

China ended the Second World War in a sorry state. It had been �ghting the Japanese since 1937, four years

longer than Britain and the United States and almost eight years longer than the Soviet Union. According to

one estimate, “[t]he country lost over three million soldiers in combat, and an additional eighteen million

civilians as casualties of the war.”  To make matters worse, the end of the war with Japan did not mean a

return to peace. A civil war between the Nationalist government of General Chiang Kai-shek and the

Communist People's Liberation Army under Mao Zedong soon broke out and lasted until the victory of the

People's Republic of china (PRC) in October 1949.

16

The Soviet Union was primarily concerned with the possible resurgence of Japan, whose attitude toward

both the Czarist regime and its successor had been hostile throughout the �rst four decades of the 20th

century and which failed to join in the German invasion of 1941 only because it was preoccupied elsewhere.

Thus Stalin signed a treaty with Chiang Kai-shek's government in August 1945. As the civil war developed,

the Russians gave some aid to the Chinese communists, but Stalin remained cautious. There is evidence that

he urged the communists not to cross the Yangzi River in 1949, a course of action which could have led to a

divided country.  The Soviet ambassador remained accredited to the Nationalist regime until after it had17
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withdrawn to the island of Taiwan. Stalin refused to receive Mao until after the o�cial proclamation of the

PRC in October 1949, and a new Sino-Soviet treaty, which was signed in February 1950, granted the

Russians a privileged position in Manchuria, China's most highly industrialized region, and gave the

Chinese no satisfaction in respect to their claim to Mongolia or their desire to “liberate” Taiwan.

In the United States bitter divisions emerged over policy. On the one hand, the Joint Chiefs of Sta� argued in

a paper of June 9, 1947, that “the military security of the United States will be threatened if there is any

further spread of Soviet in�uence and power in the Far East.” Given that Japan was disarmed and occupied,

“the only Asiatic government at present capable of even a show of resistance to Soviet expansion in Asia is

the Chinese Nationalist Government.” The Chiefs recommended, in terms redolent of traditional

geopolitical discourse, that “United States assistance to those nations on the periphery of Soviet-controlled

areas in Eurasia should be given in accordance with an over-all plan . . . [which] should take into account the

necessity for the maintenance of the Chinese National Government and should eventually provide su�cient

assistance to that Government to eliminate all communist armed opposition . . .”

p. 73

18

On the other hand, when Secretary of State George C. Marshall went before Congress in February 1948, he

expounded an alternative geopolitical narrative derived from the thinking of one of the most in�uential US

diplomats of the early postwar period, George Kennan. “China,” he said, “does not itself possess the raw

material and industrial resources which would enable it to become a �rst-class military power within the

foreseeable future. Furthermore . . . we cannot a�ord, economically or militarily, to take over the continued

failures of the present Chinese Government to the dissipation of our strength in more vital regions . . . that is,

in the vital industrial area of Western Europe with its tradition of free institutions.”19

Events in neighboring areas of East Asia helped to crystallize positions. Russia and Japan had competed for

Korea at the end of the 19th century, and it was annexed by the latter in 1910. Liberated in 1945 by the Red

Army and American forces, it was divided into two zones of occupation at the 38th parallel. These two zones

soon evolved into separate states, the Communist Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) to the

north and the pro-American Republic of Korea to the south. Both governments desired reuni�cation, albeit

on their own terms.

On June 25, 1950, after persuading a wary Stalin that it would be a walkover, the DPRK's leader, Kim Il Sung,

launched his forces across the 38th parallel. The US government interpreted the move as a Soviet-inspired

attempt to seize the initiative in the cold war and mobilized its allies in the United Nations. In October 1950,

after the US/UsN forces halted the enemy advance and rolled it back across the 38th parallel until they

approached the Manchurian border, the PRC sent in its own armed forces, eventually totaling 1.45 million

“volunteers.” The Soviet Union, too, intervened on the side of the DPRK, but clandestinely and on a much

smaller scale. After three years of bitter �ghting, a cease�re was concluded on July 27, 1953 on the basis of

the status quo ante. The Korean War turned the cold war into an armed con�ict, albeit one in which the

United States and the Soviets confronted each other through allies and proxies.

The United States and the Soviet Union were thus locked into a confrontation along the Eurasian periphery.

In order to gain the advantage, both parties built up huge nuclear arsenals. The Soviet Union had tested its

�rst nuclear device in 1949, four years after the United States. The gap between the two countries’ �rst

thermonuclear (hydrogen bomb) tests was less than a year, from October 1952 to August 1953. The number

of nuclear weapons held by each superpower rose from 365 (for the United States) and �ve (for the Soviet

Union) in 1950, to 20,434 and 1,605 in 1960.  This does not take into account the power of individual

weapons or the means of delivery. The latter multiplied from strategic bombers to various kinds of missiles:

the land-based medium-range ballistic missiles (MRBMs), intermediate-range ballistic missiles (IRBMs),

and intercontinental-range ballistic missiles (ICBMs); and the submarine-launched ballistic missiles

(SLBMs) of various ranges. In 1970 it is estimated that the United States possessed 1,054 ICBMs, 656 SLBMs,

p. 74
20
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and 1,710 nuclear warheads to the Soviet Union's 1,465, 229, and 1,694.  This relative parity lasted until the

end of the cold war.

21

The Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies enjoyed a continuing superiority on the ground in Europe. In

1989, for example, Warsaw Pact forces in Europe possessed an estimated 58,000 main battle tanks

compared to 21,900 in the opposing NATO forces.  The Soviet navy also expanded. As early as 1968, its

commander-in-chief, Admiral Sergei Gorshkov, was quoted as saying, “The �ag of the Soviet navy now

proudly �ies over the oceans of the world. Sooner or later, the US will have to understand that it no longer

has mastery of the seas.”  Twenty years later the strategic geographer Hugh Faringdon wrote, “By the

1980s the Soviet Union had accomplished an historic breakout from its geopolitical boundaries as a land

power, and acquired the capacity to challenge the interests of the west in every corner of the globe.”  It had

bases or port-of-call facilities in Vietnam, South Yemen, Ethiopia, Mozambique, Angola, and Syria. The

United States had its third �eet, based in the eastern Paci�c, its sixth �eet in the Mediterranean, and its

seventh �eet in the western Paci�c. Still, the increased Russian naval presence far from home waters was

both impressive and threatening.

22

23

24

This maritime expansion must be seen in the context of another cold war dimension: the rise of the Third

World. One of the most signi�cant developments in world politics after 1945 was decolonization. While

autonomous from the cold war, decolonization is also inextricably linked to it. This was spelled out as early

as September 1948 by analysts of the �edgling US Central Intelligence Agency. “The growth of nationalism

in colonial areas,” they concluded, “which has already succeeded in breaking up a large part of the European

colonial system and in creating a series of new, nationalistic states in the Near and Far East has major

implications for US security, particularly in terms of possible world con�ict with the USSR. This shift of the

dependent areas from the orbit of the colonial powers not only weakens the probable European allies of the

US but deprives the US itself of assured access to vital bases and raw materials in these areas in time of war.

Should the recently liberated and currently emergent states become oriented toward the USSR US military

and economic security would be seriously threatened.”25

There were �fty-one founding members of the United Nations in 1945. By the end of the cold war the

organization's membership stood at 159. More than three-quarters of the additional members were former

colonial dependencies. Seventeen newly independent African states became members in 1960 alone. What

had been an American-dominated world organization in the early postwar period gradually turned into one

in which the United States could no longer be sure of getting its own way. The use of the veto in the UN

Security Council is revealing in this respect. Although the Soviets cast 117 vetoes to America's seventy-

two between 1946 and 1990, the United States cast none before 1972 and the Soviet Union only eight after it.

American disillusionment with the UN during the Reagan administration was re�ected from 1983 onwards

in the withholding of funds from the organization which was seriously damaging to it.

p. 75

The Soviet Union seized the opportunity to “leapfrog” its opponents by intervening in the developing world,

where the process of decolonization, resentment at the arrogance of the western powers, and chronic

political instability o�ered plenty of scope for making mischief. This was doubly so because the United

States was instinctively hostile to European colonialism, although its own behavior in the Third World,

especially in Latin America, looked to many suspiciously like a form of colonialism. This attitude provided

the Russians with a wedge to drive between the United States and its European allies.

Soviet intervention began in the Middle East in the mid-1950s, when the United States and Britain were

trying to form an anti-Soviet regional alliance in the area. The Egyptians, who had su�ered from British

interference in their a�airs for three-quarters of a century, turned to the Russians for support. They

concluded an arms agreement with Czechoslovakia in 1955, and the anti-Soviet Baghdad Pact had to be

restricted to the so-called “northern tier” of Turkey, Iraq, Iran, and Pakistan. Even then the Americans
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refused to join it because they thought that, without Egypt, the pact had become more a vehicle to extend

British and Iraqi in�uence in the Middle East than a defensive alliance against the Soviet Union.

Syria followed Egypt into the Soviet orbit, and Iraq drifted in and out after the revolution of 1958 got rid of

the pro-British monarchy. Since both Egypt and Iraq treated their own communist parties with varying

degrees of severity, this new alignment with the Soviet Union was hardly ideological. The existence of the

new Jewish state of Israel, established in 1948, further complicated the situation. The Arab countries were

implacably opposed to the existence of Israel and the Soviet Union ended up supplying weapons and

expertise for the Arabs to engage in three Arab-Israeli wars: the Suez war of October 1956, the Six Day War

of June 1967, and the Yom Kippur War of October 1973. The United States, which had been sympathetic

toward Israel from the start, became even closer to it the more the Russians sided with the Arabs.

Eventually, the Americans succeeded in prising the Egyptians apart from the Russian embrace, and a peace

agreement between Egypt and Israel was signed, under American auspices, in 1978.

If the British were something of an embarrassment to the Americans in the Middle East, so were the French

in North Africa and Southeast Asia. President Roosevelt had opposed France regaining its overseas empire at

the end of the Second World War, but events and the United Kingdom's solidarity with its fellow-colonial

power helped it to do so. The tension between the United States and France caused by the long struggle

(1954–62) for Algerian independence was nothing compared to that produced in Indochina, where the

French fought a war against a communist-led nationalist movement from 1946. While pushing the French

to grant the Indochinese colonies (Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia) some form of independence, the United

States extended aid to France in its war. By 1954 it was paying three-quarters of the cost.

There were two reasons for this. The �rst was France's importance to the defense of Western Europe. The

second was a belief in the so-called “domino theory,” publicly enunciated by President Eisenhower in April

1954. As Eisenhower explained, “You have a row of dominoes set up, you knock over the �rst one, and what

will happen to the last one is the certainty that it will go over very quickly.” In other words, if Indochina fell

to communism, the rest of Southeast Asia would likely follow, adding its large population and considerable

natural resources (rubber, tin, and tungsten) to those of the communist world. Strategically, it would mean

the out�anking of “the so-called island defensive chain of Japan, Formosa, and the Philippines,”

constituting a danger to Australia and New Zealand. It would also threaten Japan by depriving it of the

essential markets it needed. Japan would therefore “have only one place in the world to go—that is, toward

the Communist areas in order to live.”

p. 76

26

This apocalyptic geopolitical vision brought the United States close to intervention in Indochina in 1954. A

settlement was, however, reached at Geneva in July, whereby Vietnam was temporarily partitioned and Laos

and Cambodia neutralized. The United States, after maneuvering the French out of their former colony,

turned Vietnam into an anti-communist bulwark under the aegis of the South East Asia Treaty Organization

(SEATO), a hollow counterpart to NATO.

The communist North Vietnamese were dissatis�ed with the partition of their country, especially as the

promised elections of 1956 to pave the way for reuni�cation never occurred. Guerrilla warfare broke out

again toward the end of the decade and spilled over into Laos. The French could not be blamed on this

occasion for the weakness of the non-communist governments in South Vietnam or Laos, and the United

States once more faced a dilemma over what to do. This time it chose to intervene militarily, �rst with

advisors, then, in 1965, with air power and ground forces. The proximity of China �gured prominently in its

rationale. As Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, a principal architect of intervention, wrote in a

memorandum to President Johnson on November 7, 1965, “The February decision to bomb North Vietnam

and the July approval of Phase I [troop] deployments make sense only if they are in support of a long-run

United States policy to contain Communist China. China—like Germany in 1917, like Germany in the West

and Japan in the East in the late 30s, and like the USSR in 1947—looms as a major power threatening to
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undercut our importance and e�ectiveness in the world and, more remotely but more menacingly, to

organize all of Asia against us.”  By 1968 the United States had over half-a-million troops in Vietnam.27

Africa, too, became an arena of geopolitical rivalry. The most serious contests occurred in the former

Belgian Congo, which became independent in 1960, in the former Portuguese colony of Angola, which

gained independence after the Portuguese revolution of 1974, and in the Horn of Africa, where Marxist or

quasi-Marxist regimes in Ethiopia and Somalia battled for supremacy in 1977–8. The Soviet Union was

backing both regimes in Somalia and Ethiopia when war broke out between them in 1977, but switched its

support to the latter. “Its motives,” according to Christopher Andrew and the former KGB archivist Vasili

Mitrokhin, “had more to do with realpolitik than with ideology. Ethiopia had ten times the population of

Somalia and an even more important strategic location commanding sea-lanes for oil shipments from

the Persian Gulf to the West.”

p. 77
28

Brie�ng the National Security Council in May 1976 on his return from a visit to Africa, Secretary of State

Henry Kissinger may have stressed the need to prevent “the radicalization of Africa,” but he was not fussy

about America's allies in the region. The United States supported the brutal military dictator Joseph Mobutu,

who ruled Zaire (the former Belgian Congo) for over thirty years. “Africa,” Kissinger said, “is important to

us, many key products—co�ee, cocoa, cobalt, chrome, iron ore, diamonds—come from Africa, thirty to

sixty percent of our consumption; and for our European allies, the �gures are even higher.”  If any state

intervened in Africa for ideological reasons it was Fidel Castro's Cuba, which sent thousands of troops to

Angola and Ethiopia.  A Caribbean island state only 90 miles from the coastline of the United States, Cuba

had undergone a revolution in 1959 which placed in power a regime that quickly adopted communism. This

touched a particularly raw US nerve, for as early as 1823 President Monroe had warned other powers “that

we should consider any attempt on their part to extend their system to any portion of this hemisphere as

dangerous to our peace and safety.”

29

30

31

Cuba had already been the victim of a botched American-backed invasion by Cuban exiles in 1961. In October

of the following year it was the scene of the cold war's most potentially dangerous crisis when the Russians

attempted a daring geopolitical coup by deploying intermediate-range and medium-range ballistic missiles

on the island to o�set the intercontinental and submarine-launched missiles with which the United States

could at that time attack the Soviet Union with comparative immunity. But the CIA detected the missile sites

by aerial reconnaissance. The United States initiated a naval blockade to prevent further weapons from

entering Cuba, and proclaimed that it would take any necessary steps to remove those already there. After a

tense few days the Russians removed their missiles. The quid pro quo was the removal of some obsolescent

American missiles from Turkey and, more important, a US pledge not to invade Cuba, which still remains a

thorn in America's side.

Cuba was not the only target of the so-called Monroe Doctrine. Covert and/or overt measures were taken by

the United States against several regimes in Central and South America which looked as though they were,

or might become, communist. Such interventions occurred in Guatemala (1954), British Guiana (1963),

Brazil (1964), the Dominican Republic (1965), Chile (1970–1973), Nicaragua and El Salvador (1981), Grenada

(1983) and Panama (1989). President Ronald Reagan spelled out the geopolitical stakes in his memoirs:

“Almost half of US exports and imports, including close to half of our essential petroleum imports, travelled

through this region,” he wrote. “Two out of three ships transiting the Panama Canal carried goods to or

from the US Central America was not only a source of imports, but a customer for our products . . . If the

Soviet Union and its allies were allowed to continue subverting democracy with terrorism and fomenting

so-called ‘wars of national liberation’ in Central America, it wouldn’ts stop there: It would spread into the

continent of South America and north to Mexico. Then, as I was told that Lenin once said: ‘Once we have

Latin America, we won’t have to take the United States, the last bastion of capitalism, because it will fall into

our hands like overripe fruit . . .’”

p. 78
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The cold war's climactic Third World con�ict, however, occurred in Afghanistan. Britain and Russia had

competed for in�uence in Afghanistan for much of the 19th century and the two great powers came close to

war in 1886. The Anglo-Russian Entente of 1907, concluded more with Europe in mind than Asia,

temporarily ended the rivalry, but in 1919 the Afghan ruler Amir Amanullah's brief war with the British left

Afghanistan free to manage its own foreign a�airs. The Afghan government steered a mainly neutral course

before, during, and after the Second World War, but the situation changed dramatically in April 1978 when a

group of communist army o�cers seized power. Although not responsible for the coup, the Soviet Union

signed a Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation with the new regime in December 1978.

The new Afghan government wasted too much time and e�ort in political in�ghting and not enough in

consolidating its control over outlying areas. Bands of Islamist rebels soon emerged, and Kabul appealed for

Russian support. While willing to supply weapons and advisors, the Kremlin did not wish to get too deeply

involved by sending troops. Following another coup in September 1979, Afghan President Noor Mohammad

Taraki was killed and his followers ruthlessly purged. Reports began to circulate that the new president,

Ha�zullah Amin, was secretly cosying up to the Americans. This time the Russians moved. On December 27,

1979 Soviet troops crossed the border and Amin was killed when Russian special forces stormed his palace.

These events occurred in juxtaposition with developments in neighboring Iran. In January 1979 the pro-

American regime of the Shah had been overthrown and replaced by an Islamic republic under Ayatollah

Khomeini. This might have been a positive development for the Soviet Union, since the new Iranian regime

was �ercely anti-American, dubbing the United States “the Great Satan.” However, the Iranian Islamists

were as opposed to the Russians as to the Americans, and the former feared the in�uence they might bring

to bear on both the Afghan rebels and the millions of Muslims who lived in the Soviet Union.

The Russian invasion of Afghanistan was in fact essentially a defensive move.  But that is not how it was

perceived in the United States. Describing Soviet behavior as “the greatest threat to peace since the Second

World War,” in January 1980 President Jimmy Carter, in�uenced by his geopolitically-minded National

Security Advisor, Zbigniew Brzezinski, raised the specter of a Soviet thrust toward the Indian Ocean and

even the Persian Gulf, the source of “[m]ore than two-thirds of the total exportable oil that supplies the rest

of the world.”  The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan became the backdrop to the �nal phase of the cold war,

during which the Americans and their Pakistani allies armed and equipped the mujahidin, who tied down

the Red Army for the best part of a decade and who spawned both the Taliban and al-Qaeda.

33

34

Another power which the Russians accused of supporting the anti-communist Afghan rebels in 1979 was

China. This hostility between the two communist powers can be traced to the aftermath of the Korean War

of 1950–3 and the Russian denunciation of Stalin at the 20th Congress of the Soviet Communist Party in

1956. Notwithstanding the progressively more intense ideological disputes that followed Stalin's death,

geopolitical dynamics lay at the core of the Sino-Soviet split.

p. 79

The long frontier between the two countries had been settled over the centuries as much by force majeure as

by negotiation. One source suggests that no less than 36,000 sq. km remained in dispute, and this did not

include the frontier with Mongolia, a Soviet satellite, which involved another 17,000 sq. km.35

The Kremlin also conspicuously failed to provide much backing for the Chinese in territorial disputes which

did not directly involve them. The Chinese considered Soviet support for a forward policy over Taiwan,

which remained under the control of Chiang Kai-shek's Nationalist government, to be lukewarm. When a

dispute broke out between the Indian and Chinese governments over their common frontier in the

Himalayas in 1959, the Russians “told the Chinese government frankly that the aggravation of the

dispute . . . and the development of this dispute into a large armed con�ict was undesirable and fraught with

negative consequences, not only for Chinese-Indian relations but for the whole international situation.”

Worried by these “negative consequences,” the Soviet Union cancelled its nuclear cooperation program

36
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with China in 1959; the following year it withdrew all its technical advisors. When India actually attacked

China in October 1962, the Russians blamed the Chinese for provoking it and for “leaguing together” with

Pakistan, India's principal rival, which was also a member of both CENTO and SEATO. Following the public

disclosure of their disagreements in 1963 and the explosion of China's �rst nuclear device in October 1964,

relations between the two countries deteriorated further. Soviet forces in the border region were reinforced

and strategic missiles were deployed to the area. In the spring and summer of 1969 a number of clashes

occurred between Russian and Chinese troops along the Sino-Soviet border, and rumors circulated of a

planned nuclear strike against China.

The Sino-Soviet rift arguably made possible the most important geopolitical development of the cold war:

the United States’ rapprochement with the PRC. It was facilitated by the accession to power in 1969 of

perhaps the most geopolitically minded of American presidents, Richard M. Nixon. As he said in a 1972

interview, “We must remember the only time in the history of the world that we have had any extended

periods of peace is when there has been balance of power. . . . I think it will be a safer world and a better world

if we have a strong, healthy United States, Europe, Soviet Union, China, Japan, each balancing the other, not

playing one against the other, an even balance.”  It did not matter to Nixon or his closest foreign policy

advisor, Henry Kissinger, what the domestic political structures of these various political entities were.

What counted were their relations with each other.

37

Nixon was perfectly willing to “play one against the other” in order to achieve his objective. “We’re doing

the China thing,” he told Kissinger on July 22, 1971, “to screw the Russians and help us in Vietnam and to

keep the Japanese in line, get another ball in play. And maybe way down the road to have some relations

with China.”  “The China thing” involved a secret mission to China by Kissinger in July 1971, a public one in

the following October and a very public one by Nixon himself in February 1972, following which the two

countries embarked upon a gradual process of normalizing their previous glacial relationship.

38

p. 80

It is di�cult to assess the precise extent of the in�uence the US rapprochement with China had on the cold

war, but a lull in the con�ict did attend the Nixon presidency. At the end of 1971 representatives of West and

East Germany signed an agreement guaranteeing free access to West Berlin. The following year the United

States and the Soviet Union concluded a treaty limiting various kinds of nuclear delivery systems, and in

1975 the Americans succeeded in extricating themselves from Vietnam. Although the Soviet Union reached

an agreement with China on frontiers in November 1988, the Chinese leader, Deng Xiaoping, told President

George H. W. Bush in February 1989 that the greatest threat to China still came from the Soviet Union and

that it was unlikely that Sino-Soviet relations would ever be as close as they were in the 1950s.  China had,

in fact, become a great power in its own right. By 1989 its GDP had surpassed that of the Soviet Union,

whereas in 1970 it had been less than half.

39

China's position was, of course, made even stronger by the collapse of the Soviet empire in Eastern Europe

and the subsequent dissolution of the Soviet Union itself. In 1980–1 a crisis had arisen in Poland when the

labor organization, Solidarity, challenged the Communist Party's monopoly of power. In December 1980 the

Warsaw Pact powers were poised to intervene, but the Polish leaders begged them not to. “Even if angels

entered Poland,” one of them said, “they would be treated as bloodthirsty vampires.”  The Russians

relented and urged the Polish communists to solve the problem themselves. A year later the Polish

government imposed martial law and requested that the Warsaw Pact powers intervene if its own forces

were not strong enough to enforce it. The Russians refused. As Yuri Andropov, who took over as Soviet

leader the following year, told his Politburo colleagues: “We do not intend to introduce troops into

Poland. . . . [E]ven if Poland falls under the control of Solidarity, that's the way it will be. And if the capitalist

countries pounce on the Soviet Union, and you know they have already reached agreement on a variety of

economic and political sanctions, that will be very burdensome for us. We must be concerned above all with

our own country and the strengthening of the Soviet Union.”

40
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After Mikhail Gorbachev became General Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party in March 1985 he told

leaders of the Warsaw Pact countries that “we [the Russians] were in favour of relations on an equal footing,

respect for the sovereignty and independence of each country, and mutually bene�cial co-operation in all

spheres. Recognition of these principles also meant all parties taking full responsibility for the situation in

their own countries.”  This, in e�ect, sounded the death knell of the Brezhnev Doctrine.42

Underlying this shift in Russian policy was the economic weakness of the Soviet Union. Although its output

of steel and oil had surpassed that of the United States in 1971 and 1974 respectively, the Soviet economy

remained backward; per capita GDP in the Soviet Union was still only 35 percent of that in the United States

as late as 1980. The chaotic state of Soviet agriculture presented an even more fundamental problem. Before

the First World War Russia had been the world's No. 1 grain exporter. In the 1980s it was the No. 1 importer.

Moreover, its e�orts to keep up with the United States militarily had become cripplingly expensive.

Gorbachev discovered in 1987 that military expenditure accounted for 20 percent of GDP instead of 6

percent as previously believed and that the Soviet Union was spending four times as much on defense as the

United States.  Thanks to the personal rapport he built up, �rst with President Reagan and later with

President Bush, Gorbachev was able to achieve a reduction in this huge amount. Notable steps included the

signature in the December 1987 treaty to eliminate intermediate-range nuclear missiles, the

commencement in May 1988 of the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan, and a unilateral pledge by

the Soviet Union in December 1988 to reduce its armed forces by 500,000 and cut back on conventional

weapons.

p. 81

43

In the absence of Soviet willingness to enforce the Brezhnev Doctrine, communist rule in Eastern Europe

�rst crumbled and then collapsed. The one-party regime in Poland ended following the election of June

1989 and by the end of the year Hungary, Czecholsovakia, Bulgaria, Romania, and East Germany had

followed suit. Except in Romania, the transition was peaceful. In 1991 the Soviet Union itself disintegrated

into �fteen separate states, based mostly on ethnic identity. The new states had been conquered during the

course of Russia's long period of expansion between the 16th and 19th centuries and three of them—the

Baltic states of Lithuania, Latvia, and Estonia—had recently enjoyed a brief period of independence between

the two world wars. In all, the Soviet Union lost about one-quarter of its territory and the remainder became

the Russian Federation.

In 1989-90, however, it was events in East Germany which posed the most serious threat to the Russians

because the likely consequence—the reuni�cation of the two Germanies—could be viewed as tantamount to

a reversal of the Soviet victory in the Second World War. The situation looked all the more dangerous since

the United States insisted that a reuni�ed Germany should be free to join NATO.

The reason for this insistence was that a united Germany might revert to the “Rapallo politics” of the 1920s,

when it had attempted to play o� the western powers against the Soviet Union. The latter, on the other

hand, was equally concerned about the prospect of a united Germany in the western camp, an outcome it

had consistently sought to avoid since 1945. Only after East German elections in March 1990 returned the

Christian Democrats with a huge majority did the Russians bow to the inevitable. The pill was sweetened by

the West German o�er to take over all East Germany's economic obligations to the Soviet Union and a

sizeable �nancial credit. The two Germanies formally became one on October 3, 1990.

Arguments about the extent to which the cold war was based on ideological as opposed to geopolitical

factors persisted throughout the con�ict. Originally these arguments related mainly to the Soviet Union and

studies stressing either the role of Marxism-Leninism or the traditional aims of the Czars regularly rolled

o� the presses. It sometimes seemed that the United States was far too sophisticated to base its foreign

policy on anything as one-dimensional as ideology until scholars like Michael Hunt began to remind us

otherwise.  The fact is that ideologies change and even disappear altogether, but geopolitical factors

remain, or more accurately, change more slowly. The fragmentation of both Eastern Europe and the Soviet

44
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Union after the end of the cold war has restored a situation akin to that of the 1920s and 1930s in the case

of the former and even earlier in the case of the latter. Regardless of the ideologies of the governments

involved, it is more than likely that there will be a contest for in�uence between larger powers in the areas

concerned. For example, even though it is peaceful, the expansion of the European Union into the former

Eastern European communist bloc is seen by some as a renewed Drang nach Osten on the part of Germany,

the most in�uential power in the EU, and the Russians are perturbed by US plans to erect a missile defense

system on Polish soil, even though it is ostensibly intended to deter “rogue” states like North Korea and

Iran which might be tempted to develop and employ nuclear weapons.

p. 82

At the global level the United States remains the single most important power, but there is no guarantee that

it will remain in that position. China is generally considered as the most likely candidate for superpower

status, and it is signi�cant that the Obama administration in Washington decided in 2012 to move the bulk

of the US navy to the Paci�c. Russia, too, remains a power to be reckoned with. It is still the world's sixth

largest economy, has one of the biggest military establishments, and is still level pegging with the United

States in terms of its nuclear arsenal. India, too, can be expected to play a larger part in world a�airs in

future. The balance of power can and almost certainly will change, but the actions of those involved will

continue to be in�uenced as much by geography, economics, and historical precedent as by the clash of

ideologies.
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6 The Cold War and the Imperialism of Nation-States 
Prasenjit Duara

This chapter examines the role of the imperialism of nation-states in the Cold War. It suggests that the

Cold War rivalry provided the “frame of reference” in which the historical forces of imperialism and

nationalism interacted with developments such as decolonization, multiculturalism, and new

ideologies and modes of identity formation. The chapter also argues that while the equilibrium of Cold

War rivalry generated an entrenched political and ideological hegemony limiting the realization of

political, economic, and imaginative possibilities in much of the world, the developing world

represented signi�cant weak links and played an equally important role in its collapse.

I wish to grasp the cold war in terms of the historical forces of imperialism and nationalism that have

characterized the globe for over a century. Within that long century the cold war may be seen as a distinct

historical period shaped, as the name suggests, by a rivalry between two nuclear superpowers or hegemons

that threatened global destruction. As a period, the cold war is characterized not only by events,

personalities, and policy decisions, nor even by the paradigm of international relations alone. Rather its

historical signi�cance arises from the re-con�guration of long-term historical structures. The cold war

rivalry provides the frame of reference within which the historical forces of imperialism and nationalism

interact with developments such as decolonization, multiculturalism, and new ideologies and modes of

identity formation, thus producing a novel con�guration. The evolving con�guration transforms and is

a�ected by other historical processes regarding race, gender, class, religion, and rights among others. Of

course, we come to recognize the con�guration more surely only at the point when it begins to unravel—at

dusk when Hegel's Owl of Minerva takes �ight—marking the end of the period.

While the cold war hardly began or went out with a bang, superpower rivalry is customarily said to have

begun in 1947, when the Truman Doctrine sought to contain communism and the expansion of Soviet
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in�uence, and ended with the decline and fall of the Soviet Union and the Eastern bloc in the late 1980s. I

want to view the period as a heuristic device, a provisional enframing that allows us to make sense of the

events and developments taking place between two dates. Periods in history always make sense from a

particular point of view, especially that of political power, and there are many areas of life that are relatively

untouched by the dominant historical structure. Further, as our historical perspective changes, we may see

other longer-term trends both pre-dating and outliving the cold war that may well be more signi�cant; if

so, we may hope that our hypothesis would have enabled that view. Note also that this enframing provides

the terms of reference; it says little about agency regarding whether the two superpowers were the only

important actors or whether other powers or subaltern states could not play the system or test its

boundaries.

p. 87

While the equilibrium of cold war rivalry generated an entrenched political and ideological hegemony

limiting the realization of political, economic, and imaginative possibilities in much of the world, there

were several weak links in the system that contributed to its breakdown. While many look to America and

Europe for the causes, I argue toward the end of this essay that the developing world represented signi�cant

weak links—or relative autonomy in the system—and played an equally important role in its collapse.

Historical conditions of the cold war

The end of World War II is thought to mark the end of an epoch. Not only were ultra-nationalist ideologies

of fascism, Nazism, and racism defeated, but 1945 also marked the beginning of the end of imperialism. The

last was not fully accepted by European imperialists, who made several last-ditch e�orts to retake their

colonies, especially in Southeast Asia and Africa. But by 1960 there were few Europeans who believed in the

need for colonies.  The decolonization movement had triumphed, and the postwar world order was

enshrined in the United Nations ideal of national self-determination and global development. Yet whereas

the UN world order was enshrined in theory, the real world order was determined by the two superpowers

and their rivalry. I turn to the longer-term history in which this real order ought to be seen.

2

While the nation-state (or at least those that were not ultra-nationalist or fascistic) was deemed in the UN

ideal to be a model of self-governance, through most of its history the nation-state had been inseparable

from imperialist domination of other peoples and societies. By the 19th century the nation-state was

already established in the major imperialist societies of Britain and France. Together with the national

capitalists, the nation-state became the principal player in the inter-imperialist rivalry for colonies and

resources. British imperialism dominated the world for much of the 19th century, but from the last third of

the century this dominance came to be increasingly threatened by the rise of new nation-states with

imperialist ambitions, including Germany, Italy, Russia, Japan, and the United States. Most of these states

sought to modernize and compete globally by creating and mobilizing the nationalist—even hyper-

nationalist—sentiments of its citizenry.

The end of World War I led to yet another change in imperialism undertaken not by the old European

imperialist powers but by new powers such as Japan, the United States, and the Soviet Union. This is an

imperialism that I call the “imperialism of nation-states,” and its �rst expression may be seen in the

Japanese puppet state of Manchukuo established in northeast China (or Manchuria) from 1932 to 1945. In

part responding to the increasing demands for economic and political parity made by the new anti-

imperialist movement in the colonies, and in part because of economic competition with and between the

new imperialists, imperialists sought to create regional formations or economic blocs. These colonies or

subordinate territories were often re-constituted as nominally sovereign nation-states, although they

remained militarily in thrall to the metropole. The imperialism of nation-states re�ected a strategic

reorientation of the periphery to be part of an organic formation designed to attain global supremacy for the

p. 88
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imperial power. As Albert Lebrun declared after World War I, the goal was now to “unite France to all those

distant Frances in order to permit them to combine their e�orts to draw from one another reciprocal

advantages.”3

With the simultaneous rise of rights consciousness in the colonies and dependencies and the increased need

for resource and social mobilization within them, it was more e�cient for the imperialists to foster modern

and indirectly controlled institutions in them. The aim was to control these areas by dominating their

institutions of mobilization, such as banks, the transportation infrastructure, and political institutions,

which were created to resemble those of the metropole (such as legislative councils, institutions of political

tutelage, and political parties like the communist parties or the Concordia in Manchukuo). In short, unlike

British free trade imperialism, several interwar imperialists attended to the modernization of institutions

and identities. They often espoused cultural or ideological similarities—including sometimes anti-colonial

ideologies—even while racism and nationalism accompanied the reality of military-political domination.

Subordinate states were militarily dependent upon and economically mobilized for the sake of the

metropole. Nevertheless, it was not necessarily in the latter's interest to have them economically or

institutionally backward. This imperialism thus occasionally entailed a separation of economic and

military-political dimensions. In some situations, as in the Japan–Manchukuo relationship (and later, as we

shall see, in the Soviet case), massive investments and resources �owed into the client-states, thereby

breaching the classical dualism between an industrialized metropole and a colony focused on the primary

sector common to colonial imperialism.4

Imperialism and the cold war

In its ideal expression, the cold war represented a logical culmination of the new imperialism. Two

superpowers sought to gain the loyalty of theoretically sovereign nation-states that would be militarily

dependent upon the hegemonic power and subject to its political, economic, and ideological strategies. Of

course, reality was much messier; �rst there were rivalries within each camp, and the British did not give up

hope of superpower status until the Suez crisis of 1956 and the Taiwan Straits crisis of 1958.  In this 

respect, the Soviet- People's Republic of China (PRC) split was much more consequential in realigning the

balance of power. Second, there was the historical force of nationalism operating not only within each bloc

but also outside it through the non-aligned movement (the rhetoric of which was more powerful than its

politics), which resisted the hegemons and their strategies. Finally, the very polarization of the hegemons

themselves permitted a few key players like Hong Kong or Ghana to leverage their status as intermediaries

between the two powers.

5p. 89

During the post-World War II era, the Soviet Union's creation of a regional system of militarily dependent

states in Eastern Europe re�ected many features of the new imperialism. A shared anti-imperialist and

anti-capitalist ideology sanctioned a centralized economic and political system. The Soviet Union combined

economic leverage and military threat to integrate states that were often more economically developed than

itself into a regional economy. In some ways the imperialism of the Soviet Union revealed the counter-

economic consequences of this logic of empire. Not only were the client-states of the Soviet Union in Europe

often more developed, but also the USSR may have subsidized their economies by supplying them with

cheap oil and raw materials while importing �nished products from their economies. This was the price paid

by the imperial power to create and maintain dependence and assure its security.6

In part because of the consciousness of its own colonial past, and with the exception of a few places (most

notably, the Philippines), the United States had long practiced imperialism without colonialism. After the

Spanish–American War in 1898, the United States created a system of client-states around the Caribbean

basin in Central America. These nominally independent states became increasingly dependent on the United
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States, which accounted for more than three-fourths of the region's foreign trade as well as the bulk of

foreign investment. During the decade of the 1920s, when Japan was experimenting with indirect

imperialism in Manchuria, the United States too was seeking to develop and re�ne informal control over

Central American countries, especially as it faced revolutionary nationalism in the region. O�cials,

diplomats, and business groups stressed means such as US control of banking, communication facilities,

investments in natural resources, and the development of education—particularly the training of elites in

American-style constitutions, “free elections,” and orthodox business ideas. But the threat and reality of

military intervention remained close at hand.7

American imperialism was characterized not only by the Monroe Doctrine but also by the Open Door policy.

Although there were contradictions and tensions between the two approaches, there were also continuities,

most importantly in the practice of using sovereign or nominally sovereign polities to advance American

interests. In 1917 President Woodrow Wilson pointed to the continuities when he declared that the nations

of the world should “with one accord adopt the doctrine of President Monroe as the doctrine of the world . . . 

no nation should seek to extend its polity over any other nation or people.” But this clearly did not exclude

using military force upon recalcitrant nations. Just two weeks before Wilson had sent troops to the

Dominican Republic and committed US military forces in Haiti and Mexico as well.  The United States

sought to foster an ideological and economic hegemony among its client-states by creating them as reliable

emulators subject to external economic and military constraints. Note, however, that this imperialism did

not become developmentally oriented until the early 1960s, when it was forced to respond to the Cuban

revolution.

p. 90 8

The tensions between American interests and global enlightenment were to be contained not only by

military power, but perhaps more importantly also by the notion of a limited self-determination—the idea

of tutelage. As Secretary of Interior Franklin Lane wrote in 1922: “What a people hold they hold as trustees

for the world. . . . It is good American practice. The Monroe Doctrine is an expression of it. . . . That is why we

are talking of backward peoples and recognizing for them another law than that of self-determination, a

limited law of self-determination, a leading-string law.”  Little wonder then that the Japanese

representative at the League of Nations hearings on Manchukuo repeatedly insisted on the Asiatic Monroe

Doctrine as Japan's prerogative in Asia.

9

In the post-World War II period, this combination of interest, enlightenment, and military violence

developed into what Carl Parrini has called “ultraimperialism.” The latter refers to US e�orts to maintain

cooperation and reduce con�ict among imperialist nations who were busily scrambling to create

monopolistic or exclusive market conditions in various parts of the world during the �rst half of the 20th

century.  “Ultraimperialism” is secured by a chain of military bases around the globe—and structures such

as the International Monetary Fund, General Agreement on Tari�s and Trade, and World Bank—to enable

the conditions of cooperation among advanced capitalist powers and to facilitate the new (developmental or

modernizing) imperialism in the decolonized world. With the cold war, the US developed a global empire

employing, in the words of Arrighi, Hui, Hung, and Selden, a vast system of “political and military

vassalage” and fostering a “functional specialization between the imperial and vassal (nation) states ….” In

this respect, the postwar United States represents the apogee of the imperialism of nation-states.

10

11

My point is not that the cold war represents the essence of imperialism. Rather, we cannot understand the

cold war fully without analyzing how the historical relationship between imperialism and nationalism came

to be con�gured anew in the postwar circumstances. Imperialism no longer emphasized conquest on the

basis of innate di�erences among peoples and their inevitable destinies of superiority and exploitation. As

noted, moreover, it was development oriented, and there were considerable opportunities for states and

societies to move up the economic ladder. The imperialist factor lay in the imposition of designs for

enlightenment upon emergent nations by an enormously superior national power backed by military force.

These enlightenment designs were shot through with paternalism, national interests, and covert racist
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prejudices that constantly produced contradictions and tensions. Indeed, one could argue that it was this

con�guration of national imperialism that led to resistance to both the Soviet Union (contributing to its

decline) as well as the United States in many parts of the world.

The cold war and nationsp. 91

We will explore this cold war con�guration through the analysis of the three camps often identi�ed in the

literature: the mature capitalist world allied to the US, the socialist camp dominated by the Soviet Union,

and the developing world of decolonizing nation-states. Although it was the rivalry between the �rst two

camps that shaped the global landscape, the relations among the �rst two camps were not symmetrical. The

description by Arrighi et al. of the US Empire as “political and military vassalage” indicates a hierarchical

coalition around a military hegemon rather than pure clientage. Thus Britain, Japan, France, and Germany

developed a close partnership of interests and were important bene�ciaries of US strategies and

investments.

The reduced power and severe indebtedness of the British as produced by World War II not only increased

the dependence of the British upon the US but also renewed its need for empire to service the American debt.

The chief mechanism used was to increase the dollar earnings of British colonial and dependent states and

exchange these at an imperially mandated, lower than market, pound sterling rate. Although the US was not

necessarily keen on the imperialist sterling zone, the onset of the cold war made it much more favorably

disposed to maintain the status quo with regard to the old empires. Roger Louis and Ronald Robinson have

detailed the ways in which the British Empire was rescued and transformed as part of the Allied front in the

cold war, especially in the Middle East and in Southeast Asia.

During the Suez crisis in 1956, the US refused to back British and French military e�orts to prevent

nationalization of the Canal by Egypt's Nasser. Particularly after a brief exchange of nuclear saber-rattling

between the two superpowers, Britain saw the virtue of the American perspective on independence of the

colonies. It settled into its role as junior partner to the US in order to maintain its economic interests in

Africa, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia by seeking to control the independence movements and keep

them away from Soviet in�uence. Britain and the European powers increasingly began to rely on American

�nances, investments, and most of all, strategic concerns in Africa to protect their own interests.12

US dominance within its camp was characterized �rst and foremost by a chain of about 1,700 military bases

in over a hundred nation-states that had varying degrees of clientelist ties to it. These garrisons were

strategic enclaves supervised by the Pentagon and sustained by—as much as they sustained—a vast

military industrial complex. The bases were often highly privileged enclaves that frequently fostered

arrogant attitudes toward the surrounding population, particularly in the non-European regions.  For

instance, entire townships or camptowns in the Philippines and Korea composed of the sex trade as the

main industry sprung up around the bases.

13

14

Economically, the principal client-states in Asia, such as Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and Turkey, bene�ted

handsomely and grew rapidly from their ties with the US. US economic and military aid to South Korea and

Taiwan was among the greatest and undoubtedly contributed to the economic miracle that these two

societies performed from the 1960s. For instance, between 1946 and 1979 (although mostly until the mid-

1960s), South Korea received about $7 billion in military and $6 billion in economic aid. Taiwan was also the

recipient of similar magnitudes of aid. Privileged access to US markets and US tolerance of protected

domestic markets made South Korea under military dictator Park Chung Hee, which by the late 1940s had

become one of the poorest countries in the world, into the 12th largest economy by the late 1970s. At the

same time, this backing strengthened the capacity of authoritarian development and the national security

state in most of these client-states.

p. 92
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Thus, while the economies of US allies and client-states in Asia developed rapidly, subservience to US

military power and interests did not work out smoothly in the wider society. In Japan, a popular, ethnic

nationalism identi�ed with an anti-imperialist stance came to be directed against the US.  Here the extent

of popular disa�ection with US policies and ideology became visible during certain periods, for instance

during the renewal of the unpopular 1951 Security Treaty in 1960 and the Vietnam War, but was limited in

duration and spread. South Korea, South Vietnam, Taiwan, the Philippines, and other smaller allies were not

only heavily garrisoned with military bases, but also su�ered local military dictatorships through much of

the period. The resistance in Vietnam across a wide spectrum of the population is of course well known.

Although the economic strategies and ready access to the consumer markets of the developed world in the

West enabled considerable economic growth in some of the other societies, the population became deeply

alienated from the highly repressive governments. In Korea and the Philippines (and to a lesser extent in

Taiwan), popular resistance contributed to the democratization of these states in the last decade of the cold

war.

16

Solidarity within the socialist camp was much weaker within society and across nations. From the early

period, there was considerable disa�ection with the tight state controls of life and economy produced by the

generalization of the Soviet state's Stalinist model which was built not only in Soviet republics and Eastern

Europe but also in Asian countries like China, Mongolia, North Vietnam, and North Korea. There were many

outbursts of resistance in these societies, and the severe and violent repression that followed ensured that

disa�ection would continue to fester. But this did not apply to all areas of society. Socialist revolution had

brought large classes of the poor and disenfranchised a better material life, especially in the Soviet Union

and China, and the all-pervasive ideology of socialist personhood and moral superiority over capitalism

constituted an important source of identity for many people. But socialist egalitarianism and collectivism

were not the only ideological instruments fostered to build solidarity. The other powerful ideology of the

time developed and utilized by the Soviet state was the idea of nationality rights.

While the idea of national rights goes back to the French Revolution, Bolshevik theorists developed the idea

of a federated state of nations in the Soviet Union as an alternative to the imperialist domination of

“backward” peoples or races (note, however, the Chinese Republic of Five Nationalities was instituted �ve

years before, in 1912).  In the process, what developed was an idea of nationhood as constituted by the

cultures of di�erent nationalities and could also be seen in opposition to assimilative ideas of

nationhood, such as for instance, in the model of the “melting pot” in the US. Interestingly, the US was to

develop its version of this idea—multiculturalism and respect for the variety of national cultures both

within and outside the US—only with the advent of the cold war.

17

p. 93

In contrast to the European socialists of the Second International, the Bolsheviks, and even Stalin, who

would famously work from the 1920s to curtail their autonomy, were theoretically committed to the rights

of nations to self-determination based on the right to secede.  The Bolshevik position on national self-

determination entailed territorial autonomy without party autonomy. Communist parties in the non-

Russian territories were not particularly nationalized, and the Soviet goal was to subordinate national

loyalties to “proletarian” (i.e., party) interests. Japanese empire builders in the 1930s were quick to study

the Soviet model of the multinational state for Manchukuo. To these observers Soviet nationality policy

ful�lled the goals of federalism and protected minority rights while at the same time strengthening the

power of the Soviet state and the military in relation to separatism. Thus, nationalism was not suppressed

but utilized positively for the goals of the state.  Although for di�erent reasons, the strategies of utilizing

nationality policy for state control failed in both Manchukuo and the Soviet Union.

18

19

Of course, the Soviet Union practically prevented secession until the very end. But, according to Rogers

Brubaker, it did a great deal to institutionalize territorial nationhood and ethnic nationality as fundamental

categories of political and personal understanding. The Soviet strategy was to contain, control, and even

harness di�erent sources of dissent by creating national-territorial structures of administrative control and
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fostering loyal national elites. The Soviet state may have been said to have produced both quasi-nation-

states and ethnic nationalities where there were often none before.  Ironically, it ended up fostering

national consciousness in places where it had been very weak or non-existent, often at the expense of

identi�cation with the Soviet Union which never succeeded in generating its own narrative or symbolism of

nationhood.

20

Although o�cial nationalities existed only in the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia, and Czechoslovakia (after 1968),

as Katherine Verdery argues, ethnic nationalism intensi�ed and became closely intertwined with socialism

in all the other East European socialist republics. Despite the o�cial ideology of trans-ethnic class politics,

in the absence of other civic organizations, ethno-nationalism mirrored the monolithic nature of the party-

state. Just as the party's image of the “People-as-One” cast all who disagreed with it as enemies of the

People, so, too, ethno-nationalists could depict those outside the pure nation as its potential enemy. This

kind of politics became particularly nasty with the collapse of the system, when ethnic leaders scrambled to

create new states dominated by their group, thus reproducing through still more vicious ways—such as

ethnic cleansing—the close connection between (imperialistic) domination and nationalism.21

The imperial national con�guration in which national culture was utilized in the Soviet republics for

purposes of the Soviet state and socialist interests a�ected many dimensions of social life. For instance, in

the Central Asian socialist republic of Uzbekistan, the Soviet party-state sought to “enlighten” society by

seeking the support of Muslim women both to reform such practices as polygamy and bride-price and

simultaneously establish the power of the party-state in this region. In turn, these policies generated

resistance from Uzbek men. Not surprisingly, Uzbek national identity emerged in their resistance to such

enlightenment campaigns, particularly over the symbolism of veiled women. Uzbek women, whose stories

are archived by Douglas Northrop, found themselves painfully caught between their patriarchal society and

the Soviet state.

p. 94

22

The new imperial national con�guration in the US—though by no means identical to the Soviet Union—also

had important social rami�cations within the US and in its attitudes and policies abroad. While the US had

distanced itself from European racial imperialism since at least the war, it continued to erect racist barriers

to citizenship—for instance against Asian immigrants—until 1942. Moreover, the decolonizing world noted

a distinct ambivalence of the US toward the ability of darker-skinned people to govern themselves through

the early postwar decades and sometimes also became implicated in the e�orts of European powers to

restore their imperial claims in the colonies. Once the doctrine of containment became fully developed and

anti-communism hit fever pitch –particularly with the McCarthy hearings in the 1950s—the US began to be

seen increasingly as a neo-imperial power, especially in the non-aligned nations of the decolonizing world.

In fact, US attitudes toward race and the colonial world in the era of United Nations multi-nationalism

underwent a fundamental change. Although the roots of change were probably connected to wartime

developments, especially the alliance with China, the postwar attitudes were in�uenced by the decolonizing

movement in the context of the rivalry with the Soviet Union for the allegiance of these nations. In other

words, the circumstances of the cold war itself induced many of these changes. Christina Klein has shown in

her exploration of “middle-brow culture” in the US how the fear of the loss of Asia to communism,

especially after the Korean war and wars in Southeast Asia, led to radical changes in the image of American

nationhood as premised upon a multicultural society. She uses the idea of cultural hegemony to show how

representations of Asia and the Paci�c reinforced the “cold war consensus” which supported US expansion

of power across the world through the 1950s. Through these representations, “structures of feeling” were

created, which worked to channel ideological con�gurations into the �eld of emotions, experience, and

consciousness of ordinary people. What Klein calls “Cold War Orientalism” did not merely seek to contain

communism; it sought to sentimentally integrate Americans with the Orientals who had not yet been made

communist, both within the US and internationally.23
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The image of the US as “the nation of nations” comes through particularly well in the enormously

successful historical novel by James Michener (1959), Hawaii. As a land of diverse cultures, Hawaii could

emerge as the model of racial utopia with its �ows and mingling of Polynesian, Japanese, Chinese, and New

England whites. It is perhaps not too surprising that the civil rights movement also began to develop in this

environment. At the same time, this new-found appreciation continued to be channeled through the 

paternalistic designs of enlightenment for the misfortunate and child-like Asians and other backward

peoples. Klein also notes that the image of Asians as metaphorical children to American parents—as well as

the postwar phenomenon of adoption of many Asian children pioneered by Pearl Buck's organization—

justi�ed American intervention in Asia.

p. 95

24

Notably, during the Paci�c War the Japanese had also appealed to their Asian “brethren” to resist the US

and European imperialists. This appeal, which had justi�ed Japanese intervention in East Asia, extended the

imperial Japanese metaphor of the family-state to all Asians as part of a family of nations. The Russians also

sought to reinforce their solidarity in the second world by appealing to their younger socialist brothers in

China and elsewhere during the 1950s. Toward China this kind of patronizing attitude was accompanied by a

communist evolutionary narrative of history in which the Chinese were seen as backward and in need of

help because they had been caught for so long in the stagnant Asiatic mode of production. Needless to say,

these euphemisms of dominance back�red most surely in a newly resurgent and proud China.

Hegemony and counter-hegemony

In the developing world the hegemonic cold war con�guration and decolonizing and anti-imperialist

movements came to be shaped by each other. On the one hand, the anti-colonial struggles had a major

impact on the nature of the cold war, in�uencing the responses of the superpowers and their future in some

cases. The best example is, of course, the Vietnam War, which strained the �nancial and moral power of the

US and contributed to the relative weakening of US economic strength vis-à-vis Japan and Europe. On the

other hand, by and large the cold war had a deeply divisive impact on the developing world, weakening what

counter-hegemonic potential it possessed.

One of the cruellest ironies of the cold war was that, while the US and its allies championed democracy and

freedom as their goals, more often than not in the developing world they ended up supporting undemocratic

military regimes, dictators, and monarchies alienated from the aspirations of the ordinary people. The

frequent intervention of Western powers to protect their interests in Africa, the Middle East, and Southeast

Asia, and the covert and overt US operations in Latin America, polarized and radicalized large segments of

the population in these societies. Driven by the need to secure oil supplies in the Middle East, Anglo-

American interests sought to develop the pre-war system of mandates and protectorates by establishing

military bases and reliable clients who were both anti-Soviet and anti-democratic. In 1953, the CIA

engineered the coup in Iran that overthrew the elected government of Muhammad Mossadeq which had

nationalized Iranian oil, and restored the Shah as an American protégé.

Even in South Asia, seemingly quite distant from the lethal cold war rivalries, the US involvement with

Pakistan considerably a�ected the nature of that society. Hamza Alavi has shown that the strong military

alliance with Pakistan—including a highly secretive US military base in Pakistan near the Persian Gulf—

did not, contrary to Indian views, have to do with its rivalry with India. Rather it was part of a new Anglo-

American strategy for the defense of oil interests in the Gulf. Around the time the CIA overthrew the

Mossadeq government in August 1953, there was a �urry of negotiations between the Pakistani government

and military and the US and a military alliance between the two countries was concluded in May 1954. In

1955, Pakistan became a signatory to the Baghdad Pact.  Through these treaties Pakistan (and Turkey, the

other trusted ally in the region) undertook to provide military service whenever an allied regime (such as

p. 96
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the Shah's) was threatened internally or externally. The extent of American involvement with the Pakistani

military was so great that it completely marginalized the civilian government even before the �rst military

coup in that country in 1959. The US-Pakistan relationship and the deteriorating relations between India

and China as well as the Soviet Union and China led India, despite its o�cial non-aligned stand, to tilt

toward the Soviet Union. It received considerable military and industrial support from the latter. Although

the US has been careful not to overtly support Pakistan in the wars against India, it is nonetheless ironic that

it found itself allied with the wrong side when it came to democracy and the national aspirations of

Bangladeshis.26

The most dramatic intervention in Africa took place after Congo (Katanga) won its independence from

Belgium in 1960. Patrice Lubumba, who tried to build an independent nation-state on the socialist model

and align his nation with the Soviet Union, was removed from power and �nally murdered by his opponents,

backed militarily by the Europeans and the Kennedy administration. Congo became a vast client-state of the

United States with huge investments in its mineral resources. Similarly the coup directed against Sukarno

and the communists in Indonesia, where hundreds of thousands—perhaps even a million—people were

killed in 1965, had the tacit backing of the CIA.27

As Odd Arne Westad has shown, Soviet intervention in the developing world was not as extensive or

committed until the 1970s and 1980s. While the Soviets supported radical movements in Africa, Latin

America, and Asia, these were largely home-grown Marxist or leftist movements which sought the support

of the Soviet bloc. The early Soviet leadership was not quite convinced that revolution could be truly

successful in these societies even though it was important for Soviet superpower status to be in�uential in

the emerging nation-states and utilize them for the goals of Soviet socialism. Communist victory in

Vietnam among other developments in the 1970s, however, emboldened the Soviet leadership to intervene

more actively in places such as Ethiopia, Angola, and �nally, with disastrous e�ects, in Afghanistan from

1979 to 1989. Afghanistan also represented the spread of Islamist radicalism as an alternative to the

ideologies of socialism and capitalism and to the legitimacy of the national unit as the boundary of cold war

politics.28

Even while the cold war represented a new type of imperialist or hegemonic domination of other nation-

states and intervention in nation-states belonging to the other camp, the principle of national sovereignty

remained the exclusive basis of legitimate and legal power. The rest was informal, covert, and real. This

interface between the national and the imperial was a crucial factor in the cold war con�guration. I hesitate

to call this interface a “structural hypocrisy,” because both parts, the legal/legitimate and the

illegal/illegitimate—the imperialism of nation-states—were essential to cold war politics. Born in the

circumstances of competition, the nation-state generated and required domination of others for self-

ful�llment. “Spy versus spy” was paradoxically only the most visible dimension of the novelty of the cold

war.

p. 97

The importance of the national form in the cold war should not be underestimated. The legal charter of

nations was sanctioned by the United Nations and other multinational forums, including the General

Agreement on Tari�s and Trade (GATT), which regulated trade ties between sovereign nations in the non-

socialist world. The nation was the only bearer of rights in international society, and this recognition was a

critical resource for states, whatever their real status. We have already indicated the importance of the

national principle in the Soviet camp. But the equilibrium sustained by cold war rivalry tended to congeal

the political terrain of nation-states organized in the two camps. The territorial boundaries and the

institutional and political arrangements established to the superpower's advantage in the new nation-

states had its military support.

The superpowers sought to preserve or acquiesce in the dominant groups that had formed the client nation-

state because any change or destabilization might strengthen the other side. Since these arrangements had
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often not evolved historically—as they had in the West—but had been hastily put together by urban or

military elites (including Eastern and Central Europe) in highly contested terrains, the new states in both

camps were frequently repressive and partisan. This often led to an interesting variant of the national-

imperial con�guration whereby the dominant ethnic group or military leaders or a combination were able to

use tacit or overt hegemonic support to suppress other ethnic or subaltern classes within the new nation-

state. The number of separatist, irredentist, and popular—religious and civic—movements that broke out

with the weakening or collapse of the cold war is evidence of this suppression.29

Another area in which the cold war a�ected the decolonizing nations was the pattern of national economic

development, which was modeled on those of one or the other superpowers. Even the non-aligned

movement, led by countries such as India, which sought to develop a new economic development model,

ended up combining elements from the Soviet and free-market system (arguably gaining the advantages of

neither). The theories of its founding fathers like Mahatma Gandhi, based as they were on autarkic, self-

su�cient rural communities, were shelved even before they saw the light of day as Nehru sought to develop

a Soviet-style planned economy with elements of free enterprise. Indeed, the non-aligned movement per se

was not su�ciently uni�ed or strong to upset the power equilibrium that sustained the cold war.

While patterns of economic development largely followed those of the hegemons, the state form typically

adopted in the new nations was the form of territorial (though often military and not civic) citizenship in a

centralizing, developmental, and sometimes, redistributive state. To be sure, the origins of the

developmental state can be traced to the interwar period, but the dynamics of the cold war reinforced the

pattern. Both the socialist state and the welfare state in Europe reinforced the anti-colonial movement's

rhetoric of the need for a strong state to achieve the goals of social justice. In Asia, even among nations

most in�uenced by American strategies of economic development, such as the export-oriented strategies of

Japan, Korea, and Taiwan—in contrast to the import-substitution strategy of the rest—the centralizing

state played an increasingly important role in society. In part, the US concurred with this model of the

strong state because of the undemocratic nature of many of its allies and clients, such as Park Chung Hee in

Korea and Chiang Kai-shek in Taiwan. Note that while “modernization theory,” which represented the

academic and developmental paradigm for non-revolutionary and non-socialist economic development, is

well-known for minimizing problems of class and strati�cation, at the same time it did not seek to

minimize the role of the state—a phenomenon that was to become much more pronounced in the post-cold

war neo-liberal ideology. This kind of state-building and penetration in the new nations also produced a

massive societal backlash.

p. 98

It is important to understand how the developmental state came to play an important role in the cold war

con�guration. In the roughly hundred-year history of the modern nation-state prior to the cold war,

nation-making took place in an external environment driven by competition, imperialism, racism, or ethnic

chauvinism and warfare, and domestically by homogenizing populations and developing resources for

economic growth. The cold war stand-o� permitted decolonizing elites some breathing room to develop

their nation-states in somewhat arti�cially delimited spaces, free from external competitive pressures, but

not from internal challenges.

Faced with the challenge of creating a nation from its diverse, sometimes warring communities, state

builders in the new nations utilized the prevailing territorial model of the nation-state, which granted equal

citizenship to all its inhabitants regardless of ethnicity, gender, or religion, as a means of creating a

homogenized citizenry. Other military and administrative means of centralizing power, often sanctioned by

the relevant superpower, were more commonly utilized to impose local designs of enlightenment upon an

often unwilling population whose life-worlds were being destroyed even as tangible bene�ts from the

changes were not readily evident. James Scott's insights into the high-modernist authoritarian state in the

developing and East European “second” world are relevant here. The state which sought to administratively

reorder society as “legible” by abstract, measurable, and large-scale scienti�c and engineering means was
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responding as much to the perceived backwardness as to the recalcitrance of the population, who often did

not cooperate with its centralizing and modernizing projects.30

Although economic growth was relatively sluggish outside the zone of US client-states in East Asia, through

the development and control of education, media, and cultural policies many of the new states succeeded in

controlling the means of identity creation in their societies. Take, for instance, religious policies during the

cold war period. Many new Asian states sought to monitor the religious practices of their population by

enhancing the visibility of these practices in the eyes of the state. It did so by destroying uncontrollable

religious groups, co-opting religious leadership, and segregating religious communities to better control

their activities. This seemed to work in large part not only in East Asia but also in regions which had seen

religious volatility earlier such as Indonesia and South Asia. It is remarkable that since the end of the cold

war this ability to channel or subordinate religious identities to national goals has come rapidly undone

in many parts of the world.

p. 99
31

We cannot undertake to study the post-cold war world dominated by a single hegemon and ideology here.

Su�ce it to say that the redistributive state and even the civic territorial state model are considerably

weaker than before. With the entrenchment of a global market society, the state is no longer the exclusive

creator of identity. Globalization may not have weakened the state per se—and in some areas it may even

have strengthened it—but state nationalism is now only one among several identities created by

globalization and localization. We see the transition quite clearly in the �ourishing of transnational religion.

The globalization of Islam, to which I will return below, is the most evident phenomenon. The rise of Hindu

nationalism is in fact a transnational phenomenon. It had been largely contained during the cold war but

has �ourished since, in part as a response to the resurgence of Islam. In China the tremendous growth of

religious a�liation and identity is testimony to the vastly changed political and social circumstances since

the cold war. While the reasons for its emergence can doubtless be found in the rampant spread of

capitalism in China, the transnational and local orientations of religious life are equally signi�cant.

Christianity, mostly built around house churches, is the most rapidly growing religion, and native Chinese

religions, most famously—but by no means exclusively—the Falungong, also have universalist aspirations.

I have indicated the hegemonic power of the cold war con�guration upon much of the developing world by

looking at national modes of control (both internally and externally) and statist models of development

which also channeled much of the ideological identi�cations of the period. In these concluding pages I will

recount two cases of counter-hegemonic forces emerging from the weak links and the reactions to this

domination from the developing world that contributed signi�cantly to the end of the cold war. The �rst

case is the People's Republic of China. After it successfully conducted its nuclear weapons test in 1964,

China, which was equally estranged from the United States and the Soviet Union, not only was able to play

o� each power against the other, but it arguably also contributed to the ultimate collapse of the system.

During the ideologically and politically polarized Cultural Revolution (1966–9), the Soviet Union came to be

seen as a greater threat than the United States. China's overtures to the Nixon administration were, some

argued, a direct response to the fear of Soviet attack—even nuclear attack—in 1969.  One could thus argue

that the nuclear threat not only acted as a deterrent from �rst attack but also in�uenced important shifts in

the balance of power that ultimately undermined the principal superpower rivalry itself. The Reagan

administration, with its heightened ideological fervor –and emboldened by the neutralization of China—

ultimately raised military spending to such high levels that the Soviet Union could no longer match it and

continue to supply the consumer needs of its population.

32

But was it only the acquisition of nuclear power that permitted China to play the relatively independent role

it did? Nuclear power was certainly a necessary factor, but it was not a su�cient one. In many ways the

Chinese rural revolution, which was independent of the Soviet pattern, produced a mighty party-state that

was able to break away early from Soviet dependence. This was a su�cient factor as well as the precondition

driving China to acquire the bomb. There is now debate as to how much the �edgling PRC had to concedep. 100
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to the Soviet Union in the Sino-Soviet Treaty of Friendship of 1950, which enabled cooperation of the two

during the Korean War and Soviet aid to China through the 1950s.  Although the Chinese gained a great

deal, the treaty was also alleged to have perpetrated Soviet imperialist-style special interests in the border

regions of Xinjiang, Mongolia, and, to some extent, Manchuria. Whatever the merits of the debate, it is clear

that Chinese independence was not compromised for long. The independence and power of the Chinese

revolutionary state was the historical condition for the emergence of one of the crucial disequilibrating

factors in the cold war. Agency in such hegemonic systems as the cold war emerges not only from the

attractive power of consumer capitalism but also from alternative and momentous historical developments.

33

The second case is the globalization of Islam. Indeed, the globalization of Islam is not simply a post-cold

war phenomenon. In many ways it was a result of, even a backlash against, the cold war con�guration. From

the early 1980s the mujahidin, militarily supported by the US and its Muslim allies, played the major role in

driving out the Soviets from Afghanistan and bringing the Taliban to power. In turn the mujahidin were

encouraged by the success of the Islamic revolution in Iran. Even though these events preceded the end of

the cold war, they represented disenchantment with the two Western options of capitalist and socialist

modernity.34

It is instructive in this context to explore the writings of a relatively obscure Iranian Marxist turned Islamist

Jalal Al-i Ahmad (1923–69), who died a decade before the Islamic revolution but whose work was

immensely popular among the youth in Iran at the time of the revolution. Al-i Ahmad's early Marxism

furnishes him with a radical critique of the contemporary imperialism of industrialized nations—including

Europe, North America, and also Soviet Russia—which not only exploited the people and resources of the

rest of the world but also patronized the people as objects of knowledge and “raw material for every sort of

Western laboratory.” In Al-i Ahmad's view, the socialist camp is no less materialist and greedy and

represents “would-be corporate colonists” who can sit quite comfortably at the same table as their

capitalist counterparts. What gall him particularly are the hypocritical designs of enlightenment that strip a

people of their culture and identity. “Thus only we in our Islamic totality, formal and real, obstructed the

spread (through colonialism, e�ectively equivalent to Christianity) of European civilization, that is, the

opening of new markets to the West's industries.” (61–2). Note how the Marxist materialist critique is no

longer su�cient to counter the outrages against morality and identity.35

Conclusion

My argument for �guring the cold war as a period began with the emergence of superpower rivalry as a

framework for containment. The e�ort to contain communism and capitalism (and covertly subvert the

other), however, entailed a larger containment or channeling of the �ow of possible change in various

areas of political, social, and cultural life within its political imagination. The cold war rivalry sustained an

equilibrium which tended to congeal not only the power relations between hegemonic and client-states but

also the political contours of nation-states in the two camps backed by economic inducements, military

power, and nuclear threat. The models of development, structures of clientage and dominance, including

designs of enlightenment, and even many gender and racial-cultural relationships followed tracks that

were similar within and often between the two camps. This con�guration was the hegemonic form that

characterized the period.

p. 101

To what extent was the cold war con�guration responsible for the imposition of the nation-state model, in

particular, the model of the centralizing, and often authoritarian, developmental state in the developing

world? To be sure, many of the features of this state model appeared in the pre-war era. Yet equally, the

advantages found by hegemonic powers in the nation form to control, incentivize (key sectors usually of the

elite), and mobilize support for the goals of the hegemon played a key role in the spread of the model.
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Indeed, the end of the cold war appears to have signi�cantly transformed the model of the centralizing,

developmental state in favor of the “Washington Consensus,” which emphasized state withdrawal and

redeployment, privatization of public goods, and the model of the consumer citizen. The displacement of

national regulatory frameworks by a relatively unregulated global �nancial system has produced its own

crisis. While the nation-state and nationalism have certainly not gone away, our present crisis reveals the

replacement of one con�guration by another.

And what about the counter-hegemonic forces that played an important role in bringing changes to the cold

war? China's role was disruptive of the rivalry and political order, but it turned out to have been counter-

hegemonic only in this limited sense. Indeed, the centrality of capitalism and nationalism in China a�liates

it with the victorious capitalist side in which it has become a key player today, albeit with its own

developmental path. Whether we like it or not, the role of global Islam may be more powerfully counter-

hegemonic. Both of these forces emerged in regions of the non-Western world that were able to recover

con�dence from their relatively independent historical paths—whether revolutionary or tradition-directed.

Does this portend the beginning of the end of a long period of Western hegemony?
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7 Soviet-American Relations Through the Cold War 
Vladimir O. Pechatnov

This chapter analyzes the dynamics of the United States–Soviet Union relations during the Cold War. It

describes the evolution of the “strategic codes” on both sides, and how they perceived the nature and

prospects of the con�ict. The chapter suggests that this relationship can be divided into a number of

distinct stages. These include the assessment of the nature and possible prospects of the protracted

con�ict in 1945–1953, the growing competitiveness of the Soviet Union in the mid-1950s to the late

1960s, the slackening of Soviet economic growth in the late 1970s to the early 1980s, and the economic

crisis and economic stagnation of the Soviet Union in the mid-1980s to 1991.

Soviet-American relations were central to cold war history and have been studied from many di�erent

perspectives. The story is being constantly revised as new documents from both sides become available. Yet

despite this ever-expanding sea of literature, there has been little comparative analysis of Soviet and

American strategies during this critical period.1

One under-explored way to analyze the dynamics of the Soviet-American relationship during the cold war is

to compare the evolution of “strategic codes” on both sides: i.e., how each perceived the nature and

prospects of this con�ict, their respective goals, and means to achieve them. For these purposes one can

divide the period of 1945–91 into �ve distinctive stages: the early cold war (1945–53), competitive

coexistence (mid-1950s–late 1960s), détente (1969–76), the late cold war (late 1970s–early 1980s), and the

end of the cold war (mid-1980s–1991).

It was during the �rst stage that both sides began to assess the nature and possible prospects of the

protracted con�ict into which they were descending.
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In the United States that assessment was soon �eshed out in the strategy of containment. According to its

logic, the con�ict was rooted in the nature of a Soviet system that combined deep hostility toward and fear

of the West with a huge military potential. Yet the system was also seen as based on distorted principles and

thus having basic �aws—economic ine�ciency and political disconnection from its own people. Given

these vulnerabilities and continued pressure from the West, the Soviet system eventually was likely to

collapse or reform itself. Externally, the main weakness of the Soviet “empire by coercion” was considered

by Washington to be Moscow's inability to ensure the lasting loyalty of its allies against the pressures of

nationalism.

With these calculations in mind, the founders of containment—especially George Kennan and his

successors at the State Department—believed that the long-term advantages in this struggle between

the two systems favored the West, provided the latter adopted the right strategy. The twofold goals of that

strategy were (1) to contain and reverse Soviet expansion; and (2) to force the Soviet leadership into giving

up its class-based ideological worldview in dealing with the outside world. In the key documents of

American strategy of 1948—NSC 20/1 and NSC 20/4—those goals (which were also the terms of victory in

the cold war) were “retraction of Soviet in�uence” and “basic change in the Soviet approach to

international relations.”  By 1950—following the “loss of China” and the �rst test of a Soviet A-bomb—a

more alarmist and militarized version of containment was articulated in NSC 68. While retaining the

previous basic goals, NSC 68 portrayed a more threatening and powerful enemy bent on world conquest.

The mission of the “free world” was now seen as disrupting this “grand design” by accumulating a

preponderance of power and employing a wide variety of means, with the main emphasis on a huge military

build-up. “Without superior aggregate military strength, in being and readily mobilizable,” the directive

went on to say, “a policy of ‘containment’ which is in essence a policy of calibrated and gradual coercion, is

no more than a policy of blu�.”

p. 108

2

3

The requisite change in Soviet behavior could come either through the “mellowing” or “break-up” of the

Soviet system (to use Kennan's famous words), the former being preferable from a security point of view.

This mellowing was seen as an extended process of de-ideologization in the course of gradual adaptation to

diminishing opportunities for growth and expansion. The more hawkish elements in the Truman and the

early Eisenhower administrations were very skeptical of this option and thought in terms of a rapid Soviet

collapse under intense Western pressure by overt and covert means (the rollback strategy in Eastern Europe

and the western part of the USSR).  In either case it was presumed that a radical change in Soviet intentions

would hardly be possible without a basic change in the nature of the Soviet political regime. In this sense

containment became a giant experiment in modi�cation of the enemy's behavior and—ultimately—in

regime change. This transformation was also expected to be of fairly short duration with a timeframe of ten

to �fteen years.

4

The main risk of containment implementation was assessed as a possible Soviet overreaction to Western

pressure: faced with the prospect of losing its hard-won positions (particularly in Eastern Europe), the

Soviet leaders might “slam the door,” so to speak, instead of absorbing their defeat and quietly retiring to

the “ashbin of history.” “The danger exists,” the special committee of SWNCC stressed in one of its early

reports, “that our successful diplomatic e�orts to check Russian expansionism may produce a feeling of

intense frustration in the Soviet leadership, leading to an outbreak of war. . . . If Russia then possesses the A-

bomb, the inevitable use of this absolute weapon by both sides will bring at once the holocaust which we are

striving to avoid.”  That risk was to be minimized by a careful calibration of Western pressure combined

with an Anglo-American belief in the rationality of Soviet policy and personal behavior of Stalin, known for

his inner caution in contrast to Hitler's suicidal risk-taking. Both military and political planners in

Washington based their calculations on the �exibility and patience of Soviet policy, its inclination to avoid

extreme risks and yield to a superior force.

5

6
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As for the Soviet leadership, it had not formulated a consistent strategy of waging and winning the cold war

primarily because long-term planning in general had never been a part of the Soviet decision-making

process. That process was much more personalized and much less institutionalized than in the American

case. Consequently, historians have searched Russian archives in vain for a Soviet equivalent of NSC 20/1 or

NSC 68. Yet, the Kremlin did develop some general assumptions and guidelines which amounted to a much

more primitive and crude version of containment. It had a similar image of the opposite system as

inherently hostile and expansionist, but also unstable, generating economic crises and imperialist wars.

Moscow likewise had a similar goal of containing and thus allowing for the “mellowing” of the enemy,

counting on prospective favorable changes in an overall correlation of forces caused by capitalist crises,

“imperialist contradictions,” and wars. After all, for Bolsheviks of Stalin's generation the history of the

20th century seemed to have been working in their favor: World War I paved the way for the emergence of

the Soviet state, World War II led to the break-up of the colonial empires and the creation of a world

socialist system, so that “�ghting capitalism has become much more cheerful,” as Stalin said in 1952.

p. 109

7

A sense of having history on their side did not prevent Kremlin rulers from trying to help its hidden hand by

supporting friendly regimes and forces all over the world. Yet, as the more ideologically deterministic and

weaker side in the enveloping struggle, they were more patient and �exible in their cold war timetable.

Another di�erence was that the Soviet leadership did not associate its victory in the cold war with a regime

change in the US. It simply made a clear distinction between “paci�st” and “aggressive circles” of

capitalists, hoping that redressing the power imbalance between the US and the USSR would cut the ground

from under the latter, thereby removing the danger of American aggression. Ultimately, “the socialist USA”

was seen as the most desirable outcome of the systemic struggle, but that vision was too far beyond the

horizon to have any operational meaning.

Both sides had to mobilize all available resources for waging and winning the cold war. But in the Soviet case

this task was much more imperative given the preponderance of American power. It was also more natural

for a Soviet system based on constant mobilization, militarized priorities, and central planning. Besides, the

cold war environment was conducive to preserving the dictatorship at home: the external imperialist threat

served to bond the Kremlin with its subjects and could be blamed for economic hardships, thus masking the

system's chronic ine�ciencies. In short, both Moscow and Washington during the �rst stage thought in

terms of victory over the other—victory in a classical sense, meaning a defeat of the enemy or abandonment

of its main goals.

The second stage (mid-1950s to late 1960s) was characterized by the growing dynamism and

competitiveness of the Soviet system, demonstrated in post-Stalin political liberalization, the rise of living

standards, enhanced economic growth, rapid progress in science and technology, and the increased appeal

of the Soviet model in the third world. The successful detonation of a Soviet thermonuclear device in 1953

meant the narrowing of the gap between strategic arsenals on both sides and generated increasing nuclear

stalemate. Instead of collapsing under the strain of its internal contradictions, the USSR was becoming a

more powerful, stable, and increasingly non-revolutionary state. It also became clear that despite outbursts

of resistance in East Germany (1953), Poland (1956), and Hungary (1956), the Soviet Union had established

control over the region and could not be forced out by the West. That �nally put the rollback/liberation

option to rest. Coupled with the growing realization of the suicidal nature of a nuclear war, these changes

gradually led the US to replace its initial cold war victory goals with a modus vivendi in the spirit of

“competitive coexistence.”

p. 110

8

The Soviet Union, in turn, de facto gave up its early hopes of a collapse of capitalism in the foreseeable

future. Instead of a new round of depressions and wars, Western capitalism entered a period of political

stabilization and economic boom. At the 20th Congress of the CPSU (February 1956), the Soviet leadership

explicitly revised the Stalinist dogmas of the inevitability of world wars and “hostile encirclement,”

embarking upon “peaceful coexistence” as a safer and more regulated form of competition between the two
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systems. The Stalinist pattern of total mobilization and Spartan self-sacri�ce was also revised in favor of

material incentives and consumer needs. To facilitate new budget priorities, between 1955 and 1958 deep

cuts were made in conventional forces and the defense budget. A new notion of victory in the cold war

emerged: “catching up and overtaking” the United States in per capita production of basic food staples in

the process of building up an idealized communist society by 1981 (“we will bury you”). This extension of

the cold war competition into mass consumption (albeit Soviet style) had lasting implications: while in the

short run it helped to energize the population after the long period of constant mobilization and sacri�ce of

the Stalin years, it was fraught with the danger of the frustrations and resentment bound to be produced by

the system's inability to deliver the promised abundance.

Encouraged by Soviet dynamism and new opportunities for an expansion of the Soviet model created by

national liberation movements in Asia, Middle East, Africa, and Latin America, Khrushchev and his

colleagues made a breakthrough in the developing world by supporting non-aligned and anti-Western

nationalist regimes. This departure from Stalin's, homeland defense strategy was also a way to bypass the

SEATO-Baghdad pact ring of hostile blocs around Soviet borders and strike at the rear of “Western

imperialism.”

The globalization of Soviet ambitions and commitments turned the USSR into a truly worldwide power and

widened the scope of Soviet-American competition. Cognizant of this new role, the Kremlin leadership on

the one hand felt it was becoming “a member of the world club” (in Khrushchev's words before his

colleagues).  On the other hand, the Soviet Union became entangled in a new protracted and very expensive

rivalry with the United States, the bene�ts of which ultimately proved far less than its costs and initial

expectations.

9

High hopes for a “socialist orientation” and loyalty on the part of new allies proved to be illusory —in part

because of the Soviets’ inferiority vis-à-vis the United States in exercising economic and cultural in�uence

over those countries.  The intensifying struggle over the developing world poisoned Soviet-American

relations and endangered the rest of Khrushchev's foreign policy agenda—détente with the West.

10

11

Faced with a lack of reciprocity from skeptical Western capitals and frustrated by continuing US strategic

superiority, an impatient Khrushchev resorted to “détente by intimidation.”  He tried to force presidents

Eisenhower and Kennedy into concessions on Berlin (1958–61) and Cuba (1962). But Washington called his

blu�, and he had to retreat in both crises. No wonder the Dulles brothers, unnerved by his “deviation from

the usual Soviet caution,” felt nostalgia about the “chess playing” style of Stalin.  Recent research based on

newly declassi�ed documents makes it clear that in all those cases Khrushchev had no calculated crisis

strategy. He basically relied on Western concessions to Soviet pressure, built according to what he called the

“meniscus principle”—“to increase pressure” but stopping short of “liquid �owing over the edge, so that it

is kept by the force of surface stretching.”

p. 111
12

13

14

Having approached the brink of nuclear war, both Moscow and Washington chose to improve relations in a

short-lived détente of 1963–4. By then the initial optimism of the Khrushchev years had been eroded by

growing problems in the socialist world. Soviet allies in East and Central Europe were becoming more of an

economic burden than an asset. The Warsaw Treaty Organization and Comecon (Council for Mutual

Economic Assistance) structures remained rigid and hierarchical even though Khrushchev admitted

privately that “socialist friends” had grown out of their “boy scout pants” and should be freed from “petty

supervision.”  Even more serious in its strategic implications was the Sino-Soviet split. It meant a radical

shift in the global geopolitical landscape, led to a schism in the world communist movement, and presented

a potential security threat along the vast Soviet-Chinese border.

15

The main lesson drawn by Khrushchev's successors from his policies was a need to narrow the gap between

new Soviet global ambitions and capabilities by building up its strategic potential while avoiding risky
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brinkmanship and grand promises. Yet there were also considerable continuities: globalism, continued

development of economic and cultural ties with the West (leading to new Soviet dependence on imported

food and exported fuel), and the emphasis on mass consumption.

The Soviet struggle for the third world likewise continued unabated, albeit in di�erent forms. Following the

�rst round of failed regimes of ambiguous “socialist orientation” (Zaire, Ghana, Guinea, Indonesia, Mali),

an emphasis was placed on setting up loyal communist parties and providing military assistance in order to

establish more radical and e�ective regimes able to defend themselves (à la Cuba and North Vietnam).

Summing up the results of Soviet expansion in the third world by the end of 1971, CIA analysts wistfully

concluded, “The Soviets must feel that, over the past 15 years, they have accomplished a great deal in the

third world. They have broken the ring of containment built by the West, . . . have established the USSR as the

most in�uential great power in most radical Arab states, have gained acceptance of their right to concern

themselves closely with the a�airs of all the Middle East and South Asia, and have extended their in�uence

into parts of Southeast Asia, Latin America and Africa.”

16

17

Both sides by then had discovered some additional advantages in the regulated cold war regime. Internally,

this rivalry, with its ever looming foreign threat, helped US political elites mobilize public support and

material resources for a global foreign policy, while the Soviet nomenklatura used it to maintain

ideological controls and justify a low standard of living for its people. Externally, a bipolar confrontation

made it easier for each power to control its allies, dependents, and spheres of in�uence. Besides, on both

sides of the great divide, there emerged a powerful institutional infrastructure of the cold war—a military-

industrial-scienti�c complex which acquired a huge momentum of its own. A whole new generation of

military and civilian cold war managers came on the scene, and for them managing this rivalry became the

name of the game even as its initial goals (i.e., liquidation or transformation of the enemy) were forgotten

or postponed inde�nitely. This process of means becoming ends, described so well by John Gaddis for the

US, had its counterpart on the Soviet side.

p. 112

18

The third stage for the USSR was a period of slackening economic growth and creeping social conservatism,

accompanied by a massive military build-up and attainment of rough strategic parity with the US. The latter

entered a period of relative decline, caused by the failure in Vietnam, mounting economic di�culties, the

Watergate political crisis, and domestic constraints on the use of military power abroad. In this new context,

the main initiative in rethinking policies and programs came from the American side. Spurred by German

and French rapprochement with the Soviet Union, the team of Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger

undertook a reassessment of US cold war strategy. The USSR was now seen as a “status quo” and even

“legitimate” power—a highly stable authoritarian system which had lost its former dynamism and

messianic zeal but �rmly retained its power status and was here to stay. The old line of isolating and

undermining the Soviet Union was now replaced by Franklin Roosevelt-like containment through gradual

integration. In more liberal circles there was a rebirth of convergence theory, which envisioned an

incremental closing of the political-ideological gap between the two systems and, thus, the end of the cold

war itself.

The US and its allies agreed to a long-standing Soviet request to legitimize the post-World War II status quo

in Europe (The Helsinki Final Act of 1975) and stabilize the German problem by a�rming the USSR-FRG

treaty of 1970, the Quadripartite treaty on Berlin of 1971, and the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG)-

German Democratic Republic (GDR) treaty of 1972. A new arms control regime was created in the early

1970s to reduce the danger of a nuclear war and make the nuclear arms race more predictable. The ABM

Treaty, SALT I and SALT II, and the Agreement on Prevention of Nuclear War laid the ground for strategic

stability that lasted into the next century.

In the Soviet Union détente was perceived as a Rubicon if not the end of the cold war. The Soviet leaders felt

that they had �nally caught up with the US in the key strategic dimension and forced Americans to
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recognize the legitimate security interests of the USSR. The United States was seen as having abandoned its

e�orts to destabilize the Soviet system and “undo” the results of World War II. “Our foreign policy,” stated

Andrey Gromyko at a sta� meeting of senior Soviet diplomats in the early 1970s, “is now conducted in a

qualitatively new environment of a genuine equilibrium of power. We have really become a world power

even though it took hard work of two generations of Soviet people to reach that goal.”  The new global role

of the USSR as a guarantor of national security and superpower status became an increasingly important

source of legitimacy for a Soviet system that was facing growing domestic di�culties. The Kremlin

leaders sensed this connection well: “We are now clearly bolstered by our foreign policy on a grand scale,”

said Leonid Brezhnev at a sta� meeting of the CPSU Central Committee.  A growing security challenge from

China was another powerful incentive for cooperation with the US as well as Soviet interest in American

trade and economic assistance to alleviate its mounting economic problems.

19

p. 113

20

Yet détente proved to be fragile and short-lived. For the Soviet Union—a weaker side engaged in a catching-

up operation—détente as a sort of “draw” in the cold war was close to victory. However, for many in

America, which historically led the race, it looked more like a defeat. Recognition of strategic parity with the

Soviet Union bordered on moral equivalence with an alien and vicious system. Liberals were insulted by the

cynicism of Nixon-Kissinger realpolitik, while conservatives never really accepted strategic parity and

regarded détente as a short breathing space in the cold war that worked to the bene�t of the Soviets. The

American public was incensed by the Soviet restrictions on Jewish emigration and repression of a

courageous dissident movement. US policy makers were increasingly concerned about growing Soviet

penetration in the third world. The intensifying opposition to détente from both right and left emasculated

containment. The administration could no longer o�er the Soviets the positive incentives on which its

strategy depended. For example, the Jackson-Vanik amendment aborted e�orts to extend to the Soviets

most-favored nation status in return for its “good behavior.” 21

In the Soviet Union détente was also full of contradictions. Proponents of US-Soviet cooperation were soon

outnumbered by those who saw détente as a chance to �ll the vacuum left by America's weakening power

and expand the sphere of Soviet in�uence in Africa, the Middle East, and Central America. Key Politburo

statements of 1971 directed the Soviet foreign policy apparatus “to seek, without disclosing it publicly, a

weakening of USA role in international a�airs, including its position in Western military-political alliances,

as well as in strategically important regions of the world (Europe, Middle East, Asia), by facilitating

manifestations of contradictions between the USA and its allies.”  This new assertiveness was soon

reinforced by the energy/economic crisis in the West and a huge in�ux of petrodollars into the Soviet

treasury, as well as by newly developed power projection capabilities. American diplomats registered

concern with the new arrogance of their Soviet counterparts, who advised them “to get accustomed” to the

situation in which the Soviet Union had lived for many years—“life under preponderance of the other

side.”

22

23

The developing world remained the main target of the new Soviet assertiveness. As the Soviet model was

losing its former attraction, Moscow's policy became increasingly geopolitical and militarized. Soviet

military aid to almost thirty developing countries reached $35.4 billion for 1978–82 although this aid

brought more losses than pro�ts.  Behind this surge was neither internationalist ideology nor security

concerns but a re�exive zero-sum game with the United States, which became a self-generating enterprise

with little connection with the national interests of either country. “The more that could be taken away

from Washington, the better,” admitted in retrospect one of the architects of this policy. This way of

thinking, natural for the cold war mentality, often prompted acquisitions regardless of their true value or

capacity to “digest” them.

24

p. 114

25

Perceived by many Western experts as a consistent “grand strategy,” this expansion in reality was little

more than an inchoate combination of group, agency, and even personal interests, deprived of “genuine

meaning and central goal.” “In Latin America and the Third World as a whole the Soviet leadership,”
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continued the former chief analyst of KGB foreign intelligence, Nickolai Leonov, “did not have planned,

strategically oriented policy, backed up by su�cient human, technical, and material resources.”

Domestically the climate of détente created new problems for the Soviet authorities—an erosion of

ideological controls in the milieu of expanding contacts with the West and the emergence of a dissident

human rights movement.

26

The fourth stage opened with a deepening systemic crisis in the Soviet Union characterized by an economic

slowdown, a growing science–technological gap between Russia and the West, negative demographic

trends, and socio-political stagnation. This crisis was exacerbated by the extreme militarization of the

economy and growing “imperial overstretch” accumulated over the cold war years. The Soviet decline led to

growing American optimism about the prospects of bilateral confrontation.

Its �rst signs became noticeable during the Carter administration, which drifted from accommodation to a

more adversarial posture by the late 1970s. This drift was accelerated by new Soviet intervention in the

African Horn, support for the Sandinistas in Nicaragua, and Moscow's decision to introduce a new class of

IRBMs (SS-20s) in Eastern Europe. This step (which Gromyko would soon call “a grave mistake”) re�ected

more the inertia of a Soviet military-industrial complex in seeking to utilize its accumulated production

capacity than a deliberate aggressive posture.  Soviet intervention in Afghanistan (December 1979) became

the �nal straw. Washington interpreted the defensive move to save an inept client regime as a strategic

o�ensive aimed at the Persian Gulf. For its part, Moscow was deeply concerned about Carter's human rights

policy (seen by the Kremlin as a �agrant interference in its domestic domain), US growing rapprochement

with the PRC, decreased in�uence in the Middle East as a result of the Camp David agreement of 1978, and

NATO's “two track” decision of December 1979.

27

This escalation of tensions buried rati�cation of a newly signed SALT II treaty in the US Senate and drove

the Soviets to walk out of arms control negotiations in Geneva and Vienna. The Americans also instituted an

economic embargo on the USSR and a boycott of the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow. Most ominously, the

Carter Doctrine called for repelling Soviet e�orts to gain control of the Persian Gulf region “by use of any

means necessary, including military force.”28

The cold war was reviving, but it took a transfer of power to the Republican right, which was never

reconciled to competitive coexistence, to resurrect the original maximum goal of containment—destruction

of Soviet power. On the rhetorical level this shift was re�ected in the negation of the Kremlin's legitimacy

and re-consignment of Moscow to the dustbin of history. On the policy level it included rolling back

communism in the third world (“Reagan Doctrine”) and attriting the Soviet economy through the

intensi�ed nuclear arms race and the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), popularly known as “Star Wars.”

Yet even Reaganites did not fully understand how fragile the Soviet system was. Their obsession with the

Soviet threat (“window of vulnerability”) made the USSR seem stronger than it really was; so conservatives

too, despite their subsequent claims to have buried the “evil empire,” were poorly prepared for radical

changes in the Soviet system.

p. 115

The initial Soviet reaction to the new surge of the cold war under Leonid Brezhnev's short-lived successors,

Yuri Andropov and Konstantin Chernenko, was symmetrical: stepped up military preparations, intensi�ed

ideological warfare, tightening the screws at home, and reanimation of the old bogey of the “aggressive

nature of imperialism.” In the context of new Soviet vulnerabilities, it only enhanced the Kremlin's

inferiority complex and widespread fears of a major war with the US. The new Soviet-American

confrontation reached its peak in 1983 with the shooting down of KAL 103 and the alarm of the Soviet

intelligence network over preparations for a nuclear attack by the US provoked by a misperception of

NATO's Able Archer military exercise. The primary Soviet strategic goal was now downscaled to holding the

line against the new American o�ensive.
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Fifth stage. By the early 1980s a systemic crisis engulfed not only the Soviet Union, but also its European

allies. Their economies were stagnant and increasingly dependent on Western loans and credits, and social

discontent and anti-Soviet protest were on the rise. The introduction of martial law in Poland in 1981

demonstrated the fragility of Moscow rule—its “intervention limit” (Yuri Andropov's words) was

exhausted.  The preservation of the residual loyalty of East European regimes required growing economic

and �nancial assistance, further straining the Soviet economy that was increasingly unable to feed its own

people.  The total costs of the Soviet empire at the beginning of the decade reached 20–25 percent of its

GNP, far exceeding the American ratio.  The drastic fall of world oil prices (a major source of Soviet hard

currency revenues) in 1985–6 sharply aggravated the problem of budget priorities. The crisis demanded

urgent action soon provided by a new group in the Kremlin headed by Mikhail Gorbachev.

29

30

31

Gorbachev clearly saw the irrationality of the cold war and its incompatibility with the long overdue

domestic reforms, but he did not want to concede defeat in the Soviet-American competition. Gorbachev's

grand design was to draw the US and the West into a joint transcendence of the cold war through a radical

change in the mode of thinking on both sides. He went much further than Khrushchev in discarding the old

Soviet orthodoxy regarding the outside world: universal human values would replace the class-based

approach. What is more, a world divided into two antagonistic systems would yield to a holistic,

interdependent planet based on the mutual responsibility of capitalism and socialism for global security,

development and general disarmament, leading to an end to the arms race and a nuclear-free world.

“Balance of interests” and “common security” would supersede the balance of power itself. Borrowing

these ideas largely from 1970s liberal internationalism, Gorbachev wanted to co-opt his conservative

Western counterparts.  In a nutshell, Gorbachev's policies and “new thinking” were desperate attempts to

break the vicious circle of the Russian/Soviet security predicament which his predecessors had tried to

solve through militarization, authoritarian rule, self-isolation, and “defensive expansion.”

32

p. 116

On the military level the build-up of nuclear and conventional forces was slowed down and even reversed.

Soviet diplomacy came back to arms control negotiations and agreed to unprecedented liquidation of the

whole class of IRBM with strict veri�cation procedures. The Soviet Union began to withdraw from regional

con�icts and ceased its support of anti-American regimes in the third world. By spring 1989 Soviet forces

were �nally withdrawn from Afghanistan, leaving behind a doomed pro-Moscow regime. No less important,

the Iron Curtain was dismantled and radical democratization was taking place in many aspects of Soviet

society. It all amounted to the “basic change” of the Soviet outlook and behavior that had originally been a

central goal of the American containment.

The irony was that until the “velvet revolutions” of 1989, the American leadership did not think this change

was real. But that disbelief ultimately worked in the US's favor because it pushed Gorbachev to new

concessions in order to convince his skeptical Western partners. This escalation came all the more easily

because the Soviet leader did not have a realistic strategy of ending the cold war which would be compatible

with his domestic reforms. He grossly underestimated the fragility of the Soviet system at home and the

weakness of the Soviet bloc abroad. At the same time Gorbachev overestimated Western responsiveness to

the Kremlin's “New Thinking” and the chances of a radical reconstruction of the international system based

on those ideas.

Gorbachev's task was greatly complicated by the deepening crisis at home. A severe �nancial crunch, the

disorganization of industry, acute food shortages, bloody ethnic con�icts, and separatist trends in national

republics were undermining the Kremlin's positions at home and abroad, forcing it to make new

concessions and pleas for foreign assistance.  Soviet diplomats sensed how the new time of troubles at

home was undermining the prospects for an active and independent foreign policy.  Western leaders,

headed by George H. W. Bush, exploited this situation to conclude the cold war on their own terms. “By

behaving in a constructive and sympathetic way, by showering Gorbachev with praise and by giving him

many foreign policy ‘successes’ as opposed to his domestic failures, the West stimulated Gorbachev to make

33

34
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the choices he did,” concluded Geir Lundestad. “But in realpolitik terms the job of the West was easy: to

cash in on all the concessions Gorbachev made, concessions which resulted in the end of the Cold War.”35

The dissolution of the Warsaw Treaty Organization, the fall of pro-Soviet regimes in Eastern Europe, and

the uni�cation of Germany within the NATO framework liquidated the main Soviet geopolitical asset in the

cold war—a massive political-military presence in the heart of Europe won by great sacri�ce during World

War II. Parting with this Stalinist legacy was all but inevitable considering its organic defects; in this sense

Gorbachev had to redeem “the original sin”—the brutal Sovietization of the region after World War II and

the failure of his predecessors to transform the alliance into a more equitable and e�ective system. Perhaps

this dismantling could have been handled more prudently. Yet conversely, the liberation could have been

much more destructive had Gorbachev resorted to Stalinist or even Khrushchev-Brezhnev type repressions. 

Contrary to the fears of containment's founding fathers, Gorbachev “didn’t slam the door” upon the

Soviet exit from Germany and Eastern Europe.

p. 117

The Soviet policy reversal in the third world followed the same pattern. Instead of orderly retrenchment and

joint Soviet-American resolution of regional crises, there was an abrupt, unconditional, and unilateral

disengagement that devaluated all previous investments in former allies and left them to their own

salvation. As a result, in the course of two or three years the former superpower lost almost all of its allies,

while the dissolution of the Soviet Union itself completed its transformation into a regional power.

Notwithstanding all the talk about “the new world order,” the George H.W. Bush administration did not

have an exit strategy for the cold war either. For the most part it simply responded to Gorbachev's

initiatives, using opportunities presented by his policies, and followed the lead of allied leaders such as

Helmut Kohl. But US diplomacy was very skillful in locking in foreign policy gains and gently pushing

Gorbachev and Minister of Foreign A�airs Eduard Shevardnadze to new concessions without provoking

extreme measures. That pattern was particularly relevant in German reuni�cation and the “velvet

revolutions” in Eastern Europe. In this sense the US contributed to the peaceful end of the cold war,

although the main credit here belongs to Gorbachev and his policy.

Why did the Soviet-American rivalry end like it did? In retrospect the answer seems to be clear. First, the

West had a better model. Vladimir Lenin, the founder of the Soviet state, once said that the struggle between

socialism and capitalism would ultimately be decided by the productivity each side was able to achieve, not

on the battle�eld. And he was right in essence, if not in picking the winning side. Capitalism, i.e., markets

and democracy, proved to be more productive in guns and especially butter (consumer goods) than Soviet-

type socialism. The latter could not adapt to the post-industrial economy; instead of catching up it lagged

farther and farther behind the West. This backwardness discredited the Soviet system not only in the

outside world but also in the eyes of its own people, who by then could see enough through the porous iron

curtain to compare their quality of life with that of the “rotten” West. In political terms the Soviet alliance

model was also inferior to the American-led Western alliance. The latter was based largely on consent,

mutual interests, and accommodation, while the former relied mostly on coercion and dictate. No wonder

the “American empire” survived the end of the cold war while the Soviet one did not.36

Second, the West had much greater resources at its disposal than the Soviet bloc, especially after China's

defection from the Soviet orbit. Even in terms of hard power, the American-led bloc was predominant on

the seas, in global military base infrastructure, and power projection capabilities. Economically, the Soviet

bloc never was a match for the Western economic powerhouse, and its soft power resources were modest at

best. In short, the Soviet Union was largely a one-dimensional military power confronting a

multidimensional Western bloc.

Third, this Western preponderance of power also had an important intellectual dimension—the US possessed

a better cold war strategy. The paradox is that in the centrally planned Soviet state, foreign policy makingp. 118
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was much more chaotic, personalized, and improvised than in the pluralist West. There was poor inter-

agency coordination, no policy planning mechanism, and little serious discussion at the Politburo level;

most decisions were made personally by a party leader or designed to please him. Among those only Stalin

was a grand strategist, and he, too, made serious blunders. Khrushchev was basically a gambler, Brezhnev, a

cautious bureaucrat, and Gorbachev, a well-meaning idealist. Ideology and the nature of the Soviet political

regime made things even worse. Ideology distorted perception and fed leaders’ infallibility complex. The

Communist Party monopoly on power meant an exclusion of alternative options and an absence of

accountability. In combination they opened the gates to arbitrary improvisation from the top, impeded

learning from mistakes, and left little room for long-term planning or expert analysis. In short, the reality

of Soviet foreign policy making had little in common with the image of a monolithic and focused Kremlin

armed with a grand strategy of world domination.

If there was a grand design, it was in Washington rather than Moscow. The strategy of containment in its

various incarnations from Truman to Reagan was an e�ective way of employing a wide range of means to

achieve long-term strategic aims. Consistent in its basic thrust, it was also �exible enough to adjust to

changing situations. Moscow's version of containment was deeply �awed, distorted by ideological wishful

thinking: it drastically underestimated the vitality of the capitalist world, grossly overestimated the anti-

Western potential of the third world and the strength of the so-called “inter-imperialist contradictions” for

the Kremlin to play upon.

Given these three basic handicaps (in model, resources, and strategy), the overall correlation of forces (to

use a favorite Bolshevik term) always favored the West, and the Soviet Union never had a real chance of

winning the cold war.  At best—with a healthy dose of luck and mismanagement by the West—the Soviet

Union could have gained a draw, which seemed to be the case with the détente of early 1970s. But that

mirage soon evaporated in the new round of tension and Soviet decline. Yet while the ultimate outcome of

that great con�ict was largely predetermined (to the extent there is determination in history), neither the

speci�c form of that �nal stage nor its time framework was.

37

The stagnation of the late Brezhnev years could have continued at a slow rate. The overextension of Soviet

empire could have been handled by a careful retrenchment, and incremental market reforms could have

been introduced more e�ectively à la Deng Xiaoping's China. But accidents of history and human factors

intervened to provide for a quick and relatively peaceful dissolution of Soviet power. Gorbachev was not

Deng: he unleashed the forces of change and lost control over them, but he preferred to live with the

dissolution of Soviet power rather than trying to stop it by force. The Soviet intelligentsia craved freedom

and democracy almost at any price. And people of the Baltic states, Eastern Europe, and East Germany

refused to wait patiently for an incremental de-Sovietization of their countries or reform of the Warsaw

Pact. So, it happened all at once in a velvet revolution way. Overall the process of Soviet disintegration took

much longer and was messier than predicted by “Mr X”: �rst, mellowing and then, break-up. But in

general Kennan proved to be right.

p. 119

He was also right in foreseeing the dynamics of a future Soviet collapse. Kennan always thought that the

Kremlin masters, whose rule was based on iron discipline and total obedience rather than compromise and

mutual accommodation, were so alienated from their own people that in the event of a legitimacy crisis the

system would have very few defenders. Hence instead of a civil war there would likely be a swift and

bloodless collapse of the regime. But in the wake of that collapse, as Kennan foresaw, there would be no

political force capable of running the country e�ectively, because communist rule had destroyed all capacity

for self-organization. So, if the Communist Party was incapacitated, Soviet Russia “would almost overnight

turn from one of the mightiest into one of the weakest and miserable nations of the world. . . .”38

Even more remarkably, Kennan foresaw a chain reaction between the internal and external dissolution of

the Soviet empire. He always considered Eastern Europe to be the most vulnerable part of that empire, ready
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to run away should Moscow's control seriously weaken. But that loss, he predicted, would deal such a blow

to the Kremlin's legitimacy and self-con�dence that it would “unleash an avalanche downfall of Soviet

in�uence and prestige which would go beyond satellite countries to the heart of the Soviet Union itself.”  In

short, the US analysis of the prospects for Soviet-American competition was much superior to the

Kremlin's.

39

While immensely costly (in terms of the arms race, wars by proxies, imposition of the Soviet system,

superpower interventions in the third world, the corrosion of democratic norms and practices in the US and

suppression of them in the USSR, and more),  the Soviet-American rivalry had its positive side e�ects.40

The e�ect of competition. This rivalry forced each side to mobilize resources and enhance its attractiveness

and competitiveness in order to overtake the main rival and gain new allies. In retrospect it is hard to

imagine that just a half-century ago the Soviet model seemed a serious scienti�c and technological

challenge to the US. For the competitive American nation, this challenge became an additional incentive for

domestic reforms. The emergence of modern federal support for higher education and sciences, creation of

NASA and space exploration programs, and even some social reforms of 1960s were all connected with the

cold war competition.  The Soviet Union, to use Arnold Toynbee's words, “became a functional equivalent

of the Devil that forced us into doing what we should have done anyway.”  Conversely the disappearance of

this competition and America's resultant triumphalism (the “end of history”) contributed to the

complacency and arrogance which created the context for the economic crisis of 2008–9.

41

42

The same mobilizing e�ect also applied to the Soviet side. It was to the cold war that the Soviet Union owed

its greatest technological achievements of those years—launching Sputnik and the �rst man into space, and

reaching strategic parity with the United States.

In the framework of competition between the two blocs, the US had to be more accommodating and

generous vis-à-vis its allies, in contrast to the coercive “Soviet empire.” Without the unifying “Soviet

threat,” the Marshall Plan, the unprecedented American e�orts to rehabilitate its former mortal enemies

Germany and Japan, and the economic and political integration of Western Europe would scarcely have been

imaginable. It was this transatlantic cooperation that helped to produce the historic rapprochement

between Germany and the rest of Europe, the European economic miracle, and the creation of a true Atlantic

community. While the Soviet-American confrontation led to economic and military-political integration on

both sides of the iron curtain, only West European integration survived the end of the cold war. In other

words, here, too, the Soviet Union played the same role of “functional equivalent of the Devil” that forced

the US to pursue more far-sighted and long-term interests rather than purely sel�sh and short-term ones.

p. 120

Deterrence based on the danger of escalation of local con�icts into global nuclear war established checks

and balances on a global scale. It forced both sides to act with greater restraint and responsibility, thereby

keeping emotions and ideological instincts on a leash. It is not di�cult to imagine how far the adventurous

Khrushchev might have gone during the Berlin and Cuban crises (or even the more cautious Stalin in the

Iran and Turkey of 1945–6) without US deterrence. On the other hand, in the absence of the Soviet

countervailing power, the US might have resorted to nuclear weapons in Korea or Vietnam, or to escalating

other regional con�icts. The US traumatic experience in Iraq is another example of the risks that unchecked

American supremacy is fraught with.

Gone are both the cold war and the centrality of Russian-American relations, with both countries now

searching for a new role in a much more �uid and pluralistic world. Nostalgia for the days of bipolar con�ict

and mutual assured destruction is certainly unwarranted. Only time will tell how much of an improvement

the subsequent environment of national upheaval, ethnic warfare, and stateless terrorism turns out to be.
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8 China and the Cold War 
Rana Mitter

This chapter examines the role of China in the Cold War. It describes the origins of Cold War in China

and the participation of nationalist China in World War 2 and the Cold War, and suggests that China

played a pivotal role as the third (albeit shorter) leg of a cold war tripod. The chapter contends that the

Cold War era in China is inseparable from the political supremacy Mao Zedong, and highlights the

impact of the split between China and the Soviet Union on the role of China in the Cold War. It also

argues that the 1972 Sino-United States rapprochement contributed to the fading of China from the

Cold War narrative.

The cold war era in China is inseparable from the political supremacy of one man: Mao Zedong. “Mao's

China” and “Cold War China” are interchangeable terms in the minds of many, and the chairman's long

tenure in power from 1949 to 1976 had a major in�uence on the progression of the cold war in Asia and

beyond.

Nevertheless, understanding Mao's role is not su�cient to understand the cold war's e�ect on China. After

all, the cold war lasted for over a decade following Mao's death. No less crucially, during the critical period

between the end of World War II and the triumph of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) in 1949, real

political alternatives for China were in con�ict with one another. Just as 1945–50 was a turning point in the

European cold war, so it was in China. And just as in Europe, China inherited the massive displacements of

World War II.

China played a pivotal role as the third (albeit shorter) leg of a cold war tripod. If this suggests a certain

unsteadiness, that is not inappropriate. The cold war was also the era of decolonization, and China managed

to maintain a simultaneous narrative about itself that was highly convincing to many emerging non-

Western states. It used the Bandung Conference in 1955 to argue that it was a new, cooperative force in what
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would become known as the Third World. However, it also proclaimed itself the savior of the revolutionary

world, spearheading anti-imperialist liberation. In saying this, it contrasted itself implicitly, then after

1960, explicitly, with the Soviet Union.

The origins of cold war China: Nationalist China in world war and cold
war

When the People's Republic of China (PRC) was o�cially declared on October 1, 1949, it was the child of a

vicious civil war between the CCP and its predecessor, the Nationalists (Guomindang) under Chiang Kai-

shek. That war was, in turn, the immediate successor to a devastating world war. In 1945 Chiang Kai-shek,

the Nationalist leader, emerged victorious against the Japanese, although his victory was a pyrrhic one; the

capacity of his state had been deeply compromised. The areas of communist control in China during the war

had expanded rapidly, with some 100 million (of the total of 900 million) in broadly CCP-dominated areas

by August 1945.

p. 125

The war against Japan transformed China's future. In the 1920s and 1930s it had been riven by militarist

violence. Although nominally united under the Nationalist government established by Chiang Kai-shek in

1928, China su�ered from poverty, political corruption, human rights abuses, and repeated outbreaks of

civil war. Nonetheless, the country progressed, with new railways, roads, and telecommunications

established and international assistance from the League of Nations used to develop �ood prevention and

new crop varieties. By 1936 the CCP was on the run: the “Long March,” which became part of the party's

foundational myth, was actually a retreat by a party that had been shattered by Nationalist attacks.

The outbreak of war between China and Japan in the summer of 1937 destroyed the �tful modernization of

the previous decade. The Nationalist government was forced to retreat to the inland city of Chongqing,

while the Japanese occupied most of China's eastern heartland. In the north and east communist control

expanded. The Nationalist government nearly collapsed under the strains of the war. By 1945 it was beset by

corruption, and its military was profoundly dysfunctional. This breakdown resulted largely from four years

of �ghting almost alone against Japan, the di�culties of running a government under constant aerial

bombardment, dealing with refugee displacement running into millions of people, and being forced into a

geographical isolation from the sea. By 1945 the Nationalists were exhausted.1

After 1945 mediators, including the American General George C. Marshall, attempted to broker a coalition

government between the Nationalists and Communists. Marshall abandoned his e�ort when it became clear

that neither side was willing to compromise. The civil war erupted in 1946 and raged until 1949.  It became a

deadly ideological con�ict. Yet much of Chiang's motivation was similar to the underpinnings of foreign

policy under the CCP after 1949. In particular, Chiang's actions portended a cold war phenomenon:

decolonization and nation-building among non-European peoples. It was the Nationalists, not the

Communists, who negotiated an end to the hated “unequal treaties” with the European imperial powers in

the late 19th century. As a result, China emerged from war in 1945 as truly sovereign for the �rst time since

the end of the Opium War in 1842. In addition, Nationalist China had been designated one of the “Four

Policemen” by Franklin D. Roosevelt and given a permanent seat on the UN Security Council. The

Nationalists and the CCP used signi�cantly di�erent methods in their relationship with the international

community, but their aims were not that di�erent, particularly on the question of territorial integrity and

sovereignty.

2

The civil war took place in the middle of a rapidly changing global situation as the cold war took shape. Until

1948 the US and USSR predicated their policies for Asia on the idea that China would be united under the

Nationalists. This would have generated a US-oriented East Asia, as Chiang's government would have
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oriented itself toward the US, and Japan would also have been an American satellite. Stalin was initially

complicit with this assumption, and his relations with the CCP waxed hot and cold as he sought to calculate

what side was more likely to win the civil war. Nonetheless, the hardening of the global cold war forced

Chiang to choose sides; Stalin would not let him accept support from both the US and the USSR. Chiang

chose the US as the lesser of two evils.

p. 126

3

The CCP never forgot the way that Stalin had toyed with its loyalty. Their victory, largely a consequence of

the collapse of the Nationalist administration, was not long in coming. Chiang's government was too

compromised by its own �aws, which had been seriously aggravated by the experience of the war against

Japan. Rebuilding state capacity when so much of the country had been destroyed would have been hard

enough, but to engage in a major civil war almost immediately afterward was too much. Combined with

human rights abuses, corruption, and an unwillingness to compromise on the control of political power, the

Nationalists’ brief experiment in sovereign government came to an end with the communist victory in

autumn 1949.

Communist victory and the cold war

On October 1, 1949 the chairman of the CCP, Mao Zedong, stood at the Tiananmen Gate in the center of

Beijing and announced that the People's Republic of China, the world's most populous state, was now a

communist country.

The cold war was central to the shaping of the new state domestically as well as internationally. Militarism

had become a major factor as the state atrophied from the late Qing dynasty onward, but the mass

dislocations produced by the war against Japan altered society profoundly. Many of the competing regimes

within China—the Nationalists in exile in the southwest, the Communists in the north, and Wang Jingwei's

collaborationist Nationalists who claimed to have “reorganized” the true Nationalist party in Nanjing—

demanded greater contributions from society and o�ered a wider social vision in return. Although the

communist vision proved most compelling, most modern political actors in China saw the need for a wider

vision of social reform, which was frequently linked to militarization. Mao's years in charge of the PRC were

heavily militarized in many ways (the Cultural Revolution is a notorious example). Propaganda stressed this

element of social control at all times.4

The new divisions imposed by the cold war were visible in the PRC's most pressing domestic issue: the

economy. There is much historical evidence that China's economy was improving until 1937. The eight years

of war changed that: most of China's �edgling industrialization was in the eastern seaboard cities that Japan

took over (with much of the plant destroyed by bombing). The war broke up traditional trade routes and

economic networks.5

A Nationalist-run China would have drawn on economic assistance from the US. The CCP's victory made

that impossible. The United States refused to recognize the new government in Beijing, maintaining that

Chiang's government in exile in Taipei was China's legitimate government (in the United Nations Security

Council, the “China” seat was also retained by the Republic of China, which held it until 1971). Instead,

the country became embedded in the emergent socialist world economy that Stalin's USSR promoted after

1945.  Although China never joined Comecon, which controlled trade within the socialist bloc, its economy

became highly integrated with the organization's members from 1953, when the PRC's �rst Five Year Plan

began. A common cold war point of contrast was between the command economy of the Eastern bloc and

free markets of the West, but in fact both bloc leaders sacri�ced short-term economic advantage to

strengthen the commitment of the parts of East Asia under their control. The US allowed members of its

bloc to obtain an economic advantage in return for support by allowing the East Asian developmental states

(Japan, Taiwan, South Korea) to maintain highly protected economies for decades. The USSR o�ered goods

p. 127

6
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within its bloc at advantageous prices to cement the socialist community: for instance, one ton of Chinese

frozen pork became enough to buy �ve tons of steel products. The importance of cementing bloc alliances

also led to strategic trade: during the 1953 riots in East Berlin, China sent 50 million rubles worth of

foodstu�s to help shore up the �edgling GDR government.  From its origin, China was brought into the fold

of the world socialist economy.

7

The Korean War

The newly established PRC was almost immediately plunged into another brutal con�ict: the Korean War.

The war confronted the rulers of the new state with a hard choice. On the one hand, the PRC desperately

needed time for domestic consolidation: the regime had won a military victory but had not yet secured all

China's territory. On the other, the commitment of the party and Mao Zedong in particular to anti-

imperialist liberation was genuine. The war in Korea presented an opportunity for the new state to show its

credentials and gain ideological in�uence.

Part of the Chinese motivation to enter the war in Korea came from frustration over their perception that

their Soviet partners regarded them as supplicants. CCP Vice-Chairman Liu Shaoqi visited Stalin in the

months before the Chinese Communist victory in 1949 to discuss a variety of issues. It became clear that

Mao was unhappy with the patronizing �avor of Stalin's demands.  The USSR wanted special rights to

operate in the parts of China that bordered the USSR (the northeast and northwest). For Mao, Stalin's

proposals implied new “unequal treaties.”

8

So the emergence of a crisis on the Korean peninsula, on China's northeastern border, gave Mao a chance to

demonstrate his revolutionary credentials. The emergence of new documentation since the early 1990s,

however, shows Stalin and Mao were playing a complex game with each other.  At stake were ideas about

revolutionary anti-imperialism and the leadership of the communist world. The catalyst was the request in

April 1950 by Kim Il-Sung, leader of the new communist North Korean state, for approval to invade the

south. Stalin eventually acceded. He seems genuinely to have felt that the Western forces were in a position

of weakness at that time, and the prospect of success was realistic. However, he was also conscious that he

needed to maintain leadership within the communist bloc: having declined the chance to support

communist movements in Greece and Indochina, his prestige could have further eroded had he turned his

back on the revolution in Korea as well.  Mao hesitated. The new People's Republic was deeply unstable in

1950, with pockets of resistance to the CCP still to be found in peripheral areas, and the country reeling from

the e�ects of two major wars in quick succession. Nonetheless, Mao had a vision of spreading anti-

imperialist communist revolution, and the opportunity opened up by Kim was hard for him to turn down. To

undertake support for the Korean War would make a powerful statement of ideological intent.

9

p. 128

10

Stalin proved an uncertain ally during the Korean War, failing to provide much-desired air cover for Chinese

troops at a crucial moment in 1950. He had believed that the West would not force a confrontation over a

North Korean invasion and was discom�ted by the rapid success of UN forces in recapturing the south. Mao,

however, having gambled by entering the war, insisted on sticking by Kim. Stalin ultimately provided

support, if not actual Soviet troops, for the war e�ort. While Mao could not claim complete victory, by 1953

the stalemate allowed the new regime to argue that it had prevented the establishment of a hostile state on

its borders.

Mao had also made his campaign of domestic consolidation dependent on mobilizing popular support for

the war with the “Resist America, Aid Korea” campaign.  This use of the Korean War to in�uence domestic

politics re�ected a dynamic that accompanied the CCP's rise to power in the years before 1949: the

radicalizing and pragmatic trends in CCP thought were in con�ict not only within the party but also within

Mao himself. “Marxist-Leninist-Mao Zedong Thought” was often pragmatic, as shown by its turn toward

11
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the cross-class alliance of “New Democracy” during the war against Japan and the early PRC period. In 1940

Mao had de�ned the term “New Democracy” as a means of creating a uni�ed society in which the Chinese

Communist Party would be paramount, but also cooperate with other elements in society (such as

capitalists and entrepreneurs). This adoption of temporary pragmatic politics by Mao, however, did not

mean an abandonment of a radical view of the world and of China's future. Mao's vision revolved around

class warfare at home and anti-imperialism abroad in the service of an ever-renewing revolutionary stance.

This should have been no secret to those who had observed the Recti�cation (Zhengfeng) movements that

marked Mao's radicalization of politics and concentration of it in his own person in the years after 1941. The

Korean War became the �rst test of that commitment in the PRC; by its end society was considerably more

radicalized than it had been at the start.

Taiwan crisis, Bandung cooperation

Wider cold war tensions were re�ected in confrontations between Mao and Chiang. After his defeat in 1949,

Chiang retreated to the island of Taiwan, maintaining that he remained the legitimate ruler of the Republic

of China. Mao, of course, regarded the continued irredentism of his great rival as an a�ront to his new

state. In 1954–5 the PRC military shelled the island of Jinmen (Quemoy) and succeeded in capturing smaller

Nationalist- held islands o� the coast of Zhejiang province.  Just three years later Taiwan's outlying

islands once again came under �re from the PRC. This event had more to do with cold war tensions than any

particular urgency caused by the situation within Taiwan itself. Mao's relations with Nikita Khrushchev had

deteriorated further after 1956, and he was displeased by the Soviet leader's attempts to discredit Stalin,

which he (correctly) thought were an oblique way to criticize Mao himself. Mao was also angry that

Khrushchev was seeking to ratchet down tensions with the US without consulting him �rst. Therefore, Mao

initiated the bombardment of the islands of Jinmen and Mazu in August 1958 as a means of heightening

general tension rather than as a response to a particular political event.  Throughout the crisis, as

Khrushchev's memoirs attest, the Chinese kept the Soviets in the dark about their intentions.  The crisis

eventually subsided and was not repeated. However, for the inhabitants of Jinmen memories of the

bombardment of their small �shing island, along with the militarization of everyday life, became central to

their everyday existence.  The o�shore islands became a frontier in the cold war world and a�ected the

lives of ordinary inhabitants in many ways, including the greater militarization of society and the

development of a mentality that re�ected a permanent state of crisis.

p. 129

12

13

14

15

Despite the confrontations over Taiwan, China's international behavior during the 1950s also had a

cooperative face, symbolized above all by the 1955 Bandung Conference. This was the �rst grouping of

African and Asian countries which would become known as the Non-Aligned Movement. At Bandung, China

projected itself as a leading voice of international engagement and development which was not required to

follow the path of “modernization” de�ned by the American or Soviet bloc. During the conference, China's

credentials were measured not only as a rival to Moscow or Washington, but also against the newly

independent India. Jawaharlal Nehru was pursuing a program of parliamentary democratic socialism.

China's ideological radicalism may have been as much a disadvantage as a bene�t in this context, and Zhou

Enlai's presence as an advocate of the “Five Principles of Peaceful Co-existence” served as a message that

the PRC was capable of compromise as well as confrontation. (Zhou used the occasion of his presence at

Bandung to announce a halt in the o�shore bombing of Taiwan in 1955.) Yet China's closeness to the USSR

and radical politics made it an uneasy bedfellow for many of the newly emerging independent states.
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The Sino-Soviet split

Even while it tried to carve out a new status for itself in postwar international society, the PRC remained

highly dependent on its relationship with its patron, the USSR. Nevertheless, relations between the two

giant communist states led to a split in the early 1960s, which was perhaps the most momentous internal

event within the communist bloc during the entire cold war. Although the �ssure had been brewing for

years, it took many Western observers by surprise. The split was never total, but it was nearly three decades

before it was overcome with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's visit to Beijing in 1989.

p. 130

Mao and the CCP were wary of Soviet intervention in their revolution from the very earliest days of the PRC.

All Chinese nationalists, whether communists or not, had long memories of the “century of humiliation,” in

which foreign imperialists (including Russia) had occupied large parts of China's territories. In addition,

Stalin's demands for special rights in China's borderlands in 1949–50 had angered Mao greatly. The seeds

were sown that would eventually lead to the split with the Soviets. On the one hand, Mao's government

wanted to stress that its revolution was indigenous, that it had come to power through its own strategic

choices, and that it was genuinely rooted in a popular revolution. On the other hand, for reasons of

ideological commitment and economic and strategic need, it had to be close to the USSR.

The relationship between Mao and Stalin had always been marked by distrust as well as admiration: Mao

believed that much of Stalin's advice to the CCP before 1949 had been mistaken, and Stalin disliked Mao's

independence of thought. However, the two had su�cient respect for each other to maintain e�ective

relations between their two countries. Mao had little respect for Stalin's ultimate successor, Nikita

Khrushchev. Furthermore, Mao regarded Khrushchev's denunciation of Stalin in the secret speech of 1956

as a coded attack on Mao's own cult of personality, which had been developing since the wartime

Recti�cation movements.

The international and domestic tensions came together during 1956–9, in the wake of the Khrushchev thaw

in the USSR. Despite China's involvement with the socialist international economic bloc, Mao was deeply

suspicious of the Soviet proposal to intervene by military means in the Polish uprisings of 1956: at a

Politburo meeting on October 20, 1956, he observed, “This is serious big-power chauvinism, which should

not be allowed under any circumstances.”  Chinese representatives, including Liu Shaoqi, stressed to

Khrushchev their uneasiness about Moscow's intervention in the decisions of other socialist countries. The

Chinese position altered during the Hungarian crisis later that year, however. Although its initial response

toward intervention was negative, the Chinese leadership became alarmed about the nature of the uprising,

which they considered “anti-communist” rather than just “anti-Soviet.”

16

17

The theoretical questions raised by the 1956 uprisings in Eastern Europe profoundly in�uenced the

development of Chinese domestic policy. Mao took away the message that the Eastern European parties had

not been strong enough to combat “reactionary” forces, and that Moscow had also been heavy-handed in

its management of those crises.

The e�ect of this was a contradictory turn within domestic Chinese politics. In 1956–7 Mao supported the

Hundred Flowers Movement, which actively called for constructive criticism of the Party from the wider

population. He intended that the CCP should glean suggestions on how to reform itself. By 1957, however,

Mao had become alarmed at the harsh level of criticism that had emerged through the Hundred Flowers; he

launched the Anti-Rightist Campaign in which thousands of people who had criticized the party were

arrested.

1956 saw the Chinese more enthused about their e�orts to have Beijing replace Moscow as the ideological

focal point of world communism. Yet the language that Moscow and Beijing used between themselves over

the events of 1956 was shared: language, rhetoric, and political understandings genuinely linked the

p. 131
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socialist countries and shaped their understanding of what bound them together against the Western bloc.

This disparity, in which the PRC and the USSR shared goals while disagreeing on approaches, was another

factor that would lead to their split.18

Between 1956 and 1961 relations continued to deteriorate as Mao demanded more radicalism in the face of

Soviet attempts to lessen tensions with the Western bloc. Khrushchev had become increasingly disillusioned

by what he saw as both Mao's willingness to risk confrontation with the West and his establishment of a cult

of personality. Khrushchev was also motivated by a racism that found it hard to take the Chinese seriously.

The most symbolic moment was the withdrawal of all Soviet advisors from China in 1960: so sudden was

their departure that they left the bridge under construction across the Yangtze at Nanjing half-built. By that

stage, the alliance between the two sides was in tatters.

The split with the Soviets meant that China had a new freedom to exercise its in�uence as a revolutionary

actor on the global stage. China projected itself as a role model at a moment when scores of Asian and

African countries were decolonizing and seeking to shape their emerging nation-states. While China and the

USSR remained allied for the �rst decade of the PRC's existence, it was clear that China had an authenticity

about its rhetoric of anti-imperialist liberation that the Soviet Union lacked (as did the US). Eastern Europe

was essentially a colony of Moscow. China's revolution, in contrast, was genuinely indigenous, even if it had

received signi�cant Soviet assistance. After the Sino-Soviet split of the early 1960s, China's rhetoric became

much more explicitly anti-Soviet, haranguing Soviet “revisionism and social imperialism.” In his 1965

declaration “Long Live the Victory of People's War,” Lin Biao sneered at the “Khrushchev revisionists,”

whom he accused of collaborating with the US “imperialists” trying to sabotage the Chinese-led ideas of

“people's war.”19

The Vietnam War

The worsening relationship between the PRC and the USSR was also re�ected in the Chinese involvement in

the war in Vietnam. China provided support for the Vietnamese in their struggle against French colonialism

from its earliest days, and then for the North Vietnamese in their war to unify Vietnam under their control.

From the early 1950s to the late 1960s, the CCP exploited their long ties with the Vietnamese Communist

movement to o�er them support. As with Korea, Chinese policy linked an ideological commitment to a more

pragmatic mode of operation. The latter was particularly evident in the 1954 Geneva Accords, through which

postcolonial Vietnam's borders were de�ned. These marked one of the major diplomatic successes of Zhou

Enlai, China's foreign minister and prime minister. Nonetheless, the Accords did represent an ideological

retreat, as Zhou (and the Soviets) pressured Ho Chi Minh not to press for an immediate uni�cation of the

two halves of Vietnam but to accept a “temporary” division of the country—something which Mao later

came to regret. Chinese involvement in Vietnam would soon intensify signi�cantly.

p. 132

During much of the 1960s, the North Vietnamese found themselves in the curious position of accepting

assistance from both the PRC and the USSR even while hostility between the latter two states increased.

Some 320,000 Chinese troops were deployed across the border into North Vietnam between 1965 and 1968.

The troops took part in �ghting (operating gun positions) and also undertook signi�cant construction

work, thereby freeing up Vietnamese soldiers for the assault into South Vietnam. This involvement was

never formally acknowledged, nor did the US seek to draw attention to it. Still, it is a marker of the

seriousness with which China took its cold war mission. In assisting the North Vietnamese, the Chinese

drew attention to their own path for anti-imperialist liberation, which combined allegiance to ideas of

radical social change with a strong sense of non-European nationalism. On both these points the USSR was

unable to trump China. By intervening in Vietnam, Beijing also made up for those occasions when it had had

to draw back from involvement, such as the failure to conquer the south in the Korean War or the inability to

20
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prevent a right-wing coup in Indonesia in 1965 against a leadership that seemed to be orienting itself

toward Beijing.21

However, that nationalism also caused one of the major rifts between China and Vietnam, and illustrated a

wider problem—that China continued to have a highly sinocentric attitude toward its neighbors. Mao's

comments on the countries of East Asia that “we belong to the same family and support one another”

strongly signaled that he considered China to be the “elder brother” in the relationship.  Such attitudes and

the continuing realization of the Vietnamese that they would have to choose between support from the USSR

and from China led to the breakdown of relations between Vietnam and China and the �nal withdrawal of

Chinese troops in 1970.

22

The opening to the US

The mid-1960s likewise witnessed the most convulsive social change in the whole of Mao's period in power,

the Cultural Revolution, which eventually precipitated the biggest ideological shift in China's international

behavior: the opening to the United States. The Cultural Revolution was Mao's revolt against his own party:

fearing that he was being sidelined and that the PRC as a whole was losing revolutionary fervor, he launched

a campaign in 1966 which exhorted China's population to rise up and “bombard the headquarters” of the

CCP itself. The result was a massive radicalization of domestic policies for the next three years. However, as

the most radical phase of the Cultural Revolution ended, prominent �gures in the leadership began to feel

China's lack of global allies keenly. By 1969 the relationship between Beijing and Moscow had become so 

bad that the two sides feared that war might break out over control of territories on China's northeastern

border. There were signi�cant reasons for China to reopen relations with its “most respected enemy,”

particularly as it became clear that the newly elected American president, Richard Nixon, held similar

sentiments. As early as 1967 Nixon had written in an editorial, “[W]e simply cannot a�ord to leave China

forever outside the family of nations.”

p. 133
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The reasons that Mao's government reversed its ideological strategy and invited the representatives of the

greatest capitalist nation on earth to the heart of Beijing were domestic as well as international. The

upheavals of the Cultural Revolution were exposing the contradictions in Mao's vision of modernity. After

the departure of Soviet advisors in 1960, it no longer had the indigenous capacity to develop technology,

particularly as the Cultural Revolution's initial phase was predicated on breaking down any pretensions to

high technical knowledge or expertise. Although various areas of scienti�c endeavor, such as the Chinese

atomic bomb program, remained protected from the Cultural Revolution, overall the movement was

immensely destructive to the country's knowledge base. It was clear by the early 1970s that some source of

external technical knowledge was needed to replace the Soviets.

Mao himself became a strong supporter of the opening to the US, having read and noted what he took as

positive signals from Nixon. The latter's inaugural address had made it clear that he would not be bound

simply by ideology in his decisions as to which countries to talk to. However, it seems that Mao's putative

successor, Lin Biao, was not favorably inclined toward an opening toward the US.  The situation changed

with Lin's death in 1971. He appears to have been involved in an attempted coup against Mao, and his

disappearance from the scene meant that the Chinese leadership became more uni�ed toward the opening

toward the US.

24

After a series of maneuvers and false starts, US National Security Advisor Henry Kissinger arrived under

conditions of top secrecy in Beijing in 1971. He was subjected to robust conversations by Zhou Enlai and

other Chinese o�cials, and this helped to clear the way for the visit by Nixon. On February 21, 1972, Nixon

arrived in Beijing. His visit was only a week long, but it was highly public (more so to the outside world than

within China itself) and demonstrated clearly that the cold war structures had been reoriented. With the
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emergence of détente in Europe, the US became the only superpower to have active engagement with the

other two major powers, the USSR and China.25

The myth that “only Nixon could go to China” (that is, only a right-wing Republican could do so without

accusations of going soft on communism) is now widely dismissed. Both Kennedy, and more so Johnson,

had experimented with greater communication with the PRC. From 1966, however, these e�orts were

hampered by the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution, which made it di�cult to have any meaningful

communications with the Beijing government.  The rapprochement between the two countries had as

much to do with changes in China as did the arrival of a new US president: even Mao realized that his

beloved Cultural Revolution had run out of steam and that to continue it risked domestic collapse and even

international con�ict. Furthermore, Mao was disturbed by the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, and

this may well have inclined him toward seeking an ally against a future attack by Moscow.

26

p. 134
27

The odd alliance of convenience between the US and China would last for some two decades. When cold war

crises emerged, China would side with the West: China attended the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics when they

were boycotted by the USSR and most Eastern European countries, and the West and China both chose to

support the Khmer Rouge in 1979 when the Soviet-backed Vietnamese ousted that genocidal regime. The

neutralization of China enabled the US to concentrate on the European front of the cold war.

The other government that was most a�ected by the switch in US policy was the Republic of China on

Taiwan, the rump state controlled by Chiang Kai-shek. For much of the high cold war, Taiwan was a major

factor in right-wing US politics (in particular the so-called “China Lobby”), but Democratic as much as

Republican presidents found it hard to abandon Chiang Kai-shek. Chiang's regime was clearly underpinned

by US support; without the US Seventh Fleet in the Paci�c, there would have been little to prevent the PRC

retaking the island. Chiang had one overriding agenda, which he repeatedly pressed on his American

backers: the recapture of the mainland. However, Taiwan under his rule also achieved certain domestic

successes that Chiang had failed to gain on the mainland. The major social change that emerged under

American pressure was land reform, the issue on which the Communists had won over much of the

peasantry on the mainland.  Thus Taiwan became a model of a cold war developmental state.28

The political constraints of the cold war also allowed Taiwan to maintain a highly protected economy and

currency in return for fealty to the US. This enabled it to build a powerful manufacturing base which enabled

the island to become a major exporter from the 1970s onward. In political terms, the Republic of China was

an authoritarian dictatorship. The Nationalist government committed many human rights abuses. The

regime was particularly discriminatory against ethnic Chinese who had been born on the island as opposed

to emigrating from the mainland after 1945 or 1949, as well as the island's aboriginal population. Yet it also

followed the example of US-backed societies such as authoritarian South Korea and democratic Japan in

using its economic policies to drive down income inequality. Chiang's death in 1975 brought his son Chiang

Ching-kuo to power, and moves began to legalize the pro-democracy civil society groups, which had started

to form on the island. As Taiwan became more diplomatically isolated, it began to use its democratic

credentials rather than its anti-communist ones to justify its reluctance to reunify with the mainland.
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The culture of cold war China

The language within which China expressed and understood the cold war was in large part a subset of the

period's global linguistic environment: a dispute between two di�ering versions of the Enlightenment, in

which the vocabulary of “freedom” and “democracy” became the terrain of contestation between the two

blocs. In China, the local variation of this dispute was linked to two di�erent historical streams. The �rst

was the May Fourth Movement, a liberal and anti-traditional strain of Enlightenment thought which had

embraced the ideas of “science and democracy” as the key to combating imperialism and renewing China's

politics in the 1910s. The Chinese Communist Party, founded in 1921, was just one product of the period.

p. 135

29

The second source was the legacy of the wartime period. China, more than perhaps any belligerent during

World War II, had seen the “world war of values” fought on its own soil. The Nationalists and Communists

had engaged in a deadly dispute, but they had both sought ownership of the language of democracy.

Nationalist China had called itself “Free” China to the outside world, and Mao's major wartime theoretical

innovation had been the concept of “New Democracy.” During the cold war, Mao's regime continued to

speak of itself as being “democratic.” In doing so, it drew on the pre-1949 tradition of political reform

without openly acknowledging that it was doing so.

China also used another commonplace term of the era, “modernization,” to de�ne its own distinctive path.

Modernization theory is probably the social scienti�c phrase most associated with the cold war. It refers to

the postwar idea, accepted in the USSR as well as in the West, that technological progress could come

through a carefully mapped and de�ned pathway from “tradition” to “modernity.”30

China provided an alternative view of modernization that shared much of the desire for progress, as well as

the goals of “modernization,” but found di�erent pathways to achieve it. For a start, because China

remained a less developed and more agrarian country than either the US or USSR, its policies were tied to

the countryside more than in the other two countries. Furthermore, Mao's engagement with modernity and

progress was always tempered by his dislike of China's “intellectual” classes, which he regarded as

insu�ciently committed to the revolution and too linked to their Confucian predecessors. Therefore, there

were strong elements that ran through the Chinese revolution that di�erentiated it from the Soviet view.

The mobilization of the countryside was central to Mao's view of modernization in the Great Leap Forward

of 1958–62.

The Leap was a disaster, leading to a massive famine that killed more than 20 million Chinese. Nonetheless,

Mao remained enchanted by the idea of an alternative model of modernization in which the power of rural-

dwellers could be unleashed. Other aspects of the Chinese experience did prove inspiring to radical groups

and governments as far apart as India and East Africa, and in some cases were assisted by formal Chinese

assistance. The TanZam railway, linking Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, to landlocked Zambia, was one of the

most prominent projects to use Chinese assistance to construct infrastructure in decolonized Africa as an

alternative to Western or Soviet assistance.

One element of China's discourse that was speci�cally tied to the cold war was the fetish that it made of the

atomic bomb. The cold war globally was associated with a romantic view of technology and its possibilities.

Of course, this was not unprecedented (Futurism was just one of the artistic trends in the early 20th century

which was underpinned by an obsession with technology), but nuclear technology in particular is associated

inextricably with the wider trajectory of the cold war. For smaller, post-imperial powers such as Britain

and France, acquisition of atomic weapons became symbolic of national prowess. The US and USSR found

themselves torn between stressing the power that atomic weaponry bestowed and re�ecting on its

destructiveness. Japan, in contrast, heavily tied its postwar self-image to having been a victim of the only

atomic bombs dropped.
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The PRC was unequivocal about stressing the search for an atomic weapon as a powerful symbol of national

virility. Attitudes on this issue were shaped at the very top: Mao had shocked Khrushchev by declaring, as

the two of them relaxed by a swimming pool in Beijing, that the atomic bomb was a “paper tiger.”  Lin

Biao, China's defense minister, gave a pithy example of the metaphor's power when he spoke of Mao

Zedong's thought as being “a spiritual atom bomb of in�nite power.” This was an image which could never

have been used in Japan, or most of postwar Europe. In general, the PRC embraced the romanticism of

technology wholeheartedly, and unashamedly combined it with politics.

31

A new world: from Nixon to the end of the cold war

China tends to fade from the global narrative of the cold war after the Sino-US rapprochement in 1972. After

the traumas of the Cultural Revolution, it became clear that China had reversed its policy of international

revolutionary intervention. The death of Mao and the arrest of the “Gang of Four,” as the leaders of the

Cultural Revolution Central Group became known, were further signs of the move away from radical

policies. Nonetheless, Chinese policy had begun to change several years before Mao's death. In 1971 the PRC

�nally replaced Taiwan at the United Nations. This development was a �rst step toward socializing the

country into the wider international community.

The opening to America had been preceded, not followed, by the opening of relations with Japan. This had

happened partly as an act of pique; Prime Minister Satô Eisaku had been angered at the “Nixon Shocks” of

1971–2, when the US president had abandoned the Bretton Woods monetary system and opened channels to

China without informing Tokyo in advance. Satô's successor, Tanaka Kakuei, visited Beijing in 1972 and

signed the Zhou-Tanaka communiqué, which established the �rst sustained diplomatic relations between a

sovereign Japan and the Chinese mainland since 1938. Another important area that showed a real shift by

the PRC in the 1970s was its policy toward Southeast Asia. By the early 1970s China's relations with Vietnam

had become frostier, as the latter tied its fortunes to the USSR. However, Beijing continued to maintain a

stake in the success of the rival Khmer Rouge movement in neighboring Cambodia. Among the last

conversations recorded between Mao and foreign leaders was a dialogue with Pol Pot, in which it is clear

that Mao's ideological radicalism had remained undimmed. Beijing o�ered support for the Khmer Rouge

during its four years in power, and in 1979, after the Vietnamese had ousted Pol Pot, Beijing allied with the

Western powers in continuing to recognize the Khmer Rouge representative at the UN. In addition, in

February 1979 China launched an invasion of northern Vietnam, ostensibly to counter discrimination

against ethnic Chinese in the area, but also as a wider warning to Vietnam that they could not act against

China and its allies with impunity. For Beijing, the war was a disaster; People's Liberation Army (PLA)

troops were expelled fast. The Sino-Vietnamese War remains the last occasion that Chinese troops have

been deployed in anger outside Chinese territory.
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The late cold war also saw signi�cant changes in the Chinese historical memory of the recent past. In 1949

the Mao regime had decreed that the Nationalist government that preceded it should be treated in public

pronouncements and educational materials as villains and rogues: corrupt, in thrall to foreign powers, and

worst of all, unwilling or unable to �ght the Japanese while the CCP led the war e�ort. After the 1980s this

viewpoint changed signi�cantly. Within China there was widespread disillusionment at the chaos wrought

by the Cultural Revolution, and it became clear to the post-Mao leadership that a new source of domestic

legitimacy, drawing on nationalism, was needed to substitute for ideological radicalism. Then, the death of

Chiang in 1975 and Mao in 1976 removed some of the personal venom from the ideological wars of the

previous half-century.

In addition, the politics of the Mao years had stressed the danger from Chiang much more than it had paid

attention to the memory of the many war crimes committed in China by the Japanese during the years
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1937–45. The PRC had wished to detach Japan from the cold war embrace of the US, and this made it less

politic to stress past atrocities. However, once the 1972 Shanghai communiqué had been signed, it became

politically useful to remind the Japanese of their past record as a stimulant for domestic nationalism. The

emphasis in modern history moved away from the Civil War and back to the War of Resistance against Japan

(as the Sino-Japanese War was known in China). The new historiographical turn, which was supported at

the highest level in government, saw new museums, books, and �lms appear. One of the most striking

aspects was the remembering of Japanese war crimes, most notably the Nanjing Massacre (“Rape of

Nanking”) of 1937–8; a memorial museum was opened in 1985 on the site of one of the mass murders.

But equally notable was the stark, if unstated, shift in cold war historiography with regard to the Nationalist

government's wartime role. The major museum in Beijing commemorating the War of Resistance (opened

in 1987) stressed the importance of Nationalist victories such as the Battle of Taierzhuang in 1938, in which

the CCP had played no part. The new history still emphasized the leading role of the CCP, but it no longer

dismissed the Nationalists as useless or cowardly. Instead, the role of the Chiang regime in resisting the

Japanese for eight years was given due seriousness. Even Chiang's old mansions in eastern China were

rehabilitated as museums and his role given a respectful description: this would have been unthinkable in

the era of Mao.32

Uncertain endingsp. 138

From China, the end of the cold war looks di�erent from the view from the West. In the West, a very clear

overarching narrative emerged. One side, the West, “won.” Key �gures—notably Ronald Reagan and

Mikhail Gorbachev but also Margaret Thatcher and Helmut Kohl—gave a human face to the narrative. Most

importantly, there was a clear shift of regimes from communist to non-communist governance.

This left Asia as a seeming anomaly. The continuing existence of North Korea, Vietnam, and most of all, the

People's Republic of China as states still run by communist parties that had no intention of relinquishing

power was made to seem like a global outlier. The killings of protestors in Tiananmen Square in Beijing on

June 4, 1989, seemed to seal China's fate as a dinosaur of history: the emergent superpower of the early 21st

century did not appear that way after the Beijing Spring of 1989 had ended. Yet it may be that the most

important shifts that ended the cold war structure emerged �rst in Asia rather than Europe.

The Nixon visit of 1972 and the rapprochement with Japan marked a re-engagement by the PRC with the

non-communist world, even while the Cultural Revolution continued and the cold war remained cold. But it

is important not to read these events as they have been understood in retrospect—that is, with the

knowledge that the USSR would collapse and that communism would end in Eastern Europe. For even in the

last years of the cold war, its structures did not appear to be weakening. To many, the appearance of leaders

such as Reagan, Thatcher, Yuri Andropov, and Konstantin Chernenko made the cold war still seem very

chilly. It was in this context that China's reforms in the 1980s, leading up to 1989, need to be viewed. At the

time, they were seen in Beijing not as a way of overcoming communism but of reinterpreting it for a new

world in which the US and USSR would both play a role.

The 1980s, then, have some similarity with the years 1945–50 with which this chapter started. In both cases

China's story seems in retrospect to be part of a clearly de�ned wider global narrative: in 1949, one that

ended with the establishment of the PRC and the establishment of a cold war Asia, and in 1989, one that

ended with the collapse of Eastern European communism and the discrediting of classic state socialism. Yet

the major actors did not make decisions at the time with the knowledge of the end result. In 1945, neither

the Nationalists nor Communists knew that the latter would win; in 1978, when the Chinese economic

reforms started, nobody in Beijing believed that the Soviet Union had only a decade more of existence left.

China's �nal cold war decade was shaped by an understanding that the world would remain under the
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in�uence of the superpowers that had dominated it for thirty years. In practice, it was the implosion of one

of those superpowers that allowed China to become the power with the global reach that it had craved for

decades. And at the start of the 21st century, the question that exercises at least some analysts in the West is

whether the end of the old cold war with the USSR has paved the way for a new one with China instead. In

the 1950s, there was real debate over whether the Soviet bloc provided an alternative model of

modernization that, in Khrushchev's word, might “bury” the West. As the West is racked in the present day

by economic crisis and political self-doubt, one of the key questions of the decades to come is whether a

Chinese model may pose an equally important challenge, and whether that alternative may prove more

lasting than the failed Soviet model.

p. 139
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9 Britain and the Cold War, 1945–1990 
Klaus Larres

This chapter examines the role of Great Britain in the Cold War. It describes the condition and

experiences of Britain from 1945 to 1990 and explores how Britain managed to maintain its global

in�uence during the Cold War, despite its decline. The chapter argues that although Britain was forced

to operate within structure of the Cold War, the British state and its leaders were able to make their

own political decisions. Examples of these include the war resolution against Argentina to recapture

the Falklands Islands in 1982, the decision not to participate in the Schuman Plan negotiations of 1950,

and the determination to develop a nuclear bomb shortly after the end of World War 2.

In the midst of the Second World War, Winston Churchill stood up in the House of Commons and declared:

“the British nation is unique in this respect. They are the only people who like to be told how bad things are,

who like to be told the worst.”  Yet, over the following decades even the resilience of the British people was

severely tested by the avalanche of bad news they received. The drastic decline of the country's world power

status, the end of Britain's far-�ung global empire, the economic woes of the 1960s and 1970s, and the

country's inability to compete with the cold war superpowers, the United States of America and the Soviet

Union, were all too evident. Still, Britain was an active participant in many of the crucial events which

shaped the cold war years. The UK remained an important, albeit waning, cold war power.

1

This essay explores how the UK managed to maintain its global in�uence during the cold war, despite its

decline. London's “soft power” and Britain's reputation as an e�ective international power broker allowed

the country to punch well above its real weight in world politics. The UK's network of global connections

that extended back to the days of the Empire, the country's reputation as a trusted ally of the US, its military

and foreign policy professionalism, London's impressive intelligence expertise, and not least Britain's

high-quality armaments industry decisively contributed to the perception throughout the cold war that the
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UK was considerably more in�uential than it really was. Three distinct phases emerge: the early cold war

years (1945–56) when Britain bene�ted from its World War II victor status and was still seen as a real world

power; the post-Suez years of the cold war (1957–1970s), when Britain's in�uence diminished at an

accelerating rate; and a period of apparent revival but continuing practical impotence on the larger world

stage (1979–90).

The bipartisan foreign policy consensus among British leaders throughout the cold war years, which made

any prolonged discussion of national interest questions super�uous, gives credence to Kenneth Waltz's

neo-realist theory of international relations, which argues that “structure dictates policy.”  Among the

crucial elements of the cold war structure within which Britain was forced to operate were America's

unassailable supervision of the cold war system, the perceived Soviet threat, Britain's ever-declining

economy, the nationalistic fervor of many of Britain's imperial subjects, and the in�uence of such domestic

forces as British public opinion and the increasingly important tabloid press. Britain's withdrawal from

Palestine and India in the mid-1940s and retreat from east of Suez in the late 1960s were largely imposed by

structural forces. This chapter argues that the British state and its leaders, nevertheless, did have choices

and exercised them. To cite some examples, the determination to develop a nuclear bomb shortly after the

end of World War II, the decision not to participate in the Schuman Plan negotiations of 1950, and the war

resolution against Argentina to recapture the Falklands islands in 1982 were not dictated by systemic

necessities. They resulted from individual and political decisions.

2

p. 142

A brief survey of the literature

The thirty year rule of the UK National Archives has largely driven the writing of British contemporary

history.  Thus, notwithstanding a number of valuable popular histories, at present scholarly accounts of

cold war Britain extend only to the early 1980s.  This scholarship, moreover, has focused on the successive

British governments and follows the archival trail. Consequently, there is a rich literature available on the

Labour governments of 1945–51, the Harold Macmillan and Harold Wilson years, and Britain's role in the

end of the cold war during the Margaret Thatcher era, including the prime minister's strong opposition to

German uni�cation. The latter generated the publication of an important volume of Foreign O�ce

documents.

3

4

5

The major developments in British cold war history have also been covered along thematic lines. Much of

the historiography addresses Britain's military and defense policies, the challenges of decolonization and

“Third World” nationalism, and Britain's role as an awkward and belated partner in the European

integration process.  Likewise, the country's bilateral relationships, especially with Germany and France, its

role in international organizations such as NATO, and its decline from imperial world power have attracted

much attention.  Recently, moreover, the history of British intelligence during the cold war has proven to be

a fruitful area of research.

6

7

8

Britain's status as a junior partner in Anglo-American relations and the nature of the so-called “special

relationship” have also produced keen analyses.  Indeed, the meager bene�ts for the UK from its close

partnership with President George W. Bush in the context of the post-cold war “Global War on Terror” have

led to increasing doubts about whether a “special relationship” with the US ever existed. Along with

Britain's declining economic fortunes, it was the United States, after all, which diminished London's cold

war role. The forceful and rapid rise of the United States as the global hegemon and its dominating power in

international a�airs in the West pushed Britain aside.

9

10

Throughout the cold war it became obvious that Britain was rapidly sliding down an ever more declining

slope. The swinging London of the 1960s and the global importance of the British popular music industry

could hardly make up for the gradual disappearance of Britain's once powerful manufacturing base and the

p. 143
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Phase I: Britain during the early cold war years (1945–1956)

social deprivations and poverty which a�icted many British regions.  The rise of crime and violence in

London and the big cities of the north were only surpassed by the outbreak of civil war in Northern Ireland

in the late 1960s. Despite multiple attempts to resolve this con�ict, only the Good Friday Agreement of

1998, negotiated with active American support and participation, brought about a relatively stable peace.

The end of the East-West con�ict, and with it the UK's lack of strategic, economic, and political interest in

this small British province of 1.5 million people in the north of Ireland, proved decisive in overcoming this

con�ict.

11

12

When World War II in Europe ended on May 8, 1945, the mood in Britain was one of joy and relief.

Nevertheless, as signaled by the defeat of Winston Churchill's Conservative party in the general election a

few months later, there also was a profound desire for change. The population dreamed of a “new

Jerusalem” after all the deprivations of the war years. As expected, the new Labour government embarked

on a program of radical reform. Within 18 months more than 20 percent of the British economy was

nationalized. The Bank of England, the railways, the airports, the road system, and the coal and steel

industries came under public ownership. The state pledged to look after its citizens from the “cradle to the

grave.” The enactment of the National Health Service Act in May 1946 and the National Insurance Act

established the “welfare state.” The government overhauled Britain's antiquated education system,

subsidized housing, and developed a new state-directed industrial policy.13

Similar new departures did not occur in the foreign policy sphere, however. In fact, there was a pervasive

belief in Whitehall that Britain's economic and political predicaments were merely temporary. Most Britons

were convinced that the economy would recover. As re�ected by the Foreign O�ce's Sir Orme Sargent's

famous “Stocktaking after VE-Day” memorandum of July 1945, they were likewise con�dent that in the

meantime the country's �nely-honed diplomatic skills could overcome any international political

setbacks.14

The foreign policy of Clement Attlee's government was decidedly conservative and attached to past lines of

thinking. Pundits that initially assumed that a left-wing Labour government would be more sympathetic to

the communist Soviet Union were mistaken. The “massive, boisterous, shrewd, and vindictive Ernest

Bevin,” the formidable new Foreign Secretary, intended to prove “that he would not be hectored by the

representatives of the workers’ paradise” in Moscow.15

The new British government's relations with the Soviet Union never recovered from the disputes over the

future of Germany and Eastern European states such as Poland and Czechoslovakia. The Foreign O�ce was

alarmed that the Soviet Union had not hesitated to violate the Yalta agreement of February 1945, as

interpreted in London and Washington, by imposing communist governments on Poland, Czechoslovakia, 

Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, and other countries.  Whitehall even took the lead in supporting the

royalist faction in Albania. In 1946 joint Anglo-American covert plans for overthrowing the Soviet-backed

communist regime were developed, and Albanian guerilla units were trained with Greek support.  These

small units entered the country in 1949 but were bloodily repulsed. Code-named “Valuable,” the operation

was “a clinical experience to see whether larger rollback operations would be feasible elsewhere,” CIA chief

of covert operations, Frank Wisner, cynically explained.

p. 144
16

17

18

Eastern Europe notwithstanding, Germany remained the potential main enemy in the mind of British

o�cials. Soviet dictator Josef Stalin and the British Foreign O�ce mandarins shared the belief that the

German nation would rise again in the not-too-distant future. Only gradually did British policymakers

come to regard Stalin's postwar objectives as irreconcilable with Britain's aims. Indicative of a new anti-

Russian direction of British foreign policy was not only Winston Churchill's “iron curtain” speech in March
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1946 but also the creation of the “Russia Committee” within the Foreign O�ce. While Stalin and other

in�uential Soviet politicians interpreted Churchill's speech as the opening shot in the cold war, the top-

secret weekly analyses of the “Russia Committee” concluded that Stalin was intent on destroying the British

empire and obstructing Britain's objectives in Europe.19

Predictably, the joint four-power administration of the occupation zones in Germany and Berlin did not

work well. Disputes over reparations and whether or not Germany should ultimately be reunited burdened

allied relations greatly. While the British government continued to ration bread and other items at home, its

obligation to ship huge quantities of food and heating material to its former enemy created hardship and

resentment. Coal production in the UK could not keep up with industrial and private demand. Cuts in

electricity and heating services were a daily occurrence. In May 1947 the only way out seemed to be the

merger of the British and American zones of occupation into a single unit: “Bizonia.”20

There also existed plenty of other problems. Britain's still heavy involvement and large military

commitments in the Far East were an immense �nancial and political burden. In the Mediterranean the

Communist parties, especially in France and Italy, were not only pro-Soviet but also serious competitors for

power. In addition the Soviet Union was pushing for a new agreement with Turkey regarding control over

the Dardanelles that would have given the Soviet navy access to the still British-dominated Mediterranean.

The Soviet Union also refused to withdraw its troops from oil-rich and strategically important Iran.21

Anglo-Soviet confrontations at successive sessions of the Council of Foreign Ministers in the second half of

the 1940s persuaded London and Washington to cooperate closely. Still, Britain continued to pursue an

independent foreign policy. This climaxed in 1949 when, despite much criticism from Washington, London

recognized Communist China following Mao's victory in the Chinese civil war. The British, however, put the

blame squarely onto the Americans for their frequent discord. They faulted Washington for underestimating

the UK's economic weakness and for under-appreciating the country's global challenges. The Labour

government was particularly upset by the McMahon Act, which a reluctant President Harry S. Truman

signed in August 1946. This legislation brought to an end Anglo-American cooperation in atomic matters

despite Churchill and Roosevelt having signed an agreement for postwar collaboration.

p. 145

22

Most important in immediate practical terms was Britain's �nancial predicament. Its accumulated debt of

over 4.7 billion pounds sterling, the abrupt termination of lend-lease in August 1945, the wartime sale of

overseas assets valuing £1.1 billion, and the resulting loss of future revenues from these assets became a

major problem. Although British negotiator John Maynard Keynes was optimistic that he could persuade the

United States to extend a generous interest-free loan to Britain given its wartime sacri�ces, the Truman

administration proved very stubborn. Eventually in December 1945 the US agreed to o�er a loan of $3.75

billion at 2 percent interest and largely forgave Britain's lend-lease debt. But in return it compelled Britain

to ratify the 1944 Bretton Woods agreement, which established a new international monetary order

characterized by �xed exchange rates pegged to the dollar and other features that ushered in a US-

dominated economic order. The British had to agree to make the pound sterling convertible, a condition

aimed at eviscerating Britain's imperial preference system. In the event, the e�ort was aborted in 1947

because the British economy proved too weak to sustain convertibility.23

Taking into account Britain's extensive military commitments abroad, that same year the House of

Commons voted to continue wartime conscription and even extend the length of service from 12 months to

�rst 18 and then 24 months. This also explains why the Labour government believed it had no choice but to

develop a British atomic bomb. Although notions of prestige and international status in�uenced the top-

secret decision, formally taken in January 1947, there was also a “strategic rationale for a British bomb,”

albeit a highly expensive one which the country could not a�ord. Even more than in the US, the relationship

between Britain's commitments and resources required more bang for the buck.24
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The receipt of the lion's share of Marshall Plan funds sustained Britain in the early postwar years, but this

aid would not last forever. The obvious solution was to reduce Britain's defense expenditure by curtailing its

global commitments. Britain signi�cantly reduced its global commitments after May 1948 when the Labour

government returned its old League of Nations mandate for Palestine to the new United Nations. Israel was

founded soon thereafter. Already on August 15, 1947 London had honored its wartime commitment to grant

independence to India in return for Indian support. London withdrew from the subcontinent, unable to

prevent the outbreak of civil war, which led to the death of up to a million people, the displacement of 12.5

million more, and the establishment of an independent Pakistan.  The withdrawal from India and Palestine

was not su�cient, however, to match Britain's diminishing resources more closely with the country's

global responsibilities. Sacri�ces had to be made in Europe, too.

25

London gave notice in early 1947 that the British would have to withdraw from Greece. This decision

precipitated President Truman's announcement of the Truman Doctrine, pledging the US to support any

country confronting communist aggression anywhere. Historians often present Britain's threat to withdraw

from Greece as a deliberate ploy designed to cement US involvement in cold war Europe. The evidence

suggests otherwise. Britain was a severely overstretched country desperate to cut its commitments.

p. 146
26

It was Labour's foreign secretary, Ernest Bevin, who negotiated the Brussels Treaty Organization that

created a defensive alliance with the French and the Benelux countries in 1948 to signal to Washington that

Britain and the Europeans had begun to organize against a potential military onslaught by the Red Army.

Subsequently, the US and Canada began negotiating with the major Western European countries to establish

a North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). The NATO treaty, including that important Article 5 that

guaranteed mutual military assistance in the case of an attack, was signed in April 1949.27

When North Korean forces crossed the 38th parallel into South Korea in June 1950, the Labour government,

now fully committed to the principle of collective security, joined the US in a war that was formally

conducted under UN auspices. This exhausting and drawn-out con�ict proved to be very unpopular at

home, generating heated disputes that almost brought down Attlee's government. The economic sacri�ces

needed for British rearmament made necessary the �rst cuts in the provisions of the national health service.

Prescription charges were introduced on dental care and spectacles that the health service previously

provided for free. This, at the time, highly controversial step, led to the resignation of ministers, including

Nye Bevan and Harold Wilson, the future prime minister.  But Attlee recovered. His dramatic trip to

Washington in early December 1950 to consult with Truman when the president was widely rumored to be

considering dropping an atomic bomb to break the stalemate in Korea received much positive attention in

Britain.

28

29

Attlee's evident success in dissuading Truman from crossing the brink notwithstanding, the rumors of US

nuclear saber rattling focused the minds of many Britons on the unpalatable fact that Britain was now

clearly the junior partner to a reckless American superpower that presided over Britain's fortune, and even

survival. If that was not enough, the rearmament of West Germany, which the United States favored and

strongly pushed onto its Western allies to strengthen the number of conventional forces at the disposal of

the West, caused prolonged controversy and heated debates in both Britain and France.30

When Churchill succeeded Attlee as prime minister in the general election of October 1951 with a narrow

majority of 17 seats, he largely continued Labour's foreign policy. Despite Churchill's strongly pro-

European speeches as leader of the opposition, he con�rmed Britain's non-participation in the 1950

European Coal and Steel Community (the Schuman Plan), which would lead to the 1957 Rome treaties. These

treaties established the European Economic Community (EEC) and the European Atomic Energy Community

(Euratom). Building on the United Kingdom's historic detachment from the continent and seeking to

reinforce its special relationship with the United States, Britain had refused to participate in the

negotiations. After the sudden death of Stalin in March 1953, however, Churchill's strong anti-communism
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mellowed signi�cantly. Increasingly fearful of a nuclear Armageddon, he became consumed by attempts to

organize a summit meeting with the new American president, Dwight D. Eisenhower, and the new

Kremlin leadership. The 79-year-old British prime minister wished to re-open the Potsdam conference and

bring it to a successful conclusion by terminating the cold war. He proposed to reunite Germany on a neutral

basis and achieve a peaceful all-European settlement of the East-West con�ict. However, this came to

nothing as Eisenhower and West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer felt that it was much too dangerous

to reunite Germany before the country's western half (the Federal Republic of Germany, FRG) was �rmly

integrated with the Western camp.

p. 147

31

While British leaders and diplomats tended to be less focused on the ideological contest with the Soviet

Union than many American policymakers, the vast majority of the British did assess a Soviet invasion and

subsequent domination of the European continent by Moscow as a serious threat. This would not only

threaten Britain's democratic way of life but also its very survival as a small o�shore island dependent on a

capitalist economy and vital trading links with the outside world. Churchill's attempt at a rapprochement

with the Kremlin in 1953–4 was a unique and even idiosyncratic initiative which was dismissed by most

within Britain's political class as an elderly politician's last desperate attempt to shape world events. West

Germany gained full membership of NATO in May 1955, and a summit did take place in Geneva that year, in

July. It nevertheless had little e�ect on the by then deep division of the European continent.

An ailing Churchill had been pushed into retirement shortly before the Geneva summit. Within just over a

year, his successor as prime minister, Anthony Eden, presided over the most crucial event for British cold

war history in October/November 1956. Eden's fateful decision to collude secretly with France and Israel in

order to bomb Egypt and recapture the Suez Canal in the wake of Egyptian President Nasser's

nationalization of the Anglo-French Universal Suez Maritime company caused a major world crisis. Within a

short period of time, however, Britain and France were forced to abandon their invasion. “Anthony, have

you gone out of your mind? You’ve deceived me,” Eisenhower shouted at Eden before he broke o� all

personal contact with the British prime minister and the British embassy in Washington.32

Eisenhower was furious. Not only was he in the middle of a re-election campaign, which he fought on a

platform of having preserved world peace, but his close ally and World War II comrade had kept him in the

dark. Further, the US president feared that Eden's resort to atavistic imperialism would open the

strategically vital Middle East to Soviet in�uence. It had already de�ected attention from the Kremlin's

almost simultaneous brutal suppression of the popular uprising in Hungary. Reluctantly yet resolutely,

Eisenhower applied political and above all �nancial pressure to coerce America's allies to withdraw from the

attempt to subjugate Nasser. The British had intended to re-occupy their once huge military base on the

Suez Canal, which London had only vacated in 1954 after prolonged Anglo-Egyptian negotiations. In 1956

Anglo-American relations reached their nadir.33

France as well as Britain drew important conclusions from this ill-fated adventure, which have proven to be

crucial for the nature of British and French foreign policy until the present day. After Suez the French

concluded that the US was a most unreliable and untrustworthy ally and that therefore Paris had to develop

its own independent power position in the world. Means to do so included acquiring nuclear weapons and

assuming a leadership role in Europe by closely cooperating with the West Germans. The British learned an

entirely di�erent lesson. Without a trusting and intimate relationship with the US, London realized, Britain

could no longer play a global role. Thus, being on the right side of American foreign relations became the

primary if unspoken precept of Britain's foreign policy. As a corollary the Anglo-American “special

relationship” needed to be maintained and nurtured to the greatest extent possible. Cooperation with the

European continent and countries such as France and West Germany were regarded as secondary and

sometimes tertiary considerations.

p. 148
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Phase II: Britain and the cold war in the 1960s

It was therefore not surprising that only a year after the Suez debacle the new Harold Macmillan

government eagerly cooperated with the Eisenhower administration in the crisis in Lebanon. It led to the

short-lived deployment of American troops to that country and British paratroops to neighboring Jordan.

Nevertheless, any hopes Macmillan had of a more permanent joint Anglo-American Middle East strategy

did not materialize.  The Suez crisis proved to be a crucial event for Britain's reputation and self-image.

The enforced termination of the Anglo-French-Israeli campaign just 24 hours before the invading forces

would have recaptured the Suez Canal displayed the new political realities of the cold war world. Without US

support or at least agreement, no European power was capable of wielding global power.

34

On August 5, 1963 the three nuclear powers—the US, the Soviet Union, and the UK—signed the Nuclear Test

Ban Treaty. With the exception of the two-plus-four negotiations which brought about German uni�cation

in 1990, it was “the last time,” British cabinet minister Lord Hailsham observed, “that Britain appeared in

international negotiations as a Great Power.”  Indeed despite all the pretensions and grandstanding of the

Macmillan era, after the late 1950s the cold war world was largely a bipolar one.

35

The Berlin crisis of the late 1950s and early 1960s, for instance, saw the British only play a marginal role.

Prime Minister Macmillan did use the opportunity to embark on a much-publicized visit to Moscow to

bolster his election prospects in October 1959. But the US and the West Germans were highly critical of

Macmillan's summit diplomacy, and he only narrowly avoided humiliation at the hand of the Soviets.

Macmillan's overtures to the Russians not only did not defuse the crisis; they might even have given the

Kremlin the impression of Western dissonance and a keenness to �nd an easy way out.  In any case, the

Berlin crisis led to the building of the Berlin Wall in August 1961 and the brief but dangerous confrontation

between Russian and American tanks at Checkpoint Charlie in Berlin in October 1961.  Moreover,

Macmillan's attempts to save the Paris four-power summit conference in May 1960 by shuttling between

Eisenhower's and Khrushchev's hotel rooms had already proven futile. The Soviet leader exploited the

interception of the US U-2 spy plane to wreck the summit by insisting on an apology from Eisenhower,

which the American president refused to give. The failure of the summit terminated Macmillan's

unrealistic attempts to go down in history as a peacemaker by overlaying the cold war system with regular

summits of the major powers. London was hardly consulted during the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962,

although Macmillan did pass on his advice to the White House via Britain's ambassador, a personal friend of

Kennedy's. Still, the prime minister's recommendations had no perceptible impact.

36

37

p. 149

38

The British did not delude themselves about their increasing lack of in�uence in Washington. This was one

of the main reasons why Churchill's peacetime government had already given the go-ahead for the

prohibitively expensive development of a British hydrogen bomb. In 1954 Britain had exploded its �rst

atomic bomb, and three years later it successfully tested a thermonuclear device. This put the country �rmly

back into the nuclear club. In fact, once Britain had exploded its own “superbomb,” Congress amended the

McMahon Act to again allow Britain access to American nuclear expertise. The “Sputnik shock” of 1957 and

the perception of huge Soviet advances in the development of intercontinental missile technology provided

Britain with additional leverage. The British White Paper of April 1957, however, implemented severe cuts in

London's defense budget. Britain reduced its forces based in Germany by more than 40 percent,

conscription was ended in 1960, and both the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force were signi�cantly diminished

in size. As an alternative the White Paper foresaw a greater reliance on Britain's nuclear capacity in an e�ort

to gain more bang for the buck. Eisenhower's “New Look” policy of the mid-1950s was being imitated in the

UK.39

Yet because attempts at developing Britain's own missile, Blue Streak, for the country's nuclear warheads

proved intolerably expensive, and the design was technologically �awed, London had to rely on American
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missiles to transport its warheads. Thus, America's cancellation of the Skybolt missile in 1962, which had

been promised to Britain, cast doubt on the future of British nuclear capabilities. A humiliated Macmillan

had to approach President Kennedy cap in hand during the Bermuda conference of December 1962 to obtain

American Polaris missiles for Britain's nuclear warheads. Only after much hesitation and British cajoling did

Kennedy o�er Polaris missiles to the UK during that conference. Kennedy also o�ered them to the French,

but Paris, set on developing its own capacity, refused. In light of NATO's new “�exible response” strategy,

which replaced the “massive retaliation” doctrine of the Eisenhower era, Britain's in�uence on cold war

nuclear strategy, regardless of the Polaris missiles, declined precipitously.40

The Macmillan government's application in 1961 to become a member of the European Economic

Community (EEC) symbolized Britain's inability to act on a global scale. Washington had repeatedly

emphasized to London that it would be a more useful and stronger partner for the United States if the UK

became a full member of the EEC.  Macmillan likewised realized that for economic and �nancial reasons

joining the EEC was highly desirable. At heart, his government was no more pro-European than its

predecessors. But he was more pragmatic and perhaps somewhat less focused on Britain's past imperial

grandeurs.

41

French President Charles de Gaulle, however, viewed Britain's membership application with great suspicion.

He perceived London as a Trojan horse for American in�uence in the EEC and worried that, once inside,

the British would attempt to take over the leadership of the EEC. De Gaulle intended to share French

dominance of the six-nation club with no one. He had arrived at a good working arrangement with the West

Germans, who despite their economic miracle believed that the Nazi legacy precluded their exercising

predominant power within the EEC. Moreover, de Gaulle was able to moderate the aging West German

chancellor's re�exively pro-American posture. In January 1963 he signed the Elysée treaty with Adenauer

shortly after vetoing Britain's entry into the EEC. The original preamble, which the West German parliament

ultimately nulli�ed, contained strong anti-American language.

p. 150

42

Macmillan was a good actor. With the help of an elegant Edwardian style coupled with intellectual arrogance

and considerable personal charm, he had succeeded in persuading many that Britain's global importance

had been stabilized and even revived after the Suez disaster. In reality this was not the case. Despite

Macmillan's appealing slogan “You have never had it so good,” the British economy's sliding course had

not been stopped let alone reversed.  Britain's importance in the cold war further declined after

Macmillan's resignation in October 1963 and replacement by his foreign secretary, Alec Douglas-Home.

During the two Labour governments of Harold Wilson (1964–70 and 1974–6), Britain's fall from the ranks

of the great powers became so apparent that no Briton could pretend otherwise.

43

Wilson did stand up to US President Lyndon Johnson's repeated requests for British military assistance in

Vietnam. He was deeply convinced that succumbing to Washington's pressure would be folly. While Wilson

and the Foreign O�ce sympathized with America's struggle against communism in Southeast Asia, with

virtually no dissent they judged the war unwinnable. Moreover, forced to protect the new Malaysian

federation against attacks from Indonesia, Britain had no troops to spare. In addition, Wilson's Labour

government only had a majority of three seats, and the left wing of his party would never have allowed him

to send troops to Vietnam. Wilson's way out was to attempt to mediate in the con�ict. This proved worse

than futile; at times Johnson was openly dismissive of Wilson.44

In 1967 Wilson's Labour government applied for British EEC membership for a second time; de Gaulle

vetoed it again. Wilson doubtless predicted this result; he probably applied primarily in order to appease the

United States. Johnson kept urging Britain to give it another try. Wilson may also have wanted to signal to

the international �nancial markets (and his domestic audience) that the government had a clear strategy for

overcoming the country's dire economic di�culties. Between late 1964 and the middle of 1966, London had

to cope with three currency crises, a continuing signi�cant balance of payments de�cit, and a high exchange
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Phase III: Britain and the cold war from the late 1960s to the end of the cold war

rate against the dollar. In November 1967 a painful devaluation of the pound sterling by 14.3 percent against

the dollar could no longer be avoided. These di�culties drove Wilson's decision to withdraw from the

important port of Aden and other British possessions east of Suez. For an explanation as to why Britain's

economy nonetheless remained so troubled, Wilson could point the �nger at de Gaulle.

After the November 1967 sterling crisis, the up-and-coming Labour politician Roy Jenkins became

Chancellor of the Exchequer. Jenkins immediately insisted on further reducing London's overseas

obligations and a more concentrated focus on Europe. In January 1968 Wilson announced that by the end of

1971 the British would surrender all their military bases in both the Far East and the Persian Gulf, with the

exception of Hong Kong. The forces deployed in the Far East were drawn down signi�cantly, and the

remaining troops relocated to Europe. It mattered little that the main cold war theatres had shifted to Asia

and the Middle East. The retreat from east of Suez, Sean Greenwood aptly writes, “was an incontrovertible

turning point. The �g leaf which had obscured the threadbare British pretensions to globalism �uttered to

the ground.”

p. 151

45

Despite this withdrawal from its global commitments and a new focus on Europe, Britain's importance to

the European cold war theater continued to wane. The British did not play a particularly signi�cant role in

the mid- to late 1960s rapprochement in East-West relations, soon to be referred to as détente. It was de

Gaulle who traveled to Moscow in June 1966 to lay the groundwork. The West Germans soon followed suit by

forging closer commercial, political, and cultural relations with East Germany (GDR) and other Eastern

European states. In Washington the new Nixon administration viewed Chancellor Willy Brandt's Ostpolitik

highly critically.46

Prime Minister Wilson and the British did not share the alarm of their American allies. Unlike Nixon and his

national security advisor, Henry Kissinger, Wilson did not perceive the West Germans as too pro-Soviet or

prepared to trade uni�cation for neutrality and the severance of their links with the West. Wilson's ability to

calm American concerns about détente in Europe was modest, however. Only when the Americans felt that

they were back in charge of East-West relations, with the negotiation of the 1972 Berlin treaty that

stabilized the volatile Berlin situation for good and the development of superpower détente in the context of

Nixon's Moscow summit with Brezhnev, did their alarm at West German and French overtures to the East

decrease.  Except for comparatively modest trade initiatives with the GDR and some other Eastern

European states, the British were largely bystanders to these developments.

47

48

Con�dent of victory, Wilson called a snap election in early 1970. To his consternation, the Conservative

Edward Heath won. Heath's term in o�ce was notable for two developments. Domestically the country was

torn asunder by strikes and economic discontent. Externally, Anglo-American relations grew more distant.

Heath became the only British prime minister since World War II to keep America at arm's length. He never

used the term “special relationship.” Heath almost treated the United States as just one of many allies and

devoted his energies almost entirely to negotiating Britain's membership in the EEC. After painful and long-

drawn out negotiations, he succeeded in 1973.  De Gaulle's resignation in April 1969 and a much more

constructive and �exible new French president, Georges Pompidou, were decisive. Pompidou sought to

balance the West Germans, who increasingly dominated the EEC economically and �nancially. But Heath

also enjoyed the support of West Germany's Willy Brandt. Brandt wished to demonstrate his pro-European

bona �des to overcome American skepticism about Ostpolitik. Moreover, the December 1969 EEC summit in

The Hague produced an agreement on a new strategic concept for the future which included British

membership.

49
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Counter-intuitively, the admission of Britain to EEC membership in 1973 completed Britain's fall from great

power status. The country had to accept its status as one among other European powers, and in an EEC

context it was not even the strongest country. Both West Germany and France were more in�uential, though

only the French could match the British in military terms.

Margaret Thatcher, who moved to Downing Street in May 1979, sought to change this. Like all her

predecessors except Heath, Thatcher thought in global rather than in European terms. And with the help of

her personal friendship with new US President Ronald Reagan, Thatcher believed she could make Britain

great again. The goal proved unreachable. Thatcher did obtain at a reasonable price the Trident missile as a

successor to Polaris. And albeit not without hesitation, the US did support Britain in the Falklands war

against Argentina in 1982.  Yet, without minimizing Thatcher's importance to Reagan, the Anglo-

American “special relationship” was far from his top priority. He focused much more on the changing

Soviet leadership and the ever louder dissenting movements in Poland and other Eastern European

countries than on any of the Western European countries, including Britain.

51

52

Overcoming massive public protests in both Europe and the United States, in 1983 the Reagan

administration, allegedly as a counter to the Soviet SS-20 missiles, deployed its own Pershing II and

Tomahawk cruise missiles to its NATO allies. At the 1986 American-Soviet bilateral summit conference in

Reykjavik, Iceland, however, Reagan, without consulting the Western Europeans, almost agreed with

Gorbachev on the total elimination of all nuclear weapons. Thatcher was outraged—and personally

insulted.  Reagan did not care. When the Americans and Soviets signed the Intermediate Nuclear Force

Treaty (INF) in December 1987, they again ignored the Europeans. With the United States protected by its

strategic deterrent an ocean away, Thatcher, as well as West Germany's Helmut Kohl and other European

leaders, feared a decoupling of America's commitment to the nuclear and also conventional defense of the

European continent. Reagan's response was to bypass them. The two superpowers unilaterally agreed to the

so-called “zero option”—the removal from European soil of the American Pershing missiles and cruise

missiles as well as the Soviet SS-20s.

53

By the late 1980s the tide of popular mass protests in Eastern Europe proved to be unstoppable, breaching

the Berlin Wall in November 1989. Instead of jumping onto the bandwagon, as US President George H.W.

Bush, French President Mitterrand, and ultimately even Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev did, Thatcher

watched in horror. Remembering all too well the atrocities of the Nazis during her youth, and personally

disliking West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, she recoiled at the prospect of the recreation of a united

and even more economically powerful Germany. Thatcher wished to preserve the cold war world. Only after

Gorbachev accepted German uni�cation in the summer of 1990 did Thatcher accept the inevitable and

reluctantly express her support. However, she continued to speak of an independent but democratic East

Germany and believed that uni�cation should come about only after an unde�ned period of transition.p. 153 54

Thatcher's Euroskepticism was almost as profound as her anti-German feelings.  She also balked at

Mitterrand's suggested integration of a united Germany into the European Community and the creation of a

common European currency, rejecting the Maastricht Treaty of 1991–2 which led to the EC evolving into the

European Union (EU). Because of responsibilities dating back to the Potsdam Conference, Britain did join

with France in the two-plus-four negotiations which led to German uni�cation in October 1990. But neither

played signi�cant roles. The West Germans and the US called the shots.

55

Britain's marginalization at the end of the cold war re�ected the country's global standing by this stage: the

empire had disintegrated, the British Commonwealth never developed into a formidable instrument, the

country continued to be beset by economic problems, the “special relationship” with the US had evolved

into a one-sided a�air, and Britain's foreign and economic policy had to a large extent been redirected

toward Europe. Yet, the British were never comfortable with limiting their sights to Europe and remained an

awkward partner within the EC. The longing for a global role continued to in�uence British political
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thinking. Dean Acheson's 1962 statement that Britain had “lost an Empire and not yet found a role”

continues to capture the British dilemma.56

Conclusion

Britain played an important if not crucial role during the �rst ten years of the cold war. By the time of the

Suez crisis of 1956, however, much of its international in�uence had dissipated. The withdrawal from east

of Suez, announced in 1968 for economic reasons, e�ectively ended Britain's role as a world power. Just over

twenty years later, when the cold war came to an end, few would have regarded the country as a truly vital

player in international a�airs. Yet, largely by cooperating closely with the US and milking the legacy of

empire as much as possible, Britain continued to punch above its weight in world politics. This was a

deliberate bipartisan strategy of Britain's political elite; it was not a policy dictated by the international

structures of the cold war system. The economic recovery of the 1990s and the �rst decade of the 21st

century extended this trend. For instance, British Prime Minister Tony Blair's keen cooperation with

President George W. Bush in the unprovoked invasion of Iraq in 2003 was not only a clearly illegal but also

an entirely “unnecessary war.” Furthermore, although initated and mostly paid for by the United States, it

was Britain and France which successfully waged the air war that proved decisive in the rebel forces’

overthrow of Libyas’ dictator Muammar Gadda� in 2011.

The dire consequences of the “great recession,” which began in 2008, and the implementation of a severe

austerity program that targeted both domestic and foreign policy in an e�ort to stave o� bankruptcy makes

it questionable whether the country can sustain a truly international role. A simultaneous renewed

Euroskepticism has become an increasingly pervasive obsession of many British policymakers. It is

undermining Britain's standing as a leading power within the European Union and, by implication, in the

world at large. Still, similar doubts about the UK's ability to be an important global and European player

were expressed in the 1960s and 1970s, and London did manage to hang on to at least moderate

international in�uence. It may well do so again in the coming decades.

p. 154
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10 Western Europe 
Andreas Etges

This chapter explores the role and experience of Western Europe in the Cold War. It explains that

Western Europe is not a precise political or geographical entity, and that its role in the Cold War can

only be understood in the context of its changing internal dynamics and changing relationship with

the United States, the Soviet Union, and countries of Eastern Europe. The chapter argues that Western

Europe both shaped and was shaped by Cold War in a political, economic, military, cultural, and

ideological sense, and also considers the German question, Franco-German rapprochement and

European integration, and military aspects of the Western alliance.

In a speech before the United Nations General Assembly in New York on October 1, 1990, President George

H.W. Bush celebrated the end of the cold war: “The long twilight struggle that for forty-�ve years has

divided Europe, our two nations [the United States and the Soviet Union], and much of the world has come

to an end.” With regard to the o�cial act of German reuni�cation, scheduled for October 3, 1990, he

declared: “Two days from now, the world will be watching when the cold war is formally buried in Berlin.”

The end of the cold war, like its beginning, cannot be pinned down to a certain day or event. For many

contemporaries, nevertheless, among them President Bush, it was the fall of the Berlin Wall, beginning on

November 9, 1989.

1

Whichever date one picks, Europe was the crucial battleground, where the cold war began and ended.

Germany and especially Berlin took center stage from start to �nish, and not only because of its location in

Central Europe. In many ways “the German question,” as it came to be called, was the crucial question of

the cold war. The defeat of Germany had united the Allies during World War II. Over the subsequent decades,

making sure that it would never again start a war remained a main goal for the Soviet Union, for the nations

around Germany, and even for the United States.
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When examining Western Europe during the cold war, it is important to keep the following points in mind:

�rst, “Western Europe” is not a precise political or geographical entity. It consisted of more than a dozen

nation states, of which a large number joined a military, an economic, and a political alliance, while others

like Austria, Sweden, and Switzerland—each for di�erent reasons—stayed “neutral.”

Second, Western Europe during the cold war can only be understood in the context of its changing internal

dynamics and changing relationship with the United States, as well as its relations with the Soviet Union

and the countries of Eastern Europe. While observers often regard the cold war as a special period of

Western unity, based on common goals and a common enemy, there were a signi�cant number of internal

con�icts among the countries of Western Europe and with the United States. Third, even though Europe was

often the main battleground of the cold war, developments on the continent cannot be separated from those

in other parts of the world, especially the European states’ former colonies.

This essay cannot do full justice to all of these issues and to all of the countries of Western Europe during the

cold war. Thus it will concentrate on those issues that are most fundamental and illustrative, such as the

German question, Franco-German rapproachement and European integration, the military aspects of the

Western alliance, European powers and decolonization, détente and Ostpolitik, the resurgence of the cold

war during the 1980s, and, �nally, German reuni�cation and the end of the cold war.

p. 159

In a political, economic, military, cultural, and ideological sense, Western Europe was a product of the cold

war itself. This essay will show how it both shaped and was shaped by the confrontation, with broad

international repercussions. Other “battle�elds” were much more bloody, but the roots of the cold war and

�nally also its solution have to be located in Europe.

To contextualize the cold war issues that consumed Europe, it is necessary to discuss brie�y how World War

II changed the balance of power between the United States and Western Europe as well as the relationship

between the two. While much of Western Europe was in ruins at the end of the war, the US emerged not only

as the strongest economic and military power but also as one of the most powerful “European” players. This

development did not come naturally. The warning of George Washington to “steer clear of permanent

alliances with any portion of the free world,” echoed by Thomas Je�erson (“entangling alliances with

none”), and followed by the Monroe Doctrine in 1823, had dominated US foreign policy into the 20th

century. The results of World War I con�rmed the view of many Americans that staying out of European

con�icts had been a smart policy, which in turn led to a resurgence of isolationist views.

Internationalists like Henry R. Luce, the publisher and editor of Life and Time, worked hard to convince the

American people that it was time they accepted a new international role for their country. His famous essay

“The American Century,” published in Life on February 17, 1941, was a sharp rejection of isolationism and a

passionate plea to �nally act as “the most powerful and the most vital nation in the world.” It turned out to

be a prophetic description of the 20th century as an “American Century.” Writing several months before the

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Luce argued that in order to stay secure, American lines of defense could

not be limited to the homeland anymore. Instead, the country had to be defended globally and act as the

arsenal of its allies. But American leadership should not end there: it should “defend and even [. . .] promote,

encourage and incite so-called democratic principles throughout the world,” use its in�uence “for such

purposes as we see �t and by such means as we see �t,” and in general be “the Good Samaritan of the entire

world.”  During World War II, many Americans began to change their outlook on the world and reluctantly

agree that their country had become and should be a global power along the lines described by Luce. The

early years of the cold war, especially events in Europe, quickly drowned whatever isolationist tendencies

were still lingering.

2

Con�icts among the Allies had become visible during major meetings at Yalta in February 1945 and in

Potsdam in July and August of the same year. There was basic agreement regarding policy toward Germany
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and Austria, which, like their capitals Berlin and Vienna, were each divided into four zones of occupation

(Soviet, American, British, and French). The issue of Soviet domination of Eastern Europe, especially

regarding Poland's borders and “free elections” promised in the Yalta “Declaration of Liberated Europe,”

was much more controversial. It would be wrong, though, to charge Presidents Franklin D. Roosevelt and

Harry S. Truman with having “betrayed” Poland and Eastern Europe. Nevertheless, Stalin surely got the

upper hand here and later ignored the declaration. In 1946 and 1947 what contemporaries such as Walter

Lippmann started to call the “cold war” escalated.

p. 160

On March 5, 1946, former British Prime Minister Winston Churchill famously deplored the emergence of a

Soviet-dominated sphere in Europe: “From Stettin in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic, an iron curtain has

descended across the Continent.”  A speech by Joseph Stalin a month earlier in which he had blamed the two

world wars on the capitalist system was read in the West as declaring a state of war as long as capitalism

existed. A most important analysis on the American side came from George F. Kennan, the chargé d’a�aires

at the US Embassy in Moscow. In the so-called “Long Telegram” to Secretary of State James Byrnes of

February 22, 1946, he argued that for the Soviet Union there could be “no permanent modus vivendi” with

the United States. In a follow-up article in Foreign A�airs, he suggested a “policy of �rm containment

designed to confront the Russians with unalterable counterforce at every point where they show signs of

encroaching upon the interests of a peaceful and stable world.”

3

4

The confrontation was not limited to rhetoric. The Soviet Union continuously tightened its grip on Eastern

Europe, while the United States, perceiving that stabilizing Western Europe was of utmost urgency, was

working on a postwar order of its own. These e�orts had political, military, and economic components,

most prominently spelled out in the closely-linked Truman Doctrine and in the Marshall Plan. In order to

gain Congressional support for military and economic aid worth 400 million dollars to Turkey and Greece in

March 1947, Truman and others used an early version of the Domino Theory. They warned that if the United

States did not act now, the spread of communism would become unstoppable.  Economic hardships and

hunger, made worse by an extremely cold winter in Western Europe, might also lead to a political turn to the

left. In June 1947 Secretary of State George C. Marshall announced a plan for a European Recovery Program

(ERP). Opposition in the US Congress quickly broke down after the communists seized power in

Czechoslovakia in February 1948. The United States o�ered support to all European countries but Spain,

which remained a dictatorship. The rejection of the o�er by the Eastern European countries and Russia

came as no surprise to the Americans. But with the exception of Finland, which feared a Soviet reaction, all

the Western European countries, including Austria, Sweden, and Switzerland, pro�ted from the more than

13 billion dollars allotted until 1952. While the Marshall Plan was not solely responsible for the economic

recovery of Western Europe during the following years, the funds made a big di�erence. They also made the

American presence in Europe even more visible.

5

6

Whether the juxtaposition of the Marshall Plan and the Truman Doctrine was responsible for the formal

division, whether it only con�rmed a pre-existing division, or whether it should be judged as a positive plan

for all of Europe as opposed to a negative one for Eastern Europe, remain contested questions.  In a way,

one can answer all three in the a�rmative: the danger from the communists in Western Europe was

exaggerated and a main goal of the Marshall Plan was to bind Western Europe closer to the United States.

The Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan no doubt cemented the division that had become apparent

before March 1947. In that respect the dynamics caused by decisions and events in the East and in the West

should not be underestimated. The coup in Czechoslovakia con�rmed fears in the West, as did the Berlin

Blockade, which Stalin imposed on June 24, 1948. The latter was itself a reaction both to the Marshall Plan

and to the introduction of a new currency by the three Western powers in their zones of Berlin. Blocking rail,

road, and waterways to the city, the Soviet Union hoped to prevent the foundation of a West German state.

But American and British forces kept West Berlin going by airlifting in supplies. The Soviets �nally ended

p. 161 7
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the blockade after more than 300 days without achieving their main goal: on May 24, 1949 the Federal

Republic of Germany (FRG) was founded.

The Berlin airlift was a crucial event in the early cold war. In the eyes of many Westerners, the Soviet Union

had shown its true face. But, underestimating Western resolve, it had been “contained” in its supposed

drive westwards. In addition, the airlift created a new bond between the Western allies and West Germans.

The Western victory had long-term consequences, especially for the United States. Committed to defending

Berlin in order to insure its credibility, its security interests became even more closely tied to those of

Western Europe than before.

Western commitment to West Germany's freedom was only one part of the new security architecture. After

the war it was not only the Soviet Union that regarded Germany's potential political, military, and economic

power with suspicion. The Western allies all agreed that Germany, like the Soviet Union, had to be

contained. For the United States this meant a policy of “double containment”: “the containment of the

Soviet Union at arm's length, and of West Germany with an embrace.”  The embrace mostly consisted of

binding the FRG to the West through international organizations and treaties even as measures were

instituted to constrain Germany's ability to produce weapons and conduct an independent foreign policy.

8

Beyond their impact on the German situation, events in Eastern Europe led to closer economic ties within

Western Europe and to a closer military cooperation between it and North America, giving rise to the

European Economic Community and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). The idea of a united

Europe, which Churchill promoted in 1946, gained urgency with the experience of two major wars and the

evolving cold war. While the Council of Europe was founded in May 1949, European integration began

largely in the economic sphere. France and the FRG, recognizing that they needed each other in order to

achieve their respective national ambitions, took the lead. The �rst step was the creation of the European

Coal and Steel Community on April 18, 1951, based on plans by Jean Monnet and French Foreign Minister

Robert Schuman. In the Treaty of Paris, France, Italy, West Germany, and the Benelux States agreed to

establish a joint market for their national coal and steel industries. Six years later, on March 25, 1957, the

European Economic Community (EEC) was founded by the same group of states through the Treaty of

Rome, creating among other things a customs union.

Although the United States feared Europe's emergence as a “third force,” it generally preferred European

cooperation to European division. Thus Washington lamented that Great Britain was not part of the

integration process, and was unhappy about the French veto of British membership in the EEC in both 1963

and 1967. French President Charles de Gaulle saw British entry as endangering French in�uence and the

Franco-German partnership. Americans focused on the danger of Soviet expansion.

p. 162

9

Debates about a Western defense alliance began in 1946. On March 17, 1948, only about a month after the

Czech coup, representatives of Belgium, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom

signed a treaty of mutual assistance in Brussels, pledging to establish a joint defensive system that included

military support in case of an armed attack on one of the partners. After the Berlin Blockade the European

initiative became a transatlantic one, involving Canada and the United States as well as Italy, Portugal,

Denmark, Iceland, and Norway. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization, America's �rst military peacetime

alliance, was founded on April 4, 1949 in Washington. The members pledged collectively to defend one

another in case of an armed attack. But while the containment of the Soviet Union was a driver of NATO's

founding, the organization also strove to complement e�orts toward European recovery and to bind

Western Europe together politically. Notwithstanding NATO's becoming a military alliance dominated by

the United States, it grew out of a European initiative which quickly found strong support in North America.

In its �rst two years NATO was more of a political than a military endeavor. Again it was an external event

that gave a decisive push to transforming NATO into a more formal military alliance with an integrated
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military structure. To Truman and others, the Korean War (1950–3) was a challenge by the Soviets that, if

unanswered, would trigger fateful developments in the region and beyond. A year before, the United States

had not only lost its nuclear bomb monopoly when the Russians successfully detonated their �rst plutonium

bomb on August 29, 1949, but it had also “lost” China to communism. With the armistice signed in July

1953, for some in the West another part of Asia was “lost” as well.

The Korean War also changed the dynamics of military cooperation in Western Europe and led to a

militarization of the cold war. With American forces committed to Korea, the United States, bolstered by

British support, demanded a West German contribution to Western defense e�orts. The French

government, its own troops deployed to Indochina and afraid of an independent German army, suggested a

European Defense Community (EDC) in order to envelope German forces within a supranational command.

Fearful that the EDC did not provide su�cient security against a resurgent Germany, however, in August

1954 the French National Assembly refused to ratify the treaty. The British resolved the impasse by

proposing that West Germany's rearmament come about through membership in the Western European

Union (WEU) and NATO. The WEU was founded in October 1954 as an institutional means to add West

Germany and Italy to the original signatories to the 1948 Treaty of Brussels. This way France along with

Britain and the other European states could carefully monitor its rearmament. The next step was for the FRG

to join NATO in May 1955 (Turkey and Greece had joined in 1952). As members of a collective security

organization, the West Germans could now o�cially rearm and regain general sovereignty. The remaining

restrictions on heavy industries were also lifted, although the development of an atomic, biological, or

chemical warfare capability was strictly prohibited.

p. 163

The integration of West Germany into a Western economic and military bloc was answered in similar

fashion in the East. Again, the economy came �rst with the establishment of the Council for Mutual

Economic Assistance (Comecon) in January 1949 by the Soviet Union and its East European allies. Five years

later, in May 1955, the Warsaw Pact, a political and military alliance, was founded as a counterpart to NATO.

The German Democratic Republic (GDR) joined Comecon in 1950 and was a founding member of the Warsaw

Treaty organization. A year later the East German National People's Army was created.

By 1955–6 the two opposite blocs at the center of the East-West con�ict had been formally established in

political, military, and economic ways. There were changes over time, but the basic features remained more

or less the same, in some cases even after the end of the cold war. For the Western countries distinct

national interests emerged, but they were all bound to and dependent on each other. There was a lot of

cooperation, but also competition and struggles among them throughout the cold war.

First, economically, militarily, and to some extent even politically the United States had become a European

power. It had given billions of dollars to European recovery and through its military shield—especially

nuclear deterrence—guaranteed the security of Western Europe. While the US was the dominant power in

the West, it was unable to impose its will on its allies. The populations of its West European allies had

largely welcomed or even asked for US support, which is why Geir Lundestad termed the relationship an

“empire by invitation.”  To be sure, the United States did not act purely out of altruism. Believing it was

engaged in a deadly struggle with the Soviet bloc, it needed a strong Western Europe both for its own

security and so that it could showcase the bene�ts of being an American ally. Political, military, and

economic integration of Western Europe and across the Atlantic also meant that there would be less

willingness and opportunity on the part of the smaller Western countries to pursue an independent foreign

policy or even think about neutrality, which from the American point of view would have been tantamount

to defecting. That was especially true for Germany.

10

Second, for Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and other FRG leaders, Western integration was a primary goal, for

many even more important than uni�cation. Reconciliation with its European neighbors, especially “arch-

enemy” France, was crucial for the FRG's economic recovery and largely successful integration into the EEC,
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NATO, and parallel institutions. All of this in turn helped to stabilize the situation in Europe. What that

meant, however, was that reuni�cation with Eastern Germany became more di�cult.

Third, like the other West European powers, France and Great Britain needed American assistance after the

war not only to rebuild their economies, but also to keep their status as major international powers. Both

faced the same dilemma. While their great power status was “enshrined” in their permanent seats and veto

power in the United Nation's Security Council, they fought a hard, costly, and ultimately losing battle to

keep their colonial empires. Yet they pursued their goals in di�erent ways and often in competition with one

another. The French focused on Western European integration as a means to become more independent of

the United States. They thought it crucial to control German power, while also using it for French purposes.

The British emphasized their special relationship with the US, which made them America's closest ally, not

just in Europe. Neither in favor of European integration nor fully opposed, Great Britain stayed on the

sidelines in Europe and was twice denied membership in the EEC before joining in 1973. In many ways

Britain, which had never de�ned itself as a continental power, saw the Commonwealth as more important.

Furthermore, it understood its role as serving as a bridge between the United States and Europe.

p. 164

Fourth, like their larger neighbors, the smaller European countries in the EEC and NATO depended militarily

on the deterrent against communism provided by the United States even as they regarded American power

with distrust. However, they never became pawns of the larger powers, which needed their cooperation.

Keeping their own national interests in mind, the smaller European powers were quite successful in shaping

European and NATO policy. The latter mandated consultation and empowered the smaller countries through

its joint decision-making process.

In the 1950s the cold war became an increasingly global a�air. To be sure, the bloc confrontation in Europe

remained a dominant feature until the end. Yet, apart from a second major crisis in Berlin that extended

from 1958–61, the main crisis spots and the main battle�elds were outside of Europe. They often were

closely linked to European colonialism, however, especially that of Great Britain and France. Both succeeded

in acquiring �nancial, political, and military support from the US by framing the “colonial” con�icts in cold

war terms. Their victories proved pyrrhic ones, though.

With the pronouncement of the Truman Doctrine, the United States pledged to take over the British

“burdens” in Greece and Turkey. The Americans directly supported Great Britain in Iran, where the

government of Prime Minister Mohammed Mossadegh was nationalizing the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company

(AIOC). Some in the Truman administration worried that support for Britain might be seen as neocolonial

policy. In the end, the anti-communist trump card won, and the British got the support of the new

Eisenhower administration for a coup instigated jointly by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the

British MI6, but executed by the CIA with Iranian support. Mossadegh was overthrown on August 19, 1953,

and under Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi a pro-Western and anti-communist government was installed. To

the chagrin of the British, the Shah steadily distanced himself from London and gravitated toward

Washington, signaling the decline of British in�uence in the Middle East.

American support for France in regaining its empire in Indochina was equally controversial—and produced

similar consequences. The State Department's Southeast Asia desk lost to the European desk, which held

that because America's most vital interest was the security of Europe, supporting France took priority over

supporting independence in Vietnam. The French, moreover, claimed that their colonies in Indochina

served as a bulwark against the spread of communism through the region—and beyond. In spite of

American �nancial and military aid, the French lost the Battle of Dienbienphu in May 1954. The Geneva

Conference of 1954 began simultaneously with the French surrender and ended with the decision to divide

Vietnam at the 17th parallel. By the next year, France abandoned its e�orts to retain in�uence over the

government of South Vietnam, ceding responsibility to the United States.

p. 165
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For Britain and France, the balance of power in the Western alliance took a turn for the worse in 1956 with

the Suez Crisis. Great Britain and the United States saw Egypt under President Gamal Abdul Nasser as

moving ever closer to the Soviet orbit. When the US denied a promised credit to fund the building of the

Aswan Dam, Nasser retaliated by nationalizing the Suez Canal on July 26, 1956, in order to use the revenues

for the construction. That brought his ongoing dispute with London, which identi�ed the canal as its

imperial lifeline and symbol of its glorious past, to a climax. The invasion of Israeli forces via the Sinai

Peninsula in late October as well as the British and French invasion that brought a quick military victory a

few days later had been both carefully coordinated and concealed from the United States. With the Soviet

Union about to crush a revolt in Hungary and American presidential elections just a few days away,

Eisenhower responded angrily. The administration submitted a resolution in the UN demanding a cease�re

and withdrawal of all foreign troops. The Suez Crisis meant the end of British and French power in Egypt

and the Middle East.12

The United States and the Soviet Union �lled the vacuum. For Eisenhower, the main goal was to contain

both communism and Arab nationalism in a region of major oil-producing countries. Western Europeans

were and still are much more dependent on oil from the Middle East than the Americans. But with economic

stability of Western Europe and other parts of the West being a central element of US strategy, stability in

the Middle East to guarantee the supply of cheap oil was of vital importance.

Beginning in 1963 and even more so in the late 1960s, attempts to �nd common ground between the two

blocs gained support. At the same time, growing divisions inside the Western alliance became visible and

sometimes even overshadowed the East-West con�ict. When John F. Kennedy visited Europe in June of

1963, divisions with the French government under President Charles de Gaulle, who had returned to power

in the summer of 1958 and renewed France's historic emphasis on greatness and autonomy, were growing.

One of the main purposes of Kennedy's visit was to reassert the importance of the Western alliance—under

American leadership. De Gaulle accused the Americans of asking for burden-sharing while resisting power-

sharing. His determination to keep Great Britain out of the common market was also partly based on his

view that British membership would mean indirect US membership. But to reduce America's in�uence, he

needed Germany. In January 1963 de Gaulle and West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer signed the

Franco-German treaty of friendship (Elysée Treaty) which included regular consultations between the

leaders of both countries. The Americans saw the treaty as a possible Franco-German axis that could even

lead to a separate settlement with the Soviet Union. But the Germans were not ready to choose between

France and the United States. The German parliament attached a preamble to the friendship treaty, which

repeatedly mentioned the United States and emphasized Germany's and Europe's strong Atlantic ties as well

as multilateral treaties, so that the emphasis was on both reconciliation and transatlantic consultation.

Another goal of Kennedy's trip was to renew American credibility in Europe, which had su�ered during the

height of the Second Berlin Crisis in 1961. Already in 1958 Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev had issued an

ultimatum regarding Berlin, demanding a new status for East Germany and Berlin. He wanted the latter to

become a “free” and demilitarized city, and threatened to conclude a separate peace treaty with East

Germany, which would have terminated the rights of the Western Allies regarding Berlin. The city, 180

kilometers inside the GDR, was used as an escape route by thousands of East Germans, among them many

academics, engineers, and doctors. The East German government put increasing pressure on the Soviet

Union to �nd a remedy. At the US-Soviet summit in Vienna in early June 1961, Khrushchev renewed his

ultimatum, hoping to scare the young American president, who appeared weak in the wake of the disastrous

Bay of Pigs invasion. Kennedy strongly rejected the ultimatum and both leaders threatened war. In a major

television address on July 25, 1961, Kennedy declared three essentials about which the United States would

not compromise: �rst, the occupation rights of the Allies in West Berlin; second, free access to West Berlin;

third, the freedom of the West Berliners. Western, and especially American, credibility, an essential element

of cold war thinking, was at stake. However, when on August 13, 1961, the East German government—after

p. 166
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having �nally received permission from the Soviet Union—completely closed access to West Berlin by

erecting barbed wire barriers (later reinforced with concrete walls), the only American and Western reaction

was strong protests.13

From the American point of view, Kennedy's essentials had not been violated. No one was ready to go to

war, possibly nuclear, for the freedom of the East Berliners and East Germans. And in some ways the

building of the wall even promised a relaxation of the tensions around Berlin. In late October 1961, however,

a dispute regarding the harassment of members of the US occupation authorities when entering the Eastern

part of Berlin—a small but serious infringement of Allied rights in Berlin—quickly escalated until American

and Soviet tanks faced each other for sixteen hours at the Checkpoint Charlie border crossing. Back-channel

diplomacy between Kennedy and Khrushchev dissolved this most dangerous crisis. The tank confrontation

at Checkpoint Charlie was the last major crisis over Berlin during the cold war. The wall helped to stabilize

the GDR, even if the political and human costs were high. Marc Trachtenberg even argues that by 1963 the

German problem had been turned into a “constructed peace” based on nuclear deterrence and the general

acceptance of the status quo in central Europe.14

Trachtenberg is right that by 1963 the environment in Europe had changed. It was John F. Kennedy who,

after the peaceful end to the Cuban Missile Crisis, began to question the logic of the cold war. The

installation of the hotline between the American and Russian government and the Limited Nuclear Test Ban

Treaty in the summer of 1963 were early signs of détente. While Adenauer was suspicious of the United

States directly negotiating with the Soviet Union, opposition leader Willy Brandt of the German Social

Democratic Party felt encouraged to pursue his own détente policy regarding Germany's Eastern neighbors.

Ostpolitik, as it became known, was based on similar ideas as those promoted by Kennedy and his successor

Lyndon B. Johnson, who spoke about healing the wounds in Europe by “building bridges” between East

and West through trade, exchange, aid, and mutual trust. While Johnson was increasingly occupied with

domestic problems and the Vietnam War, Brandt and his advisor Egon Bahr kept working hard on their

policy of “change through rapprochement.” When Brandt became foreign minister of a Grand Coalition in

December 1966 and then Chancellor in September 1969, he was able to make real progress. In 1971 he

received the Nobel Peace Prize for his policy of rapprochement. The Americans and Germans were not the

only ones putting out feelers to the East. In 1966 de Gaulle, who advocated “détente, entente, and

cooperation,” visited Moscow and started regular consultations with the Soviet government.

p. 167
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But de Gaulle's agenda and objectives di�ered from those of the United States and the FRG. In March 1966

he announced that France would withdraw from the military command structure of NATO, while remaining

part of the Alliance. Although not unexpected, this move created a crisis in the Atlantic Alliance, which had

already been divided about nuclear deterrence and nuclear sharing. The deployment of tactical nuclear

weapons in Europe to replace more expensive conventional American forces had begun in 1954 as part of

Eisenhower's policy of “massive retaliation.” Long before “�exible response” became o�cially the new

doctrine in 1967, critics on both sides of the Atlantic expressed reservations about a strategy that threatened

“mutually assured destruction” (MAD) even in the case of smaller con�icts. But there was also reluctance

among America's West European allies to support the �exible response option because it might lessen

America's commitment to the defense of Europe. The fact that the Soviet Union by 1959 had operational

intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) had made the United States vulnerable to nuclear weapons as

well. The Vietnam War also weakened the US and caused growing criticism by the European allies, while

increasing the pressure to reduce American military expenditures in Europe.

At the same time there were debates over which countries in Europe should be allowed to develop or have

nuclear forces. The American proposal of a “multilateral (nuclear) force” (MLF) did not gain much support

beyond the Federal Republic, partly because the United States wanted to keep control over nuclear

warheads. France developed its own nuclear arsenal, the force de frappe, which became operational in 1964.

The Eisenhower administration had o�ered Skybolt air-launched missiles to the British. When Washington
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cancelled the program unilaterally in late 1962, it created a major problem for Britain, which had abandoned

its own development of nuclear weapons. But Kennedy and Prime Minister Harold Macmillan quickly found

a face-saving solution in agreeing on the British purchase of American submarine-launched Polaris

missiles.16

The French move in 1966 put pressure on the Alliance to rethink NATO's purpose. The result was the Harmel

Report of December 1967, named after Belgian Foreign Minister Pierre Harmel. The report recognized that

the world had changed since 1949. Europe had recovered from the war and had made strides towards unity.

The communist bloc had fractured and the idea of “peaceful coexistence” had eased tensions to some

degree. Harmel stressed that deterrence and defense against communism must remain a central pillar of

NATO. Détente, however, had to become a second pillar. The report determined that the “German

question” still needed to be solved before there could be a �nal settlement in Europe. While détente was to

be a joint e�ort, member states could pursue individual policies (multilateral détente), but they had to do

this in close consultation with one another.  That was speci�cally, though not exclusively, targeted toward

the Germans. Distrust with regard to an independent West German foreign policy and fears about German

readiness to sacri�ce Western integration for a separate settlement with the Soviet Union persisted.

Perpetuating its non-nuclear status by signing the Non-Proliferation Treaty in late 1969 was an important

assurance to the Federal Republic's Western—and also its Eastern—neighbors.

p. 168

17

While Germany and the United States would not act in perfect unison, they needed one another in order to

pursue a successful policy of détente, inscribed in a number of bilateral and multilateral international

treaties. In many respects, it was the Germans who decided on the pace of European détente. In taking the

initiative, Brandt had to overcome strong domestic opposition, partly because the new policies meant that

rapprochement with countries in Eastern Europe would be a precondition for German uni�cation (not vice

versa, as before), even though a reunited Germany remained the ultimate goal of Germany's foreign policy.

The “illogical” logic was that change should come through recognition of the status quo.

The �rst agreement was the Moscow Treaty between West Germany and the Soviet Union on August 12,

1970. The two signatories accepted the “territorial integrity” of all European states “within their present

frontiers,” which for Germany explicitly meant the acceptance of the Oder-Neisse line which had cut o� its

eastern territories after World War II. Both countries also renounced the use of force. The treaty was not

rati�ed by the FRG parliament until May 1972, together with the Treaty of Warsaw, which had been signed

on December 7, 1970. The latter normalized the relationship between West Germany and Poland. Germany

again agreed to recognize the Oder-Neisse line as the western border of Poland.

The long delay in ratifying the treaties was largely because the two treaties were linked to the Four Power

Agreement on Berlin—and vice versa—signed on December 3, 1971, by the four victorious powers of World

War II. The agreement recon�rmed their rights and responsibilities, which the Soviet Union had repeatedly

challenged. It also included measures to improve travel and communication between the western and

eastern parts of Berlin and the GDR, respectively.

The signing of the Moscow and Warsaw treaties were important preconditions for the Four Power

Agreement. Once that happened, the German parliament could discuss rati�cation of the treaties, which in

turn led to the signing of the �nal protocol of the Quadripartite Agreement on Berlin in June 1972. All of this

opened the door to bilateral negotiations between the two German states. While there was still no full

diplomatic recognition between them—instead of ambassadors the two countries exchanged permanent

representatives—in 1973 both countries were �nally able to join the United Nations.

The bundle of interconnected e�orts, treaties, and agreements opened another chapter of détente,

embodied in the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). Begun in 1973, the Final Act

was signed on August 1, 1975, in Helsinki by the United States, the Soviet Union, and the members of their

p. 169
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respective alliances which had pushed for multilateral détente beyond the bilateral agreements in military

matters between the two superpowers (like SALT I of May 1972). In addition, neutral European states like

Switzerland joined the CSCE, which in some ways resembled a peace settlement after World War II.

While the United States was occupied by the Vietnam War and Watergate, the West European members of

the European Community nudged the negotiations forward. The US re-entered the process in 1974, and

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger played a key role in reaching a �nal agreement, which arranged all issues

into di�erent “baskets.” The �rst consisted of ten principles covering political and military issues that

included territorial integrity and non-intervention in internal a�airs, the peaceful settlement of disputes,

and the implementation of con�dence-building measures. Basket two covered economic issues and

scienti�c cooperation. The third dealt with human rights, cultural exchanges, and freedom of the press.

Initially, it seemed as if the Soviet Union had come out on top. Moscow received Western recognition of its

sphere of in�uence. However, the signatories agreed that the frontiers were “inviolable”—which did not

mean “untouchable.” That left open the possibility that the borders could be changed in the future in a

peaceful process. The Soviet Union, in turn, agreed to respect human rights and basic freedoms, as

stipulated in basket three. Eastern European dissidents would later use this pledge domestically, and

Western diplomats would point to it in follow-up conferences, to challenge Soviet policy. Overall, the CSCE

process was an important element in the non-military and non-violent ending of the cold war in Europe,

even if that was an unforeseeable consequence in 1975.18

After major progress in the �eld of détente, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979 and the

election of Ronald Reagan revived cold war tensions. The new American president began a rhetorical

o�ensive against communism and charged that détente so far had only been bene�cial to the East. Arguing

that the Soviet Union had surpassed the United States in the number of nuclear weapons (“window of

vulnerability”), Reagan doubled military expenses and ordered many new bombers, nuclear missiles, and

submarines. Moscow grew even more worried over the Reagan administration's announcement of a

Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), publicly dubbed “Star Wars.” Reagan claimed that the goal of the highly

controversial program was to develop a missile defense shield against a possible Soviet nuclear attack. The

Kremlin leaders feared that SDI, which in their view violated the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty of 1972, was

meant to gain �rst strike capability against their territory.19

Reagan became the target of public opposition in the form of large peace movements on both sides of the

Atlantic. The European protestors not only opposed Reagan's armament program but also turned against

their own leaders who promoted the stationing of new intermediate range nuclear missiles on European

soil. In 1976 the Soviet Union had begun to install new medium range nuclear missiles (SS-20s), which

could reach Western Europe. The Soviet leaders claimed that this was just a modernization of their land-

based nuclear forces. Many in the West disagreed. Led by the German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, Western

European leaders had grown concerned that SALT I and a possible SALT II “decoupled” the United States

from and diminished Western nuclear deterrence in Europe.  The deployment of SS-20s in their view

threatened the strategic balance in a dangerous way. In a speech at the International Institute for Strategic

Studies in London in October 1978, Schmidt demanded a European answer. The United States initially had

not been in favor of stationing new nuclear missiles, but it caved in to European pressure to avoid a crisis of

con�dence. On December 12, 1979, NATO agreed on the so-called dual-track decision. The Alliance proposed

to station 108 Pershing II missiles, which could reach and destroy targets like Soviet missile sites in less

than ten minutes, as well as 464 cruise missiles in Europe. The new missiles would replace 1,000 older

nuclear warheads. At the same time, NATO o�ered negotiations. If the Soviet Union agreed to remove its SS-

20s, the Western Alliance would not deploy its missiles. The Germans were ready to have all the Pershing

and some cruise missiles stationed in their country, but only if other West European countries were

prepared to do the same. Great Britain, Italy, Belgium, and the Netherlands all agreed to do so. Mass
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protests all over Western Europe turned the planned stationing of the “Euromissiles” into one of the most

debated domestic and international issues of the decade.

When negotiations failed in 1983 the missiles were deployed, again accompanied by major protests. No one

could know at this point that only four years later both sides would agree to remove the Euromissiles and

the SS-20s from European soil. The new Soviet leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, who had assumed power in

March 1985, decided to put an end to the costly arms race and to focus on the serious domestic problems

inside the Soviet Union. This made a new détente possible. It took a while for Gorbachev and Reagan to build

up con�dence. At their �rst summit in Geneva in November 1985, they talked about reducing strategic arms

by 50 percent; a year later, in Reykjavik, they discussed the possibility of eliminating all nuclear weapons.

Only Reagan's insistence on continuing research on SDI prevented a breakthrough. Many European leaders,

while supportive of détente, resented the lack of consultation on the part of their American ally. The “near

miss” also revived old fears of a bilateral détente and an end to America's nuclear umbrella. When in 1987

the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces Treaty (INF) was signed, which included the “zero option” of

eliminating all ground-based intermediate missiles, the peace movements celebrated, but Atlanticists grew

more worried about the decoupling of America from Europe.

Gorbachev also pursued a new policy toward the communist allies by renouncing the Brezhnev Doctrine,

which had been formulated by the Soviet leadership to justify the violent end of the Prague Spring in 1968.

Instead of threatening to crush independence movements, the Soviet Union allowed its East European allies

to go their own way.  Already in May 1988, the Soviets began to withdraw their troops from Afghanistan.

West Europeans regarded these developments as very positive signs. But they still left open the question of

how the Soviets would deal with the German question.

21

The opening of the borders between East and West Berlin on November 9, 1989, had not been a deliberate

decision of the new East German government or an order by the Soviet Union. It was as much the result of

a confusing message by a leading East German politician during a press conference as it was the result of the

pressure on the streets, which would keep sweeping away any plans by politicians in the East or West to

move slowly.

p. 171

The fall of the wall signaled that the cold war was coming to an end. But it also reopened the question of

German uni�cation. Taking even his Western allies by surprise, West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl in

late November 1989 announced a ten-point plan for uni�cation, which in his view would take up to ten

years. But the people in East Germany demanded a faster pace. When even a monetary union beginning in

July 1990 could not stop the continuous movement of people to the West, negotiations on German

uni�cation began. On October 3, 1990, East Germany joined the Federal Republic. A divided Germany and

with it a divided Berlin were things of the past.

Among the Western Allies, US President George Bush had been most supportive and open to this

development, as long as the Western integration of Germany remained untouched. British Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher as well as French President François Mitterand had been much more reluctant to see

Germany become the largest power in central Europe again.  Gorbachev in the end not only allowed

uni�cation but also accepted a united Germany remaining in NATO. Both German states, the Soviet Union,

the United States, Great Britain, and France discussed German reuni�cation in the so called two-plus-four

negotiations. They signed the Treaty on the Final Settlement with Respect to Germany in Moscow on

September 12, 1990. Germany would regain its full sovereignty, but it had to reduce its troop levels, continue

to commit to non-proliferation, and accept the new borders in the East once and forever. With the East

European states free to pursue their own course and the German question answered, the CSCE declared the

end of the East-West confrontation in its Charter of Paris for a New Europe on November 21, 1990: “The era

of confrontation and division of Europe has ended.”

22
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The cold war had started with the “confrontation and division of Europe,” and Western Europe had been a

major place of confrontation throughout. The end of European division and German uni�cation signaled the

end of the cold war. While the bloc confrontation in Europe had an impact far beyond the continent, the cold

war also shaped the postwar development of Western Europe, itself a creation of the cold war, by splitting

Europe into a clearly demarcated East and West. The containment of Germany and closer cooperation

among European powers—as well as decolonization—would have happened without the cold war. But the

speed of economic and military cooperation would have been much slower. More importantly, the

composition of economic and military alliances like the European Union and NATO would have been

di�erent. Without the cold war the United States would not have become the quasi (West) European power

that it did. Central and Eastern European countries, which could only join after 1990, would have been much

more “natural” members of similar alliances than the US and Canada. In that sense the cold war did prevent

the inclusion of countries like Poland and Hungary for several decades, but it did not permanently stop a

development that had been deeply rooted in Europe's experience of two devastating wars in the �rst half of

the 20th century. Instead of being de�ned in political, military, and ideological terms, Western Europe

after 1990 has become once more a primarily geographical denotation.
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11 Eastern Europe 
Bernd Stöver

This chapter examines the role and experience of Eastern Europe in the Cold War. It explains that the

history of East Central Europe's Cold War began with the gradual dissolution of the anti-Hitler

coalition at the end of World War 2 and that the transition to the o�cially declared Cold War was

accompanied by various o�cial statements. The chapter describes how the Cold War escalated with the

Eastern bloc uprisings between 1953 and 1956, and argues that the construction of the Berlin Wall

represented the main watershed in the history of the Eastern bloc as well as in the evolution of the Cold

War.

The history of East Central Europe's cold war began with the gradual dissolution of the anti-Hitler coalition

at the end of World War II. Until then the three wartime allies, the Soviet Union, Great Britain, and the

United States, sought agreement on the political postwar order. At the Tehran Conference in 1943, Franklin

Roosevelt and Winston Churchill accepted the Soviet Union's annexations of the Baltic states and of eastern

Poland, which Joseph Stalin had negotiated with Adolf Hitler in 1939. The Soviet dictator was able to hold

onto the Baltic states and occupied eastern Poland. At the Moscow meeting in October 1944—this time

without Roosevelt—Churchill and Stalin reached the Percentages agreement, in which Churchill had noted

by hand on a sheet of paper his vision of dividing up the spheres of in�uence in Eastern Europe, and Stalin

had agreed by making a check mark next to the percentages. Soviet in�uence was capped at 90 percent in

Romania, 75 in Bulgaria, 50 in Hungary and Yugoslavia, and 10 in Greece.1

Stalin, too, had accommodated the Western powers in some crucial areas during the war. Among other

things, he had agreed to the provisions in the Atlantic Charter of August 1941, which would serve as the

underlying principles of the postwar order. These included self-determination, free choice of government,

rejection of annexation, acceptance of non-aggression, and free trade. Furthermore, during the Yalta

Conference in February 1945, Stalin agreed to the substantially similar “Declaration on Liberated Europe.”
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Breaking with this “Yalta Declaration” during the Soviet occupation of Eastern Europe would become a

principal reason for the disintegration of the wartime alliance in 1944–5.

The �rst serious clash of Western and Soviet interests occurred within the context of the liberation of

Poland. Stalin feared the strengthening of the Polish resistance movement, which could complicate his

plans for the postwar order. As early as July 1944 he had made it clear that he would only accept politically

powerful “parties” within Poland that were pro-Soviet. Poland was an essential link in Stalin's security

zone—so essential that he was willing to risk con�ict with London and Washington.  Finland was the

opposite. Stalin was content with Finland's assurance of good will, even though it had waged war against

the Soviet Union as an ally of Germany during the war.

2

Romania, Bulgaria, and Hungary became showcases for how the Soviet Union dealt with countries that were

indispensable to the Soviet security cordon yet had fought on Germany's side during the war.  In these three

countries, the Kremlin imposed a harsh policy of Sovietization. Because of Romania's geostrategic

importance, its Sovietization started immediately in 1944, even though Romania had few communists. The

Soviets also eliminated known anti-communists in Bulgaria in early 1945, in order to preclude any possible

resistance to Soviet dominance. In November 1945 Moscow installed Georgi Dimitrov, the head of the

former Comintern, as Bulgaria's prime minister through rigged elections. After that, the country became a

dependable part of the security cordon that Stalin had demanded. The story was similar in Hungary, where

the Soviet Union proceeded no less heavy-handedly by rigging the 1948 elections to produce a communist

majority.

p. 175
3

Stalin calculated that the remaining states in the Soviet security cordon, Yugoslavia, Albania, and

Czechoslovakia, did not pose an immediate danger to Soviet security. In all three states, reliable left-leaning

or communist leaders appeared to be in control: Josip Tito in Yugoslavia, Enver Hoxha in Albania, and

Edvard Benes (tightly managed by Moscow-trained party functionaries) in Czechoslovakia. Internal

conditions generated distinct developments, nevertheless, as illustrated by the contrasts between

Yugoslavia and Albania. Soviet troops left Yugoslavia in March 1945. Even though Tito began a process of

“self-Sovietization” from 1946 on, his independent foreign policy concerned Stalin and led to a break

between the two countries in 1948. Albania's Enver Hoxha, on the other hand, remained a loyal Stalinist

even after the Soviet de-Stalinization of the later 1950s. Albania's leadership relied on the Stalinist model

until the opening of the iron curtain in 1990.

Czechoslovakia was of central geopolitical signi�cance to the Soviet Union as well. After 1944 the exiled

parties regrouped as Moscow exercised subtle in�uence on the formation of a postwar government. Yet

Czechoslovakia's sympathies were oriented toward the West. Thus the Czech communists used the

economic crises starting in 1947 to stage a coup in 1948, which assured Czechoslovakia's transformation

into a satellite of the USSR.

Within the Eastern bloc the transition to the o�cially declared cold war was accompanied by various o�cial

statements. In September 1947, Andrej Zhdanov delivered Stalin's answer to Truman's March 12

“declaration of war,” the Truman Doctrine. The founding of the Communist Information Bureau, or

“Cominform,” to replace the defunct Comintern, which had been dismantled in 1943, provided the occasion

for Zhdanov to present his so-called “two camp theory”—the “imperialist anti-democratic” camp of the

West was irreconcilably opposed to the “anti-imperialist democratic” Soviet camp. Only nine months later,

Stalin used the example of Yugoslavia to demonstrate that indeed every deviation from the Soviet “camp”—

even and particularly any form of national communism—would result in a break with Moscow. In addition

Moscow blocked the wishes of several East Central European states to take part in the European Recovery

Program (ERP). After Molotov was unable to push through his demand to grant such loans bilaterally at the

Paris meeting in June 1947, the Soviets prohibited all East Central European parties interested in

participating from accepting the o�er. Stalin's rejection of the Marshall Plan formed part of his overall

p. 176
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policy of withdrawal from the Western economic system. However the Eastern bloc's e�orts to create its

own economic apparatus, the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (Comecon), and later a banking

system, never gained international traction. Thus by the 1970s, at least part of international trade within the

Eastern bloc was conducted in US dollars.

The formation of the Eastern bloc, accelerated by the First Berlin Crisis in 1948 and the Korean War two

years later, was completed with the founding of the Warsaw Pact on May 14, 1955. With it, all Soviet-

controlled Eastern European states pledged “friendship, cooperation and mutual assistance” to one another

in case of an armed attack. Until its dissolution on April 1, 1991, the Warsaw Pact was always headed by a

Soviet general. Yet over time some members left. Among them was Albania in 1968, which withdrew in order

to signal its protest against the invasion of Czechoslovakia. Furthermore, the escalating Soviet-Chinese rift

created discord among Warsaw Pact allies, preventing any joint resolutions on Vietnam after 1966. In these

instances bilateral treaties, such as the mutual assistance pact with Finland in 1955, replaced the alliance

system. Indeed, because of the questionable reliability as well as capabilities of the Eastern European forces,

the credibility of the Warsaw Pact as an instrument of collective security was always suspect.

The cold war escalated further with the Eastern bloc uprisings between 1953 and 1956. In March 1953 the

death of Stalin not only produced fear but also hope for an easing of tension. A further thaw occurred as a

result of Khrushchev's speech in February 1956 at the Soviet Communist Party's 20th Party Congress, in

which he condemned Stalin's crimes and cult of personality. The uprisings in four satellite states,

Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Poland, and Hungary, were possible only within the context of Stalin's death

and his demythologization, which began well before Khrushchev's secret speech. Each of these uprisings

had similar origins. Both Czechoslovakia and the GDR had just undergone an intense period of Sovietization,

although the political and economic conditions in Czechoslovakia were quite di�erent from those in the

GDR. The increased development of the industrial sector and immense payments for armaments caused

Czechoslovakia's budget de�cit to soar and propelled the country into a deep economic crisis. The

government's response to the crisis, a comprehensive currency reform in 1953, wiped out the savings

accounts of millions of citizens. They responded with widespread protests, spontaneous strikes, and �nally

mass political demonstrations in which even some Communist Party (CP) members and state o�cials

participated. The o�cial crackdown of the so-called Pilsen uprising occurred with no casualties. More than

a thousand of the uprising's leaders were arrested, however, and many received lengthy prison sentences.

The events unfolded di�erently two weeks later in the GDR, where a process of internal political

consolidation and Sovietization was under way as a result of decisions made at the 2nd Party Conference of

the SED (Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands) on July 12, 1952. The uprising began at the

construction site of the Stalin Allee, in the center of East Berlin on June 16. Joined by thousands of passers-

by, the workers of the Stalin Allee initially demanded economic bene�ts. As news spread of the protests,

they were joined by smaller demonstrations in 560 other cities and towns, and the demands included

political changes, among them democracy, freedom, and the uni�cation of Germany.  The next day the

Soviets declared a state of emergency and deployed tanks. At least 51 people lost their lives during the

uprising, many of them youths.

p. 177

4

5

Almost exactly three years later the uprising in Polish Poznan started, directly inspired by Khrushchev's

critique of his predecessor at the CPSU's 20th Party Congress. The resulting thaw was an essential

precondition for both the Polish and Hungarian uprisings. Unrest started in February 1956 as a workers’

demonstration. Collectivization and the crash program of industrialization had created economic problems,

particularly a spike in consumer prices without a rise in wages. At the same time dissatisfaction over

increased workloads exacerbated the discontent. After negotiations with the Warsaw government broke

down, about 100,000 people took to the streets in Poznan on 26 June. The protests escalated into violence

that left 53 people dead and about 200 injured.
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Nevertheless, at least in the short run, the reformers were able to claim victory. Indeed, the year 1956 put an

end to collectivization, and, until 1957, workers could establish their own governing councils in about 60

percent of non-agricultural production sites. The Catholic Church bene�ted as well: clergy were released

from prisons and by mid-December, the government reintroduced religious instruction in state schools. But

this liberalization came to an end with the election of Władysław Gomulka as First Secretary of the

Communist Party. After 1957 political and cultural activities became ever more restricted.6

Following Poland's lead and encouraged by US propaganda that promoted the “liberation” of “captive

peoples,” latent discontent in Hungary erupted into a bloody uprising in October 1956. Here, too, the

population generally despised the Communist Party. A list of demands presented to the party leadership in

mid-October 1956, included the return of the reformer Imre Nagy to the post of prime minister, revisions of

workloads, a pluralist party system, free elections, civil rights, the re-establishment of economic

independence, as well as the reintroduction of Hungarian national symbols and holidays. The Soviet

decision to intervene militarily occurred after and in direct relation to the Suez crisis in the Middle East.

Until October 29 it seemed as if the Soviets were trying to exhaust all political means before moving to a

military option. Yet in the aftermath of the British, French, and Israeli intervention in Egypt, and in

conjunction with Imry's declaring his intention to withdraw Hungary from the Warsaw pact a Soviet version

of the “domino theory” propelled Moscow toward a draconian response. Starting November 4, the Red

Army crushed the Hungarian Revolution mercilessly. Its sympathies notwithstanding, the Eisenhower

administration, unwilling to intervene even indirectly in a country of manifestly vital interest to the Soviets,

remained on the sidelines. After its defeat on 11 November, the Hungarians reported 300 deaths and about

1,000 injured. The Soviets reported 669 deaths and 1,540 injured.  Yet military defeat did not mean the end

of all resistance. In the wake of the revolution there were strikes for months to come.

7

8

The building of the Berlin Wall on August 13, 1961, represented the main watershed in the history of the

Eastern bloc as well as in the evolution of the cold war.  The cold war was shut down in Central Europe and

the GDR could develop its own socialism as a laboratory experiment. On the other hand, the cold war now

found its main battleground in the Third World, where the number of small wars increased. In 1968 Moscow

showed that its demand for hegemony had not changed at all. By the early 1960s, the Czechoslovak Socialist

Republic (CSSR) had moved in a di�erent direction than the one planned in Moscow. An economic crisis

created widespread discontent among the population, which resulted in serious doubts about the system.

The party leadership began to advocate something like a “socialist market economy,” which was supposed

to loosen strict state control and allow for non-state trade unions and private enterprises. By 1968 the

discontent extended to demanding more cultural and personal freedoms.

9

p. 178

Initially, the Czechoslovakian Communist Party reacted in predictable ways. In the fall of 1967, Antonín

Novotny, who served as both president and party chief, sought to silence outspoken dissidents like Pavel

Kohout and Václav Havel and prohibited any political demonstrations. Yet in January 1968 the party

reformers forced Novotny out of o�ce and replaced him with the reform-minded Alexander Dubček. This

change of leadership encouraged further popular opposition to Moscow's leadership. Dubček tried

unsuccessfully to curb the popular reforming spirit, and the demands for political and economic freedom.

He was also unsuccessful in convincing the Soviet leadership that the suggested reforms did not aim to

abandon socialism in Czechoslovakia. During the night of August 21, 1968, troops of the Warsaw Pact

marched into Czechoslovakia. An estimated 98 Czechs and about 50 Warsaw pact troops died during the

invasion. Dubček and others were arrested. On 23 August, his successor Ludvik Svoboda was summoned to

Moscow and forced to sign the Moscow Agreement, which put an end to all reforms.  The so-called

Brezhnev Doctrine, which Pravda had already published on July 15, 1968, emphasized: “Such ‘self-

determination’, as a result of which NATO troops would have been able to come up to the Soviet border,

while the community of European socialist countries would have been split, in e�ect encroaches upon the

10
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vital interests of the peoples of these countries and con�icts, as the very root of it, with the right of these

people to socialist self-determination.”11

The cold war has to be understood as an internal social and political struggle against alleged or actual

supporters of the opposite political camp, which in the Eastern bloc happened uniformly from the top down,

even before the challenges of the generation of 1968. Long before the cold war, the persecution of dissidents

and deviants as well as the purposeful support of loyalists had become common practice. Increased

persecution started with the exclusion of Yugoslavia from the Cominform in 1948. “Nationalist-Titoist”

deviants were persecuted by the dozen and accused of being supporters of the West, and sometimes they

were convicted in sensational show trials. Such trials occurred regularly in Albania, Romania, Poland,

Hungary, Bulgaria, and Czechoslovakia. In many cases judges meted out the death penalty. Those identi�ed

as dissidents su�ered in prisons or camps, even if they pledged support for Marxism-Leninism, albeit in a

more liberal version. Beginning in the 1970s, many were “expatriated.”12

The emergence of a period of détente represented another pivotal moment in the history of the cold war,

one which had unintended consequences for the Eastern bloc. The SALT I agreement, and to a greater extent

the series of treaties between West Germany the GDR, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and the USSR, known as

the Ostverträge, paved the way for a special series of meetings on European security. The �rst Conference on

Security and Cooperation in Europe, initially promoted by the Eastern bloc in 1967, was convened from

November 1972 to August 1975 and concluded with the Helsinki Accords. By signing it, the Eastern bloc

states agreed to more political tolerance and the observance of human rights. In the following years, the

Helsinki Accords encouraged more and more human rights groups in the Eastern bloc, such as Charter 77 in

Czechoslovakia, but also emboldened people in the GDR to request emigration by referring to Helsinki.

p. 179
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These concessions on human rights and attendant issues posed serious challenges to the Soviet system of

control in Eastern Europe. These challenges intensi�ed in conjunction with supplementary developments

over the next few years. Chief among these was the emergence of the Eastern bloc's �rst non-state, free

trade union, Solidarność (Solidarity) in Poland in the summer of 1980. A drastic increase in meat prices,

announced in June 1980 by the Polish government under Prime Minster Edward Gierek, immediately

resulted in nationwide strikes. One of the largest occurred at the Lenin Shipyard in Gdansk on August 14, in

which about 17,000 workers took part. The movement was successful: not only did Gierek resign but also the

government in Warsaw accepted an agreement with representatives of the shipyard workers from Gdansk

and their spokesman, Lech Walesa. It stipulated that in the future not only an independent trade union but

also strikes should be legal—something unprecedented in the history of the Eastern bloc. Shortly thereafter,

on September 17, 1980, the shipyard workers founded the Solidarity trade union. Its “action program”

expressly declared support for the principles of Western democracy and the traditions of Christendom even

as it pledged allegiance to the nation and the socialist idea of society.

Several leaders in the Eastern bloc greeted these developments in Poland with concern. The GDR

government feared most of all a spillover into German territory.  Its leader Erich Honecker called on Soviet

president Leonid Brezhnev and other socialist leaders to “thwart once and for all the counterrevolution in

Poland.”  Moscow was not enthusiastic about the East German demand to apply the Brezhnev Doctrine to

Poland. First, the Soviet Union already had more than enough image problems. Second, Moscow had just

begun its intervention in Afghanistan, and the situation there was evolving in a way that portended

increasingly grave problems. It was becoming increasingly evident that an invasion might well result in a

deepening quagmire. Ultimately Poland, with virtually no direct Soviet support, averted the crisis by itself.

The ruling Communist Party appointed Secretary of Defense General Wojciech Jaruzelski, known as a

hardliner, as prime minister, and then in October 1981 it designated him head of the party as well. The end

result was something of a compromise: no Soviet invasion but the imposition of martial law on December

13, 1981. Until the lifting of martial law in July 1983, a “Military Council of National Rescue” ruled the

14

15
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country with a ban on public gatherings, the imposition of a curfew, and the dissolution of the Solidarity

trade union, whose leaders were arrested.

Other socialist states likewise su�ered political unrest. The GDR, from 1978 on—since the announcement

that the “Sozialistische Wehrerziehung” (socialistic defense education) would be part of the regular

school curriculum—experienced a boom in peace groups. These opposition groups would almost certainly

have remained marginal had it not been for the political revolution under way in the Soviet Union itself. The

“New Thinking”—a fundamental “reorganization” (perestroika) of Soviet politics as well as a new

“openness” and “transparency” (glasnost)—decreed by the new Soviet Secretary General, Mikhail

Gorbachev, in 1985 at �rst only for the USSR, was the spark that ignited reform movements everywhere in

the Soviet sphere of power and which—an unintended consequence politically—turned the entire Eastern

bloc upside down.

p. 180
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The internal situation of the Soviet Union at the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s was much

more tumultuous than the West perceived at the time. Brezhnev, after his severe stroke in 1976, was hardly

capable of any sustained activity. The decision to march into Afghanistan was made in 1979 by the head of

the KGB, Yuri Andropov, who took over after Brezhnev's death on November 10, 1982. However, the

leadership crisis continued. Two years after Brezhnev's death, Andropov, who had succeeded him, died. A

year later, on March 10, 1985, Andropov's successor Konstantin Chernenko died also. Chernenko's successor

became the comparatively youthful Mikhail Gorbachev, born in 1931.

Gorbachev's election in the spring of 1985 initiated a new start after years of political paralysis, not only in

the Soviet Union and the Eastern bloc but also in the West. His ideological views had been shaped by

Khrushchev's reckoning with Stalinism. This socialization allowed Gorbachev to approach reforms in the

realm of foreign policy more �exibly and even to sell the retreat from certain foreign policy positions as a

success.  In domestic policy, he announced his intention to place particular emphasis on perestroika and

glasnost. This “New Thinking” represented an attempt to reform the communist state from the interior,

without threatening its entire existence.

17

Gorbachev did not hesitate to provide the West with evidence of his “New Thinking” on foreign policy. Only

a day after his assumption of o�ce on March 12, 1985, he resumed talks on arms control, including the

long-debated question of medium-range missiles. The Soviet Union faced a dramatic budget de�cit, and

Gorbachev hoped to ease the burden through reduced military spending. Up until the successful conclusion

of the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty in 1987, the Soviet Union was spending almost as

much on the military as the USA—about $260 billion in comparison with the US's $290 billion.18

Gorbachev's foreign policy retreat ultimately provided �nancial relief for the USSR. Gorbachev explained his

shift in foreign policy as a means to further develop socialism in his country. He insisted that this was not an

indication of weakness but a means to increase the USSR's reputation. Most of all, however, “New

Thinking” broke with the concept of the “restricted sovereignty” of the socialist states, the so-called

“Brezhnev Doctrine,” and replaced it with what would later be known as the “Sinatra Doctrine.”  Every

socialist country, Gorbachev declared in several speeches after April 1986, had the right to go “its own way.”

In retrospect, many considered this retreat from the Brezhnev Doctrine the actual beginning of the end of

the Eastern bloc.

19

The Eastern European socialist states reacted to the Soviet change of course with di�erent strategies. Four

patterns emerged: unanimous approval in Poland and Hungary; open rejection in Romania, Albania, and

the GDR; a tactical response from Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia, which claimed to lead the reform movement

by making their own suggestions for change; and, �nally, indi�erence from bloc-free Yugoslavia, which

referred to already existing reforms and rejected any further change.

p. 181
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For decades Poland and Hungary had been the political exceptions within the Soviet sphere of power.  In

the summer of 1989 both became trailblazers of the revolutions that marked the end of the Eastern bloc.

Hungary had long practiced a strategy to allow smaller economic reforms without questioning its

fundamental political stability or any Soviet demands.  By the beginning of the 1980s, however, the

popularly known “goulash communism” under János Kádár had reached the limits of those incremental

reforms. The Communist Party and press began openly to discuss changes that previously had been

regarded as taboo: economic reforms and closer ties to the European Community. In May 1988 the CP

replaced more than half of its politburo members with reformers. Long-time head of both the party and

state Kádár was replaced �rst by Prime Minister Károly Grosz, who belonged to the conservative wing of

reformists, and then after only six months by Miklós Németh, a supporter of socialist pluralism.

21

22

After the �rst free elections in the spring of 1990, the communists had disappeared from the Hungarian

parliament altogether. Those who held political sway immediately resumed at the point where they had

been stopped in 1956: they chose the former chairman of the Revolutionary Committee during the

Hungarian Revolution, Jószef Antall, as their new prime minister. The post-communist government

marked that continuity with two other events: it posthumously rehabilitated Imre Nagy, the leader of the

Hungarian Revolution who had been executed in 1958, by transferring him with great ceremony to an

honorary grave on June 16, 1989. Second, on May 2, 1989, Hungary became the �rst Eastern European

country to open its border with the West. The iron curtain had been raised. Almost immediately tourists

from the GDR began �ocking to West Germany through the Hungarian opening. On October 23, 1989, the

anniversary of the 1956 Soviet invasion, Hungary o�cially declared itself a republic.

In Poland, politically the most unstable state of the Eastern bloc, change happened in a more dramatic

way.  Partly in response to the challenge posed by Solidarity, Jaruzelski had initiated minor economic

reforms, which eventually gained even Gorbachev's approval. In addition, in 1986 he granted political

amnesty to members of Solidarity, even though the trade union remained banned until April 1989. By the

beginning of that year, the momentum for reform was unstoppable. The government agreed to a phased

plan for implementing democratic reform. After semi-free parliamentary elections in Poland in June 1989,

the government initiated long-awaited economic and political reforms. The results of the elections were

stunning. Solidarity won every one of the 161 seats up for election in the Sejm. This victory spelled the end of

Poland's Communist Party. In July 1989 Jaruzelski was elected to the presidency with a bare majority of a

single vote. Solidarity advisor Tadeusz Masowiecki became Poland's new prime minister, the �rst non-

communist in the Eastern bloc. On December 30, 1989, Poland declared itself a democratic republic. The

People's Republic of Poland ceased to exist as a component of the Soviet orbit. Just a few days later the

Communist Party of Poland was dissolved. In December 1990 Lech Walesa, the former leader of

Solidarity, became Poland's �rst freely elected president.

23
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In Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia the communist leadership tried to forestall its own demise by implementing

changes according to the Soviet model. Todor Shivkov had been ruling Bulgaria since 1954 and had survived

by adapting to all Soviet political reforms. Therefore his response to Gorbachev's shift in governance was to

o�er his own, reduced version of perestroika, the preustrojstwo.  Thereafter Shivkov avoided further

reforms—until 1989. As a result, relations with the USSR deteriorated until they reached an all-time low.

Moscow reacted especially harshly to the Bulgarian policy of forced assimilation and deportation of its

Turkish minority. By June 1989 the Soviets were actively supporting regime change. Shivkov was �nally

forced out of o�ce by a “palace revolt” of two cabinet ministers on November 10, 1989. A new government

under former Secretary of State Petar Mladenov rapidly implemented reforms, which averted greater unrest.

Government and reform advocates agreed to create a “round table” in January 1990 to discuss further

reforms. On March 12, the round table decided, among other things, to introduce a pluralist party system

that would facilitate a peaceful transition to democracy. In May 1990 Bulgaria held its �rst free postwar

elections.

24
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Despite the di�erent histories of Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia, the trajectory of the Czech Communist

leader, Gustáv Husák, paralleled that of Shivkov. Husák was confronted with a special problem because

Gorbachev's reforms were similar to the demands of the “Prague Spring.” Adopting those reforms would

have rehabilitated the reformer Dubček as well as undermined Husák's own authority. Hence he resisted. In

December 1987 Husák was forced to resign, probably, as in the Bulgarian case, with tacit support from

Gorbachev. He was replaced by Milo˘s Jake˘s, whose assessment of the situation was the same as Husák's.

Jake˘s continued Husák's political course, which resulted in huge demonstrations in 1988. These marked the

beginning of the “Velvet Revolution.”  The government resigned after a series of massive demonstrations

and a general strike on November 29, 1989. In December, Václáv Havel, the playwright and longtime

political dissident, who had only recently been released from prison, was elected the �rst free president,

and, �ttingly, Alexander Dubček was elected president of the parliament.

25

In Romania change did not come as a “peaceful revolution.” On December 21, 1989, the despotic Nicolae

Ceauşescu was executed in the course of a bloody rebellion against the Romanian state security forces, the

notorious Securitate.  The revolution started with violent demonstrations in the city of Timisoara, the

Hungarian part of the country, which had been suppressed for decades. It began on December 16 with a

demonstration in support of the clergyman László Tökes, who in June 1989 had denounced the frequent

violations of human rights on Romanian TV. Soon the protest was transformed into a general protest

against the despot in Bucharest. From then on events in Romania unfolded in a dramatically di�erent

manner than in the neighboring countries. Ceauşescu's o�er to step down on December 17 was rejected by

the hardliners of his government. The army, which in other countries had exercised restraint, opened �re on

demonstrators with hundreds, possibly thousands of casualties. Finally on 22 December enraged

demonstrators stormed the building of the Central Committee. Even though Ceauşescu was able to �ee,

he was ultimately captured and executed after a summary trial, which probably occurred on December 25,

1989.

26
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Prior to the bloody Romanian revolution Gorbachev had encouraged reforms in Romania, which Ceauşescu

rejected. The indigenous opposition under Ion Iliescu probably began planning the overthrow of the dictator

with Moscow's backing as early as October 1989. Iliescu was not only considered a supporter of perestroika

but knew Gorbachev from their student days. Iliescu was appointed Ceauşescu's successor on December 26,

1989, and became Romania's �rst freely elected president.

Albania too at �rst resisted reform. Having served as Albania's head of state since 1946, Enver Hoxha was

universally considered one of the most loyal Stalinists. He had evaded de-Stalinization in the 1950s by

closing o� his country to outside in�uence, including the Soviet Union itself. The Albanian-Soviet rift had

developed along parallel lines to the Chinese-Soviet struggle. The �nal split occurred at the Moscow World

Conference on November 16, 1960, when Hoxha openly supported the Chinese position. A year later, at the

CPSU's 22nd Party Congress in October 1961, Khrushchev made clear that he no longer considered Albania

part of the socialist camp. China became Albania's biggest supporter. After Hoxha's death in 1985, his

successor, Ramiz Alia, continued the �ght against Moscow's “revisionists.” Alia insisted that Gorbachev's

reforms were not appropriate for Albania. However, many Albanians, most of all university students,

publicly voiced their disagreement. Demonstrations in the city of Shkoder in 1989 resulted in the

government declaring a state of emergency. The government's minimal corrections to the state-run

economic system did little to placate the public. Recognizing that popular discontent had reached a level

that posed an unprecedented danger, Alia reversed his posture. In May 1989 the government revived the

Justice Department, which had been abandoned in 1967, allowed free practice of religion, and restricted the

imposition of the death penalty.

Yet pressure from the population continued unabated. In December 1990 the Alia government made an even

greater concession. It allowed alternative political parties to be set up. After early elections on March 22,

1992, Albania's �rst non-communist Democratic Party, founded in February 1991, won a majority of almost
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two-thirds of all votes. As elsewhere in Eastern Europe, the Communist Party did not survive the pressure of

free elections: it dissolved in June 1991.

The destabilization in Yugoslavia that accompanied the end of the cold war was even more dramatic—and

more violent—than in Romania. Until Tito's death in 1980,Yugoslavia had been very successful at

maneuvering between the blocs. What is more, Tito's unassailable regime combined with Yugoslavia's East-

West balancing act to mask intense internal nationalist and religious tensions. These tensions exploded in

the post-cold war environment. Yugoslavia's multi-ethnic state, which was dominated by Serbia, was the

only one in East Central Europe to react to the reform movement with military force.27

It was probably the self-con�dence of the Belgrade government due to its independence from both blocs,

along with an illusion of invulnerability produced by the implementation of reforms under Tito, that

in�uenced the multi-ethnic state to lag behind its neighbors in initiating both political and economic

reforms. The problems that surfaced in the latter part of the 1980s in Yugoslavia dated back to earlier

decades and now blended with the transformations brought about by perestroika. When Slobodan Milo˘sević

took over the presidency of Yugoslavia in May 1987, he rapidly manifested a form of aggressive Serbian

nationalism, which provoked resistance in other parts of the country. In the summer of 1989 Serbia's

nationalist mobilization reached a preliminary peak with the celebration of the 600 year anniversary of the

battle against the Turks on Kosovo polje (Blackbird Field). Since October 1988, the central government in

Belgrade had begun to chip away at the autonomous status of the Kosovo and Vojvodina provinces which

had been constitutionally guaranteed.

p. 184

Questioning the autonomy that had been granted by Tito had an immediate e�ect on the two republics.

Gorbachev's reforms had produced a growing self-con�dence among other non-Serbian republics within

Yugoslavia. Fearing that Belgrade's behavior toward Kosovo and Vojvodina was establishing a dangerous

precedent, they now feared for their own autonomy. In 1989 Slovenia openly o�ered support to the Kosovan

Albanians. Belgrade's answer followed immediately, thereby exacerbating friction. Milo˘sević imposed a

trade boycott, to which the forceful Slovenian province responded by stopping its payments to the federal

treasury in Belgrade. When in February 1990 the Slovenian communists o�cially left the confederation at

Yugoslavia's party congress, the state crisis reached its climax. After the �rst free elections in April 1990, on

June 25, 1991, Slovenia declared its independence from Yugoslavia.

Notwithstanding sporadic outbreaks of violence, at �rst, Belgrade's reaction was surprisingly moderate.

With European Community mediation, both parties signed a peace treaty two weeks later. Belgrade's

accommodating posture soon changed radically, however. During 1990, free elections had occurred in all

Yugoslav republics for the �rst time since World War II. With the exception of Serbia and Montenegro, the

communists had been voted out of o�ce everywhere. These elections can be considered the beginning of the

end of Yugoslavia as a united state, as a new crop of nationalist-minded politicians took power in each of

the republics. When Croatia declared independence on May 19, 1991, the central government in Belgrade

retaliated. After isolated gun�re between the Serbian minority and Croatian policemen at the end of March,

the con�ict escalated into civil war in December 1991, when Serbian-dominated areas within Croatia

seceded to Serbia. The developing bloody civil war had nothing to do with the fronts of the cold war and

continued well into the post-cold war era. Yugoslavia's federal government, which insisted on keeping

Yugoslavia together, waged war against several renegade republics. By April 1992 only Serbia and

Montenegro were left in the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.28

In the GDR perestroika had raised widespread hopes among dissidents and reformers. Yet everyone

expected long-time party chief and head of state Erich Honecker to block any fundamental change.

According to reliable estimates, the number of applications for exit visas had risen to about 250,000 in 1988,

about three times as high as at the beginning of the 1980s.  When Hungary opened its borders to the West

in May 1989, GDR citizens crossed the border to Austria by the thousands, many never to return. In 
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Prague and Warsaw, East Germans stormed the West German embassy, pleading for exit visas. The GDR

leadership resisted reform. It increased pressure on well-known dissidents. As early as 1987 the GDR's chief

ideologist, Kurt Hager, had explained the GDR's position on reform during an interview with the West

German magazine Stern: “Would you, if your neighbor wallpapers his �at, feel obliged to also wallpaper

your own �at?”  Gorbachev was sharply critical of this attitude, as shown during his state visit in 1989 on

the occasion of the GDR's 40th anniversary. He warned Honecker and other GDR hardliners: “Life punishes

those who come too late.”  As a matter of fact, many of the traditional measures for maintaining power

were already failing before the fall of the Wall. Neither the brutal clampdown of the security forces during

the celebrations of the GDR's anniversary nor rigged votes could keep demonstrators away from their

meetings.

31

32

The situation of the GDR leadership became critical only when the dissatis�ed masses no longer sought to

leave the country but allied themselves with the dissident movement. During the 1980s, political resistance

in the GDR had coalesced around the Protestant-Lutheran Church. Thus, by the fall of 1989 churches like

the Gethsemane Church in East Berlin and the Nikolai Church in Leipzig became centers of the movement

for change. Under the banner of peaceful resistance, demonstrators met weekly in ever greater numbers. In

Leipzig, the “Monday demonstrations” garnered international attention. In East Berlin, about half a million

people demonstrated for democracy on Alexander Square on November 4.

Party leaders attempted to regain control over the situation by replacing Honecker with his “crown prince.”

Egon Krenz, however, was no alternative in the eyes of those who wanted to reform the GDR. Krenz left in

place the GDR's political structure and, worse, the hated state security service.

The precise series of events leading up to the opening of the border between East and West Berlin on

November 9 remained an open question for a long time. No one disputed that the immediate catalyst was a

misunderstanding at a press conference held by the Secretary of Information designate, Günther

Schabowski, at 6 p.m. that day. To everybody's surprise, Schabowski announced that permits for GDR

citizens to take private trips abroad would be available at short notice; even permanent exit visas could be

obtained without any delay. Within the hour Western stations were broadcasting that the GDR had agreed to

open its borders.

Soon the members of the border police in Berlin's center were not able to stem the rush of East Berliners

seeking to cross into the western part of the city. After frantic consultations, some of these o�cials opened

the gates at 10 p.m. That night thousands streamed in and out of West Berlin. For practical purposes the

border was open—“the Wall had fallen.”33

E�orts by the East German government to retract the statement the next day proved fruitless. On the

evening of November 11, Gorbachev, in conversation with the West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, stated

explicitly that the Red Army would not intervene. In this informal way, Gorbachev gave German uni�cation

the Soviet Union's endorsement. The conservative “Alliance for Germany” won the �rst open post-cold war

elections in March 1990. A couple of months later, on May 18, the two Germanys agreed on an “economic,

social and currency union” to take e�ect on July 1. Sanctioned by the former occupying powers, Great

Britain, France, the United States, and the Soviet Union, Germany o�cially sealed its uni�cation on October

3, 1990.

p. 186

34

The Soviet Union fell victim to its own reform course and ceased to exist on December 31, 1991. Since the last

third of the 1980s Gorbachev had been compelled to defend his reform course against diverse opponents. On

one side were the conservatives who adamantly opposed perestroika and glasnost. Indeed, in August 1991

the conservative wing of the CPSU launched a coup against him, charging that Gorbachev had weakened the

socialist camp and made it vulnerable to attack from the enemies of the working class.  This line was a

repeat of the critique against de-Stalinization in 1956 and détente in the 1960s. Arrayed against the
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conservatives were progressives of varying degrees who thought that Gorbachev's reforms did not go far

enough, among them the chairman of the Moscow CPSU, Boris Yeltsin, and other well-known dissidents.

Further, several Soviet Republics faced increasingly powerful independence movements, which eventually

threatened the Soviet Union's very existence. The resurgence of regional nationalism was helped

signi�cantly by a 1988 ruling by the Supreme Soviet that allowed national �ags, hymns, and holidays in the

various republics. Non-Russian peoples in particular rediscovered their national traditions and their long

suppressed languages. By the same token, almost everywhere Soviet-internationalist symbols disappeared.

In some areas national con�icts erupted with renewed fervor, sometimes stirred up by outside forces,

among them the dispute between predominantly Muslim Azerbaijan and Christian Armenia over the region

of Nagorno-Karabakh.

The �rst areas to secede from the Soviet Union were the Baltic republics of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania,

which Stalin had annexed in 1940. They were followed by Moldavia, Armenia, and Georgia. Lithuania was

the �rst to declare its independence on March 11, 1990. From then on the dissolution of the Soviet Union

could not be stopped. When on June 12, 1990, the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR), the

core country of the USSR, declared its sovereignty, it e�ectively spelled the end of the Soviet Union.

It also spelled victory for Boris Yeltsin over Mikhail Gorbachev. Gorbachev held extensive power and fought

doggedly against the dissolution of the Union. He even employed military force to prevent it. In April 1989

he sent the Red Army into Georgia, causing 19 deaths and about 200 injuries. In January 1990, Soviet armed

forces marched into Azerbaijan, resulting in several hundred casualties. The Soviet Union imposed an

economic blockade against Lithuania, and in January 1991 it intervened militarily. In Latvia, Soviet forces

stormed the building of the Secretary of the Interior. None of these interventions, however, could reverse

the dissolution of the Union.

The August 1991 coup against Gorbachev signaled the USSR's weak position to the international community.

Then, in the coup's immediate aftermath, Gorbachev resigned as Secretary General of the CPSU. Because of

its involvement in the coup, the party was banned from further political activity. Yeltsin succeeded in

quickly establishing predominance over Gorbachev. Having been elected president of Russia in June 1990,

he spearheaded the annulment of the Union Treaty of the Soviet Republics and, without consulting any

other former Soviet Republic, established together with Ukraine and Belarus the Commonwealth of

Independent States (CIS). The CIS o�cially came into being on December 21, 1991. Four days later

Gorbachev resigned from the presidency of the USSR. With the Red Army in retreat, the economic and

military organization of the Eastern bloc soon dissolved. Shortly after New Year's Day in 1991, member

states dissolved the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance. This was followed by the dissolution of the

Warsaw Pact at the end of the next month. With this the last instrument of the former Soviet Empire

disappeared from Eastern Europe. On December 26, 1991, the Soviet Union ceased to exist—almost exactly

69 years after its foundation. With its breakdown, the cold war o�cially came to an end.
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12 Latin America 
Lars Schoultz

This chapter examines the role of Latin America in the Cold War. It explains that Latin America did not

play a signi�cant independent role in the Cold War and largely served as a symbol whereby communist

adversaries could attempt to tilt the bipolar balance of power. It discusses how Latin America's military

became the U.S. government's vehicle for meeting the communist challenge and highlights America's

fear that Moscow-directed local communists would consolidate their strength among important social

groups, especially labor unions, and eventually seize power at a propitious moment. Thus, the U.S

policy focus for Latin America turned to military aid.

Latin America did not play a signi�cant independent role in the cold war. Of course the region's inhabitants

were much more than passive pawns, as noted below, but in general Latin America served largely as a

symbol—speci�cally, as an area where the United States enjoyed a long-established primacy and, therefore,

where communist adversaries could attempt to tilt the bipolar balance of power. Or, as President Ronald

Reagan explained about the subregion that bedeviled his administration:

If Central America were to fall, what would the consequences be for our position in Asia, Europe,

and for alliances such as NATO? If the United States cannot respond to a threat near our own

borders, why should Europeans or Asians believe that we’re seriously concerned about threats to

them? . . . The national security of all the Americas is at stake in Central America. If we cannot

defend ourselves there, we cannot expect to prevail elsewhere. Our credibility would collapse, our

alliances would crumble, and the safety of our homeland would be put in jeopardy.1

This symbolic role was new, created in the aftermath of World War II. Latin America's modest participation

in that war often focuses on Argentina's galling neutrality, but most of the region provided concrete
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assistance, and its cooperation was captured best by the US ambassador in Havana: “The Cuban

Government and people are one hundred percent with us in the war and their measures of cooperation are

whole-hearted and complete.”  Two countries had fought alongside the Allies—Brazil in Italy and Mexico

in the Philippines—but Latin America's primary role had been to provide raw materials and to guard against

subversion, particularly in the Caribbean sea lanes to ship bauxite from the Guianas and in the countries

within striking distance of the Panama Canal. There was nothing symbolic about this concrete assistance.

2

US o�cials expected a continuation of this support during the cold war, but now the nature of the challenge

was di�erent—subversion rather than a frontal attack. It was feared that Moscow-directed local

communists would patiently consolidate their strength among important social groups, especially labor

unions, and eventually seize power at a propitious moment. Such a seizure might cut o� access to a few raw

materials or make important sea lanes insecure, but the principal loss would be Washington's credibility,

as the National Bipartisan Commission on Central America worried in 1984: “The triumph of hostile forces

in what the Soviets call the ‘strategic rear’ of the United States would be read as a sign of US impotence.”

Commission chair Henry Kissinger added that “if we cannot manage Central America, it will be impossible

to convince threatened nations in the Persian Gulf and in other places that we know how to manage the

global equilibrium.”

p. 191

3

No such threat appeared imminent in the early postwar days, but no one in Washington considered it far-

fetched, given commonly held beliefs about Latin Americans and their chaotic political culture. As a member

of the State Department's Policy Planning Sta� explained, “When candid and not saying what he thinks a

visiting American would like to hear, the average Asian or Latin-American laborer, farmer, or businessman

will con�de: ‘We need a strong hand governing us.’” This echoed a long-standing theme expressed

perfectly in a pre-war State Department memorandum, which pointed out that in Latin America “the United

States supports, legally and �nancially, such men in power as are widely recognized to be dictators holding

their power by force. In the present stage of cultural and political development of some of the republics this

is not only inevitable but perhaps the only way toward stability which can be realistically envisaged.”4

Not everyone thought this way. In April 1946 President Harry S. Truman reminded the Pan American Union

(today's Organization of American States) that “the peoples of the Americas have a right to expect of the

Pan American system that it show its validity by promoting those liberties and principles which the word

‘democracy’ implies.” Warned in advance that his audience was far more concerned with economic

development, Truman threw in a sentence agreeing that “the danger of war will never be completely wiped

out until the economic ills which constitute the roots of war are eliminated.” He then returned immediately

to his central theme: “Democracy is the rallying cry today for free men everywhere in their struggles for a

better life.”5

This early postwar e�ort to promote Latin American democracy would soon be shelved, as would any

signi�cant US contribution to the region's economic development. Yet everyone in Washington understood

why Latin America's leaders worried that declining postwar demand for the region's exports would push

their economies into a tailspin, just as everyone remembered how the Depression had precipitated the

downfall of nearly every one of the region's governments, democratic or not. The pressures were even

greater in these early postwar days, for now Latin America was at the dawn of what soon would be called

“the revolution of rising expectations.” Mexico's Lázaro Cárdenas and Argentina's Juan Perón had led the

way, and now, just as the Cold War was beginning, “all across Latin America the ancient oligarchies—

landholders, Church, and Army—are losing their grip,” wrote a young Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. “There is a

ground swell of inarticulate mass dissatisfaction on the part of peons, Indians, miners, plantation workers,

factory hands, classes held down past all endurance and now approaching a state of revolt.”6

Fearful that this mass dissatisfaction could lead to a social revolution (as it had a generation earlier in

Mexico) or to populist turmoil (as it had more recently in Argentina), Latin American elites beganp. 192
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pressing for US assistance with economic development. The need was obvious. After surveying pre-war

caloric intake in thirteen Latin American countries, in 1946 the Food and Agriculture Organization reported

that only �ve of the thirteen had enough food to provide a minimum level of nutrition. One of the fortunate

�ve was Cuba, where a 1950 World Bank study mission reported that “living levels of the farmers,

agricultural laborers, industrial workers, storekeepers, and others, are higher all along the line than for

corresponding groups in other tropical countries and in nearly all other Latin American countries.” But

Cuba's per capita income at mid-century was only about half that of Mississippi, the poorest US state, and

while Cuba may have been doing well by Latin American standards, that may have said more about Latin

American standards than about Cuba. “Any �gure for average per capita income is rather �ctitious,” the

World Bank warned, “especially where—as in Cuba—there is a very wide gap between the incomes of a

relatively few high-income receivers at the top and the mass of income receivers.”7

This gap between the haves and the have-nots was especially obvious in the countryside, where a 1956

survey sponsored by Cuba's Agrupación Católica Universitaria found that “people are living in conditions of

stagnation, misery, and desperation that are di�cult to believe.” The data reported in Cuba's 1953 census

were also discomforting: it was not that an inside toilet was found in only 3 percent of rural homes, but that

over half of all rural dwellings had neither an inside nor an outside toilet. Two-thirds of rural dwellings had

dirt �oors, only 9 percent had electricity, and only 2 percent had running water. All this combined to make

the Cuban countryside a public health nightmare. The World Bank estimated that between 80–90 percent of

rural children were infested with intestinal parasites, generally acquired by walking barefoot in animal

feces; the fecal worms then work their way up through the bloodstream to lodge in the intestines, where

they live on the food intended to nourish the child.8

What made this seem almost hopeless was that education, the primary route to improvement, was closed to

most Latin Americans. Less than a quarter of Cuba's rural children attended school, for example, and the

World Bank was also concerned about the island's urban children, less than half of whom attended school. It

was especially worried about the absence of progress: “The general trend in the school system as a whole

has been one of retrogression. A smaller proportion of the school-age children are enrolled today than a

quarter of a century ago; the number of hours of instruction has been cut; the quality and morale of the

teaching and supervisory force have gone down.” The Bank argued that “unless and until drastic

improvements are e�ected, the Cuban people cannot hope e�ectively to develop their country.” It

concluded: “It is impossible to be optimistic”—this in a country that was doing well by Latin American

standards.

And so at the 1945 Chapultepec conference Mexico's foreign secretary warned a member of the US

delegation about the revolution of rising expectations and indicated that “the way to the heart of the masses

is through raising the standard of living.”  While Latin America's economic development was the last topic

Washington wanted to discuss, the US goal at the conference was to ensure a united hemisphere at the

upcoming San Francisco conference, and Washington, needing the region's twenty votes, did not want to

appear insensitive to Latin American concerns.  Hence at Chapultepec the US delegation agreed not only to

an Economic Charter of the Americas calling for greater cooperation, but also to the creation of an Inter-

American Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) to promote the region's development. When Latin

America's diplomats kept prodding at San Francisco, the United States agreed to a conference before the end

of 1945 to implement Chapultepec's Economic Charter.

9

p. 193
10

The pressure of postwar crises in Europe and Washington's time-consuming dispute with Peronist

Argentina delayed a conference on this or any other topic until mid-1947, by which time the cold war had

seized center stage in US foreign policy and relegated economic development to a secondary role; hence the

meeting's title: the Inter-American Conference for the Maintenance of Continental Peace and Security.

Traveling to Rio de Janeiro, President Truman gave conferees his “solemn assurances that we in

Washington are not oblivious to the needs of increased economic collaboration within the family of
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American nations and that these problems will be approached by us with the utmost good faith and with

increased vigor.” Then he let the other shoe drop. At precisely the moment when his advisors were meeting

with Europeans to draw up the Marshall Plan, Truman told Latin America's leaders that the United States

was obliged “to di�erentiate between the urgent need for rehabilitation of war-shattered areas and the

problems of development elsewhere.”11

That left only Washington's topic, regional security, on the table at Rio, where the conferees produced the

cold war's �rst mutual security pact, the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance. It speci�ed that

“an armed attack by any State against an American State shall be considered as an attack against all the

American States and, consequently, each one of the said Contracting Parties undertakes to assist in meeting

the attack.”  By this time George Kennan had sent his Long Telegram from Moscow, Winston Churchill had

delivered his iron curtain speech in Missouri, President Truman had gone before a joint session of Congress

to request aid for Greece and Turkey, and Kennan, in his widely circulated “X” article in Foreign A�airs, had

argued for the containment of communism “by the adroit and vigilant application of counter-force at a

series of constantly shifting geographical and political points.” Soon the assistant secretary of state for

Latin America warned that “the basic situation in the hemisphere today is this. The 21 American states

together face the challenge of Communist political aggression against the hemisphere.”

12

13

This was also when the Truman administration gave up any lingering thoughts about promoting democracy

in Latin America. The public announcement came from Louis Halle, a member of State Department's Policy

Planning Sta�, whose 1950 Foreign A�airs article, “On A Certain Impatience with Latin America,” argued

that 19th century Latin Americans had won their independence at a time when they “were quite unready to

assume the responsibility of self-government [and] the result was a sordid chaos out of which Latin

America has still not �nally emerged.” Instead of democracy, Latin America had developed “a tradition of

political behavior marked by intemperance, intransigeance [sic], �amboyance and the worship of strong

men.” The last of these four characteristics made democracy impossible. “Worship of the ‘man on

horseback’ (through self-identi�cation) is another manifestation of immaturity. It is characteristic of

adolescence, this admiration for the ruthless hero who tramples down all opposition, makes himself

superior to law, and is irresistible to passionate women who serve his pleasure in droves.”

p. 194

14

Given this perspective, Latin America's military became Washington's vehicle for meeting the communist

challenge, and the policy focus therefore turned to military aid. Convincing the public to pay for this aid had

not been possible in war-weary 1946, the year Truman asked Congress to pass an Inter-American Military

Cooperation Act, and as late as 1949 Congress was still refusing to authorize a penny for Latin America in

the $1.3 billion Mutual Defense Assistance Act. The outbreak of the Korean War raised the overall sense of

anxiety in Washington, however, and the National Security Council (NSC) had warned even before the

shooting began that “Communists in Latin America have the capability of severely weakening any war e�ort

of the United States by interfering with the source and transit of strategic materials, by damaging vital

installations, and by fomenting unrest and instability.” Then came the punchline: “In the event of war, the

main deterrent to execution of this capability is the ability of the security forces of the Latin American

nations.” Although a young Representative John F. Kennedy still argued that aid was unnecessary because

Latin America was “not in the line of the Soviet advance,” the 1951 Mutual Security Act contained $38

million in military aid to Latin America; the following year it was $52 million, and for the balance of the

1950s the need for internal stability to deter communist subversion became the cold war ace that trumped

both economic development and the promotion of democracy.15

This policy of supporting military leaders re�ected traditional thinking about Hispanic culture and Latin

American reality. Reporting on his 1955 goodwill visit to Central America and the Caribbean, Vice President

Richard Nixon observed that “Latinos had shown a preference for a dictatorial form of government rather

than a democracy,” and similar statements about Latin America's undemocratic culture pervade State

Department documents during the Eisenhower years—from a lower-level analysis referring to “the Latin
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penchant for personalismo,” to the president telling British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan that “the

average Cuban sugar worker wants to receive his earnings in cash and go to the store, buy a white guayabera,

white shoes, a bottle of rum and go to a dance.” Secretary of State John Foster Dulles believed a central task

of US diplomats in Latin America was “to pat them a little bit and make them think you are fond of them.”16

This thinking was reinforced by the prevailing view of Latin America's geostrategic insigni�cance. In 1946,

just weeks after Kennan had sent his Long Telegram and at a time when it seemed probable that Republicans

would soon regain the White House, publisher Henry Luce o�ered Dulles the pages of Life magazine to

discuss foreign policy. Focusing on the emerging cold war, Dwight D. Eisenhower's future secretary of state

accepted Kennan's view of Moscow's relentless e�ort to expand, adding nuance by dividing the Soviet

worldview into three zones—inner, middle, and outer. The Soviets were at the moment consolidating their

power in the inner zone surrounding Russia, Dulles argued, while biding their time in the middle zone,

which included the oil-rich Middle East and Western Europe, and avoiding commitments in the outer

zone of new nations being created in Asia and Africa, together with Latin America. These outer-zone states

needed Washington's careful watching, however, for they were engaged in “a tremendous surge in the

direction of popular government by peoples who have practically no capacity for self-government and

indeed are like children in facing this problem.” To Dulles, “this presents the Communists with an ideal

situation to exploit.”

p. 195

17

That is what appeared to be occurring in Guatemala when Dulles became secretary of state in early 1953.

International communism “has achieved a high degree of covert control over the reformist regime of

President Arbenz,” warned Louis Halle. Guatemala itself was unimportant, but it could serve as a launching

pad: “The real and direct threat that Guatemala poses for her neighbors is that of political subversion

through the kind of across-the-borders intrigue that is a normal feature of the Central American scene. The

danger is of Communist contagion.”18

That danger was exaggerated. Guatemala's 1944 October Revolution ousting dictator Jorge Ubico had been

led by middle-class reformers, including nationalist, modernizing elements within the military. They had

handed the presidency to Juan José Arévalo, an educator, and, as Professor Robert Trudeau has

demonstrated, “Arévalo's program was Guatemala's equivalent of the New Deal.” He was succeeded by

Colonel Jacobo Arbenz Guzmán, who launched an agrarian reform that a�ected US corporate interests, most

famously the United Fruit Company, which maintained exceptionally close ties to the Eisenhower

administration and whose lobbyists encouraged Washington to think of the Arbenz government as

communist dominated. The United States then moved to overthrow Guatemala's democratic government,

but Trudeau warns that “it is important not to overestimate the e�ect of US e�orts at the time, nor to

underestimate the role of domestic forces.” With its incorporation of the poor into the political system and

with its redistribution of property, the October Revolution challenged Guatemala's domestic structure of

privilege, and the privileged fought back. “The success of the counterrevolution is probably due far more to

these domestic dynamics than to international pressures,” Trudeau concludes.19

So what happened? In 1954 US-backed forces commanded by Colonel Carlos Castillo Armas attacked from a

base in Honduras, and President Arbenz capitulated. A few months later Secretary Dulles explained that “for

several years international communism has been probing here and there for nesting places in the Americas.

It �nally chose Guatemala as a spot which it could turn into an o�cial base from which to breed subversion

which would extend to other American Republics.” Fortunately, Dulles continued, “there were loyal citizens

of Guatemala who, in the face of terrorism and violence and against what seemed insuperable odds, had the

courage and the will to eliminate the traitorous tools of foreign despots.”20

With that Guatemala moved o� the US foreign policy agenda, although President Eisenhower revived it

during the 1954 o�-year election campaign by repeatedly pointing with pride to this Republican victory over

communism. An election also occurred in Guatemala. With all political parties banned, with the military
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sta�ng the polling places, and with the ballot not secret, the results were 486,000 for Castillo Armas, 400

opposed. Now cast as a democratic leader, the colonel was invited to visit the United States, where he

received a hero's welcome, including honorary degrees from Colombia and Fordham universities and an

appearance before a subcommittee of the House Select Committee on Communist Aggression, where he

warned that “we have merely won the �rst battle in a long war. Our most complicated and most serious

di�culties are still ahead.” The State Department added that “what was mistakenly considered in some

quarters as a ‘local Guatemalan Communist orientation’ was in truth a coldly calculated, armed conspiracy

of international communism to extend the system of the Soviets to a small and strategically located country

in the hemisphere.”

p. 196
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Four decades later, a Guatemalan indigenous leader would receive the Nobel Peace Prize for challenging this

interpretation—for explaining why everyday Guatemalans opposed the series of savage dictators

inaugurated by Castillo Armas and for denouncing the murder of tens of thousands of Guatemalans by US-

backed, military-dominated governments between 1954 and the 1990s. In 1999 President Bill Clinton would

�y to Guatemala to apologize for underwriting these decades of bloodletting in the name of anti-

communism. But after 1954 the primary goal of cold war US policy toward Latin America was to ensure that

friends like Castillo Armas held power.22

And what about economic development? Supporting repressive military dictators may have been considered

necessary, given the global stakes and Latin America's undemocratic political culture, but almost everyone

agreed with what Harry S. Truman had said of Greece and Turkey—that the odds favored communism

wherever people were destitute. The �rst sentences of the basic Latin American policy document of the

Eisenhower years, NSC 144/1, laid out the problem: “There is an increasing popular demand for immediate

improvement in the low living standards of the masses, with the result that most Latin American

governments are under intense domestic political pressures to increase production and to diversify their

economies. A realistic and constructive approach to this need which recognizes the importance of bettering

conditions for the general population is essential to arrest the drift in the area toward radical and

nationalistic regimes.”23

The United States was not up to this challenge in the 1950s. A few State Department o�cials were beginning

to argue that Washington would eventually have to confront the region's underdevelopment in order to

avoid future Guatemalas, but any serious attack on poverty would require substantial amounts of money,

and that would jeopardize the administration's bedrock commitment to “�scal responsibility.” NSC 144/1

was adopted in early 1953 on the speci�c understanding that “approval did not constitute an endorsement

of any special program of military and economic assistance for Latin America, which will be subject to

review in the light of (1) the priority of . . . Latin America in relation to programs for other foreign areas and

to programs for domestic security, and (2) the overall objective of achieving a balanced Federal budget.”

Instead, NSC 144/1 speci�ed that the State Department “assist in the economic development of Latin

America by encouraging Latin American governments to recognize that the bulk of the capital required for

their economic development can best be supplied by private enterprise.”24

While private enterprise kindled economic growth, Washington needed to insure against another

Guatemala. Unwilling to attack the disease, the Eisenhower administration focused upon suppressing the

symptoms—upon supporting anti-communist dictators who could maintain order. The minutes of a 1954

NSC meeting record Treasury Secretary George Humphrey as asserting that “a strong base for Communism

exists in Latin America. He said that wherever a dictator was replaced, Communists gained. In his opinion,

the US should back strong men in Latin American governments.” One of Eisenhower's special assistants,

Nelson Rockefeller, spoke up to challenge this view, and the president registered “his agreement with Mr.

Rockefeller that in the long run the United States must back democracies.”  But given Washington's far

more pressing problems elsewhere, a policy of supporting dictators made good sense. Since no one can

prove a counterfactual, we will never know whether these authoritarian governments would have existed
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without US support. All we know for certain is that they had Washington's support, and that supporting a

dictator was a rational choice for anyone who believed, as so many in Washington did, that Latin American

culture was inclined to authoritarianism—inclined to admire, in Halle's words, “the ruthless hero who

tramples down all opposition, makes himself superior to law, and is irresistible to passionate women.”

The best example of this policy was Cuba, where Fulgencio Batista's 1952 coup, executed without

Washington's knowledge, converted the island from a civilian democracy into a military dictatorship. Three

days before the coup, the Pentagon had signed a military aid agreement with Batista's civilian predecessor,

and now the Department of Defense acted as if nothing had happened, proposing to send a seven-member

Military Assistance Advisory Group to Havana. The embassy protested, noting that thirty-eight US military

personnel were already in Cuba and that “every one [sic] is aware of the support which the Cuban armed

forces have received from our own armed forces before and since the coup d’état.” Ambassador Willard

Beaulac, a career foreign service o�cer, repeatedly emphasized that “the presence of this large number of

American military personnel is very noticeable to persons in Cuba,” and he reminded Washington that “it is

essential that our military help to Cuba be provided in the most discreet manner possible.” Another embassy

warning came in mid-1953, a few weeks after a group of rebels led by Fidel Castro had assaulted the

Moncada army barracks at Santiago: “The arms supplied by the United States to Batista's Government are

regarded by a segment of the population as weapons to attack rather than defend democracy and to

maintain an oppressive regime in power.”  Washington ignored every one of these messages.26

Meanwhile, in late 1956 Nikita Khrushchev had made his famous “We will bury you” boast to Western

diplomats. That was not seen as an idle threat, especially when the Soviets won the race into space a few

months later, and Sputnik's success occurred at a time when several of Latin America's reliable military

governments were falling. “President Carlos Castillo Armas, of Guatemala, has just died of an assassin's

bullet, �red by a palace guard who stood revealed as an acknowledged Communist,” announced

Representative Gardner Withrow to his House colleagues in mid-1957. “Just previously, President Jose A.

Remón, of Panama, was murdered, followed by President Anastasio Somozo [sic], of Nicaragua. These three

were not only devoted friends and allies of the United States, but each was bitterly anti-Communist. The

pattern is too widespread to be purely localized political unrest.”

p. 198
27

It was more than a series of assassinations. From Argentina's replacement of a military junta by civilian

Arturo Frondizi, to the fall of Colombia's General Rojas Pinilla and Venezuela's Colonel Pérez Jimenéz, Latin

America was in the midst of what journalist Tad Szulc labeled the Twilight of the Tyrants. “Indications are

that democracy . . . is here to stay in Latin America,” Szulc predicted. While acknowledging that the dictators’

excesses had hastened their own downfall, Szulc argued that “the fundamental factor bringing the

dictatorial era toward an end in Latin America was the rapid growth of political consciousness on all class

and educational levels in the last decade or so. It accompanied the powerful economic and social ferment of

the postwar period.”28

If this was correct—if dictators were now out of fashion—what did that imply for US policy? One answer

came from President Eisenhower's brother, Milton, who after two fact-�nding missions con�rmed a 1953

NSC report: “Our postwar policies of rebuilding a sound Europe gave rise to [Latin] American charges that

the United States, friendly to them only during the war years, was again neglecting them. Latin Americans

felt that they should at least have received a larger share of aid.”  By the beginning of his second term

President Eisenhower had been convinced to pursue an active US role in Latin America's economic

development, but that ran counter to the view of Treasury Secretary George Humphrey: three years earlier,

just after Milton Eisenhower's �rst report, an NSC sta�er had been sent to sound out Humphrey on an aid

program, and returned with an adamant “No.” “He is utterly convinced that a soft policy and a policy of

winning Latin America by spending money on them is not the way to go about it. He believes the way to

control Latin America is by a tough hard-hitting policy which would envisage, if necessary, the use of

force.” Now, three years later, the president wrote Humphrey a personal note underscoring that “protection

29
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of our own interests” required more than supporting dictators while lecturing about the transformative

power of private investment. “We must at the same time understand that the spirit of nationalism, coupled

with a deep hunger for some betterment in physical conditions and living standards, creates a critical

situation.”30

Humphrey soon resigned, clearing away the principal obstacle to fresh thinking about Latin America. But

while Milton Eisenhower may have convinced his brother to promote economic development, there was

little sense of urgency—after all, this was the cold war's outer zone—and in late 1957 Secretary Dulles

reported that “we see no likelihood at the present time of communism getting into control of the political

institutions of any of the American Republics.”  No concrete policy change had occurred before Vice

President Richard Nixon set out on his 1958 South American goodwill tour. The �rst stops were uneventful,

but the vice president faced a group of protesters in Lima, one of whom, Nixon reported, “let �y a wad of

spit which caught me full in the face.” Then he �ew to Caracas where, �ve months earlier, Venezuelans had

�nally been able to free themselves from the decade-long clutch of Colonel Marcos Pérez Jiménez. As a �nal

slap in the face of Venezuela's democrats, the Eisenhower administration had opened the nation's doors to

both Pérez Jiménez and his detested secret police chief, Pedro Estrada—“as vicious a man hunter as

Hitler had ever employed,” to use Hubert Herring's apt characterization.

31

p. 199
32

Within minutes of Nixon's arrival, the Caracas embassy sent Washington the �rst of several �ash cables

reporting that “a large and unfriendly crowd met the Vice President and his party at the airport.” That was

an understatement. Nixon himself recalled that, at the airport, “hundreds of people were there on the

balcony spitting down on us as we stood listening to their national anthem.” Then, the cables continued, on

the way into town Nixon's motorcade was blocked by a group “made up of ru�ans and ri�ra� and it was in

an ugly mood. The mob closed in on the vehicles in which the vice president and his party were traveling,

and the Venezuelan police escort ran. The windows were broken out of the car in which Mr. Nixon was

riding,” and a Life photographer snapped pictures for next week's cover story: demonstrators spitting on

the vice president of the United States of America.33

Nixon's driver eventually nudged his limousine across the highway median and raced down the wrong side

of a divided highway to the US ambassador's residence. There the vice president remained sequestered until

he left for a hero's welcome home and a report to the National Security Council, which began by warning

that “we should all get clearly in mind that the threat of Communism in Latin America was greater today

than ever before in history.” A few years later Nixon acknowledged that “not all the rioters, of course, were

Communists. But this misses the major point: there can be no doubt that the riots were Communist-

planned, Communist-led, and Communist-controlled.” Nearly everyone agreed, with the lower levels of the

State Department informing Secretary Dulles that “the pattern of organization and of slogans in all cases

points to Communist inspiration and direction.”34

Then Congress decided to solicit the views of a broader circle, including former Costa Rican President José

Figueres, who argued that “people cannot spit on a foreign policy, which is what they meant to do.” Of

course, he agreed, “spitting is a despicable practice, when it is physically performed. But what about moral

spitting? When your Government invited Pedro Estrada, the Himmler of the Western Hemisphere, to be

honored in Washington, did you not spit on the faces of all Latin American democrats?” At the same time,

Brazilian President Juselino Kubitschek wrote to President Eisenhower to emphasize that “the problem of

underdevelopment will have to be solved.” His message was reinforced by a third leading Latin American

democrat, Argentina's Arturo Frondizi: “The hour of concrete decisions has come,” he warned Congress

during his 1959 state visit to Washington. “To leave an American country in stagnation is as dangerous as an

attack coming from an extra-continental power.” Sandwiched between the Nixon trip and the Frondizi visit

was a third fact-�nding mission by the president's brother. “Now I must add a note of urgency,” Milton

Eisenhower reported.35
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By this time the Eisenhower administration was struggling to cope with a new problem: the Twilight of the

Tyrants had reached Cuba, where Fulgencio Batista had been ousted on the �rst day of 1959. A year earlier

the embassy had seen no cause for alarm—some urban unrest and a few armed rebels in the eastern

mountains, but “the revolutionary elements are disorganized, splintered and lack a program with public

appeal.” Perhaps, but as one revolutionary combatant titled a chapter of her memoir, it was “a

generation on the march,” with the opposition ranging across a wide social, political and economic

panorama. Soon these “revolutionary elements” had chased Batista out of the country.  Louisiana Senator

Allen Ellender saw no reason to worry: “The Cubans are a good people. They are very sensitive and easily

aroused, but I have a feeling that they would listen to reason. The Cubans look upon us as big brothers.” The

US embassy agreed, and so did the Pentagon.

p. 200
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How little Washington understood; how quickly everything changed. Overnight, this Caribbean island went

from banana republic to social revolution.  “There was something on Cuba every �ve minutes,”

complained Dulles's exasperated successor as secretary of state, Christian Herter. While he and President

Eisenhower tried at �rst to accommodate the new revolutionary regime, they soon gave up and authorized

preparation for the Bay of Pigs invasion. By early 1960 the revolution's economic reforms had crippled US

investors, its non-aligned foreign policy had included an alarming trade agreement with the Soviet Union,

and its hostile rhetoric had angered the president. “There is a limit to what the United States in self-respect

can endure,” Eisenhower explained as he closed the US embassy, and when he handed John Kennedy the

keys to the White House three weeks later, he also passed along an admonition: “We cannot let the present

government there go on.”

38

39

That was in 1961. Twenty years later Eisenhower and Kennedy were both dead and buried, yet Castro was

boasting that “we will still be here in another 20 years.” Not if president-elect Ronald Reagan and Secretary

of State Alexander Haig had anything to do with it. During the 1980 campaign Reagan had proposed a

blockade of Cuba, and now, at the �rst meeting of his national security team, the new secretary of state

suggested going one step further: an invasion. Finding little support for the idea, Haig pulled aside his

principal deputy, Robert “Bud” McFarlane, and gave him his �rst assignment: “I want to go after Cuba, Bud.

I want you to get everyone together and give me a plan for doing it.”  That was in 1981. Twenty years later

Ronald Reagan was dying of Alzheimer's disease, Alexander Haig was a semi-retired consultant, the cold

war was a fading memory, and Cuba's revolutionary generation was refusing to say “uncle.”

40

The half-century US policy toward revolutionary Cuba is a lengthy story in itself, but the island's broader

signi�cance for Latin America de�ed exaggeration during the �nal three decades of the cold war. In

Washington, the immediate impact of the revolution was to convince any remaining doubters of the need to

change the policy of leaving Latin America's economic development to market forces. Now almost everyone

agreed that trickle-down development was simply too slow to halt the radicalization of the region's

awakening masses.

Something also needed to be done about the region's economic elites, too many of whom remained

adamantly opposed to substantial reforms—“Latin America's landed oligarchy does not understand the

gravity of its own situation,” Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., told JFK. Like other members of the New Frontier,

Schlesinger was convinced that the region needed a “middle-class revolution where the processes of

economic modernization carry the new urban middle class into power and produce, along with it, such 

necessities of modern technical society as constitutional government, honest public administration, a

responsible party system, a rational land system, an e�cient system of taxation, mass education, social

mobility, etc. . . . The problem for US policy is to do what it can to hasten the middle-class revolution.” Castro

o�ered the Cuban alternative—a working-class revolution at home along with a promise that his

government would help like-minded Latin Americans to “convert the Cordillera of the Andes into the Sierra

Maestra of the American Continent.”
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A new “development” bureaucracy was required. In 1961 the Mutual Security Act was replaced by the

Foreign Assistance Act, and to administer US programs an aptly named Agency for International

Development (AID ) replaced what had been an equally aptly named Mutual Security Agency. AID's

development work was soon supplemented by a host of cooperative public and government-funded private

institutions, ranging from the Peace Corps to the AFL-CIO's American Institute for Free Labor Development.

To ensure that communists were kept at bay while the United States helped improve living conditions and

defused Latin American radicalism, an already-elaborate set of security institutions was strengthened. The

Pentagon dramatically increased the size of its Military Assistance Advisory Groups stationed throughout

the region, it expanded the US military schools such as the Army's School of the Americas to accommodate

o�cers and now even enlisted personnel, and it sent “civic action” teams of US military engineers to build

roads, to string electrical lines, and to construct health clinics in areas thought vulnerable to insurrection.

These economic and military assistance institutions constitute the enduring legacy of the cold war's second

decade; what passed quickly into history was the Kennedy elan. When Latin America's economic progress

seemed painfully slow and when the war in Vietnam sapped a generation's optimism, stability once again

became the holy grail of the Johnson, Nixon, and Ford administrations. Armed rebel groups were emerging

in much of the hemisphere, confronting Washington with the problem identi�ed in 1957 by Representative

Gardner Withrow: “It is no longer possible for us to distinguish between quarreling among political groups

and what we now know to be international Communism tactics.”  That conceptual problem faced all cold

war administrations, and not one of them could resolve it. Instead, Washington provided both economic aid

and military assistance, and simply assumed that someone, somehow could separate the instability caused

by rising expectations (the people who deserved economic aid) from the instability caused by communist

adventurism (the people who deserved to be shot). The assumption was unrealistic, as the insurgency in El

Salvador during the 1970s and 1980s demonstrated: from 1932 to 1979, every Salvadoran president had also

been a military o�cer, and in that country, as in so many others, the separating had been performed by the

US-trained and US-armed Salvadoran military. By the time this �aw in the logic of cold war US policy was

recognized, tens of thousands of Salvadorans were dead, at least a million displaced, and hundreds of

thousands had �ed to the United States.

42

43

Harkening back to 1950s thinking, many in Washington attributed this lamentable outcome to El Salvador's

blood-thirsty political culture. Jeane Kirkpatrick, the architect of the Reagan administration's policy,

repeated in the late 1970s and early 1980s what Louis Halle had written in 1950: “El Salvador's political

culture . . . emphasizes strength and machismo.”  While no one could deny the brutality of the Salvadoran

military, still today we know very little about that nation's political culture—Professor Kirkpatrick, for one,

had never set foot in El Salvador before o�ering her self-con�dent assessment. The Salvadoran military

might have massacred the peasantry without US support (that was what it did in 1931–2), but all we know

for certain is that the United States used its military assistance program to provide more than arms and

training; Washington also passed along a rigid bipolar national security mentality to Latin America's

militaries reinforced by US economic assistance: by 1964 AID had begun training its own personnel at the

Army's Special Warfare School at Fort Bragg, and by 1966 AID's police assistance bureau, the O�ce of Public

Safety, was spending 38 percent of the entire economic assistance budget for Latin America to provide

counter-insurgency training to police in every country except Cuba.

p. 202
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Washington's cold war �xation on anti-communist stability in Latin America eventually ran aground on the

political shoals surrounding the Vietnam debacle, the Watergate scandal, and the destruction of Chilean

democracy. Earlier, in the 1950s, no one in Washington raised an eyebrow over US aid to Guatemala, where

the United States had only a small Point Four technical assistance program until the overthrow of the

Arbenz government; then between 1954 and 1955, at a time when Treasury secretary Humphrey was vetoing

aid to the rest of Latin America, Guatemala's aid jumped from $463,000 to $10,708,000. This funding

pattern was repeated a decade later in Brazil, immediately after a US-encouraged military coup: from $15
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million in the 1964 �scal year (which ended three months after the coup), AID expenditures jumped to $122

million in 1965 and did not dip below that level until the 1970s. Along with the debacle of Vietnam, that was

enough for Senator Frank Church, who captured a growing mood with the title of his 1971 speech: “Farewell

to Foreign Aid: A Liberal Takes Leave.”46

The repressive military government of Brazil was quickly “graduated” from US economic assistance

programs, and the Nixon-Ford administration attempted to mollify its critics with AID's “New Directions,”

which placed a renewed emphasis on assisting the poor. But in practice the focus simply shifted from

supporting Brazil's generals, who no longer needed US help, to backstopping the Chilean military. This time

the chosen economic aid mechanism was food. Less than a month after the 1973 military coup against the

democratic government of Salvador Allende, the Nixon administration gave General Augusto Pinochet a $24

million loan to purchase US wheat, which was eight times the total commodity credit to Chile during all

three Allende years. The next year Chile, with 3 percent of Latin America's population, received 48 percent

of the region's Food for Peace shipments. As aid to Pinochet skyrocketed, the revelations of US covert action

against the Allende government became a well-documented subject of public discussion—revelations such

as Henry Kissinger's 1970 remark that “I don’t see why we need to stand by and watch a country go

Communist due to the irresponsibility of its own people,” and Nixon's instruction to CIA Director Richard

Helms immediately after Allende's election: “Make the economy scream.”47

President Nixon's forced resignation left Gerald Ford to answer the questions. With Kissinger serving as his

coach, Ford dismissed a reporter's query about covert action against the Allende government by arguing

that it was not only good for the United States but also “in the best interest of the people of Chile.”  By this

time—the mid-1970s—the general public's support for cold war US foreign policy had reached rock bottom.

The principal problem had been Vietnam, of course, but Vietnam could now be consigned to history, while

Chile seemed to be a morti�cation without end. In 1973 the Senate published its hearings on International

Telephone and Telegraph's e�ort to prevent Allende from assuming o�ce. In 1974 the House surveyed the

wreckage, and the following year a Senate select committee (the Church Committee) issued two especially

damaging reports. One was titled Alleged Assassination Plots Involving Foreign Leaders, which included a

revealing discussion of CIA plotting that led to the 1970 murder of the commander-in-chief of Chile's army,

General René Schneider, a resolute anti-communist whose only o�ense had been to oppose a military coup

to pre-empt an Allende presidency. The second committee report, Covert Action in Chile 1963–1973, began:

“Covert United States involvement in Chile in the decade between 1963 and 1973 was extensive and

continuous.”

p. 203
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In mid-1976 presidential candidate Jimmy Carter promised that his administration would “restore the

moral authority of this country in its conduct of foreign policy,” and no one was surprised to hear the new

president assert that “our commitment to human rights must be absolute,” nor to hear his conviction that

“human rights is the soul of our foreign policy.”  In the Kennedy era, dictators such as Nicaragua's

Anastasio Somoza had wagered that Washington's fear of communism was stronger than any desire for

reform, and they had won; not so in the post-Vietnam era, as Jeane Kirkpatrick observed: “What did the

Carter administration do in Nicaragua? It brought down the Somoza regime.” The Carter State Department

“acted repeatedly and at critical junctures to weaken the government of Anastasio Somoza and to

strengthen his opponents.”  Kirkpatrick was correct. While the Nicaraguan people were responsible for

Somoza's downfall, since the mid-1930s Washington had helped to keep his family in power while turning a

blind eye to its repression of the opposition and its looting of the economy. Meanwhile, wrote Professor

John Booth, “the government spent less of its budget on health and education than any other nation in the

region.”

50
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Then in the late 1970s the Carter administration pulled the plug. All sides in Washington continued to

believe, as Theodore Roosevelt had asserted in his 1904 corollary to the Monroe Doctrine, that the United

States had an obligation to act against “chronic wrongdoing” in Latin America. The post-Vietnam question
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was the identity of the wrongdoers. To the Carter administration, the wrongdoers were repressive dictators

violating the human rights of their citizens, many of whom were caught up in the revolution of rising

expectations. But after four years the Democrats lost the White House to Ronald Reagan, who thought the

wrongdoers were communists: “Let's not delude ourselves,” Reagan told a 1980 campaign audience, “the

Soviet Union underlies all the unrest that is going on. If they weren’t engaged in this game of dominoes,

there wouldn’t be any hot spots in the world.” The cold warriors were back for one last stand, elected by a

public that rejected President Carter's 1977 assertion that “we are now free of that inordinate fear of

communism which once led us to embrace any dictator who joined us in that fear.”

p. 204
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At exactly the time that this battle line was being drawn in Washington, Central American instability was

escalating steadily, and the dispute over causality characterized policy debates. Ambassador Robert White

spoke for those who attributed the instability to poverty and rising expectations, telling Congress that “the

guerrilla groups, the revolutionary groups, almost without exception began as associations of teachers,

associations of labor unions, campesino unions, or parish organizations which were organized for the

de�nite purpose of getting a schoolhouse up.” In contrast, the Reagan State Department attributed the

instability to communist adventurism, asserting that Cuba, Moscow's proxy, “is now trying to unite the

radical left, commit it to the use of violence, train it in warfare and terrorism, and attempt to use it to

destroy existing governments and replace them with Marxist-Leninist regimes.”54

Since neither side could prove its case to the satisfaction of the other, US policy became a function of how

much money a determined administration could wring out of an ambivalent Congress to prop up anti-

communist governments in El Salvador, Honduras, and Guatemala, and to support anti-Sandinista rebels in

Nicaragua. This required all the rhetorical skill of President Reagan, who lamented that “many of our

citizens don’t fully understand the seriousness of the situation, so let me put it bluntly: There is a war in

Central America that is being fueled by the Soviets and the Cubans. They are arming, training, supplying,

and encouraging a war to subjugate another nation to communism, and that nation is El Salvador. The

Soviets and the Cubans are operating from a base called Nicaragua. And this is the �rst real Communist

aggression on the American mainland.” In what many considered a prelude to direct military action in

Central America, a few months later the United States invaded the Caribbean mini-state of Grenada, and

President Reagan again went before the TV cameras to explain why: Grenada, he said, “was a Soviet-Cuban

colony, being readied as a major military bastion to export terror and undermine democracy. We got there

just in time.”55

Although the Reagan administration never received the Congressional green light it requested, for eight

years it obtained enough support from a hopelessly divided Congress to continue the �ght against rebels in

El Salvador. But a Congressional ban on the CIA's e�ort to overthrow Nicaragua's Sandinista government

prompted the administration to embark upon an illegal clandestine funding operation that led to the Iran-

Contra scandal.  In the end the Washington body count was substantial, forcing President George H.W.

Bush to grant presidential pardons to the principals. By that time the Soviet Union had disappeared, Cuban

adventurism was a fading memory, and Central America's major wars had ended, leaving only the chronic

insurgency in Guatemala and a devastated human landscape in El Salvador and Nicaragua, where an

estimated 110,000 citizens had been killed in the two con�icts—twice the number lost by the United States

in Vietnam. Economic aid quickly fell and military aid declined to virtually nothing, at least until the

Pentagon found a new role in combating drug tra�cking. With the cold war over, Latin America once again

moved o� the front pages and out of Washington's consciousness.

56
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This chapter examines the history of the Cold War in South Asia. It describes the position of South Asia

in the Cold War, and investigates the reasons why Pakistan decided to side with the United States while

India sought to avoid great power alliances and keep the Cold War at arm's length. The chapter

highlights the negative reaction of India on the decision of the U.S. government to provide military aid

to Pakistan, its main rival, and also considers Cold War legacies and the legacy of colonialism in India

and Pakistan.

On February 25, 1954, amid the full frost of the cold war, President Dwight D. Eisenhower announced that

the United States would provide military aid, the amount unspeci�ed, to Pakistan. The decision was

predicated on the vision of Eisenhower's secretary of state, John Foster Dulles, that Pakistan would anchor

an alliance with several Middle Eastern countries, including most signi�cantly Turkey, that would stand in

opposition to possible Soviet encroachment into that strategically signi�cant area. Some six weeks later

Pakistan and Turkey signed an agreement calling for “mutual cooperation”; on May 19, Pakistan and the

United States agreed to a Mutual Defense Assistance Pact, underscoring the US commitment to Pakistan's

defense and Pakistan's apparent embrace of its new role as a key link in an American security chain ringing

the Soviet Union. These agreements formed the basis for Pakistani participation in the Baghdad Pact, with

Turkey, Iran, Iraq, and Great Britain, beginning in 1955—participation bought and paid for by the United

States, to the tune of $400 million. Given the relative weakness of the Pact states, this arrangement's

bene�t to the United States was never clear. Regardless of its strategic merits, it nevertheless established

the United States as Pakistan's champion.1

The American decision to create a military alliance with Pakistan infuriated Jawaharlal Nehru, prime

minister of Pakistan's South Asian rival, India. The February announcement, he said, “created a grave

situation for us in India and for Asia,” and he declared that “India has no intention of surrendering or
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bartering her freedom for any purpose or under any compulsion whatever,” in pointed contrast to what

Pakistan had done. The proposed pact between Pakistan and the Middle Eastern nations threatened to bring

the cold war “right to our doors, to the frontiers of India,” with implications that were “bound to be

unfortunate.” Nehru had long bristled at what he considered great power meddling in the a�airs of the

region. He had also, as a point of pride, resisted any outsider's policy that seemed manipulative or heavy

handed; he would not allow the recent colonies of South Asia to continue to be “the playthings of others.” In

the aftermath of the US decision to bolster Pakistan, Nehru appeared to manifest greater warmth toward the

Soviet Union, though in truth he was no more pleased with Soviet involvement in South Asia than with

American. In early 1955 the Soviets agreed to build a steel plant at Bhilai, in central India. Nehru visited

the Soviet Union that summer, and at the end of the year Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev and a retinue of

Soviet o�cials barnstormed through India, hugging harijans (outcastes) and promising assistance without

strings attached. The cold war had come to South Asia.

p. 212

2

The disagreements between Pakistan and India over US military aid and the forging of alliances or

attachments during the mid-1950s were indicative of deeper �ssures that rent South Asia during the cold

war. Nearly from the �rst—that is, from the independence of India and Pakistan in 1947—Pakistan sought

alignment with the United States, in an e�ort to achieve stability, security, and prosperity in what it

considered a hostile world, one made especially so by the resentment toward it of its Indian neighbors,

whom Pakistanis believed wished their nation oblivion. Pakistan presumed its own weakness, and thus

assumed that it needed a strong patron to help it stand up to New Delhi.

India, on the other hand, wanted to spare the region involvement in the cold war. Nehru, who was both

prime and foreign minister of his country from his declaration of its independence in August 1947 to his

death in 1964, fought to prevent any of the powers from interfering in South Asian a�airs. India presumed

its own relative strength, and regarded the possibility of American, Soviet, or Chinese involvement in the

region as interference, not incidentally as requiring the possible militarization of India at a time when

economic development and domestic reform must have priority. Nehru was not a paci�st. He would

threaten Pakistan and mean it, especially when it came to the disputed state of Kashmir. But he believed that

taking sides in the great power struggle, and alliance-making in particular, would invite the cold war into

the area and unsettle the equation of forces that plainly favored him. He wanted his nation to remain “non-

aligned,” seeing merit and �aw in both sides’ cold war positions, denying that the world was black and

white, and trying at nearly all costs to stay clear of imbroglios that would require Indian blood and treasure.

By the end of his life, however, Nehru would conclude that he simply could not keep the cold war at bay.3

This essay addresses a general question: What was the position of South Asia in the cold war? More

pointedly, what were the reasons why Pakistan embraced US help during the period, while India sought to

avoid great power alliances and keep the cold war at arm's length? To answer these questions, the essay

considers historical, strategic, economic, ideological, and cultural reasons why nations pursued the policies

they did. The problems of South Asia, or the stakes raised by disagreements there, were never regarded by

the cold war powers as more dangerous than those in Europe, the Middle East, or East Asia. As Dennis Kux

has noted, neither Washington nor Moscow was much concerned with a�airs on the subcontinent, and

while China shared borders with India, East Pakistan (later Bangladesh), and disputed Kashmir, it too

tended to regard South Asian issues as annoyances rather than crises if problems arose. Yet the cold war was

a totalizing con�ict. It left no place out, and even secondary fronts like South Asia could provoke the powers

to harsh words and bring them to the threshold of damaging con�ict. Gradually, both nations assumed

greater strategic weight, especially as both developed nuclear weapons. Insofar as they embraced the

likelihood of the cold war being played out in their precincts, the Pakistanis managed to use international

rivalries to their advantage and keep the Indians o� balance. The Indians, who hoped to resist the cold

war's aggravations, were destined for disillusionment—but once forced into the game by events beyond

p. 213
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their control, they would demonstrate a capacity to play it nearly as cunningly as their Pakistani

counterparts.4

The legacy of colonialism

India and Pakistan shared a history. In the beginning there was only India, not a nation-state by any

modern de�nition but an amalgamation of ethnic and religious groups—localized, agrarian, and generally

ruled from the top down by a prince or powerful clan. Some of these groups might be brought together by

conquest, as in 1526 when the Mughal chieftain Babur defeated Ibrahim Lodi at Panipat and established a

government that ruled from Delhi. The Mughal heirs of Babur were Sunni Muslims. They extended their

empire south, and technically ruled much of India until the mid-19th century. The Mughals were challenged

by the Maratha princes of the Western Deccan plateau, and they never mastered the far south. The

Europeans, seeking trade and especially the abundant spices of India, began arriving in the late 15th

century: �rst the Portuguese in the south and west; then the British East India Company in Bengal in 1650;

and the French, whose Compagnie des Indes Orientales placed a settlement at Pondicherry, in the southeast,

in 1674. (The Dutch and Danes had small presences.) The Portuguese were largely limited to Goa, and by the

mid-18th century the British had defeated the French militarily in India, reducing them to scattered coastal

outposts. On behalf of the East India Company, Robert Clive seized all of Bengal at the Battle of Plassey in

1757. The Company's object was trade, but it became de facto the administrative arm of British rule in India.

It used British soldiers and civil servants to extend its control over the declining Mughals and the regional

clans. If not quite an empire born in a �t of absentmindedness, the British presence in India before the mid-

19th century was surely no “imperial project.” It was undertaken by a business enterprise rather than a

government, was inconsistent in its demands, and remained incomplete in its control.5

In 1857, Indian soldiers in the Company's army rose in rebellion when rumors spread that the ri�e

cartridges that they had been issued, which required biting to load them into the chambers of their

weapons, had been lubricated with the fat of cows and pigs, outraging Hindus and Muslims respectively.

Underlying resentment of British highhandedness broke into the open. “Dark deeds were done on both

sides,” writes Percival Spear, “on the one side in the abandon of the release of long-suppressed passions,

on the other in the rage of reprisal and blind vengeance.” Thousands died before the British regained

control in the summer of 1858. The Sepoy Rebellion left the British badly shaken. No more would the

government in London leave its empire to the haphazard stewardship of the Company. The British replaced

the Company's president with a secretary of state for India, seized the levers of �nance and land

distribution, promoted the development of public works, especially railroads, and reorganized the army,

dividing it along religious lines, Hindu versus Muslim versus Sikh. The new regime established

government schools and encouraged the growth of private colleges, which attracted more Indian students,

mostly men. It had in mind control of a type more complete than that preceding the rebellion. Some in

Britain had in mind reform as well, with education providing the bene�ts of civilization to benighted Asians,

“a race debased by three thousand years of despotism and priestcraft,” as Thomas Macaulay put it in the

House of Commons. These policies ironically spawned the growth of a western-educated intellectual class

that came to reject colonialism, however benign its face, and endorse an India for Indians. The great men of

the 20th century Indian and Pakistani nationalist movements—Mohandas Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru,

Mohammed Ali Jinnah, and others—had privileged backgrounds and British educations. The legacy of

colonialism was its own undoing.

p. 214

6

The trauma and catharsis of independence did not fully erase memories of colonialism, and considerations

of the cold war were regarded in both India and Pakistan in the light of their experience of domination. For

one thing, the British did not pack up and go home in August 1947. Some o�cials remained in place,

including in both nations’ armed forces. Pakistan especially continued to rely on British o�cers, having
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been denied by partition an experienced o�cer corps and a well-trained soldiery. The �rst commander-in-

chief of Pakistan's armed forces was British, and the leading generals and heads of vital military

directorates were, too. (No Pakistani would head the military until 1951.) Both nations became dominions of

Britain; that is, self-governing members of the British Commonwealth. English remained the language of

diplomatic correspondence in both nations. It was English spoken with a British accent; the sons of the elite

continued to attend Oxford and Cambridge. Trade followed long-standing patterns that linked South Asia to

British producers, merchants, and consumers. Ties of education and culture bound Indians and Pakistanis

to their former masters, and many South Asians professed to harbor no hard feelings, unlike, say, those

directed at, the French in Vietnam, the Dutch in the East Indies, or the Portuguese in India itself. These

persistent bonds inclined India and Pakistan toward the British side in the cold war, even if the Indians did

not accept fully the “us against them” division of the world as the British described it.7

In one particular way the legacy of colonialism lingered sourly in South Asia, and it had to do with race.

Whatever else Indians had felt about the British prior to 1947, they had deeply resented British intimations

that Asians were not the equals of Europeans because of the color of their skin. The British casually referred

to South Asians as “niggers,” a coinage readily adopted by visiting Americans. Colonial India featured

separate park benches for “whites” and Indians, and waiting rooms at train stations and railway cars were

divided by race. Indians who carried umbrellas against the rain or sun were expected to close them if they

met whites on the street. Mohammed Ayub Khan, who would become prime minister of Pakistan in 1958,

attended the British Royal Military Academy at Sandhurst in the mid-1920s. “The British did not practise

the colour bar in a blatant manner, as in some countries,” he recalled, “but they were no less colour

conscious. In those days anyone coming from a subject race was regarded as an inferior human being and

this I found terribly galling.”8

Yet it was on India that memories of British racism rested most heavily—Pakistanis were on balance

lighter-skinned than Indians—and Jawaharlal Nehru remained highly sensitive to racial slights, intended

or perceived. Nehru believed that racism was the foundation of colonialism, and that insofar as the cold war

West continued to countenance colonialism in Asia and Africa, it retained the taint of racism. British and

especially American discrimination against people of color at home explained their support for colonialism

abroad, and their support for colonialism in turn reinforced their racism. Because the Soviets did not

practice domestic racism, Indians claimed, their policies in the developing world could not be construed as

colonialist. “By reason of its own experience,” wrote the US ambassador John Sherman Cooper from New

Delhi in 1956, “[India] thinks of colonialism as the rule of an Asian country or a colored people by a Western

nation, with the subjugated country having no government or international entity.” Nehru thus inscribed

race on the cold war.

p. 215
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Nehru's own sense of racial identity was complicated. Unlike Ayub, he did not register any complaint of

racism during his years in England (he attended Eton, read law at Cambridge, and for a time was coxswain

for the university rowing club). He was relatively light-skinned and passed for white in the higher circles of

European society in which he traveled. But in the years after independence, Nehru became a steadily harsher

critic of white racism especially in Africa, even at the expense of Indians living in Africa who were in most

cases closer to whites than blacks socially, and who over the years had succeeded economically—often,

charged blacks, at their expense. Nehru targeted particularly the practice of apartheid in South Africa, a

“monstrous evil” in its racism. Nehru's attitudes about race strongly in�uenced his posture toward the cold

war: distasteful as he found Soviet doctrine and practice, and threatening as he found the Chinese after

1949, he could not bring himself to stand with those who were slow to jettison racism and colonialism, their

own and others’.10
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Embracing the cold war: Pakistan

Even as the Pakistanis struggled to overcome their colonial past, and even as they contemplated the dangers

of the cold war, fear of India dominated their cold war posture and their foreign policy more generally. The

British decision to partition the subcontinent into predominantly Hindu and Muslim states had been a

triumph for M. A. Jinnah and his followers in the Muslim League, but it had shocked most Hindu

nationalists, who had assumed that the British, having made a state (however incomplete) in India, would

leave the place intact when they left. Gandhi, Nehru, and the other Hindus in the Indian National Congress

had insisted that there was no need to separate Muslims and Hindus: while the British had insidiously tried

to divide the communities, there was nothing natural in the division and no inherent reason why religious

groups should live in separate states. Gandhi promised special consideration for the Muslim minority in

independent India. Jinnah was not reassured.

In the end the British agreed with Jinnah that an independent Pakistan would provide a refuge for Muslims

and was a safer, more just, and more expedient solution to the problems associated with their departure,

given Jinnah's threats and anti-Muslim challenges from reactionary Hindu nationalists. Many in India

wished for an early end to Pakistan, for its absorption into India. Pakistanis were convinced that all Indians

felt this way. The horrifying bloodshed that followed independence, in which Muslim, Hindu, and Sikh

refugees were murdered on a massive scale by their religious rivals, seemed to con�rm Pakistani fears that

their nation and India were destined for permanent enmity.

p. 216

Worse, according to Pakistanis, the balance of power left by the British in their wake was markedly skewed

in India's favor. Twenty-one of twenty-nine infantry regiments remained with India. New Delhi also

controlled most of the weapons and ordnance; while the British urged India to show good faith and allow

the transport north of some of this equipment, the Indians dragged their feet and often substituted non-

lethal shipments, in one case several cases of aging prophylactics, for the materiel Pakistan had requested.

Pakistan, lacking a political tradition or infrastructure, was governed during its early months by the force of

Jinnah's personality. Ethnic strife plagued its provinces. The economy hardly existed—in 1947 there was no

such thing as a Pakistani bank, for instance. The foreign o�ce consisted of six men, all without typewriters

and using stationery purchased from a store in downtown Karachi. Jawaharlal Nehru's Independence Day

speech in India, delivered at midnight on August 15, 1947, is justly remembered for its drama and its hope:

India, he said, had “a tryst with destiny.” Jinnah's speech to his new nation on the same day was terse; in

two of its nine paragraphs he pleaded with the country's “minorities” to “ful�ll their duties and

obligations” to Pakistan, promising that if they did so, “they [would] have nothing to fear.” It was an

inauspicious beginning.11

Whatever India's intentions regarding Pakistan, as Jinnah's speech implied, the Muslim nation had reason

to worry about its stability, and thus reason to cultivate an outside power to help it survive. It was a state

divided into two wings, East and West Pakistan, separated from each other by 1,000 miles of India. The

di�culty of ruling from West Pakistan 40 million East Pakistani Bengalis, over a quarter of whom were

Hindus, across all this space was obvious even in 1947; it would grow even harder over time. The state of

Punjab was split between Pakistan and India, a decision responsible for the worst of the violence that

followed independence. Pakistan, lamented Jinnah, was “moth-eaten.” The groups collected in West

Pakistan—Sindhis, Punjabis, Baluchis—had to be persuaded to make common cause. Most contentious was

the position of the Pathans, located in the Northwest Frontier Provinces but also in the Punjab and,

signi�cantly, across the border in Afghanistan, where they were called Pushtuns. Afghanistan was unhappy

about the advent of Pakistan, especially because it divided the Pathans and created a potentially hostile

regional power to its southeast. With the quiet support of India the Afghanis demanded the creation of a

state of “Pushtunistan” (or “Pakhtunistan”) that would encompass the tribes on both sides of the

Pakistan-Afghanistan border and reduce Pakistani territory. Hoping to defuse the situation, and badly
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overstretched given its suspicions of India, the Pakistani military withdrew from the northwestern tribal 

areas in late 1947, leaving the locals in charge of their own defense—a decision with resonances some sixty

years later.

p. 217
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The issue that seemed to threaten Pakistan existentially concerned the state of Kashmir. At the time of

partition the British Viceroy, Lord Mountbatten, knowing the potential of Kashmir to create mischief

between his o�spring, had avoided making a decision about its future, leaving it to the state to choose its

course. Nehru, a descendent of Kashmiri Brahmins, assumed the state would accede to India. Jinnah, noting

that Kashmir was 78 percent Muslim, assumed otherwise. Some in Kashmir sought union with India, some

hoped for Pakistan, while others, including the head of state (maharajah) Hari Singh, preferred autonomy.

In late October 1947 thousands of Muslims, most of them Pathans, surged into Kashmir to “liberate” their

co-religionists. The modern weapons they carried and the trucks that bore them strongly indicated

Pakistani involvement. A panicky Hari Singh signed a letter of accession to India, placed before him by

Indian o�cials. The Indian military then stopped the attack by airlifting thousands of troops to Kashmir.

Pakistan called for a plebiscite; Nehru replied that Kashmir was now legally part of India, and that as long as

Pakistan continued to stir up Muslims there his forces would have to stay to protect the Hindu minority and

promote stability. The suggestion that the state hold a plebiscite or be divided between India and Pakistan

made Nehru apoplectic. E�orts by the United States and the United Nations to secure a solution to the

Kashmir problem were unavailing.13

Pakistan did hold a pair of cold war trumps. The �rst was a key position in the intensi�ed contest for control

of the Middle East and its vast reserves of oil. The West's con�ict with the Soviet Union over this part of the

globe was nothing new. During the 19th century “Great Game,” the Russian tsars had sought determinedly

to extend their in�uence south, over Afghanistan, Persia, Mongolia, and China, while the British had used

their base in India to try to block their rival—“The Bear that looks like a man,” as Rudyard Kipling called

Russia—and even to press north against Russian encroachment, using what the British players labeled the

“forward strategy.” The game stopped when the Russians were defeated by Japan in 1905, but resumed at

the end of World War II. Now the stakes were higher. The cold war was an ideologically charged, constant-

sum Great Game, whereby a gain for the other side was by de�nition a loss for yours. And in the areas again

sharply contested by the powers, in Iran, Iraq, and the Arabian Peninsula, lay the oil that Europeans and,

increasingly, Americans needed to fuel their economic recovery and sustain their prosperity. Pakistan, with

its extensive borders with Afghanistan and Iran and its maritime proximity to Saudi Arabia, could be of vital

strategic importance in the contest for oil. What exactly the Pakistanis could do for the West's position in

these areas was unclear, given the fragility of Pakistan's unity and the weakness of its army. But their

willingness to play some role in the defense of the Middle East made them an enticing asset to the

practitioners of the new Great Game, cold war version.14

Pakistanis were willing to play this part largely because of their fear of India: enlist the western powers on

their side, solicit western arms with the disingenuous promise to use them against the Soviets if required,

and Pakistan might win itself some protection against the rival who wished it gone from the earth. Still,

the attraction between the West and Pakistan was not wholly opportunistic. The second cold war trump held

by the Pakistanis was the long-standing British perception, inherited by the Americans, that Muslims were

a martial people: forthright in their relationships, constant in their loyalties, and, signi�cantly, tough and

manly in their willingness to stand on principle and �ght for it if necessary. It is tempting to label this a

myth created by the British following the 1857–8 Rebellion, when they had divided the military and

denigrated the Hindus, whom they blamed for the attacks, and elevated Muslims (and Sikhs) to prominence

in the armed forces. But the durability of the myth of Muslim loyalty and toughness, and its persistence into

the cold war period in Washington as well as London, suggests the presence of many people willing to keep

it alive. The most important of these were themselves Pakistanis. British and American policymakers

admired Muslims for their monotheism, for it suggested their belief in a single truth. If there could be no
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atheists in the foxholes of the cold war, then Pakistan's Muslims might well be suitable allies, as long as

they believed the right sort of truth—which seemed likely given their presumed hostility to communism. In

quest of American military assistance, Pakistani leaders cultivated their image as believers in a single

almighty deity. “The people of Pakistan believe in the supreme sovereignty of God,” Prime Minister Liaquat

Ali Khan told the Truman administration on a visit to the United States in 1950, and thus they believed in

“the equality of man”—unlike caste-ridden Hindus.

Western leaders also admired their Pakistani counterparts for their manliness. Liaquat and his successors,

many of them military men, showed enthusiasm for the martial virtues, shook hands vigorously, drank

alcohol, ate meat, and accepted shotguns as presents from American hosts and visitors. “The only Asians

who can really �ght are the Pakistanis,” Secretary of State John Foster Dulles once told the journalist Walter

Lippmann. Chester Bowles, who served two tours as US ambassador to India during the cold war years and

sympathized with the Indian position on most things, grumbled at the ease with which Pakistani men

seemed to fool Americans into thinking that the parties had much in common. The Pakistanis were “Asians

they can really understand, Asians who argue the advantages of an olive over an onion in a martini and who

know friends they know in London.” All of this was by contrast to the Indians, who connected culturally to

westerners far less easily.15

The cultural construction of selves and others rested largely on stereotypes based on religion and gender.

These stereotypes were false; Muslims were not theologically akin to Christians despite their common belief

in monotheism, and Muslim men were not naturally more masculine than Hindus. Culture is never

coterminous with the state, especially a state as heterogeneous as Pakistan, India, or the United States, and

it changes over time, which makes generalizations about it hazardous in the extreme. And yet, cultural

identities of selves and others surely in�uenced the actions taken by those westerners and South Asians

responsible for making policy decisions. Language, perceptions, emotions, attitudes, prejudices—all matter

in the conduct of international relations, and all are the products and elements of culture. Beliefs and

perceptions about monotheism and manhood predisposed the Pakistanis to side with the Americans in the

cold war, and predisposed the Americans to look with favor on the connection. The Eisenhower

administration's decision to provide military aid to Pakistan in 1954, and the Pakistani government's

decision to accept alliance with the Americans in Asia as payment for the aid, were therefore hardly

surprising.

p. 219

Shunning the cold war: India

India had external interests during the �rst years after its independence, but it had little capacity and less

appetite for projecting itself into the fray of cold war. It was a regional power, a condition that satis�ed

Nehru; as long as India could bully Pakistan when needed, consolidate its power over the few remaining

princely states and colonial enclaves (among them Goa and Pondicherry) lying within its borders, win

Kashmir, and establish itself as an exemplar of development and democracy for other new states, he would

be content. Taking a side in the cold war o�ered no strategic advantage to India. The nation needed some

help economically, but Indian planners generally looked inward, concentrating on protecting home markets

through centralized planning. Frustrated British and American observers stigmatized Nehru's foreign policy

as “neutralist,” a label Nehru rejected for its seeming moral detachment; he preferred to say that India was

“non-aligned” in the cold war.

The perceptive British diplomat Sir Archibald Nye wrote in 1951 that India could most accurately be seen as

“operating in three concentric circles, the principles governing each of which bear little or no relation to the

principles followed in the others.” In the innermost circle were mainly contiguous states, with which India

had “vital” interests. In the second circle out—nations other than the great powers—India had interests in
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several places (such as Southeast Asia) but virtually none in others (Latin America). The outer ring,

consisting of the cold war powers Britain, the United States, the Soviet Union, and China, mainly warranted

avoiding: relations with these nations were “to a great extent determined by [India's] passionate desire to

keep out of con�ict and to stand aside from Great Power struggles.” Nye spotted some Nehruvian delusion

here, especially regarding Soviet expansionism and Chinese per�dy. But he also recognized the logic in

India's resisting cold war a�liations, and noted that the United States had been “isolationist” for many

years. He counseled patience.16

Nehru did have ideological preferences and dislikes. He admired Britain's parliamentary government and

the openness of American democracy. He deplored the racism of whites in both countries, connected, as he

saw it, to their continued support for colonialism, abhorred the hypocrisy of societies that claimed to

represent justice but allowed their lower classes to live in misery, remained suspicious that the West was

inclined to militarism, and found Americans crass, materialistic, and boorish. As a moderate socialist,

Nehru expressed solidarity with the Soviet's rhetoric of economic equality and Mao Zedong's a�nity for

China's peasants. Like the communist powers, India would have Five-Year Plans for economic development

that focused on building industry, consolidating agriculture, and relieving poverty. But, though he muted

his public criticism, Nehru found appalling the brutalities of the Soviet and Chinese Communist political

systems and their utter lack of regard for human freedom. Neither cold war system, in other words,

provided a model for India to follow. The fragility of his nation's democracy and the uncomfortable

persistence of caste in India con�rmed Nehru's resolve to �nd his own way in the world, free of

entanglement in the toxic cold war. India had too many of its own problems to involve itself with others’.

p. 220

Nehru also felt that India could not a�ord the frenzied defense spending that came with participation in the

cold war. If Pakistan agreed to help the West resume the Great Game through a “forward strategy” aimed at

the Soviet Union, India preferred the alternative 19th century British posture known as “masterly

inactivity.” That way, India would draw the attention of no enemy and be left instead to address its

enormous domestic problems, unhindered and unburdened by heavy defense spending. Gandhian

nationalism was based partly on economic self-su�ciency. Gandhi believed that it was morally right for

people to make modest consumer goods for themselves, and shrewdly noted that Britain's exploitation of

his country relied on Indian purchases of British-made textiles, often manufactured with inexpensive

cotton furnished by India. He urged his countrymen and women to produce their own cloth, grow their own

food, and generally to stay away from large-scale economic enterprise that inevitably meant entanglement

in the global trading nexus. Nehru would not go that far; a modern nation, he believed, needed more than

millions of household spinning wheels to move forward economically. But he was committed to ambitious,

largely self-sustaining economic development. If his plans were to work, it would make no sense to spend

large sums on the military.

India had reserves of manganese, monazite, and beryl, all vital to modern industry and especially defense.

Given the press of the cold war, the United States sought to buy great quantities of all three. In each case,

however, Indian policymakers refused to sell freely, or to sell at what the Americans felt was a reasonable

price, or to sell at all. Nehru wanted to move slowly toward trade, particularly with the Americans, whom he

considered crafty (the Americans felt the same way about him). He wanted India to build its own industry,

and to do so it might be necessary to preserve as much of these resources as possible. Manganese was

needed to produce steel. Monazite and beryl had possible applications for nuclear technology. Nehru also

wished to sell these goods and others to any party interested, and for the best possible price. If non-

alignment meant anything, surely it meant the ability to avoid trade agreements that constrained the

amount of a mineral that could be sold to the highest bidder, regardless of ideology. This, at �rst, was the

policy that the Indians followed.17

Just as culture, gender, and religion in�uenced Pakistan's encounter with the world, so these factors helped

shape India's external relations during the cold war. Non-alignment was partly a strategic choice. It also
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�owed naturally from Indian ideas about time and space, from the ways in which others perceived Indian

men and Indian men saw themselves, from ideas concerning the maturity of peoples and nations, and from

the predilections of Hindus to avoid making stark choices between what they saw as false, binary 

alternatives. So, for example, Indians traditionally imagined space—that place beyond the known and

understood—as threatening. Even as they insisted that others not violate their space in South Asia, they

showed no inclination to venture boldly into Archibald Nye's “third ring” of great power dominance. While

Americans, British, and others viewed India, the country, as bound stubbornly to tradition and with an

ossi�ed infrastructure that frustrated modernization, and Indians, the people, as childishly immature and

incapable of reason, Indians saw their nation as representing “an older and wiser civilization” than that

made by the “parvenus” of the West, and themselves as fresh and imaginative; as Nehru put it in his

Independence Night speech: “At the stroke of the midnight hour, when the world sleeps, India will awake to

life and freedom. A moment comes, which comes but rarely in history, when we step out from the old to the

new, when an age ends, and when the soul of a nation, long suppressed, �nds utterance.” India would forge

a new way through the world, one untrammeled by the petty jealousies and serious dangers of the cold war.

Nehru himself, “graceful” and “beautiful” by westerners’ description, wearing perpetually a red rose in the

lapel of his �owing kurta overshirt, seemed to many in the West e�eminate, and thus unable or unwilling to

stand up to the communist evil in the cold war. And Hinduism itself, with its many deities and thus multiple

versions of truth, was, in the view of men in Washington and London, incapable of discerning right from

wrong, unlike the steadfastly monotheistic Muslims in Pakistan. Indians feared “a holy war or crusade” that

would involve them. Nehru cultivated both these gendered and religiously-in�ected versions of himself and

his people in order to keep his country aloof from the dangers of the cold war.
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The cold war powers and South Asia

The advent of the People's Republic of China (PRC) in October 1949 quickly drew the concern of Pakistan

and India. Pakistani Prime Minister H. S. Suhrawardy told Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai in 1955, “China would

soon be able to occupy Pakistan easily, as the Mongols did in the thirteenth century.” (Zhou remonstrated

that China had no interest in such a policy.) In reality, the Chinese Communists, for at least the �rst decade

following their triumph, had limited foreign policy goals: they sought unity, which was to include the

incorporation of Nationalist-held Taiwan, security, an end to colonial arrangements, and, connected to

this, the respect of their neighbors and other nations. They had no intention of invading Pakistan. The

Chinese harmoniously settled some boundary di�erences with Pakistan and, while they were unhappy with

Pakistan's military association with the United States and Asian treaty organizations that they regarded as

hostile to them, overall they remained ready to provide help to Pakistan if they could do so opportunistically

and on the relative cheap—and, after 1960, as long as the Pakistanis were not also accepting aid from the

Soviet Union. In their own way, the Chinese, like the Indians, were trying to keep the cold war out of South

Asia, or at least to keep the Americans out.19

China-India relations were ultimately to prove more delicate, and more perilous. Nehru professed

friendship with the leaders of the PRC and would help orchestrate a public relations campaign with the

slogan “Hindi-Chini Bhai Bhai,” meaning that Indians and Chinese were brothers. The chant masked

profound anxiety about what might happen if the Chinese, for any reason, found India's policy not to their

liking. In pursuit of what it considered China's territorial integrity, in October 1950 the People's Liberation

Army entered Tibet, whose residents had long considered themselves citizens of an independent state. The

Chinese move worried New Delhi. Nehru feared the growth of Chinese power to his north and the loss of

Indian in�uence in Tibet. Seeking a compromise, he told Parliament that, while he hoped the Chinese would

preserve Tibet's “autonomy,” he would recognize China's “suzerainty” over the region. In April 1954 Nehru

and Zhou Enlai signed an agreement on Tibet, in which Nehru glumly o�ered (as he put it to legislators) his

“recognition of the existing situation there,” but which more importantly contained a preamble articulating

p. 222
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“�ve principles (panchsheela) of peaceful coexistence” between India and China. These called for “(1)

mutual respect for each other's territorial integrity and sovereignty, (2) mutual non-aggression, (3) mutual

noninterference in each other's internal a�airs, (4) equality and mutual bene�t, and (5) peaceful

coexistence.” “We need not live in a fairy world where nothing wrong happens,” said Nehru. He was, as two

historians have put it, “bowing to the inevitable” regarding Tibet.20

The panchsheela attained greater glory when they were incorporated into the �nal declaration of the

conference of non-aligned nations at Bandung, Indonesia, in 1955. The Indo-Chinese agreement on Tibet

would fare less well. In March 1959 an uprising broke out in the Tibetan capital of Lhasa. When the Chinese

entered to suppress it, the Dalai Lama and thousands of his followers �ed to India and requested political

asylum, which Nehru granted. This decision upset Beijing; Chinese newspapers attacked Nehru as an

American “stooge.” Tensions over Tibet, and the disposition of its exiled citizenry in India, fueled a long-

standing Sino-Indian dispute over the placement of the nations’ border. Nehru argued that India's northern

boundaries had been established by the British in the 19th century, and that they extended to the Himalayas.

The Chinese considered these borders the relics of imperialism and asked that they be renegotiated. When it

became clear that Nehru would not budge, and after Indian military units took up positions north even of

the British line of demarcation in the northeast, the Chinese acted. In October 1962 they struck Indian forces

on both northern fronts and quickly pushed them back. This was not, as most in India and some in the West

feared, the opening assault of a war of conquest but rather “a giant punitive expedition,” as one historian

has called it. The Chinese were registering their displeasure with Indian arrogance and �exing their

muscles, but no more. Relations between China and India remained frosty through the Sino-American

détente of the 1970s, which fed Indian fears of great powers ganging up against it; a thaw in Indo-Sino

relations came only with the government of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, Nehru's daughter, in the early

1980s.21

Indian relations with the Soviet Union were erratic, though on the whole better than those between India

and China. Neither Joseph Stalin nor Nikita Khrushchev was much interested in South Asia, though

Khrushchev was eager to portray himself as a champion of anti-colonialism—by contrast, he said, to the

ersatz communists in the People's Republic. Throughout much of the cold war the Soviets had little use for

the Pakistanis, who were, the Russians thought, in thrall to the Americans, the Chinese, or both, and who

were so obsessed with India as to be of little use elsewhere. Toward India the Soviets tried to be friendlier.

Khrushchev in particular claimed solidarity with Nehru's spirit of non-alignment, though Nehru always

remained suspicious of Soviet support for India's communist parties, the bane of his political existence. The

Soviets proclaimed their sympathy for India's position in the dispute over Kashmir, o�ered, in the wake of

Pakistan's acceptance of US military aid in 1954 to build the Bhilai steel mill, and the following year dangled

before the Indians the sale of modern �ghter jets. Soviet economic aid to India increased throughout the

1960s and 1970s. In 1965, war broke out between India and Pakistan over Kashmir. The Soviets, alarmed

that the Chinese might exploit the hostilities and even fan their �ames, successfully stepped in to mediate.

The Soviets would step in again in 1971, when West Pakistan sent forces into East Pakistan. This eventually

brought the Indians into the �ghting and led to the establishment of the independent nation of Bangladesh.

Though the Russians were shaken by the recklessness of both Pakistani and Indian decisionmaking during

the war, they fared better than the Richard Nixon administration in the United States, which cast its lot fully

with Pakistan and damaged its reputation with India and most other nations into the bargain.
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And what, �nally, of the Americans and South Asia? At the time of Indian and Pakistani independence, the

United States hoped that Great Britain would continue to take the lead in the region, given Britain's history

with the people there and the glaring lack of American expertise about the place. As British power

diminished and the all fronts Cold War impinged on South Asia, the Americans were drawn in. The Truman

administration actually provided more military equipment to India than to Pakistan but laid the

groundwork for this policy to shift after the Korean War broke out. While the Pakistanis sympathized with
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the US position in Korea and lobbied for it with recalcitrant Arab nations, the Indians, though supportive of

the United Nations Security Council resolution that condemned North Korea's attack, were disinclined to

play advocate for the Americans and instead served as intermediary between the United States and China,

whose representatives would not talk to each other directly. The Americans saw the Korean War as clear

evidence that the communist powers were acting aggressively and in concert to expand across the globe,

and they worried that South Asia might be the communists’ next target. The Pakistanis were willing to

adopt this view if it won for them US support, especially in the dispute over Kashmir. Nehru did not accept

it, continuing to insist that colonialism and racism were problems worse than expanding communism, and

that it would be better to negotiate with an adversary than to �ght in a world increasingly �lled with nuclear

weapons.23

The Americans’ growing disillusionment with India, along with their greater willingness to embrace

Pakistan, culminated in the Eisenhower administration's 1954 decision to provide military aid to Pakistan

and involve Pakistan in Asian alliances—the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization and the Middle East

Defense Organization—designed to counter predicted communist probes into these areas. The Pakistanis 

accepted the aid gladly but contributed mostly lip service to the new alliances. Reacting angrily to the

introduction of the cold war into the region, India consorted openly with the communist powers, all the

while continuing to express its commitment to non- alignment, as at Bandung in 1955. President

Eisenhower did not want to lose India, and in meetings with Nehru in the United States in December 1956

managed at least to convince the prime minister of his goodwill and sincerity. (Nehru had also been

pleasantly surprised by the �rmness with which Eisenhower had condemned the British/French/Israeli

attack on Suez the previous October.) Still, these meetings did not produce a signi�cant, favorable shift in

US-India relations.

p. 224

24

Nehru hoped a�airs would improve when John F. Kennedy became president in early 1961. The new

president and many of his advisors, including John Kenneth Galbraith, whom Kennedy chose to head the US

embassy in New Delhi, admired Nehru and claimed to respect non-alignment. They saw India as a

laboratory for democracy in Asia and a likely place for a capitalist economic take-o� to occur. But when

Nehru came to Washington in late 1961, his meetings with Kennedy and other o�cials went poorly. The two

men sparred about the testing of nuclear weapons. Nehru spoke vaguely about policy issues and seemed

frequently distracted. Soon after he returned home, the prime minister authorized a successful Indian

invasion of Portuguese Goa, which had stubbornly and singularly resisted incorporation into India. Kennedy

expressed dismay; Nehru responded with dismay over Kennedy's dismay.25

In October 1962 came India's border war with China. Despite the limited Chinese aims—to punish rather

than occupy India—the failure of Indian forces to slow their adversaries even brie�y led to fear and

recrimination in New Delhi. Nehru �red Krishna Menon, his sharp-tongued defense minister, and was

forced to admit that he had been living in a sort of “fairy world” regarding his neighbors. “We were,” he

said, “getting out of touch with reality in the modern world and were living in an arti�cial atmosphere of

our own creation.” Nehru looked exhausted; he concluded that he could no longer deny that the cold war

had come to South Asia. He chose to accept American military assistance and advice, once anathema to him.

US and Indian air forces conducted joint exercises, the Americans agreed to train Indian pilots, and

American spy planes were for the �rst time allowed to land and refuel at Indian air bases. Nehru would not

countenance, as Pakistan had, a formal alliance with the United States. But his response to Chinese

aggression placed India, however tentatively, on the side of the West in the cold war. The Soviet Union was

unreliable, China too threatening, and US aid too much needed, even despite the strings always attached to

it.26
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Cold war legacies

Following Nehru's death in the spring of 1964 and a brief, unfortunate interregnum government led by Lal

Bahadur Shastri, Indira Gandhi became the nation's prime minister. She would hold the position for �fteen

of the eighteen years from 1966 to 1984. She did not always get along with the American presidents with

whom her time in power coincided. Like her father, Gandhi resented what she considered American

condescension, American exploitation of Indian food shortages that inspired humiliating Indian requests

for aid (nearly always granted), and the American insistence that there might be two sides to the dispute

over Kashmir. In the face of these and other perceived slights, Gandhi returned to her father's original

determination that India must go it alone as much as possible. When the Chinese had tested a nuclear

weapon in 1964, the Indians had considered whether to develop such weapons of their own. Unable to get

from the United Nations a guarantee against a Chinese nuclear attack, Gandhi's government decided that it

would not sign the 1968 Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and resolved to move ahead with a nuclear

program. The successful test of a nuclear device in the Rajasthani Desert in 1974, no matter how stridently

Gandhi construed it as “peaceful,” resulted from her conviction that none of the powers had much

sympathy for India, especially after Nixon's refusal to see the justice of India's intervention in East Pakistan

in 1971. According to Dennis Kux, “India, in Washington's eyes, had become just a big country full of poor

people.” The perception rankled in India, and the nuclear test was designed, in part, to change it.

p. 225

27

It did not work. For the duration of the cold war, and even as Soviet support for India dwindled through the

1980s, Americans continued to regard India as no more than a regional power, and often as a nuisance.

There was a bit of a popular craze for India and things Indian during the mid-1980s, coincident with the

release in the West of the �lm Gandhi and the celebration of the “Festival of India” in the United States.

Rajiv Gandhi, who succeeded his mother as prime minister following Indira's assassination in 1984, began

to open the country to trade, investment, and transfers of technology, and this won him points with

Washington and London. In general, however, India remained peripheral to the deepest concerns of the

powers, and the end of the cold war had little to do with India. Oddly, Indians might have claimed that the

world had at last caught up to them: in long rejecting the axioms of the cold war, they had predicted its

demise, and though the waiting had been painful, there was some vindication in their having been right:

great power con�ict was dangerous and ought to be renounced. Like all nations should, India would �rst

cultivate its own garden. That India's nuclear program continued to irritate others (India detonated several

devices in 1998), and that India's con�ict with Pakistan continued to fester, was of some moment to Indians

in the 21st century. So, too, was the considerable energy of the nation's economy, which increased Indian

trade and investment and swelled the ranks of the middle class, largely invisible to the world during the cold

war. India's quest for respect had, some sixty years after independence, begun to bear fruit.

Pakistan, unlike India, had ridden the cold war as a wave, �rst siding with the West and earning

considerable economic and military aid, then tipping toward China following the 1962 border war—the

reward for which, paradoxically, was American gratitude when the Pakistanis served as intermediaries for

Richard Nixon's démarche to China in 1971. It is common to regard Pakistan's history as that of a nearly-

failed state. Throughout, the nation has su�ered from domestic instability, humiliation at the hands of its

Indian rival, corrupt and authoritarian government, a record of human rights abuses, and actual

vivisection following the uprising in East Pakistan and the creation of Bangladesh in 1971. It is tempting to

say that Pakistan, having lived by the cold war, is now in steep decline because the cold war has ended.

p. 226

Yet that judgment may be premature. When the Soviet Union overthrew the government of Afghanistan and

invaded that country in 1979, Pakistan became the immediate bene�ciary, as the Americans funnelled

millions in military aid through Pakistan to Afghanis who were battling the Russians. The Americans were

ready to overlook a multitude of Pakistan's sins, including its pursuit of enriched uranium for possible use

in a nuclear weapon, in order to torment the Soviets. The last great battle of the cold war ended with the
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Soviets’ retreat from Afghanistan, a blow that contributed signi�cantly to Mikhail Gorbachev's conclusion

that ongoing con�ict with the United States was no longer sustainable. But the end of the cold war did not

signal the end of Pakistan's usefulness to the United States. Having established itself as a force in

Afghanistan's political situation, Pakistan became vital to American e�orts, after September 11, 2001, to

dislodge the Taliban government from Kabul and keep it out. At this writing, Pakistan, its borders utterly

compromised by the Taliban and the presence (as ever) of Pathans, who live in both countries and respect

the boundaries of neither, is professing its desire to help the Americans defeat evil, even as it pleads for

more money and weapons with which to do the job. The cold war has ended, but a familiar con�ict

continues. India practices masterly inactivity, growing its economy despite a global recession. Pakistan,

source of violence and instability (including the terrorist attacks in Mumbai in November 2008), remains as

aggravating, and evidently as indispensable, as ever.
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14 The Cold War in Southeast Asia 
Ang Cheng Guan

This chapter examines the history of the Cold War in Southeast Asia. It explains that the onset of the

Cold War coincided with nationalist struggles and decolonization, and explains why Southeast Asians

should appreciate that the Cold War is a historical event which has signi�cantly a�ected the

development of their countries, particularly in terms of the role of the Cold War in shaping the political

development of the nation-states and interstate relations in the region, and the growing interest in

rewriting the history of the Cold War.

In 2008–9, the History Channel, the National University of Singapore (NUS), the Asia Research Institute

(ARI), and the National Library Board of Singapore (NLB) organized a series of seminars entitled “The Cold

War in Southeast Asia.” Its publicity brochure states that “there is much about the cold war in Southeast

Asia that still remains shrouded in mystery.”  This chapter aims to help readers understand the cold war as

it was played out in Southeast Asia. It does so by guiding readers through the phases in the historiography of

the cold war in the region, while concurrently providing a critical account of the state of the �eld. It also

describes the challenges historians face in writing the international history of the cold war in Southeast Asia

and suggests approaches and issues that seem most likely to advance the scholarship.

1

Why should scholars or general readers be interested in the history of the cold war in Southeast Asia? Why

should Southeast Asians themselves appreciate that the cold war is a historical event that has signi�cantly

a�ected the development of their countries? Kwa Chong Guan (Chairman, National Archives Board,

Singapore) o�ered three reasons: (a) it shaped the political development of the nation-states as well as

in�uenced inter-state relations in the region; (b) memories of the cold war continue to loom large in shared

memories—the trauma of war, political chaos, violence, riots, and revolutions—all of which have

in�uenced the lives of indigenous people; and (c) there is, as in the US and Europe, a growing interest in
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rewriting the history of the cold war.  To add a last but not least reason, Southeast Asia is part of, and by no

means an insigni�cant dimension of, “the global cold war.”

2

3

The cold war is certainly more than just an episode in the history of Southeast Asia in the 20th century. Lee

Kuan Yew (the last surviving Southeast Asian leader of the cold war era besides Prince Sihanouk) opined that

it helped the region in two ways: because of the con�ict, the British, Americans, Australians, and New

Zealanders “stayed here for some time and provided stability.” Second, the threat from the Soviet Union,

China, and North Vietnam brought about the formation within the non-communist countries of 

Southeast Asia of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN). The cold war was thus “bene�cial in

consolidating (non-communist) Southeast Asia and providing stability under which development could

take place.”

p. 231

4

Southeast Asia today comprises eleven countries, nine of which attained independence during the cold war

years. Indonesia proclaimed independence in August 1945 but only achieved it in December 1949. The

Philippines obtained independence in July 1946; Burma (now Myanmar), in January 1948. Cambodia

achieved independence in November 1953 but only acquired international recognition of its status at the

1954 Geneva Conference. Laos also achieved independence from the French at the 1954 Geneva Conference

but was plagued by a civil war until December 1975, when the People's Democratic Republic of Laos was

established. Vietnam, too, went through �rst a colonial war (First Vietnam War) against the French and then

a civil war (Second Vietnam War), before the northern and southern parts of Vietnam were uni�ed under the

communists in April 1975. This was formalized as the Socialist Republic of Vietnam in July 1976. The

Federation of Malaya achieved independence from the British in August 1957. With the inclusion of the

British colonies of Singapore, Sabah, and Sarawak, it became the Federation of Malaysia in August 1963.

Singapore separated from the Federation and became an independent state in August 1965. Brunei obtained

independence from the British in January 1984. The eleventh and newest Southeast Asian state, East Timor

(now known as Timor-Leste), only became a sovereign entity in May 2002. Thailand, an anomaly, was never

colonized.

Milton Osborne put it in a nutshell when he wrote that, for all the countries of Southeast Asia, the decades

after the Second World War were “dominated by the issue of independence, how it would be granted or

resisted, and whether it would be gained by violence or peace.”  It was a complex period accentuated by the

diversity of the region. The histories were “individual” but the goals were common.  The preoccupation of

the �rst postwar generation of historians was with the writing of what John Smail terms “autonomous”

Southeast Asian history and “national history.” Autonomous history was a reaction against history written

from the perspective of the European colonial masters.  Its emphases were on “nationalism” and

“decolonization.”

5

6

7

8

These national histories were essentially written from the perspective of the victors, the incumbent powers,

and the Southeast Asian elite. They claim to be the o�cial histories and are generally Whiggish in

interpetation. The limitations and linearity of these “national histories” led a new generation of historians

to challenge the national narratives by writing what Thongchai Winichakul labels “postnational” histories

or “alternative” histories—the versions of history which had been ignored or rejected by the ruling elite. An

example is “history from below.”9

Another, more recent, trajectory is the international history of the cold war in Southeast Asia—the focus of

this chapter. In Southeast Asia, the onset of the cold war—the international contest between the United

States on the one hand and the Soviet Union and China on the other—coincided with nationalist struggles

and decolonization. In the �rst generation “national” histories, the cold war was the context. For the

second generation, the cold war was at the center of the analysis.  This is an important di�erence, and I

will return to this point below. The respected historian Wang Gungwu cautions against con�ating the

history of decolonization with the history of the cold war, even though he acknowledged that some overlap

10p. 232
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was inevitable. He asks: “does the story of American intervention and commitment not overlap with

something that should belong to another story, that of the anticommunist Cold War, of keeping the Soviet

bear away and containing the Chinese dragon?”  Con�ation would dilute the explanatory power of the

concept. Not everyone agrees with Wang. Karl Hack for example believes that the approach should be to

“hyperlink the various imperial, globalization, colonial records, radical, counterinsurgency, diplomatic, and

nationalist strands into a coherent account.”  Two notable collections of essays attempt (with uneven

success) to describe the connection between decolonization and the cold war in Southeast Asia, or, in the

words of Nayan Chanda, “the agonizing dilemma faced by Asia's nationalist movements when confronted

with the choice between imperialist and colonial powers and the newly rising non-democratic communist

movement.”

11

12

13

Although the post-World War II period is, as the editor of The Cambridge History of Southeast Asia described,

“copiously covered in written and printed documents,” most do not provide Southeast Asian perspectives

on the cold war in the region.  Take for instance the early study of the cold war in Asia by Akira Iriye, which

aimed to redress the American-centric and European-centric history of the cold war. Although outstanding

in many respects, the book, despite its title, focuses on East Asia.  Another notable book on the origins of

the cold war in Asia, edited by Iriye and Yonosuke Nagai, contains three chapters on Southeast Asia, but

principally from the perspectives of Japan, the United States, and the Soviet Union.  As Lee Kuan Yew

emphasized, “we have to distinguish between Northeast Asia and Southeast Asia.”  Lee's reminder is

timely because the paths to nationhood and the geopolitics of the two regions di�ered and consequently

their responses to the cold war, while overlapping at times, likewise di�ered. The literature on the cold war

in East Asia is more extensive than that on Southeast Asia.

14

15

16

17

18

Until as late as 1995 historical writings on US policy and involvement in Southeast Asia, with the exception

of Indochina, were limited. In his 1995 survey of the literature of the cold war in Asia, Robert J. McMahon

noted the “relative scholarly neglect” of nearly all parts of Southeast Asia outside Indochina.  The situation

improved by 2003, although I only partially agree with McMahon's later assessment. Reviewing the

literature at the beginning of the 21st century, he described the scholarship on US-Southeast Asian relations

from World War II to the end of the Vietnam War as “voluminous and richly documented,” albeit the

historiography of the post-1975 period is “still in its infancy.”  Recent studies are “richly documented”

and multi-archival. Still, the body of literature is at present by no means “voluminous.”

19

20

21

Most scholars trace the origins of the cold war to the immediate years after World War II, although the exact

point and the causes remain in dispute. What many have labeled the second cold war spans 1979 to 1985. For

Southeast Asia, the start of the second phase of the cold war coincides with the Vietnamese invasion of

Cambodia in December 1978. But the scholarship with regard to Southeast Asia remains “stuck” on the

origins. The debate over whether 1948 was the starting point, given the spate of simultaneous 

communist-led uprisings that occurred in Burma, India, Indonesia, Malaya, and the Philippines in that

year, is not new. The “orthodox” school held that the abandonment of the broad united front strategy of the

previous year resulted from directives Moscow issued at the South East Asia Youth and Student Conference

(the Calcutta Conference) and the Second Congress of the Indian Communist Party, which took place in

February and March 1948 respectively. The “revisionist” school argued that there were no such Soviet

instructions and the revolts were all locally induced. Soviet in�uence was at most extra tinder to the already

simmering �re.

p. 233

While this debate never fully subsided, it was reinvigorated forty years later at a round table marking the

sixtieth anniversary of the 1948 uprisings.  The most recent scholarship based on new documentation

reveals that the situation was more complex and that Soviet in�uence occurred “at di�erent times and in

di�erent ways.” In their summary of the proceedings, the convenors of the round table, Karl Hack and Geo�

Wade, observed that “The ‘Southeast Asian Cold War’ was constituted by local forces drawing on outside

actors for their own ideological and material purposes, more than by great powers seeking local allies and a

22
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proxy theatre of con�ict; and that the ‘international line’ was a more crucial transmission belt between

locality and great powers than orders or direct involvement.”  As for the starting date of the Southeast

Asian cold war, it could be 1945–6, 1948, or 1949–50, depending how one de�nes the term. The answer, as

Geo� Wade noted, is “as much a matter of semantics as of evidence.”

23

24

This judgment is unlikely to be the last word. As Richard Mason maintains, the conclusions are

“suggestive . . . pending alternative interpretations that might be borne out by further research in the

relevant archives.”  My own research shows that it is not the same for each country. In the case of Vietnam,

1948 is not considered a particularly important year compared to 1946, 1950, and 1954. The Calcutta

Conference did not immediately a�ect the Vietminh experience. While the transformation from a purely

colonial war against the French into a cold war can be traced to 1948, it only became signi�cant in 1950. Yet

as Shawn McHale observes, Vietnam scholars are still “grappling to understand the internal dynamics of

Vietnam in this period, not to mention the regional and international contexts of the war.”

25

26

More salient than Soviet in�uence, which despite Moscow's e�orts never really permeated Southeast Asia,

was that of the People's Republic of China (PRC). It was the PRC that substantively a�ected the perceptions

of both communist and non-communist Southeast Asian leaders during the cold war. When examining

retrospectively the international history of the cold war in Southeast Asia, to varying degrees a litany of

de�ning events emerge. There was a Chinese element in each: These landmarks include but are not limited

to the Malayan Emergency (1948–60), the Vietminh's victory at Dien Bien Phu (1954), the Bandung

Conference (1955), the Confrontation/Konfrontasi (1963–6), the 1954 Geneva Conference and the Indochina

Wars, the Indonesian Communist Party (PKI) coup in Indonesia (1965), and the formation of ASEAN (1967).

The concern was not so much the physical intervention of the PRC, which was considered unlikely (albeit

there were exceptions, especially in the United States). The greater worry was the Chinese trademark:

“People's War.” Lee Kuan Yew articulated it well by expressing a view shared by the non-communist

Southeast Asian leaders during the cold war. The problem was not so much “Chinese aggression” (meaning:

PRC armed soldiers marching down Southeast Asia). If that were to happen, “the problem would be much

simpler,” because communism would be equated with Chinese imperialism and the rest of Asia would

cooperate to �ght it. Lee noted that the Chinese were “much more subtle . . . They believe in revolution. They

are going to help revolution. . . . There is not one single Chinese soldier in South Vietnam. There never will be,

unless there is massive intervention by the Western powers which justi�es their massive intervention. . . . 

They are able to get proxies to carry the torch of revolution with tremendous fervor and zeal.”  As Michael

Leifer notes, “the kernel of Domino theorizing is that American disengagement will lead to a measurable

increase in China's power within Southeast Asia.”  This was as true then as it is today. Even Vietnam

subscribes to this view, and more openly now than ever. Hanoi is encouraging the US navy to utilize its deep

water port at Cam Ranh Bay, which served as the US naval base during the Vietnam War. According to the

Pentagon, Vietnam and the United States are developing a “robust bilateral defence relationship.”

p. 234
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28

29

One signi�cant event in the early cold war years was the inaugural Asian-African Conference, known more

commonly as the Bandung Conference. Anthony Reid suggests that the conference, held in Indonesia in

1955, should be considered the major Southeast Asian initiative to transcend the ideological divisions of the

cold war.  Bandung was the brainchild of the prime ministers of two Southeast Asian countries—Burma

and Indonesia—and three South Asian countries—Ceylon (now Sri Lanka), India, and Pakistan. In addition

to the sponsors, twenty-four other countries from Asia and Africa (including the Middle East) participated.

The Southeast Asian countries were Cambodia, Laos, the Philippines, Thailand, and South Vietnam.

(Malaysia, Singapore, and Brunei were then still under British rule.) The contrast between the Bandung

experiment and the American-initiated South East Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO) warrants

examination. Despite its name and although headquartered in Bangkok, SEATO included only two Southeast

Asian countries– the Philippines and Thailand. It therefore cannot be considered truly Southeast Asian. In

30
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fact, Indonesia and Malaysia (when it achieved independence) refused to join. Accordingly, despite

enveloping other nations, the Bandung Conference was more Southeast Asian than SEATO.

Whereas SEATO was formed in 1954 with the explicit aim of checking the spread of communism in

Southeast Asia, the Bandung Conference attempted to persuade Asian and African nations that their

advancement could be achieved through “neutralism” and “peaceful coexistence,” amongst themselves

and with the major powers. The conference provided the platform to introduce China, an emerging and to

many a dangerous Asian power, into the community of newly independent countries. Neither SEATO nor

Bandung fully realized its objective. As a military force SEATO was hollow, and the success of the Bandung

Conference was more apparent than real. It did not end the cold war ideological division in Asia. China,

despite its best e�orts to project itself at the Conference as benign and conciliatory, failed to convince the

Southeast Asian countries.  The Chinese government has in recent years declassi�ed archives pertaining to

Bandung. Thus, we now know more from the Chinese angle; but the Southeast Asian perspective is still

patchy. For example, while PRC premier Zhou Enlai was supportive of peaceful coexistence, Mao was less

so.  As Jason Parker notes, we still lack an in-depth and multidimensional analysis of Bandung.

31
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Of the events mentioned above, the historiographies of the Malayan Emergency and the Indochina Wars are

the best developed, particularly the British side of the “story,” and, in the case of the Vietnam Wars, the

American dimension. The Malayan Emergency refers to the twelve years of armed uprising by the

Communist Party of Malaya (CPM) between 1948 and 1960 to overthrow the British colonial government

and establish a Communist People's Democratic Republic of Malaya. The term “emergency” is a misnomer.

Leon Comber, who was then with the Malayan Special Branch, recalled that the British colonial government

deliberately described it as an “emergency” so that London's commercial insurance rate would not spiral

upwards and adversely a�ect Malayan business; the connotation of “emergency” was less serious than

“war.” But, as Comber emphasized, “it was nothing less than an outright war.”34

Phillip Deery's “Malaya, 1948: Britain's Asian Cold War?” and, more importantly, Karl Hack's review of

Deery's article, provide entry points to understanding the “emergency” from the cold war perspective.

Both essays revisit its international dimensions in connection with the origins of the cold war in the region

(as described earlier). In recent years, the publication of memoirs by senior members of the CPM has thrown

more light on the thinking and decision-making of the CPM during this period.  C.C. Chin, an independent

scholar and researcher, has rendered some of the contemporary documents and oral history accounts, most

of which are in the Chinese language, into English. The CPM was indeed very much in�uenced by the

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) but was by no means a stooge. While the CPM leadership looked upon the

CCP as “the guru for the revolution,” they also made strategic and tactical errors of their own in the course

of their struggle against the British. In this respect, it was not unlike the relationship between the

Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP) and the CCP until around 1975–6. The international dimension of the

Malayan Emergency is a potential area for further research. Unlike the Vietnam War, however, Chinese

sources on this topic are still unavailable.

35

36

Turning to the international history of the Vietnam or Indochina Wars, in the last two decades we have got

to know much more about the communist side(s) of the “story”—the decision-making and debates

amongst the Chinese Soviet and the Indochinese communists—the Vietnamese communists, the Khmer

Rouge, and to a lesser extent the Pathet Lao. The literature continues to grow and diversify. In recent years,

scholars have also started to focus on the non-communist South Vietnamese perspective, which has for too

long been neglected in the historiography of the Vietnam War.  What is still very much lacking in the

historiography is the non-communist Southeast Asian dimension—Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,

Singapore, and Thailand—which is ironic given that the vision of falling dominoes in Southeast Asia goes

back to as early as 1949, when the Nationalists were forced to withdraw from mainland China. The “Domino

Theory” had been expressed in one version or another since 1949, the most well-known being President

Dwight Eisenhower's press conference on April 7, 1954, when he described the possible impact of the war

37
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in Vietnam on the non-communist Southeast Asian countries. The domino theory remains controversial.

While one cannot disagree with the view that the theory was a simplistic shorthand for an extremely

complex reality, as states, with their own interests and attributes, are very unlike dominoes, those in

positions of power surely appreciated the complexity beneath the “shorthand.”  It is still premature to pass

�nal judgment on the theory; our knowledge of the debates and decision-making of both the communist

and non-communist sides remains too limited.

38

The most recent study from a non-communist Southeast Asian perspective is Ang Cheng Guan's Southeast

Asia and the Vietnam War. Ang concludes that it was di�cult to generalize the responses of the Southeast

Asian countries to the Vietnam War because the war lasted for more than a decade. Each country had distinct

characteristics and needs which shaped its commitment to the American cause. But there was one common

and consistent goal for all �ve countries, which was for the US to play a key/dominant role in the regional

balance of power. It is true that had it not been for the cold war, the United States would most likely not have

interfered in Vietnamese a�airs to the extent that it did. What is more, support for the domino theory does

not equate to support for the way the Americans fought the Vietnam War. Most of the Southeast Asian

leaders were rather critical about the way the war was conducted.39

Although the Vietnam War is the most recognizable event of the cold war in Southeast Asia, it is by no

means the most signi�cant throughout the period of the First Cold War. At the end of 1960 and early 1961,

Laos rather than South Vietnam was the focus of international concern. As President Eisenhower told

president-elect John F. Kennedy, if Laos should fall to the communists, then it would just be a matter of

time before South Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, and Burma would follow. What Eisenhower recommended

to Kennedy is ambiguous. What is incontrovertible is that Kennedy's predecessor identi�ed Laos as the key

to the entire region of Southeast Asia; Vietnam was in comparison considered less critical.  Indeed, in 1960,

and particularly from the Kong Lae coup on August 9, 1960, until the summer of 1962, developments in Laos

overshadowed the armed struggle in South Vietnam. It was initially in Laos after the Kong Lae coup and not

in South Vietnam that Moscow, which had been staunchly opposed to a military solution to the Vietnam

problem, became deeply involved. Until Maxwell Taylor's mission to South Vietnam in October 1961, Beijing

was also more concerned about the situation in Laos than in South Vietnam. It was only after Laos's

“neutralization” following the year-long International Conference on the Settlement of the Laotian

Question in Geneva (May 16, 1961–July 23, 1962) that Vietnam became dominant on the radar screen and

Laos was cast into, to borrow a phrase from Timothy Castle, “the shadow of Vietnam.”

40

41

Besides Laos, in the �rst half of the 1960s, the political situation in Indonesia which brought about the

Confrontation, including a military phase between September 1963 and 1965, and the coup that overthrew

President Sukarno and denuded the PKI in October 1965, also overshadowed developments in Vietnam.

Despite the signi�cance of the Confrontation in the early years of the cold war in Southeast Asia, it is not as 

well known as the con�ict in Vietnam, and its historiography remains meager in comparison. The

Confrontation—a major military con�ict in maritime Southeast Asia—was essentially brought about by the

demand of Indonesian President Sukarno that the British colonies of Sarawak and North Borneo as well as

Singapore and Brunei each acquire independence and not be included into the Federation of Malaya.

p. 237

It was the fear of communism that motivated an initially uninterested prime minister of the Federation of

Malaya, Tungku Abdul Rahman, to welcome the inclusion of the predominantly Chinese populated

Singapore situated at the tip of the Malay Peninsula into the Federation as a deterrent to the island's turning

into “a little China.” Tungku warned that if Malaya were invaded by the communists, “the result will be not

a local war but a global one.”42

Sukarno's opposition to the formation of the Federation of Malaysia, in the words of Ralph B. Smith,

“created the opportunity for leftist participation in a ‘liberation struggle’. ”  Such a struggle could have

potentially escalated into another “Vietnam War” had it not been for the unexpected annihilation of the PKI
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in late 1965. Sukarno's anti-US stance and �irtation with the communists—the PKI, Moscow, and Beijing—

led Marshall Green, the US ambassador to Indonesia in 1965, to opine that a “successful Sino-Indonesian

alliance would have created a great communist pincer in Southeast Asia, with the largest and �fth largest

countries in the world enclosing not only Vietnam but also vulnerable countries of mainland Southeast

Asia.” Or as then-Under Secretary of State George Ball asked, was it “not true that in size and importance,

Indonesia was objectively at least on a par with the whole of Indochina . . . ? Was not a far left, if not totally

communist, takeover there, on existing trends, only a matter of time, with immense pincer e�ects on the

position of the non-communist countries of Southeast Asia?”  The struggle between the right and the left

ended in favor of the former because of the abortive coup of September 30/October 1, 1965, which led to the

military takeover of Indonesia under Suharto and the indiscriminate and mass killing of hundreds of

thousands of people who had or were presumed to have the slightest connection with the PKI.  In March

1967 Sukarno's e�ective power was formally and completely withdrawn, replaced by the pro-American

Suharto regime. Sino-Indonesian relations remained frozen till 1990, and Suharto remained in power

through the cold war years. Not until May 1998 was he forced to step down during the Asian Financial Crisis.

There is still no hard evidence of Beijing's role in the abortive coup.  The Chinese have consistently denied

abetting the PKI. Still, Smith's observation and the views of both Marshall Green and George Ball mirror

exactly the views held by the non-communist Southeast Asian governments.

44

45

46

47

The removal of Sukarno, the demise of the PKI, and the ascendency of General Suharto and the military

paved the way for the formation of ASEAN in August 1967. It was the shared fear of communism—of

Chinese hegemony and the prospect of a Vietnamese communist victory in Indochina—that provided the

impetus for the establishment of ASEAN. ASEAN began in 1967 as a sub-regional organization comprising

Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, and Singapore (separated from Malaysia since August 1965),

and joined by Brunei the day it gained independence in 1984. Indonesian Foreign Minister Adam Malik

tried unsuccessfully to impress upon Sihanouk that only by closer cooperation with Southeast Asian

countries could Phnom Penh withstand Chinese communist pressure.

p. 238

48

The reaction of the communist camp to the formation of ASEAN was predictably hostile. The bloc strongly

believed that ASEAN was a creation of the United States and a “Western puppet.” The United States

naturally bene�ted from cooperation amongst non- and/or anti-communist countries, but Washington had

nothing to do with ASEAN's formation. Indeed, as Thai Foreign Minister and one of the founding fathers of

ASEAN Thanat Khoman remarked, while the member states would appreciate “the discreet blessing” of the

United States, Washington should “not bestow the kiss of death” on the �edging organization “by too close

an embrace.”49

ASEAN remained a sub-regional entity for the duration of the cold war, and only when Vietnam joined the

Association and Cambodia �nally followed suit in 1999 did it achieve its organizational aim, stated in Article

18 of the Founding Charter, of uniting all the nations of Southeast Asia within one entity. Moreover, when

ASEAN was formed, most people did not expect it to last long. It went through a rather long “teething

decade.” ASEAN's achievements or lack thereof must be judged against the history of the di�cult

relationships between and amongst the member countries prior to 1967. It took ten years and the fall of

Saigon before the �ve countries managed to develop cohesion and direction. After the end of the Vietnam

War in April 1975, the ASEAN countries hoped that the region would be free from big power rivalry. ASEAN

extended its o�er of cooperation to Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam. But regional amity was not to be. The

schism in the communist camp culminated in Vietnam's invasion of Cambodia in December 1978. Between

1978 and 1991 (the second cold war), ASEAN was absorbed by the Cambodian problem. Its success in

steering the Cambodian con�ict to a peaceful end marked the zenith of ASEAN as a sub-regional unit. In the

words of Nayan Chanda, “it is almost an aphorism to say that Vietnam's invasion of Cambodia was a gift to

the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)—an organization in search of a cause.” In the wake of
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the Cambodian settlement, there were concerns that ASEAN might lose the solidarity and cohesion gained

from the fear of communist expansion.50

The cold war was essentially played out on three fronts: political, economic, and cultural. We have discussed

the political aspect above. Not much has been written about the economic dimension of the cold war in

Southeast Asia, although in the last few years there have been some studies pertaining to Indonesia, albeit

more from the US and Soviet perspectives than the Indonesian.  It was the involvement of the US in the

security of East and Southeast Asia during the cold war that brought about the economic transformation of

the region. The cold war drew a clear line of demarcation. The Soviet Union, China, North Korea, and North

Vietnam were on one side, and Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and the ASEAN countries on the other.

Washington helped to rebuild Japan as an industrial power in the wake of the Korean War, protected Taiwan

against China, and also helped South Korea and Taiwan industrialize. The American strategy was to link

Japan (the industrial core) with Southeast Asia, which would serve as both a market and provider of raw

materials.  In the 1970s, Hong Kong, South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore came to be known as the

“Asian Tigers” because of their economic success. There is a need for further study of how cold war

concerns brought the Northeast and Southeast Asian political economies together. But we also have to

distinguish between Northeast and Southeast Asia. Driven by American, Japanese, and European

multinationals, industrialization in Southeast Asia started in the 1960s, whereas the Northeast Asian

countries depended primarily on their indigenous corporations.

51

52p. 239

In recent years, attention has shifted to the “social and cultural phenomena” of the cold war in the region.

In the last two decades or more, much has been written about the impact of cultural dynamics on cold war

politics and diplomacy in the West, but comparatively little attention has been paid to Southeast Asia, again

with the exception of Vietnam.  Thus, the publication of the edited collection, Dynamics of the Cold War in

Asia is most timely.  All except three of the essays in this volume deal with the ex-periences of the

Southeast Asian countries. In contrast, another collection, The Cold War in Asia: The Battle for Hearts and

Minds, contains just two essays on Southeast Asia—a rare chapter on Burma by Michael Charney and one on

Indonesia.  Both books attempt to explore the mindsets of the Asian actors and show how they were shaped

by, to borrow the words used by Wang Gungwu when endorsing Dynamics of the Cold War in Asia, “not only

national or developmental concerns” but also “cultural ideals that re�ected both their own traditions and

their response to universalist and international aspirations.”

53

54

55

56

To cite one example, Michael Charney provides an illuminating account of how a much-publicized

Burmese-language play, Ludu Aung Than (The People Win Through) written by U Nu, the �rst prime minister

of Burma (1948–62), was used as a propaganda tool by both the U Nu government as well as the United

States for their respective interests. The original intent of the play was to promote democracy and to

admonish those who attempted to seize power by force. But Nu also wanted the play “to warn the Burmese

not to allow themselves to be fooled by self-interested foreign countries,” speci�cally the Soviet Union and

the United States. Nu deliberately omitted the PRC in his imagined cold war for a complex set of reasons.

Most importantly, he wanted as much as possible to prevent Communist China's intervention in Burma

under any pretext. But when the play was subsequently republished with a new and lengthy introduction by

Edward Hunter (a former propaganda expert in the O�ce of Strategic Service, the OSS) for an American

audience, Nu, who saw himself as a neutralist in the cold war, was transformed into “a defender of

democracy on the frontlines of international communist aggression.” This was not complete

misinformation because the original Burmese and English introductions by United Nations Secretary-

General U Thant, which he wrote for two di�erent audiences, di�ered in their descriptions of the aggression

faced by Burma. Certain quarters within Nu's government had apparently also encouraged it.57

While one can learn much from such historical accounts, and while they certainly add to the depth of our

understanding of the cold war in the region, we still lack a comprehensive narrative of the cold war in

Southeast Asia because historians working on these years in Southeast Asia are limited by the paucity or
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unavailability of primary documents. Although the cold war ended more than two decades ago, there is no

indication that Southeast Asian governments are making the archives easily accessible to scholars. In

addition, the writings on the second cold war period have been dominated by journalists and political

scientists. That historians have been reticent about venturing into this period is not surprising given that

even for the United States, the Foreign Relations of the United States (FRUS) volumes pertaining to Southeast

Asia end with the Ford Administration. A substantial portion of the Carter administration �les have yet to be

declassi�ed.

p. 240
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Yet the Southeast Asian dimension, both communist and non-communist, is as signi�cant as the American

dimension. A popular cold war analogy illustrates the importance of studying the moves of players and

pieces on all sides of the con�ict: the history of a game of chess cannot be accurately documented by only

recording the moves of the white or the black player, however dominant the player.  For a long time and in

fact still today, diplomatic historians writing on Southeast Asia depend considerably on Western archival

sources, particularly those in the United States and the United Kingdom, and to a lesser extent Australia,

where most received their training as historians. Nicholas Tarling, the doyen diplomatic historian of

Southeast Asia, noted in his latest book that the newly independent states in Southeast Asia had to develop

their own foreign policies. Yet few, if any, have been willing to allow the public to peruse any documentation

of their activities.

59

60

In May 2009, the National Archives of Singapore (NAS) and that country's S. Rajaratnam School of

International Studies (RSIS) jointly organized a conference on “The Role of Archives in Documenting a

Shared Memory of the Cold War: Asia-Paci�c Perspective,” with archivists from Australia, Brunei,

Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, South Korea, Thailand, and

Vietnam in attendance. Besides the archivists there were a number of Singaporean and Singapore-based

historians with an interest in the cold war as well as select Americans. It was the �rst ever dialogue between

Southeast Asian archivists and historians on the archival records of the cold war in the Asia Paci�c, in

particular Southeast Asia.61

The presentations of the archivists revealed that apart from Brunei and Myanmar, the participating archives

hold signi�cant primary materials about their countries’ involvement in the cold war. Access to them,

however, will be di�cult, and the archives are not as user-friendly as the repositories in the US or Britain.

Also, a command of the indigenous languages will be necessary to fully exploit the potential of the

archive(s). From what the archivists explained at the conference, nevertheless, there is surely fodder for

scholars interested in social and cultural issues such as gender, race, class, labor, and religion, but less so

for historians interested in diplomacy or “high politics.” Many questions still await answers: for example,

whether Southeast Asians had other reasons for their interests in the war in Indochina besides the fear of

falling dominoes. Were there communities in Southeast Asia that looked to the war for political inspiration

or lessons for their own countries?

The 2009 conference explored the prospects for cooperation and collaboration between scholars and

archivists, and of producing a uni�ed list of materials pertaining to the cold war. Unfortunately there has

not been any follow-up action after that �rst meeting.  Historians Ang Cheng Guan and Joey Long are

presently trying to resurrect this Cold War International History of Southeast Asia project. Addressing the

many unanswered questions depends on their success and that of others committed to unearthing what

continues too much to be a hidden history.

p. 241 62

The study of the cold war in Southeast Asia is still very much in its infancy. There is unequivocally a growing

interest in its history and for giving agency to the Southeast Asian countries. For a balanced history,

however, all sides of the con�ict need to be heard—the external or exogenous powers as well as the

indigenous Southeast Asian countries. Even as we privilege the latter, we must not neglect the former. As

noted above, the interactions were complex and it was not as simplistic as great powers manipulating the
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local parties or the local parties merely acting parochially. In the history of the cold war, Southeast Asian

inputs are still lacking. Filling this lacuna will require, in the words of Anthony Reid, more “openness, and

even a friendly competition in openness.” Given the region's linguistic diversity, it will also need

cooperation and collaboration amongst historians.
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15 The Cold War and the Middle East 
Salim Yaqub

This chapter, which examines the history of the Cold War in the Middle East. It explains that the Cold

War in the Middle East was never a contest between equals and explains that Western powers always

enjoyed a decisive advantage. Despite this, they were not able to retain outright control over the oil

reserves and strategic positions of the region, and only succeeded in maintaining access to them

through cooperative local regimes. This chapter also describes how the Cold War accentuated existing

patterns in Middle Eastern geopolitics and how the great powers enhanced the ability of local actors to

pursue rivalries.

For four-and-a-half decades after the end of World War II, the great powers of the world struggled to shape

the geopolitical destiny of the Middle East. They did so mainly because of the region's vast mineral

resources and vital strategic location. The Middle East held well over half of the world's known oil reserves,

access to which was essential to global industrial development in the postwar era. The region was situated at

the crossroads of Europe, Africa, and Asia and was adjacent to the Soviet Union. In 1945 Britain still

dominated the Middle East, but over the following decade it was largely supplanted by the United States,

while the Soviet Union gained considerable in�uence as well. For the remainder of the cold war era, the two

superpowers were the main outside parties to the struggle for the Middle East.

All three powers—along with lesser players like France, communist China, and some Eastern European

countries—had to contend with indigenous nationalist movements, which were primarily secular in the

early postwar decades and increasingly religious (mostly Islamist) thereafter. Middle Eastern nationalists

were generally indi�erent to the merits of the cold war struggle. They instead sought to achieve or maintain

national independence, to attract support from outside powers while avoiding domination by them, to

develop their own resources, and to gain advantage in local con�icts. In many of these con�icts, the
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superpowers lined up behind the opposing parties. Thus, in disputes pitting Israel against the Arab states,

Iran against Iraq, and conservative versus radical Arab regimes, the Americans generally supported the �rst

set of antagonists and the Soviets the second. In doing so, the superpowers helped polarize and destabilize

the region. But the antagonists needed little encouragement and indeed often resisted their patrons’ e�orts

to restrain them.

At no time was the cold war in the Middle East a contest between equals. The Western powers always

enjoyed a decisive advantage. Although they were unable, over the long term, to retain outright control over

the oil reserves and strategic positions of the Middle East, they succeeded in preserving access to them,

mainly by cultivating cooperative local regimes. The general unpopularity of these regimes, combined

with Arab bitterness over Western support for Israel, gave the Soviet Union numerous opportunities to

enhance its own position in the region. But Moscow had limited ability to exploit these openings on account

of its relative weakness, its outsider position, and its lack of appeal to ordinary Middle Easterners, especially

devout Muslims who disdained the atheism of communist doctrine. The Soviets never came close to

dislodging the Western powers and exhausted themselves in the e�ort. Indeed, it can be said that the cold

war ended a decade early in the Middle East. As the 1980s began, the Soviet Union presented hardly any

impediments to the extension of US power in the region. The main resistance came from local actors,

especially Islamists, as it would continue to do in the post-cold war era.

p. 247

In the period between the world wars, much of the Middle East was under Western European domination.

Following its defeat in World War I, the Ottoman Empire lost its non-Turkish holdings and re-emerged as

the modern republic of Turkey, mostly con�ned to Anatolia. The League of Nations awarded France a single

mandate over Syria and Lebanon and gave Britain separate mandates over Iraq, Transjordan, and Palestine.

Egypt, though not included in the Mandate system, remained subject to British military occupation, as it

had been since 1882. Much of North Africa was under French colonial rule, and Britain had protectorates on

the Arabian Peninsula. Saudi Arabia and Iran were independent, though the former was subject to heavy-

handed British guidance and the latter to economic, military, and diplomatic pressure from both Britain and

the Soviet Union. Throughout the interwar Middle East, the experience of European domination aroused

powerful nationalist sentiments, which grew even stronger during and after World War II.1

From late 1941 to mid-1945, when they were allied against the common Nazi foe, Britain, the United States,

and the Soviet Union cooperated in the Middle East in ways that pre�gured their postwar rivalry. The Allies

agreed on the vital strategic importance of the region, for two main reasons: it contained enormous oil

reserves, and it abutted the Soviet Union. The Middle East's oil had to be kept accessible to the Allies and

denied to the Axis. Its territory had to serve as a transit route for the shipment of US-supplied war materiel

from the Persian Gulf to the Soviet Union. Together and individually, London, Washington, and Moscow

labored to ensure that Middle Eastern governments supported or acquiesced in the Allied war e�ort. Britain

forcibly removed pro-Axis cabinets in Egypt and Iraq. The United States extended lend-lease aid to Iran and

Saudi Arabia. British, US, and Soviet troops jointly occupied Iran so that Russia could be supplied via the

“Persian Corridor.”2

After 1945 the three powers continued to appreciate the Middle East's crucial importance for the same

reasons: its massive oil wealth and its proximity to Soviet territory. Yet now these features were points of

con�ict, rather than cooperation, between the Soviets on the one hand and the Anglo-Americans on the

other. At war's end, most of the oil Americans consumed came from the Western Hemisphere. But the

economic recovery of Britain and the rest of Western Europe, in which the United States had a vital stake,

overwhelmingly depended on continued access to Middle Eastern oil. European recovery also entailed the

revival of Germany's industrial zone, a project anathema to the Soviet Union. Similarly, whereas during

the war the Middle East had been an avenue of sustenance for the Soviet Union, it now became a source of

potential attack. As intercontinental ballistic missiles had not yet been developed, Anglo-US war plans

relied on the ability to conduct short- and medium-range bombing raids against enemy targets. Britain's

p. 248
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numerous airbases in the Middle East, along with some American ones, gave both countries the capability to

strike Soviet territory.  In sum, Britain and the United States wanted to tap Middle Eastern oil for postwar

recovery and use the region's territory to target the Soviet Union. The Soviets sought to disrupt these plans.

3

Although the crux of the cold war lay in Europe, some of the earliest cold war crises occurred in the Middle

East. These erupted when Joseph Stalin attempted to create bu�er zones between Soviet territory and areas

controlled by hostile adversaries, much as he was doing in Eastern Europe. Unlike in Eastern Europe,

however, the Red Army was not overwhelmingly dominant in the Middle East, and so Stalin's e�orts in the

latter area were unsuccessful. At the end of the war, the Soviet Union refused to withdraw its troops from

northern Iran, claiming oil-drilling rights in the country. Meanwhile, it demanded disputed territories on

the Soviet-Turkish border and pressed for partial Soviet control over the Turkish Straits. With British and

US diplomatic backing, Iran and Turkey resisted. In early 1947 the United States assumed �nancial

responsibility for the Turkish and Greek governments (the latter was battling a leftist insurgency) after

Britain gave notice that it could no longer bear this burden. In a statement known as the Truman Doctrine,

President Harry S. Truman declared that “it must be the policy of the United States to support free peoples

who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or by outside pressures.” Moscow, which had

already withdrawn its troops from Iran, subsequently eased its pressure on Turkey. In 1949 Turkey applied

for membership in the newly formed North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), and in 1951 it was

admitted to the alliance.4

In the wake of these failed—indeed, counterproductive—attempts to secure a Middle Eastern periphery,

Stalin resigned himself to the presence of hostile forces on his southwestern borders. But fears of a

resumption of Soviet adventurism, combined with suspicion of local nationalism, kept US and British

o�cials in a state of exaggerated vigilance, as a second crisis in Iran made clear. In 1951 the Iranian

parliament voted to nationalize the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company (AIOC) and elected Mohammed Mossadeq,

Iran's leading proponent of nationalization, prime minister. Mossadeq began a power struggle with the

country's pro-Western monarch, Mohammed Reza Shah Pahlavi. The prime minister occasionally

cooperated with the Iranian Communist Party and hinted that he might seek Soviet support. In the summer

of 1953 US and British intelligence agencies orchestrated an Iranian military coup that unseated Mossadeq.

The Shah, who had �ed the country, returned to Iran, and a pro-Shah politician became prime minister. The

nationalization of Iranian oil facilities remained formally in e�ect, but a consortium of foreign oil

companies was allowed to control and market Iran's oil, with the AIOC surrendering a large share of its

operations to American oil companies. The British were not happy with this result, especially as American

oil companies already dominated Saudi oil operations, but they accepted it as the price of ousting the hated

Mossadeq.5

Back in power, the Shah visited a corrupt and repressive reign on his country, receiving extensive support

from a succession of US administrations preoccupied with oil and geopolitics. “American policy between

1953 and 1978,” writes the Iran scholar James A. Bill, “emphasized a special relationship with the Shah and

his political elite while largely ignoring the needs and demands of the Iranian masses.”  On both the secular

left and the religious right, these circumstances created a mood of simmering resentment toward the Shah

and his American patrons that would erupt in revolution in the late 1970s.

p. 249
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If the full potential of Iranian nationalism took a quarter-century to reveal itself, the power of Arab

nationalism was already evident in the 1950s. In that decade Arab nationalism posed a formidable challenge

to Anglo-US e�orts to enlist the Middle East in the cold war, while o�ering the Soviets a golden opportunity

to expand their in�uence in the region. Although British and US attempts to contain Arab nationalism came

to grief, there were limits to Moscow's ability to exploit these openings. By decade's end the Soviet Union

had made dramatic inroads into the Arab world without fundamentally challenging Western access to the

region's resources and strategic positions.
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To a considerable degree, the potency of Arab nationalism grew out of the Arab world's particular

experience with Western domination. By 1945 most Arab countries had achieved or were about to achieve

national independence. Still, portions of North Africa and the Arabian Peninsula remained under direct

French and British control, respectively, while several other Arab countries, like Egypt, Jordan, and Iraq,

were subject to informal British domination. These circumstances caused many Arabs to feel victimized by

the West, a perception exacerbated by the establishment in 1948 of the state of Israel, which most Arabs saw

as an outpost of Western imperialism.7

This latter view, of course, was oversimpli�ed. Zionism was an independent force that at times had been

aided, and at others hindered, by the great powers. In November 1947 Britain declined to support the United

Nations partition plan, which divided Palestine into a Jewish and an Arab state. Although Britain had earlier

promoted Zionism, it had retreated from this position in the face of Arab opposition. By contrast, both the

United States and the Soviet Union supported partition. Washington saw Jewish statehood as a practical,

humane, and politically sensible answer to the plight of Jewish refugees in Europe. Moscow saw it as a

device for expelling Britain from the Middle East and possibly extending Soviet in�uence in the region. Both

superpowers recognized Israel immediately after it declared its independence in May 1948. Over the next

few years, however, the Soviet Union began endorsing Arab positions in the Arab-Israeli dispute (while

continuing to support Israel's existence), Britain established cordial relations with Israel, and Israel

generally supported the Western position in the cold war.  These facts reinforced the Arab tendency to

associate Israel with the West.

8

Whatever the accuracy of Arab nationalist perceptions, Britain and the United States ignored them at their

peril. In the early to mid-1950s, the two governments attempted to organize an anti-Soviet Middle East

defense pact to complement similar initiatives in Western Europe and East Asia. The e�ort drew a sharp

response from Egypt, whose charismatic leader, Gamal Abdel Nasser, was emerging as a pan-Arab �gure.

Although strongly opposed to local communism, Nasser insisted that the Arab states should refrain from

aligning with either cold war bloc and instead position themselves to receive assistance from both—a stance

similar to that of other “non-aligned” nations, like India, Indonesia, and Yugoslavia. In the fall of 1955

Egypt concluded a barter agreement with the Soviet Union (with Czechoslovakia serving as intermediary)

whereby Egypt acquired $225–50 million worth of sophisticated weapons in exchange for surplus cotton.

p. 250
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The arms deal represented the Soviet Union's �rst major foray into Arab geopolitics and re�ected a broader

shift in Moscow's attitude toward what would be called the “Third World.” After Stalin's death in 1953, the

Soviet government abandoned its professed belief in the inevitability of armed con�ict between

communism and capitalism and began calling instead for “peaceful competition” between the two systems.

One way the Soviets hoped to compete was by establishing political, economic, and military ties to regimes

and movements they had previously dismissed as “bourgeois nationalist.” This approach became especially

prominent after Nikita Khrushchev emerged as the Soviet Union's undisputed leader in 1955.  Over the next

three-and-a-half decades numerous Arab regimes, espousing nationalist ideologies tinged with socialism

but pointedly non-communist, bene�ted from Moscow's pragmatic �exibility. While the availability of

Soviet aid did not directly drive the region's decolonization process, it consolidated that transformation by

providing alternative diplomatic options to newly independent Arab states.

10

Nasser's dealings with the Soviet Union antagonized the administration of Dwight D. Eisenhower. In July

1956 it reneged on an o�er to help fund the Aswan Dam, a massive Egyptian public works project designed

to regulate the �ow of the Nile. In response, Nasser announced that Egypt had nationalized the Suez Canal

Company, most of whose shares were British- and French-owned, and would use the canal's toll revenues

to �nance construction of the dam. In the fall of 1956 Britain and France joined Israel in launching a military

assault on Egypt.  Though hostile to Nasser, President Eisenhower strongly opposed the attack, seeing it as

a reckless act that could irrevocably alienate Arab and Muslim opinion from the West. In a remarkable

spectacle, the United States and the Soviet Union simultaneously condemned the intervention. Eisenhower

11
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then placed extraordinary diplomatic and economic pressure on Britain, France, and Israel, forcing them to

halt their operations and withdraw their forces from Egypt.

The Suez crisis revealed to the world that Britain could no longer be considered the primary Western power

in the Middle East. Britain would continue for some years to dominate Iraq and portions of the Arabian

Peninsula, but its ability to call the shots in a more general sense was severely diminished. France, too, was

discredited, though its pro�le in the region had been lower to begin with. By contrast, the United States and

the Soviet Union, both of which had opposed the attack on Egypt, gained considerable prestige in the region.

For the next quarter-century the two superpowers would be the primary outside actors in the international

politics of the Middle East. Nasser was an even greater bene�ciary of the crisis. Having de�antly withstood

an attack by great powers, he emerged as a hero in the Arab world. In the coming years Nasser would serve

as the standard-bearer of pan-Arab nationalism, preaching a vague but stirring creed of anti-imperialism,

anti-Zionism, social justice, and cold war non-alignment.12

Recognizing both the opportunities and the challenges that Suez had created, Eisenhower seized the mantle

of Western leadership in the Middle East. In 1957 and 1958, pursuing a policy known as the Eisenhower

Doctrine, the president sought to discredit Nasser's neutralist program by forging a coalition of

conservative Arab regimes willing to side openly with the United States in the cold war. The e�ort failed.

Nearing the peak of his regional acclaim, Nasser convinced Arab audiences that, Suez notwithstanding, the

United States remained tethered to Zionism and European imperialism. The conservative regimes could not

respond favorably to the Eisenhower Doctrine without jeopardizing their own political standing. In July

1958 army o�cers who appeared to be acolytes of Nasser overthrew Iraq's pro-Western monarchy, a

signi�cant setback for the Western position in the region. Eisenhower responded by sending 14,000 US

marines to brie�y occupy Lebanon, which seemed in danger of succumbing to a Nasserist rebellion. No

sooner had the marines waded ashore, however, than Eisenhower e�ectively abandoned his doctrine in

favor of a less confrontational approach to Nasserism. “Since we are about to get thrown out of the area,” he

quipped to his advisors, “we might as well believe in Arab nationalism.”

p. 251
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Such a conversion became easier to stomach in early 1959, when tensions unexpectedly arose between

Nasser and the Soviet Union. The dispute resulted from the Soviets’ support for the new Iraqi government,

which had allied itself with the Iraqi Communist Party (ICP) in a power struggle with Iraqi Nasserists.

Events came to a head in March, when the Iraqi regime, with the help of the ICP, crushed a Nasserist revolt

in Mosul. After a few weeks of public recrimination between Nasser and Khrushchev, Cairo and Moscow

restored a semblance of cordiality. Still, the episode underscored the Soviet Union's ongoing dilemma in

dealing with Middle Eastern polities: whereas cultivating non-communist nationalists usually required

abandoning local communists, supporting communists came at the cost of alienating nationalists. For its

part, the United States now saw that Nasserism could function as a barrier to, rather than an avenue of,

Soviet encroachment on the region. Even the situation in Iraq proved tolerable. Although the new

government abandoned its predecessor's alliance with the West and forged close ties to the Soviet Union, it

recognized that Western Europe remained the primary market for Iraqi oil and honored existing contracts

with Western companies. Eisenhower could bequeath to his successor a more relaxed view of Arab

nationalism.14

In the early 1960s, cold war tensions in the Middle East were relatively muted. Preoccupied with crises

elsewhere on the globe, most notably over Berlin and Cuba, the superpowers showed little interest in

confronting each other in the Middle East. They also worked to improve relations with regional powers they

had previously shunned; thus the administration of John F. Kennedy sought closer ties to Egypt and like-

minded Arab states, while the Soviets mended fences with Turkey and Iran. By the end of the decade,

however, the pattern had been inverted. Even as the superpowers pursued global détente, their rivalry

intensi�ed in the Middle East. Washington and Moscow became enmeshed in the region's politics to an

unprecedented degree.
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To some extent, the superpowers’ rising activism resulted from decisions made outside the region. In 1962,

after a bloody eight-year war, France abandoned its colony in Algeria, and in 1967 it stopped serving as

Israel's primary arms supplier. That same year Britain pulled out of the Aden protectorate in southern

Yemen, and in 1968 London announced it would complete its withdrawal from the Persian Gulf region in

1971. These retractions of European power presented Washington and Moscow with opportunities—

obligations, they would say—to expand their own involvement in the Middle East, at a time of escalating

global demand for the region's oil. Meanwhile, in the aftermath of Khrushchev's ouster from power in late

1964, the Soviet government began pursuing a more targeted foreign policy. Recently thwarted in Cuba and

Berlin and facing growing Chinese hostility in East Asia, Soviet leaders apparently concluded that the Middle

East o�ered a more promising �eld for extending their in�uence.

p. 252
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A greater catalyst for superpower involvement was the intensi�cation of local disputes that followed a logic

of their own, fed on each other, and destabilized the region in ways that made outside intervention more

likely. Perhaps most unsettling of all was a set of rivalries that the political scientist Malcolm Kerr called the

“Arab Cold War.”  On one level, the Arab cold war pitted US-allied conservative regimes (like Saudi Arabia

and Jordan) against self-proclaimed “radical” regimes (like Egypt, Syria, and Iraq) that were formally non-

aligned but increasingly dependent on Soviet support. On another level, the Arab cold war was a struggle for

primacy within the radical Arab camp in which each member sought to burnish its revolutionary credentials

at the expense of its nominal allies. The �rst of these rivalries pushed the two Arab camps closer to their

respective superpower patrons, especially in the area of arms purchases. Both rivalries, working together,

made the Arab states as a whole increasingly reckless in their dealings with Israel. The result was a brief but

cataclysmic war that transformed the geopolitical landscape of the Middle East and drew the superpowers

more deeply into the region.

16

For most of the 1960s Nasser scrupulously avoided war with Israel, recognizing that the Arab states were in

no position to wage it. Such caution, while sensible, allowed Arab conservatives to charge the Egyptian

leader with cowardice. Meanwhile, in the mid-1960s the Syrian military stepped up its resistance to Israel's

attempts to acquire three demilitarized zones along the Syrian-Israeli armistice line, and the Palestinian

paramilitary group al-Fatah began conducting guerrilla raids into Israel from Syria, Lebanon, and the

Jordanian-controlled West Bank. Israel responded by striking Syrian and Jordanian targets. Under growing

pan-Arab pressure to enter the fray, and presented with (faulty) intelligence that Israel was preparing to

invade Syria, in May 1967 Nasser requested the removal of UN peacekeeping forces stationed in the Sinai

Peninsula and replaced them with Egyptian troops. While these moves could be portrayed as measures to

deter an Israeli attack on Syria, Nasser's next step—the announced closure of the Strait of Tiran to Israeli

shipping—was far more provocative. Evidently, Nasser found it politically impossible to avoid blockading

the strait once his forces were logistically positioned to do so. He also seems to have calculated that,

although the Israelis would almost certainly answer the blockade with violence, the Arab states could absorb

the attack at acceptable cost.17

This was a grave miscalculation. In early June 1967 Israel launched a devastating strike against Egypt,

moving next against Jordan and Syria when they entered the war on Egypt's side. In six days Israel seized

the Sinai Peninsula and Gaza Strip from Egypt, the West Bank from Jordan, and the Golan Heights from

Syria. Unlike the Eisenhower administration, which a decade earlier had demanded a full and immediate

Israeli withdrawal from Egyptian land, the administration of Lyndon B. Johnson pushed for a UN Security

Council resolution instituting a cease�re “in place,” thereby allowing Israel to remain inde�nitely in the

territory it had captured. The Soviet Union initially called for an immediate Israeli withdrawal but quickly

endorsed the cease�re in place, seeing it as the best that could be salvaged from the catastrophe.

p. 253
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The 1967 war was a crushing defeat for Nasserist pan-Arabism, which could not avoid responsibility for the

catastrophe. Previous Arab setbacks could be blamed on e�ete politicians who had allegedly betrayed the

Arab cause on behalf of Western patrons. This war had been lost by �ery Arab nationalists. It was a blow
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from which Nasserism would never recover, and Nasser's own death of a heart attack in 1970 signaled the

end of an era. The decline of Nasserist Arab nationalism left a vacuum in Arab politics that would, in coming

years, be �lled by two previously marginalized tendencies: Palestinian nationalism, which sprang up almost

immediately after the war, and political Islam, which gathered force more gradually, not emerging into full

view until the early 1980s.19

In the aftermath of the 1967 war, the Arab states demanded that Israel withdraw completely and

unconditionally from all the land it had seized. Israel insisted that the Arab states directly negotiate with

Israel over the scope of any withdrawal, which in any event could not be to the pre-war borders. The Soviets

endorsed the Arab demand. They also severed diplomatic relations with Israel, while remaining formally

committed to its existence. O�cially, the United States took an independent stance, calling for indirect

negotiations leading to Israel's withdrawal from virtually all of the occupied territory.

Uno�cially, Washington often indulged the Israeli position, especially on the territorial question.20

Militarily, the superpowers became more closely identi�ed with the contending parties. Moscow rebuilt

Cairo's shattered military machine, an enormous undertaking that involved the dispatching to Egypt of

thousands of military advisors and technicians. The e�ort was replicated in Syria on a smaller scale. The

United States replaced France as Israel's primary arms supplier, providing Israel with state-of-the-art

�ghter aircraft. Both superpowers justi�ed arms transfers as con�dence-building measures that would

induce greater diplomatic �exibility in their clients. All too often, however, the availability of arms

encouraged the parties to shun compromise and pursue their objectives through force. This situation was

annoying to the Americans but truly vexing to the Soviets, whose clients seemed destined to fare poorly in

any resumption of full-scale hostilities.21

Another new element in the post-1967 Middle East was the rise to international prominence of an

independent Palestinian movement. In 1969 the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), which the Arab

League had created in 1964 to serve as a harmless outlet for mounting Palestinian frustration, emerged as

an independent political and military force. Al-Fatah, which had previously operated outside of the PLO

framework, joined the organization and became its dominant faction. From bases in Jordan, Syria, and

Lebanon, PLO groups launched guerrilla raids into Israel and staged spectacular acts of international

terrorism to draw attention to the Palestinian cause. On the political front, the PLO called for the

dismantling of Israel in favor of a “secular democratic state” in which Muslims, Christians, and Jews

enjoyed equal political rights.

p. 254
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The resurfacing of Palestinian claims, even as some Arab states grew increasingly willing to recognize Israel

within its pre-June 1967 borders, complicated the diplomatic situation. Nevertheless, in the late 1960s the

Soviets established contact with the PLO and by the early 1970s were furnishing it modest military aid. Still

committed to Israel's existence, the Soviets had little use for the PLO's political program, but they saw the

value of expanding their ties in the Arab world. They were also determined to prevent communist China,

which since the mid-1960s had aggressively courted Palestinian groups, from making further political

inroads into the region. The United States, by contrast, shunned the PLO as a lawless organization with

unrealizable national aspirations.  This was another way in which cold war rivalries were mapped onto the

Arab-Israeli dispute.

23

The Persian Gulf, too, was becoming an arena of greater superpower involvement. By the late 1960s the

Soviets were concerned about their ability to produce enough oil to meet their internal consumption needs

and foreign export goals. Most of the country's untapped reserves lay in frozen Siberia, accessible only at

great trouble and expense. So Moscow moved closer to Baghdad, o�ering increased military and economic

assistance in exchange for access to Iraqi crude oil. Meanwhile, in January 1968 Britain announced that it

would complete the withdrawal of its forces from the Persian Gulf region by December 1971, prompting
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speculation over who would �ll the resulting strategic vacuum. The Shah of Iran was only too eager to step

into the breach. He was determined to dominate the sea lanes through which Persian Gulf oil was exported

and that would be crucial in time of war. He desired the wherewithal to thwart potential challenges to such

domination by Iraq or radical insurgents in southeastern Arabia. Shrewdly highlighting Soviet support for

these local rivals, the Shah convinced Washington to sell Tehran an ever-expanding arsenal of sophisticated

arms.24

The Shah's regional ambitions dovetailed with broader changes in US foreign policy. By the late 1960s a

relative decline in US global power, combined with the debacle of Vietnam, had convinced many US o�cials

that stricter limits had to be placed on America's future overseas commitments. In a July 1969 speech,

President Richard M. Nixon declared that, while the United States remained committed to the defense of its

allies, it “cannot—and will not—conceive all the plans, design all the programs, execute all the decisions

and undertake all the defense of the free nations.” Allies would have to play a much larger role in their own

defense. This Nixon Doctrine, initially con�ned to Southeast Asia, soon provided the conceptual framework

for a broader strategic retrenchment, as the United States reduced its forces in Japan, South Korea, and

Thailand. The doctrine also came to mean a growing reliance on regional proxies—powerful pro-Western

governments that could protect US interests in trouble spots around the globe. Accordingly, in the early

1970s Nixon enthusiastically endorsed the Shah's bid for regional hegemony, agreeing to sell him any

conventional weapons he desired. Few US o�cials, in either Washington or Tehran, paid much attention to

the Shah's dismal human rights record and growing unpopularity at home, a failure that would come

back to haunt the United States.

25
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Another bene�ciary of the Nixon Doctrine was Saudi Arabia. During the �rst two decades of the postwar

period, the world had experienced an oil glut. In the late 1960s, however, global demand for petroleum

began to outstrip available supply, boosting the price of oil and elevating the strategic pro�le of oil-

producing states. Holding a �fth of the world's proven reserves, Saudi Arabia was a huge bene�ciary of this

shift, and in the early 1970s it spent tens of millions of dollars of its expanding oil revenues on US-

manufactured weapons, especially in air defense. The Nixon administration warmly encouraged the sales,

partly to promote the American defense industry, partly to retain Saudi friendship, and partly to empower

Saudi Arabia to cooperate with Iran in combating Soviet and radical in�uences in the Gulf region. The

cultivation of Iran and Saudi Arabia was sometimes called the “twin pillars” strategy, though the Iranian

pillar was always the more prominent of the two.27

By the early 1970s, then, both the United States and the Soviet Union were deeply entrenched in Middle

Eastern geopolitics, lining up behind their respective clients in Arab-Israeli, inter-Arab, and Iranian-Iraqi

disputes. In all of these arenas, each superpower had to pursue two separate and often competing goals:

retaining in�uence with its local allies and preventing regional disputes from escalating in ways that

damaged its own interests. In retrospect, it is clear that the United States played this game far more

successfully than the Soviet Union did. Indeed, the events of the 1970s broke the back of Soviet in�uence in

the Middle East. Although daunting obstacles remained in the path of US hegemony into the 1980s, by that

time they were almost entirely indigenous.

The main driver of Moscow's undoing was the asymmetrical manner in which the Arab-Israeli con�ict

unfolded, both on the battle�eld and at the negotiating table. As the 1970s began, Israel and its Arab

neighbors remained deadlocked over the consequences of the 1967 war, forti�ed by their respective cold war

patrons. O�cially, both superpowers favored a diplomatic settlement involving Israel's withdrawal from

occupied land in exchange for Arab recognition of Israel. In practice, both abetted a drift toward renewed

hostilities. After 1971 Nixon's national security advisor, Henry Kissinger, stymied the State Department's

diplomatic initiatives, seeking to delay any settlement until key Arab countries reduced their ties to the

Soviet Union. US military aid to Israel dramatically increased, reinforcing Israel's inclination to sit on its

gains. The Soviets continued to build up the arsenals of Egypt and Syria. Although Moscow worried that its
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clients might rush into another disastrous war with Israel, it seemed even more fearful of losing in�uence

with them. This dilemma took tangible form in July 1972, when Egyptian president Anwar Sadat, who had

succeeded Nasser in 1970, expelled thousands of Soviet military personnel from the country, in protest

against Moscow's reluctance to furnish the best weapons in its arsenal. The Soviets hastened to conclude a

more generous arms agreement with the Egyptians.28

In early October 1973 Egypt and Syria launched major o�ensives against Israeli positions in the Sinai

Peninsula and Golan Heights. The attack was surprisingly e�ective, especially the Egyptian prong, which

involved a crossing of the Suez Canal that stunned military experts. The Soviet Union conducted a

massive airlift of arms to Egypt and Syria, prompting the United States to do the same for Israel. In mid-

October Israel gained the initiative and began pushing Egypt and Syria back to the 1967 cease�re lines, and

even behind them in places. When the con�ict ended in late October, Israel held more Arab territory than it

had at the start of the war. But if the Soviet Union su�ered a setback, so did the United States and its allies.

In retaliation for US support for Israel, several Arab states, including Saudi Arabia, imposed an embargo on

oil shipments to the West, causing considerable damage to the global economy. The con�ict also brought

the superpowers to the brink of confrontation: when the Soviets intimated that they might intervene to

rescue Egypt from disaster, the United States brie�y placed its nuclear forces on heightened alert. As the

cease�re took hold, then, both Washington and Moscow seemed to agree that the Arab-Israeli status quo

was untenable.

p. 256
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And so Henry Kissinger, who had become Nixon's secretary of state, hastened to the Middle East to begin

his famous “shuttle diplomacy.” By now Israel faced growing international pressure to withdraw to the pre-

June 1967 lines. Kissinger, however, believed that Israel should be permitted to retain substantial portions

of the occupied territories. To facilitate that outcome, he forged an alliance with Sadat, who was extremely

eager to end Egypt's con�ict with Israel and focus instead on pressing economic needs. Although Sadat

insisted that any Egyptian-Israeli agreement be linked to an overall Arab-Israeli settlement, Kissinger

suspected that Sadat would accept the former without the latter. With Egypt thus removed from the con�ict,

the remaining Arab states would �nd it extremely di�cult to resume major hostilities for the purpose of

compelling a full Israeli withdrawal. Working with Egypt held the further promise of pulling that country

out of the Soviet orbit and into closer association with the United States.30

Deftly con�ning his Soviet counterparts to little more than ceremonial roles, Kissinger launched a bilateral

peace process whereby Egypt gradually reduced its state of belligerency against Israel as Israel vacated

portions of the Sinai Peninsula. The culmination of Kissinger's diplomacy was the Sinai II Agreement of

September 1975. In exchange for Israel's withdrawal from a swath of territory in the western Sinai, Egypt

pledged to refrain from the use of force and to grant Israel limited use of the Suez Canal. The United States

gave Israel additional military and economic aid and began providing Egypt with modest military

assistance.  With the most powerful Arab country now under Washington's sway, Moscow had su�ered a

painful diplomatic setback.

31

Egypt was not the only Arab country to give the Russians grief; even regimes that remained ostensible

clients were evading Soviet in�uence. In March 1975 Iraq signed a treaty with Iran to end a three-year

dispute over Shatt al-Arab, a tidal river bordering the two countries that feeds into the Persian Gulf. The

cessation of hostilities made Baghdad less dependent on Soviet assistance and allowed it to broaden its

commercial ties to Western Europe, a happy outcome for an oil-rich nation at a time of soaring oil prices.

Iraq even began purchasing arms from France. In the summer of 1976 Syria militarily intervened in

Lebanon's civil war to prevent a leftist/Muslim/Palestinian coalition from gaining the upper hand. The

Soviet Union strongly opposed the intervention, but Syria went in anyway, hoping to deny Israel a pretext

for sending its own forces into Lebanon.32
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The Soviets had an opportunity to recoup some of their fortunes in 1977, when the new US president, Jimmy

Carter, supported the convening of an international conference in Geneva, co-sponsored by the

superpowers, to achieve a comprehensive settlement of the Arab-Israeli dispute. This was precisely the

scenario Kissinger had worked to avoid, for it would generate overwhelming diplomatic pressure for a full

Israeli withdrawal to the pre-June 1967 lines, while also restoring some of Moscow's waning in�uence in

the region. Not surprisingly, the Soviet Union and most Arab states endorsed the convening of a Geneva

conference, and Israel greeted it with deep suspicion.

p. 257

Unprepared for the intensity of Israel's objections, Carter watered down his own proposal, drawing the ire

of Arab leaders as well. In November 1977, impatient with the politicking over Geneva and eager to recover

the remainder of Egypt's territory, Sadat stunned the world by traveling to Jerusalem to meet with Israeli

leaders. Sadat's move redirected Arab-Israeli diplomacy to the bilateral track, and Carter had to forgo his

international conference. The result was the Camp David process of 1978–9, whereby Egypt, in exchange for

Israel's withdrawal from the rest of the Sinai, recognized and made peace with the Jewish state. Israel

continued to occupy the Golan Heights, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip, but Egypt's formal removal from

the con�ict left the remaining Arab actors with few means to recover their lost territories. Egypt became a

full-�edged client of the United States, receiving nearly as much military and economic aid as Israel.  Camp

David was thus the ful�llment of Kissinger's diplomatic strategy, and a con�rmation of the Soviets’

diplomatic defeat.

33

The latter outcome was not immediately apparent, however; in 1978–9 Washington su�ered two major

reverses in the Middle East that gave Moscow hope of improving its regional position. One setback was the

Arab world's sharply hostile reaction to the Camp David peace process. Across the political spectrum, Arab

governments denounced Egypt's moves toward a separate peace with Israel. It was sel�sh and immoral,

they argued, for Egypt to conclude an agreement that restored its own territory while leaving other Arab

lands under Israeli occupation. The Arab League moved its headquarters from Cairo to Tunis and imposed

economic sanctions against Egypt. The anti-Egyptian campaign temporarily united Syria and Iraq, whose

mutual enmity had frequently exasperated Soviet o�cials. Perhaps, these o�cials now hoped, the

Damascus/Baghdad rapprochement could form the nucleus of a revived “anti-imperialist” Arab bloc.

The other setback for the United States was the Iranian Revolution, which forced the Shah from power in

early 1979. The revolution shocked the US government, which had scarcely appreciated the extent of the

Shah's domestic unpopularity. US o�cials were especially unprepared for an Islamist opposition

movement, preoccupied as they were with the threat of local communism. The Shah's ouster severely

damaged America's position in the Persian Gulf, and the subsequent hostage crisis dealt a painful blow to US

prestige.34

Still, Washington's travails a�orded Moscow only limited advantage. Syria and Iraq soon resumed their

feuding, frustrating Soviet hopes for a united anti-Western coalition. Iraq further irritated the Soviet Union

by cracking down on the Iraqi Communist Party and skirmishing with the People's Democratic Republic of

Yemen (aka South Yemen), the only avowedly Marxist Arab regime. Moreover, despite the Arab world's

nearly universal rejection of Camp David, the Soviets were incapable of launching a peace process of their

own, largely because they had no diplomatic relations with Israel. As for the Iranian Revolution, it was, at

best, a double-edged sword in Soviet hands. The event did seriously harm US strategic interests, and Iranian

communists did wield some in�uence in the early stages of the Revolution. But soon Shiite conservatives

gained control of the new Iranian government, purged it of secular and leftist �gures, and announced a

policy of “equidistance” from the two superpowers—often a euphemism for extreme hostility to both.

Worse still, the Iranian Revolution unleashed an Islamic messianism that seemed likely to spread to Muslim

populations within the Soviet Union itself.

p. 258
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This latter concern helped to propel Moscow toward disaster. In the spring of 1978, a pro-Soviet Marxist

regime had seized power in Afghanistan, Iran's eastern neighbor. The new government's clumsy imposition

of economic and social reforms provoked a formidable Islamist rebellion that drew inspiration from the

revolution then unfolding in Iran. The fact that the regime was internally divided only increased its

vulnerability, a condition Washington exacerbated by providing covert assistance to Afghan rebels. Alarmed

by the specters of rising instability and Islamist agitation in a nation bordering its own Central Asian

republics, in December 1979 the Soviet Union sent 80,000 troops into Afghanistan to prevent the collapse of

the Marxist regime.36

The United States reacted extremely harshly to the invasion, interpreting it as the �rst step in a Soviet drive

to take over the Persian Gulf region. The Carter administration imposed economic sanctions against the

Soviet Union, got Congress to increase military spending, and stepped up its support for anti-Soviet Afghan

rebels, using Pakistan as a conduit for military and logistical aid. In a January 1980 statement that was

dubbed the Carter Doctrine, the president warned: “An attempt by outside force to gain control of the

Persian Gulf . . . will be repelled by any means necessary, including military force.” That same month Carter

hyperbolically called the Soviet invasion “the greatest threat to peace since the Second World War,” an act

clearly signaling Moscow's aggressive intent.37

Actually, the Soviets had plunged into a quagmire. Although Soviet forces held Afghanistan's urban centers,

they were incapable of pacifying the surrounding countryside, where a fractious array of local insurgents,

supported by the United States, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, China, and other nations, harassed and bloodied the

occupiers. Over the next decade, the commitment in Afghanistan would drain an already depleted Soviet

treasury, hampering Moscow's ability to project power elsewhere. The war would tarnish the Soviet Union's

international image, especially in the Muslim world, and demoralize the Soviet citizenry.38

Thus, by the start of the 1980s, the Soviets had embarked on a venture that would help to ensure their global

defeat a decade later. In the Middle East, they had already lost the cold war. Although Moscow continued to

cultivate Middle Eastern clients into the 1980s, it grew less and less relevant to the region's politics. Despite

continuing Arab disapproval of Camp David, the Egyptian-Israeli agreement held, and the United States

remained central to prospects for future Arab-Israeli peacemaking. The Soviet Union could provide Arab

states with arms and rhetorical support, but only the United States had the ability (albeit largely unrealized)

to compel Israel to withdraw from occupied territory. The 1980s also marked the resumption of direct US

military intervention in the Middle East, a practice generally avoided since the dispatching of US marines to

Lebanon in 1958. While these latter-day adventures often entailed considerable risks, military intervention

by the Soviet Union was almost never one of them. In a foreshadowing of things to come, the United States

was increasingly vexed by indigenous Middle Eastern adversaries, especially Iranian-backed Shiite

militants.

p. 259

Events in and around Lebanon bear out these patterns. In June 1982 Israel invaded Lebanon and besieged

Beirut, attempting to crush PLO forces headquartered in the city. The invasion also brought Israel into

confrontation with Syria, which had occupied Lebanon since 1976. In a series of dog�ghts, the Israeli air

force destroyed 85 Syrian planes without losing a single one of its own. The Soviet Union partially

replenished these losses and called on the United States to restrain its Israeli allies but otherwise took little

action over Lebanon. Nor could Moscow prevent Washington from monopolizing the diplomacy

surrounding the crisis. Later that summer, a special US envoy convinced Israel to lift its siege of Beirut in

exchange for the PLO's relocation to Tunisia. US marines took part in a multilateral peacekeeping force

(excluding the Soviet Union) to help pacify the country.39

The US intervention in Lebanon quickly turned sour. The marines became a target of some of the country's

warring factions, drawing the special ire of Lebanese Shiites who had borne the brunt of the Israeli invasion.

In October 1983 a suicide bomber—apparently a Syrian-backed Lebanese Shiite—drove a truck �lled with
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explosives into the marines’ compound in Beirut, killing 241 servicemen. President Ronald Reagan

withdrew the marines in early 1984, but this was not the end of America's troubles in Lebanon. Over the next

couple of years several American residents were taken hostage by Iranian-supported Lebanese Shiite

factions. Secretly, the Reagan administration sold arms to Iran on the understanding that the latter would

pressure its Lebanese allies to release the American captives. In late 1986 the administration's covert

dealings (which were bizarrely linked to Central American politics) became public knowledge, causing

considerable embarrassment in Washington.  These were striking reverses for the United States, but they

had nothing to do with Moscow's actions and scarcely redounded to its gain.

40

Events elsewhere in the region further underscored and sometimes hastened the decline of Soviet in�uence.

In April 1986 the United States launched a bombing raid against Libya, a major recipient of Soviet military

aid, claiming that its government was complicit in international terrorism. The Soviet Union denounced the

US operation but took no concrete action. During the Iran-Iraq War of 1980–8, both superpowers generally

tilted toward Iraq while occasionally providing tactical assistance to Iran. But, whereas the con�ict

strengthened the US position in the region, it diminished that of the Soviet Union. The war diverted Arab

governments’ attention from the Arab-Israeli con�ict, easing Egypt's diplomatic isolation and further

obstructing Soviet e�orts to forge an anti-US Arab coalition. The crisis drew conservative Arab Gulf

states closer to the United States and permitted a vast expansion of US naval forces in the area. By 1987 US

warships were openly skirmishing with Iranian gunboats in the Gulf. Moscow's criticism of Washington's

actions angered many Arab governments without doing much to gratify the Iranians.

p. 260

41

By now, Soviet foreign policy was in a state of upheaval. Upon assuming leadership of the Soviet Union in

1985, Mikhail Gorbachev had pledged to redouble his government's e�orts to keep and gain in�uence in the

Third World, including the Middle East. Over the next few years, however, the deterioration of the Soviet

economy made such a posture untenable. The Soviets had fewer resources to devote to Third World

ventures, especially as the war in Afghanistan ground on. It was also increasingly clear that the surest route

to economic relief was a reduction of cold war tensions, as this would allow Moscow to spend less on arms

and improve its trade relations with the West. One of the prices of renewed détente was a scaling back of

Soviet activism across the globe. In the late 1980s, therefore, Moscow began retreating from its Third World

commitments. In early 1989 it withdrew all of its troops from Afghanistan, despite the absence of �rm

guarantees that the United States and Pakistan would stop aiding rebel e�orts to overthrow the Marxist

regime left behind in Kabul. In 1990 the Soviet Union dramatically reduced its foreign aid across the board.42

In the Middle East, Gorbachev's “new thinking” amounted to near-total acquiescence to US initiatives.

After Iraq invaded Kuwait in August 1990, the Soviet Union abandoned its erstwhile client and supported a

UN Security Council resolution implicitly authorizing the use of force against Iraq if it failed to withdraw by

a certain date. In early 1991 the Soviets sat on the sidelines as a US-led coalition ejected Iraqi forces from

Kuwait. In October of that year the Soviet Union and the United States co-sponsored an international

conference in Madrid to seek a resolution of the Arab-Israeli dispute. Moscow had long called for an

international conference to achieve, through multilateral negotiations, a comprehensive settlement of the

con�ict, but the proceedings at Madrid scarcely satis�ed those criteria. By prearrangement, after a few days

of public speeches the conference broke up into a series of bilateral negotiations, dominated by the United

States, in which the Israelis dealt separately with their Syrian, Jordanian, and Palestinian counterparts.

These ground rules ensured minimal pressure on Israel to conduct a substantial withdrawal from occupied

territory.  By year's end the Soviet Union had vanished into history. It thereafter remained for local actors

—whether “rogue” states like Iraq and Iran or Islamist movements like Hizbollah and the emerging al-

Qaeda network—to mount the principal opposition to the extension of US hegemony in the Middle East.

43

The cold war accentuated existing patterns in Middle Eastern geopolitics. The great powers enhanced the

ability of local actors to pursue rivalries they would have pursued anyway, occasionally restraining the

antagonists when their con�icts threatened to spin out of control. Anglo-American support allowed
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conservative, oil-rich governments to cling to power (thus ensuring Western access to the region's

petroleum reserves), while the Soviets o�ered a leg-up to secular, left-leaning nationalist movements and

regimes. In the 1970s secular nationalism lost vitality, eventually giving way to Islamist forms. This

phenomenon followed an internal logic of its own but was reinforced by the simultaneous decline of Soviet

in�uence in the area. And so, a decade before the Soviet Union disintegrated, the post-cold war era dawned

over the Middle East. The United States began projecting power directly and unilaterally into the Middle

East, facing little opposition from outside the region but no shortage of passionate resistance from within.

This pattern has continued into the current era and seems likely to endure for the foreseeable future.
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This chapter examines the impact of the Cold War on Africa. It explains that while Africa is the least-

known Cold War battleground, the United States, the Soviet Union, China, and Cuba became embroiled

in the internal a�airs of countless African countries. The chapter analyzes the ideologies, practices,

and interests of these main external actors and describes the four major arenas of con�ict that are

representative of broad trends in Cold War intervention in Africa. It also discusses how the Cold War

altered the dynamics of local struggles, created unprecedented levels of destruction and widespread

instability, and contributed to many of the problems that plague Africa today.

Of all the cold war battlegrounds, Africa is the least well known. Yet, the United States, the Soviet Union, the

People's Republic of China, and Cuba, as well as other nations, became embroiled in the internal a�airs of

countless African countries in the decades following World War II. Outside interest in Africa was nothing

new. From the Arab and Euro-American-dominated slave trades in the 7th through 19th centuries, through

the conquest and colonization of Africa by European powers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries,

outsiders attempted to control and pro�t from the continent's people and resources. In many ways cold war

interventions were simply a continuation of past imperial practices, with more powerful nations attempting

to exploit Africa's riches for their own ends. However, in some instances outside forces helped African

liberation movements and struggling new nations to chart independent paths free of imperial control.

Colonial policies during World War II had resulted in major hardships for African populations, as they were

forced to provide labor and resources to support the war e�ort. Wartime exactions, propaganda promoting

democracy and self-determination, and the experiences of African military conscripts led to widespread

resistance after the war. For many European powers, the costs of colonial rule—both political and economic

—increasingly seemed to outweigh the bene�ts. From the late 1950s, therefore, a growing number of
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African nations achieved political independence. In the case of colonies with a signi�cant white minority,

the solution was neither quick nor easy, and armed struggle often ensued. In other cases, when

independence was deemed inevitable, the imperial powers, supported by the United States, attempted to

establish moderate, pro-Western regimes that would leave the colonial economic relationships intact. When

local actors, supported by socialist countries, challenged these objectives, Africa became a battleground in

the cold war.

The cold war, like colonialism, a�ected all regions of the continent, and its legacy has contributed to many

of the problems that plague Africa today. Outside interests altered the dynamics of local struggles, as cold

war tensions were superimposed on local ones. The result was unprecedented levels of destruction and

widespread instability. The United States, in collaboration with its NATO allies, supported movements and

regimes that opposed communism, no matter how corrupt or repressive they might be. Western patronage

was based on the willingness of local actors to serve as allies and regional policemen, providing military

bases for Western use and thwarting radical nationalist movements and governments among their

neighbors. With fewer means at its disposal and less intrinsic interest in the continent, the Soviet Union

generally increased its presence in response to intensi�ed Western involvement. It supported movements

and regimes that declared themselves in favor of scienti�c socialism and a Soviet-style model of

development—regardless of their internal practices—as well as radical nationalist regimes that were

shunned by the West. Although deemed by the United States to be following the Soviet lead, Cuba often took

an independent route, not always to the liking of its Soviet ally. China favored African political parties,

movements, and regimes that opposed Soviet in�uence and ideology.

p. 266

The late 1980s and early 1990s witnessed the economic and political collapse of the Soviet Union and the

end of the cold war. Years of war and repression had destroyed the political opposition in many African

countries. Thus, as popular forces ousted cold war dictators, in many instances warlords and opportunists

moved into the power vacuum. Having “won” the cold war, the United States turned its back on Africa in the

1990s. Foreign aid dwindled to a trickle. In the face of growing poverty and collapsed states, African nations

were expected to pay o� enormous debts incurred by cold war dictators. Since the dawn of the 21st century,

however, the “war on terror” and the struggle to secure the �ow of oil and other strategic resources have

put Africa back on the map. Increased foreign military presence, outside support for repressive

governments in oil-rich nations, and unsavory alliances, purportedly to root out terror, have brought

another round of foreign intervention to Africa. Once again, the continent, its resources, and its people have

become the object of struggle by outsiders.

This chapter assesses the impact of the cold war on Africa. It investigates the ways in which African actors

sought outside assistance to bolster their positions in internal struggles and how their external allies

introduced geopolitical considerations into the con�icts. It argues that, while some local actors initially

bene�ted from outside intervention, the increasingly militarized con�icts were decidedly detrimental to

civilian populations and their negative impact intensi�ed over time. To explain why foreign powers became

embroiled in these con�icts, the chapter examines the ideologies, practices, and interests of the main

external actors—the United States, the Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China, and Cuba. It then

surveys four major arenas of con�ict that are representative of broad trends in cold war intervention in

Africa: Nasser's Egypt, which served as a model of radical nationalism and nonalignment for many African

countries; the former Belgian Congo, the site of the �rst cold war crisis in sub-Saharan Africa; the white-

ruled countries of Southern Africa, where external powers backed various factions engaged in armed

struggle against settler regimes—and sometimes one another; and �nally, the Horn of Africa, where

shifting alliances and armed con�icts brought regional devastation that has outlasted the cold war.
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The United Statesp. 267

The United States was the most powerful of the external actors whose ideology and interests shaped

con�icts in Africa. From the end of World War II until the collapse of communism in the early 1990s, the

promotion of free market capitalism and opposition to communism were dominant factors in American

foreign policy. As European nations lost their empires after the war, the United States �lled the void.

Colonialism had restricted free trade; decolonization gave the United States access to the raw materials and

markets previously controlled by the colonial powers. Assuming the “white man's burden” of fostering

Western civilization and capitalist economic development, the United States also took on the task of

�ghting communism in the Third World.

Since poverty and instability provided fertile ground for communist ideas, the United States attempted to

thwart communism through economic development. From the mid-1950s, the United States engaged in a

massive transfer of foreign aid to developing countries that adopted free enterprise models, opened their

countries to American investment and trade, and agreed to the export of pro�ts on generous terms. While

the United States rhetorically championed freedom, democracy, and self-determination, its opposition to

communism often resulted in support for unsavory but anticommunist dictatorships. Hence, in the case of

Southern Africa, a region valued for its strategic location and minerals, the United States reinforced, rather

than opposed, colonialism and white minority rule.1

The Soviet Union

The Soviet Union's involvement in Africa during the cold war in most instances occurred in response to

intensi�ed involvement by the United States and its allies. While the American economy had been bolstered

by World War II, the Soviet Union had lost more than 25 million people and almost half its economic

capacity. Far from being bent on world conquest after the war, the Soviet Union was primarily concerned

with securing its perimeters and surrounding itself with compliant regimes that would forestall future

invasions. However, the country also took an interest in Third World decolonization, which o�ered the

possibility of new alliances in the struggle against Western imperialism. Arguing that the “backwardness”

of emerging nations was the result of capitalist exploitation, the Soviet Union deemed the removal of

colonial capitalism necessary for Third World advancement, and the triumph of national liberation over

imperialism a precondition for the victory of socialism. To advance this agenda, the Soviet Union initiated

relationships with anticolonial and anti-imperialist regimes in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.

In their competition for Third World allies, the United States and the Soviet Union o�ered contrasting

development models. Promoting the free enterprise capitalist system, the American model depended on

the slow accumulation of capital through pro�ts generated by the market. The Soviet model, premised on

centralized economic planning, focused on the collectivization of agriculture, the development of heavy

industry, the advancement of large infrastructure projects, and a massive redistribution of wealth. Because

this model had enabled the Soviet Union to move rapidly from an agrarian to an industrial society, many

Third World nationalists found it extremely appealing.

p. 268

2

Besides its economic example, the Soviet Union had another advantage. Since the Soviet Union did not have

colonial possessions, African countries did not associate it with exploitative colonialism. The United States,

however, was closely aligned with the Western European powers that had dominated Africa and Asia. Its

continuation of French colonial wars in Indochina and its own history in Latin America provided little

reassurance. Thus, many in the Third World associated the United States with the poverty and oppression

they experienced within the colonial capitalist system, while the Soviet Union o�ered an attractive

alternative.
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Convinced that the victory of socialism over capitalism would be achieved in the Third World, the Soviet

Union supported an array of national liberation movements and radical new states. While it established

commercial agreements with most African countries and helped to build hundreds of industrial and other

facilities, it was in the realm of military assistance to radical regimes and movements that the Soviet

contribution was most decisive.

The People's Republic of China

China, like the Soviet Union, saw the African continent as an arena in which to challenge imperialism.

Nevertheless, during most of the cold war, China and the Soviet Union supported rivals in the struggle for

power. Despite Soviet support for the Chinese Communist Party during the 1945–49 civil war, and the

friendship treaty that provided China with critical Soviet technology and economic assistance, the two

countries struggled over both ideology and policy—and competed for allegiances in the Third World.

Although Soviet aid to African liberation movements and nations was more substantial, Chinese ideology

often had greater allure. Soviet ideology anticipated a relatively slow progression of societies from

feudalism to communism, each stage determined by the level of development of the productive forces. In

contrast, China's Mao Zedong believed that societies could skip quickly through stages of material

development if the people's consciousness was suitably evolved. While the Soviet Union had little regard for

the rural populace, claiming that the urban proletariat would spearhead the socialist revolution, Mao argued

that the peasantry, with its innate wisdom and revolutionary consciousness, would lead a country to

socialism.3

Maoism had signi�cant appeal in emerging African nations, where populations were predominantly rural

and colonial powers had done little to develop the productive forces. Maoist ideas were prominent in

Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) doctrines during the struggle against white minority rule in

Rhodesia. In Mozambique, the Front for the Liberation of Mozambique (FRELIMO) bene�ted from Chinese

military training and employed Maoist guerrilla strategies to attain independence from Portugal. However,

FRELIMO also welcomed Soviet aid and remained strictly neutral in the Sino-Soviet con�ict.

p. 269

China and the Soviet Union also had major con�icts over foreign policy that had important implications in

Africa. Mao considered Khrushchev's turn toward détente and “peaceful coexistence” with the West to be

reactionary. In the early 1960s China publicly declared its independence in both domestic and international

a�airs, and the scramble for allies began. Rivalry with China, as well as the United States, thus became an

important stimulus for Soviet involvement in Africa.  During the anticolonial struggles of the 1960s–80s,

the Soviet Union and China generally supported competing movements. The Soviet Union aided the struggle

of the Zimbabwe African People's Union (ZAPU) against white minority rule in Rhodesia, while China

assisted ZANU's breakaway movement. In Angola, the Soviet Union supported the Popular Movement for

the Liberation of Angola (MPLA), while China supported the National Front for the Liberation of Angola

(FNLA) and the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola (UNITA). Ironically, the United States

and China supported the same Angolan factions, �nding common cause in their mutual opposition to the

Soviet Union.

4
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Cuba

Although considered by the United States to be a Soviet surrogate, Cuba followed an independent foreign

policy in Africa, often straining the relationship between the two communist countries.  Fidel Castro and his

associates believed that Cuba could serve as an example to oppressed peoples in Latin America and Africa. It

had thrown o� an exploitative dictatorship and stood up to the United States in the process. Africans, in

turn, were impressed by Cuba's willingness to donate military, medical, and educational assistance without

expectation of future reward. Cuba's focus on Africa stemmed in part from the belief, shared by all the cold

war powers, that decolonization provided a new arena for the struggle between socialism and capitalism.

Unlike the other external players, however, Cuba also had an emotional link to Africa. About one-third of all

Cubans had at least some African blood. Many Cubans were motivated by the desire to liberate their African

brothers and sisters from colonialism and imperialism and to share the fruits of the Cuban revolution with

them.  Thus, tens of thousands of Cuban health, education, and construction workers, and tens of

thousands of Cuban soldiers, served in more than a dozen African countries during this period—all

expenses paid by the Cuban government.

5

6

7

Egypt, radical nationalism, and the Non-Aligned Movementp. 270

During the postwar period, radical nationalism and the philosophy of neutralism in international a�airs

threatened America's ability to replace France and Britain as the dominant power in Africa and the Middle

East. These factors came to the fore in April 1955, when representatives of twenty-nine African and Asian

nations and colonies and numerous liberation movements met in Bandung, Indonesia, to discuss their

vision of the rapidly decolonizing world. Voicing their opposition to racialism, colonialism, and

imperialism, they pledged economic and cultural cooperation and support for emancipatory movements

throughout the Third World. Refusing to take sides in the cold war, the conference participants formed the

core of what would become the Non-Aligned Movement. Gamal Abdel Nasser, who had helped to overthrow

the Egyptian monarchy in 1952, emerged as a leader at Bandung. He was central to the formulation and

promotion of the philosophy of neutralism and nonalignment, which was rapidly embraced by leaders

across the African continent and elsewhere in the developing world.

While the United States rebu�ed nonalignment, the Soviet Union saw it as an opportunity. Moscow seized

the chance to establish political and economic ties to regions that previously had been beyond its reach. No

longer holding to the Stalinist creed that only Marxist-Leninist parties were worthy of support, the Soviet

Union under Nikita Khrushchev declared that movements for political and economic independence were

anti-imperialist by de�nition and thus deserving of Soviet assistance. The Kremlin actively courted Nasser

and other radical nationalists, hoping to further their common goal of undermining Western imperialism.

While the United States hesitated, the Soviet Union responded to Egyptian requests for economic and

military aid. The United States considered this aid con�rmation that Egypt was a proponent of international

communism.

8

In July 1956, following Egypt's recognition of the People's Republic of China, the United States reneged on a

promise to help fund Egypt's Aswan Dam project, which would expand arable acreage and provide power for

industrialization. In response, Nasser nationalized the French and British-owned Suez Canal Company,

asserting that canal revenues would henceforth be used to �nance the dam. Despite their common fear of

Nasser and his growing in�uence, Western nations di�ered in their response. While France and Britain

supported direct military intervention, consistent with past imperial practices, the United States worried

that such actions could generate anti-Western sentiment in Africa and the Middle East and might provoke a

Soviet counter-attack. Washington's main concern was access to Middle Eastern oil, which was not
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necessarily threatened by Egyptian control of the canal. Therefore, when Israel, with French and British

support, attacked Egypt and occupied the Sinai Peninsula in late October, the United States introduced a UN

Security Council resolution calling on Israel to withdraw and other nations to refrain from military

intervention. The Soviet Union was forced into the embarrassing position of supporting the American

resolution, while France and Britain vetoed it, then bombed Egyptian military installations and invaded the

country by air and sea. France, Britain, and Israel withdrew only after the UN General Assembly and the

British-dominated Commonwealth of Nations publicly condemned the invasion.

p. 271

The denouement of the Suez War was a major victory for Nasser. He had successfully pitted the cold war

powers against the imperial ones, promoting Egyptian claims in the process. His prestige among Arab

nations, and nonaligned countries in general, grew enormously. Among emerging nations, the Soviet Union

and the United States were applauded for their anti-imperialist stance. However, the US quickly squandered

this goodwill through its support for repressive anticommunist regimes throughout the Middle East.9

The Congo crisis

The Belgian Congo was the next African cold war battleground. Although the initial con�ict focused on

inequities that had originated under colonial rule, the dispute assumed a cold war character as local actors

appealed to external powers for support. When independence came in 1960, the West was determined to

retain control of the country's enormous mineral wealth by installing a moderate pro-Western government.

The government of Patrice Lumumba, elected prime minister in May 1960, did not �t the bill. Lumumba's

party envisioned economic transformations that would bene�t ordinary Africans—but would threaten the

unfettered pro�ts of Western mining interests. Moreover, it espoused a nonaligned foreign policy along the

lines articulated at Bandung.

On July 5, �ve days after independence, Congolese soldiers mutinied, having been informed by their Belgian

o�cers that there would be no wage increases, promotions, or African o�cers in the postcolonial army.

Lumumba dismissed the Belgians and promoted Joseph-Désiré Mobutu to army chief of sta�. On July 10 the

Belgian army intervened, purportedly to protect Belgian lives and property. The following day, Moïse

Tshombe, who was closely associated with Belgian settler and international mining interests, instigated the

secession of the mineral-rich Katanga province. The secession deprived the new government of more than

half of its annual revenue and most of its foreign exchange earnings. The Belgian government, along with

powerful Western and regional political and business interests, backed the secessionists.10

Convinced that Belgium was attempting to recolonize the country, Lumumba appealed for UN intervention.

In 1960 the United States held key positions in the UN hierarchy and paid a disproportionate share of its

operating expenses. As a result, the UN generally promoted US policies in the name of international

cooperation. While the UN sent troops to the Congo, its mission was to protect white lives and property and

to resolve the crisis to the bene�t of Western political and economic interests. When the UN refused to

support the elected government and the United States rebu�ed his appeals, Lumumba turned to the Soviet

Union. The United States concluded that Lumumba was a Soviet stooge who threatened American interests

not only in the Congo but in all of Africa.  A local con�ict with colonial-era roots had been transformed into

a sideshow in the broader geopolitical struggle.

p. 272

11

In August and September, the American and Belgian governments independently formulated plans to

assassinate Lumumba.  With CIA and Belgian military support, army chief of sta� Mobutu staged a coup

d’état, and Lumumba was placed under house arrest. When Lumumba attempted to �ee, Mobutu's army,

with CIA and Belgian assistance, captured him. High-level Belgian o�cials ordered Lumumba's transfer to

Katanga, where he was turned over to Tshombe's secessionist forces, tortured, and executed.

12

13
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Lumumba was dead, but the Congo crisis was far from over. The Katanga secession was quelled in January

1963, but a rebellion by Lumumba's partisans threatened governmental authority. In July 1964 Tshombe

was installed as Congolese prime minister. Viewed as the strongman needed to restore order and stem the

radical tide, Tshombe quickly won Belgian and US government support. Wrongly perceiving Lumumbist

rebels as communist insurgents, the United States helped Tshombe to recruit, train, and pay for a 1,000-

man mercenary army, composed primarily of white South Africans and Rhodesians. Between 1964 and 1967,

the private army killed thousands of Congolese civilians.  Communist nations responded with increased

support for the rebel cause. The Soviet Union and East Germany joined China in providing military

assistance. Cuba sent troops and military instructors.  In November 1965 Mobutu, backed by the US

government, staged another coup d’état, establishing a notoriously corrupt and brutal dictatorship. He

remained in power for more than three decades, serving as a proxy for Western interests in Central and

Southern Africa even as he amassed a personal fortune worth billions of dollars. Abandoned by the West at

the end of the cold war, he was driven from power by a rebel army in 1997. Rival warlords supported by

neighboring governments rushed to �ll the power vacuum. Like their colonial and cold war predecessors,

they plundered the country's mineral wealth and left devastation in their wake. Between 1998 and 2007, war

and war-related hunger and disease took an estimated 5.4 million Congolese lives. The ongoing Congo crisis

is one of the most damning legacies of the cold war in Africa and of the colonial system that preceded it.

14

15

White minority rule in Southern Africa

With a staunch American ally ensconced in the Congo, the focus of US anxiety moved to the white-ruled

territories in the south. From the 1960s through the early 1990s, cold war concerns were superimposed on

local struggles emanating from colonial conditions. In South Africa, Rhodesia, Namibia, and the Portuguese

territories of Angola and Mozambique, African liberation movements challenged white minority

governments for political control. The white regimes fought back with every means at their disposal, 

raising the hue and cry of communist aggression both to rally their white constituents and to bolster

external support for their cause. It was in this context that the Nixon administration ordered a thorough

review of US policy toward Southern Africa. According to the secret 1969 study, key US goals included

protecting economic and strategic interests and minimizing “the opportunities for the USSR and

Communist China . . . to gain political in�uence with black governments and liberation movements.” The

premise of the new Nixon policy was that “the whites are here to stay and the only way that constructive

change can come about is through them. There is no hope for the blacks to gain the political rights they seek

through violence, which will only lead to chaos and increased opportunities for the communists.” The

United States would adopt an attitude of consultation, rather than confrontation, maintaining “public

opposition to racial repression but relax[ing] political isolation and economic restrictions on the white

states.”

p. 273

16

For African states and liberation movements, the US government's pronounced tilt toward the white

minority regimes was totally unacceptable. The Nixon policy also proved to be extremely short-sighted,

underrating African resolve to obtain political equality and overrating the ability of the white minority

regimes to hold out inde�nitely. Within a matter of years the white regimes were gone and the Nixon policy

fell apart. The Portuguese colonies of Angola and Mozambique gained their independence in 1975, followed

by Zimbabwe in 1980, and Namibia in 1990. The �nal chapter ended in 1994, when the racially oppressive

apartheid system crumbled and South Africa elected its �rst majority rule government.
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South Africa

White-ruled South Africa was the cornerstone of US policy toward the region. In the decades following

World War II, South Africa's cheap labor economy and mineral wealth attracted billions of dollars in foreign

investments. American corporations rapidly expanded their direct investments, which by the early 1980s

accounted for 20 percent of South Africa's total foreign investments. While American businesses controlled

the most strategic sectors of the economy, US bank loans allowed South Africa to build its military, stockpile

oil, and �nance major infrastructure projects.  In the international arena the United States promoted the

interests of the white government, consistently vetoing UN economic sanctions, despite appeals for

sanctions from the African National Congress (ANC) and other anti-apartheid organizations.

17

Although American investments in South Africa continued to grow during the Carter years, and his

administration continued to veto sanctions, Carter's emphasis on human rights led to increased public

criticism of white-ruled South Africa. Thus, when the Reagan administration announced a new policy of

“constructive engagement,” it brought relief to apartheid proponents. Much like the Nixon policy,

constructive engagement called for cooperation with the white regime. “We must avoid the trap of an 

indiscriminate attack on all aspects of the [apartheid] system,” wrote Chester Crocker, who conceptualized

the policy and served as Reagan's assistant secretary of state for African a�airs.  “It is not our task to

choose between black and white,” he asserted. “The Reagan Administration has no intention of

destabilizing South Africa in order to curry favor elsewhere.”  The South African government played on

cold war fears, using threats of communists on the border to rally both Western and white domestic

support. The constant reference to communists as the enemy caused many anti-apartheid activists to view

them as allies and to identify the United States and capitalism with apartheid.

p. 274

18

19

20

The ANC, which led civil rights and the anti-apartheid struggle for more than eight decades, became a target

of US anti-communist rhetoric. The organization was founded in 1912—�ve years before the Bolshevik

Revolution and nine years before the establishment of the Communist Party of South Africa. After the

institution of apartheid in 1948 and the outlawing of communism in 1950, communists assumed leading

positions in the ANC, and following the banning of the ANC in 1960 and the commencement of armed

struggle in 1961, communists played key roles in the establishment of the ANC's armed wing. However, the

ANC was never a communist organization.21

Brushing nuance aside, some US presidential administrations considered the ANC to be a communist-

terrorist organization.  Following Pretoria's lead, the Reagan administration de�ned terrorism so broadly

that it encompassed the activities of most African liberation movements. In January 1981 Secretary of State

Alexander Haig proclaimed that “international terrorism will take the place of human rights in our concern

because it is the ultimate abuse of human rights.”  In 1982 the Republican-led Senate Judiciary

Committee's Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism characterized the ANC as a Soviet surrogate and a

terrorist organization that acted “in opposition to US security interests.”  Even the Comprehensive Anti-

Apartheid Act of 1986, enacted over President Reagan's veto, suggested that the ANC had engaged in

“terrorist activities” and may have been the target of “Communist in�ltration.”

22
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The Portuguese colonies: the case of Angola

As the United States increasingly supported the white minority regimes of Southern Africa in the late 1960s

and early 1970s, the Soviet Union and its allies countered with support for liberation movements throughout

the region, including those in the Portuguese colonies of Angola and Mozambique. When armed resistance

began in both colonies in the early 1960s, Portugal sought support from its NATO partners, claiming that it

faced a Soviet-backed communist insurgency. NATO members responded with loans that helped �nance the

war and bolster Portugal's failing economy. The United States supplied �ghter and transport planes,

bombers, helicopters, and chemical defoliants. It also trained Portuguese soldiers in counter-insurgency

techniques. West Germany provided napalm and jet planes. France furnished armored cars, helicopters,

warships, and ammunition.  In April 1974 young Portuguese army o�cers, disenchanted by grueling

colonial wars, and poverty and oppression at home, staged a coup d’état. The new Portuguese government

quickly disengaged from its colonies. Mozambique was granted independence in June 1975, followed by

Angola in November of the same year. Both countries became cold war battlegrounds, targets of foreign

invasion, destabilization, and proxy wars that destroyed their infrastructures and economies. In the decades

following independence, millions of civilians were maimed, killed, or rendered homeless.

p. 275
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The richest and most strategic of the Portuguese colonies, Angola, attracted the most outside interest. A

major producer of oil, industrial diamonds, and co�ee, Angola was the site of signi�cant investments by

American, British, Belgian, French, and West German �rms. The colony bordered Mobutu's Congo (renamed

Zaire in 1971) and South African-occupied Namibia, both of which were determined to install a compliant

regime on their perimeters. Angola became a cold war battleground when the United States, the Soviet

Union, China, and Cuba embroiled themselves in the con�ict on the eve of Angolan independence.

Since the 1960s there had been three competing nationalist movements in Angola: the FNLA, UNITA, and

the MPLA. Each of the movements was roughly associated with one of Angola's three main ethnic groups,

although each had members of di�erent ethnic origins, and the MPLA in particular had a national appeal.

The oldest organization, the FNLA, was based in the northwest and was dominated by the Bakongo ethnic

group. Its staunchest regional ally was Zaire, which also had a large Bakongo population. Mobutu hoped to

use the FNLA to annex Angola's Bakongo areas and the oil-rich Cabinda Enclave, forming a wealthier

Greater Zaire. UNITA, which split from the FNLA in 1966, was based primarily among the Ovimbundu in the

central highlands. The MPLA's stronghold was among the Mbundu in north central Angola, which included

the capital city of Luanda. The MPLA also found strong support among Western-educated Marxist

intellectuals, urban workers, people of mixed race (mestiços), and a small number of Portuguese settlers.

Ideology also distinguished the movements. While the MPLA was avowedly Marxist, the FNLA and UNITA

used anticommunist rhetoric to win international backing, but accepted military aid from China. Both the

FNLA and UNITA criticized the prominence of whites, mestiços, and Western-educated Africans in the MPLA

and presented themselves as the only representatives of authentic African nationalism.27

From the outset the three liberation movements aroused interest among the key cold war players. During

the Kennedy administration, the United States provided signi�cant support to Portugal, but hedged its bets

by giving token non-military aid to the FNLA.  In the early 1970s China, North Korea, and Romania

provided the FNLA with weapons and advisors, while China also supplied UNITA. Initially the recipient of

both Chinese and Soviet aid, the MPLA became entangled in the Sino-Soviet con�ict and opposing

sympathies fractured its leadership. Soviet disenchantment with the MPLA—due primarily to its internal

leadership struggles—led to the cessation of all Soviet aid for several months in 1974.  After the April

1974 Portuguese coup, China stepped up aid to both the FNLA and UNITA, using Zaire as a conduit to send

arms, advisors, and military instructors. The CIA followed suit, funneling support to the FNLA through

Mobutu's territory. In December, concerned by the escalating involvement of China and the United States,

the Soviet Union again threw its weight behind the MPLA.

28
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Portugal and the three liberation movements signed the Alvor Accord on January 15, 1975. The signatories

agreed to form a transitional government that included representatives from all three movements and to

hold constituent assembly elections in October, followed by formal independence on November 11, 1975. The

Alvor Accord was violated almost immediately. Determined to challenge the MPLA, which the US

government viewed as a Soviet proxy, the CIA immediately resumed covert support for the FNLA. In March,

with tacit American support, Zairean troops attacked the MPLA in Angola. The Soviet Union responded by

resuming weapons shipments to the MPLA. In July Pretoria and Washington shipped weapons and vehicles

valued at tens of millions of dollars to the FNLA and UNITA.  The South African Defence Force (SADF)

launched a massive invasion in mid-October. By the end of the month some 1,000 South African soldiers

were entrenched in Angola, while 2,000 more were poised on the border. Together with FNLA, UNITA, and

Zairean troops and European mercenaries, the South African army began to advance on the Angolan

capital.

31

32

Cuban troops then entered the fray—to the Soviet Union's dismay. Unwilling to upset a tenuous détente

with the United States, Moscow had refused to supply Soviet troops—or airlift Cuban soldiers—until after

independence day.  Cuba, however, had a di�erent perspective. After the disintegration of the Alvor Accord,

it was clear that whoever controlled the capital on independence day would determine the government.

Convinced that South Africa would take Luanda before November 11 unless impeded by outside forces,

Havana was unwilling to wait. On November 10 MPLA and Cuban forces held Luanda against an onslaught of

FNLA and Zairean soldiers, Portuguese mercenaries, and advisors supplied by South Africa and the CIA. The

following day Portugal conferred independence on the “Angolan people,” and the MPLA announced the

establishment of the People's Republic of Angola.

33

34

After independence the Soviet Union embarked on a massive sea-and airlift, transporting more than 12,000

Cuban soldiers to Angola between November 1975 and January 1976. As the CIA's covert operation

unraveled, the US Congress cut o� further funding. Exposed and isolated, South Africa withdrew most of its

forces from Angola in early 1976, but maintained a bu�er of several thousand troops near the Namibian

border to prevent Angola's use as a rear base by guerrillas �ghting for Namibian independence. The victory

over South Africa brought a tremendous boost to Cuban prestige in the Third World.  Distancing

themselves from the movements associated with the apartheid regime, the vast majority of African nations

quickly recognized the MPLA government.

35

Throughout the ensuing decade South Africa engaged in unremitting assaults on southern Angola and

provided uninterrupted support for the anti-government insurgency. American aid to UNITA resumed in the

mid-1980s, while the number of Cuban troops defending the MPLA government reached 52,000 in 1988.

The tide began to turn in March 1988, when Cuban and MPLA soldiers forced South African troops into a

stalemate at Cuito Cuanavale, Angola. Pretoria then gave up hope of continuing its decades-long occupation

of Namibia and began to negotiate its withdrawal from both Namibia and southern Angola. Perceived as a

triumph over the apartheid army, the events at Cuito Cuanavale bolstered Cuban and MPLA reputations in

the Third World.

36
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The end of the cold war and the dismantling of apartheid in the early 1990s lessened superpower interest in

the Angolan turmoil. Their outside support severed, the MPLA, FNLA, and UNITA agreed to a cease�re in

May 1991 and held elections in September 1992. The MPLA won a solid parliamentary victory and a plurality

of the presidential ballots. Soured by his electoral defeat, UNITA leader, Jonas Savimbi, plunged the country

back into a war that ended only with his death in 2002. During the twenty-seven year con�ict, more than

half a million Angolans died, and much of the country's infrastructure and economy were destroyed.
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Rhodesia/Zimbabwe

The cold war also came into play in Rhodesia, where Western powers again mistook indigenous resistance to

white minority rule for an externally backed communist insurgency. From 1890 to 1980 European settlers

and their descendants dominated the political and economic structures of a territory that was successively

called Southern Rhodesia, Rhodesia, and �nally, independent Zimbabwe. Rural Africans were dispossessed

of their ancestral land and forced into impoverished reserves, restricted to poorly paid jobs, and subjected to

intense political repression. The situation in white-ruled Rhodesia was much like that in apartheid South

Africa.

In the early 1960s, as Britain began to transfer political power to its African colonies, it pressured the white

ruling elite in Rhodesia to share power with the African majority. On November 11, 1965, Rhodesian Prime

Minister Ian Smith, who opposed any move toward majority rule, announced a complete break with Britain.

The international community refused to recognize the rogue regime, and in May 1968 the UN Security

Council imposed comprehensive sanctions, prohibiting any economic or diplomatic relationship with

Rhodesia. While ZAPU and ZANU applauded the imposition of sanctions, Rhodesian political and economic

leaders engaged in a concerted e�ort to circumvent the embargo. They found willing partners on several

continents.

In �agrant violation of international law, a number of UN member states openly �outed Rhodesian

sanctions. South Africa and the Portuguese colonial regime in Mozambique served as conduits for

Rhodesian imports and exports, supplying the country with petroleum, military equipment, and foreign

exchange. France, Britain, and the United States looked the other way as their oil companies illegally

exported petroleum to Rhodesia, and Rhodesian minerals and tobacco found their way into international

markets. Between 1971 and 1977, the United States overtly contravened international law by allowing the

importation of “strategic and critical materials” from Rhodesia, so long as there was no similar ban on the

importation of such materials from communist countries. The American loophole was a major boon to the

Rhodesian economy, and the regime's supporters touted it as an act of solidarity in the common struggle

against international communism.

p. 278

37

From the early 1960s until independence in 1980, ZAPU and ZANU waged a campaign for majority rule, �rst

as nonviolent political parties, then, after their banning, as armed liberation movements. When it became

clear that the West was unwilling to enforce sanctions to bring the Smith regime into compliance with

international law, ZAPU and ZANU turned to communist countries for assistance. ZAPU, which received

military training and �nancial support from the Soviet Union, followed Soviet military strategy, preparing a

conventional army for a cross-border invasion from Zambia.  ZANU, backed by China, implemented Mao's

strategy of mass mobilization and guerrilla warfare, in�ltrating the rural population and relying on the

peasantry for food, shelter, intelligence, and protection.

38

39

Although the US government sympathized with Smith's assessment that ZAPU and ZANU were “communist

terrorist” organizations, Washington hoped that a negotiated settlement would result in a moderate

government and thwart opportunities for Soviet and Cuban expansion in the region. Toward this end the

United States supported Britain's 1979 initiative that resulted in an agreement on a transitional

constitution, followed by elections, and independence in April 1980. Much to the surprise—and dismay—of

Britain and the United States, ZANU won �fty-seven out of 100 parliamentary seats, and ZAPU (as the

Patriotic Front) won twenty. The United African National Council, favored by Britain and the United States,

won only three seats, while the remaining twenty seats, reserved for whites, were won by Ian Smith's party.

The determination of Rhodesian whites to retain a monopoly on political and economic power, and Western

fear of radical nationalism-cum-communism, had led to a war that killed some 20,000 to 30,000 people,

the vast majority of whom were Africans. Approximately one-quarter of the white population left Zimbabwe
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within two years of independence. Early e�orts at economic restructuring and political reconciliation ended

in failure. Zimbabwe's current leaders, who learned their political lessons through war rather than

parliamentary democracy, have brought the nation to the brink of another disaster.

Namibia

Rich in strategic minerals and bordering both South Africa and Angola, Namibia was another critical cold

war battleground. Formerly a German colony, Namibia was transferred to South Africa as a League of

Nations mandate after World War I. Violating its mandatory responsibility to promote economic and social

progress in the territory, South Africa divided Namibia into ethnic reserves, plundered its mineral wealth,

and established an apartheid-like system of politically repressive and racially discriminatory laws. In

1966 the UN General Assembly terminated South Africa's mandate and declared that the territory was

henceforth a UN responsibility. Three years later, the Security Council endorsed the General Assembly's

actions, and in 1971 the International Court of Justice found that South Africa's continued occupation of

Namibia was illegal and ordered its immediate withdrawal. South Africa refused to budge.

p. 279

Meanwhile, the South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) had begun an armed struggle for national

liberation. Recognized by the UN General Assembly as “the sole and authentic representative of the

Namibian people,”  SWAPO received economic and humanitarian aid from the UN, Nordic and African

countries, and a number of religious organizations. It also received �nancial and military assistance from

the Soviet Union and its allies. After Angola's independence in 1975, the MPLA government allowed SWAPO

to establish bases in southern Angola, where its personnel received training and logistical support from

Angolan, Cuban, Soviet, and East German military advisors. China supported a smaller rival movement, the

South West Africa National Union (SWANU).

40

In 1978 the UN Security Council adopted Resolution 435, which called for a cease�re in Namibia, followed by

UN-supervised elections and the withdrawal of South African troops and administration. However, the

Western powers on the Security Council stalled on the resolution's implementation, consistently vetoing

sanctions against South Africa. Privately, SADF o�cials admitted that the war in Namibia was unwinnable,

and o�cials in Pretoria acknowledged that SWAPO would win any free UN-supervised elections. Therefore,

they were determined that such elections would not take place.41

The South African position elicited a sympathetic response from the newly-elected Reagan administration.

In late January 1981 Washington assured Pretoria that it would not be “steamrolled on Namibia.” Assistant

Secretary Crocker proposed the adoption of constitutional principles prior to the elections that would

enshrine white minority rights, protect private property, and otherwise limit the authority and

independence of the future Namibian government. At the end of April the United States vetoed four UN

Security Council resolutions that would have imposed sanctions on South Africa for its intransigence on

Namibia. A few weeks later Crocker advised Secretary Haig to tell his South African counterpart that “we are

willing to work with them toward an internationally acceptable settlement which will safeguard their

interests and re�ect our mutual desire to foreclose Soviet gains in southern Africa.”42

In 1982 the Reagan administration introduced a new issue that would delay Namibian independence for

another eight years. Arguing that the presence of Cuban troops in Angola constituted a legitimate security

concern for South Africa, the administration insisted that Namibian independence be contingent on prior

Cuban troop withdrawal from Angola. Embracing the linkage doctrine, South Africa intensi�ed its assaults

on southern Angola—ensuring that Cuban troops stayed in Angola and Namibia remained under its control

until the waning days of the cold war.
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It was only after the military stalemate at Cuito Cuanavale in March 1988 that South Africa accepted the

inevitability of Namibian independence. In December South Africa and Cuba agreed to withdraw their

troops from Angola, while South Africa agreed to implement the UN plan for Namibian independence.

Elections were held in November 1989. As Pretoria and Washington had feared, SWAPO won 57 percent of

the vote and led the country to independence in March 1990. While the Reagan administration proclaimed

the December 1988 settlement to be a victory for constructive engagement, it was in fact another case of

justice delayed. American support for South Africa, as a staunch anticommunist ally and regional

policeman, had helped to thwart Namibian independence for more than a decade.
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The Horn of Africa: Ethiopia and Somalia

Simultaneous with the struggle for Southern Africa was the cold war battle for the Horn. Bordering on the

critical Red Sea and Indian Ocean sea lanes and in close proximity to Middle Eastern oil, Ethiopia and

Somalia were both regional rivals and objects of competition between the United States and the Soviet

Union. In the early 1970s, the United States helped to sustain Emperor Haile Selassie's feudal order in

Ethiopia, while the nominally socialist military regime of Mohamed Siad Barre in Somalia was supported by

the Soviet Union. However, by 1978, after a military coup in Ethiopia brought a self-proclaimed Marxist

regime to power and Somalia attempted to annex Somali-inhabited territory in Ethiopia, the Soviet Union

and the United States had switched sides. Meanwhile, the collapse of Haile Selassie's regime had resulted in

a surge of separatist movements among peoples subjugated by the Ethiopian empire, and the former Italian

colony of Eritrea, which had been annexed by Ethiopia in 1962, escalated its war for independence. Although

the con�icts in the Horn had deep local roots, they were exacerbated by the cold war intervention of the

superpowers and their allies.

Central to US interests in the region was the Kagnew communications station in Asmara, Eritrea. In order to

ensure uninterrupted access to the communications station, which was critical to American intelligence

gathering in Africa and the Middle East, the United States provided Ethiopia with more than $280 million in

military aid between 1953 and 1977 and trained thousands of military personnel.  Determined to maintain

its longstanding relationship with Ethiopia and to undermine Soviet-backed Somalia, the Ford

administration supported the military regime that toppled Selassie in 1974—despite its socialist rhetoric

and �agrant human rights abuses. However, when the Carter administration took o�ce in early 1977, it

suspended military assistance. By that time, the Kagnew communications station had been rendered

obsolete by satellite technology and new American naval facilities in the Indian Ocean.

43

44

Meanwhile, in Somalia, the Soviet Union had developed the port of Berbera into a sophisticated military

base and provided millions of dollars in military assistance to the Siad Barre regime. By 1976, there were

some 1,400 Soviet military advisors in Somalia, which had become the fourth most heavily armed nation in

sub-Saharan Africa, surpassed only by Nigeria, Zaire, and Ethiopia.  Convinced that the Ethiopian

government had stronger Marxist credentials than its Somali counterpart, the Soviet Union began to

supply Ethiopia as well as its Somali rival. After Somalia attempted to advance territorial claims by invading

the Ogaden region of Ethiopia in July 1977, the Soviet Union threw its full support behind Ethiopia.

45
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In late November, 1977, the regional con�ict escalated into a major war. In response to Ethiopian

government appeals, the Soviet Union airlifted $1 billion in military supplies and thousands of Soviet and

Cuban military personnel to Ethiopia. By March 1978, when Somalia withdrew from Ethiopia in defeat, there

were 16,000 Cuban troops in the country.  The military operation in Ethiopia had been the Soviet Union's

most signi�cant engagement outside Eastern Europe since the Korean War. Following Somalia's departure

from Ethiopia, the United States openly backed the Siad Barre regime, replacing its lost assets in Ethiopia

with naval, port, and air facilities in Somalia. In return, Washington provided Mogadishu with $500 million

47
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worth of military and economic assistance between 1979 and 1986, making Somalia one of the largest

recipients of US military aid in sub-Saharan Africa.48

As the cold war wound down in the late 1980s, the superpowers proclaimed that they could no longer

stomach their allies’ human rights abuses. The Soviet Union drastically reduced its aid to Ethiopia, which

then abandoned its Marxist rhetoric and turned to the United States for assistance. In May 1991 the

Ethiopian regime collapsed under the weight of internal dissent. Meanwhile, the United States had cut its

links to Somalia. In January 1991 General Mohamed Farah Aideed and his militia overthrew the Siad Barre

government. As the country disintegrated into �efdoms ruled by warlords and their clan-based militias,

Somalia was transformed from a cold war battleground into a free-for-all between local warlords, Islamic

militants, and, in the early 21st century, an American and Ethiopian-backed government with little popular

support. Once again, foreign intervention during the cold war left a horri�c and enduring legacy.

Conclusion

For four decades Africa was the site of multiple cold war con�icts whose origins were in local struggles and

the exploitative practices of the colonial past. The United States, the Soviet Union, China, and Cuba jockeyed

for in�uence and advanced their respective political and economic agendas by supporting opposing sides in

these disputes. The stage was set in Egypt, where Nasser's promotion of radical nationalism and

nonalignment was welcomed by the Soviet Union and greeted with skepticism by the United States.

Although the cold war a�ected all parts of the continent, its impact was most pronounced and its legacy

most enduring in the Congo, the white-ruled countries of Southern Africa, and the Horn. As outside powers

armed and �nanced rival movements and states, these regions were engulfed in violence. When the cold war

ended, dictators, once propped up by the superpowers and their allies, were cut loose by both East and 

West. African nations were left alone to deal with the consequences. In many instances, nascent popular

democratic forces were obliterated by a new generation of warlords and dictators who had cut their teeth on

the lessons of war and repression. While the con�icts and crises that ravage much of Africa today are rooted

in indigenous contests for power and resources, they are also the legacy of colonialism and the devastation

wrought by the cold war.
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17 Japan and the Cold War: An Overview 
Antony Best

This chapter, which examines the impact of the Cold War on Japan, investigates why Japan

consistently allied itself to the West rather than the East and why it adopted a low-security posture. It

discusses the contribution of Japan to the Western alliance system, its role in the Cold War in Asia, and

how its economic power was used to �ght the spread of communism. The chapter also argues against

the claim that Japan “sat out” the Cold War and explains that every aspect of Japanese life, including

political, strategic, economic, and cultural, was in�uenced to some extent by that ideological con�ict.

In the immediate aftermath of the cold war, some American observers noted sardonically that neither of the

main protagonists, the United States or the Soviet Union, had actually won the con�ict; the real “victor”

was Japan.  Drawing on contemporary hostility toward Japan's burgeoning balance of trade and Paul

Kennedy's recent criticism of American imperial over-stretch in his The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers, the

Japanese were characterized in this discourse as having had the good sense to distance themselves from

superpower rivalry and concentrate instead on developing their economic might.  Moreover, observers

claimed, the United States had foolishly contributed to Japan's inexorable rise by providing it with a “free

ride” in terms of security. Sitting safely under the American nuclear umbrella, Japan had managed to avoid

the pressures that the cold war had in�icted on virtually every other country on the planet.

2

3

This idea that Japan had somehow “sat out” the cold war is fundamentally �awed. In reality, every aspect of

Japanese life—political, strategic, economic, and cultural—was in�uenced to some extent by that

ideological con�ict. Indeed, it is di�cult to see how it could have been otherwise; Japan was occupied by the

United States between 1945 and 1952 and was seen thereafter as a vitally important American ally.
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This essay addresses a number of questions relating to Japan and the cold war. In regard to Japan's own

evolution, it examines why it consistently allied itself to the “West” rather than the “East”; why it, alone

among America's major allies, adopted a low-security posture; and why the United States tolerated its

failure to rearm fully. Linked to these questions, it also examines the e�ect that the cold war had on Japan's

supposedly homogenous politics and the extent to which the con�ict in�uenced its economic development.

Having established the reasons for its unique cold war stance, the essay then investigates what Japan, given

its lack of substantial armed forces, contributed to the Western alliance system. In particular, the chapter

focuses on Japan's role in the cold war in Asia and how its economic power was used to �ght the spread of

communism. In discussing these issues, it emphasizes that, while the cold war was important for Japan,

its conduct in that con�ict was in�uenced and constrained by its recent past, for its humiliating defeat in

World War II and its sullied reputation had immense rami�cations for its domestic politics and its

international standing.

p. 287

Japan in cold war strategy

The best place to begin in explaining Japan's role in the cold war is to understand how its security came to be

seen as a vital Western interest. The �rst and most obvious point to note, of course, is that at the end of

World War II Japan was occupied by the United States and thus temporarily lost control of its own

sovereignty.  In the initial years of the cold war, therefore, it was the United States that shaped Japan's

relationship to that con�ict. As the occupying power the Americans had the opportunity to build Japan, with

its well-educated population and its signi�cant economic potential, into a bulwark of Western in�uence in

East Asia. At �rst the occupation concentrated on the development of political pluralism. However, when the

�rst cold war tensions emerged in the region in 1948, the United States, fearing that communism might

gain a foothold in Japan, duly shifted its policy to stressing the importance of economic growth and �scal

stability. Furthermore, in pursuing this “Reverse Course” of building a stable and prosperous Japan that

could resist the lure of communism and contribute to the international economy, Washington provided

sizeable quantities of economic aid in a policy that echoed the Marshall Plan that had been established for

Europe. At the heart of this policy was the belief that Japan was one of the �ve key industrial zones in the

world and that, accordingly, it had to be retained within the Western camp.

4

5

The stress that the United States put on the geo-strategic importance of Japan is not surprising, for the

latter had been an important factor in the Western great powers’ containment of Russian expansion ever

since the 1890s. Witness, for example, the Anglo- Japanese alliance of 1902, which had been implicitly

supported by the United States. In this context, it must also be emphasized that in the interwar period the

Soviet Union had acted as a very real threat to regional security. It had �nanced and armed the anti-

imperialist Guomindang in the period between 1923 and 1927, when that party had challenged the West's

unequal treaties with China and maintained links with communist parties all across Asia.  Consequently, in

the 1930s Japan had perceived its actions on the Asian continent, including the Manchurian crisis and the

Sino-Japanese War, as pre-emptive blows against communism.  Indeed, many commentators during these

years had speculated on the likelihood of a new Russo-Japanese war breaking out.  In other words, when the

United States established itself in Tokyo in 1945, it entered a region in which, arguably, a “cold war” had

already existed in the very recent past. Thus, once American-Soviet antagonism in Asia emerged in the late

1940s the policy-makers in Washington adopted the strategic fear of Russia that had previously exercised

their Japanese counterparts. Japan came to be seen as an integral part of an o�shore island perimeter in

the western Paci�c that had to be denied to the Soviet Union.

6

7

8

p. 288
9

The American tendency to view Japan as strategically important was further reinforced by the ascendancy of

East Asia, especially after the establishment of the People's Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, as the cold war

theater second only to Europe in importance. Here, too, the recent past played an important role, for neither
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the Soviet Union nor China had forgotten nor forgiven the past behavior of Imperial Japan. Nor could either

help but view the American attempt to rebuild the Japanese economy with foreboding, fearing that

militarism would rise again in its wake. They therefore were keen to in�uence Japan against taking this path

by pointing to the potential dangers of its aligning with the United States. Thus, in January 1950 the

Cominform criticized the Japanese Communist Party for its pursuit of power within the parliamentary

system and urged it to take up the cause of violent revolution.10

Faced with these tensions in Asia, which exploded into con�ict with the outbreak of the Korean War in 1950,

the United States sought to ensure that Japan was tied to the West. In 1951 the Truman administration

convened the San Francisco peace conference to which the PRC was not invited and where the Soviet Union

was presented with a fait accompli in regard to the peace treaty, which it duly refused to sign. The peace

treaty was on the whole a lenient document, but simultaneously Japan was called upon to sign a security

pact with the United States. Under its terms the Americans obtained the right to use naval and air bases in

Japan for military operations in East Asia without the need to consult with the Japanese government.

Furthermore, the United States retained direct control of Okinawa, which contained a large array of bases.

The Japanese archipelago thus became America's “unsinkable aircraft carrier” in the East, mirroring one of

Britain's roles in Europe.

11

Japan's location also held economic signi�cance. Since the start of the 20th century, it had been the leading

Asian economic power, whose export of cheap products, such as a�ordable cotton textile goods, was seen as

vital to the regional standard of living. Accordingly, when the Western powers became concerned about

conditions in South and Southeast Asia in the late 1940s and early 1950s, they recognized that Japanese

economic growth was a potent force that might bring stability not just to Japan itself but also to the region

more widely. Thus the West perceived Japan as vital to stemming the tide of communism that thrived on

poverty and resentment. Linked to this, Japan also came to be important to the United States because it

could be manipulated to appear as a demonstration of what the Western-style liberal-capitalist model of

modernization could achieve in practice. In the context of the battle of modernizations that was being

played out in the Third World, its success therefore provided an important message.  Furthermore, another

salient aspect of Japan's position was the fact that, in the early years of the cold war, it was one of the few

non-white powers among America's major allies. Its ties to Washington thus communicated, it was hoped,

that the United States could understand the non-Western world and that the Western alliance system was

not merely another white man's club.

12

Domestic politics and Japan's cold war stancep. 289

The United States thus saw Japan as a vital asset, but the question the former faced was how to ensure the

latter's loyalty to the West once the occupation ended and Japanese sovereignty was restored. There was,

after all, no guarantee that Japan would view the world through the American prism. The possibility existed

that it might be tempted by neutralism or perhaps even move toward the political extremes represented by

communism and right-wing nationalism.

The United States was, however, fortunate in that the conservative political elite that came to dominate

Japan throughout the cold war period consistently held views that were not greatly dissimilar to those in

Washington. This was, of course, in part because control over the occupation had given the Americans the

means to tilt the political process in favor of those who it deemed sympathetic. They had, for example,

decided not to abolish the monarchy or engage in a large-scale purge of the bureaucracy and the existing

right-wing political parties. In addition, their e�orts to decrease the in�uence of the large economic

combines, such as Mitsui and Mitsubishi, had only partially been carried out. Moreover, from 1947 the

occupation authorities had become steadily less tolerant of the labor movement, which appeared to act as an
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obstacle to the development of economic and social stability. The conservative and statist bias in Japanese

politics and institutions that had been in evidence since the Meiji restoration of 1868 was thus left largely

intact.

In addition, though, the right in Japan, due to its desire to restore the country's shattered prestige and to

preserve the domestic political status quo, enthusiastically supported economic reconstruction and greatly

feared the rise of the left.  In regard to the latter, even with many of the overt warmongers of the 1930s

purged from public life, lingering suspicion of the Soviet Union was widespread in Japanese conservative

circles. This was exacerbated by the fact that the end of World War II had created a territorial dispute

between Japan and the Soviet Union over the latter's permanent occupation of the southern Kurile Islands,

and that animosity was also generated by Russian treatment of Japanese prisoners of war.  Thus, on the

single most important cold war issue—hostility toward the USSR—Japan's rulers were as one with their

American backers.

13

14

One might expect on this basis that Japan's relations with the United States and its role within the Western

alliance system would mirror those of the major Western European members of NATO—that it would

maintain large-scale armed forces ready to �ght alongside the United States in the region and that it would

contribute about 5–10 percent of annual GNP to defense spending. Japan, however, did not move in this

direction. Instead it adopted a low-security pro�le, whereby its forces would only be available for self-

defense. And for most of the cold war its military spending was pegged at only 1 percent of GNP.

In part, Japan's reticence can be understood in geographical terms. Unlike Germany it was not partitioned,

and it did not share a land border with the Soviet bloc. The threat to its security was thus not as

immediate as that to West Germany. The military danger that the Soviet Union did pose was air and missile

attack, but this, it was believed, would be deterred by the American nuclear umbrella. In addition, Japanese

domestic politics posed major obstacles to rearmament. The key factor to note here is that, while Japan's

international image was one of a stable, consensual, and homogeneous society, the reality was di�erent.

The catastrophic end of World War II, in particular the dropping of the two atomic bombs, the Tokyo war

crimes trial that singled out the Japanese military elite as being responsible for the con�ict, and the hunger

that marked the early years of the occupation had a powerful e�ect on sections of the general population,

generating a feeling of victimhood and an abhorrence of war.  This manifested itself in the postwar belief

that Japan should construct a new national identity based on paci�sm and opposition to nuclear weapons.

The conservatives could only ignore this sentiment at their peril, for any return to militarism might provoke

a backlash.

p. 290

15

16

The conservative reluctance to confront the paci�sts was, of course, linked to the fear that the latter, who

were an amorphous collection of students, women's groups, and labour unions, might become dominated

by the political left. This was a real problem. In contrast to most of its Western European counterparts, the

largest left-wing grouping, the Japanese Socialist Party (JSP), which consistently polled between 20–35

percent of total votes, was not dominated by social democrats who were prepared to accept a broadly

bipartisan pro-Western approach to foreign policy. It leaned toward Marxism and the adoption of a foreign

policy platform that included neutralism, opposition to rearmament, and recognition of the PRC.  The JSP

therefore had in the view of the political right to be prevented from ever gaining a grip on power. Such,

indeed, was the importance of this issue that the structure of Japanese politics came to be shaped by this

cold war divide.  Up until 1955 a number of conservative political parties had vied for power, but fear of the

JSP led to their consolidation into the newly minted Liberal Democratic Party (LDP). Despite its members’

many disagreements in the ensuing years both over policy and personality, the LDP would remain united

and in power until 1993; the alternative—providing the left with an opportunity to rule—being too

appalling to contemplate.

17

18

19
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Given these circumstances, the policy of adopting a low-security pro�le made sense. Moreover, it had the

added advantage that the money saved by only possessing a small military establishment meant that more

government spending could be directed to investment in economic growth. This would lead to prosperity

and a better standard of living for the population at large, which would, in theory, reduce the attraction of

communism and socialism for those at the poorer end of society.

The decision to adopt a low-security posture is often attributed to Yoshida Shigeru, the prime minister

between 1948 and 1954. In 1951, when the Americans pressed Japan to rearm, he refused on the basis that

the country should focus instead on economic reconstruction. Some take this as the moment that �xed

Japan's future course and argue that Japanese foreign policy can be understood through reference to the

“Yoshida doctrine.”  This interpretation of events is ahistorical; in reality, the move toward permanently

adopting this policy was not sealed in 1951. For most of the 1950s the conservatives continued to be engaged

in a prolonged debate about what weight should be given respectively to the armed forces and to the

economy. Final proof of the importance of avoiding full rearmament only came in 1960, when the

government of Prime Minister Kishi Nobusuke manipulated parliamentary procedure to force through

rati�cation of a more equitable security treaty with the United States. This unscrupulous use of power

precipitated the most serious political demonstrations of the post-1945 era, in which one person died and a

visit to Japan by President Eisenhower was cancelled because his security could not be guaranteed. For the

LDP and its backers in industry, this was a turning point. Kishi, who had been indicted but never tried for

war crimes and who the left saw as sympathetic to the emperor-centered fascism of the 1930s, was forced to

resign. He was replaced by one of Yoshida's protégés, Ikeda Hayato. In his �rst major policy proclamation in

1960, Ikeda showed his colors by announcing his intention to see Japan double its national income in the

next decade. From now on economics would be the priority.

20

p. 291

21

The continued importance of a low-security pro�le was bolstered in the late 1960s by the large-scale

demonstrations that took place against the Vietnam War. This agitation in part mirrored anti-American

feeling elsewhere, but in Japan the proximity of the con�ict and the fact that American bases on Japanese

soil and in Okinawa were seen as key supports for the war e�ort reinforced the animosity.  In part as a

result of this unrest, the coming years would see Japan's low-security stance become more formalized. In

1968 Prime Minister Sato Eisaku announced his “three nuclear principles,” whereby Japan renounced any

intention of developing nuclear weapons. Then in 1975 one of his successors, Miki Takeo, formally

proclaimed that Japanese defense spending would never exceed 1 percent of the country's GDP.

22

Japan's role in the cold war alliance system

At �rst the Japanese government encountered di�culties in persuading the United States to accept its

reading of the domestic political constraints. For example, when faced after the end of the occupation in

1952 with Yoshida's reluctance to rearm, the United States brought considerable pressure to bear on the

Japanese government by linking the rearmament issue to American military procurements from Japan. This

“carrot and stick” approach worked. In 1954 Japan agreed to establish a Self-Defense Force (SDF) of

150,000, which was an army, navy, and air force in all but name. Over time and particularly after the events

of 1960, however, Washington came to accept the necessity of Japan's low-security pro�le.23

Concern about the potential rise of the left was the deciding factor in American acceptance of the low-

security posture. There was no wish to push rearmament at the cost of allowing the Soviet Union or the PRC

to be able to �sh in Japan's troubled waters. Moreover, the perception existed in Washington that Japan was

a strongly elitist country which did not fully understand democracy. Accordingly, Americans feared that

Japan's public might be easily led astray by the Marxist intellectuals who appeared to dominate academic

and public discourse. In reality, both of these concerns were misplaced. Russia's ability to appeal to Japanese

p. 292
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public opinion was compromised by the territorial issue, and the development of the Sino-Soviet split only

further blunted the ability of the socialist bloc to reach out to the Japanese masses. In addition, while the

Marxist intellectuals were undoubtedly vocal, the Americans tended to exaggerate their in�uence.24

Moreover, it is important to see that the American willingness to accept Japan's low-security stance was

also linked to its suspicion of the nationalist right, as exempli�ed by LDP politicians such as Nakasone

Yasuhiro. Here too, cultural factors, as well as the past, were important. Believing that “feudal” elements

remained embedded in Japanese society and that its recent history displayed dangerous and violent

propensities, the Americans feared that Japan's developing a powerful military might tempt the right to

introduce a more independent and nationalistic foreign policy.  In 1969 this anxiety led the Richard Nixon

administration to hesitate to use the Guam (Nixon) Doctrine, which called upon American allies in Asia to

devote greater resources to their own defense, to coerce Japan to do more. Moreover, in the 1971–2 talks

between Nixon's national security advisor, Henry Kissinger, and the Chinese prime minister, Zhou Enlai,

the former openly claimed that the US-Japan alliance existed not merely to contain the Soviet Union but

also to ensure control over Japan itself.

25

26

These uncertainties about Japan and its future course existed despite the fact that even after the occupation

the United States engaged in a policy of cultural diplomacy toward Japan in the hope that Western values

might take root in Japanese society. This involved initiatives such as providing subsidies to Japanese

publishers to translate key English texts and the �nancing of American studies as an academic discipline. In

addition, in order to demonstrate its progressive values, the United States slowly revised its immigration

laws and �nally allowed Japanese born in America to naturalize. These e�orts to display goodwill had some

e�ect, but mutual misperception continued to be a problem.27

While it reluctantly accepted the low-security posture, the United States was nevertheless keen to support

the path that Japan was prepared to follow—economic growth. A focus on the economy would not just

bene�t Japan, but also o�ered the prospect of Japanese exports bringing a bounty to other non-communist

countries in Asia. Indeed, so attractive was this prospect that the United States acted in the 1950s as Japan's

sponsor in international trade, lobbying successfully for its membership in the General Agreement on

Tari�s and Trade (GATT) in 1955, while simultaneously allowing Japanese industry to develop behind a

protectionist tari� shield. Recently scholars have pointed out that without this American assistance the

form and scope of Japan's “economic miracle” would not have been the same. There was an irony in this. To

the outside world the United States lauded Japan as a free-market, free-trade model for economic

development to the Third World; but behind closed doors it tolerated practices, such as high tari�s and

barriers to foreign direct investment, that when used elsewhere came in for damning criticism.28

As Japan became richer, its potential to help the Western cause grew ever greater. Its most important

contribution came in terms of trade with and the provision of international aid to Southeast Asia. This began

in the 1950s, when both the United States and Britain did their best to encourage Japanese trade with the

region on the grounds that it would assist in the struggle against communism.  Japan's economic power

proved particularly vital to American strategy during the Vietnam War. From 1966 Washington realized the

importance of raising living standards in Southeast Asia as a means of stopping the contagion that had

infected Indochina from spreading further. With its own resources dedicated to the battle�eld, the United

States looked to Japan to assist in this area. Thus in 1966 the Japanese joined with the Americans in

establishing the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and proceeded to provide, jointly with the US, the largest

sum of capital to the ADB's co�ers. By 1969 50 percent of Japan's Overseas Development Aid (ODA) went to

Southeast Asia. Japan thus began to follow a path that would later see it become the largest provider of ODA

to the Third World.

p. 293

29

30

Japan's ability to act as an e�ective junior ally was, nevertheless, once more constrained by its recent past.

Just as its wartime experience had made its public lean toward paci�sm, so its brutal behavior against
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civilians and prisoners of war in that con�ict continued to blight its international image. In addition,

memories of Japan's supposedly “unfair” trade competition in the 1930s and fears that cheap Japanese

goods might once again drive competitors out of important markets led to resentment. These concerns were

particularly prevalent in Southeast Asia, where they were linked to the determination of the newly

independent states not to replace their former colonial masters with a new Japanese “co-prosperity

sphere.” In the period between 1957 and 1960, Kishi's e�orts to make Japan the leader in a Southeast Asian

development plan met with regional suspicion. Moreover, the United States turned down Kishi's request for

�nancial aid to support his plan, in part because, drawing again on culture and past history, they saw his

ideas as a dangerous throwback to the pan-Asian ambitions of the Paci�c War era.  In the early 1960s

Japan's relations with Malaya and Singapore were, in what was referred to as the “blood debt” crisis,

disturbed by the discovery of mass graves of murdered Chinese civilians.  Then in 1974 a tour of the region

by Prime Minister Tanaka Kakuei was met by riots in Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia. These incidents

had less to do with war memory than with anger about Japanese trading practices, which exploited regional

workers and allowed the states that constituted the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) only

limited access to the Japanese market. However, even then Japanese behavior had distant echoes of the “co-

prosperity sphere.”  In regard to Western Europe and the British Commonwealth, relations likewise

su�ered. In 1955 Japan discovered that many of the countries in these blocs were unwilling to extend full

GATT rights to Japan, a situation that was not reversed until 1962.  Moreover, Emperor Hirohito's visit to

Western Europe in 1971 was met with a mixture of sullen indi�erence and outright hostility.

31

32

33

34

35

The greatest problem, however, for the United States was the hostility between the Republic of Korea and

Japan. From 1952 to 1965 no formal diplomatic relations existed between the two most important American

allies in the region. This was largely a legacy of the period between 1910 and 1945, when Japan had

occupied Korea as a colonial power and had attempted to extinguish Korean national identity. There was

therefore no love lost between the Korean and Japanese peoples and governments. For the United States this

presented a considerable strategic disadvantage. It saw Japanese investment in South Korea as essential in

order to help kick-start high-speed economic growth and thus strengthen Seoul in its competition with

Pyongyang. After much lobbying the Americans �nally achieved their desired result in 1965, when Japan and

South Korea agreed to normalize their relations. There was, however, no doubt that this was far from being

an amicable arrangement; the Korean people continued to de�ne their national identity in part around

enmity toward their former colonial masters.  This mutual antagonism meant that it was di�cult to

contemplate the establishment of a multilateral security structure for East Asia in imitation of NATO.

Instead Washington had to rely on a series of bilateral pacts and vague declarations of interest by Japan in

the security of South Korea and Taiwan.

p. 294

36

Japan therefore emerged as a useful cold war ally in the economic �eld, but its utility was restricted by its

wartime past and its long-term reputation as an industrial juggernaut that ruthlessly swept aside foreign

competitors. Furthermore, the United States also saw another problem arise: the symbiotic relationship that

it had hoped to see between Southeast Asia and Japan was slow to develop, for initially the former region

was not economically advanced enough to absorb the goods produced by a rapidly industrializing Japan. The

unfortunate truth in the �rst two decades of the cold war was that if the United States put such a premium

on Japan's prosperity, then it had to let the latter's goods into its own domestic economy even if this led to

criticism of Washington by those such as the American textile lobby who competed with Japanese products.

This process began in the 1950s but accelerated in the early 1960s when, following the security treaty crisis,

the Kennedy administration dismantled some of the American protectionist trade barriers in order to assist

the entry of Japanese exports.37
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The rise and impact of Japan's omnidirectional diplomacy

Japan's diplomacy and economic activities overseas were, of course, not entirely concentrated on the cold

war, and economic growth was not encouraged merely to disarm the potential for communism at home.

Japan had its own national interests in terms of developing trade relations, enhancing its international

prestige, and espousing its agenda of opposing the possession and testing of nuclear weapons. The question

is whether its cold war ties to the United States furthered or inhibited these goals.

The area in which Japan most hoped to prosper in terms of international prestige following the return of

sovereignty in 1952 was in acting as a bridge between the West and the Third World. It was encouraged in

this aim by the example of Jawaharlal Nehru's India. In 1951 Nehru refused to attend the San Francisco

peace conference on the grounds that the United States was coercing Japan into choosing sides in the cold

war. In 1952 India signed its own peace treaty with Japan, in which it notably waived its right to

reparations.  The concept of neutralism and the emergence of a bloc in Asia that sought to distance itself

from the cold war clearly appealed to the left in Japan, but in addition, it interested the nationalist right as it

�tted into the pre-war tradition of pan-Asianism. In 1955, therefore, Japan's attending the Afro-Asian

conference in Bandung, Indonesia, was never in question, although the Japanese delegation was ordered to

avoid all controversial issues.

p. 295

38

39

A further stimulus for Japan to pursue a more independent line came in 1956, when it entered the United

Nations. Japan was keen to use the international organization as a forum through which it could move on

from its past and rebuild its prestige. Accordingly, in 1957 the Kishi government announced the three basic

principles of Japanese diplomacy: UN-centrism, “membership” in Asia, and cooperation with the free

countries. To further the �rst two aims, Kishi adopted policies that had hitherto been the property of the

Japanese left. His administration called, for example, for a ban on nuclear testing, and in 1958 it publicly

criticized Anglo-American intervention in Lebanon and Jordan, respectively.  In the same year Japan

provided its �rst international postwar loan of ¥50 million to India, while Kishi also moved ahead with

negotiating reparations agreements with states such as Indonesia and the Republic of Vietnam.

40

41

There was, however, a limit to just how far Japan could lean toward the Third World. Not wishing to

challenge the United States directly on African-Asian issues and unable to decouple itself from the cold war,

all it could o�er was a mediation channel with the West. But the atmosphere among the newly independent

states did not favor compromise. Thus, when Japan abstained in 1959 on a series of UN General Assembly

resolutions supporting the National Liberation Front (FLN) in its drive for Algerian independence, its

standing with the Afro-Asian bloc plummeted. Further damage was done in the 1960s when Japan refused

for economic reasons to join in condemning South Africa and felt that it had no choice but to o�er public

support for the American cause in Indochina.  Japan's attempt to carve out a new role as a mediator was

therefore doomed to failure, for its reliance on the United States meant that it could not drift too far from

that superpower's orbit. The cold war thus acted as a constraint which reduced Japanese foreign policy

options and ironically also undercut Japan's value to the United States as a non-white ally.

42

The ability of the United States to curb Japanese ambitions was most notable in regard to the PRC. China had

always been an important trading partner for Japan, and Tokyo hoped that this could continue to be the case

despite the existence of the cold war. The Americans, however, saw the PRC as an implacable enemy that

had to be contained at all cost and thus argued that its allies should only engage in very limited trade with

China. In the case of Japan, the United States insisted in 1951–2 that it should open diplomatic relations

exclusively with the Republic of China on Taiwan, and hinted that the peace treaty might not be rati�ed if

this order was ignored.  The severed ties with continental China were a source of great frustration, and at

various points Japan sought to push trading links further than the United States wished. This was

particularly the case under the Ikeda administration between 1960 and 1964. The Americans though held

43
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the whip hand and restrained the Japanese from going too far. In particular, Japan had to contend with the

fact that until 1972 the United States remained in possession of Okinawa, which became a hostage to its

good behavior.

The early 1970s, however, proved to be a period of �ux in which greater independence in foreign policy

appeared as a real possibility. In 1971 the Japanese-American relationship began to change due to the

“Nixon shocks.” The �rst “shock” came in July when Nixon announced he would visit the PRC, thereby

abruptly changing two decades of American policy toward China. Then in August, in the second “shock,”

Nixon suddenly announced his decision to devalue the dollar. These “shocks” came at a time when Ikeda's

1960 policy of “income doubling” had been achieved beyond his wildest dreams. By the early 1970s Japan

had become the Western world's second largest economy. It could therefore a�ord, if it desired, to adopt a

more independent and assertive foreign policy because it now had the �nancial muscle. With the United

States under Nixon foregrounding American interests and the �rst oil hike taking place in 1973, this ability

to behave independently became more of a necessity than a luxury; Japan began to strike out with a new

policy termed “omnidirectional diplomacy.” This involved defending its economic security by improving its

relations with a number of key trading partners.44

The �rst notable move was that Japan in September 1972 opened its own diplomatic relations with the PRC

and expanded its economic ties; at the same time it cut formal ties with Taiwan, although trade links

remained.  Then, in an action which �ew directly in the face of American policy, Japan reacted to the oil

hike by loosening its ties with Israel and moving closer to the Arab world in an e�ort to curry favor with the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). In addition, Japan's reliance on the maritime trade

routes that ran through Southeast Asia added even further to the latter region's signi�cance. In the mid-

1970s the Japanese government sought closer relations with the Association of Southeast Asian Nations

(ASEAN). This culminated in in the “Fukuda Doctrine,” in which Prime Minister Fukuda Takeo announced

that Japan rejected the use of military power in regard to Southeast Asia and wished to be an equal partner

with ASEAN. These words were then matched by action—a loan of $1 billion for investment in industrial

projects.

45

46

In addition, a limited attempt at détente was made with the Soviet Union, which was rich in energy

resources such as oil and gas. This e�ort at rapprochement, however, foundered on the territorial issue.

Indeed, Soviet ambitions in the late 1970s and early 1980s, as seen in its support for the Socialist Republic of

Vietnam in 1978, the invasion of Afghanistan in 1979, and the stationing of SS-20 intermediate range

missiles in Asia, revealed that Japan's e�ort to become more independent could not stretch to the strategic

realm. Fear of the Soviets and the application of American pressure led the government of Nakasone

Yasuhiro in 1983 to agree to the Maritime Self-Defense Force taking up the new role of patrolling sea lanes

up to 1,000 miles from Japan. In addition, mirroring the policy of the United States, Japan moved to

establish closer relations with the PRC. In 1978 the latter two countries signed a peace treaty which included

an “anti-hegemony” clause directed against Russia.

The escalation of cold war tensions after the collapse of détente did not merely remind the Japanese of the

importance of the American connection. It also revealed once again that Japan's political weight in the world

was not commensurate with its economic power. In the economic �eld Japan unambiguously sat at the head

table. For example, in 1975 Prime Minister Miki was invited to the Rambouillet summit, which marked the

�rst step in the move toward establishing the annual Group of Five (G-5) economic summits. In 1979,

however, Japan was not party to the Guadeloupe summit in which the United States, Britain, France, and

West Germany discussed security matters such as the crisis in Iran, SALT II, and the Soviet deployment of

SS-20s.  For the nationalist wing of the LDP, this was a matter of concern, and in 1982, in the �gure of

Nakasone, there �nally emerged a prime minister who sought to elevate Japan's international political

standing. Key to this was Nakasone's thinking that Japan ought to become a “normal state.” In other words,

it should abrogate article 9 of the constitution and transform the SDF into a “normal” military force that
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could act overseas if necessary. Nakasone moved cautiously toward this goal by increasing defense

spending, fostering the growth of Japanese nationalism through the revision of school textbooks, and

visiting the Yasukuni Shrine, where Japan's war dead are commemorated, on the 40th anniversary of the

surrender—August 15, 1985.48

To the United States, where public and Congressional anger over Japan's burgeoning trade balance was

growing, this evidence that Japan was becoming more willing to pull its weight was welcome.  Moreover,

Japan's willingness in the early 1980s to buy US Treasury bonds, thus helping to fund Ronald Reagan's arms

build-up, and its subsequent agreement in the G-5's Plaza Accord in 1985 to let the dollar devalue, also

assisted in improving the country's image. However, both within Japan, where Nakasone's policies overtly

challenged the postwar consensus, and in East Asia the atmosphere ranged from disquiet to outright

opposition. In the PRC and South Korea the governments and public opinion were outraged by Nakasone's

apparent e�ort to rehabilitate Japan's past. Indeed, having largely ignored the Sino-Japanese War as an

issue up to this point in order not to alienate the Japanese masses, the PRC suddenly decided to use history

to burnish its nationalist credentials.  Japan's e�ort to become a full ally in the cold war thus again revealed

that the country was still hemmed in by its wartime past.

49

50

In response to this domestic and regional criticism, Takeshita Noboru, Nakasone's successor in 1987,

engineered a shift back toward traditional policies. When the United States requested in 1987 that Japan

send ships to help to patrol the Persian Gulf, Takeshita refused. Meanwhile, relations with ASEAN, which

had been less prominent under Nakasone, were revived with the granting of a $2 billion aid package.

Takeshita continued in the same vein by announcing that Japan would double its ODA to the Third World. In

addition, in the wake of Mikhail Gorbachev's arrival as the new Kremlin leader and his “rediscovery” of

Asia, a slight thaw began in relations with the Soviets. Still, the territorial issue remained an obstacle to

whole-hearted rapprochement, and Japan responded less enthusiastically to the era of glasnost than the

United States or Western Europe.51

Conclusionp. 298

As the cold war passed away between 1989 and 1991, Japan was still in an anomalous position. It had over

the prior thirty years gained great wealth and been a vital ally of the United States due to its economic

power. Indeed, some even argued that Japanese consumer goods had contributed to the dismantling of the

Iron Curtain by allowing East Europeans and Russians a glimpse of a life of comfort that the Soviet

command economy could never o�er. At the same time, however, Japan remained reliant on an American

security umbrella and carried relatively little weight as a strategic entity. To assess the in�uence that the

cold war had on Japan and the role that it played in that con�ict is therefore di�cult. Perhaps the most

e�ective approach is to compare it with that of the other defeated powers from World War II.

The most obvious di�erence is that, whereas West Germany and Italy were members of both NATO and the

European Economic Community, Japan was not involved in a process of regional strategic, economic, and

political integration that could, at least in the eyes of its neighbors, dilute its past. Instead, its nearest

neighbor, South Korea, was a reborn but newly partitioned state whose national identity was de�ned by

hostility toward its former colonizer. It thus had no interest in any initiative that might produce any

merging of its sovereignty with Japan. Japan thus remained a relatively isolated state within its region, a

phenomenon which reinforced its timidity in its relations with the United States. In addition, in contrast to

West Germany, Japan was not partitioned territorially and politically, and it did not share a land border with

the Soviet bloc. The absence of these factors was important. While West German public opinion was on the

whole prepared to rearm in order to deter the immediate menace to its national security, Japan lacked an
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imminent Soviet threat. Consequently, the strong neutralist left that emerged out of the experiences of

World War II could a�ord to play on fears of the past.

In sum, Japan could not play a major military role in the cold war. Instead, its focus turned to economic

activity and, with the overt sponsorship of the United States, it emerged as an industrial and �nancial

powerhouse that played its own important part in containing communism and eventually assisting in the

collapse of the Soviet Union. While Japan's role was di�erent from that of America's other allies and perhaps

more di�cult to measure, it was still signi�cant. Moreover, the cold war in turn helped to stimulate the

Japanese economy, which bene�ted greatly from American, and even sometimes British, sponsorship and

which prospered from such windfalls as the Korean and Indochinese Wars. Thus, while it can be argued that

Japan might very well have moved in the direction of prioritizing economic development as a national goal

after World War II no matter what the international circumstances were, it is also arguable that the success

that it achieved in practice was considerably boosted by its drive toward high-speed growth in a cold war

environment.

Japan's contribution to the West's victory over the Soviet Union came, however, at a price. In the economic

�eld, Japan discovered after 1989 that its statist approach to international trade, which had been

tolerated in the cold war, was ill-suited to the new era of “globalization”, and it soon lapsed into a

prolonged recession. Further damage was done in terms of Japan's regional standing. With its eyes on

Japan's utility in the cold war, the United States had not encouraged its ally to re�ect deeply on its past.

Victimhood rather than war guilt became the major sentiment in Japanese society. As a result Japan's

neighbors saw it as failing to come to terms with its wartime past, and this issue came to a�ict Japanese

foreign policy in the 1990s and 2000s. Thus, while the cold war passed from the scene, the memory of

Imperial Japan's disastrous expansion lingered both at home and abroad.

p. 299
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This chapter examines the root motives behind the Soviet struggle against the West and the paradigm

of Soviet international behavior related to the Cold War. It suggests that decolonization contributed to

the Cold War because the decline of European colonial empires in the 1950s created irresistible

temptations for Soviet leaders to intervene in parts of the globe previously beyond their reach. The

chapter also suggests that the Soviet Cold War consensus began to crumble when the key tenets of the

revolutionary-imperial paradigm became suspect in the 1960s and 1970s. These tenets held that the

West was determined to destroy the Soviet Union and its “socialist empire” by force.

The aftermath of the cold war has generated fresh approaches and themes in the study of its history. Cold

war scholars have looked to post-colonial studies, the sociology of mass consumption and tourism, cultural

and intellectual history, and other areas to make sense of the period. Cold war history has bene�ted greatly

from innovative scholarship on the Soviet “side.” It is now transdisciplinary in character—not unlike the

literature produced by the �rst generation of Soviet experts in the West.1

This essay addresses themes that emerged from this rapprochement. First, it discusses the root motives

behind the Soviet struggle against the West: “persistent factors,” including imperialist expansion and

ideology, and “supporting factors,” such as the generational experience of Soviet elites.  Then it assesses

the e�ects of decolonization on Soviet behavior in the Third World and on the further expansion of the cold

war. Finally, it examines the domestic, regional, and global developments from the 1960s to the early 1980s

that eroded the Soviet cold war consensus, weakened the Soviet imperial will, and contributed to the sudden

and unilateral Soviet “exit” from the cold war.
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The Paradigm of Soviet International Behavior

Alfred J. Rieber wrote about persistent factors that shaped Imperial Russia's international behavior,

including economic backwardness; porous frontiers, a multinational society, and cultural alienation. The

Bolsheviks at �rst seemed to create an antidote to Russia's historic empire and to its “persistent

factors.” They promoted an intoxicating vision of a global proletarian revolution that would destroy borders

and states themselves. Yet, the realities of the imperial space and Russian history and culture returned. After

the hopes for a revolution in Germany and other European countries faded, Stalin adopted the doctrine of

“socialism in one country.” Imperial ambitions re-emerged under the rubric of revolutionary Bolshevik

internationalism, producing a revolutionary-imperial paradigm. This paradigm responded to some of the

same “persistent factors” of Russian (and now Soviet) weakness. At the same time, it would be a mistake

(committed by George Kennan, among many others) to equate Russian and Soviet international behavior. In

fact, the tsars and Stalin approached “persistent factors” in radically di�erent ways. The leaders of the old

empire sought to overcome insecurity and backwardness by emulating European great powers and

a�rming Russia's place in the concert of these powers. The Bolsheviks’ paradigm identi�ed the Soviet

Union as the vanguard of a new modernity, a global transformation from capitalism into socialism.

p. 306

3

Soviet leaders wore two mantles: world statesmen and leaders of “progressive mankind's” march toward

communism. As Odd Arne Westad explains, “The Soviet elites saw their mission as part of a world-

historical progression . . . . Their view of their own role in that process was conditioned not just by Marxist-

Leninist political theory but also by Russian exceptionalism and by the experiences of the Soviet leadership

since 1917.”  Stalin was concurrently a shrewd advocate of realpolitik. Any alliance, even with the Nazis in

1939–41, was justi�ed because it was a temporary device designed to serve the Soviet Union and its security,

and thereby the future of communism.

4

George F. Kennan simpli�ed this phenomenon. He concluded that Soviet foreign conduct was de�ned by

insecurity, tyranny, and only in the last instance by the rhetoric of Marxism-Leninism. Kennan did not

think that the Kremlin rulers really believed in the communist ideology they preached. Rather, they had to

justify the Marxist-Leninist dogmas that validated their power. He failed to see a crucial distinction,

however, between the factors of the Russian imperial behavior and the revolutionary-imperial paradigm,

between the antiquated authority of the Tsar and the modern anti-liberal phenomenon of Stalinism.5

Stalin's conduct misled many, including Kennan. More than Lenin, the Soviet dictator could do whatever he

wanted, violating “ideological correctness” as well as law and morality. Some historians even surmised that

Stalin was tempted to join the concert of great powers after Yalta. His pragmatism confused them. In

Melvyn Le�er's judgment, for Stalin “there were certain constants, but never clear strategies. There would

always be fear and suspicion, a lust for power and a craving for security.” Le�er found “Marxist-Leninist

thinking” lurking behind Stalin's actions, but concludes that it was “no blueprint for a cold war.”  Tsyuoshi

Hasegawa goes farther in rejecting an ideological motive: “Stalin's policy [in 1945] was motivated by

expansionist geopolitical designs. The Soviet leader pursued his imperialistic policy with Machiavellian

ruthlessness, deviousness, and cunning.” 

6

7

Both arguments are reductionist. Stalin could temporarily suspend the revolutionary component of the

paradigm of Soviet international behavior. But he could not shed it. He used the Yalta framework as a cover

to promote his agenda. Indeed, Stalin imagined himself as a great realist statesman who could expand

the Soviet Union by acting in tandem with some “imperialists,” the leaders of Great Britain and the United

States.

p. 307

8

One should never confuse Stalinist logic with the logic of European balance of power. In January 1948 Stalin

told the Bulgarian and Yugoslav communists, “The correlation of forces is the thing. You should strike if you

can win and avoid the battle�eld if you cannot. We will join the battle when the circumstances favor us,
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rather than when the enemy wants us to.”  His concept of “correlation of forces” envisioned not simply a

balancing act, but also, in�uenced by Soviet power, a fundamental transformation of entire societies. Stalin

exploited the ideas and cultural images borrowed from the arsenal of the Russian empire to justify the

Soviet Union's hegemony in Eastern Europe and the “historical rights” to the territories from Romania to

Manchuria and Japan. Yet because those ideas and images were antiquated and tactical, he returned to

communist sources of imperialist expansionism in order to rea�rm Soviet claims on the spheres of

in�uences in Europe and Asia. The more resistance Stalin encountered from the United States and Britain,

the more he revalidated the communist component of the international paradigm. As early as in 1945, Stalin

began to prepare for a policy of confrontation against Western powers based on the Leninist concepts. By

1947 in Europe and after 1949 in the Paci�c, Stalin resorted to ideological proselytism and open support for

communist forces.

9

No ambitious foreign policy can be pursued without a strong ideological component. Leninism and

Stalinism arose from the most radical European strand of thought and generated a mindset that rejected

liberal democracy, repudiated free markets and trade, and proclaimed that the future belongs to the Soviet

form of modernity. Nigel Gould-Davies correctly observes that Stalin's conceptual world included

assumptions that were “fundamentally di�erent from our own” (i.e., British and American).  These were

inextricable from the violent nature of the Soviet regime and its society, its anti-capitalist structures, and

the propaganda bubble within which Soviets lived. To preserve this regime and society, Stalin needed

isolation from the capitalist world. Before and after Yalta, Stalin's thinking and behavior were consistent.

10

11

Above all, Stalin and other Soviet policy-makers believed in the Leninist postulates about the inevitability of

wars as long as capitalism existed. The premise of Stalin's policies in 1945–53 was the need to remobilize

Soviet society for another, even more terrible con�ict. Subsequent phases of the cold war reveal that any

openness, trade, and cultural interaction with the West were dangerous to the stability of Stalin's “socialist

empire.”

Factors Supporting Soviet Cold War Behavior

Stalin dragged Soviet elites and people into the cold war—one of the most striking revelations of the Soviet

archives. Soviet elites, nevertheless, quickly followed Stalin's trumpet in lockstep. What helped Stalin were

“supporting factors” rooted in Soviet collective identity, culture, and history. The most important was the

traumatic experience of World War II. Historians demonstrate that the war experience replaced the

memories of the Russian revolution and the Civil War as the de�ning moment for collective identities,

Soviet patriotism, and worldview. The German invasion smashed Soviet armies and almost defeated the

Soviet state. The road from defeat to triumph required the exertions of the entire people; this bolstered the

Russian national pride; by 1943 the war had become the Great Patriotic War. Tens of millions of Russians

and non-Russians fought for their “socialist motherland” and liberated half of Europe from Nazism. The

defeats of 1941–2 justi�ed the feeling of vulnerability and insecurity that the regime could manipulate. The

victory created a special “entitlement”: for secure borders, for the geostrategic glacis against former

enemies, and for a special role in the postwar international order. Soviets felt both physically and morally

superior to the Eastern Europeans whom they “liberated,” not to mention the Germans and their allies.

Later this triumphalism led the Soviets to consider East Germany and Eastern Europe as an essential glacis

for the Soviet Union and natural target for spreading “socialism.” Joseph Rothschild aptly remarked, “The

hegemony over East Central Europe . . . became the most visible and palpable prize of the great Soviet victory

and therefore functioned as a powerful moral bond between the regime and its peoples and among the

various sectors of the Soviet elite.”

p. 308

12
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Some observers hoped the war experience would weaken the regime. Before the “Iron Curtain” descended,

millions of Soviet war veterans visited other lands and glimpsed a freer life. Comparisons between the Soviet

regime and life abroad awakened anti-Stalinist sentiments among Russian peasants and urban

intellectuals, arousing hopes for ideological transformation. Stalin, however, used the two primary e�ects

of the war, vulnerability and great power entitlement, to suppress the trend toward liberalization. He

convinced the exhausted and decimated people that the United States and “capitalist encirclement”

endangered Soviet security.13

Vital to Stalin's schemes was molding the feelings of the Soviet people into a “socialist-nationalist”

consensus. The struggle against the Nazis taught Stalin to respect the power of nationalism even more. He

counted on Russian nationalism having historically developed in an imperial form; Russians never claimed

their own nation-state. Therefore, Soviet state-sponsored identity could be “Russi�ed” without provoking

an immediate danger of nationalist separatism. During the war the Russians became the “senior brother” to

other nationalities of the Soviet Union. After 1945 Stalin continued to rely on this chauvinist and patriotic

legacy.  In his response to Churchill's Iron Curtain speech, he chose the language of “Anglo-Saxon” to

challenge “the slavs,” not the language of Marxist-Leninist ideology. In fact, Stalin appealed not only to

Russian but also to Ukrainian, Georgian, Armenian, and Azeri nationalisms to expand and consolidate his

“socialist empire.”  His use of nationalist and patriotic themes bolstered the revolutionary-imperial

paradigm through the mobilization not only of communist elites and intellectuals, but also millions of

people from the ethnic majorities in the countries of the Soviet bloc and beyond. Especially when compared

with Tsarist Russia, Stalin's success is incontrovertible. Placing Russian imperial patriotism at the service of

the Tsar's agenda was ine�ective. Stalin later resurrected it and built it into the postwar Soviet identity. He

also projected the cold war against the West as a continuation of the Great Patriotic War.

14

15

16

The third supporting factor was militarism. Violence infused the structures and beliefs of Soviet elites and

society. World War II con�rmed the danger of an enemy coming from the West and the high cost of military

unpreparedness.  Such prominent features of the Soviet worldview as reliance on force, permanent military

preparedness, expectations of high casualties, and the glori�cation of sacri�ce became even more

pronounced after 1945. In October 1947 Stalin, in an unusual gesture, circulated to the top Soviet hierarchy a

transcript of his meeting with a group of pro-Soviet British Labour Party MPs. Contemporary international

life, Stalin said, is governed by “feelings of personal pro�t,” not “feelings of sympathy.” If a country

realizes it can seize and conquer another country, it will. “Nobody pities or respects the weak. Respect is

reserved only for the strong.”

p. 309

17

18

The cataclysmic experience of World War II made Stalin's Hobbesian vision of international relations appear

as the only credible way to interpret confrontation with the West. Marxism-Leninism, as well as the

Russian-Soviet version of history propagated by the regime, translated the cult of force into the zero-sum

concept of the struggle between the Soviet “progressive” camp and the “reactionary” camp of imperialism.

Soviet propaganda excoriated “abstract humanism” and “paci�sm” as naïve illusions at best and

ideological fallacies at worst.

Western containment of the Soviet Union after 1946 validated the militarism that pervaded postwar Soviet

elites. The Anglo-American alliance loomed as a formidable enemy—with global reach and the military

bases around the Soviet borders. Those Soviets who might have questioned o�cial propaganda could not

ignore the American bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and its determination to retain its atomic

monopoly. The creation of NATO and the Marshall Plan, and talk of rearming West Germany, persuaded

Soviet leaders and followers to believe Stalin: without military force the Soviet Union could be crushed.

Hence, Soviet recovery from the war transformed rapidly into remobilizing for another. The construction of

a giant military-industrial complex, an extension of the 1930s industrialization drive, became the patriotic

duty and a lifetime project for Soviet scientists and engineers. Participants in Soviet atomic and missile
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projects harbored no qualms about building the weapons of mass extermination; only after Stalin's death

did they begin to consider the dangers of a thermonuclear arms race. Soviet writers and artists helped build

a �rewall against paci�cism and other in�uences that could “soften” Soviet society.19

Decolonization and Soviet Overextension

The process of decolonization contributed to globalizing the cold war. The precipitous decline of British,

French, and other European colonial empires in the 1950s created irresistible temptations for the Kremlin to

intervene in parts of the globe previously beyond Soviet reach. The initial refusal of Stalin to capitalize on

decolonization in Asia and elsewhere can be explained by the Soviet dictator's preference for great power

diplomacy and total control. Also, Stalin, a self-taught Marxist-Leninist “realist,” refused to provide Soviet

assistance to those countries where he estimated that the “correlation of forces” could not guarantee

victory in case of war. Stalin's decision to ally the Soviet Union with Mao Zedong's regime in China was the

�rst major breakthrough of Soviet policies beyond the ideo-geostrategic periphery of the USSR. The

establishment of the People's Republic of China (PRC) changed the course of the cold war.

p. 310

After Stalin's death, the new Kremlin leaders moved to recalculate the “correlation of forces.” They

reframed the map of the cold war according to a new de�nition of allies and partners. The evolution of

Soviet policies resulted from the emergence of the Third World as contested terrain between the cold war

blocs and the growing salience of the non-communist, nationalist, and radical military forces in the post-

colonial countries. In the Kremlin, Stalinist geostrategic caution and a penchant for total control gave way

to more �exible and ambitious policies.

1955 marked a breakthrough in Soviet ideological views and practical policies. The restoration of relations

with Tito's Yugoslavia opened ideological and political room for a rapprochement with non-aligned and

neutral elements that Stalinist dogma had considered “bourgeois” and unworthy of trust and support. The

participation of India, China, and Indonesia in the Bandung conference attracted great attention in the

Kremlin. And the trip of Khrushchev's protégé Dmitry Shepilov to Syria and Egypt revealed to the Soviet

leadership the power of anti-British and anti-French Arab nationalism in the Middle East.

Nikita Khrushchev's ascendency coincided with spectacular victories of national-liberation movements in

Asia, the Middle East, and Africa. His new look at the Third World began with China. While Stalin treated

China as a junior partner in his “socialist empire” and during the Korean war sold arms to the PRC for US

dollars, Khrushchev provided China with generous economic, technological, and military assistance.

Chinese industrialization became almost an extension of the Soviet �ve-year plan: the PRC was the �rst to

receive Soviet-produced machines and industrial tools. Supporting decolonization and national liberation

forces around the globe was also congruent with Khrushchev's double-barreled e�ort to replace Stalin's

cult with the “back to Lenin” campaign. In December 1955 former Soviet ambassador to Britain Ivan Maisky

wrote to Khrushchev that “the next act of the struggle for global domination of socialism will unfold

through the liberation of colonial and semi-colonial people from imperialist exploitation.” Repeating the

basics of Leninist teaching, Maisky concluded: “The loss of colonies and semi-colonies by the imperialist

powers must accelerate the victory of socialism in Europe, and eventually in the USA.”  Khrushchev's

policies demonstrated that he concurred.

20

Soviet policies in the Third World during the late 1950s radically improved its geostrategic positions. In 1957

the Third World “came” to Moscow, when the youth from Asia, Africa, and Latin America participated in the

7th World Youth Festival in the Soviet capital. This festival became a cultural event of tremendous

importance for the delegates from the Third World, but even more so for the people of Moscow. With the

festival and the launch of Sputnik a few months later, Soviet “soft power” in the Third World soared. At the

same time, collaboration with a di�erent set of leaders and movements profoundly a�ected Soviet conduct.

p. 311
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“Romancing the Third World” altered the worldview and political culture of Soviet elites. Thousands of

Soviet technicians, engineers, doctors, and military personnel traveled to and worked in China, Indonesia,

India, Burma, Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Ghana, and other countries that allied with the Soviet Union or professed

their “socialist” and “progressive” orientation. The exposure to the countries where people lived in even

greater poverty than in the Soviet Union validated Soviet ideological convictions and generated faith in a

bright socialist future.21

While the experience of World War II and the Soviet victory fueled the “imperial” component of the

paradigm, decolonization and the emergence of anti-imperialist, anti-Western regimes boosted the

“revolutionary” aspects. The willingness of Third World radicals and intellectuals to emulate Soviet

experiences and welcome Soviet assistance produced a euphoric e�ect among the Soviet leaders. Many came

to regard the countries of Asia, Africa, and the Middle East as new frontiers for the communist experiment.

This phenomenon climaxed with the Soviet infatuation with the Cuban revolution. Fidel Castro, Che

Guevara, and other “barbudos” became more popular among Soviet people than was Khrushchev himself.

The head of the Communist Youth League rhapsodized in January 1961: “Any time other Latin American

countries may follow after Cuba. Americans are literally sitting on the powder keg in Latin America.” Soviet

cultural elites saw in Cuba “socialism with a human face.” Cuba's de�ance of its US neighbor and its defeat

of the Bay of Pigs invasion buttressed Soviet optimism about the worldwide triumph of their model.22

The spillover from the Third World a�ected Soviet conduct in many ways. An ambitious, almost reckless

global projection of Soviet in�uence replaced Stalin's cautious calculation of the “correlation of forces.”

Evidence suggests that developments in Iraq and China in�uenced Khrushchev to ignite the Berlin crisis in

November 1958. Vyacheslav Molotov, already in retirement, even drafted in 1959 a project establishing a

future “confederation of socialist states,” beginning with the USSR and the PRC.23

Changes in Soviet international behavior caused by global decolonization and the rise of the developing

world produced greater risks and ultimately imperial overextension. Dealing with radical allies in the Third

World meant accepting a new level of unpredictability in Soviet foreign policy. The Kremlin could not even

control its allies and clients. This became painfully clear in Sino-Soviet relations, where the PRC threatened

twice, in 1954–55 and 1958, to unleash a war in East Asia by shelling o�shore islands occupied by the

Nationalists. Notwithstanding the Kremlin's displays of solidarity with the Chinese, personal tension

erupted between Khrushchev and Mao Zedong. The Kremlin was slow to recognize that national liberation

impulses might turn not only against the West but also against the Soviet Union.

The expansion of Soviet commitments in the Third World led to the increasing vulnerability of its empire's

boundaries. The Kremlin worried about its ability to protect weak yet adventurous allies and clients. This

fear propelled Khrushchev's decision to send nuclear missiles to Cuba in 1962. The forced and

humiliating withdrawal of the Soviet missiles contributed to Khrushchev's downfall two years later.

Khrushchev's successors even questioned the entire Soviet course of extending their in�uence in Third

World countries. Leaders “of those countries,” stated one critic, “ate what we gave them, and then turned

away from us. Capitalists laugh at us and they have reason to do so.”  Yet, they stayed the course.

p. 312

24

Soviet overextension in the post-colonial world turned out to be a lasting factor in Soviet cold war behavior.

Khrushchev's successors expected the victory of “progressive forces” in the Third World to have a decisive

e�ect on the “correlation of forces.” The fall of Sukarno's pro-communist regime in Indonesia in 1966 and

the crushing defeat of the Egyptian-Syrian armies in the 1967 Arab-Israeli war plunged the Kremlin into

doom and gloom. After the Soviets “lost” Egypt in 1970–4, they sought revenge. The US defeat in the

Vietnam war and the collapse of Portugal's African empire incentivized Moscow, together with its Cuban

ally, to �ll the power vacuum �rst in Angola and Mozambique and then in the Horn of Africa. The future of

the Third World, once a booster to the revolutionary component of the Soviet foreign policy paradigm, was

turning into a drain on its resources and a source of geopolitical insecurity.
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Yet the Soviets persisted. Support for radical movements in the Third World remained an index of the

regime's self-validation. Soviet propaganda constantly promoted the image of the “march of socialism and

progress.” Pilgrimages of Third World radicals to Moscow, in search of armaments and loans, became a

ritual that recon�rmed the centrality of the Soviet Union in the world. Finally, there was a powerful

coalition of group interests, uniting the military, the KGB, the ideologists in the apparatus, and external

operators in the Third World itself.25

Brezhnev and other Kremlin leaders threw “good money” after “bad.” By the end of the 1970s, the Soviets

funded sixty-nine regimes, clients, and movements—most of them in the Third World. Because the survival

of these regimes became the primary support for theorizing about the inevitable “victory of socialism,” no

one in the Soviet leadership had the political will to cancel the investments in them.26

Soviet Cold War Consensus Erodes

The revolutionary-imperial paradigm could continue to engender a Soviet cold war consensus as long as

Soviet elites and the populace adhered to two tenets: (1) that the future belonged to the Soviet version of

modernity; and (2) that the West was inherently aggressive, determined to destroy the Soviet Union and its

“socialist empire” by force. Both of these tenets became suspect in the 1960s and 1970s, as domestic,

regional, and global developments contributed to the erosion of ideological and experiential certainties. The

Soviet cold war consensus began to crumble.

At the core of these developments was a generational and cultural change among Soviet elites. During the

1960s–70s new cohorts of highly educated men and women, with diverse cultural needs and material

interests, replaced the aging Stalinist cohorts. The cold war competition in education, science, and

technology accelerated this change. The logic of this competition compelled the Soviet leadership to

sponsor science and technology, to expand higher education, and to grant more freedom—and in�uence—

to scienti�c and engineering elites. From 1928 to 1960 the number of college students grew twelve-fold and

reached 2.4 million. The number of college-educated professionals increased from 233,000 to 3.5 million.

p. 313

27

The post-Stalin rulers also wanted to demonstrate that the Soviet model produced a contented society of

creative and highly educated people. Khrushchev and later Brezhnev sharply reduced work hours and taxes

and increased investments in public housing, education, mass culture, and the health system. They also

undertook to establish modern urban infrastructures and consumer-oriented industries, neglected or

sacri�ced during Stalin's years.  By the end of the 1960s Soviet society was bursting with young

professionals and managers.

28

Jeremi Suri argues that the rise of these groups in the Soviet Union was part of a global “counter-culture”

rebellion against the cold war consensus during the 1960s.  In fact, something di�erent and even more

signi�cant was going on in Soviet society. The younger cohorts matured at a time when state terror abated,

the gulag system eroded, the leaders debated Stalin's crimes publicly, and cultural in�uences began to

penetrate Soviet society from abroad. With the improvements in mass communications, diverse and

complex cultural production reached tens of millions in the Soviet Union. Western movies, jazz, and Elvis

Presley, then Beatles-mania and rock produced a parallel and distinctly “un-Soviet” culture among Soviet

students, particularly the children of Soviet elites. Travel and tourism outside the Soviet Union

mushroomed; millions of foreigners began to visit the Soviet Union. In 1957 over 700,000 Soviet citizens

traveled abroad as state employees as well as tourists, and this number expanded in subsequent decades.

29

30

This growing openness of the Soviet society to the outside world had a huge impact on the new educated

elites’ sense of historical superiority of Soviet “socialism” and on the enemy image of the West. The partial

opening of the Soviet Union to the West coincided with fundamental changes, economic and social, in
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Western countries. During the 1950s and beyond, they experienced unprecedented economic boom, created

impressive social programs, and expanded mass consumption beyond the expectations of earlier

generations. As the laissez-faire capitalism of the cartoonish upper classes and miserable workers in

Western Europe gave way to new realities, Soviet visitors confronted an ever-growing cognitive gap

between what the propaganda told them at home and what they could see with their own eyes.

Nevertheless, the paradigmatic components of Soviet cold war consensus proved resilient. The new cohorts

of Soviet educated elites became neither an anti-socialist generation, nor a “counter-culture” generation,

as in the West. Even after Khrushchev's denunciation of Stalin's cult, the vast majority remained devotees of

the revolutionary-imperial paradigm. A movement toward cultural liberalization that emerged after 1965

(“dissidents”) was at �rst generally socialist in its worldview.  The dominant trend among educated

Soviets was not “return to capitalism” but improvement and perfection of the Soviet system—perhaps at

some point “converging” with the increasingly humane Western capitalist democracies. It was especially

true of the highly positioned group of “enlightened apparatchiks” who worked as consultants and speech-

writers to the top political leadership. Among them were the future “new thinkers” of the Gorbachev era:

Georgy Arbatov, Anatoly Chernyaev, Fedor Burlatsky, Nikolai Inozemtsev, and Georgy Shakhnazarov.

Although in�uenced by European ideas and culture, they remained staunch Soviet patriots and unwilling to

accept the superiority of America's “way of life.”

31

p. 314

32

1965–8 was the peak of this reformist-technocratic momentum in Soviet educated elites: economic reforms

were under way, and the scienti�c-technical revolution seemed to augur imminent political changes. Then

came the invasion of Czechoslovakia. The onslaught of Soviet tanks was a brutal reality check for the

reformist vanguard of the younger Soviet elites. The ghost of the Prague Spring continued to haunt the

“enlightened apparatchiks” into the 1980s. Len Karpinsky, one of the intellectual leaders of communist

reformism, wrote that the Soviet tanks could not kill ideas, and these ideas “are percolating into the

apparatus and forming a layer of party intellectuals, an arm of the intelligentsia within the administrative

structure.” When Gorbachev became the leader of the Soviet Union, his reformist advisors recalled 1968 as

the year of missed opportunity for socialism.33

With the erosion of the communist idealism and millenarian faith after 1968, alternative views began to

emerge in Russian society. The old divide between Westernizers and Slavophiles became replicated among

cultural elites in Moscow in the form of a ferocious polarization between the liberal “left” and the neo-

Stalinist “right.” The “left” began to regard the democratic and liberal West as a natural ally against the

Soviet bureaucracy—this trend found its complete expression in the alliance between human rights

defenders in Moscow with Western journalists stationed there. During the 1970s thousands of

Soviet/Russian intellectuals emigrated to the West, thanks to the “Jewish emigration” sanctioned by the

Kremlin in the name of détente.  The “right” continued the traditions of Stalinist glory and Russian

imperial nationalism. They viewed the cold war as a stage in the historic struggle between the West and the

Russian superpower in the shape of the USSR.

34

A number of Soviet educated elites continued to work inside the system but felt alienated and bitter. The

murder of the Prague Spring shattered their belief in the Soviet version of modernity. The “New Left” in the

West and even West European communists relegated the USSR to the ranks of anti-modern, reactionary

forces, an obstacle to progress.

1968 marked the beginning of a sharp decline of another supporting factor of Soviet cold war behavior: the

predominance of the culture of violence. The anti-militarist trend evolved after Stalin's death and

intensi�ed during the 1960s. The emergence of transnational scienti�c networks, authorized by the Soviet

state, promoted this phenomenon among Soviet intellectuals.  During the early 1970s, the anti-militarist

tendencies in Soviet elites gained unexpected support from Leonid Brezhnev, who was horri�ed by

Khrushchev's nuclear brinkmanship. Brezhnev's vision of “European Security and Cooperation” was a

35
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prequel to Gorbachev's new thinking: it involved rapprochement with NATO and disavowing the force or the

threat of force.  Brezhnev's policies helped erode the “enemy image” of the West. Soviet propaganda

touted strategic parity with the United States and the successes of Brezhnev's agreements with West

Germany and the Helsinki Final Act. Cohorts of Soviet youth grew up assuming that peace, not war and

militarism, was a natural state of life.

36

Toward the end of 1970s, optimism in the Soviet Union evaporated, a victim of Western economic

superiority and the growing gap between consumerist expectations and the failure of the Soviet economy to

meet those expectations.  The post-Stalin leadership had to downsize the military and redirect resources

toward civilian consumption, beginning with prefabricated housing and household durables. Khrushchev's

faith in the superiority of the Soviet model led him to authorize and promote policies that had unintended

consequences. To replace terror as an instrument to mobilize the population, the Soviet leader launched the

campaign to “catch up and surpass America” in economics, consumerism, and culture. He explained to

Walter Ulbricht, “The Americans believe that the Soviet people, looking at their achievements, will turn

away from the Soviet government. But the Americans do not understand our people. We will tell our people:

look, this is what the richest country of capitalism has achieved in one hundred years. Socialism will give us

the opportunity to achieve this signi�cantly faster.”

37

38

Khrushchev's bragging had the e�ect of undermining Soviet anti-American propaganda. Czech reformer

and former communist Zdenek Mlynar rightly observed: “Stalin never allowed the comparison of socialism

with capitalist realities because he insisted that here we build an absolutely new world, comparable to

nothing.” Khrushchev's slogan fundamentally changed the perception of the West for the average Soviet

person. Over the following years people became accustomed to comparing their lives to Americans’ and

developed an inferiority complex. One generation after another recognized that American living standards

remained much higher than theirs. And, Mlynar continued, those who looked for explanations concluded

that the main obstacle that prevented them from achieving an American-style life was the existing

economic and political system.  One may add that comparison between East Germany and West Germany

was even more painful: both sides of the country, destroyed during World War II, demonstrated the

economic-consumerist triumph of the Western ways over the “socialist” ways.

39

The unfavorable comparison, however, took years to sink in. At the end of the 1960s millions of Soviets

seemed for the �rst time since the Russian revolution to bene�t from the communist system. Pensions, free

education, healthcare, maternity leave, paid vacations, childcare, and other services made Soviet life better

and less stressful. Yet, the growth of the “social state” came at a cost. After food riots in 1962, the Soviet

leadership had to import grain and �x arti�cially low “stable” prices for basic goods. Under Brezhnev, food

and consumer imports kept increasing, the list of subsidized goods grew, and costs spiraled out of control.

The Soviet state became a hostage to its social commitments. During the 1970s it became clear that the

Soviet model had serious structural problems. The economic reforms initiated in 1965 failed or were ended

by the conservative Brezhnev leadership. Also, the system of �xed low prices in conjunction with central

planning produced hidden in�ation, creeping ine�ciency, and declining incentives to work. The

destabilization of Soviet �nances made goods disappear from the shelves and reappear on the black market.

Consumer frustration escalated—Khrushchev's vision of Soviet abundance became the subject of cynical

jokes. Western visitors to the Soviet Union during this time were stunned to discover that the Soviet Union

resembled a stagnating society, with people desperate to �nd a slice of beef or milk for their children. These

consumer problems undermined belief in the superiority of Soviet modernity.

p. 316

40

Normally empire-builders expect to enjoy higher living standards than those whom they conquer, protect,

or dominate. The situation in the Soviet Union was the opposite: Russians, the ethnic backbone of the Soviet

Union, received the worst economic deal. Russians could see �rst-hand that they lived worse than

Georgians, Armenians, Azeris, most Ukrainians, and the Balts. Russia's natural wealth was used to buy the

allegiance of non-Russian “republics.” The state redistributed resources from the Russian-Ukrainian
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region to subsidize underdeveloped Central Asia. The same scenario was replicated on a global scale. The

countries of Eastern Europe, especially East Germany, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia, enjoyed a much more

comfortable lifestyle than Soviet citizens. While the United States during the 1980s pro�ted enormously

from a global �nancial system dominated by the US dollar, the Soviet Union became a giant “cow” for those

countries that pledged allegiance to its “socialist empire” in return for oil, gas, and other subsidies.

This paradox could only survive with the help of systematic terror, total isolation, and ideological

indoctrination. But none of these factors remained by the end of Brezhnev's rule. While contradictions

intensi�ed inside the Soviet Union and between the USSR and its partners and clients, the economic

competition with the West turned into a rout. The success of the Western European “social state” and the

emergence of a prosperous middle class in the 1960s and 1970s impressed Soviet visitors more and more.

Tourism and travel to the West, increasingly accessible during the 1970s, made Soviets painfully aware that

the consumer paradise Khrushchev promised in the future already existed in the West. In the early 1970s

Gorbachev and his wife Raisa rented a car and toured Italy. Raisa Gorbachev, a sociologist, was surprised by

the contrast between the images of poverty and unemployment that she had seen in the �lms of Italian

neorealism in her youth and the new reality. At one point she asked her husband: “Misha, why do we live

worse than they do?”  Feelings of Soviet patriotism gave way to a sense of personal and national

humiliation.

41

The mass emigration from the Soviet Union during the 1970s was another stark sociological and ideological

phenomenon. Studies reveal that many of the émigrés were highly educated professionals from Moscow,

Leningrad, and other Soviet cities. They did not leave only because of anti-Semitism and persecution of

their Jewish identity; the vast majority of them did not care much about their Jewishness. A growing

segment of them began to think of their future outside the Soviet and communist framework.42

Mikhail Gorbachev and the Dismantling of the Paradigmp. 317

The �rst half of the 1980s was painful for the generation of Soviet rulers who had come of age during

Stalinism and World War II. This generation had internalized what George Kennan had prematurely applied

to Stalinist leadership in February 1946: if Kremlin leaders repudiated their revolutionary ideology, “they

would stand before history, at best, as only the last of that long succession of cruel and wasteful Russian

rulers who have relentlessly forced country on to ever new heights of military power in order to guarantee

external security of their internally weak regimes.”  In 1985, when the young Mikhail Gorbachev was

elected Soviet leader by the politburo, the mood of pessimism and loss of direction was endemic. A year later

Gorbachev and his lieutenants launched glasnost to illuminate publicly what thwarted Soviet progress. Then

in 1986–8 Gorbachev and a small group of “new thinkers” began to dismantle the structural foundations of

Soviet cold war behavior. Beginning in 1988 they began to dismantle the foundations of the Soviet Union as

a superpower.

43

Careful analysis reveals that the Gorbachevian dismantling of the revolutionary-imperial paradigm was

intentional. Yet the evidence also shows that Gorbachev and the new thinkers proceeded without a clear

strategy, without anticipating the consequences, and without control over the process.  Gorbachev's years

became a time of historic revenge for those who had prepared the reformist-technocratic “socialism with a

human face” and supported the Prague Spring in 1968. It became the dismantling of the Stalinist mentality,

structures, and historical legacy—which stood as the real and imagined target of the policies of perestroika

and glasnost. Gorbachev himself relied on the educated elites of his generation. He preserved the ingenious

historical optimism of the bygone era, boosted by his remarkable personal self-con�dence.

44

The self-image of Gorbachev is vital for understanding his determination to “exit” the cold war. He posed

and acted as “anti-Stalin,” in terms of both his domestic reforms and international behavior. The creator of
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the Soviet state and empire, Stalin con�ated his personality with his creations. Gorbachev did not feel a

personal association with the Soviet state that he inherited. Later he claimed that he did everything “to

preserve the Union.” In reality, he sought to create a new state according to the principles that had emerged

among the Soviet intellectuals during the 1960s. Gorbachev's conversations with foreign leaders reveal that

Western statesmen became a crucial reference group for him. Gorbachev liked and respected Western

statesmen; he regarded even conservative anti-communists like Thatcher, Reagan, and Bush as personal

friends. While Stalin always suspected the worst from the West, Gorbachev assumed Western good faith,

honesty, integrity, and fealty to agreements. Trust in the “goodness” of the West can be seen in the

transformation of Gorbachev's “common European Home.” This concept, �rst used in 1985–6 as a tool to

drive a wedge between the US and other NATO countries, became by 1989 shorthand for “return to Europe”

and rejection of Stalinist closed society. Gorbachev's determination to solidify Soviet-German

cooperation as a foundation for a future “common European home” in�uenced his 1990 talks on German

uni�cation and its membership in NATO.

p. 318

45

Gorbachev's Westernism must be situated in the context of long-term societal and cultural changes that

had accumulated in Soviet elites after Stalin's death. For many Soviet intellectuals who grew up during the

1950s and 1960s, the image of the West as an enemy was gradually replaced by the image of the West as a

successful model of modernization and progress. For Stalin's regime the image of a hostile West was pivotal

to justifying the Bolshevik “dictatorship of development.” Europe was, as historian Mark Mazower writes, a

“dark continent.”  Competing nation-states, sel�sh imperialism, racism, and, of course, fascism and

Nazism were inherent pathologies of Western societies. Post-Stalinist propaganda continued to exploit

Russian phobias about the West.

46

But during the 1950s and 1960s, Western countries began to embrace international liberalism and economic

integration as alternatives to their past. They designed new transnational projects of cooperation, from

NATO to the European Community. Much of Western Europe adopted Social Democracy, implementing

social welfare programs. Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, and others were incorporated into a global system of

international economic liberalism, where zero-sum logic no longer predominated. This transformation of

the West a�ected Russian public opinion. Within this framework Gorbachev's Westernism was a

resurrection of the Russian tradition: leaning to the West to pull the country out of systemic backwardness.

Before Gorbachev, Andrei Sakharov and the dissidents spoke about a “convergence” between Soviet

“socialism” and the West. After Gorbachev, Boris Yeltsin and the “Russian democrats” appealed to the

United States and Western countries for advice and assistance.47

The rejection of Stalin's legacy meant the rejection of his cult of force and militarism. From the beginning

Gorbachev manifested a genuine interest in nuclear disarmament. Later events showed Gorbachev's

profound aversion to the use of force. Western politicians understood that feature of Gorbachev's

statesmanship. This understanding was particularly useful during the talks about German reuni�cation.

Helmut Kohl, George H. W. Bush, and James Baker knew that the Soviet Union still had troops in East

Germany, but they were convinced that Gorbachev would never use them as a bargaining chip to in�uence

negotiations. Gorbachev agreed that a reuni�ed Germany could become a member of NATO without even

obtaining a formalized agreement that NATO would not expand to Soviet borders.48

Gorbachev's renunciation of the use of force as a matter of principle was a remarkable development, which

re�ected trends among the generation of Soviet educated elites who came of age in the decades after Stalin's

death. In 1988–9 the supporters of Gorbachev's reforms inside the party apparatus expressed their

profound convictions when they argued that the Soviet Union should under no circumstances intervene

militarily in Eastern Europe.  The KGB, the military, and the provincial party apparatchiks never shared

Gorbachev's anti-militarism. At the same time, Gorbachev's rejection of force was supported by numerous

Soviet intellectuals and became one of the main themes of glasnost and the campaign for “de-Stalinizing”

and democratizing the Soviet Union.

49
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The comparison between “Stalinist” and “Gorbachev” elites highlights the spectacular cultural and

ideological change in the USSR between 1945–8 and 1985–8. Stalin dragged Soviet elites and society into

the cold war. Four decades later, Gorbachev convinced his generation of party elites, the KGB, the military,

and the military-industrial complex of the need to escape the superpowers’ confrontation. The majority

within these institutions did not seek the destruction of the great power status of the Soviet Union. They

wanted limited cultural and economic liberalization. Yet Gorbachev and a few new thinkers were able to

impose a new course on the enormous party bureaucracy and military because of the elite's changing

character. During the three decades after Stalin's death, many Soviet elites began to value high culture,

scienti�c degrees, and knowledge of languages. Even cold warriors who were stationed in outposts around

the world ended up sharing with Western adversaries a culture of materialism and consumerism. And above

all, they universally chose a better life for themselves over the preservation of the Soviet empire.

p. 319

Consequently, the “exit” of the Soviet Union from the cold war was a remarkable case of peaceful

dismantling of the revolutionary-imperial paradigm with minimal resistance from the power structures

and vested elite interests. This essay has analyzed the paradigmatic factors behind Soviet cold war behavior.

After World War II the paradigm had found huge support in post-war vulnerabilities, triumphalism,

nationalist pride, and the reliance on militarism and force. The demise of these factors was linked to

dramatic social, cultural, and ideological changes inside the Soviet Union and within the Soviet bloc. With

the partial opening of Soviet societies to outside in�uence after Stalin's death, international developments

also became major “players” in the drama of Soviet change. From the second half of the 1950s, Soviet elites

were a�ected by transnational factors and increasingly torn between growing engagement with the wider

world and imperial xenophobia and arrogance. Ultimately, in a remarkable explosion of historical

serendipity represented by Mikhail Gorbachev, the former prevailed over the latter.
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19 Power and Culture in the West 
Christopher Endy

This chapter, which analyzes the Cold War culture in the West, suggests that there are three major

forms of western Cold War culture. These include the culture of anti-communist repression, the

culture of progressive reform and inclusion, and the culture of popular resistance to elite-driven Cold

War mobilization. The chapter provides a de�nition of culture and “west,” and highlights the role of

Catholicism in Latin America in Cold War culture. It also suggests that an analysis of western Cold War

culture should start in the mid-1940s when the surge in leftist politics led moderate and conservative

elites to pursue appeasement, repression, or a combination of both.

The phrase “cold war culture” conjures images of repression and fear: Joseph McCarthy waving a list of

supposed communists in the US government, nervous �lmmakers testifying on “un-American” activities in

Hollywood, and suburbanites building bomb shelters. Each image captures a certain truth but fails to convey

the full relationship between the cold war and domestic society in the West. After all, few homeowners in

the United States or elsewhere built fallout shelters, and Hollywood never fully succumbed to anti-

communist hysteria. A focus on McCarthyism also tells us little about the relationship between culture and

the cold war outside the United States, particularly among those US allies with communist and socialist

movements that were too powerful to persecute.

Taking a broader approach, this essay argues that scholars should recognize three major forms of western

cold war culture. First, and most familiar to historians, was a cold war culture of anti-communist

repression. This culture revolved around a transnational network of anti-communist elites, most notably

US government o�cials, who sought to combat allegedly dangerous forms of political and cultural

expression. The second form was a cold war culture of progressive reform and inclusion. Red Scare fears, to

be sure, marginalized leftist radicals, but anti-communism also solidi�ed progressive social reforms,
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especially in North America and Western Europe. The cold war's emphasis on international alliances also

made the United States more cosmopolitan and diverse, in ways that many anti-communists never

anticipated. Finally, this essay highlights a third form, a cold war culture of popular resistance to elite-

driven cold war mobilization. Cold war culture in the West consisted of two battles. On the surface, it was a

struggle between anti-communists and their ideological rivals. At a deeper level, it was a battle waged by a

relatively small and often elite group of anti-communists (and by an even smaller number of communists)

who wanted to prioritize cold war strategies over more private concerns. Yet western citizens often shirked

geopolitical duty and pursued private lives free from cold war intrusions. Anti-communism in particular

proved a fragile bond that could break down when challenged by private priorities such as household

consumption, business pro�t, or religious ethics.

By viewing western cold war culture as a struggle to mobilize societies, historians can construct a new

narrative of culture's role in the cold war. Most analyses of cold war culture, focused on Red Scare

repression, conclude in the late 1950s. By that moment, one historian writes, “the culture of the cold war”

apparently “decomposed.”  While anti-communist repression did decline, this model provides little help

for understanding the Cold War's inclusive side, and it omits the long stretch of the cold war after 1960.

p. 324

2

An expanded narrative of western cold war culture must start in the mid-1940s with a surge in leftist

politics that led moderate and conservative elites across the West to pursue appeasement, repression, or a

combination of both. These social pressures in turn exacerbated geopolitical tensions. To marginalize leftist

rivals, anti-communists exaggerated the threat of Soviet expansionism. In this polarizing environment,

both anti-communists and communists enjoyed great success mobilizing western societies. Still, popular

resistance to politicization remained signi�cant. By the 1960s and 1970s, those western societies that had

achieved stable compromises between social welfare policies and market economics experienced even

greater public resistance to cold war mobilization. Increasing disenchantment with the cold war pressured

western politicians to negotiate with communist nations, contributing to cold war détente. Growing

resistance and apathy frustrated anti-communists, but it posed bigger challenges to the West's faltering

communist movements, particularly in France and Italy.

Domestic social pressures elsewhere in the West also shaped geopolitics. Those western societies that failed

to reach stable compromises between socialism and the free market, such as Guatemala, Chile, and Greece,

witnessed increasing societal mobilization along ideological lines. The intensi�cation of the cold war in

1970s Latin America even contributed to a revival of US cold war consciousness in the 1980s. However, the

revival failed to endure, in part because of Mikhail Gorbachev's reforms in the Soviet Union, but also

because many westerners had decided to limit the superpower rivalry's intrusion into their own societies.

Westerners’ resistance to domestic cold war mobilization thus helped bring the geopolitical cold war to an

end. Paradoxically, the West's long record of private resistance and indi�erence also provided a reason why

the West outlasted the Soviet bloc.

Before proceeding further, two terms require de�nition: culture and the West. The word “culture” here

carries two senses. First, it refers to the creative output of artists, musicians, writers, �lmmakers, and

others engaged in arts and entertainment. In this usage, cold war culture describes those aspects of the arts

and popular culture that became entwined with the rivalry between communists and anti-communists. This

essay also employs a second, anthropological de�nition of culture: the contested customs, codes,

discourses, and practices that people use to make meaning of the world.  In this sense, cold war culture

refers to struggles to control the meaning of words and ideas, not just in the arts but also in economic and

political life.

3

De�nitions of “the West” became a cold war cultural battleground. Anti-communists spoke of saving

“Western Civilization,” a phrase one historian called “the cultural equivalent of the Marshall Plan.”  Yet

communism itself was a western invention; the Communist Manifesto was published by two Germans

4

p. 325
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living in London. While recognizing the term's tangled heritage, this essay takes as western any nation in

Europe and the Americas that allied with the United States during the cold war. Latin America deserves

inclusion because it shared important patterns with North America and Western Europe. European

colonization brought to both Americas Christianity, slavery, and then republican revolutions that struggled

to reconcile new ideals of universal citizenship with pre-existing social and racial hierarchies. During the

cold war, this common heritage contributed to shared political patterns and facilitated the movement of

transnational actors, particularly religious leaders, throughout an Atlantic world. The inclusion of Latin

America also highlights how Catholicism, often depicted as solidly anti-communist, played a more

complicated role in cold war culture.

The anti-communist international

A pivotal feature of cold war culture in the West was campaigns to repress communism and other forms of

leftism. Political con�ict between bourgeois and radical causes had long shaped western politics,

particularly in nineteenth-century battles over industrialization. The cold war intensi�ed these pre-

existing struggles. Thanks to the cold war, each nation's internal politics acquired new geopolitical

importance. Anti-communist activists, led by the US government, thus created transnational networks of

government and private organizations designed to contain or even co-opt leftist radicalism.

There is no small irony in anti-communism's transnational nature. Anti-communists often cited the

universal aspirations of the Communist International to prove communism's threatening nature. In this

view, international communism, propelled by Moscow, violated individual nations’ freedom. Yet anti-

communists proved equally adept with international movements. Just as actual communist

internationalism took di�erent forms, what this essay calls anti-communist internationalism also lacked a

single center. The US government was the most important hub, but conservative religious and business

organizations and the British government also played key roles. Although every country displayed unique

political conditions, each national experience bore the mark of a shared set of ideas and funds promoted by

border-crossing anti-communist activists and diplomats.

In the anti-communist international's most in�uential base, the United States, a post-1945 Red Scare

intensi�ed earlier patterns of anti-radical repression. The House Committee on Un-American Activities

(HUAC), created in 1938 by enemies of Franklin Roosevelt's liberal New Deal, attacked leftist radicals,

whether communist or not. HUAC's investigations convinced many American leftists to refrain from overt

political organizing. In its four investigations of Hollywood between 1947 and 1958, HUAC found no clear

evidence of communist subversion. Yet studio executives responded by generating a “blacklist” that

excluded about 2,000 screenwriters and other creative �gures from studio work through the 1960s.5

While HUAC garnered media attention, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) quietly built a surveillance

network with thousands of new agents monitoring potential subversives. Under J. Edgar Hoover's direction,

the FBI even helped write, produce, and publicize a 1951 spy movie, Walk East on Beacon, which depicted the

FBI as a bulwark against Soviet espionage.  To insulate his social programs from anti-communist

accusations, Democratic President Harry S. Truman added to the Red Scare by supporting the 1947 Federal

Employee Loyalty Program, intended to root out subversives from government positions. The Red Scare

contributions of Truman and Hoover's FBI facilitated the rise of Senator Joseph McCarthy, who held unusual

in�uence between 1950 and 1954. Although textbooks often refer to the early cold war as the “age of

McCarthy,” the senator's reckless accusations and smear tactics provided just one episode in a Red Scare

that originated before and continued after his turbulent moment in the spotlight.

p. 326
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7

More enduring than McCarthy were the many private organizations that carried anti-communist messages

into everyday life. The American Legion and the Boy Scouts promoted anti-communism for ordinary
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Americans at small-town parades and ceremonies. Religious leaders, from the Catholic Church to

evangelical and mainline Protestantism, found the cold war useful for asserting the centrality of spirituality

in American life. Meanwhile, the Advertising Council, a business-funded “public service” organization,

linked the cold war to free enterprise in magazine and television advertisements.8

This public-private campaign created obstacles for leftist politics in the United States. Anti-communism did

not preclude all social welfare reform in the United States, but it did impose constraints on leftist radicals

and on the Democratic Party's more progressive members. Congress's 1947 Taft-Hartley Act required union

leaders to sign statements disavowing communist a�liations. Meanwhile, numerous progressive policy

goals—including price controls, public housing, and universal healthcare—�oundered amidst charges that

they could lead to communism.9

The Red Scare also reduced freedom for American women, gays, and lesbians. Truman's loyalty program

uncovered few communists but succeeded in driving from government service thousands of men and

women suspected of being gay or lesbian. Homosexuals, the theory went, posed a security risk because of

weak moral character and vulnerability to blackmail. For women in the United States, fear of communist

subversion created pressure to remain at home. As housewives, women could raise patriotic children with

the moral and physical strength needed to �ght communism. Moreover, because the Red Scare discouraged

public protest, many middle-class women addressed their frustrations through private methods, such as

therapy and doctor-prescribed tranquilizers.10

The United Kingdom and Canada shared much with US cold war culture, even if their Red Scares were less

intense. British anti-communists contributed key ideological concepts, most famously in Winston

Churchill's “Iron Curtain” speech. Labor Party leaders proved equally invested in anti-communism.

Laborites had �rst-hand experience of battling British communists for control of labor unions. With a

strong anti-communist coalition, the British government employed their own Red Scare tactics. The

Foreign O�ce covertly spread anti-communist news stories through the British and international media.

British agents also quietly promoted George Orwell's novels, Animal Farm and 1984, through Western and

Eastern Europe. Orwell aided his government by providing names of potentially subversive artists, writers,

and journalists who warranted government monitoring.  The Canadian government, which had banned

Canada's communist party during World War II, subjected leftists in the early cold war to surveillance and

harassment. The government's movie production agency, the National Film Board, underwent purges to

root out radicals. Yet in both the United Kingdom and Canada, political leaders exerted tighter control over

government institutions, which minimized the wilder forms of anti-communism that marked the US Red

Scare.

p. 327
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12

Elsewhere in the West, cold war culture took more diverse forms. In France and Italy, where the communist

parties drew a quarter of national voters after World War II, geopolitical tensions helped conservative and

moderate politicians exclude communists from governing coalitions. This political marginalization might

have happened without a cold war, but the specter of Soviet aggression, alongside pressure from US

diplomats, encouraged in both countries the formation of anti-communist coalitions by 1947. At the same

time, French and Italian communists retained strong in�uence in unions, universities, and other cultural

institutions. For instance, France's most famous post-1945 intellectual, Jean-Paul Sartre, advanced Marxist

ideas and at times even associated himself with French communists.13

West Europeans did not pursue American-style Red Scares for another, more subtle reason: many European

anti-communists distrusted the United States’ growing power. Anti-Americanism, as much as anti-

communism, de�ned cold war culture in Western Europe. For many Europeans, rising US in�uence

threatened European sovereignty and cultural traditions. As a result, West Europeans often refused to see

the cold war in binary terms of good versus evil.  These complex fault lines appeared most clearly among

conservative nationalists. Cultural conservatives such as 1950s French populist Pierre Poujade denounced

14
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both the United States and the Soviet Union as purveyors of stultifying cultural standardization. Meanwhile,

more forward-looking conservatives responded to the superpower rivalry by arguing that Europeans

needed to modernize to remain independent. Charles de Gaulle exempli�ed how cold war anti-Americanism

could promote a modernizing impulse. From French-designed nuclear reactors to gleaming high-rises,

Gaullists trumpeted modernization projects as proof that France would remain free from US and Soviet

domination.  Even British Labour leader Clement Attlee, a reliable US ally, spoke of creating a “Third

Force” between Soviet communism and what he described as American “laissez-faire capitalism.”

15

16

Compared to European leaders, Latin American anti-communists faced greater pressure to adhere to the

binary logic of good versus evil. Latin American societies su�ered deeper social and racial inequalities,

which often contributed to polarized politics well before the cold war. More than in Western Europe, Latin

American anti-communist leaders also depended on the US government or American corporations for

economic investment. Just as in France and Italy, however, many leading Latin American intellectual and

artistic �gures, such as Chilean poet Pablo Neruda, maintained loyalty to communist parties or other leftist

causes.

p. 328
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Many Latin American societies, therefore, experienced both the Manichean anti-communism of the United

States and the pro-communist subculture of France and Italy. The results could be violent. In Brazil, for

instance, anti-communists associated leftist politics with sexual deviancy and promiscuity, much as US

anti-communists did. Yet Brazil's more polarized politics resulted in the country's right-wing military

dictatorship using the ideology of cold war domesticity in the 1960s to justify the imprisonment and torture

of female leftists.18

The West's diversity of attitudes toward communism led anti-communists, especially the US government,

to form transnational networks promoting strong cold war alliances. Throughout the cold war, US

propagandists produced magazines, �lms, and traveling displays to defend US diplomacy and convince

fellow westerners of the superiority of the American way of life. Cold war propaganda continued programs

already under way in Latin America, where the US government had spent World War II trying to keep Latin

Americans from sympathizing with the Axis powers. By the 1950s, the US government had developed new

bureaucracies, most notably the US Information Agency (USIA), to expand its cultural o�ensive.19

Although most USIA projects took place in public, US propaganda frequently relied on clandestine tactics.

Continuing London's promotion of George Orwell, Washington covertly funded movie versions of 1984 and

Animal Farm.  In Mexico, the USIA secretly produced one of the country's leading newsreels, bringing

Mexican audiences favorable coverage of the United States and of Mexico's pro-US politicians.  The Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA) funneled money to the Congress for Cultural Freedom (CCF), an organization of

anti-communist intellectuals from Western Europe and the Americas. CIA funding allowed the CCF to

organize high-pro�le conferences in which intellectuals warned of the perils of communism, at least until

public exposure of the CIA's role in 1967 derailed the congress. The CIA even promoted abstract

expressionist painting as a symbol of Americans’ cultural freedom, after learning that Soviet leaders viewed

the avant-garde style as threatening to communist values.

20

21

22

The US government's cultural campaign bene�ted from enthusiastic collaboration with private

organizations and citizens. The discovery of CIA funding behind the CCF and abstract expressionism has led

some scholars to treat anti-communist politics as a byproduct of government planning. A better perspective

is to emphasize the genuine appeal of anti-communism among intellectuals and politicians in the West.

For example, in 1948 the US government, the Catholic Church, and private Americans helped Italy's center-

right Christian Democratic party outpoll Italy's Communist party. While the CIA worked covertly to aid the

Christian Democrats, Italian-American organizations conducted a grassroots campaign writing letters to

their ancestral homeland. Italian-American celebrities such as Frank Sinatra added their own public

endorsements.

23

24
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Other American social groups contributed to longer-term anti-communist projects. In part to de�ect Red

Scare accusations, the major US labor confederations, the American Federation of Labor and Congress of

Industrial Organizations, sent advisors to Western Europe and Latin America to preach the virtues of

moderate, non-communist labor activism.  Conservative women's organizations also forged transnational

partnerships, stressing the common interest of mothers in resisting communism. The Committee of

Correspondence exchanged letters and visits with women in seventy-three countries, a project aided by

covert CIA funding. Anti-communist women's groups also helped marginalize those leftist women's groups

that stressed mothers’ interest in disarmament and peace.

p. 329
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Cold war culture's inclusive side

The repressive side of cold war culture, although signi�cant, should not obscure how the cold war also

helped secure progressive and inclusive reforms. Disadvantaged groups and progressive reformers could

bene�t from cold war tensions, if they were willing and able to cast their cause in anti-communist terms.

The cold war also increased conservatives’ willingness to accept expansions in social democracy, especially

when those reforms promised to contain or co-opt calls for more radical change. In this way, the cold war

helped make many western societies more democratic, inclusive, and even socialistic than they might have

been otherwise.

In the United States, Washington's global propaganda battle against communism provided African

Americans with an important tool in their struggle for political rights. As African and Asian peoples broke

free from European colonialism, US policymakers feared that images of white racism at home would send

the new nations into the communist camp. This logic led the State Department to argue on behalf of school

integration in the Supreme Court's 1954 Brown decision. US diplomats even deployed such jazz musicians as

Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong on goodwill tours to show foreigners America's racial equality. The

tours further helped African Americans claim status as true Americans.27

Anti-communism also allowed marginalized religious groups to enter the mainstream of American life. The

cold war gave American Catholics common cause with the United States’ largely Protestant social and

political elite. Thanks to the cold war, American Catholics could be loyal to the Vatican and to the American

�ag simultaneously. Within Protestantism, anti-communism brought evangelical denominations like

Southern Baptists closer to circles of power. The rise of Baptist preacher Billy Graham, who held rallies in

Washington and frequently visited the White House, embodied the new-found respectability that anti-

communism gave evangelicals.28

The superpower struggle also made the United States more ethnically diverse. At the cold war's outset, the

United States maintained a racist quota system from the 1920s. The quotas restricted immigration from

Asia, Africa, and the Middle East and limited entries from less “desirable” European countries, particularly

those with large Jewish populations. Much as with African American civil rights, US policymakers’ desire

for non-white allies undermined discriminatory policies. After the Korean War, Congress relaxed

immigration restrictions and allowed Americans to adopt babies from South Korea. By 1965, the need for

allies, especially in Asia, contributed to the Hart-Cellar Act, which ended the 1920s immigration quotas and

gave identical allotments to each nation in the world.

p. 330
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Refugee policy further increased US diversity. Among the �rst cold war refugee arrivals were dissidents,

often Jewish, from Hungary and the Soviet Union, precisely the social groups blocked by the 1920s quotas.

Later refugee movements brought Southeast Asians, Cubans, and Central Americans to US shores.  In this

perspective, Vietnamese �shing communities on the US Gulf Coast and Hmong communities in Minnesota

represent a legacy of cold war culture. So, too, do American restaurants serving Cuban sandwiches and

Salvadoran pupusas.

30
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Another integrative feature of cold war culture came in its ability to promote cosmopolitanism within the

West. Historians often overlook how cold war geopolitics required Americans and other westerners to see

themselves as part of a shared community. While the cold war reduced western cultural and economic ties

with communist nations, it intensi�ed ties within the West. Western nations reduced tari�s, increased

multinational corporate investment, and promoted academic exchanges and other border-crossing

measures that laid the groundwork for post-1989 global integration. The US government even subsidized

the construction of luxury hotels among cold war allies so that westerners could forge tighter economic and

cultural bonds. Cold war geopolitics also sent millions of American men and women to military bases. The

experience of life abroad often turned Americans into supporters of cross-cultural understanding and

multilingual “world citizenship.” Many even formed interracial or bi-cultural families.31

The cold war likewise facilitated the rise of a cosmopolitan �lm culture, in which movie-makers and actors

from western countries collaborated on border-crossing projects. Although these �lmmakers did not

typically de�ne themselves as cold warriors, their multinational �lms projected what historian Vanessa

Schwartz has called a “triumphant Occidentalism.” The popular 1956 movie, Around the World in Eighty

Days, for instance, drew together the on-screen talents of Englishman David Niven, Mexican comic actor

Cantin�ás, and US television journalist Edward Murrow.32

A major integrative feature of the cold war came in the form of increased social democracy and welfare

policies. While the cold war hurt leftist radicals, it also provided few victories for advocates of laissez-faire

economics. Ideological rivalry with the Soviet Union made political moderates, and even some

conservatives, eager to rebut communist accusations of capitalism's inherent �aws. The cold war thus

created political space for the entrenchment of social welfare policies, or what West Germans called the

“social-market economy.” Only in the 1970s and 1980s, when fears of communism subsided, did more

radical free-market advocates gain a stronger foothold.

The rise of social-market economies originated largely in a wave of leftist populism that swept through the

West in the 1940s. In Europe, communists had played leading roles in the underground anti-fascist

resistance. In Europe and the Americas, wartime mobilization and Allied rhetoric on freedom generated

popular expectations that the postwar world would o�er economic bene�ts for average citizens. From

Guatemala and Bolivia to the United States and France, workers and peasants in the mid-1940s went on

strike and rallied around progressive causes. To steer this populist surge in moderate directions, many

western politicians experimented with socialism. Canada's postwar conservative government pursued left-

wing projects such as social security and full employment.  In West Germany, France, and the United

Kingdom, conservatives such as Ludwig Erhard and Charles de Gaulle endorsed their governments’

nationalization of large industries. West Germany also established a system in which labor unions earned

seats on corporate boards.  In the United States, politicians expanding social welfare programs argued that

“a full stomach and a trained mind will never embrace either Nazism or communism.” Republican President

Dwight Eisenhower, for all his warnings against big government, approved signi�cant expansions of the

1935 Social Security Act.
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35

Typically, social-market compromises thrived only when a western nation's political landscape allowed for

alliances between leftists and centrists. In countries with anti-communist center-left coalitions, US

policymakers tolerated and even subsidized socialist reforms as a bulwark against communism. For

instance, a center-left government in Bolivia nationalized the country's tin mines in 1953, with support

from the Eisenhower administration. When centrists and leftists chose not to align, however, leftist

reformers often turned to communists and other radicals for support. In Guatemala, President Jacobo

Arbenz looked to Guatemala's small communist movement to help advance his otherwise moderate land

reform program in 1952. Arbenz's leftward turn brought Eisenhower to authorize a CIA coup, even though

the reforms were no more radical than Bolivia's. Chile's Popular Unity movement, led by Salvador Allende

and overthrown in 1973 by a coalition of Chilean conservatives and US anti-communists, provided another
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example of how the cold war hindered reforms conducted without center-left alliances. Yet the examples of

Guatemala and Chile stand alongside many other countries in which anti-communist politics proved

conducive to substantial social reform.36

Anti-communism's egalitarian side was more consistent and pronounced in its support of mass

consumption. Western societies had been developing consumer societies well before the cold war, but the

superpower rivalry ampli�ed the symbolic value of mass consumption. Indeed, the cold war often made

western consumerism more egalitarian than it might have been otherwise. Beginning with the Marshall

Plan, the US government deployed “productivity” experts to help Europeans produce goods more cheaply,

so that average Europeans could consume more. US public diplomacy programs often targeted socialists and

moderate leftists. Under its Foreign Leader program, the US State Department brought non-communist

Europeans on tours of the United States. When the programs worked, Europeans returned home impressed

by American workers’ consumer abundance.  US diplomats even pressured the French government to shift

more of its tax burden onto the wealthy, so that French workers would have more to spend. With a new

refrigerator, Americans argued, a worker would be less likely to vote communist.

37

38

Anti-communists’ emphasis on consumerism and capitalist growth had another egalitarian, long-run

e�ect: it undermined the ideology of female domesticity. Anti-communist leaders typically preached

traditional family values, but in reality their economic programs encouraged women to leave the home and

enter the wage labor force. Chile and the United States provide examples of how cold war culture could, over

time, erode domesticity. In Chile, the ideal of the male breadwinner had long been a staple of left-wing

politics. While fathers earned a fair wage, mothers stayed home to inculcate working-class consciousness in

their families. When socialist governments led Chile, household consumption ran through institutions

controlled by men. Chileans often received radios and cars through labor unions and state farms. In

contrast, it was right-wing dictator Augusto Pinochet, seeking to expand Chilean export industries in the

1970s, who pushed Chilean women out of the home and into wage labor. Concurrently, the Pinochet

dictatorship helped justify its repressive rule by cultivating consumerism among Chile's working class. Even

if Pinochet himself espoused conservative gender values, his promotion of women's wage labor and

consumerism encouraged Chilean women to exert more independence in their daily lives and in household

�nances.

p. 332
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A similar, if less deliberate, process occurred in the United States. US labor unions, like Chilean socialists,

had long emphasized male workers’ “family wage.” Yet for many middle- and working-class families, a

single paycheck from the husband failed to sustain consumer dreams. Increasingly, women who had been

stay-at-home housewives ventured into wage labor, often in part-time jobs meant to augment household

consumption. Women's participation in the labor force would have likely increased without a cold war, but

anti-communists’ emphasis on consumer abundance accelerated the decline of domesticity as both ideal

and reality.
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Everyday resistance to the cold war

The most ardent anti-communists hoped that all features of western society, including family life, could

support their struggle. Yet this vision never appealed to all westerners. Some leftists explicitly opposed it.

More commonly, westerners accepted anti-communism in principle but did not want to sacri�ce private

pursuits for the sake of waging cold war. Private resistance began at the very outset, grew in the 1960s and

1970s, and eventually contributed to the decline in superpower tensions. For anti-communist leaders,

private de�ance posed a dilemma. Personal freedom represented a key rationale for battling communism,

but too much freedom could render the West weak and disorganized. For their part, western communists

struggled to harness westerners’ everyday lives to their cause. In this light, cold war culture in the west

should not be seen as a coherent set of anti-communist values. Rather, it represented a struggle by both

anti-communists and communists to combat popular indi�erence.

Throughout much of the West, ordinary citizens gave little attention to the cold war in their daily lives. Even

during the height of the Red Scare, US civil defense o�cials hoping to prepare the nation for nuclear war

�oundered against widespread public apathy.  Americans who interacted with foreigners when traveling or

living abroad showed little interest in representing their government's foreign policies. American teachers,

including government-trained Peace Corps volunteers, often expressed doubts about the superiority of

American values when interacting with their foreign hosts. American tourists visiting Western Europe

frequently developed sympathy for European neutralism, a position directly at odds with US diplomacy.

p. 333
40

41

When forced to choose between personal economic interests and policymakers’ speci�c cold war goals,

westerners normally prioritized their private interests. Among the �rst to defy cold war demands were West

Berliners, who de�ed anti-communist propaganda in the early postwar years and exchanged currency and

goods in the less expensive Soviet-occupied zone of Germany. American tourists displayed a similar

geopolitical nonchalance in the 1960s by ignoring President Lyndon Johnson's request to postpone overseas

vacations, a move Johnson saw as necessary to retain dollars needed for his war in Vietnam. On a larger

scale, British and French exporters led their governments into frequent battle with US diplomats over what

goods they could sell to the Soviet Union and Communist China. US businesses increasingly followed suit in

pushing for greater access to communist nations.42

Like multinational corporations, the Catholic Church proved to be an important but not always a reliable ally

of the United States’ anti-communist campaign. Certainly, the Church and most of its faithful rejected

communism and its atheist principles. In 1949, Pope Pius XII even excommunicated all Catholics who

advanced communist causes. Still, Catholics could disagree with US cold war policies. The two most

important tensions concerned poverty and nuclear weapons, which many Catholics saw as pressing moral

problems in their own right. Catholic concerns that the United States’ militant foreign policies failed to

address both moral dangers help explain why even Pius XII had by the late 1950s moved the Vatican closer to

cold war neutrality, a shift continued by his successor, John XXIII.43

Catholic dissent against the cold war took sharpest form in the transatlantic travels of Catholic priests and

missionaries. Inside a seminary in 1950s Belgium, a Latin American study center cultivated the leftist social

ideas that later crystallized into liberation theology. Spanish, German, and US missionaries then helped

spread liberation theology in Central America. The socialist revolutionary movements in 1970s Guatemala,

El Salvador, and Nicaragua drew many leaders from progressive Catholic organizations. By one estimate,

half of the Nicaraguan Sandinistas’ comandantes had participated in Catholic study groups. Similar Catholic

roots sustained Guatemala's Committee for Peasant Unity (CUC). While Guatemala's US-backed military

government killed thousands of peasants to crush the CUC, early CUC meetings took place in church spaces,

and leaders in the peasant movement, such as future Nobel Prize winner Rigoberta Menchú, had experience

in Catholic organizations.44
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Hollywood likewise proved only a partial ally in the anti-communist crusade. The ultimate arbiters of �lm

content were ticket-paying audiences, not HUAC, and movie-goers throughout the West showed little

desire to �ght the cold war in theaters. Hollywood's most explicit Red Scare movies, with titles such as I

Married a Communist, fared poorly at the box o�ce. When Hollywood blockbusters endorsed anti-

communist values, the message usually came disguised in historical parable, as in Biblical-era epics such as

Spartacus and The Ten Commandments. The creators of the James Bond movies learned their lesson. While

the original Bond novels pitted Agent 007 against a Moscow-backed organization known as SMERSH, the

movies replaced SMERSH with a mere crime syndicate, SPECTER.

p. 334
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Movies and television shows revealed particular independence in their representations of nuclear weapons.

As early as 1953, US television networks aired apocalyptic stories that contradicted o�cial assurances on

civilians’ prospects for surviving a nuclear war. West European audiences displayed a similar fascination

with nuclear nightmares. By the late 1950s, Hollywood caught up with television and produced science

�ction movies that challenged US government statements on nuclear weapons. 1959's On the Beach led the

Eisenhower White House to launch a public relations counterattack in hopes of limiting the �lm's impact on

domestic and international opinion.46

Popular anxiety over nuclear weapons contributed to a major cold war turning point, the emergence of

détente in the late 1960s and 1970s. In Western Europe, a rising generation of students and youth

questioned anti-communists’ Manichean rhetoric. Rather than spend entire lives in the shadow of nuclear

annihilation, they pushed for cooperation with communist nations. The United States’ unpopular war in

Vietnam increased the urgency with which many Europeans sought resolution of the cold war. In part to co-

opt these youthful protestors, policymakers such as the United States’ Richard Nixon and West Germany's

Willy Brandt scrambled to claim the mantel of “peace” and forge cooperative ties with their communist

counterparts.47

Westerners’ increasing rejection of cold war binaries weakened not just the culture of anti-communism but

also the culture of communism. “Neither Ford nor Lenin,” proclaimed one student slogan popular during

France's May 1968 student and worker revolt. Student leaders like West Germany's Rudi Dutschke imagined

European youth as allies of Third World nationalists, �ghting a common struggle against both superpowers.

To many leftist youth, personal freedom required leaving behind the rigid institutions of both capitalism

and traditional communism. After May 1968, the French Communist party su�ered a steady and steep

decline, in contrast to its status as France's largest party during the early cold war. In the United States, a

rock and folk music counterculture, fueled by Vietnam War protest, similarly emphasized personal freedom

over rigid political doctrine. In Latin America, where rock music often sounded like Yankee cultural

imperialism, youth created a folk genre, nueva cancíon, which provided the soundtrack for the region's non-

communist leftist movements in the late 1960s and early 1970s. West Germany's counterculture, aware of

how the Nazis had exploited German folk traditions, instead gravitated toward avant-garde “Krautrock”

and electronica to proclaim their freedom from the cold war.48

While cultural binaries faded in much of the West during the 1970s, the mobilization of culture to wage cold

war intensi�ed in parts of Latin America. Some Latin American countries such as Mexico forged social-

market democracies, even if their level of prosperity and political openness failed to match West

European levels. Elsewhere, especially in Central America, the failure of centrist politics fueled political

struggles that often turned violent. In Guatemala, a series of repressive right-wing governments

encouraged Mayan peasants to fuse indigenous beliefs with Marxism. This combination of indigenous and

communist culture, aided by the leftward turn of ocean-crossing Catholics, helped propel Guatemala's

guerilla movement.
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Along with the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, leftist insurgencies in Central America inspired in US

conservatives a renewed commitment to militant containment. To a degree, Hollywood played along,
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o�ering anti-communist fare such as 1984's Red Dawn, in which Soviet, Cuban, and Nicaraguan armies

invade the Midwest.  Yet this anti-communist revival carried much less force than the earlier Red Scare. In

the wake of the Vietnam War, Hollywood produced movies that went beyond atomic anxiety and explicitly

criticized US cold war policies, especially in Latin America. During the Reagan era, for every Red Dawn,

movie-goers could also watch movies such as Oliver Stone's Salvador, a 1986 critique of the US-backed

right-wing government in El Salvador.

50

51

Further evidence of anti-communism's weakening grip came with the “nuclear freeze” movement. Led by

German Protestants, 300,000 West Germans rallied in Bonn in 1981 to protest against the deployment of US

missiles in their country. A year later, close to a million Americans marched in New York City to call for

“freezing” nuclear stockpiles at current levels. By 1983, the US-based National Conference of Catholic

Bishops endorsed a freeze and called for abolishing nuclear weapons. The mass media re�ected and

ampli�ed popular dissent with graphic depictions of nuclear war, such as the 1983 television drama, The Day

After. Just as nuclear stalemate and the Vietnam War fueled youth protest in the 1960s, Reagan's nuclear

build-up helped popularize new forms of non-communist leftism such as West Germany's Green Party.

Grassroots protest against nuclear weapons also pressured Reagan to accept Mikhail Gorbachev's overtures

in the mid-1980s to engage in superpower negotiations.52

As Reagan discovered, the West's promise of cultural freedom at times challenged militant anti-

communism, but in the end that freedom proved even deadlier to communism. Many of the cultural

innovations that most alarmed cold warriors turned out to be assets. At one point, militant anti-

communists expressed fear that student protest, jazz, rock, abstract expressionism, and an excessive

devotion to material comforts would render western citizens un�t for resisting communism. Yet each of

these cultural trends convinced many on both sides of the Iron Curtain that western societies o�ered more

freedom and happiness than their Soviet-bloc counterparts. West German elites, for example, at �rst feared

jazz and rock as threats to conservative gender values. In time, however, West German adults saw

American-in�ected youth culture as a healthy release valve for young Germans. In contrast, communists

proved less capable of accepting mass culture. East Germany's communist leaders never developed the same

therapeutic interpretation of jazz and rock, and they spent much of the cold war battling American-style

youth culture within East Germany. West European communists su�ered further from Soviet �lmmakers’

inability to match Hollywood's popularity with western consumers.53

The Italian Communist party exempli�ed communist failures in adapting to consumerism and mass media.

Rather than embrace mass culture, Italian communists envisioned a vibrant subculture in which members

could share proletarian values in social clubs and even in communist-oriented vacation villages. Party

leaders prioritized relations with artists and intellectuals and sought to uplift Italian workers by

democratizing high-culture traditions. Yet in an age of television and movies, those strategies proved

increasingly ine�ective. Hobbled by an ill-suited cultural program, the Italian Communist party managed to

survive into the 1970s before experiencing a precipitous decline in the 1980s.
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Meanwhile, US propaganda proved most e�ective when government o�cials exercised the least control

over its content. African-American jazz “ambassadors” frequently worried their State Department handlers

by adopting a populist message on tour. Yet this free spirit impressed foreign audiences with Americans’

cultural freedom and creativity. US propagandists showed equal nimbleness with blacklisted Hollywood

writers. Once blacklisted, leftist screenwriters such as Dalton Trumbo won popular followings in Western

Europe and Latin America for their critical attention to racism, colonialism, and nuclear peril. In time, that

popularity led US policymakers to reverse course and promote their work overseas.55

To be sure, the unruly freedom of westerners, especially western consumers, sometimes created liabilities

for anti-communists. American gamblers and tourists �ocking to Cuba helped fuel the popular revolution

that put Fidel Castro in power in 1959.  Consumer appetites in the United States, and the importance of56
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satisfying that demand with low prices, gave US policymakers an additional reason to distrust leftist social

reform in Latin American countries that produced bananas, co�ee, and other staple crops or raw

materials.  In most cases, however, the vibrancy of the US consumer model won admirers in the West.

From Mexico to West Germany, consumers and business leaders saw Sears, Coca-Cola, and other US brands

as proof that American-style modernity could help their nation achieve a more prosperous future.

57

58

Conclusion

Anti-communists in the West dedicated substantial energy and resources to winning the loyalty of ordinary

citizens. In part, they desired popular support to inoculate western societies against subversive in�uences.

They also needed support to convince western citizens to accept the substantial costs required to wage a

global cold war. Anti-communists thus repressed radicals, circulated propaganda, promoted books and

movies, fostered transnational citizens’ exchanges, and altered domestic social and economic policies. To a

large extent, this mobilization of cultural and social resources worked. Nonetheless, western culture and

society never became mere auxiliaries of the anti-communist crusade. Movie-makers, consumers, business

executives, students, and religious believers provided inconsistent support for cold war aims. This

independent streak within western societies in turn shaped the geopolitical cold war, by pressuring

western politicians toward negotiation with communist nations, and also by helping discredit less vibrant

communist social models. Far from a side show, the struggle to maintain popular loyalty in the West proved

to be one of the driving forces in the cold war's entire history.
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This chapter examines the military history of the Cold War. It explains that most military activities

during this period were focused on apocalyptic nuclear war which never came and that the military

aspects of the Cold War contributed to its end. The chapter suggests that while the military side of the

Cold War did play a major role in ending the Cold War, it was not because of the policies of U.S.

President Ronald Reagan, for there is little evidence that they were intended to produce moderation in

Soviet leadership. It argues that reforms initiated by Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev came from the

realization of the decay of Soviet military superiority and the increasing economic burden of defense

spending.

Although the cold war fundamentally revolved around a potential East-West military clash in central

Europe, military aspects of the cold war have been strangely divorced from the mainstream of scholarship,

echoing a divide between military and diplomatic historians across regions and periods. Scholars of

diplomatic history, international history, and US foreign relations have normally occupied “compartments”

separate from military historians, studying in di�erent programs, attending di�erent conferences, and

publishing in di�erent journals. To the extent that military concerns have penetrated the literature on the

cold war, they have centered around nuclear weapons and nuclear strategy, not conventional forces, their

structure, and their employment.  Bookshelves buckle under the weight of literature on Korea, Vietnam, and

Afghanistan (to name only the most signi�cant armed con�icts the two superpowers faced) in addition to

the dozens of limited wars, insurgencies, interventions, and civil wars connected in some degree to the

broader cold war and superpower intervention in some form.  But those military histories of individual

con�icts tend not to be tied to diplomatic studies of how those wars began and ended, and there are

relatively few e�orts to synthesize the military side of the cold war into a comprehensive whole.
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Though in part the relative separation of military history from broader issues of the cold war has to do with

academic specialization, the conventional military side of the cold war can in addition seem peripheral, an

epiphenomenon. The cold war became hot only at its margins, not on the central battle�eld of Europe. In

forty-�ve years of potential great power war, direct military clashes between the great powers are striking

in their rarity: Chinese troops and Soviet pilots �ghting American, British, and French soldiers in Korea, and

Soviet and Chinese border forces clashing on the Ussuri River more or less exhaust the list. If what really

mattered in the cold war were the tens of thousands of nuclear warheads that maintained a balance of

terror, then infantrymen, tanks, artillery pieces, and �ghter planes seem relatively unimportant. The actual

conduct of the Vietnam War on the ground, say, matters to those who care about revolutionary warfare and

counter-insurgency, and to the American and Vietnamese publics, and perhaps to the military institutions

which might learn from those experiences, but the actual military history of that con�ict is treated in

scholarship as largely separate from the diplomacy of the war and from the policies and ideologies that

shaped the broader cold war.

p. 342

Moreover, examining general questions of the military history of the cold war, as opposed to the particular

history of individual con�icts, means studying the painstaking preparations for an apocalyptic

confrontation which never occurred. Military institutions devoted the bulk of their time and treasure for

forty-�ve years preparing for a massive clash in central Europe that never came, but spent the bulk of their

blood �ghting under very di�erent circumstances. The NATO and Warsaw Pact militaries trained for a war

that did not happen while actually �ghting limited wars (Korea, the Falklands, the �rst Gulf War) or

counter-insurgencies (Malaya, Vietnam, Afghanistan). The Chinese People's Liberation Army, torn between

a revolutionary doctrine of people's war and the demands of modernization to �ght a great power war, after

Korea fought instead brief demonstrative campaigns against India (1962), the Soviet Union (1969), and

Vietnam (1979), none of which had much to do with Mao Zedong's theories of warfare.

The disruption of training one way and �ghting another was ampli�ed by the need to adapt to a nuclear

battle�eld. Cold war militaries had to overhaul their organization and doctrine to cope with the prospect of

nuclear war: �rst, through the early 1950s, with the mere existence of nuclear weapons, and, subsequently,

with the spread of tactical nuclear weapons as well as the increasing destructive power of strategic weapons

and the seeming obsolescence of conventional arms. The cultural impact was equally signi�cant. The self-

identi�cation of military o�cers with virtues such as honor, professionalism, personal bravery, and regard

for civilian life were at odds with push-button warfare that could kill hundreds of millions. At the other end,

counter-insurgency constantly pulled militaries away from a relatively clean clash of professionals into the

dirty business of separating indistinguishable combatants and civilians. Those common constraints—

preparation for total war while waging limited war, and the disruptive e�ects of the nuclear revolution—

together mean that there are striking parallels in the military history of the cold war on both sides of the

iron curtain.

Our understanding of those parallel developments has been obscured by our highly unbalanced knowledge

of how precisely cold war militaries dealt with their challenges. The American military in the cold war is the

subject of an enormous literature, particularly for the early decades of the cold war, less so for more recent

administrations. Much of it is of high quality and produced in substantial proportion by the military itself.

Even the constraints of classi�cation have not prevented a broad and deep understanding of many

questions. It is easier, for example, to classify the sources, methods, and impact of intelligence, say, than to

hide organizational and doctrinal changes a�ecting hundreds of thousands of servicemen and women. The

situation for Britain is nearly as good, though the British military has put less emphasis on the study of

military history than the American.  The literature, particularly literature in English, is much thinner for

other Western allies.

4

For the other side of the iron curtain, limited knowledge of Russian has prevented many Western scholars

from tackling the dynamics of the post-1945 Soviet military. More seriously, strict secrecy over militaryp. 343
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a�airs in the Soviet Union (which kept even Soviet civilian leadership ignorant of key military questions)

has decreased only slightly with the collapse of the Soviet Union and the resultant opening of much of the

Soviet archival record. While materials dating from before World War II are in the hands of Russian civilian

archivists, cold war-era military records remain with the Russian Ministry of Defense, which has proven

unwelcoming to scholarly inquiry. Much of what scholars do know about the Soviet military has come

through the materials of former Warsaw Pact allies, far more willing to release archival material. Given the

way in which the Soviet Union dominated the Warsaw Pact to a far greater degree than the United States

dominated NATO, this dearth of Soviet sources is still a substantial handicap. Even with these limitations,

certain topics are now far better understood today than during the cold car, including, say, the particulars of

alliance dynamics, the fall of Marshal Georgii Zhukov, and Soviet participation in the air war in Korea.

China is the least studied of the great powers, with archival and language obstacles even more severe than

for the Soviet Union.

5

6

Despite these limitations, the military history of the cold war is still an enormous subject. In order to cope,

this essay must necessarily be selective, both in the subjects it covers and the literature it discusses. Rather

than emphasizing individual con�icts, it will focus on how military institutions dealt with the changing

environment of the cold war. The nature of the available literature means that this essay will look most

closely at the United States, but at the same time it will bring in comparative cases wherever possible. In

particular, it will explore the central dynamics mentioned above: the changes in mission and means

produced by the global nature of the cold war itself, as well as the impact and implications of the cold war's

nuclear dimension (though a focus on nuclear weapons and the nuclear balance will be left to this

Handbook's chapter speci�cally devoted to nuclear weapons). The essay aims to reintegrate military force

into the overall history of the cold war, re-establishing the historical nexus between force and statecraft.

Theorist Carl von Clausewitz famously asserted that war is the continuation of politics by other means.

While the advent of the nuclear age seemed to make war no longer a rational tool of statecraft, a closer look

at the military history of the cold war reveals the ongoing connection between military power and

international history.

At the most basic level of national strategy and military structure, the cold war was profoundly disruptive

for the United States, and somewhat less so for other powers. For the United States, the cold war's global

commitments were not new in its requirement of extended deployment abroad; indeed, the US Army and

Marine Corps had spent much of their history up to 1941 as a frontier constabulary and imperial police and

defense force. Similarly, the US Navy had been a tool of American global power projection at least since its

Great White Fleet circled the globe under President Theodore Roosevelt. The fundamental changes that the

cold war brought to the traditional American peacetime model of a small and weak regular army and more

powerful navy were, �rst, a long-term expansion of American military commitments from Latin America

and the Paci�c to Europe as well, and, second, the substantial and permanent peacetime expansion of a

standing army, particularly after the 1950 outbreak of the Korean War.

Britain faced similar structural changes, though altered by the context of the aftermath of World War II.

While the war had transformed the United States into a �nancial and industrial power without rival, it had

exhausted British resources and forced retrenchment in British foreign commitments. The British

withdrawal from Palestine, India, and Pakistan in 1947–8 reduced imperial commitments but produced an

equal reduction in imperial capabilities. The British Indian Army had provided much of the manpower that

defended and policed the British empire throughout the world. Despite those di�erences, Britain's political

culture and geographic isolation, both shared with the United States, had combined to produce a historical

tradition of a large and powerful peacetime navy, and a small peacetime army largely devoted to imperial

defense. The cold war brought Britain, as it had the United States, a permanent commitment of forces to the

European continent: the British Army of the Rhine. What changed much more slowly was the British

military maintenance of an active role in policing the British empire. The British counter-insurgency

p. 344
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campaigns in Malaya and Kenya, for example, di�ered in detail but not in essence from numerous such

campaigns dating back to the 19th century. To be sure, the relative British commitment to imperial policing

dropped steadily in lockstep with Britain's continuing withdrawal from empire.7

Other militaries found that the cold war brought less alteration to basic national patterns of military policy.

France, for example, had always had a military split between continental defense and imperial policing.

French military e�orts to maintain control in Vietnam and Algeria were not qualitatively di�erent from

what French soldiers had done before World War II, though the increased importance of world opinion and

France's relative decline produced quite di�erent results.  France's ultimately successful e�orts to acquire

an independent nuclear force were part of a general shift in relative emphasis from colonial security in the

aftermath of World War II to European defense in the 1950s.  The Soviet Union before World War II had

committed itself, like its imperial Russian predecessor, to a large, mass army, and that remained the case

throughout the cold war. Though the Soviet military establishment had shrunk to a relatively insigni�cant

562,000 men during the lean years of the 1920s, the Soviet Union built an army of three million men by

1939, and could of course draw on the imperial Russian tradition of massive armed forces. What did

�uctuate dramatically was the relative commitment to naval power. While the tsarist regime had been

forced to abandon its naval pretensions after the disastrous 1904–5 Russo-Japanese War, and the new

Soviet regime had neglected its navy as a matter of economy, Joseph Stalin had begun rebuilding a blue-

water navy in the 1930s and 1940s, until Nikita Khrushchev abandoned that e�ort in the 1950s.

8

9

10

In the immediate aftermath of World War II, however, the slow emergence of political confrontation

between East and West was, for military institutions, initially outweighed in signi�cance by the much

greater disruption from massive demobilization. In the United States, overwhelming political pressure to

bring soldiers home overcame growing disquiet among military leaders about America's ability to defend its

newly-acquired global commitments, even though the postwar army remained several times larger than its

pre-war ancestor. The Soviet Union also demobilized rapidly, though Soviet policy was driven by the

need for reconstruction of its devastated territory, not political pressure from below. Despite the reduction

in force on both sides of the emerging iron curtain, the more rapid and complete American demobilization

left military o�cials deeply alarmed. By 1947, almost all combat capability was gone from American troops

in Europe, who served not as a serious �ghting force but instead as a trip-wire for the employment of

atomic weapons in any potential war against the Soviet Union. After the expiration of Selective Service, the

US Congress did reintroduce the draft in 1948. The draft remained highly unpopular, however, and the

armed forces resorted to deliberate public relations campaigns to make military service more attractive and

steel the American public for the rigors of the emerging cold war.
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The US military, particularly the army, remained alarmingly small in the view of American o�cials. Down to

ten divisions on the eve of the Korean War, the army could maintain that number only by shrinking its

constituent units. As a result, American war plans were pessimistic, anticipating the loss of continental

Europe, the Middle East, and the Far East in any war with the Soviet Union. Early NATO strategy was heavily

reliant on nuclear weapons, and ultimate victory against the Soviet Union would require a long and grinding

campaign of atomic bombing from bases in Britain or elsewhere around the periphery of Europe. In Britain,

the Army's desire to maintain Mideast bases for this atomic campaign against the Soviet Union clashed

directly with the Labour government's desire to wind up its imperial commitments. The 1949 NATO treaty

added the complication of a commitment to the defense of continental Europe, not merely the abandonment

of the continent as indefensible. In 1950, the US government rejected Greece and Turkey's appeals to join

NATO on the grounds that the alliance could make no meaningful contributions to their defense.12

In 1949, the Soviets broke the American nuclear monopoly. With nuclear weapons now in the hands of both

sides, militaries had to cope with the wrenching transformation created by the very existence of nuclear

weapons. Both sides had to reckon with both the employment of and the defense against atomic bombs, a

problem made more acute by the rapid introduction of the far more powerful hydrogen bomb. Without
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exclusive American control of atomic weapons and with economic recovery in Western Europe, the precise

nature of the Soviet threat as perceived in the West shifted from political subversion to an increased

likelihood of Soviet military attack on Western Europe. The changes imposed by nuclear weapons in the

early years of the cold war were less radical than might have been expected, given that the atom bombs of

the 1940s and early 1950s were quite di�erent in quantity and destructive power from what became

available later in the cold war. Even decades later, armored vehicles provided a substantial degree of

protection from nuclear attack.  This both increased military reliance on tanks and armored personnel

carriers on a nuclear battle�eld, and reduced the potential impact on actual battle�eld conditions.

13

Despite the limited numbers and power of early atomic weapons, their general impact and more importantly

their implications were nonetheless particularly dire for traditional branches of the military. Unprotected

infantry were terribly vulnerable to nuclear attack, and capital ships and air bases made excellent targets.

This existential threat to military traditions was worsened when it was combined with the budget

strictures of the lean years from 1945–50. The so-called revolt of the admirals in the United States Navy was

a direct consequence of these two interacting trends: shortages of money and the need to adapt to the

nuclear age. In 1947, the United States combined its War and Navy Departments, together with the newly

independent Air Force, under a single Secretary of Defense. While this reform was intended to produce more

rational national strategy and reduce duplication of e�ort, in practice the individual services resented

dictates from above. While the �rst Secretary of Defense, James Forrestal, was a navy man, his replacement,

Louis A. Johnson, lacked a naval connection and was deeply committed to cost-cutting. This led to his

approval of the Air Force's B-36 strategic bomber, intended for nuclear strikes on the Soviet Union, and

simultaneous cancellation of the USS United States, the �rst �ush-desk supercarrier. Naval leadership

perceived this as a threat to the Navy's very existence: if American security could be assured by atom bombs

delivered by relatively cheap aircraft (though an individual B-36 was itself quite expensive), why spend

scarce tax dollars on expensive and vulnerable capital ships? Strong attacks on Johnson cost a number of

high-ranking naval o�cers their careers, but the ultimate outcome was a victory for the Navy. Johnson was

forced out as Secretary of Defense as a result of the disastrous �rst few months of the Korean War, and the

Navy did win the prize of developing nuclear-capable aircraft carriers, guaranteeing itself a place in the new

nuclear environment.
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The US Army and Marine Corps had di�erent experiences than the Air Force and Navy. Until the

development of nuclear munitions like the “Davy Crockett” (a �ssion warhead �red from a recoilless ri�e

with an e�ective range of 1–2 miles), both services served solely as potential targets and trip-wires in the

nuclear age, and even the acquisition of tactical nuclear weapons did not restore their ability to serve as a

decisive arm. The Marine Corps was particularly vulnerable to losing a distinct role. It had reinvented itself

in the interwar period as a branch specializing in amphibious warfare. In the new environment of the cold

war, the continued relevance of that mission was di�cult to imagine. Not only was the usefulness of

traditional infantry under question, but it was hard to imagine a more lucrative target for a nuclear strike

than a narrow and crowded beachhead. Even the Marines’ spectacular success in the amphibious landing at

Inchon that decisively turned the tide of the Korean War was managed with the hasty assembly of World

War II veterans, not new capabilities. Over time the Marines shifted their role away from amphibious

landings on beaches to helicopter-borne, vertical assaults, as well as to a more general role as light infantry.

Britain's Royal Marines likewise had to reinvent themselves in a new era as an elite commando force, quite

di�erent from their origins as seagoing infantry and bodyguards to naval o�cers.15

In the early postwar period, the Soviet bloc followed a similar pattern of demobilization, though it was not

nearly as complete, and then renewed expansion. Our knowledge of the process is not as clear for the Soviet

Union as it is for the Eastern bloc satellites, but Soviet military manpower dropped from approximately six

million combat troops at the end of World War II to approximately three million men in the late 1940s.

East European militaries were controlled by Soviet advisors, by bilateral agreements, by the presence of

16
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Soviet occupation forces, and even the direct transfer of Soviet personnel. Soviet Marshal Konstantin

Rokossovskii, for example, became Polish Defense Minister in 1949. In Hungary, the military bottomed out

at 5,000 soldiers in 1948, but the Soviet leadership then insisted on rapid expansion in parallel with total

Sovietization of doctrine and equipment. Stalin redirected the Eastern European economies to heavy

industry at the expense of consumer goods, and in January 1951 he proclaimed to the leaders of the Soviet

Union's satellites that they should prepare their societies and economies for imminent war with the West.

Indeed the 1953 anti-communist uprisings in East Germany were the indirect result of Stalin's policies of

crash industrialization.

17

The nuclear revolution, however, had a much slower impact on the Soviet military than the American. Part

of this was Stalin's deliberate e�ort to downplay the impact of nuclear weapons, but it was also a result of

Stalin's startlingly slapdash approach to policymaking in the last years of his life. The Soviet occupation

regime in Germany was chaotic and fragmented, and when Stalin implemented the Berlin blockade in 1948,

he had instituted no military preparations for the very real possibility of a Western armed response: no

contingency planning, and no troops put on alert. For Soviet ground forces generally, the immediate

postwar period was dominated by the lessons and experience of World War II, though with the addition of

massive numbers of armor and artillery. Soviet doctrine continued to follow the lessons of World War II, as

perfected in the �nal drive to Berlin, quite closely. During Stalin's lifetime, organizational and doctrinal

innovation was limited. Only his death in 1953, and the increasing importance of nuclear weapons, forced

changes in Soviet military thinking. Some organizational changes did take place even during the period of

intellectual stagnation: Soviet aviation grew much faster than the rest of Soviet armed forces and air

defense became its own independent branch of the armed forces in 1948.18

In the United States, growing o�cial disquiet at the military threat from the Soviet Union, combined with

the perception of the global and intractable nature of communism, produced in 1950 the highly-ambitious

NSC 68, a policy prescription for the massive expansion of the American military to support a worldwide

confrontation with the Soviet Union. Though the American military naturally favored such an expansion of

its resources, the expense of such a commitment prevented its implementation. Without the budgetary

appropriations to pay for new ships and aircraft, NSC 68 was a dead letter. Only the June 1950 North Korean

invasion of the South, which post-cold war evidence shows took place only with Joseph Stalin's express

permission, galvanized American opinion into funding a massive military build-up. Not only did the Korean

War permit the �nancial support of a major procurement campaign, but it also overcame American public

resistance to the notion of a large peacetime army. The US Army went from ten to twenty-one divisions; the

Navy from seven to sixteen carrier groups. By the end of the Truman presidency, American defense

spending reached its highest point from 1945 to the present as a percentage of gross domestic product (13–

14 percent).19

1950 thus marks a key moment in the transformation of the cold war from a political struggle into an

immanent military confrontation. The turn towards a post-Korea conventional build-up had deep

implications for military institutions. NATO gained a real command hierarchy, defense strategy, and

logistical infrastructure, going far beyond the essentially political organization that had been created in

1949. American bases in Europe became permanent institutions, a transition marked by steadily-growing

numbers of dependents. A NATO meeting in Lisbon in 1952 set ambitious targets for basing divisions in

Europe. These escalating demands for manpower and equipment naturally raised the question of West

German rearmament. If American soldiers were defending the West German border, the Eisenhower

administration saw no reason why West Germans ought not to participate in that process. The failure of a

French proposal to head o� German rearmament through the creation of a European Defense Community of

integrated, multinational units, combined with the burden of defending Western Europe east of the Rhine

River, brought West Germany's membership in NATO in May 1955.  In response, the Soviet Union created
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the Warsaw Pact, a multilateral organization of its East European satellites to replace the previous bilateral

arrangements and direct controls that had ensured Soviet control of satellite militaries.

German rearmament could only take place with German rehabilitation in the eyes of other Europeans, a

process hastened by the Berlin blockade, but also the rehabilitation of the soldiers themselves who had

served in Hitler's Wehrmacht. Building a West German Bundeswehr without the participation of German

veterans was unthinkable. From soon after the war, Western o�cers faced with the possibility of �ghting

the Soviets had turned to the men with extensive experience of doing just that: former Wehrmacht o�cers.

Within West Germany, the prospect of rearmament meant a de-emphasis on war crimes trials for

Wehrmacht generals and an end to Western involvement in the trials that did take place. Over succeeding

decades, West Germany would continue to wrestle with the proper balance between repudiating Germany's

Nazi past and at the same time celebrating the traditions vital to military esprit de corps.21

The simultaneous post-Korea nuclear and conventional build-up proved unsustainable on both sides of the

iron curtain. On taking o�ce in 1953, President Dwight Eisenhower sought to reduce the military burden on

the American economy by strengthening the Secretary of Defense in order to enforce inter-service

cooperation, expanding reliance on European partners (including the possibility of providing Europeans,

including West Germans, with nuclear weapons) and more broadly implementing the “New Look,”

replacing conventional deterrence with strategic deterrence: reliance on massive nuclear retaliation against

any communist aggression, a stance that became o�cial NATO strategy in 1956. In essence, the New Look

sought to replace expensive conventional forces with cheaper nuclear weapons that the Truman

administration had already begun to stockpile. The 1952 Lisbon targets were substantially reduced as part of

the general reduction of burdens.22

For the US Air Force, this emphasis was almost entirely an unmixed blessing, with the mainstays of massive

retaliation, both strategic bombers and the rapidly-developing ballistic missiles, in its hands. General Curtis

LeMay, head of Strategic Air Command from 1948–57, turned it into the central implement of the New

Look. The Navy, driven by Admiral Hyman Rickover, found that nuclear propulsion removed the traditional

logistical constraints imposed by coal or oil. In addition, submarine-launched nuclear missiles, �rst the

relatively crude Regulus in the 1950s and then the Polaris in the 1960s, gave the Navy a secure position in

America's nuclear arsenal. Conventional surface warships su�ered by comparison to submarines and

aircraft carriers as guided missiles seemed to make them increasingly irrelevant.

p. 349
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Other American services continued to struggle to �nd an e�ective defense of their institutional interests and

their proper place in a nuclear era. The e�ort to carve out missions and space in the increasingly-nuclear

environment went to absurd lengths. In an e�ort to acquire a strategic role for itself to compete with the Air

Force's Minuteman ICBMs and the Navy's Polaris SLBMs, the Army proposed in 1960 the Iceworm IRBM

system. Six hundred missiles would travel through tunnels carved under Greenland's ice cap, using mobility

and the ice itself for defense, but easily capable of reaching targets within the Soviet Union. Engineering

di�culties soon wrecked the plan. In addition, if conventional forces were deliberately weakened, any clash

had the potential of provoking a devastating nuclear exchange. This in turn forced restraint on military

contingency planning. Though the Army was sidelined in the development of strategic systems, it did

experiment with nuclear power as a means around the logistical complications of providing heat and

electricity in far-�ung locations.24

As for the US Army's key mission of �ghting the Soviets in central Europe, in the late 1950s under General

Maxwell D. Taylor it experimented with an overhaul of its organization to better cope with the nuclear

battle�eld: the pentomic division. This broke the three-regiment organizational structure that the infantry

division had inherited from World War II into �ve independent battle groups, each self-su�cient and

containing its own integral artillery. Though perhaps inspired by Taylor's World War II experience with

�ve-regiment airborne divisions, this structure was intended to enable more �exible deployment and, more
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importantly, dispersion, reducing the destructive impact of any individual nuclear strike and presenting less

attractive individual targets. The experiment proved a substantial failure, as the command and control

mechanisms necessary to coordinate �ve separate battle groups and other divisional formations proved

beyond the capability of the division commander. Unit cohesion and e�ective rotation between Europe and

the United States were also terribly di�cult. John Kennedy's administration cancelled the experiment as

part of a general retreat from Eisenhower's exclusive reliance on nuclear weapons.25

Wherever possible, the military services attempted to incorporate new systems in a way that extended and

complemented their existing institutional culture, whether the Air Force's strategic bombing or the Navy's

capital ships. The case of the cruise missile is a particularly good illustration of military institutions’

resistance to weapons and systems that threatened to undermine their interests, or even their self-image of

why and how to �ght. The cruise missile—an unmanned one-way aircraft carrying an explosive warhead—

originated with the World War II German V-1. Though the US military experimented with cruise missiles

after the war, they could not compete with ballistic missiles until the 1960s, when fusion bombs, more

accurate guidance systems, and smaller jet engines improved their e�ectiveness. Despite cruise missiles’

accuracy and cheapness, the Air Force did not want competition with its manned bombers, and blamed

the cruise missile for killing the B-1 bomber program and unduly extending the lifespan of the ancient B-52

bomber. The Navy was shocked into exploring cruise missiles by the 1967 sinking of an Israeli destroyer, but

missile-launching submariners saw the cruise missile as a threat to their purpose, while attack submariners

saw a dilution of their mission. The cruise missile also threatened to take away the aircraft carrier's deep

strike mission while rendering the carriers themselves far more vulnerable. The Navy took on the

Tomahawk cruise missile only as a newer and better Harpoon surface-to-surface missile. In the end, it took

vigorous leadership by civilians in the Department of Defense, away from the particular loyalties of the

service branches, to bring the cruise missile to fruition.

p. 350
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The Soviet incorporation of nuclear weapons appears to have been less problematic and fraught with inter-

service rivalry than the American, perhaps because of the centralizing role of the General Sta� within the

Soviet military system. This perception may, however, merely be a result of our continuing ignorance of the

high politics of the Soviet military, where a great deal of additional research remains to be done. Contrary to

the American system, which evolved toward three redundant means of delivering nuclear weapons—

bombers, land-based missiles, and submarine-launched missiles, the Soviets were ultimately content to

remain substantially dependent on land-based missiles alone, with a much smaller role for bombers and

submarines. This judgement may be again a result of a more centralized Soviet system less dependent on

assuaging the concerns of individual service branches; it may also come from the maritime geography of the

Soviet Union, with relatively limited access to the open sea and a correspondingly more vulnerable

submarine force. As opposed to American intercontinental missiles, which remained under the authority of

the Air Force, the Soviets in 1959 created a separate branch, the Strategic Rocket Forces, to handle nuclear

missiles as part of an overall �ve-branch structure (the others being army, navy, air force, and air

defense).27

The role and place of nuclear weapons in the Soviet military �uctuated dramatically over time. In the initial

years of the cold war, Stalin from either braggadocio or ignorance downplayed the importance of nuclear

weapons. After Stalin's death, however, that appraisal changed. Khrushchev's views �uctuated: he

dismissed the idea that nuclear war might mean the end of world civilization, but he was at times terri�ed of

the destructive power of the hydrogen bomb and horri�ed by Mao Zedong's cavalier comments about

nuclear war and the death of half the world's population.  On the other hand, Khrushchev was intrigued by

nuclear weapons’ capability to provide defense on the cheap. In a striking parallel to Eisenhower's New

Look, Khrushchev implemented deep cuts to Soviet conventional forces (though they remained far larger

than their Western equivalents) in order to emphasize nuclear weapons and reduce military expenditures.

Soviet ground forces temporarily lost their independent status in 1964. Like Eisenhower, Khrushchev faced

28
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resistance from military men unhappy about the cuts they su�ered. The generals who had defended him in

1957 against a palace coup by the so-called “Anti-Party Group” did not lift a �nger to defend him when he

was ousted in 1964.29

After Stalin's death loosened some of the constraints on military reform, the widespread introduction of

nuclear weapons required substantial changes to the organization and make-up of Soviet forces, such as

the general introduction of armored personnel carriers and an o�ensive doctrine of echeloning o�ensives,

allowing successive waves of attackers to move dispersed, but re-concentrate upon reaching the front lines.

In the late stages of World War II, Soviet doctrine had emphasized mass, with a ri�e battalion attacking on a

frontage of only 125–50 meters, and this approach had carried through into the postwar period. The

implications of a nuclear battle�eld made dispersion more important. By the 1960s, mechanization had

permitted the breadth of a battalion attack to spread to 2 km. Quite similarly, a World War II ri�e battalion

was typically tasked with defending a sector of front 2 km in breadth, but by 1960 that frontage had widened

to 5 km. The sacri�ce of mass was compensated for by the use of nuclear �repower to force gaps and of

vehicle-mounted infantry to exploit those gaps more quickly. Speed became vital—to close with the enemy

and to move onto enemy territory in order to limit nuclear attack or seize enemy nuclear weapons, as well as

to exploit the temporary breaches in enemy defenses made possible by nuclear detonations. Soviet thinking

even anticipated dropping paratroopers onto the site of nuclear detonations to seize key objectives in the

shortest possible time.
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The fact that both sides in the cold war by the 1950s found themselves compelled to alleviate their military

burdens by turning to nuclear weapons suggests some of the impact of the cold war on domestic society.

Though this burden appears to have peaked in the early 1950s for the United States and the Soviet Union

(though our conclusions for the Soviets are provisional at best), there were key di�erences. Both

superpowers and their European allies had conscription for some or all of the cold war. While this was

historically an aberration for the United States and the United Kingdom, it had been the norm since the 19th

century for continental Europe. Generally, the Soviet bloc states, given their far smaller economies, spent a

much greater proportion of their national income to achieve rough military parity with the West. In

addition, the Soviet bloc devoted far more time and e�ort to civil defense and the active preparation of

society for war than did Western states. For a whole host of reasons, not least the absence of meaningful

prices in Soviet-style planned economies, a precise �gure for Soviet defense spending is impossible to

name. By any calculation, nevertheless, the relative burden was far greater for the communist bloc. Though

Eisenhower warned against the establishment of a military-industrial complex upon leaving the

presidency, that term is far better applied to the Soviet Union, which had established the institutional

foundations for a military-dominated economy in the early 1930s, and lacked any of the moderating

in�uences present in the West—not least, tax-averse voters.  The result of the spending disparity was a

substantial Soviet quantitative advantage in most weapons systems.

31

Much Western literature on the Soviet military during the cold war, particularly that focusing on nuclear

weapons and deterrence theory, has presumed that Soviet thinking on deterrence and the relative roles of

conventional and nuclear war was fundamentally the same as the way American deterrence theorists

conceived of such matters. This is not self-evidently true; as Edward Katzenbach wrote in 1960, “Both the

doctrine of graduated deterrence and that of limited nuclear war demanded Soviet cooperation for their 

ful�llment. . . . United States doctrine has not always been based on the realities of Russian strategy, but

rather on a forgetful version of a hoped-for response.”  Generally speaking, Soviet military thinking

treated nuclear weapons as an inseparable part of an integrated system of weapons. Contrary to American

deterrence theory, which saw an enormous break between conventional and nuclear weapons, Soviet

thinkers saw the purpose of weapons as to be used (as suggested in part by the Soviet preoccupation with

civil defense). This tendency reached its height under Marshal Vasilii Sokolovskii, Chief of the General Sta�

from 1952 to 1960. His 1962 textbook Military Strategy outlined a view of future war that was entirely
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nuclear. He emphasized surprise, the destructive potential of nuclear weapons, and the superiority of

strategic nuclear forces to conventional. He stressed that nuclear weapons had not altered military theorist

Carl von Clausewitz's classic claim that war was an instrument of policy, and dismissed notions of

deterrence and limited war as capitalist inventions. The next war, Sokolovskii con�dently asserted, would

be nuclear and would bring the victory of socialism.33

On both sides of the front lines in Europe, military men found nuclear weapons to be both exhilarating, in

the sense that they o�ered the tantalizing prospect of quick and decisive victory, and horrifying, in that they

seemed to remove all sense of honor from the military profession. Soviet Rear Admiral K. I. Derevianko

wrote Khrushchev in August 1961 to complain of the “excessive, I would even say irrational passion for the

use of nuclear weapons in front conditions . . . and a clear diminution of the signi�cance of conventional

means of defeating the enemy with non-nuclear weapons.” Derevianko condemned the allegiance to “trite

clichés” which had led military men “to think only in nuclear categories.” He was not opposed to the use of

nuclear weapons by any means, supporting their application against “the most important strategic objects

on the European continent threatening our country and troops—the rocket and air bases of the enemy.” He

only objected to the complete nuclearization of military thinking.34

The emergence of détente in the 1960s reduced tensions in central Europe, especially as the United States

became distracted by con�ict in Vietnam. In both the United States and the Soviet Union, the exclusive

reliance on nuclear forces of the Eisenhower-Khrushchev period disappeared. The result was steady and

continuing growth in Soviet nuclear and conventional forces while American resources were directed

elsewhere. Under Leonid Brezhnev's system of governance, key interest groups received all the resources

they required to keep them happy, and the military was no exception. The Soviets continued to develop a

strategic nuclear force, but built conventional forces with the same alacrity. The gradual ascendancy of the

Soviet military-industrial complex culminated in Dmitrii Ustinov's appointment as Minister of Defense in

1976. Ustinov waged successful bureaucratic turf �ghts against all opposition to broad and continuing

military build-up. By the time Mikhail Gorbachev came to power in 1985, Soviet defense spending amounted

to 15–25 percent of gross domestic product, compared to 6–7 percent of GDP in the United States at the

height of Ronald Reagan's defense build-up. The Soviet Navy grew substantially as well. Though Stalin had

begun to expand the Soviet navy from its small beginnings, Khrushchev's stress on economy had left it

starved of resources. After Khrushchev's 1964 ouster, Admiral Sergei Gorshkov, who ran the Soviet Navy

for nearly forty years, steadily built up a �eet capable of protecting Soviet missile submarines in the Arctic

and even challenging NATO's mastery of the North Atlantic and imperiling resupply in the event of general

war.
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The Soviet return to conventional weapons coincided with the John Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson

administrations’ e�orts to move away from the nuclear-centered policies of New Look, continuing a

process of rethinking that had already begun in the late years of the Eisenhower administration. The new

doctrine of “�exible response” aimed at providing a range of options, including full-scale nuclear war: this

period saw the �rst “Single Integrated Operational Plan,” or SIOP, for use of nuclear weapons in the event

of war. But �exible response also incorporated conventional war, and limited war or counter-insurgency as

well. Even under Eisenhower, the US government had grown increasingly concerned over the revolutionary

potential of the developing world, where nationalism and Marxism might combine into an explosive force.

Though the details of events might di�er, the mix of nationalism and socialism in places as diverse as

Guatemala, Egypt, and Iran presented a threat that was quite di�erent from either conventional or nuclear

war. This same concern led Kennedy to expand the US Army's Special Forces, created under Truman, and

eventually to deepen America's commitment to war in Vietnam, culminating in full intervention under his

successor Johnson in 1965. While �exible response avoided the all-or-nothing extremes of Eisenhower's

New Look, it presumed a capability of careful and calculated calibration of means and ends. While appealing

to bright, con�dent technocrats like Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, it ran afoul of complex reality
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and notably came apart in Vietnam. As Carl von Clausewitz famously remarked in On War, “everything in

war is very simple, but the simplest thing is di�cult. The di�culties accumulate and end by producing a

kind of friction that is inconceivable unless one has experienced war.”36

While the intricacies of Vietnam are covered in a literature far too voluminous to summarize here, what is

worth noting is the parallel di�culty the American and Soviet militaries faced in waging unconventional

war. Both were designed and built to �ght an apocalyptic war between superpowers: the tens of thousands

of tanks, combat aircraft, artillery pieces, and nuclear warheads existed in preparation for a war that never

took place. Instead, both militaries were forced into duties far di�erent from those which o�cers and

soldiers on both sides saw as their reason for being: imperial policing, counter-insurgency, and limited war.

In the Soviet case, the army was used on multiple occasions for the suppression of rebellion inside the

empire—East Germany in 1953, Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia in 1968. On at least two other occasions

(Poland in 1956 and 1980–1), the threat of Soviet military intervention was an important factor in the

ultimate political resolution of the crisis. Even the intervention in Afghanistan, which became a counter-

insurgency, was initially conceived of as the use of military force to bring an unruly ally back within the fold.

For other militaries, the dichotomy between convention and unconventional roles was less stark. The

British and French, for example, had always understood a major imperial policing role for their soldiers, and

British soldiers in numbers peaking at nearly 30,000 spent decades policing Northern Ireland, in what was

essentially a counter-insurgency, to say nothing of the French travails in Vietnam and Algeria. For all

militaries, the experience of counter-insurgency and paci�cation was di�cult and frustrating, even for

those which had long traditions of such activities.

p. 354
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The United States and Soviet Union alike faced substantial di�culty in adapting conventional military

establishments to the demands of unconventional warfare and counter-insurgency. Part was simple lack of

preparation. Indeed, the 1952 creation of the Green Berets, more formally the 10th Special Forces Group,

was intended primarily as a force multiplier: a small number of American soldiers training indigenous

forces for combat against the Soviets and Soviet allies, not primarily for the repression of anti-American

guerrillas. In e�ect, the purpose of American special forces was more to promote anti-Soviet insurgencies,

not to repress pro-Soviet insurgencies. As a result, numerous scholars have argued that the US military,

focused on conventional warfare, found itself intellectually and organizationally unprepared for counter-

insurgency in Vietnam.38

The Soviets were no di�erent. A detailed Russian sta� study of the war in Afghanistan reveals how the

Soviets were handicapped by their preparation for war in Europe. Geography and the very nature of the war

made Soviet conventional tactics utterly unworkable, especially once the Afghan resistance abandoned its

early attempts at conventional �ghting and moved fully to guerrilla warfare. The Soviet system was poor at

developing the initiative in its lower-ranking o�cers and men that the �uid nature of counter-insurgency

demanded. In quite concrete ways, preparation for European war hurt performance in Afghanistan. For

example, given the short lifespan of equipment in the horri�c violence of European war, Soviet designers

had made no provisions for providing needed spare tires and treads for the extended distances of

Afghanistan. Soviet boots were unsuitable for mountainous terrain, and soldiers swapped them for track

shoes.39

The deep unpopularity of the Vietnam War with the American public, and the resolution it produced in the

American military to avoid such con�icts in the future, had signi�cant e�ects on subsequent developments.

During the 1968 election campaign, Richard Nixon pledged to end the draft, and once in o�ce as president

appointed a commission to study the possibility of shifting to an all-volunteer force against substantial

military opposition. When the US Congress declined to renew conscription, it ended in July 1973. The

resultant transition to an all-volunteer force was not easy, as living conditions and military culture had to

be adjusted to new realities. Though military leadership was not thrilled with the change, it recognized the
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all-volunteer force as a political necessity, and soon came to embrace the virtues of a professional

military.40

Rejecting counter-insurgency, the leadership of the US Army refocused its attention on central Europe.

Alarmed by increasing Soviet superiority in conventional forces and the decline of détente over the course of

the 1970s, a whole series of technical and doctrinal innovations sought to restore the conventional balance.

In 1973, the Army created its Training and Doctrine Command to rethink how to �ght a war. Under �rst

General William Dupuy and then General Donn Starry, it reformulated tactics to deal with the increasing

lethality of the modern battle�eld, as revealed by the use of anti-tank guided missiles in the 1973 Yom

Kippur War. The essence of the reforms, both in the form of AirLand Battle (US doctrine from 1982) and

NATO's parallel Follow-on Forces Attack, was to use precision deep-strike weaponry and highly-skilled

soldiers and o�cers (a necessity in the post-conscription US Army) to disrupt Soviet o�ensives by �exible

and unpredictable counter-attacks, while at the same time using cruise missiles and aircraft to stop Soviet

reinforcing echelons from reaching the battle�eld. Soviet doctrine for the next war depended on a vast feat

of coordination and control; NATO intended to use the same friction that had undone McNamara's war in

Vietnam to bring a Soviet o�ensive to a halt. The introduction of the M1 Abrams tank (1980) and M2 Bradley

infantry �ghting vehicle (1981) provided the material means of implementing this highly demanding

doctrine.  As these were the result of the Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter administrations, the military build-

up of the Reagan administration thus harvested intellectual and material seeds planted in previous years.

These developments were complemented by parallel shifts in Britain well before the advent of Thatcherism,

as Prime Minister Harold Wilson's withdrawal of British power from “east of Suez,” particularly Malaysia

and Singapore, led to a renewed focus on European defense in the 1970s.

p. 355
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To the Soviets, AirLand Battle and the technological developments that made it possible were highly

alarming. For the Soviet high command, they required substantial e�orts at research and procurement to

enable the Soviets to catch up in the technical arms race and develop precision deep-strike capabilities of

their own. When combined with a draining war in Afghanistan, economic stagnation at home, and the

accelerating pace of the Reagan military build-up, Soviet civilian leaders began to challenge for the �rst

time the military's response to Western military innovation, exploring the option of political solutions to

European con�ict and even the institution of a military doctrine that aimed only at su�cient means to

defend, not the massive forces capable of pushing through to the English Channel.42

The military side of the cold war, though too often divorced from its international history, has played a

major role in debates on the cold war's end. A common triumphalist narrative of Western victory stresses

how the Reagan military build-up (begun in the �nal years of the Carter administration) forced the Soviets

to spend themselves into bankruptcy. An equally prevalent counter-narrative suggests that Reagan's

military policies, particularly his attachment to missile defense, delayed and almost derailed the

improvement in US-Soviet relations in the late 1980s. Both are �awed. There is little evidence that Reagan's

policies were intended to produce moderation in the Soviet leadership, and until Gorbachev's ascent to

power Soviet policy was more hostile and confrontational than it had been previously. On the other hand,

the briefest look at the Soviet leadership's deliberations in the 1980s reveals their preoccupation with

economic stagnation, and their deep conviction that any improvement in Soviet economic performance had

to come in part from reducing the defense burden, which required in turn better relations with the United

States. As a result, while the collapse of the Soviet Union had many antecedent causes, it is undeniable that

at least one trigger for new thinking in the Soviet leadership was the decay of Soviet military superiority and

the increasing burden of defense spending. Mikhail Gorbachev's reforms, impelled in part by this debate 

over Soviet military spending and the proper response to the West, produced an end to the cold war and, as

an utterly unintended consequence, the disintegration of the Soviet Union itself.

p. 356
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21 The Nuclear Revolution: A Product of the Cold War, or
Something More? 
Campbell Craig

This chapter, which examines the role of nuclear weapons in the Cold War and the role of the Cold War

in the nuclear revolution, argues that the development of nuclear weapons signi�cantly a�ected the

Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union beyond the nuclear crises and arms races. It

investigates the role of the atomic bomb in making impossible the postwar cooperation between the

United States and the Soviet Union, and evaluates the role of nuclear fear in invalidating the Soviet's

Marxism-Leninism ideology. The chapter also considers how the mutual assured destruction pushed

the superpowers away from direct military confrontation and into senseless weapon overproduction at

home.

Nuclear weaponry plays a starring role in our common memory of the cold war. The United States’ atomic

bombardment of Hiroshima and Nagasaki stands as a vivid and brutal starting point to that struggle,

however one evaluates President Harry S. Truman's motivations for dropping the two bombs. The Korean

War—the �rst real military campaign of the cold war—did not evolve into a general third world war, as

someone mindful of recent history might have predicted. Rather, it descended into a limited-war stalemate

in large part due to fears of escalation to the atomic level. The Cuban missile crisis remains the climactic

event of the cold war, an intense showdown between the two superpowers that can hardly be understood

without reference to nuclear weaponry. And above all of this, especially during the latter three decades of

the cold war, loomed the specter of mutual assured destruction (MAD), the novel prospect of a war that

could exterminate the human race.
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Indeed, nuclear weaponry and the widespread fears that a war waged with them could destroy the planet

appear to us today as intrinsic to our historical understanding of the cold war, as problems literally

inseparable from the larger political confrontation between the United States and the Soviet Union. Just as

barbed wire and machine guns stand not simply as the inanimate means of waging World War I but also as

deeper symbols of the inescapable carnage of trench warfare, so do nuclear weapons represent something

essential about the cold war, something that distinguishes it fundamentally from other con�icts.  A cold

war without nuclear weapons seems unthinkable. And had several of them gone o�, it would be all we would

think about.

1

Yet on another level the cold war can be readily analysed apart from the nuclear factor. In other words, had

the bomb never been invented—had scientists around the world repeatedly failed to build a workable bomb

until governments eventually gave up trying—many scholars would contend that something basically

similar to the cold war would have taken place nevertheless. “Neorealist” scholars of international relations

have argued that the basic structure of the postwar system is what really de�ned the cold war: the

emergence of the two continental superpowers in the aftermath of World War II was inevitable, or close to

it, once Germany and Japan were beaten, and that would have happened whether the bomb was around or

not. Systemic factors, particularly the bipolar geopolitical rivalry between the Soviet Union and the United

States, maintain Kenneth Waltz and like-minded theorists, essentially shaped the cold war.

p. 361

In the �nal analysis, it di�ered from previous international great-power con�icts only in terms of the

number of actors involved rather than the weapons they deployed.2

Scholars who emphasize ideology also play down the nuclear factor. For them, the cold war was about the

contest between capitalism and communism, or between democracy and totalitarianism; it was this

struggle that really underlay the half-century after World War II. Marxist scholars argue, or did argue, that

the cold war represented less a rivalry between states than a stage, some claimed a �nal stage, of late

capitalism; conversely, conservative theorists in the West regard the cold war not so much as a battle

between nation-states as between political ideologies, a stage, some likewise claim a �nal stage, of the

struggle between democratic liberalism and its many statist and autocratic enemies. For these scholars,

nuclear weapons again remain secondary, important to be sure as a means of cold war contention, but

subordinate to the larger story of grand ideological struggle.3

Finally, a more recent liberal analysis of modern international relations, represented by the work of the

political scientist John Mueller, suggests that nuclear weapons were not that important to the cold war no

matter how one regards its larger political meaning. While scholars from Realist or ideological viewpoints

would admit that nuclear weapons played a key part in determining how the cold war proceeded, only

arguing that the larger processes are more important in explaining its essence, Mueller contends that the

common perception that nuclear weapons and nuclear fear shaped cold war confrontations is itself

incorrect. The Western world, he maintains, has come to regard warfare as barbaric and obsolete, and so the

two superpowers would have likely refused to go to war at any time even had nuclear weapons never been

invented. The importance of nuclear weapons in dissuading American and Soviet leaders from risking war in

places like Korea and Cuba, or in general in the age of mutual assured destruction, he insists, has been vastly

overstated.4

The United States and the Soviet Union would have likely emerged as the two leading superpowers after

World War II had the bomb never existed, and they would probably have contended with one another over a

war-torn Europe. It is equally likely that China would have had its revolution in any event and emerged as a

new third power regardless of the nuclear arms race. So, too, the two superpowers would have begun to

confront one another not only in Europe but also for the allegiance of decolonizing countries in the third

world, and they would have done so in the name of their respective ideologies.  On the other hand, several

signal features of the cold war—nuclear showdowns over Berlin and Cuba, various arms control

5
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agreements, anti-nuclear and disarmament movements, to name a few of the most obvious—were so

singularly shaped by the bomb that they would never have emerged in anything like their actual form

without it.

My goal in this essay is not to drill down deeper into the conventional debates but to step back from them. I

will argue, in three suggestive historical sections, that the development of nuclear weapons a�ected the

cold war between the United States and the Soviet Union in ways that went beyond the obvious crises and

arms races.  The simple existence of the bomb a�ected the cold war in fundamental respects: without it the

rivalry between the US and the USSR might have begun more slowly; the military confrontation between

them would surely have been radically altered, and, �nally, the cold war would almost certainly have ended

in a much di�erent way, if it ended at all. I will focus upon three large historical developments: the role of

the atomic bomb in dooming basic forms of postwar cooperation between the United States and the USSR;

the role of mutual assured destruction in pushing the superpowers away from direct confrontation and

toward war in the third world and senseless military overproduction at home; and �nally, and most

important, the role of nuclear fear in invalidating the programmatic ideology of Marxism-Leninism in the

USSR.

p. 362

6

The atomic bomb and the onset of the cold war

Some kind of postwar confrontation between the United States and the Soviet Union was on the cards after

1945. From a strictly structural perspective, the very fact that these two nations emerged from the war as by

far the two most militarily powerful regimes left standing (though in almost all respects the US was

considerably stronger) made a great-power rivalry between them predictable—some theorists would say

inevitable. Balance-of-power systems always emerge after major wars, most Realist scholars contend, and

the cold war represented another example of this timeless pattern.

Added to these structural forces was the clear fact that the United States and the Soviet Union stood for

radically di�erent political orders. Although these di�erences were played down during the war, and

although there were some in the West (most notably Franklin D. Roosevelt) who believed that this wartime

cooperation could lead to some kind of grand political compromise afterward, it remained inescapable that

America was committed to capitalism and liberal democracy; the USSR, to communism and the dictatorship

of the proletariat. What was more, many Soviet leaders and citizens retained their ideological belief in the

dream of global communist revolution, and their conviction that its attainment could arrive after another

war started by the capitalist imperialists.7

History, of course, is not just driven by “factors”; actual people were in a position to shape events. And

leaders on both sides were primed after the war to err on the side of insecurity and mistrust. Joseph Stalin,

not the trusting type in the �rst place, acquired an even more cynical attitude toward international

cooperation following the Nazi abrogation of the 1939 peace treaty and the near-subjugation of his nation

to German conquest in 1941 and 1942. He also was bitter toward his major wartime allies, Great Britain

and the US, for having delayed opening a major second front until the middle of 1944. Indeed, it could be

said that few leaders in all of history were less likely to put their trust in serious international cooperation

than the Joseph Stalin of 1945. Like many of his fellow citizens, the new American president, Harry S.

Truman, regarded World War II as proof that the United States was no longer protected from the old world,

and that to remain secure Americans would have to confront aggression there at an early stage. Truman

came from an utterly di�erent world than Stalin, and surely believed, at least in an abstract sense, in the

possibility of maintaining the “Grand Alliance.” But he was determined that the United States would not

make the same mistakes it had committed in the 1930s.

p. 363

8
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For all of these reasons, the emergence of some kind of a rivalry between the two nations was close to

inevitable after the war, atomic bomb or not. What the bomb did was create new political problems for both

sides that had the e�ect of accelerating, intensifying, and raising the stakes of their mutual enmity. That

was a great irony, for it was the solemn belief of many (in the West at least) that the weapon that obliterated

Hiroshima and Nagasaki made US-Soviet cooperation an absolute moral imperative if the world was to

avoid an atomic holocaust.9

Three aspects of US-Soviet atomic diplomacy during the pivotal years of 1945 and 1946 show how the

simple existence of atomic weaponry aggravated tensions between the two nations. The �rst was Stalin's

decision during the war to pursue a bomb for himself, a policy that attracted modest resources during the

war and then, following the US bombardment of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, became nothing less than

“Problem Number One” for Stalin and his associates in the Kremlin, and thus for the nation as a whole.

Stalin put his most ruthless henchman, Lavrentii Beria, in charge of the Soviet atomic project, and—at a

time of unimaginable deprivation throughout the Soviet Union—told Beria to commit as many resources

and allocate as many funds as necessary to the scientists so as to build a bomb as quickly as possible.

Stalin took this course of action because he believed that America's unwillingness to inform him about the

atomic project and its ruthless destruction of Hiroshima and Nagasaki indicated that the Americans meant

to use their monopoly to intimidate the Soviet Union and perhaps actually attack it. But he also chose this

path because he was convinced that the only way to repel such American pressure was to develop a Soviet

atomic capability as soon as possible, rather than to respond to American overtures about international

atomic control or, even further, to work with the United States in the name of comprehensive international

order. In other words, Stalin decided early on to pursue the bomb single-mindedly, and after the war was

even more determined to get it even at the expense of forgoing deals with the United States.10

It is crucial to see how the bomb shaped Stalin's decision-making in a way that previous kinds of weaponry

would not have done. Had the United States been in sole possession of some kind of advanced ship, or tank,

or airplane, Stalin could have gone along with initiatives to restrict a postwar arms race, con�dent that if

talks fell apart his nation would have the time to catch up with the Americans. No ships or tanks or airplanes

could by themselves imminently threaten the vast Soviet Union and its victorious Red Army. But an

atomic bomb could. Stalin had received detailed information about the destruction wrought at Hiroshima

and Nagasaki.  He knew that a United States wielding a monopoly of even a handful of atomic bombs could,

over the long term, threaten and intimidate the USSR. In the event of war, moreover, it could lay waste to

several Soviet cities. To make sure that could not happen, Stalin had to get a bomb to deter the Americans. It

was understandably of little consequence to him, therefore, if this project killed o� grand plans of

international atomic control and cooperation in the cradle.

p. 364

11

A second consequence of the politics of the bomb that hardened US-Soviet enmity in the immediate postwar

period stemmed from the Soviet espionage program in the United States. During the war, dozens of

American (and British and Canadian) citizens spied on the atomic project, channeling important scienti�c

and technological information about the new weapon back to Moscow. Historians are now in broad

agreement not only about the impressive scope of the espionage program, but they also almost universally

hold that the material the atomic spies passed on to the USSR substantially enhanced Stalin's e�orts to

obtain a bomb as quickly as he could.  Indeed, Soviet espionage had been so e�ective that Stalin learned of

the atomic project long before Truman, who had been a US Senator during most of the war, did.

12

Despite the White House's best e�orts to conceal the successful Soviet program from the public, news

leaked out, most spectacularly in the form of syndicated columnist Drew Pearson's radio address in early

February 1946. These revelations of atomic spying by America's wartime ally had a dramatic e�ect upon

American public opinion, and it led to a vociferous campaign, led by Republicans in Congress, to accuse

prominent Democrats of communist sympathies and even outright treason.
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Indeed, the espionage scandal provided the justi�cation that virulent American anti-communist politicians,

such as Richard Nixon and Joseph McCarthy, needed to launch a general Red Scare (one that had little to do

with prosecuting atomic spies) in the late 1940s and early 1950s.13

In such a political environment, Truman came quickly to realize that continued attempts to pursue better

relations with the USSR were going to put the political prospects of his party and his own career in serious

jeopardy. But that was nothing compared to the ongoing American e�orts to establish international atomic

control, namely the Acheson-Lilienthal report put forward by the US State Department in early 1946 and

then presented to the world in the (modi�ed) form of the Baruch Plan later that year. If Truman could

understand that serious talks with the Soviet Union of any kind had now become politically dangerous, then

what would happen to him if he announced to the American people a plan to transfer the US atomic arsenal

to an international agency while newspapers screamed of spies working for the USSR having stolen the

bomb from under his nose? It would be an act of political suicide. Truman gave up on the “Grand Alliance”

and the prospect of international control by early 1946, even as Stalin had done so long before; the Baruch

Plan, heralded at the time as a bold initiative to secure a permanent world peace, was actually a scheme

designed to fail.14

Finally, the atomic bomb exacerbated US-Soviet hostility in the immediate postwar period because it made

the alternative to superpower rivalry—serious and sustained international cooperation—so obviously

unattainable. It is here where the unique nature of the bomb was most telling. Veteran scientists and

statesmen in the West, such as Niels Bohr, the Danish physicist who worked on the bomb, and Henry

Stimson, secretary of war under Roosevelt and Truman, understood what serious cooperation meant in the

atomic age. Because, as Stalin had discerned, the bomb is so devastating even if a nation possesses only a

few of them, major powers (such as the USSR) would want to obtain one if they were to avoid eventual defeat

on the global stage. What could possibly dissuade them from doing so? The only conceivable answer was the

establishment of an exceedingly powerful international agency that could assume possession of all atomic

bombs and provide air-tight assurance that no individual nation could ever build its own arsenal.

p. 365

Such an agency, accordingly, would not only have to take control over all atomic weaponry; it would also

have to command the vast power and resources necessary to inspect all nations suspected of trying to build

a bomb (such as the USSR) and forcefully prevent them from doing so. Worded di�erently, the agency would

have to have more power than any state on earth; it would have to become a kind of world government with

the authority to punish, by means that would include military force, any renegade or outlier.

Establishing such an institution would require the political leaders of the United States and the Soviet

Union, at least, to come together and form a global regime that would be acceptable to both sides. In 1945

and 1946, few political leaders in the United States could even entertain such a notion, much less advocate it

as a foreign policy priority. But Americans were dreamy idealists compared with Stalin and his regime, for

whom the idea of deeply cooperating with the United States to establish a powerful international agency

that would immediately inspect the entirety of the USSR for atomic facilities was utterly beyond conception.

In the atomic age, the alternative to power politics as usual was (and is), e�ectively, world government. The

starkness of that choice made it easy for American and Soviet leaders to settle for the former straight away.
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Military competition under MAD

A second general e�ect of the bomb upon the cold war is the most apparent one: its radical alteration of the

way both superpowers conceived of and planned for war. The main and most obvious e�ect, of course, was

that the advent of MAD led leaders on both sides, beginning with Dwight D. Eisenhower and Nikita

Khrushchev and continuing until the end of the cold war, to regard major war as catastrophic and make it a

primary interest to prevent one from occurring. We shall also, however, look at some side e�ects of this

transformation.

During the middle of the 1950s, both the United States and the Soviet Union began to develop

intercontinental missiles capable of delivering thermonuclear warheads to the major cities of the other

side. While the United States was far ahead of the Soviet Union in this �eld (despite the alarmist Washington

“missile gap” politics of the late 1950s), the fact remained that sooner rather than later each side would be

able to annihilate the other in the space of a few hours. A total war fought in the absolute manner of, say,

World War II would lead to the deaths of hundreds of millions and the destruction of the governments and

societies involved. The term “nuclear revolution” refers to this condition, when all-out war means the

e�ective death of all of the nations �ghting it. As the legendary French statesman Charles de Gaulle put it in

1960, after a nuclear war the nations involved would have “neither powers, nor laws, nor cities, nor culture,

nor cradles, nor tombs.”

p. 366

15

While it is easy to see in hindsight the logic of MAD, leaders at the time could not be so sure, especially

because its overriding implication—that it was no longer acceptable to wage major war—�ew in the face of

the timeless political tenet that it is always better to �ght than to accept defeat. And indeed, there was no

guarantee that American and Soviet leaders would not resist the logic of MAD, that they would not try to

�nd ways of waging and winning war even in the thermonuclear era. Many political leaders and strategic

thinkers on both sides (though particularly in the US) did just that, refusing to believe that technology had

made war unwinnable.  However, the leaders of the two superpowers at the dawn of the nuclear revolution,

Eisenhower and Khrushchev, both recognized in the middle of the 1950s that major war was becoming an

absurdity, and they began to develop foreign and military policies to re�ect that fact. By the end of that

decade, both leaders had transformed their basic security policies so that the aim of deterring a third world

war with their most powerful weapons replaced the aim of winning one with them. Nuclear deterrence

governed de facto the military policies of both superpowers with respect to major war until the end of the

cold war.

16

17

The most obvious cold war consequence of the system of MAD that Eisenhower and Khrushchev initiated, to

repeat, was its acutely sobering e�ect upon decision-makers in the US and the USSR when the mere

possibility of armed con�ict with the other side emerged. This is not the place to recount in any detail the

great nuclear crises of the late 1950s and early 1960s, but certain salient decisions might be highlighted. For

example, during the second Quemoy-Matsu crisis in 1958, the Eisenhower administration responded to

Communist China's threats against this o�shore island chain held by Taiwan not by darkly hinting at a

nuclear attack, as it did over the exact same issue in 1954–5, but rather by striking a deal with the Chinese in

the face of massive protests by not only the Taiwanese leader Jiang Jieshi [Chiang Kai-shek] but also much

of the US military. During the Berlin ultimatum crisis of 1958–9, Eisenhower agreed to meet Khrushchev in

a summit on the status of Berlin, despite the fact that he was negotiating under an ultimatum; Khrushchev,

for his part, simply cancelled his decision to turn over Berlin to East Germany despite having received no

concrete reciprocation from the West. When East Germany made the fateful decision to erect the Berlin Wall

in 1961, Khrushchev approved and saw it as a way to eliminate an impossible political problem peacefully.

President John F. Kennedy, in turn, was privately relieved by the act, despite furious demands from many in

the US military that the wall must be destroyed.
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And then there was the Cuban missile crisis, the �nal act of the 1958–62 play. Those who doubt the unique

e�ects of the fear of nuclear war upon decision-making need only study cursorily the repeated e�orts made

in the White House and in the Kremlin to �nd a way to back down from this showdown, to reach a deal, any

deal, that would allow both sides to save some face. Kennedy, despite America's overwhelming military

superiority both on the scene and in strategic nuclear capabilities, gladly pledged that the US would never

invade Cuba (a promise that has been kept) and to dismantle intermediate-range missiles in Turkey.

Khrushchev in turn agreed to dismantle the missiles in Cuba and bring them back to Russia, a humiliating

step that Cuban leader Fidel Castro and other third world �gures regarded as a cowardly betrayal of the

revolution, and that soon cost him his leadership of the USSR.

p. 367

18

It is important here again to specify how the nuclear specter altered the way the two leaders dealt with the

crisis. It is not as though they refused to take any risky steps that might increase the possibility of a nuclear

war—Khrushchev, after all, decided to send the missiles to Cuba, knowing that it might trigger a serious

American response. Rather, once it became clear that the US was responding and that further steps might

lead to armed con�ict, both leaders shrank away from further confrontation and grasped at any diplomatic

solution to the crisis that seemed feasible. In an earlier time, a similar showdown might have led to a minor

war between the US and the USSR, one that might have quickly escalated into a general con�agration, as the

regional con�icts in Europe during the summer of 1914 led to World War I. In the nuclear age, however, any

armed con�ict between the two sides was too dangerous for fear that it could escalate into an uncontrollable

nuclear exchange. Once nonviolent forms of o�ensive action and posturing were exhausted, military

con�ict of any kind was o� the table and it was time to deal. That was the new reality which Eisenhower, the

father of MAD, had perceived several years earlier.19

After Cuba, both superpowers accepted the logic of MAD for the ensuing three decades of the cold war. There

were two events that might have triggered a nuclear war between them during this period—Nixon sounding

a nuclear alert during the Yom Kippur War in 1973 and the Soviet misinterpretation of the Able Archer

exercise as a NATO preparation for a �rst strike a decade later—but neither of these was a direct political

showdown between the US and the USSR, and neither was probably anywhere close to as dangerous as Berlin

and Cuba, though work remains to be done on these questions. For the most part, leaders on the two sides

were content to accept the paradox that they remained in a geopolitical rivalry of global stakes that could

never be resolved by war. Yet vast military and political bureaucracies in both nations had been built with

the mission of defeating the other side on the �eld of battle. This tension led to secondary aspects of the

cold war during its last three decades which, I would suggest, also can be attributed to nuclear weaponry and

the stubborn durability of MAD.

One “secondary aspect” of the latter part of the cold war, though it was hardly secondary for the poor

nations involved, was the propensity of both superpowers to wage limited and proxy wars in the third world.

For the United States, the major such war was its decade-long campaign in Vietnam, and for the Soviet

Union, it was the grisly war in Afghanistan that lasted a similar duration. Both nations, moreover, funded

and trained proxy armies around the globe to wage irregular warfare in third world nations torn between the

American and Soviet models. It hardly needs to be stated that in both cases the superpowers had plausible

reasons to wage these limited wars (though with Vietnam it is di�cult to identify them), and that, ceteris

paribus, in the absence of nuclear weapons they would surely have intervened in these third world theaters

or ones like them.

p. 368

20

What gives these wars their “nuclear” �avor was their exclusively remote locations and the intensity with

which the two superpowers waged them. Great powers routinely waged limited wars throughout the modern

period in places near and far, even at the risk of igniting a larger war (think, for example, of Bismarck's

limited campaigns of the 1860s and 1870s). After 1962, both the United States and the Soviet Union realized

that waging war on a nation that had close ties with the other superpower had become too dangerous,

especially in Europe but also in East Asia and Latin America, as well as select allies in the Middle East, Africa,
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and Australasia. War was only possible in nations which were far removed from major cold war theaters and

did not have close ties to the other side.

A striking feature of these wars was also the way leaders described them and the armies fought them.

Vietnam, to take the most salient case, was routinely characterized by American politicians and military

o�cials throughout the 1960s and into the 1970s as a vital stake in the struggle with communism, as a war

upon which ultimate cold war victory or defeat might have hinged, even though such was manifestly not the

case—as many American leaders admitted privately and, sometimes, publicly, especially as the war began

to turn sour.  Correspondingly, the United States poured hundreds of thousands of troops into Vietnam,

spent hundreds of billions of dollars on the war, and bombed much of the country into desolation, killing

perhaps as many as a million Vietnamese, all to prevent a relatively popular and nationalist left-wing

regime from taking power (as it eventually did in 1975, with no important further cold war e�ects).

21

To be sure, there were key proximate explanations for the American decision to escalate its war in Vietnam,

above all the domestic political calculations of President Lyndon Baines Johnson, and this essay does not

mean to underplay them.  But the nuclear context loomed above. Denied a chance to wage a military

campaign directly against the cold war enemy, American political and military leaders were primed to turn

their energies toward a war that was unlikely to lead to nuclear escalation. What is more, MAD perversely

allowed the United States to wage a costly war it did not need to win, because its campaign in Vietnam did

not seriously erode its military ability to contend with the Soviet Union. In a previous era, a great power

would have been much less likely to spend so many resources on a peripheral war such as Vietnam for fear

that its ability to keep up with major rivals would be weakened. In an era of easy nuclear deterrence, this was

not a danger.

22

23

The tension created by the novel reality that a bipolar superpower struggle for global preponderance could

not be decided by arms led both the US and the USSR to in�ate the importance of its peripheral wars.

Another consequence of this tension is best described as the advent of the “Military-Industrial

Complex,” a term introduced to the world by President Eisenhower in his 1961 farewell address.

p. 369

The military forces and the vast bureaucracies attending to them in both superpowers had attained massive

institutional power by the end of the 1950s, as the prospect of general war seemed to require the

construction of elaborate conventional and nuclear capabilities. Politicians, strategists, and military

o�cials on both sides incessantly argued that if the cold war ever went hot, it would be necessary to deploy

the most advanced and overpowering military armaments to avoid the catastrophe of losing World War III.

And because this contest depended upon cutting-edge technological innovation, it would be necessary as

well to devote billions of dollars or rubles to research and development, a process that bene�ted not merely

the military but also civilian science and (especially in the US) major research universities. As a result, huge

and in�uential constituencies stood to gain from an eternal arms race between the two superpowers.24

MAD undermined this, as both Eisenhower and Khrushchev immediately understood. Deterrence required

the deployment of invulnerable second-strike forces, enough nuclear missiles (10? 100?) that could survive

an all-out attack and deliver a massive nuclear retaliation that could destroy the major cities of the other

side. It was based upon the premise that leaders in the US and the USSR (or any putative nuclear state) would

never come to believe that an attack on the other side, no matter how comprehensive, was worth the

obliteration of one's cities, the deaths or maiming of millions of one's fellow citizens, and the political and

social breakdown that would follow. Therefore, a large military force prepared to wage World War III was

not really needed, as long as one could maintain and cultivate a basic retaliatory arsenal. It would be

possible to cut military spending radically without putting the security of the nation at any risk. Khrushchev

and, with less success, Eisenhower tried to force this way of thinking upon their respective military

bureaucracies by the end of the 1950s.25
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The response to this strange condition in both nations, though more vividly (given the more open political

system) in the US, was also uniquely “nuclear.” In pre-nuclear eras, the military and civilian bureaucracies

dependent upon ever-higher spending had a much easier argument to make. Put bluntly, more was always

better. All things being equal, it would undeniably be preferable to have more tanks and ships than one's

adversaries, and so the argument for building weapon X or Y had to be answered on strategic grounds (will it

be e�ective?) and/or �scal ones (can we a�ord it?).

The political scientist Robert Jervis has aptly described the response by the military and scienti�c

bureaucracies in both the US and the USSR whom MAD threatened with obsolescence as the attempt to

“escape” the logic of the nuclear revolution.  Arms industrialists, military o�cials, and civilian strategists

on both sides created an industry of sorts, one which lasted throughout the cold war, dedicated to the single

proposition that deterrence was unstable, that nuclear wars were winnable, and that therefore it was

necessary to continue to build new nuclear weapons systems and to maintain an arms parity with the other

side. The uniqueness of this process when compared with pre-nuclear eras can be easily illustrated by the

arsenals each side ended up building during the last two decades of the cold war. Both the US and the USSR

deployed, by the middle of the 1980s, tens of thousands of nuclear weapons, most of which were capable

of leveling an entire city.  US war planning stipulated targeting Moscow in the event of all-out war with

dozens of nuclear missiles, even though after the �rst one or two got through the rest would only “make the

rubble bounce,” as Winston Churchill nicely put it. Strategists on both sides soberly developed war plans in

which the destruction of one's economy and elimination of basic government functions for decades and

estimated civilian casualties in the tens of millions was characterized as “victory.” MAD constituted an

acute crisis for the military-industrial complexes of both superpowers, and the ironic result was the

spending of hundreds of billions of dollars and rubles on weaponry that served no identi�able military

purpose whatsoever, and which, had it been used, would have resulted in the defeat of both sides and the

destruction of civilization.

26

p. 370
27

28

The obsolescence of the Soviet experiment

The unique e�ects of nuclear weaponry on the practice of international politics during the cold war shaped

the policies of both sides, though as we have seen in the �rst two cases the United States often experienced

the e�ects more profoundly.  The top-down, authoritarian nature of Soviet politics, even in its milder form

after Stalin, always meant that political and cultural resistance to the novel rami�cations of the bomb would

be muted and less in�uential. For instance, Khrushchev decreed in 1959 and 1960 that the Soviet Union

would adopt a policy of basic deterrence and cut military spending substantially, the very same objectives

that Eisenhower sought in Washington. While Khrushchev did not succeed wholly in his aims, he

encountered far less resistance than did his American counterpart, who found himself at times

overwhelmed by the military-industrial complex and its allies in Congress.

29

For the Soviet Union, the most important e�ects of the nuclear revolution were systemic—they altered the

very nature of its political program. The USSR was founded upon the Marxist-Leninist doctrine that the new

regime would act as a vanguard of global revolution, that it would use its power as a nation-state to foment

working-class rebellion. Central to this doctrine was the assumption that the imperialist great powers

would �nd themselves going to war over and over again in their struggle for markets and colonies. Thus it

was the mission of the Soviet state not only to survive these wars but also to capitalize upon the discord and

misery they caused to advance the communist cause. War would be the catalyst of sweeping political

change, just as the conservative diplomats of the 19th century feared it would be.

Stalin, it is true, had come to reject his rival Leon Trotsky's demand that the USSR dedicate itself

immediately to “permanent” revolution, turning instead to the policy of “socialism in one country,”
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whereby the Soviet Union would build up its power �rst before spreading it elsewhere. But that hardly

foretold a future of peace. He continued to believe that the capitalist powers would go to war with one

another, and that this would threaten Soviet existence: for him, World War II represented this danger at its

pinnacle. He further understood that the imperialist powers would not be likely to accept their historical

destiny peacefully, and that the revolution would unfold in conditions of violence, reaction, and

international tumult, just as his predecessors Trotsky and Lenin believed.

p. 371

30

When Stalin died in early 1953, therefore, his successor would inherit a political tradition in which the

prospect of great war remained at the heart of the Soviet experiment, not only as a means of national

survival in a hostile world but also as a central component of its programmatic ideology. The question of

whether this could be sustained in the face of thermonuclear weaponry divided the three main contenders

for the leadership after Stalin's death: Khrushchev, Georgi Malenkov, and the venerable foreign minister

Vlacheslav Molotov.  David Holloway's �ne account of the initial debates about this decision, especially

between Khrushchev and Molotov in 1954 and 1955, deserves an extensive quotation:

31

If imperialism and socialism could keep to themselves, [argued Molotov] then “pray, what are we

living for?” It was an illusion to think that communism could be reached by way of peaceful

coexistence: “we ought to preserve peace, but if we, besides �ghting for peace and delaying war, if

we also believe that it is possible to get to communism that way, then that is deception from the

point of view of Marxism, self-deception, and deception of the people.”

Nevertheless a Kremlin committee devised a study later in 1954 which stipulated that a thermonuclear war

could eventually destroy the Soviet Union and perhaps “all life on earth.” On this study Holloway simply

points out

This remarkable document is open and explicit about the consequences of nuclear war. There is

nothing here about the destruction of capitalism and the victory of socialism.32

Responding to this report, Molotov objected that the Soviet Union should not be focusing upon the dangers

of nuclear war but rather on “the need to prepare and mobilize all forces against the bourgeoisie.”

By 1955 Khrushchev had taken power, and in 1956 he famously declared that the Soviet Union would pursue

a policy of “peaceful coexistence” with the West, whereby the worldwide triumph of socialism would come

about not by means of violent revolution and war, but rather by the USSR providing to the world's masses a

more attractive model of political and economic development. For Khrushchev, the nuclear revolution had

made the old model of violent political change, one that Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin all took for granted,

simply too dangerous, and even absurd. How could a thermonuclear war that destroyed the USSR advance

the cause of socialism? It was this logic that led the Soviet premier to develop the policies of minimum

deterrence and war avoidance that we have seen above.33

Khrushchev's new policies were of world-historical importance, not only because they permitted the two

superpowers to avoid World War III, but also because of their deep impact upon the political determination

of the communist world. For at one stroke Khrushchev removed major war from the Marxist-Leninist

program, acknowledging that the avoidance of a thermonuclear holocaust superseded the objective of

violent international upheaval, and determined that the only way for communism to defeat capitalism now

was by means of a peaceful competition to see who could provide the people with a more pleasant material

life, something wholly removed from the Marxist-Leninist playbook.

p. 372

It is not di�cult to imagine how these decisions then helped to undermine the Soviet experiment. Since 1918

the vast majority of Soviet citizens had endured terrible su�ering and privation. Many of course lost their

faith in the regime, especially those with direct experience of Stalin's genocidal repressions of the 1930s,
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but many others retained their belief in the USSR as an agent of history. Indeed, given the hard life that the

Soviet people had experienced, it was hardly surprising that many would justify, or rationalize, their

miseries by taking a pride in the feeling that their country was on the side of historical destiny. The citizens

of the West enjoyed a more comfortable material life—who could deny that?—but they were not part of

something greater, of a political project that went beyond mere consumer grati�cation. During and

immediately after the war, this belief pervaded much of Soviet society and indeed societies in Eastern

Europe, China, and elsewhere where Marxism was on the march.

As Molotov anticipated, Khrushchev's peaceful coexistence policy, his war avoidance during the 1958–62

crisis years, and his successor Leonid Brezhnev's acceptance of MAD thereafter all combined to shatter the

premise that the Soviet Union remained committed to revolutionary and global transformation. By ruling

out war with the West, deploying Soviet forces only in lands far removed from any industrial proletariat,

and, perhaps above all, declaring that the great struggle with the imperialists would now be waged in �elds

like technological innovation and consumer satisfaction, leaders in the Kremlin deprived their citizens and

those in other communist lands of the solace that they could live to see the day of global revolution and the

triumph of the system they had su�ered so much for. This was precisely the reason why committed

revolutionaries in places like China and Cuba were so virulently critical of Khrushchev's cautiousness.

The collapse of political meaning causes disillusionment and cynicism, and one sees throughout the Eastern

bloc in the 1960s and 1970s the collapse of political enthusiasm at all levels of society, a remarkable increase

in corruption and fraud, ossi�cation of central political and economic institutions, and pervasive public

apathy.  By the time of the appearance of Mikhail Gorbachev in 1985, it is probably accurate to say that

throughout the USSR and the other major member nations of the Warsaw Pact (the situation was di�erent

in China, other newly communist states, and perhaps a couple of smaller Eastern European nations like

Albania and Bulgaria), a small and dwindling percentage of the populace still really believed in the

communist dream; among the younger generations, it had almost completely disappeared. Indeed,

Gorbachev was forced to resort to radical measures to reform the system, measures that instead led to its

collapse, precisely because Soviet society had become so corrupt and listless.

34

35

Are we claiming here that the nuclear revolution, and the decisions by Khrushchev and Brezhnev to respect

it by avoiding war with the West, explain the degeneration of Soviet bloc society by itself? Of course not.

The legacy of Stalinism tainted the communist experiment throughout Eastern Europe from the outset, and

the dysfunctional nature of communist command economies could be tolerated for only so long, especially

during a long stretch of peacetime. The development of new communication technologies that conveyed

images of Western luxury and political freedoms to Eastern bloc citizens in the 1970s and 1980s surely

played a key role as well. But the disappearance of the prospect of war, revolution, and world-historical

political change allowed these political dissatisfactions to intensify and ferment during the last decades of

the Soviet experiment, as Molotov precisely predicted. In a great irony, one of Gorbachev's last-gasp

measures to sustain his dying empire was to embrace the cause of nuclear peace, placing it against the

apparent nuclear aggressiveness of the American president Ronald Reagan and his notorious “Star Wars”

project, in the futile hopes that this would increase the USSR's attractiveness to a Western public fearful of

nuclear holocaust.  That was a long way from Marxism-Leninism, and can be characterized as a desperate

act by a dying empire. By the end of 1991, the Soviet Union was no more.

p. 373

36

The three e�ects of the nuclear revolution outlined here were, in many ways, particular to the cold war. The

prospect of nuclear war shaped US-Soviet relations and a�ected the political cultures of both countries in

the context of a bipolar geopolitical confrontation that gave the possibility of nuclear war speci�c

connotations.

One of the great questions facing scholars and policymakers in the post-cold war era is whether the lessons

taken from the nuclear confrontations during the cold war, confrontations that never escalated into war,
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can be applied to our present international order. One of the aims of this essay is to suggest that while the

actual crises and political confrontations between East and West were indeed speci�c to the cold war, and

hence have a limited relevance to our unipolar and globalized order today, there was a larger phenomenon,

one caused by the logic of the nuclear revolution, that will always apply as long as there are sovereign states

and some of them have nuclear arsenals. This is the reality that large-scale war between nations in

possession of thermonuclear arsenals has become irretrievably absurd, and that the future of international

politics in the 21st century will hinge upon whether leaders accept this reality or whether they try to

overcome it.
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22 International Institutions 
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This chapter explores the role of international institutions during the Cold War. It explains that while

international institutions promoted their own agendas for global action, they also provided venues for

raising questions about the bipolar power contest and acted as mitigators in international con�icts.

The chapter also suggests that the histories of international institutions can provide insights into the

complexities of the Cold War. It furthermore discusses the role of the United Nations in creating an era

of global expectations and conventions that do �t into the nation-states paradigm, and highlights the

emergence of the so-called world society or world culture during the Cold War.

International institutions during the cold war operated both within and outside of the traditional narrative

of East-West superpower con�ict. They provided arenas for states large and small to raise questions outside

the bipolar power contest; they promoted their own agendas for global action that sometimes competed

with those of the superpowers; they acted as mitigators in international con�icts and promoted

international consensus; they were frequently more preoccupied with North-South issues (especially

development) than East-West con�icts; they handled crises and challenges that no single nation could; and

they worked with a broad spectrum of governmental and nongovernmental actors to accomplish their

mission. Their histories are therefore integral to understanding the complexities of the cold war, even

though their role in international society often preceded the advent of the cold war and has persisted and

expanded since its end. Most signi�cantly and primarily outside the traditional East-West drama of the cold

war, international institutions have largely succeeded in changing the lens through which people and

national governments view, think about, and interact with the world. At the center of the cold war universe

of international institutions was the United Nations system, which seemingly touched upon all aspects of

the international community. Building on the foundations of the League of Nations, the United Nations
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included six principal organs (the General Assembly, the Security Council, the Economic and Social Council,

the Secretariat headed by the Secretary-General, the Trusteeship Council, and the International Court of

Justice) and incorporated both new and previously established specialized agencies. From its beginning, it

also served as a center for the work of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) the world over. This chapter

therefore primarily uses examples drawn from the international institutions that make up the United

Nations system.

The United Nations and its specialized agencies built upon eighty years of international organizing. Starting

in the mid-19th century, countries had worked together to coordinate issues that threatened burgeoning

international trade and had grown too complex to be e�ectively handled by binational or even regional

conventions. For example, to prevent the spread of epidemic disease without unduly hindering the �ow of

trade through restrictive quarantines, countries created the intergovernmental Conseil Supérieur de Santé

de Constantinople (established 1849), Egypt's Sanitary, Maritime, and Quarantine Council (est. 1893), the

Pan American Sanitary Bureau (PASB, est. 1907), and the O�ce International d’Hygiène Publique (OIHP, est.

1908). The International Meteorological Organization (est. 1873 and renamed the World Meteorological

Organization in 1950) monitored and reported global weather phenomena and standardized national

weather reporting. The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) similarly aimed to facilitate

international trade and communications by standardizing equipment, creating uniform operating

procedures, and establishing a common rate structure �rst for telegraphs (1865), then for telephony (1885),

radio transmissions (1906), and television (1927). The origins of the Universal Postal Union were similar, as

countries in 1875 decided to create an international framework to standardize postal rates and regulations

and to replace an increasingly complex set of national and regional agreements. At the dawn of the new

century, growing international trade led to the �rst (1899) Hague Peace Conference; the 26 states attending

included European countries, the United States, Mexico, Japan, China, and Persia. The resulting Permanent

Court of Arbitration established a standard set of rules and procedures to govern international arbitration

and issued several landmark rulings in the development of international law, including the 1913 Carthage

and Manouba cases regarding the seizure of vessels. Rationalizing international agricultural commodity

markets by gathering and disseminating global agricultural statistics and technical studies was the initial

charge of member governments to the International Institute of Agriculture (est. 1908).  The 19th and early

20th centuries confronted the governments of the world with issues that increasingly seemed outside their

ability to control and led them to turn to international forms of organization—a trend that accelerated

signi�cantly with the catastrophe of the Great War.

p. 378

2

In the wake of World War I, the international community created the League of Nations (whose health and

cultural work scholars have largely overlooked), the International Labour Organization (also established by

the Treaty of Versailles), and the Permanent Court of International Justice at the Hague (which grew out of

Article 14 of the League Covenant). The League of Nations Council created a commission to combat the

epidemics that spread through Eastern Europe (especially Poland) in the upheaval that followed the war.

Building on this work, the League established its Health Organization (LNHO) in September 1923, as part of

the League Secretariat. It created a truly global system of epidemiological surveillance by incorporating Asia

and the Paci�c with the work already being done by the PASB and OIHP, conducted educational initiatives,

served as an international clearing house for medical information, standardized health and vital statistics,

and developed international standards for biological products used in the diagnosis, treatment, and

prevention of disease. In addition to preventing disease, the Health Section of the League of Nations worked

toward establishing global standards in nutrition. Its 1935 study, which found pervasive malnutrition

around the world, led to a three-day discussion in the League Assembly and the creation of a technical

committee on nutrition that established a set of universally applicable minimum dietary standards. The

League of Nations Mixed Committee on Nutrition then created national nutrition committees to report

annually on their countries’ e�orts to improve nutrition both at home and in their colonies. Just as it was

working to establish international standards in nutrition and the understanding of common human needs,

p. 379
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the League also promoted international understanding and cross-cultural artistic and educational exchange

through its International Institute for Intellectual Cooperation and International Educational

Cinematographic Institute. However, the beginning of World War II cut this work short.3

Like the League, the International Labour Organization (ILO) pursued “the establishment of universal

peace.” The Treaty of Versailles explicitly linked such peace to social justice and the conditions of labor. To

carry out this work, the ILO had a permanent sta� (the International Labour O�ce) as well as a tripartite

system of representatives, in which each member country sent a representative of its government,

organized labor movement, and business community. In its �rst International Labour Conference in 1919,

the ILO established six international labor conventions dealing with hours of work in industry,

unemployment, maternity protection, minimum age for employment, and night work for women and young

people in industry. Such conventions served as models for national legislation as well as global standards.

Also working to craft international standards was the Permanent Court of International Justice, created by

the First Assembly of the League of Nations in 1920. The court's judges were to “represent the main forms

of civilization and the principal legal systems of the world.” From its �rst sitting in 1922 until the advent of

World War II, it issued rulings on 29 contentious international cases and 27 advisory opinions based on a

�xed body of procedure and international law. During this period, it also became the declared jurisdictional

body for several hundred treaties, conventions, and declarations, testifying to the legitimacy that the court

had developed through its increasingly representative nature.  In pursuit of universal peace in the aftermath

of World War I, the nations of the world experimented with a variety of organizational methods and focused

on health, law, nutrition, education, and employment, which promised to root out the underlying causes of

the war. This work laid the foundation for the United Nations, which followed an even more devastating

global con�agration.

4

Indeed, the need to plan for a new international order following World War II seemed so urgent that several

international conferences established new specialized agencies even before the creation of the United

Nations Organization proper, including the 1943 Hot Spring Conference that established the Food and

Agriculture Organization (FAO) and the 1944 Bretton Woods Conference that established the International

Monetary Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (more commonly called the

World Bank). At the 1945 San Francisco Conference on International Organization, those considered to be

outside the realm of the great powers worked assiduously to ensure that the functions that they had most

appreciated from the League would have a prominent role in the new United Nations Organization. They

lobbied successfully to have the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) elevated to the status of a

principal organ of the United Nations and whole-heartedly supported the motion that led to the 1948

International Health Conference and the creation of the World Health Organization (WHO).  But much of the

optimism generated by these wartime conferences quickly dissipated as the cold war took form.

p. 380

5

In the early cold war, the United Nations—especially the General Assembly—became an arena of sorts

where the superpowers and their allies squared o� against one another, each trying to score points against

its adversary and earn the allegiance of the global audience. In the 1950s, the UN Security Council �rst sent

troops into an international con�ict in support of the South Koreans under the leadership of US General

Douglas MacArthur, but the Soviet Union used the brand new UN Human Rights Commission and later the

General Assembly to highlight African-American civil rights organizations’ claims of pervasive racial

discrimination and violence in the United States. During the next decade, iconic images of cold war drama

included Nikita Khrushchev's dramatic response (whether he actually banged his shoe or not) in October

1960 to a delegate from the Philippines referring to the peoples of Eastern Europe being “swallowed up . . . by

the Soviet Union,” and US ambassador to the UN Adlai Stevenson's internationally televised Security

Council presentation, which featured enlargements of American intelligence photos of missile silo sites in

Cuba and his belligerent questioning of Soviet Ambassador Valerian Zorin. In the 1970s and 1980s, the

United States complained about the “politicization” of several UN specialized agencies and withdrew from
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the International Labour Organization (November 1977–February 1980), the International Atomic Energy

Agency (September 1982–February 1983), and the United Nations Educational, Scienti�c, and Cultural

Organization (UNESCO, December 1984–October 2003). The Soviet Union during the Stalinist era had

employed similar tactics—for example, never joining the International Monetary Fund and World Bank

(though it had played an important role in the creation of both organizations) and withdrawing from the

World Health Organization (February 1949–May 1957), taking the rest of the Soviet bloc with it.6

But not all of the great theater of the United Nations revolved around the bipolar agenda of the superpowers.

Newly independent countries openly challenged the cold war paradigm in the United Nations as well as the

persistence of imperialism, racial discrimination, and unequal terms of global trade. The Non-Aligned or

Neutralist Movement emerged under the philosophical leadership of Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal

Nehru through a series of conferences starting in 1947 to facilitate communication and joint action between

non-aligned nations. In December 1950, twelve states from Asia and Africa joined together to establish their

own bloc within the United Nations, expressing a common stand that di�ered signi�cantly from the

superpower agenda then playing out on the Korean peninsula. These states worked cooperatively to pass a

December 1952 General Assembly resolution condemning South African apartheid in solidarity with the

Indian and African De�ance Campaign then taking place in that country. South Africa's Nationalist

government believed that this UN action provided a major impetus to the nonviolent campaign and was a

grave trespass on its domestic a�airs. When a diverse set of twenty-nine Asian and African nations

gathered in Bandung, Java, Indonesia, in April 1955, they shared a common vision (despite ideological

di�erences and regional con�icts) of cooperative action to in�uence, if not control, the actions of the

superpowers through the collective body of the United Nations and to reorient the priorities of that

organization away from the superpower contest in order to better re�ect their own concerns. At roughly the

same time, advocates for and supporters of independence for the French colony of Algeria began actively to

work through the United Nations to “internationalize” the question of Algerian independence. This gave the

Non-Aligned Movement a platform from which to advocate for the decolonization of all areas. By 1961,

when the French negotiated Algerian independence at Evian, the Non-Aligned Movement had largely

succeeded in making decolonization, racial equality, and the development of these newly independent

nations the focus of the UN agenda and a standard trope of international discourse. Subsequently, the UN

General Assembly created a Special Committee against Apartheid in 1962, adopted an International

Convention on the Suppression and Punishment of the Crime of Apartheid in 1973, and by globally

publicizing and condemning such actions, played an important role in ending apartheid in South Africa

before the end of the century. Indeed, the Non-Aligned Movement succeeded throughout the cold war in

undermining the dominant paradigm of white supremacy across the globe.

p. 381
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In many ways, the United Nations was most intensely involved in the Middle East during the cold war,

where many countries seemed to have vital interests—whether related to oil, religion, national security,

trade, refugee settlement, territorial boundaries, or all of the above. From the Mediterranean Sea to the

Persian Gulf, the United Nations sought to resolve con�icts by engaging in diplomacy, suggesting

international borders, passing Security Council Resolutions, dispatching peacekeeping forces, and aiding

refugees. Not only did the United Nations help resolve the Iran-Iraq War (1980–8), but it also played a key

role in resolving con�icts in Lebanon and between Iraq and Kuwait. In particular, the United Nations sought

to address the region's most intractable problem, the Arab-Israeli dispute. When its initial plan to partition

Britain's Palestinian mandate failed and war erupted in 1948, the United Nations issued cease�re

resolutions and dispatched a UN mediator, who sought to win Arab acquiescence to the existence of the state

of Israel, Israeli repatriation of Palestinian refugees, and the internationalization of Jerusalem. After none

of these measures worked, the UN Security Council in 1949 created the United Nations Relief and Works

Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) to care for more than half a million Palestinian

refugees displaced by the con�ict. More than a half-century later, UNRWA remains a temporary agency,

although it has provided four generations of Palestinian refugees with education, health care, and other
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vital social services. Following the 1956 Arab-Israeli War, the United Nations helped to defuse an explosive

situation by negotiating a cease�re resolution and by deploying peacekeepers to serve as a bu�er between

Israel and Egypt. A decade later, the United Nations passed Security Council Resolution 242, which called on

Israel to withdraw from Arab territories occupied in 1967 in exchange for peace and Arab recognition of the

Jewish state. This formula, often known as “land for peace,” was the foundation for subsequent

diplomatic agreements, including the 1979 Camp David Accords between Israel and Egypt, along with the

1993 Oslo Accords between Israel and the Palestinian Liberation Organization. It is exceedingly di�cult to

judge whether the ongoing con�icts in the Middle East were part of the cold war or explosive regional

con�icts that would have taken shape regardless of the structure of post-World War II international

relations. Nonetheless, it is clear that the threat of superpower con�ict made the stakes in the Middle East

higher than in many other regions of the world and required an active presence by the United Nations,

which could assume the mantle of impartial mediator.

p. 382
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Those working for the United Nations embraced their identity as impartial, international civil servants and

frequently promoted their own agendas, which sometimes di�ered signi�cantly from those of the

superpowers. The Food and Agriculture Organization's �rst Director-General, Sir John Boyd Orr of Scotland,

was an independent-minded, outspoken, world-renowned nutritional scientist whose 1945 candidacy for

the organization's highest o�ce had been opposed by his national government. Orr, building on the earlier

work of the League of Nations, believed that the majority of the world's people were su�ering from

malnutrition and that, in the face of the projected growth in global population, a gargantuan increase in

agricultural production was needed. He believed this expansion would require a stabilization of commodity

prices as well as modernization of Third World agriculture. Additionally, Orr sought to transform global

distribution networks in order to help the world's poor break out of malnutrition and poverty, which in turn

would buoy the global economy and serve as a stepping stone to a better world order. But his vision of an

agriculturally centered economic development model quickly ran aground in the face of Anglo-American

opposition. FAO Director-General B. R. Sen of India, who took the helm in 1956, built on Orr's vision of

agricultural development with his Freedom From Hunger Campaign of 1959–63, which redirected the focus

of agricultural development work toward rural and human development activities (with the active support

of a wide range of NGOs). This focus di�ered signi�cantly from US e�orts at the same time to promote the

“Green Revolution”—an e�ort to increase agricultural productivity by introducing high-yield strains of

grains, more e�ective pesticides and fertilizers, and new management techniques that greatly favored

commercial agriculture.9

A more dramatic example of UN civil servants’ independent agency was Secretary-General Dag

Hammarskjöld's initiative in the Congo crisis, which ultimately claimed his life. This second UN

peacekeeping operation (known as ONUC), which involved some 20,000 troops and civilians, was the UN's

most complex and protracted operation to date. UN actions contributed, against the odds, to holding the

Congo together, decreasing the level of civilian hardship, and preventing another proxy war between the

superpowers. Hammarskjöld's policy of strict political neutrality, however, ensured that at one time or

another during the crisis all sides were discontented with the UN Secretary-General and his policy.

Nevertheless, his push for intervention helped transform the image of the UN (from perceived agent of US

policy to mediator) and make it a prominent forum for the forces of decolonization.10

Like Hammarskjöld, the leaders of the UN specialized agencies frequently sought to mitigate international

con�icts (related and unrelated to the cold war) in order to accomplish their work, and also like

Hammarskjöld, their e�orts to maintain political “neutrality” often produced mixed results. To illustrate,

the World Bank under President Eugene Black was most successful in negotiating an amicable sharing and

development of the resources of the Indus River, divided after the 1947 partition of the subcontinent

between India and Pakistan. The Indus Waters Treaty of 1960 removed a source of great friction between the

two contentious neighbors and established a more stable basis for further economic development in both
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countries. However, the World Bank failed in its e�ort to negotiate a settlement of the Anglo-Iranian oil

crisis that would allow Iranian and regional development e�orts to move forward. The bank had hoped to

serve as a neutral broker that would operate Iran's Abadan oil re�nery and keep the resulting pro�ts in

escrow until an Anglo-Iranian agreement was reached. Yet its e�orts quickly ran aground on the twin shoals

of Iranian suspicion and British hopes for an International Court of Justice decision that would reverse

Iranian nationalization. Black similarly sought and failed to promote Egyptian and Middle Eastern

development by assembling a consortium of funders to construct the Aswan High Dam. Although the World

Health Organization's Malaria Eradication Program (1955–69) was also ultimately a failure, it was

singularly successful in facilitating cooperation between contentious neighboring countries, because the

mosquitoes spreading malaria stubbornly refused to recognize even contested borders. Focused on this goal

of malaria eradication, the WHO was able, for example, to unite the countries of southeastern Africa

(Mozambique, Southern Rhodesia, Bechuanaland, Swaziland, and the Union of South Africa) in 1958 into a

single regional malaria eradication program whose multinational coordination board established,

supervised, and evaluated the coordinated DDT-spraying program. While UN development agencies sought

to mitigate con�ict in order to accomplish their work, several of the UN specialized agencies found their

very mission in the midst of con�ict.11

In 1950, the O�ce of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) received a three-year mandate to

complete the mission of the UN Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) in caring for World War

II refugees in Europe. Throughout the cold war, UNHCR worked with many millions around the globe,

including refugees from the 1956 Hungarian Revolution, the Algerian war for independence in the 1950s,

Bangladesh's 1971 war for independence from Pakistan, the decades-long clashes between Greeks and

Turks on Cyprus, the famines in Ethiopia in the 1980s, and civil wars in Namibia, Vietnam, Cambodia,

Nicaragua, Mozambique, and Afghanistan.  These con�icts, like the earlier Palestinian refugee crisis,

quickly overtaxed the hospitality and resources of neighboring countries, threatened to become

humanitarian crises, and therefore required an international response.

12

The primary focus of the UN's cold war work was the promotion of development, which both superpowers

used to further their own foreign policy agendas and which the newly independent countries eagerly sought.

In pursuing the elusive goal of development, the United Nations created several agencies dedicated

exclusively to this task, among them the World Bank (est. 1944), the UN Conference on Trade and

Development (UNCTAD, est. 1964), the United Nations Development Program (UNDP, est. 1965), the

International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD, est. 1974), and the United Nations Industrial

Development Organization (UNIDO, est. 1975). With the creation of the United Nations Program for

Technical Assistance in 1948, the UN had begun to move development to the very center of its work, a move

that newly independent countries warmly welcomed and determinedly pushed forward in the coming

decades, including the Development Decades of the 1960s and 1970s. These developing nations preferred

multilateral aid through the UN and its specialized agencies to bilateral aid, which seemed to come with

more “strings” attached and seemed to threaten their independence.
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Development was among the many problems that the UN tackled because no single country could deal with

such problems independently, as they a�ected entire continents or even the world as a whole. Much of this

work, though it is vital to the e�ective functioning of the world system, took and still takes place without

much public awareness. The specialized agencies of the United Nations have been the source of important

global standards and international norms. The International Telecommunications Union, the Universal

Postal Union, the International Maritime Organization, the International Civilian Aviation Organization,

and the World Health Organization all set international standards that allow mail, radio, television,

medicines, vaccines, ships, and planes to cross international borders daily with few problems. In many

ways, this technical work closely knits the nations of the world together.  More controversial have been the

standards that the UN system has de�ned in terms of the rights of workers, children, women, and human

14
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beings in general. Even in these areas, however, the United Nations has succeeded in establishing global

norms that have shaped international discourse and that have the potential to deter human rights abusers,

to hold such people accountable for their actions, and to pave the way for future improvements.

The �eld of human rights has been one of the primary areas of contestation between the idea of universal

standards and the rights of sovereign nations. While countries have frequently de�ned and defended their

right to treat their own citizens in a way that sustains their national security, the United Nations and its

organizations have repeatedly established international rights and norms for a variety of people. In the

wake of the World War II Holocaust of the Jews, banning discrimination based on racial prejudice seemed

particularly imperative and was written into Article 55c of the United Nations Charter, embodied in

ECOSOC's Commission on Human Rights, and more clearly de�ned by the 1948 Universal Declaration of

Human Rights. Subsequently, the ILO and UNESCO similarly passed conventions banning racial

discrimination in employment (1958) and education (1960) respectively. By 1985, the UN's 1969

International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination had more countries

adhering to it than any other human rights instrument. However, the fact that most countries have

condemned racial discrimination in the international arena has not prevented such discrimination within

national boundaries; the postwar period has witnessed a number of racially motivated genocides.

Additionally, UN human rights work during the cold war often became a battleground between the two

superpowers: the Americans emphasized individual civil and political rights and therefore condemned the

communist nations for their lack of free elections and freedom of speech, press, assembly, and religion;

while the Soviet Union emphasized collective economic, social, and cultural rights, condemned capitalist

nations for their failure to guarantee employment, and especially criticized the US for its treatment of

African Americans during the Jim Crow era.
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Eventually, the UN framework of human rights became a platform for the assertion of ethnic rights,

prisoner rights, women's rights, and indigenous rights as categories of human rights. Although the

guaranteeing of such rights varies from country to country even now, the establishment of a universal

standard has served as a rallying point for these groups and catalyzed the creation and work of international

NGOs (such as Amnesty International). By contrasting international standards with governmental practices,

NGOs have often been able to gain global media attention and public support on a range of human rights

issues, including racially motivated genocidal practices and the treatment of political prisoners, women,

and indigenous and tribal peoples. The UN Commission on the Status of Women, which operates under

ECOSOC and whose creation was opposed by both the United States and the United Kingdom, drafted the

Convention on the Political Rights of Women (accepted by the General Assembly in 1952), worked with the

ILO on crafting conventions on equal pay and employment discrimination, and organized the 1975 Mexico

City conference. Although that conference exposed the di�erent priorities of First World and Third World

women (with the former focusing on legal equality while the latter focused on economic development), it

did help to identify the global problems facing women and served as the launching point for the

International Decade of Women. The Mexico City conference also mobilized the General Assembly to adopt

the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women in 1979 and to launch a

series of international conferences on women's global issues (Copenhagen 1980, Nairobi 1985, Beijing

1995). Similarly, the United Nations hosted an International NGO Conference on Discrimination against

Indigenous Populations in the Americas in 1977 in recognition of the developing Fourth World Movement

that grew out of grassroots indigenous movements. Subsequently, this network helped coordinate the

formulation and communication of the needs and demands of indigenous peoples throughout the world.

Formal milestones in this movement have included “The International Year of the World's Indigenous

People” (1993) and creation of a permanent forum on indigenous issues within ECOSOC in May 2002.16

Another area in which claims of national sovereignty have collided with the needs of the global community

is the environment. As each country sought to advance its own economic standing through trade and
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development, the question arose, what are the rights of neighboring countries that share migratory

animals, air, water, and soil? International debates about environmental concerns began with e�orts to

protect wildlife in the early 20th century and resulted in the 1916 Treaty for the Protection of Migratory

Birds between Canada and the United States, the 1933 Convention relative to the Preservation of Flora

and Fauna in their Natural State (which focused speci�cally on Africa), and a series of postwar conventions

related to oceanic �shing that included the creation of the International Whaling Commission in 1946.

Increased concern over pollutants (especially oil), realization that airborne pollutants were causing acid

rain and depleting the ozone layer, and concern that deforestation was a�ecting global climate change all

accelerated international environmental discussions, resulting in the 1969 UN General Assembly Resolution

that convened the �rst UN Conference on the Human Environment. The resolution instructed the

participants of the June 1972 Stockholm Conference to provide “a framework for comprehensive

consideration within the United Nations of the problems of the human environment.” The objective was “to

focus the attention of Governments and public opinion on the importance and urgency of this question and

also to identify those aspects of it that can only or best be solved through international co-operation and

agreement.” Conference delegates discussed the future of the human race within the context of its global

environment under the motto “Only One Earth.” Although the entire Soviet bloc abstained from

participation, 113 governments were represented. They drafted a Declaration on the Human Environment

that created the UN Environment Program (UNEP) as a special body within the UN Secretariat and

established 26 “Principles” that helped to focus international attention on key environmental issues.

Headquartered in Nairobi, Kenya, UNEP was able to sidestep many prevailing cold war issues and focus on

key North-South development issues. Its conventions on marine pollution (1973), international trade in

endangered species (1975), and long-range air pollution (1979) helped to establish the principle that,

although there is a recognized right of sovereign nations to exploit their natural resources, there is also an

attendant responsibility to ensure that no signi�cant damage is su�ered by others in the community of

nations.
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When the UN convened the 1972 Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment, international

environmental NGOs organized a parallel forum that attracted some 400 NGO representatives, facilitated

their meetings with the governmental representatives attending the conference, provided opportunities for

demonstrations, and created a global platform for these NGOs to promote their issues alongside and in

conjunction with the UN representatives. This arrangement showed the growing political clout of

nongovernmental organizations and set a precedent for future UN conferences. At the 1975 UN Conference

on the Status of Women in Mexico City, an uno�cial forum of NGOs, called the Tribune, garnered as much

international media attention as the main conference. The Tribune pushed for a more progressive feminist

agenda and helped establish an international network of feminists. Leading up to the 1985 Nairobi

Conference, NGOs with consultative status in ECOSOC participated in the formulation of the “Forward

Looking Strategy for the Advancement of Women to the Year 2000.”18

In many ways the United Nations and international NGOs developed a thriving symbiotic relationship

during the cold war that again complicates a state-focused view of this period. Under the guidance of Article

71 of the UN Charter, the Economic and Social Council granted forty-one NGOs formal consultative status in

1946. Subsequently, consultative status was divided into general and special consultative status,

recognizing that some NGOs are interested and involved in most of ECOSOC's areas of work, while others

are more specialized. Once accorded such status, NGO representatives gained access to UN meetings,

information, and conferences as well as the right to add items to ECOSOC's agenda.  The UN actively

recruited and o�cially recognized NGOs, because it needed their resources to carry out its ambitious

mission, their voices to enrich a conversation dominated by o�cial government positions, and their

prodding to move the organization forward and make it more responsive to the needs of the world's people.

In turn, the NGOs received an international bully pulpit, a locus for the development of international
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networks of activists, the legitimacy that came with o�cial UN recognition, and some ability to shape

international policies.20

NGOs not only re�ected the interests of international actors outside and occasionally independent of the

nation-state but they also exposed both di�erent viewpoints within single governments and agreements

across state and even cold war divides. When FAO Director-General Orr �oated his World Food Board

proposal in 1946, the State Department was vociferously opposed, but the US Department of Agriculture saw

great merit in the idea. International organizations often dealt with federal bureaucrats specializing in

agriculture, the postal service, telecommunications, international shipping, and public health among other

�elds, and these became areas in which the superpowers could and did cooperate. The World Health

Organization's global Smallpox Eradication Program, which was launched in January 1967 and celebrated

eradication in 1980, brought the two superpowers together to cooperate in a campaign whose primary

soldiers were a global “epistemic community” of epidemiologists and health o�cials. Indeed, the founders

of the World Health Organization initially created an advisory executive board whose medical experts were

to act on their professional standards rather than their national allegiances. However, only the International

Labour Organization has been able to maintain an organizational structure in which governments, labor,

and business are each independently represented.21

The people who worked for and with these international organizations began to see the world in a di�erent

way. The health and cultural work of the League of Nations had begun to de�ne people in human terms—

their caloric and nutritional needs, their ability to create valuable artistic and intellectual products—that

transcended national borders and racial categories. The League of Nations e�ectively integrated Asian,

Latin American, and African countries as equal members, and Asians, Africans, and Latin Americans during

the interwar period became increasingly active in international organizations of all sorts. This re�ected

larger intellectual trends of the 20th century that used social science to break down the immovable

dichotomy between “savagery” and “civilization.” Although Western nations had used this dichotomy

extensively in the 19th century to rationalize and legitimate imperialism, it had also accorded a di�erent

status, especially in international law, to those nations, such as Japan and Thailand, which adopted some of

the accepted norms of “civilization.” With the advent of the 20th century, such countries were increasingly

invited to participate in international conferences and organizations (such as the 1899 Hague Peace

Conference, the League of Nations, and the Permanent Court of International Justice). Additionally, the

horrors of the Holocaust exposed the fallacy of Western “civilization,” and the decolonization and civil

rights movements of the postwar era helped to establish a more universal discourse for the second half of

the 20th century by undermining the dominant paradigm of the previous century that had divided nations

into “civilized” and “savage” along racial lines. “Development”—the idea that all countries de�ned as poor

and traditional could become a�uent and modern by following a historically derived model—embodied

these new ideas and sought to make them a reality.  The international civil servants charged with

implementing UN development projects shared this liberal ideology of development, seeing only global

problems and believing that with the help of expertise and resources that all could enjoy the fruits of

modern society, including good health, gainful employment, quality education, equality, and access to the

global consumer economy.
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Indeed, the preamble to the UN Charter began “We the peoples of the United Nations” and focused on the

fundamental purposes of the new organization: “to rea�rm faith in fundamental human rights, in the

dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and

small.” In pursuit of these goals, the peoples of the United Nations committed themselves “to practice

tolerance and live together in peace with one another as good neighbours . . . and to employ international

machinery for the promotion of the economic and social advancement of all peoples.” In other words, the

United Nations established a new standard and goal for the international community. That it has not always

succeeded in attaining those standards and goals has made it the rightful target for criticism or even
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charges of hypocrisy, but this should not obscure the fact that such standards and expectations were largely

absent before the United Nations and have transformed the expectations of the peoples of the world.

During the cold war, something began to develop that sociologists have variously called “world society” and

“world culture,” which political scientists have termed “international society” or “functionalist epistemic

communities,” and which some historians have called a “global community” or just plain “globalization.”

Regardless of its nomenclature, the United Nations system has helped to craft an era of global expectations

and conventions that do not �t neatly into the still-dominant paradigm of nation-states. Indeed, during the

cold war the superpowers expended a great deal of diplomatic energy on avoiding criticism in the United

Nations and on criticizing the other side by utilizing the new UN standards on human rights and its e�orts

to promote development throughout the Third World. Despite the centrality of the UN in the cold war

narrative, the end of the cold war brought no noticeable diminution of the United Nations’ global work and

role. Indeed, the need for economic development in the former Soviet bloc, the environmental dangers

created by the nuclear program of the USSR, and the ethnic and national con�icts between and within the

former Soviet Republics seem to indicate, if anything, a greater need for an international organization that

can address these additional challenges.  As long as there continue to be large numbers of refugees from

con�icts like those in Kosovo, East Timor, and Rwanda; as long as human rights, indigenous rights, and

women's rights remain issues that transcend national boundaries; as long as global epidemics threaten

the world's peoples; as long as rising population and unsustainable natural-resource use seem to threaten

the environment and climate of the globe; as long as an earthquake in one part of the world threatens

another with a catastrophic tsunami; as long as the tra�cking of human beings and narcotic drugs crosses

national boundaries; and as long as the countries of the world trade and �ght with one another, it seems

likely that international institutions will continue to be vital to the life of the planet and its peoples.

24
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23 Trade, Aid, and Economic Warfare 
Robert Mark Spaulding

This chapter, which examines the relation among trade, foreign aid, and economic warfare and their

role in the Cold War, suggests that these three economic activities are intertwined and explains that

subsidized trade with client states is a form of aid while embargoed trade is a type of economic warfare.

It argues that trade, aid, and economic warfare co-determined the outcome of the cold war struggle,

and that Cold War economic competition and the failures and successes of the rival states paved the

way for a new wave of globalization which began in the 1980s and expanded after 1989. The chapter

also considers several key developments of the Cold War period that are important components of

contemporary globalization.

For both sides in the cold war, trade, aid, and economic warfare were important global activities conducted

with allies inside each bloc, with clients in the non-aligned world, and with rivals belonging to the other

bloc. Trade, aid, and economic warfare were consequential arenas of economic competition between

communist and capitalist economies and governments. The di�culty of the Soviet bloc economy in these

�elds is an indispensable component in any serious account of the ultimate collapse of Soviet power and the

cold war's end.

The terms trade, aid, and economic warfare were already employed during the initial decades of the cold war

and have been widely used by scholars since that time. Economic warfare during the cold war has been

subjected to penetrating scholarly debate, and we now have a much better understanding of most of the

important activities in this area, even if disagreements on salient points remain. In contrast, work on

understanding the growth of developmental aid and its role in the evolving political economy of the cold

war is just beginning. Between those two points lies our understanding of trade itself. The enormity of the

subject leaves much work to be done connecting the cold war to shifting patterns of global trade and in tying

those patterns to the lived experiences of many millions of people around the world. Subsequent scholarship
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might also provide greater insight into how some cold war patterns of trade transcended the cold war

framework by contributing to a new wave of economic globalization in the late 20th century.

These three activities are often tightly intertwined. Subsidized trade with client states was a form of aid, but

embargoed trade between the blocs became a type of economic warfare; foreign aid programs were a form of

East-West competition that was also seen as a variety of economic warfare. Similarly, all these economic

activities went hand-in-hand with geopolitical and cultural strategies of competition between rival powers.

Communist and capitalist governments often deployed trade, aid, and economic warfare to reinforce

other incentives and dissuasions designed to in�uence foreign behaviors. Indeed, many states and

governments found positive and negative trade manipulations to be among the most useful tools of

statecraft throughout the cold war.

p. 395

Exploration of each of these topics centers on the following three analytic tasks. First, we can assess how

these economic activities shaped the cold war, highlighting how foreign economic policies in�uenced global

strategies and foreign relations on both sides of the East-West divide. We can also indicate how such

assessments might move beyond macroeconomics and high politics to describe the impact of global

movements of food, consumer goods, equipment, and energy supplies on everyday lives. A second, closely

related, task is to evaluate the importance of each of these activities within larger strategies of cold war

competition. As the cold war evolved into a rough military stalemate, economic competition moved to the

fore; yet economic activities remained only single elements in complex equations about foreign relations. In

broad strokes we can identify compromises, sacri�ces, and trade-o�s made by several parties to keep

policies on trade, aid, and economic warfare compatible with other foreign policy goals. A third, larger, task

is connecting cold war developments in these three areas to the more expansive economic history of the

modern world. Some cold war economic policies remained con�ned to the era of the cold war proper, but

other practices and structures that originated during the cold war period survived past 1989 and continue as

important pieces of global regimes. Distinguishing between transient, period-speci�c practices and more

enduring structures that persisted after the end of the cold war is a crucial step in re�ning our

understanding of the long-term historical signi�cance of the cold war and its legacy for the development of

the global political economy.

Trade

Merchandise trade �ows, and the structures and policies that determined them, shaped the cold war in four

important ways. First, altered trade �ows and new international trade organizations helped de�ne and

solidify the rival politico-economic blocs. Second, trade helped determine levels of prosperity and economic

performance within the two competing portions of the global economy as intra-bloc trade produced sharply

divergent welfare gains within capitalist and communist systems. Third, growing trade between East and

West became the primary form of economic interaction between the two systems, which gave East-West

trade a dual economic-political function as both a vehicle for moving billions of dollars in merchandise

around the globe and as a barometer of political relations between the two systems. Fourth, as the primary

form of economic exchange between communist and capitalist economies, trade also became the primary

forum for policies of economic warfare.

Trade �ows were important enough to in�uence non-economic portions of the East-West relationship, but

Eastern and Western goals in trade were never so signi�cant that either side pursued its trade agendas

without internal and external compromises. Finally, we can connect a number of trade patterns and trade

structures that emerged during the cold war to larger, more enduring trends in the global economy.

p. 396

In the early years of the cold war, trade and international trade organizations precipitated the division of the

world economy into capitalist and communist spheres and helped consolidate those spheres into economic
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blocs with distinct patterns and mechanisms of trade. In the West, GATT (General Agreement on Tari�s and

Trade) emerged in 1947 as an important international institution that facilitated the great rise in trade in

the reconstructed capitalist order.  GATT also became “a forum in which to wage the cold war,” and

Francine McKenzie has recently shown how Western political and economic calculations shaped the

development of GATT in its �rst decade as the trade institution became “a pillar of the ‘free world’.”  In

Western Europe the Committee of European Economic Cooperation, which coordinated Marshall Plan aid

beginning in 1947, also originated important trade liberalizing practices. The European Coal and Steel

Community (1951), and the European Economic Community (1957) expanded these practices, facilitated by

the terms of the European Payments Union (1950).

1

2

Deliberate Soviet choices created a communist trade and payments system separated from the larger and

more successful liberal capitalist order. Redirected trade �ows helped de�ne the communist sphere. With

fateful long-term consequences, Stalin chose not to participate in the structures that reconstructed the

international and European economies: the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank (1944), the

Marshall Plan (1947), and GATT (1948). Further, Soviet leadership insisted that Soviet satellites in Eastern

Europe make parallel decisions both to impose state control over foreign trade and to preclude participation

in global structures.  In Asia, the People's Republic of China (PRC) used trade and aid agreements with the

Soviet Union in early 1950 to create a communist economic alliance rather than move toward cooperation

with the capitalist world.

3

4

Stalin redirected East European trade toward the Soviet Union with bilateral trade and economic

agreements, reinforcing these ties in 1949 with the multilateral Council for Mutual Economic Assistance

(CMEA) which included the Soviet Union and its East European satellites (the EE Six).  Trade among

member states remained on a bilateral basis until Nikita Khrushchev attempted to use the CMEA for genuine

multilateral trade coordination among members. However, Stalin's decisions to maintain limited contact

with the global economy were not fundamentally reversed.

5

Within the capitalist economy, rapid increases in trade, foreign investment, personal contacts, and

technology transfers were important factors in achieving unprecedented Western prosperity during the cold

war era.  In the East, restricted external contact and unwieldy practices prevented intra-bloc trade from

producing continuing welfare bene�ts for its members.  Trade structures and patterns in the planned

economies greatly reduced contact, trade, and technology transfer from the West, which exacerbated the

Soviet system's own structural failures in developing and deploying technical innovations that could boost

productivity.

6

7

The burdens of self-contained Soviet bloc trade profoundly a�ected both Soviet-East European relations

and external relations between Soviet bloc states and the global economy. Randall Stone shows that, by

sending overpriced machinery and equipment to the Soviet Union in exchange for energy and raw materials,

“the European members of the CMEA were receiving a substantial subsidy by the late 1950s,” transferred

from the Soviet Union through intra-bloc trade.  Over the following decades global trends increased the size

of the Soviet subsidy: commodity prices rose, increasing the Soviets’ opportunity costs in sending energy

supplies to Eastern Europe rather than into the world market for higher prices in hard currencies;

meanwhile the quality gap widened between East European machinery and similar Western products,

reducing the value of East European goods sent to the Soviet Union. In analyses of Soviet bloc trade, both

Charles Maier and Philip Hanson discuss Soviet “subsidies” and “transfers.”  Repeated Soviet attempts to

create a more equitable distribution of trade bene�ts with programs such as a “Socialist Division of Labor”

(1962) or “Socialist Economic Integration” (1971) failed as the EE Six deliberately thwarted decades of

proposed Soviet trade reforms.

p. 397

8

9

10

The Soviets and the East Europeans complained to each other about a trade pattern of subsidized

backwardness which inspired both partners to seek alternatives in trade with the West. The inability to solve
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chronic problems of low agricultural productivity or to produce for themselves the advanced tools,

machinery, and equipment needed for a genuine modernization of the economy forced the Soviet bloc

states, including the Soviet Union, to expand trade with the non-communist world. In the course of the

1960s, as communist growth rates slowed, the idea of using Western imports to raise production levels

grew.

By the early 1970s all of the Soviet bloc states were increasing Western trade to reinvigorate economic

growth at home. These economic motives were a major factor in Soviet policies that fostered the political

context for détente. Yet East-West trade created as many problems, both economic and political, as it

solved. From the late 1950s to the late 1980s, communist governments struggled futilely to weave

economically viable and politically safe relationships between their economies and larger global trade

patterns.11

Throughout the cold war period, trade occupied center stage in the variable but growing economic

relationship between East and West; for most communist governments, trade with the West did not lead to

additional forms of economic contact such as foreign investment.  In the 1960s larger and longer-term

Western credits required speci�c forms of import purchases by communist borrowers. Even after Hungary

became the �rst communist state to join the IMF in 1982, its currency remained inconvertible. In short,

trade, including trade based on Western credit, remained the most important form of economic contact

between East and West.

12

Political considerations and economic factors determined the �ow of East-West trade during the cold war.

The best known and most controversial political deliberation was the Western “embargo” or strategic

export control program, discussed below. Among the economic factors, the communist economies’ limited

ability to pay for Western products remained the central problem throughout the period. Beneath the more

visible political restrictions of Western export controls, this economic limitation of communist economies

served as a recurring barrier to expanded trade between East and West.

Generally, our knowledge about the global history of East-West trade during the cold war remains

fragmented between in-depth studies that cover individual national ex-periences.  We still need analyses

of multidirectional merchandise trade �ows which examine the economic, political, social, and cultural

implications of East-West exchange from the 1950s to the 1980s. Cold war policies initiated movements of

food, consumer goods, industrial equipment, and energy resources that a�ected the daily lives of millions of

people around the world. We have yet to link the macroeconomic developments and high politics of East-

West trade with its impact on diet, consumption, status, working conditions, and social transformations in

the many countries involved. A broad economic history could show how high-level trade policy decisions

shaped the lived experience of citizens on both sides of the East-West divide as well as in the developing

world.

p. 398
13

14

Three broad phases of East-West trade co-determined the larger trends in overall political relations during

the cold war. First, severed trade was an integral part of dividing the globe into rival politico-economic

blocs. Beginning in 1948, Stalinist trade policies and Western export controls cut short immediate postwar

plans for restoration of East-West trade. European and American planners had envisioned Western Europe

importing millions of tons of East European coal, grain, potash, and timber, worth between $5 and $6

billion.  In 1947 and 1948 US authorities in Western Germany began restoring traditional German trade

patterns with Poland and Czechoslovakia. Thereafter, trade-reducing pressures from both sides constricted

merchandise �ows. These pressures peaked during the Korean War as West European imports from and

exports to Eastern Europe reached respective low points in 1952 in 1953. Severing centuries-old patterns of

commerce running between Eastern and Western Europe contributed powerfully to the e�ective division of

the continent and to the isolation of populations in Eastern Europe which historically had been linked to the

West through webs of exchange.

15
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Second, beginning in the late 1950s, expanded trade worked toward gradually improving the relationship

between the Soviet bloc and the West. Khrushchev's use of increased Western imports to alleviate systemic

agricultural and technical shortcomings in the Soviet economy stimulated a slowly accelerating increase in

trade. Increased imports were made possible by expanded trade contacts with the West, such as the 1958

long-term trade treaty with the Federal Republic of Germany and contracts for Soviet oil sales to Italy in

1960 and 1961. The Soviets placed orders for complete factory infrastructures and large “turn-key” projects

such as the 1965 deal with Italian car-maker Fiat to design, build, and begin operation of a production

facility for small cars at Tolyattii in Russia. From 1960 to 1963 the Soviets also bought signi�cant quantities

of wheat in Western markets, almost $1 billion from Canada alone, in order to compensate for failed Soviet

harvests. In the shadow of these Soviet practices, East European countries also began to experiment with

increased trade and imports from the West.

The Chinese communists did not follow suit. The PRC did make purchases in the global grain market to

reduce famine levels caused by Mao's misguided Great Leap Forward. Nevertheless, the Chinese refused to

rethink economic strategy to include increased trade with the West.

In the 1960s and 1970s these trends accelerated. New Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev presided over annual

increases in imports of Western machinery and equipment above 11 percent for the years 1966–70, and

gigantic purchases of Western wheat to make up for unreliable Soviet grain harvests. Imports were �nanced

by a combination of Soviet energy, mineral, and metal exports, Western credits for industrial and

agricultural sales, and Soviet sales of gold. The gas pipeline deal negotiated with West German banks and

steel producers in 1970 brought Western energy delivery technology into the Soviet Union, to be repaid with

natural gas deliveries to Western Europe. The normalization of trade relations on an MFN (most-favored-

nation) basis with the United States in October 1972 was another milestone along this path, as was the so-

called “second basket” of economic arrangements in the Helsinki Agreements in 1975.

p. 399

16

In Eastern Europe, Poland and Hungary embarked on aggressive strategies of import-led growth by buying

Western capital goods and production licenses. They �nanced these imports by borrowing from the West,

and foreign debt in both countries reached dangerous levels by the end of the 1970s. In the German

Democratic Republic (GDR), Western imports also rose signi�cantly, and even the special bene�ts arising

from “inner-German trade” could not prevent an unsustainable rise in foreign debt.  By 1978 the Soviets

and East Europeans were $50 billion in debt to the West, with no clear strategy for debt reduction.  Unlike

the Soviets, the Chinese were not yet interested in coupling an emerging political détente with the United

Stated to an expansion of trade; they rejected Kissinger's attempts to negotiate a resolution of outstanding

claims and assets questions as a �rst step to better business relations.

17

18

Among Western countries, increased trade with Soviets was invariably part of improving relations in this

period. For the Soviet leadership, particularly in the Brezhnev years, Western imports were material proof

that the Soviet Union could bene�t from reducing tensions with the West. For these reasons, every serious

analysis of Eastern and Western policies in the “détente” period includes some treatment of the role that

successful trade deals played in underpinning other agreements and improving the political climate

between the two blocs. Similarly, beginning in the 1980s, increased trade between the PRC and the West

solidi�ed the political understandings of earlier years.

A third phase of trade relations emerged in the early 1980s as intractable economic problems in the

communist economies and renewed political tension brought about by the collapse of détente and the

arrival of the Reagan administration combined to reverse the trend of growing trade. Mounting foreign debt

moderated Soviet import demands, as domestic oil production stagnated at around 12.5 million barrels per

day and oil prices collapsed in late 1985. Gorbachev decentralized control over foreign trade and allowed

joint ventures with 49 percent foreign ownership. The Soviet leadership focused its reform e�orts on

internal economic restructuring, however, and neglected foreign trade as a “peripheral” issue.19
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In the late 1970s, Western lenders grew increasingly nervous about high levels of global foreign debt and the

risk of default among developing countries, particularly in Latin America. These concerns called attention to

unsustainable foreign debt levels in Eastern Europe. Western alarm about the creditworthiness of Soviet

bloc states brought reductions in East European imports even as debt levels continued to rise. The resulting

austerity measures and declining living standards provoked the 1980 Solidarity protests in Poland. For the

GDR, credits from West Germany could not address the core problem of rising debt. By 1987 popular

discussion in East Germany centered on reduced availability of imported food and consumer goods.

p. 400

The root causes of stagnating trade lay in the economic fortunes of the Soviet bloc countries themselves. Yet

the refusal of Western exporters, banks, and governments to extend economic relief to distressed Soviet

bloc states may also have been a signi�cant element in their demise and cannot be detached from the larger

political climate of disappointment that followed the end of détente.20

Economic problems likewise inspired a reversal of previous Chinese policies. After the normalization of

diplomatic relations with the United States in 1979, the Chinese government began its historic economic

opening to the West. The Shenzhen “special economic zone,” which began in 1980 as a laboratory for new

forms of economic interaction with the West, is now the world's primary assembly point for electronic

consumer equipment. The creation of signi�cant pockets of capitalist activity within the Chinese economy

encompassed a range of international economic and �nancial opportunities that included more than trade.

This accelerating integration of the Chinese and global economies underpinned a Chinese relationship to

the outside world that went beyond a mere short-term détente with the West.

Ironically, East-West trade might be most important for what it did not accomplish during the cold war—

the resuscitation of the Soviet economic model. After Stalin, every constellation of Soviet leadership

counted on imported Western machinery and equipment to help rescue a gradually sinking economy. Yet it

was precisely when trade with the West increased most rapidly, during the Brezhnev years, that the Soviet

economy fell irretrievably behind the West's. Similarly, it was during the phase of large-scale energy

exports in the 1980s that Soviet foreign debt soared.  The consensus view is that “the Soviet system

impeded the assimilation and di�usion of imported technology, just as it limited the e�ectiveness of

domestic research, development, and innovation.”  Expanded trade and imported technology did not a�ect

communist economies in the way that Soviet leaders hoped and Western cold warriors feared.

21

22

If trade was a signi�cant long-term driver of cold war relations, how do we assess the importance of trade

policies to each side? In the initial years of the cold war, trade policies were central to each side's vision of

the post-World War II order. A reconstructed liberal-capitalist global economy was pivotal to American, and

with some reservations British, postwar visions, and remained a centerpiece of all planning. These Western

e�orts were too important to be compromised regardless of their e�ect in widening an emerging division of

Europe. In fact, the cold war intensi�ed American reconstruction e�orts as the Marshall Plan and other aid

programs purchased widespread international cooperation. A parallel determination was visible on the

Soviet side. Control of Eastern Europe required a state monopoly on foreign trade as part of the Soviet

economic model notwithstanding the trade disruptions and ine�ciencies that resulted.

In the longer period from the mid-1950s to the early 1980s, East-West trade grew dramatically, implying a

signi�cant commitment by both sides. For Soviet leaders, trade with the west had “high symbolic and

material value,” as Vladislav Zubok points out.  But desires for expanded trade did not overwhelm the

larger political goals of the Soviet government. Khrushchev's ambitious plans for importing foreign

technology did not restrain his destabilizing political thrusts involving Berlin and Cuba, which provoked an

intensi�ed US embargo of oil�eld pipes in late 1962 and temporarily slowed trade expansion. The Soviets

abandoned wheat purchases from the United States because of Lyndon Johnson's Vietnam escalation. Soviet

negotiators repeatedly rejected West German e�orts to include West Berlin in economic agreements despite

the delays and cancellations this caused. Most famously, in January 1975, the Kremlin unilaterally set aside

p. 401
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the Trade Agreement signed with the United States in October 1972 after the Jackson-Vanik amendment

connected US approval to Soviet emigration policy for Jews. Soviet leaders would not tolerate that sort of

“interference in internal a�airs,” the costs in foreign trade notwithstanding.24

The West's overwhelming productive advantage over the communist economies allowed trade to be

subordinated to larger political goals for most of the cold war. In the 1970s the Soviet market could be

important to individual Western �rms, and high-pro�le deals sometimes received a misleading amount of

publicity. Only after 1980, however, did Western Europe begin to acquire a truly substantial material stake in

East-West trade as Soviet natural gas joined Soviet oil in the West European energy palette. For the United

States and Japan, the material aspects of this East-West trade never approached its political signi�cance.

Because the Soviets valued trade with the West and because Western economies were generally not

dependent on trade with the Soviets, Western governments found trade useful in devising the broad range

of incentives and disincentives they employed across the East-West divide. By facilitating or impeding trade

Western governments incentivized some behaviors, punished others, and signaled communist governments

about the overall state of relations. Trade manipulations were more nimble and easily scalable than other

tools of statecraft. Western regulations covering trade with communist countries were generally anchored

in the ministerial or executive bureaucracy, and slight alterations usually did not require legislative action.

Quick trade responses to communist actions around the world sent clear signals to all foreign governments.

Also Western trade responses could be �nely calibrated, for example by raising or lowering import quotas

on speci�c East European or Soviet commodities, and they could be appropriate rejoinders to communist

strategies that sometimes amounted to “a policy of pinpricks” as Adenauer once described it.25

Because of their utility, trade manipulations, both large and small, were widely used by Western

governments. Some type of trade response in almost every Western capital accompanied every signi�cant

development in East-West relations from the death of Stalin in 1953 to the ascension of Mikhail Gorbachev

in 1985. Manipulated trade �ows were central to virtually every Western government when engaging

communist states. Consequently, vigorous debates about the best ways to use various degrees of “economic

warfare” were endemic to the Western alliance for most of the cold war.

Four outstanding themes connect these patterns of East-West trade to larger and more durable

developments in the global economy. First, East-West trade widened the historical gap between Eastern and

Western European levels of technology, productivity, and prosperity. Inadequate physical infrastructure,

under-capitalized dwarf farms in Poland, and manufacturing sectors that struggle to compete globally are

manifestations of East European backwardness exacerbated by cold war patterns of trade. The EU's

attempts to ameliorate these problems have raised continued East European backwardness from a regional

problem to a wider continental issue.

p. 402

Three other developments that emerged during the cold war period have continued into the subsequent

post-cold war decades of intensi�ed globalization. Western trade organizations created during the cold war

have been expanded and transformed into truly global trade organizations since 1989. In 1995 GATT became

the World Trade Organization (WTO). Since that time China and many other former communist states have

joined. GATT's history demonstrates how cold war pressures stimulated the development of an institution

that continues to set global trade rules. In that way the long-term impact of the cold war on (now truly)

global trade practices is still with us. In its original form the European Union (EU) is another organization

created by the pressures of the cold war that acquired an independent life of its own and continuing

importance. Many features and structures of our contemporary international trade regime are direct

extensions of Western practices and institutions created during the cold war that have come to envelope

some of the states that sought “non-aligned” status during the cold war and even some of the former Soviet

bloc states.
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The integration of China into the global economy on a hitherto unknown scale is another development of

the cold war era that constitutes a monumental development in the history of the modern global economy.

The Chinese path to modernization through integration into the global capitalist economy was rooted in the

quintessentially cold war developments of the Sino-Soviet split and the subsequent Sino-American détente.

The repercussions of cold war developments, in the form of China's global economic presence, will resonate

far into the future.

A �nal consequence of East-West trade that has emerged as an important element of the global economy is

Russia's role as a major exporter of hydrocarbon energy. Western technology and markets were essential for

developing Soviet exports of oil and gas during the cold war. Recent Russian exercises in energy-based

economic statecraft directed against the Ukraine and elsewhere have had material implications for Western

Europe. These developments are a direct legacy of East-West trade.

Aid

Trade and economic warfare each had long traditions before the cold war, but foreign aid as we think of it

now, i.e., as development aid, was a product of the cold war era.  Aid was a product of the cold war itself,

deployed by communist and capitalist governments as a new instrument of statecraft in the peculiar

circumstance of global rivalry unfolding simultaneously with the emergence of newly independent, but

underdeveloped, nations around the world. Carol Lancaster states �atly that “foreign aid as we know it

began as an instrument of cold war diplomacy.”

26

p. 403

27

Despite the enormous sums spent in rival programs of foreign aid during the cold war (some $50 billion

annually by 1988), historians have only very recently begun to write full-length explanatory accounts of the

most important foreign aid programs. Because developmental aid did not achieve prominence until the

1960s, we have only recently come to see it as an enduring element of international relations that in�uenced

the lives of hundreds of millions of donors and recipients around the world. The fragmented nature of

foreign aid deliveries, involving many governments, multiple large international organizations, and myriad

smaller religious and non-religious non-governmental organizations (NGOs), may have obscured the

cumulative impact of aid. Finally, only recently have we acquired access to institutional records for

signi�cant periods of foreign aid activity.

Two recent complementary trends in cold war research bring attention to the vast new �eld of

developmental aid. One is the increasing awareness of the global cold war outside of Europe, re�ected in

research over the past decade. A second trend has been the importance attached to competing communist

and capitalist plans for modernization in the less developed world, particularly in the 1960s and 1970s.

Recent studies of government modernization programs and their relationship to larger cold war strategies

are important steps in exploring the larger �elds of governmental, international, and non-governmental

developmental aid.  Yet investigations of governmental aid programs have only begun. For example, we

need a new history of Public Law (PL) 480, (the extensive US “Food for Peace” program), we have no

treatments of Soviet or Chinese government foreign aid programs equivalent to those of Western aid

programs, and we should examine how subsidized trade served as a form of aid without always being

acknowledged as such. A new appreciation of how international institutions a�ect the contemporary world

is just now resulting in well-researched studies of some of the largest international aid programs.  Placing

government programs in this larger context and explicating the role of international and non-

governmental developmental aid programs will be an exciting new frontier in cold war research.

28

29

With archival research into international and non-governmental aid programs just beginning, we can o�er

but preliminary observations about how aid programs helped shape the cold war and the signi�cance of aid

programs in the East-West competition. By the late 1950s developmental aid had become an important
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means for both sides in the cold war to support client states and in�uence non-aligned governments.

Foreign aid expanded the cold war arena by extending political and economic competition from Europe into

Asia, Africa, and South America. Many non-aligned states that accepted governmental and international aid

would not have allowed an overt political or military presence by either side. With their ambiguous mixture

of instrumental and humanitarian motives, aid programs were more acceptable to recipient governments

than other forms of in�uence and were therefore more useful to donor states. By 1970 almost every 

government in the world was involved in foreign aid as either a donor or a recipient. Thus foreign aid

became the most pervasive means of conducting the cold war in every corner of the globe.

p. 404

Perhaps because of its pervasive nature and the complicated multilateral and multilayered nature of foreign

aid delivery, it became increasingly challenging for any single government to deploy aid in a

straightforward manner as an e�ective political tool. For that reason it is di�cult to determine if or how

foreign aid spending worked to the advantage of particular countries during the cold war. This uncertainty

sparked recurring questions in both the United States and the Soviet Union about whether governmental aid

and donations to international aid projects were “worth it” politically.30

By the late 1950s the �eld of donors had become crowded: Britain and France had aid programs for their

former colonies, the European Nordic countries had small programs, the Soviet Union concluded a major aid

package with India in 1953, East Europeans o�ered token programs, and Japan had entered the �eld. Almost

every government channeled some funding to NGOs and used these organizations to provide global services.

The United Nations o�ered programs on health and agriculture; the World Bank created an International

Finance Corporation in 1953, the new OECD joined the mix in 1961 with its Development Assistance

Commission.  By the late 1960s the Chinese had become aid donors, as had some Middle East oil producers.

Even developing countries such as India, Nigeria, and Brazil o�ered small amounts of aid in order to obtain

regional in�uence. In the late 1970s aid sums increased rapidly as did the number of governments,

international institutions, and NGOs involved.

31

Many aid initiatives were extensively modi�ed by negotiation and compromise. Aid policies were subjected

to debate between realists who advocated the use of aid to advance the national interest, especially in the

cold war environment of global competition, and humanitarians who saw aid's purpose as relieving human

su�ering. Americans were concerned that governmental or international aid might crowd out commercial

opportunities overseas. Because developmental aid, particularly from Western donors, became enmeshed in

complex webs of delivery and was subject to con�icting ideologies and motivations, it is not clear how, or

even if, aid contributions were producing advantages for any party in the cold war.  At present historians

“know far more about modernization as an intellectual framework than about modernization on the

ground.”  We are still accumulating a critical mass of local studies that can tell us how foreign aid was

deployed and the impact of those programs on recipients and donors.

32

33

With characteristic cold war mentality, participating governments pursued aid as a form of economic

competition despite the ambiguous material and political bene�ts. By the mid-1960s West European aid

donors had established ministries for “Cooperation” or “Development” that oversaw national aid

strategies. The Kennedy administration's well-publicized commitment to developmental aid was perceived

as integral to the global economic competition with communism. In June 1963 US Ambassador Foy Kohler

reported on Soviet perceptions that “increasing [US] foreign economic aid in hope the Soviets would be

obliged to do the same” was seen as part of a US “policy of attempting to bring Soviet Union to its knees.”

These competitive fears helped fuel a tripling of worldwide foreign aid expenditures in the 1970s, from

$8 billion to $24 billion, and a doubling of aid spending again in the 1980s.

34

p. 405

In 2004 worldwide foreign aid expenditures topped $120 billion. The continuation and growth of global

foreign aid beyond 1989 is one of the most important and happiest legacies of cold war economic

competition. During the 1960s, the multiplicity of foreign aid actors, networks, and motives gave aid a
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justi�cation beyond its instrumentality in the cold war. Aid became an international expectation for donors,

providers, and recipients, a routine element of foreign policy, and a “norm” of international relations that

would not be undone after 1989. As we unpack the history of aid programs that have transformed the lives of

hundreds of millions of humans over the past half-century, we should remember that “without the Cold

War, aid would likely not exist today.”35

Economic warfare

Perhaps no issue in the cold war produced such vexing policy quarrels as did questions about Western

policies of “economic warfare” toward communist economies. The issue plagued Western political leaders

from Stalin's early cold war actions through Gorbachev's struggles with perestroika. Eisenhower's “great

impatience and exasperation” with the subject was probably shared by many others who tackled the

problem.  The troublesome nature and enduring persistence of the issue have made it a subject of extensive

scholarship.

36

The limited scope of interaction between communist economies and the larger world economy prescribed

the forms of economic statecraft that Western states could employ. The inconvertibility of communist

currencies precluded any Western attempts at “monetary statecraft.” Western e�orts were largely con�ned

to manipulations of merchandise trade, primarily by restricting Western exports of strategic commodities.

The centerpiece of Western activities was a set of joint export controls on trade with communist states that

were loosely referred to as the “strategic embargo.” Western policy debates repeatedly returned to the same

fundamental question: How extensively and intensively should Western governments apply controls on

exports to communist states? An embargo of military equipment was easily agreed to, but controls on items

with dual civilian and military use and items that had high economic, but not military, value aroused intense

controversy. Negotiators struggled to reconcile the economic and political requirements of the many

participants. Common answers emerged only painfully, if at all, and the question was re-addressed

frequently as the Western powers sought to modify controls as the East-West relationship evolved.

Evolving Western policies on trade with communist economies shaped the cold war more by their political

consequences than their material impact. From 1950 to 1953 a relatively high degree of Western unity,

which included Japan, facilitated a rigorous export control regime overseen by the multilateral Coordinating

Committee (COCOM) and the Chinese Committee (CHINCOM), but the material impact of these controls 

remains unclear. Stalinist trade policies were a greater factor in the early decline of East-West trade.

Loosening Western restrictions on trade with the Soviet bloc in 1954, with the PRC in 1957, and with both in

1958, along with revisions on ship and steel exports in 1955 and energy equipment in 1957, failed to produce

the surge in trade that many Europeans had anticipated, indicating that communist economies had internal

trade-limiting factors.

p. 406

Nor were Western controls e�ective in their original purpose of reducing communist economic potential for

war. Even hawkish members of the Eisenhower administration admitted that Western export controls had

not seriously eroded Soviet industrial growth or military capabilities. The results were no better in

subsequent decades: the November 1962 Western embargo of wide-diameter pipes did not prevent the rise

of Soviet oil exports, an array of Western trade sanctions imposed after the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan

“had little e�ect” on the Soviet economy, and the 1981–3 US embargo on oil and gas equipment to the

Soviet Union produced no conclusive results.37

With little material impact, Western export control policies were primarily political signals to communist

governments, as the Americans came to realize. The Eisenhower administration re-conceived export

controls as a political tool rather than an economic endeavor.  Major decisions about trade with communist38
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countries, such as Kennedy's 1963 wheat sale to the Soviets, Nixon's 1972 normalization of trade relations,

and Reagan's 1983 resumption of energy equipment sales were far more important as political signals than

as economic policies. Evaluating export controls by their material impact misses the more essential portion

of Western, especially US, thinking.

The Soviets also initiated policies of economic warfare, which fell into three broad categories. First were

Soviet e�orts to undermine Western cooperation on export controls by touting the vast possibilities of the

Soviet market if trade restrictions were lifted. Soviet statements about additional billions in potential

Western exports received extensive publicity and occasionally created short-term political problems for

West European governments, but experienced East-West traders understood the Soviet bloc's economic

limitations and administrative rigidities that limited trade. Most Western businesses preferred non-

communist markets to communist ones and would not trade the one for the other.39

In the mid-1950s Western governments perceived a second avenue of Soviet economic warfare in rapidly

rising Soviet bloc trade with the developing world. Khrushchev aggressively expanded trade and foreign aid

to build political relations with non-aligned nations. Just a decade later, however, a new Soviet leadership

more attuned to Soviet economic limitations placed economic advantage above political considerations

when evaluating trade deals. Despite absolute growth in trade volumes over these two decades, Soviet bloc

economies were largely unable to expand their relative market share of Third World trade. In 1975 the global

demand for Soviet bloc heavy machinery and transportation equipment began to shrink. Although

commercial transactions for military equipment continued to grow, the relative importance of Soviet-Third

World trade declined from the mid-1970s through the early 1980s.  A third line of Eastern economic

warfare was industrial espionage, at which the East Germans excelled. Ultimately the economic impact of

espionage was small because command economies could not di�use and deploy stolen technology any more

successfully than imported technology.

40

p. 407

41

Western export control practices had weighty material and political repercussions inside the Western

alliance. Scholarly opinion di�ers in assessing the material sacri�ces required by controlling exports. Je�rey

Engel uses the civilian aircraft industry to demonstrate how Western rules closing o� potential markets in

communist countries disadvantaged British aircraft manufacturers, who needed a large export market to

justify development costs, in competition with American producers less dependent on foreign sales.  In

contrast, Jacqueline McGlade points to US national rules that were consistently more restrictive than

COCOM's common Western program as the reason that US manufacturers lagged behind European

competitors when opportunities in communist countries did arise, leaving the Americans with little more

than the agricultural portion of communist markets.  Additional work may con�rm this picture of results

highly di�erentiated by sector.

42

43

At the macroeconomic level the West Europeans, Japanese, and Americans su�ered little under export

controls. The peak of restrictions in the 1950s coincided with high rates of growth and low levels of

unemployment in most of the Western world. Japan's rise as a global exporter in the 1960s and 1970s did not

depend on trade with China; record West German trade surpluses of 1986–9 received almost no

contribution from a sputtering market in the Soviet bloc.

Within the alliance the political burden of export controls outweighed the material sacri�ces. Divergence

between liberal West European views on trade and more restrictive American views burdened the alliance

throughout the cold war. In May 1953 the NSC Planning Board reported that US-European negotiations over

export controls were “a source of constant irritation” for both sides, a characterization that applied to most

of the cold war period.  Europeans particularly resented extraterritorial application of US laws which

produced two well-known con�icts and several lesser-known incidents. In 1962 the US government

prevented Italian export of wide-diameter oil pipes produced with technology licensed from American

companies. In June 1982 US pipeline sanctions were extended to cover foreign a�liates and subsidiaries of

44
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US companies, provoking furious public criticisms in Europe and Japan and the most serious alliance crisis

over export controls. The US government retreated, abandoning plans for countersanctions against

participating French, Italian, British, and West German companies and canceling the extraterritorial rules

sixteen months later.45

American use of trade controls primarily as political signals made it di�cult to revise policy in a way that

could meet European thinking partway. Attaching psychological, diplomatic, and political considerations to

the embargo made export controls “sticky.” Restricted items were not de-controlled when they lost

strategic value, as the Europeans advocated, because strategic value no longer guided American thinking.

For the Americans, embargo reductions were guided by a desire to send the right political signal at the right

time to the target country. In this view, the proper intersection of international developments and American

domestic politics produced few opportunities for improving trade with communists. West European

impatience could reach dangerous levels. In 1957 the British unilaterally reduced controls on exports to

China after two years of fruitless discussions with US counterparts, who would not send a positive signal

while the Chinese were making mischief in the Taiwan Strait. Mutual dissatisfaction by West European

governments and successive US administrations was chronic. The issue irritated the Western alliance for

forty years and remains a curious failure in a general pattern of sophisticated transnational management.

p. 408

Governments of the Western economies endured this intra-alliance debate precisely because trade

manipulations were perceived as useful vehicles for managing communist regimes. Explicating these

struggles has been a dominant theme of historical investigations since Gunnar Adler-Karlsson's seminal

work appeared forty years ago.  Two questions in particular have endured. First, what was the nature of the

US-West European negotiations for a common export control program? Adler-Karlsson emphasized the

coercive element in these negotiations, speci�cally the role of “American threats” in obtaining European

cooperation for an embargo.  Some scholars maintain that view, while other interpretations emphasize

West European co-agency in producing a compromise policy.  US negotiators held some sharp weapons in

congressional legislation that tied US aid for Western Europe to European compliance on export controls,

especially section 117 (d) of the 1948 Marshall Plan authorization and the Battle Act of 1951. Neither Truman

nor Eisenhower supported such blunt tactics, but the existence of such language focused European attention

on �nding workable agreements with the United States. Alan Dobson's thorough treatment of US policies

concludes that the Americans placed great value on voluntary cooperation by allies, that US “pressure” was

“selective, muted, and restrained,” and that the export control lists emerged as a “gradual compromise”

between US and European positions.  In short, US actions in this issue closely resemble the subtle exercise

of hegemonic in�uence that steered the reconstruction of many other areas of the global economy as well.

46

47

48

49

A second enduring issue has increasingly de�ned the set of Western trade policies directed against

communist economies during the cold war. In the 1940s and 1950s, Western policymakers generally used

the terms economic warfare, export controls, and strategic embargo. Since that time a wide-ranging

scholarly discussion has o�ered terms such as “economic containment,” “cold economic warfare,” and

“economic cold war.” Scholarship has pursued two intertwined themes. First is the distinction between

various stripes of economic statecraft as ideal categories, total economic warfare vs. economic warfare vs.

cold economic warfare, for example. A second theme is determining which among these labels best

describes Western policies pursued during the cold war. Dobson's recent work o�ers the most sophisticated

discussion of both issues. He points out that US policy “went beyond a pure military-strategic embargo”

because it was “designed to condemn Soviet behavior or to send messages,” but that legal, domestic, and

international “constraints” moderated policy development. He proposes “cold economic warfare” as the

best term to describe the resulting policies.50

US policies of restricting Soviet access to important Western commodities were always only part of larger

containment strategies. Even during relatively intense embargo pressures in the early 1950s, Americans

tolerated a substantial volume of trade with the East; in 1982–3 the Reagan administration made signi�cant
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concessions in its export control program that allowed increased European exports of pipes and turbines

to the Soviets. Alliance cohesion was always more central to Western e�orts than speci�c export rules.

p. 409

Although the global anti-communist strategic embargo did not survive the end of the cold war, many of its

lessons are relevant to the contemporary world. Multilateral export control regimes, such as the Nuclear

Suppliers Group and the Missile Technology Control Regime, remain vital to global security. Multilateral

sanctions are among the most useful foreign policy tools and are currently employed against troublesome

regimes around the world. Part of the cold war legacy is that sanctions will remain an indispensable and

frequently used element in addressing security problems for the foreseeable future. Even if speci�c forms of

sanctions change over time, their successful use will require adroit political management of multilateral

coordination. The historical record of cold war actions will remain a rich �eld from which we will draw

lessons about sanctions management, as the best recent literature demonstrates.51

Epilogue

Communists and capitalists both invested enormous material and political e�orts in trade, aid, and

economic warfare during the cold war. Our current understanding of the cold war con�rms the important

role played by economic competition in these three spheres, even as additional tasks remain in more fully

explaining how these economic activities helped form the changing contours of the cold war. A

comprehensive global history that analyzes how trade was managed across the East-West divide and

assesses its impact on millions of daily lives is an important next step in the research agenda. Further

explicating the dynamics of foreign aid, particularly the relationship between donor states’ political goals

and the impact of international aid as delivered around the world, appears as one of the most important

frontiers in global cold war research.

Trade, aid, and economic warfare co-determined the outcome of the cold war struggle, but we are also

interested in assessing these activities in a longer context, beyond the con�nes of the cold war. The full

importance of these economic activities during the cold war lies in their repercussions lasting beyond the

era itself. Exploring these trends beyond 1989 will be indispensable in assessing the historic signi�cance of

the cold war in the development of the modern world economy. Although it may be too soon to draw �rm

conclusions about the relationship between the trends of the period 1945–90 and developments thereafter,

we can hypothesize on the basis of observations from the twenty year period 1989–2009.

Most fundamentally, it appears that the trends of the cold war did not slow the progress of previous

centuries in moving toward a globalized economy. On the contrary, several key developments of the cold

war period are important components of contemporary globalization: patterns of export featuring Russian

energy and Chinese electronics, the current international trade regime, the global web of foreign aid, and

the ubiquity of economic sanctions as foreign policy tools.

Cold war economic competition and the failures and successes of the rival states in that competition helped

prepare the way for a new wave of globalization that began in the 1980s and expanded after 1989. The very

nature of cold war economic competitions in trade and aid stimulated the processes of globalization by

driving both the capitalist West and the communist East to use foreign aid and development programs

around the world to establish global networks of allies and clients. Both systems assaulted traditional

peasant societies, undermined the economic independence of previously isolated regions, and brought new

territories into standing contact with larger global patterns of exchange and investment. Over the forty

years of its existence, the competitive nature of the cold war international system surely increased the

reckless pace and far-reaching extent of these globalizing processes.

p. 410
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The decline and fall of the Soviet economic model also stimulated globalizing forces. The inability of the

Soviet system to deliver satisfactory living standards discredited economic policies and systems that were

based on limited contact with the outside world of global exchange. The Soviet system could not advance in

fully autarkic isolation, yet the leadership never developed the ability to manage a highly controlled trade

relationship with the outside world in a successful manner. As these Soviet dilemmas became increasingly

clear by the 1980s, the governments of many developing countries, including China and India, began to see

participation in a global economy as an unavoidable component of economic development. East European

countries rushed to join the global economy and integrative institutions such as the EU as soon as the

restraining in�uence of Soviet power was withdrawn. In Russia itself the most successful economic sector—

energy—remains that branch of the economy most closely integrated into world markets. The argument for

generating economic growth through closer integration into the global economy appears to have been

greatly strengthened by the failed Soviet experience.

During the cold war international economic institutions created an increasingly global economy that helped

secure capitalist prosperity. That success has been a major impetus for the expansion of globalizing

institutions since 1989. Most economists hold a deep appreciation for the impressive welfare gains

produced by growing volumes of exchange in a progressively more liberal global setting, even as they

acknowledge that globalization has not been and cannot be a universally bene�cial development. Perhaps in

the longer run we will reach the ironic conclusion that trade, aid, and economic warfare during the cold war

proved Karl Marx correct in his early characterization of capitalism: that it “draws all nations” into its orbit,

that it “compels them” to adopt capitalist forms of production, and that it “creates a world after its own

image.”52
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24 Cold War Intelligence History 
John Prados

This chapter examines the role of intelligence operations in the history of the Cold War. The analysis

reveals that Cold War intelligence agencies played important roles in foreign policy in the way they

conditioned the perceptions of leaders and catalyzed events. One of the best examples of this is the

direct in�uence of intelligence operations upon diplomacy in the U-2 A�air. The chapter, which

suggests that intelligence activities in the Cold War produced diplomatic and military consequences

and in�uenced international agreements, also discusses the role of espionage and technical data

collection in providing diplomats with vital information for negotiations with their counterparts.

There are at least four ways in which intelligence operations directly a�ected the evolution of the cold war.

Most familiar are covert operations: either e�orts to exert political in�uence by secret means or attempts to

transform situations by means of actual military interventions carried out clandestinely. Because this is a

controversial area and includes several aspects, it will be covered only indirectly here and dealt with

separately in the next section. The arena of technical intelligence collection, the e�ort to gather

photographic or electronic information about an adversary, is a second avenue. Such e�orts often included

naval or airborne missions that could provoke the adversary. A third is the provocative aspect inherent in

the discovery of foreign espionage activities. The data collected by these and other means had a role in cold

war crises, and this is relatively well understood—treatments of crises feature coverage of intelligence

inputs as a matter of course. Finally, national interests in maintaining intelligence capabilities and

platforms have driven foreign policy in concrete ways. Because the last element is dimly appreciated, this

discussion begins with the foreign policy of intelligence.

There is a foreign policy of intelligence; the creation and maintenance of intelligence capabilities has had

implications for national policies. This is not simply a matter of collaboration between intelligence agencies
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in di�erent countries (termed “intelligence liaison”). For the US this has meant preserving friendly

relations with governments, encouraging alliances, extending foreign and military aid, and other forms of

cooperation. Both the mechanisms for technical intelligence collection and those for covert operations have

led to these kinds of measures, because their characteristics and requirements demand the assistance of

other nations. The foreign policy measures entailed, in turn, have a�ected general international relations as

well as the speci�c evolution of the cold war.

Consider the case of the radio intercepts necessary to derive communications intelligence. Due to the nature

of radio waves, the phenomena of radio propagation over distance, and the requirements for large antenna

arrays for e�ective interception, United States e�orts to collect Soviet radio tra�c were best served by

constructing bases around the Soviet Union and its allies. It was relatively easy to establish bases of this type

on allied territory. But problems could arise even in those cases. For example, US relations with Japan were

complicated for almost three decades of the cold war by the question of recognition of Japanese sovereignty

over the island of Okinawa, where the US maintained radio listening stations and other bases. Moreover, the

American-Japanese alliance di�culties had implications for the separate radio listening post the US

maintained at Misawa, in Japan itself.

p. 415

1

Di�culties like these were a piece of the larger issues of American foreign military bases and alliances. Each

of these bases entailed status of forces arrangements, long-term aid agreements, and other appurtenances

of bilateral relations. Likewise spy facilities usually involved intelligence liaison agreements. There are

cases where the communications facilities and radio intercept stations—or other intelligence bases—were

the main or even sole US national security interest. In Ethiopia an American base at Kagnew played such a

role. Maintaining it was a key consideration in US foreign aid to Ethiopia, which was greatly curtailed after

the US facility closed in early 1977. Pakistan is another example. The original US relationship with

Islamabad evolved after Pakistan joined the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO) and the British-

sponsored Baghdad Pact. It coalesced around several intelligence radar facilities placed to observe Soviet

guided missile tests. The Pakistani cold war role also featured granting use of air�elds to US reconnaissance

aircraft �ying along the periphery of the Soviet Union. Peripheral �ight programs will be discussed below,

but a pair of US aircraft lost on these missions during the late 1950s were en route to Pakistan when they

went down. The ill-fated U-2 aircraft �own by Francis Gary Powers and destroyed within the USSR had

refueled in Pakistan before penetrating Russia. That plane formed part of a detachment actually based in

Turkey, which also hosted several other intelligence bases that observed Soviet missile tests and intercepted

communications. Use of and access to intelligence bases were incontrovertibly major considerations in US

policy toward Pakistan and Turkey throughout the period.2

After the United States lost access to the Pakistani bases in the late 1960s, it established substitutes in Iran

under the Shah, using even more sophisticated technology. US reluctance to entertain thoughts of threats to

those facilities factored in Washington's inability to perceive the fundamentalist challenge that ended with

the Shah's overthrow and the Iranian hostage crisis. In the mid-1970s American interest in a satellite

control facility in Australia that helped manage the constellation of US reconnaissance satellites led

Washington to pressure the British government to overturn the result of an Australian election. Meanwhile,

Soviet perceptions of the utility of the US intelligence bases in Africa became a factor in Russian backing for

Marxist forces that overthrew the Ethiopian government, and for a government in Somalia that permitted

Moscow to establish bases, including a communications intelligence facility, at Berbera. Those Soviet

interventions were a major element in making Africa a cold war cockpit in the 1970s and 1980s. These were

real foreign policy impacts.3

The need for bases to execute US covert operations has also had foreign policy implications. A pro-American

ruler in Nicaragua, which the CIA used as a base for operations into Guatemala in 1953–4, was able to

force the US to provide certain aircraft and military equipment in aid. A few years later, protecting base

access in Guatemala prior to the Bay of Pigs operation necessitated supporting a coup d’état against its

p. 416
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government. In the mid-1970s a CIA covert operation in Angola meant support for a dictatorial regime in

Zaire and a racist one in South Africa. Resumption of Angolan operations during the Reagan administration

extended US policy problems in both adjoining countries. Also in that period the Reagan administration's

e�orts to unseat the government of Nicaragua required support for military, then oligarchic rulers in

Honduras. All these covert operations were cold war activities.

Of course, bases and access are often subsumed within broader cooperative frameworks, such as the US

“special relationship” with the United Kingdom or the NATO and SEATO alliances. So these cannot be

evaluated primarily as intelligence costs in foreign policy. But preserving the capability to mount

operations, as well as intelligence liaison relationships, should be viewed as components of foreign policy

goals. CIA covert operations into Albania, Eastern Europe, and the Soviet Union between 1949 and 1957

would have been impossible without British, Italian, and NATO facilities and, in several cases, bilateral

cooperation. South Vietnam and Thailand were crucial to CIA operations in Southeast Asia during the

American war of the 1960s and 1970s. And only Pakistani cooperation made possible the CIA Afghan war

against Russia in the 1980s.4

References to bilateral cooperation open the door to intelligence liaison. For America the relationship with

Great Britain is central.  The CIA and Britain's MI6 mounted numerous joint operations, including Albania

(1949–52), the Soviet Union (1950–3), Iran (1953–4), Afghanistan (1980s), and an abortive attempt in Syria

in the middle 1950s. Saudi Arabia was a notable collaborator with CIA Afghan operations in the 1980s. The

Afghan operation in fact involved additional allies, including the People's Republic of China and Egypt.

Similarly France participated in the CIA operation in Angola in 1975, and that in Nicaragua enveloped the

Saudis, Argentina, Honduras, and El Salvador. The Soviet Union obtained help from its Eastern European

satellites and Cuba. Liaison relationships never �gured as the main elements of superpower policy interests.

Nevertheless, they broadened and reinforced the content of international connections, enhanced covert

operations, and made possible certain espionage operations in the �rst place.

5

Cold war intelligence agencies also played important roles in foreign policy in terms of how they

conditioned the perceptions of leaders and catalyzed events. Probably the best-known case of the direct

in�uence of intelligence operations upon diplomacy is the U-2 A�air. On May 1, 1960, the CIA's U-2

photographic reconnaissance aircraft, over�ying the Soviet Union, was lost and its pilot captured. At the

time the Soviets were poised for a summit conference in Paris that had been carefully prepared and held a

promise of reducing East-West tensions. The US clung to a cover story denying the intelligence mission of

the U-2, and President Dwight D. Eisenhower permitted himself to become implicated in the clumsy

fabrication. Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev cancelled the summit. Direct assessment of the impact depends

on the imponderables of how serious the sides really were about introducing détente, the actual level of

tension, and the degree to which Moscow felt itself forced to posture in the context of the emerging Sino-

Soviet split. Nevertheless the aftermath of the U-2's loss made it impossible even to test the possibilities.

p. 417
6

Two years later, during the Cuban missile crisis, other U-2 incidents exacerbated the tension. One of these

planes blundered into Soviet airspace, while another was shot down over Cuba. Evidence shows Soviet

nuclear forces went to their highest state of alert, while US o�cials of the Kennedy administration

considered retaliation against Cuba ranging from bombing to an invasion, either of which could have led to

general war.7

Incidents at sea involving naval intelligence collectors likewise held potential for triggering con�ict. The

paradigm case is the Gulf of Tonkin incident in 1964, when the Johnson administration actually retaliated

against the Democratic Republic of Vietnam on the basis of an assumed North Vietnamese response to a US

intelligence mission. Tonkin Gulf even became a core element of the US justi�cation for its Vietnam War. A

pair of incidents o� the North Korean coast in 1968, in which the American intelligence trawler Pueblo and

its crew were captured, and in 1969 when another collection aircraft was shot down, both led to US
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consideration of military action which could have escalated into hostilities. These episodes show that

intelligence activities in the cold war could and did produce diplomatic and military consequences.8

Beyond these sorts of events intelligence could condition international agreements. Data is still lacking on

the extent to which espionage and technical collection provided diplomats with vital information on the

goals of their counterparts in negotiations, but the role was a real one. Intelligence also conditioned the

kinds of agreements that could be obtained. Nuclear arms control is the most prominent example. Soviet-

American negotiations on nuclear weapons testing in the late 1950s foundered over doubts that

underground blasts could be detected. Arguments over “on site inspection” were important because, on the

US side, technical studies showed that scienti�c intelligence could not reliably establish the power of

underground tests. The 1963 test ban prohibited atmospheric nuclear testing only—precisely because of the

veri�cation di�culties. The 1972 agreement limiting intercontinental ballistic missiles, submarine-

launched missiles, and nuclear-armed bombers was framed in that way because reconnaissance satellites

could count missile launchers but not weapons. Later agreements that constrained numbers of weapons

were made possible by coupling technical intelligence collection on weapons testing with explicit rules on

counting a launcher as embodying a certain number of weapons depending upon its test history.9

Espionage also was an irritant in international relations. In 1963 the Soviet arrest of an American academic

in Moscow, Frederick C. Barghoorn, created political complications for President Kennedy at a moment

when he was attempting to reduce tensions. An embarrassing spy scandal in the United Kingdom that same

year brought about the fall of the prime minister. In 1971 the British government, in the wake of another

espionage a�air, ordered a mass expulsion of Soviet diplomats and intelligence operatives. The French took

similar, though less extensive, action a decade later in a di�erent spy case. At a minimum, mass expulsions

poisoned diplomatic activity. In Moscow, Soviet intelligence had long had listening devices planted in the

United States embassy and contrived other means of extending technical surveillance to the US and

Western embassies. Soviet diplomacy pro�ted from the knowledge thus gained, though speci�c bene�ts

remain unknown. However, in the 1980s, with a new US embassy under construction in Moscow, Soviet

e�orts to embed listening devices in the very structure of the building were discovered. This Soviet

espionage manifestly a�ected superpower diplomatic relations.

p. 418
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One instance in which espionage had a clear impact on diplomatic relations occurred in 1986 when Nicholas

Danilo�, an American journalist in Moscow, was apprehended by Soviet intelligence in retaliation for the

arrest of a Russian spy who had worked for the United Nations and had been caught trying to buy US secrets.

Danilo�'s “espionage” was simply his contact with Soviet dissidents, but in reality the Soviets hoped to use

him as a bargaining chip to trade for their captured intelligence o�cer. The superpowers exchanged

increasingly shrill charges over both arrests for a month until suddenly the Soviet press agency announced

that President Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev would meet for a summit at Reykjavik.

Within minutes of the announcement the Soviet spy was released, and within hours Danilo� arrived back in

the United States. Though Washington denied any deal, the connection was unmistakable. And Reykjavik

became one of the most important meetings of the cold war era.11

So there was a foreign policy of intelligence during the cold war. Partly driven by national security interests

in gaining and preserving access to bases from which intelligence could be collected or intelligence

operations conducted, and partly from the need to establish and maintain alliances among di�erent

nations’ spy agencies, intelligence considerations played a role in setting policy goals. In addition,

intelligence conditioned the possibilities for international agreements, while events in the intelligence

arena directly in�uenced international relations, catalyzing developments as diverse as threatening or

starting wars and precluding or encouraging summitry.
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Covert operations

If asked about the importance of intelligence in international relations, observers most frequently refer to

covert operations. The next association is typically to crises or wars. There might also be an expressed

appreciation for the ways in which demands for intelligence information drove the powers. But covert

operations retain primacy when it comes to elucidating the impact of intelligence on the cold war.12

There are several reasons for this. First, covert operations, especially paramilitary action in which

intelligence agencies arm local allies and engage in proxy wars, are obvious enough and violent enough to

threaten the peace. Second, these covert operations have or have threatened to directly implicate the

powers’ foreign policy objectives, most notably by potentially shifting the loyalties of third countries. In

addition, the crises created by such operations have provided occasions for the powers themselves to

intervene, raising the stakes or changing the calculus of interests in a given situation.

However, there are other considerations which complicate determining the impact of a covert operation. In

a substantial number of cases, the countries in which covert operations took place were not themselves

important theaters of cold war confrontation. Guatemala and Chile, to take two examples, whether or not

they were led by Marxist governments, made little di�erence to the cold war balance. Laos is another

illustration: the 1960 confrontation between a CIA-supported pro-Western faction, Laotian neutralists, and

North Vietnamese-supported communists furnished an occasion for Soviet intervention, almost making

Laos a cold war crisis, but international negotiation led to agreements in Geneva in 1962. Thereafter a proxy

war continued in Laos for over a decade without e�ect on the cold war proper. In the Congo there were CIA

operations and Soviet airlifts over a period of years that collectively did little more than fuel tribal strife in

the name of the cold war. In Nicaragua in the 1980s the US intervened against a Marxist government

supported by the Soviets and Cubans. The ensuing stalemate masked the probability that had that country

changed sides it would have made no di�erence. In Angola from 1975 on, a CIA operation intended to unseat

a Marxist government put the US in the position of intervening alongside white supremacist allies (from

South Africa) and led to tribal warfare that outlasted the cold war itself, pulling in not only the CIA but

Soviets and Cubans as well.

p. 419

Early cold war covert operations launched by the United States and its allies into the Soviet Union and its

Eastern European satellites were among the least e�ective and were progressively curtailed. Subsequently,

the arena of covert con�ict largely moved to South and Southeast Asia, Africa, and Latin America, lands not

central to cold war confrontation. During the �nal decade of the con�ict more covert activities were initiated

in Europe, mainly supporting dissident movements or attempting to in�uence political attitudes, but their

impact was indeterminate because they occurred in a context in which major economic, ideological, and

cultural in�uences had already attained great momentum.

Within the genre of covert operations of a paramilitary nature, one can identify at least six “campaigns”:

sets of activities following a particular doctrine or dedicated to a speci�c goal. Notwithstanding some

overlap in time, the campaigns are distinct enough to enumerate independently. These campaigns, mostly

American, rise to the level of strategy and therefore in�uenced the evolution of the cold war.

The �rst of the campaigns followed from President Eisenhower's “New Look” national security policy,

which minimized the utility of conventional military forces in limited war situations. Thus Eisenhower

made CIA covert operators his contingency intervention force. The Eisenhower covert campaign included,

but was not limited to, operations carried out in Iran, Guatemala, Tibet, Indonesia, the Middle East, the

Dominican Republic, and the Congo.13

Eisenhower also initiated the second campaign—against Cuba—but that initiative would extend through

the Johnson administration and come to include not just CIA actions against Cuba itself but also activities
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carried out in Africa and Latin America. The abortive Bay of Pigs invasion of 1961 had a visible impact on the

cold war by inducing Fidel Castro to appeal for Soviet security guarantees, hence leading to the Soviet 

decision to deploy nuclear weapons to Cuba and the Cuban missile crisis. By itself this episode displays the

relevance of intelligence studies for cold war history writ large.

p. 420

Another CIA covert campaign took place in Southeast Asia in conjunction with the American war in Vietnam.

The array of individual activities in Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, and Thailand amounted to a secret war and is

best conceptualized that way. Enduring from the mid-1950s into the mid-1970s, the CIA operations were

among the most e�ective in the long sweep of its history, whatever the judgment of their ultimate success.

Because of the Vietnam War's place in cold war annals, this CIA campaign must be taken into account.

The closest thing to a Soviet covert operations campaign was Moscow's decision under Nikita Khrushchev to

adopt a stance in support of national liberation movements. The Soviets supported a range of movements in

many countries of Africa and Latin America, and some in Asia, over a period extending into the 1970s. This

support included money and arms, technical experts, and advocacy in such international forums as the

United Nations. It is debatable whether Moscow's approach amounted to a foreign policy, and its support

assumed a shape di�erent from a CIA-style covert operation. Still, American o�cials persistently

characterized Soviet actions as subversion.

Under President Ronald Reagan the CIA conducted a liberation-support operation of its own that involved

help to Eastern European and Soviet dissidents, plus active covert operations in Angola, Mozambique, the

Horn of Africa, Cambodia, Nicaragua, and elsewhere. The range of these activities certainly makes them a

strategic campaign in the classic sense. One initiative, the CIA operation in Afghanistan, became signi�cant

enough in its own right to be considered a separate campaign. Indeed some analyses maintain that the

proxy war in Afghanistan between Russian forces and CIA-backed tribal and religious rebels had a primary

role in the Soviet Union's demise. While this argument remains contested, that the Afghan war became a

major focus of cold war activity for both sides is not.

Covert operations that did not usually involve violence were secret e�orts to in�uence opinion. The CIA took

the lead as a surreptitious opinion-maker, owning newspapers and journals, using friendly journalists or

even agency assets to place articles, investing in ideologically slanted movies, and so on. The CIA was an

invisible backer of the National Committee for a Free Europe, and Radio Free Europe (RFE) amounted to a

CIA proprietary. Dispute surrounds the degree to which the dissemination of CIA-made opinion played a

role in the Hungarian uprising and other disquiet among the Soviet satellite states in 1956, but these events

attest to the impact of CIA propaganda on world-shaking events. For their part the Soviets held the lead in

supporting and exploiting youth organizations for their own ideological purposes. Although ultimately

unsuccessful, in the 1980s Moscow's “agents of in�uence” made every e�ort to intensify the already

signi�cant Western political opposition to the NATO plan to deploy intermediate range nuclear-armed

missiles in Western Europe.  In summary, although many covert operations related to superpowers’

bilateral or regional interests, and though the impact of certain ones is hard to distinguish amid co-existing

trends, some covert activities were important from the perspective of the cold war, and a few had directly

identi�able e�ects. Moreover, covert action campaigns were artifacts of the powers’ foreign policies that

clearly must �gure in any overall assessment.

14
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Spies in the mist

Even more than the contributions of covert operations to international relations, the impact of intelligence

collection is extremely di�cult to discern. In combination, the zealousness of authorities to protect their

“sources and methods” and the wide range of the possible sources make any judgments about the impact of

intelligence collection problematic. How important must an intelligence discovery be to be signi�cant to the

cold war as a whole? Which spies or other sources rise to that level?

It is impossible to estimate precisely the number of spies recruited by the sides in the cold war, much less

specify their contributions. No doubt agents number in the thousands, if not tens of thousands. Only a

handful of them—that we know about—furnished information of vital importance. Even the technical

collection mechanisms—the vaunted satellites that photographed the adversary or listened in to their

communications, the ships and aircraft that circulated around the Soviet Union or entered it, and the

ground stations that were intelligence bases—gathered far more material than was useful or was ever, in

fact, looked at. Separating the cha� from the wheat will always pose a central problem in evaluating the

contributions of intelligence.

Throughout the cold war all the intelligence services were critically alert to the opposition's ability to

capture agents, mislead them, turn their loyalties, or fabricate information in the �rst place. These were spy

games. Cynics might argue that the only importance of spies was to each other. For example, the most

controversial recent cases of Americans spying for the Soviet Union (Aldrich Ames and Robert Hansen in the

1980s and 1990s) are both known to have furnished substantial intelligence about US security services and

agents the Americans had recruited in Russia but are not known to have provided much data on US national

security plans or forces. Earlier (in the 1960s), Soviet intelligence o�cer and defector Anatoli Golytsin made

a virtual career out of embroidering a Soviet conspiracy to delude the US by means of false agents and

defectors. Both sides could play at that. In Vietnam the longest-running US spy game was the CIA and

military e�ort to make North Vietnam doubt its own security or believe in national resistance forces that did

not exist. Defectors were primarily sources on the opposition security services and grist for the mills of

those who engaged in spy games.

The sides did realize signi�cant intelligence “coups” during the cold war. A distinction must be made

between “grades” of information, however. Much of what was collected concerned speci�cs—the details of

troop movements or imminent diplomatic declarations, the characteristics of weapons systems. Some of

this material was tactical; much of it was ephemeral. Even the enduring consequences of appreciating the

adversary's weapons, enabling designers to craft countermeasures, occupied a middle rung on the

intelligence spectrum. Truly high grade information pertained directly to the adversary's strategic

planning and calculations, or to technological innovations so important as to create whole new types of

weapons. For each of the high grade sources, there were countless agents or collection channels reporting

lesser information.

p. 422

This point can be made with greater precision through examples. One of the �rst (and very valuable) CIA

agents in the Soviet Union, an army o�cer named Pyotr Popov, was an active source through the middle

and late 1950s. It was from Popov that the CIA, in addition to material on Soviet intelligence operations,

gained its �rst hard data on the organization of Soviet ground forces and certain new types of equipment.

These were intelligence breakthroughs, but they essentially concerned low grade information. Oleg

Penkovskiy, the Soviet agent who worked for the CIA in the early 1960s, furnished important information on

Soviet missile systems, down to operating manuals for systems. By this schema, Penkovskiy's intelligence

was medium grade. It is true that Penkovskiy's data enabled US intelligence analysts in the Cuban missile

crisis to reach key conclusions about Soviet deployments to Cuba, and the CIA to make prescient

predictions, but those observations were value added by intelligence analysis, not data furnished directly.
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Both these agents are hailed as heroes of the espionage war without regard to the grade of the data they

provided.15

Similarly, the espionage of Robert Lee Johnson, a courier with access to NATO document vaults in 1962–3,

supplied copies of alliance war plans to the Soviets. This was top secret information but also ephemeral. The

Walker spy ring, active from the late 1960s through 1985, disclosed key data about US naval operations,

warships, and encryption procedures. The latter data may have enabled the Soviets to decrypt US naval

communications for an extended period, though there is no material from the Soviet side to show what

Moscow gained from the Walker ring. Regardless, data on US naval movements would have been low grade

information, and that on weapons characteristics and codes of medium value.

A high grade source was one that gave insight into a new universe of weapons or the adversary's inner

decision making circle. Some penetrations of this order are known. The atomic spies who revealed details of

the design of nuclear weapons to the Russians through the end of World War II and into the early cold war

period are probably the best example. Less known sources were the East German recruitment of West

German o�cials, including one who functioned as a key aide to national leader Willy Brandt. The American

side also had its achievements. One was the acquisition, by means still unknown, of a copy of the actual

Soviet �ve-year plan of the late 1960s, along with other hard data on the Soviet economy. Another was the

interception by technical means of telephone conversations among Soviet leaders in the period 1972 and

after. Technical penetrations were an American (and British) forte. Soviet telephone trunk cables were

breached in Vienna and Berlin in the 1950s, outside Moscow in the 1980s, and at sea in the Soviet Far East

during that same timeframe. These were important sources of data—but they could also be spoofed or fed

misinformation in a di�erent kind of spy game. Among important spies who worked for the CIA were

Arkady Shevchenko, an o�cial of the Soviet Foreign Ministry, and Colonel Ryzard Kuklinski of the Polish

General Sta�. Kuklinski's key contribution, along with data on Warsaw Pact war plans, was intelligence on

Soviet intentions to invade Poland, then to impose martial law, in the 1980–1 Solidarity crisis. A crucial

British agent was Soviet intelligence o�cer Oleg Gordievskiy, whose information about Soviet fears of war

in 1983 was vital to establishing that a nuclear crisis was impending or had occurred.

p. 423
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Intelligence collection was important to the cold war. The Soviets’ path to acquiring a nuclear weapon was

shortened by spies’ contributions. Interpretation of adversary moves in several crises relied on spy data. In

the Cuban missile crisis a spy helped the United States interpret what the Russians were doing. Interception

of Soviet leaders’ conversations helped the Nixon administration in its 1972 negotiations with the Soviet

Union. During the Solidarity crisis the Carter and Reagan administrations virtually set their policies based

on espionage information. These instances alone establish the value of intelligence collection.17

Intelligence and perceptions

The value of intelligence lies not simply in the information collected but also in the use given that data, and

the skill with which it was melded into broader interpretations of the decisions and actions of cold war

competitors. Those analyses, in turn, a�ected the perceptions of the leaders of the powers engaged in the

cold war. Perceptions in�uenced foreign policy choices, national security decisions, and military programs.

The impact intelligence had on the cold war is an amalgam of the direct policy consequences discussed

earlier plus its e�ect on leaders’ perceptions of the evolving con�ict.

Assessing the impact of intelligence is not the same as determining whether the interpretations and data

furnished by the spy agencies were correct. Nor is impact a question of asking whether leaders relied on

intelligence or even believed what they were given. American presidents di�ered in the degree to which they

had con�dence in the CIA and its analyses, and also in the extent to which they brought pressure on

intelligence agencies to deliver information to please. Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson
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probably had the highest regard for US intelligence. Richard Nixon had the lowest. Agencies experienced the

most pressure on their analyses under Nixon and Ronald Reagan. Yet intelligence in�uenced every cold war

president.18

The United States has a particular way of handling this function, termed intelligence analysis. In the US

there are analytic units in most intelligence agencies, capped by a Directorate of Intelligence at the CIA and a

mechanism dedicated to producing all-service and all-source reports called National Intelligence Estimates

(NIEs), housed within the CIA until after the end of the cold war, when it moved to the o�ce of the Director

of National Intelligence. Other powers have di�erent approaches. In the British system there are similar

analytic units, with the capstone element located within the Cabinet O�ce and called the Joint Intelligence

Committee. The Soviets worked at a major disadvantage, with intelligence services supplying raw

information directly to leaders, who might or might not select some of this material and ask the Central

Committee Secretariat to do interpretative reports. The following discussion focuses on the US case.

American intelligence analysis on Soviet military capabilities varied in quality. At the dawn of the CIA, the

agency had not established its value in this area, while US military intelligence lacked hard data. Thus in the

period of the Czech Coup and the Berlin Blockade, aside from CIA political and diplomatic reporting, US

leaders were left to act mostly on instinct. In 1950 intelligence reporting on Chinese and Soviet military

deployments, redeployments, and other measures after the start of the Korean War demonstrate that the

CIA had achieved some expertise. By the beginning of the Eisenhower administration, a regular series of

NIEs on the Soviet Union had been initiated, “Kremlinology” had been developed as a technique for

analyzing Soviet politics, the CIA was striving to understand the Soviet economy, and, courtesy of agent

Popov and other sources (especially signals intelligence), the NIEs exhibited a new depth of knowledge on

the Soviet Union and its military.

p. 424
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The intelligence community's reporting and analyses of current events served the Eisenhower

administration well in crises over Berlin with the Soviets and the Taiwan Straits with the Chinese. This

valuable service continued through the Kennedy and Johnson administrations; the Cuban missile crisis was

a paradigm case. Although a Special NIE on Cuba in the summer of 1962 made a wrong prediction—an

intelligence failure—more estimates and reports gave the Kennedy administration a correct appreciation,

while current reporting provided the president a margin of warning before the Soviets could bring their

plans to fruition. Intelligence misinformed President Lyndon B. Johnson on an alleged communist threat in

the Dominican Republic, but it was largely accurate and prescient on Vietnam, except where pressures were

exerted on analysts, and on the Middle East, where the CIA correctly predicted the Six Day War and the

emergence of Israel as a nuclear power.20

The observation about pressures on analysts opens the door to a fruitful area for exploring the “politics” of

intelligence. Vietnam estimates provide a good example. In the spring of 1963 the community drafted an NIE

that concluded, correctly, that the Saigon regime faced a worsening situation of military stagnation and

mushrooming political instability. The CIA's own director forced a rewrite of the paper to re�ect the views

of Washington o�cials rather than the agency's own intelligence. The �nal NIE was much more optimistic,

but shortly after its release the Saigon regime encountered precisely the di�culties the original draft NIE

had observed.  Similarly, during the Reagan administration there were pressures on US intelligence to craft

NIEs that projected a signi�cant international threat from Nicaragua's Marxist government. O�cials’

preferences for an activist US policy in El Salvador, and support for CIA covert operations in Nicaragua itself,

hinged on estimates like these. In short, political maneuvering introduced or encouraged estimative

inaccuracy.

21

Estimates were worth �ghting over because they carried weight—again political. In the American system,

presidents do not want to be seen as acting contrary to the intelligence. When presidents do so, they accept a

political cost. At lower levels, o�cials want the intelligence to come out a certain way because it bolsters
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their policy preferences or programmatic goals. The result is the prevalence of maneuvers to a�ect

information.

Colonel Penkovskiy might report a certain thing, but whether that information turns up in a certain year's

NIE is a function of considerations in addition to espionage tradecraft. Penkovskiy is a good example, for his

reporting began at the height of what was known in the US as the Missile Gap. Russia �rst launched an

intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) in 1957—ahead of the United States—and made that fact visible to

the world by orbiting the Sputnik I space satellite. Thereafter the su�ciency of ICBM programs became a

staple of US defense budgeting—and the size of the Soviet ICBM threat a constant measure of adequacy. The

U-2 aircraft was not capable of photographing the entire Soviet land mass, and imagery satellites did not

become a reality until the summer of 1960. During the interval, projections of Soviet ICBM production were

based entirely on assumptions, estimates of Soviet factory space, and comparisons to American industrial

experience. Driven by US Air Force contributions to the NIEs, the projections of Soviet ICBM strength were

huge—the lowest considerably higher than the actual—and far ahead of US missile deployment programs.

The di�erence between the (asserted but imaginary) Soviet numbers and the actual US strength became the

“Missile Gap.” John F. Kennedy even argued in his 1960 presidential campaign that if elected he would end

the Missile Gap.  Meanwhile, the spy Penkovskiy reported that the Soviets had no ICBMs save for four on

their test facility launch pads. Penkovskiy's number never appeared in the NIEs, though after Kennedy was

elected the Missile Gap disappeared, with the NIE projections reduced to a low number (twenty-�ve), and

approved US ICBM deployment programs, already providing for more than �ve hundred missiles, on their

way to a thousand.

p. 425

22

Some observers choose to focus primarily on “intelligence failures,” instances where the estimates were

clearly wrong or can be presented as in some way inaccurate. The boundary case in estimative failure is the

argument that the CIA failed to predict the disintegration of the Soviet Union. But there are multiple sources

of estimative failure, ranging from a thing not being knowable (and therefore not predictable), to inability

or failure to collect necessary information, to the possibility that analysts accurately appreciated the reality

but their views were edited out of the �nal papers, to actual estimative failure. There is also the possibility

that lower level elements or di�erent intelligence agencies were reporting correctly but their information

did not appear in the NIEs. Further, intelligence analysis often operates under conditions of uncertainty, at

times having to predict the results of decisions the adversary has yet even to make. The case of estimates of

the Soviet future on the eve of disintegration contains elements of several of these factors.23

The great intelligence disputes of the cold war era re�ect maneuvers to a�ect information. Overestimates in

the Missile Gap NIEs gave way to underestimates of the number of missiles the Soviets eventually deployed

—in a situation where Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara sought to curtail US ICBM deployment, the

CIA wanted to avoid a repetition of the Missile Gap error, and the assumption that prevailed was that the

Soviets would seek to match US numbers, not exceed them. Meanwhile, McNamara advocated deploying a

ballistic missile defense—and early NIEs on Soviet missile defenses endowed them with unreal capabilities.

Later, the Nixon administration sought a missile defense reoriented to protect ICBM bases—and the CIA

came under pressure to prematurely credit the Soviets with a capability for independently targeting

multiple ICBM warheads. Debates in the 1970s and 1980s over the level of Soviet defense spending projected

in the NIEs occurred at times of demands that Congress maintain or increase US military spending. Urgings

that the CIA of the 1980s produce estimates that judged the Soviets rushing forward on laser and particle

beam weaponry took place in the context of the Reagan administration push for its Strategic Defense

Initiative program. All these weapons programs were signi�cant elements in cold war arms racing, and

intelligence disputes formed integral parts in each of them.

p. 426

None of this is to say that intelligence agencies did not develop their own parochial views. The Air Force's

intelligence view of the Missile Gap is but one example. In general each of the US armed services had its own

view, less or more pessimistic depending on the subject and its institutional interests. The CIA adopted a
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less militarized institutional view, which invited attack from other intelligence units when the core values of

their parent services were implicated by an issue. Secretary McNamara took the initiative to create a Defense

Intelligence Agency (DIA), with the idea that the voices of the service intelligence units might be softened

thereby, but the net result was simply to add one more military intelligence point of view. One need go no

further than to compare the NIEs of the 1980s—as manipulated as they may have been—with the glossy,

publicly released DIA annual threat compendiums titled Soviet Military Power, to see that these di�erences

persisted through the end of the cold war. In fact, in 1991, with Richard Cheney serving as secretary of

defense as the Soviet Union tottered on the brink of disintegration, the DIA produced one more edition of its

glossy publication in which the Soviet threat appeared scarcely less ominous than before.

For all the politics of intelligence and the maneuvers, leaks, and other devices employed, and the

weaknesses of the estimative process, possession of a capability of this sort was a major advantage for the

West. Cold war military theoreticians could refer to a large body of work that sought to understand Soviet

capabilities in elaborating countervailing doctrine. War planners bene�ted from that work and in depth

studies of actual Soviet force postures. Government o�cials had access to reams of tightly focused analyses

of Soviet intentions. Presidents stood at the apex of the system. The value added by analysis was to bring

integrated intelligence to leaders rather than leave them to wade through the raw data, both saving time and

suggesting lines of action congruent with events.

Conclusion

A topology of cold war events would include aspects of ideological struggle, an arms race, wars along the

periphery, and a central story punctuated by intense crises, in which periods of hostility alternated with

those of détente, plus social and economic developments that culminated in the collapse of the Soviet

Union. Intelligence forms one piece of that story. Simply listing the set of con�icts and crises in which

intelligence had some involvement suggests the centrality of this element. Intelligence contributions

�gured in the Korean War; the Indochina crises in 1954–5; unrest in Eastern Europe in 1956; Chinese

communist di�culties in consolidating control over the People's Republic; the Congo and Laos crises,

starting in 1960; Fidel Castro's alignment with the Soviet Union and his internal security problems from

1960 on; the Cuban missile crisis; the Vietnam War; superpower proxy struggles in Africa, Latin America,

and South Asia from the 1960s through the 1980s; the Solidarity crisis in Poland from 1980 on; the political

crisis over NATO deployment of intermediate-range nuclear forces in the 1980s; the Afghan insurgency

against Soviet occupiers; and the social and cultural crisis of communism that successively brought down

Moscow's Eastern European satrapies and then the Soviet Union itself. Intelligence platforms were

themselves central to crises in the Gulf of Tonkin and in the Pueblo a�air, and fear of intelligence platforms

�gured in the crisis that surrounded the 1983 Soviet shootdown of the Korean Airliner KAL-007. Moreover,

with the periodic emergence of new evidence, the story is still evolving.

p. 427

In addition the maintenance of intelligence bases, capabilities, and alliances �gured directly as a factor in

determining the foreign policies of the powers. Covert action contributed to ideological and cultural

struggles and covert operations campaigns became elements in policy over certain periods or against

certain enemies. In some cases covert operations furnished occasions for superpower intervention.

Intelligence was important to the powers’ perceptions of each other, and consequently the sides’

willingness to reduce tensions. Intelligence capabilities conditioned the kinds of arms control agreements

that could be negotiated, and played a still shadowy role in the progress of negotiations themselves.

Espionage cases occasionally disrupted diplomatic initiatives and even posed political di�culties that

brought down governments. In at least one instance an espionage case played a direct role in catalyzing one

of the most important summit conferences of the cold war. Intelligence estimates contributed to the arms

race by projecting an adversary force which defense programs would have to take into account, and were
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used by o�cials and politicians as clubs in national politics, driving defense budgets or supporting covert

operations. Intelligence failures contributed to leaders’ inaction at key passages. The amalgam of these

in�uences makes it necessary to conclude that intelligence activity played a major part in the course of the

cold war.

Spying has been called “the second-oldest profession,” and writing on espionage dates back to the Bible.

But intelligence history as a discipline is very recent, indeed younger than the cold war is old. Observers

wrote of espionage, or of codes, or put pen to biographies of famous (or infamous) practitioners, or spies

contributed their own memoirs, but all this was largely dismissed as a variety of popular history. It is

di�cult to pinpoint when this changed. Perhaps the appearance of o�cial records of intelligence

organizations and activities, beginning in the 1970s, in�uenced the emergence of this variety of historical

analysis as a systematic endeavor. Many of the early record releases concerned World War II or even earlier,

so it is not surprising that historians focused on those periods. Even today intelligence history is strongest

through the period ending in 1945, and thereafter falls o� rapidly in scope and amplitude.

A number of developments are combining to make possible a more concerted approach to recent

intelligence history. Spy memoirs are as legion as ever, and there are even some o�cial or semi-o�cial

treatments of intelligence o�cers or operations. Political controversies sparked by intelligence operations,

at least in the US, have resulted in detailed congressional investigations of intelligence work that put a

baseline of authoritative information in the hands of historians. In the United States and the United

Kingdom, Freedom of Information laws are bringing intelligence records at least theoretically within reach.

At the same time the cold war itself is receding into the past, weakening rationales for maintaining the

secrecy of the documentary record. With costly top secret vaults bursting with older material, and new

secret documents being added at an unprecedented rate, the logic of cost and bene�t is going to open the

�les.

p. 428

Whither intelligence history? In its early days the discipline focused primarily on accounts of individual

covert operations on several continents, of spy networks, or intelligence o�cers and chieftains. Other works

focused on “intelligence instrumentalities,” whether the U-2 or SR-71 aircraft or the development and use

of the single-side band radar. A fresh element is a layer of increasingly sophisticated studies of institutions,

in the American context ranging from the CIA to the National Reconnaissance O�ce or the National Security

Agency.

Much of this literature contains observations on the impact of particular intelligence instrumentalities,

operations, o�cers, or agents. Historians are reaching toward aggregation of these elements but have as yet

barely scratched its surface. There is no major study that brings together all of the elements mentioned

earlier in this essay. Without an articulated literature it is too soon to survey schools of thought on cold war

intelligence history or draw conclusions as to which analysis seems the most appropriate.

Intelligence historians thus face an enormous task. Stories of spies, operations, and gambits need to be

assembled into a bigger picture, integrated into nations’ institutional frameworks, and related to events and

trends of the cold war as a whole. This needs to be done not just for the United States, but for the Soviet

Union, United Kingdom, France, Germany, the People's Republic of China, and other actors in these events.

Aggregated overview histories also have to be compiled. And—government secrecy being what it is—

historians must remain alert for the spy or endeavor that, once revealed, may unlock the door to explaining

more cold war mysteries. This is a considerable challenge, but facing it will bring intelligence history to its

maturity. The day when historians can debate contending schools’ views on the contributions of cold war

intelligence will be the day the discipline comes of age.
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Notes

1. Nicholas Sarantakes, Keystone: The American Occupation of Okinawa and and US-Japanese Relations (College Station, TX:
Texas A&M University Press, 2000).

2. John Sorensen, Disaster and Development in the Horn of Africa (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 1995), 50–1; Robert
McMahon, Cold War on the Periphery: The United States, India, and Pakistan (New York: Columbia University Press, 1996).

3. Two decades a�er the end of the cold war there is still no standard work on what is described here as the foreign policy of
intelligence. For a study of US communications intelligence that touches on some aspects of the base problem see
Matthew M. Aid, The Secret Sentry: The Untold History of the National Security Agency (New York: Bloomsbury Press, 2009).

p. 429

4. On covert operations see John Prados, Safe for Democracy: The Secret Wars of the CIA (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee Publisher,
2006).

5. Again there is no standard source. The most detailed work has been done in the context of cooperation on
communications intelligence, and on the Anglo-American relationship as it blossomed to include additional British
Commonwealth nations. See Je�rey T. Richelson and Desmond J. Ball, The Ties That Bind: Cooperation between the UKUSA
Countries (London: Allen & Unwin, 1985).

6. Michael R. Beschloss, Mayday: Eisenhower, Khrushchev, and the U-2 A�air (New York: Harper & Row, 1986). Gary Powers's
own account (with Chris Gentry) is in Operation Overflight: A Memoir of the U-2 Incident (Washington: Brassy's, 2004).
Possibly the best operational historian of the U-2 is Christopher Pocock. Consult any of his works. The CIA has declassified
its own o�icial history monograph on the U-2, Gregory W. Pedlow and Donald E. Welzenbach, The CIA and the U-2 Program,
1954–1974 (Washington, DC: Central Intelligence Agency, Center for the Study of Intelligence, 1998).

7. The huge literature on the Cuban crisis has been supplemented, most recently, by Michael Dobbs, One Minute to Midnight:
Kennedy, Khrushchev, and Castro on the Brink of Nuclear War (New York: Knopf, 2008).

8. For the Gulf of Tonkin incident see Edwin Moise, Tonkin Gulf and the Escalation of the Vietnam War (Chapel Hill, NC:
University of North Carolina Press, 1996). For the Pueblo see Mitchell B. Lerner, The Pueblo Incident: A Spy Ship and the
Failure of American Foreign Policy (Lawrence, KS: University Press of Kansas, 2002). Again there is no general history of
naval intelligence incidents and their relation to the cold war. I have not mentioned the Liberty incident of 1967 because it
is most properly viewed in the context of Middle East history.

9. A substantial literature on what became known as “verification” evolved during the Soviet-American arms control
negotiations from about 1975 to 1990. Many of these sources are cited in the work of Raymond L. Gartho�, particularly in
his book Détente and Confrontation: American-Soviet Relations from Nixon to Reagan, rev. ed. (Washington, DC: Brookings
Institution, 1994).

10. There is a vast literature on individual spy cases but no overview history that takes a specific cold war perspective. A
broader general account that includes the cold war period is in Je�rey T. Richelson, A Century of Spies: Intelligence in the
Twentieth Century (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997).

11. For his personal account, see Nicholas Danilo�, Of Spies and Spokesmen: My Life as a Cold War Correspondent (Columbia,
MO: University of Missouri Press, 2008).

12. This discussion draws upon my own work Safe for Democracy, which makes the first sustained e�ort to identify the impact
of covert operations upon diplomatic history.

13. Christopher Andrew, For the President's Eyes Only: Secret Intelligence and the American Presidency from Washington to
Bush (New York: HarperCollins, 1995), 199–256.

14. On the CIA front organizations, see, most recenty, Hugh Wilford, The Mighty Wurlitzer: How the CIA Played America
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2008).

15. Tim Weiner, Legacy of Ashes: The History of the CIA (New York: Doubleday, 2007).

16. Christopher Andrew and Oleg Gordievksy, KGB: The Inside Story of its Operations from Lenin to Gorbachev (New York:
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HarperCollins, 1992).

17.  Richelson, A Century of Spies.p. 430

18. This section draws upon my book The Soviet Estimate: US Intelligence Analysis and Soviet Strategic Forces (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1986).

19. In addition to my Soviet Estimate, see Robert Bowie and Richard H. Immerman, Waging Peace: How Eisenhower Shaped an
Enduring National Security Strategy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998).

20. Richard J. Kerr, “The Track Record: CIA Analysis from 1950–2000,” in Roger Z. George and James B. Bruce, eds., Analyzing
Intelligence: Origins, Obstacles, and Innovations (Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 2008), 35–54.

21. Harold P. Ford, CIA and the Vietnam Policymakers: Three Episoides, 1962–1968 (Washington, DC: Central Intelligence
Agency, Center for the Study of Intelligence, 1998).

22. Christopher Preble, John F. Kennedy and the Missile Gap (Dekalb, IL: Northern Illinois University Press, 2004).

23. Richard Betts, Enemies of Intelligence: Knowledge and Power in American National Security (New York: Columbia University
Press, 2007); Thomas Fingar, Reducing Uncertainty: Intelligence Analysis and National Security (Stanford, CA: Stanford
University Press, 2011).
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25 Internal Challenges to the Cold War: Oppositional
Movements East and West 
Philipp Gassert

This chapter examines the internal challenges or oppositional movements to the Cold War in both the

East and West. It suggests that the challenges to the Cold War paradigm can be divided into societal

challenges such as the anti-Vietnam protests and the 1956 Hungarian uprising and government-led

oppositions to the Cold War order as part of domestic foreign policy. The chapter analyzes �ve core

periods of the Cold War including the Korean War, the 1954 hydrogen bomb testing on Bikini Atoll, and

the 1962 Cuban missile crisis. The analysis reveals that the Cold War order was almost never

unchallenged from 1947 to 1990.

In retrospect the cold war looks like an era of remarkable stability. In Europe, the superpower stalemate led

to the most prolonged period of peaceful coexistence in modern history. After the post-World War II civil

wars ended in the Balkans, Europe did not see a major military confrontation within or between states for

more than forty years. The situation di�ered markedly elsewhere. Particularly in Asia, Africa, but also in

Latin America, decolonization and superpower rivalry produced violent confrontations, some smoldering

for decades. Yet even here, the cold war period was notable for the absence of large-scale hot wars, if we

exclude the military con�agrations that saw direct superpower involvement: Korea, Vietnam, and

Afghanistan. Even the simmering Arab-Israeli con�ict was largely contained. Compared to what came after

the end of the cold war in places like Rwanda, the Congo, Bosnia, Afghanistan, and Iraq, the 1947–90 period

has attained the nostalgic tinge of a long peace.1

This was not the prevailing sentiment at the time. The cold war “order” was always contested, especially in

divided Europe. There, as well as in similarly divided East Asia, the consolidation of the two superpower
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empires meant that century-old lines of communication were severed, families were torn apart, and people

were prevented from going about their businesses across newly erected borders. That was most visible in

places like Berlin or the Korean Demilitarized Zone (DMZ), situated a few miles from Korea's historical

capital. What used to be in the center found itself at the margins. As the Czech writer Milan Kundera

lamented in a famous essay, the city of Prague, once a proud cultural, economic, and political crossroads of

Europe, was now relegated to the place of a provincial capital of an isolated Russian-dominated East, of

which it never had felt to be a part.2

Europeans, East Asians, and even Americans and Russians frequently contested this “unnatural” situation

at the ancient centers of European and Asian civilizations. While West Europeans and the people of Japan (as

well as later the South Koreans, Taiwanese, Hong Kong Chinese, Greeks, Portugese, and the Spanish) were

now living in relative prosperity, those North and East of the border were punished for cold war stability, as

were those living in “Third World” countries, where the superpowers fought “proxy wars.” Moreover, many

perceived the situation along the geopolitical faultlines as a dangerous powder keg that could detonate at

any moment. Cold war popular culture is ripe with imaginations of accidental or not so accidental nuclear

armageddons.  Millions took to the streets in the 1950s and again in the 1980s to protest against impending

nuclear doom. The “struggle against the bomb” became one of the most prolonged social movements in

history and found supporters across the globe.

p. 434

3

4

This chapter focuses on internal challenges to the cold war in East and West.  Therefore, the Non-Aligned

Movement (NAM), which was founded outside the two blocs in 1961 in opposition to superpower dualism,

had to be excluded. It is part of international relations. Moreover, domestic challenges to the cold war

should not be confused with domestic opposition to the political status quo. Given the pressing importance

of superpower rivalry and the all-encompassing nature of the cold war, internal challenges and domestic

opposition often intersected with each other. Nevertheless, this essay underscores the importance of the

cold war paradigm as a catalyst for domestic opposition to the geopolitical status quo.

5

The challenges to the cold war paradigm can be divided into societal challenges and those carried out by

governments. Societal challenges often emanated from social movements, which frequently transcended

national borders and which rallied against state authorities. Examples include the anti-Vietnam protests

and the 1956 Hungarian uprising. They also took the form of an intellectual critique. In Western countries

these challenges often surfaced within parliaments. Government-led opposition to the cold war order as

part of “domestic foreign policy” was not unusual either. Examples include de Charles Gaulle's France,

Nicolae Ceauşescu's Romania, or Mao Zedong's China during the 1960s and 1970s. The leadership of the two

superpowers at times tried to overcome the cold war stalemate, too: witness the US drive toward détente

during the 1960s (which met resistance among continental European allies) and the Soviet policies under

Mikhail Gorbachev during the “endgame” of the 1980s (which were disliked by many Eastern European

leaders). West German Ostpolitik of the 1970s likewise was designed to overcome cold war divisions. Yet in

contrast to de Gaulle's dealings with Eastern Europe, West German Chancellor Willy Brandt strove to stay

within the alliance consensus.6

I will focus on �ve core periods: �rst, the early days of the cold war including the Korean War, when the

“division of the world” had yet to become universally accepted. The second period runs from the mid-1950s

to the early 1960s, the apex of the nuclear arms race. The 1954 US testing of the hydrogen bomb on Bikini

Atoll led to the �rst large-scale nuclear peace movement; then the 1962 Cuban missile crisis seemed barely

to avert Armegeddon. Eastern challenges to the status quo during the 1950s and 1960s will be dealt with

in a separate section of this essay, because at that time Eastern dissidents eagerly sought alternatives to

both the prevailing Eastern and Western models. The third period covers the late 1960s rebellions against

the Vietnam War as part of the anti-imperialist challenge of the new left and its search for a “third way.”

The fourth period begins with the renewal of cold war tensions during the second half of the 1970s leading

to huge anti-war and anti-nuclear protests in 1982–3. At that point superpower dominance had become

p. 435
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much reduced. Europeans and East Asians now often behaved independently of the superpowers. Neither

Ronald Reagan's e�orts to reconstruct American superiority nor Gorbachev's reform program could stem

the demise of the cold war order during the �fth and �nal period of the second half of the 1980s, which

culminated in the peaceful revolutions of 1989–90. The cold war therefore ended where it had started: in

Central Europe.

As is evident from this brief overview, the cold war order almost never went uncontested in the years

between 1947–8 and 1989–90. One could argue that the eerie stability along its borders made the challenges

to it all the more revealing. The cold war would not have been the cold war had it not been contested. To tell

this story, one can draw on a wide variety of expressions of “cold war dissent,” which permeated the culture

of that period as much as did anti-communism in the West or anti-capitalism in the East. Cold war dissent

was expressed in political speeches and manifestos. It ran through intellectual treatises. It also manifested

itself in pulp �ction such as the popular James Bond series or Italy's Don Camillo et Pepone �lm series.  It was

highly present in movies, music, the visual arts, and the theatre. Even though dissent had to be hidden from

the authorities, especially in the East but sometimes in the West, too, it was part and parcel of the cold war.

And it played its part in bringing it to an end.

7

Refusing to accommodate to the cold war: the late 1940s and early
1950s

Even though realists think of the rivalry between the Soviet Union and the United States as a natural

outcome of the power vacuum opened up in Central Europe and Northeast Asia after the fall of Germany and

Japan, the cold war was not a historical given. Sure, it had been predicted for a long time, beginning with

Alexis de Tocqueville's famous 1835 prophecy that the United States and Russia were destined to rule half of

the globe.  Furthermore, an impending con�ict between the two future superpowers had been the staple of

Nazi propaganda during the �nal years of World War II.  At war's end it seemed imminent to conservative

observers such as Winston Churchill. His 1946 Fulton speech, therefore, became an early cold war rallying

cry. The ousted prime minister helped push the idea that a prolonged con�ict between the two most

powerful countries on earth was dawning. Given Soviet concepts of ever-expanding power, the West would

be well advised to resist it.

8

9

While a dramatic re-ordering of European and East Asian spaces took place during the late 1940s, e�orts to

create clear lines of demarcation still met with robust intellectual and political resistance. In the United

States, prominent members of the liberal “New Deal” establishment, such as former Vice President and

Secretary of Commerce Henry Wallace, became highly critical of President Harry S. Truman's tough stance

on Russia. They observed with unease the growing anti-communism as well as the string of political

measures such as the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan designed to shore up Western defenses

against the Soviet Union. Although Wallace condemned Moscow's policies in Eastern Europe, his 1948 third

party presidential campaign became notable for his unwillingness to accept force as the ultimate arbiter.

Wallace dubbed the European Recovery Program the “Martial Plan.”

p. 436

10

In the United States, challenges to the cold war paradigm and the growing militarization of US foreign

policy dissipated during the late 1940s. Wallace's disappointing showing in the 1948 presidential elections

took the steam out of the peace movement, of which Wallace had become the most illustrious proponent. It

had found considerable resonance among prominent civil rights activists and labor leaders such as A. Philip

Randolph and A. J. Muste, and among intellectuals and scientists such as Albert Einstein. But Soviet policies

in Eastern Europe further helped to push less belligerent alternatives to the margins of US politics. As

Lawrence Wittner has written, the 1948 Czech coup and the 1948–9 siege of Berlin drove many in the peace

movement to take a more bellicose stance toward the Soviets. The outbreak of military hostilities in Korea
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then “dealt the �nal hammerblow to the fragile postwar peace movement.”  By the early 1950s the peace

movement had reached a nadir. Given the anti-communist hysteria of the McCarthy years, alternative views

met dwindling audiences. While an intellectual critique of cold war confrontationism was never completely

muted, politically it barely mattered in the early 1950s.

11

In British and American occupied Western Europe, the cold war was more immediately present on the

ground than in North America, while at the same time it was less easily accepted. In semi-sovereign

Germany, even the most principled anti-communists like the West German Social Democratic Party (SPD)

leader, Kurt Schumacher, mounted a strong political and intellectual challenge to a worldview in which

there seemed to be no middle ground between two opposing ideological and military camps.  To

Schumacher and other representatives of a “third force” between East and West, such as the French

Socialist Party leader and former prime minister, Léon Blum, cold war antagonism was neither inevitable

nor necessary. They did not accept the notion that Europe and Germany needed to be divided for the sake of

freedom. And they were distrustful of the motives of both superpowers.

12

13

European conservatives, too, were initially divided over how to best deal with the redrawn European map. In

France, with its large Communist party and its fear of a German economic and military resurgence,

conservatives, despite their resistance against cultural Americanization, were mostly pushing plans to keep

the US involved in Europe.  Within the dominating continental Christian Democratic parties of Italy, the

Netherlands, Belgium, and Germany, those opposing cold war antagonisms soon found themselves in a

minority. West Germany's Konrad Adenauer and Italy's Alcide de Gasperi bene�ted from American

protection and, in the latter case, secret CIA money.  As the leaders of two of the major defeated European

powers of World War II, they understood that in order to regain trust with the world, their countries needed

to be pro-NATO and pro-American. To get Germany back on track, Adenauer gave long-term Western

integration and security a higher priority than short-term tinkering with the German problem. He deemed

Stalin's 1952 o�ers for a uni�ed, but neutral Germany highly dubious, giving it little chance of realization.

14

p. 437
15

16

Given the ideological and political divisions of the late 1940s, 1950s, and early 1960s in Western Europe,

conservative challenges to the cold war order were pushed to the margins. Historically, continental

conservatives (to a much greater extent than British Tories) had opposed both liberalism and socialism.

During the cold war the US and the USSR most prominently represented these 19th century ideologies.

Building on their interwar European networks, which had been geographically centered on the old Habsburg

empire, and now partially supported by postwar Fascist Spain, these so-called “Occidentalists” were both

reliably anti-American and anti-communist. Despite a great deal of personal and even institutional overlap

with pro-American Christian Democracy, they would not accept the dominance of either of the two warring

“materialist brothers”—Soviet communism and Americanism—over Europe.17

In countries like Poland, Hungary, and Romania, neither communism nor the Soviet Union were popular.

Given the military situation on the ground, internal political challenges against the cold war had to be even

more muted than in the staunchly anti-communist 1950s West. As the Soviets imposed their model on

Eastern Europe (in part as a reaction to the US consolidation of its European empire), chances of a third way

diminished fast. Poland's most popular party, the Peasant Party, was eviscerated through a combination of

Red Army pressure and communist ruthlessness. The Polish �lmmaker Andrej Wajda, an intellectual

antagonist of the cold war order, memorialized the losing battle of the non-communist Poles in Ashes and

Diamonds (1958).  Some Poles waged guerrilla warfare until the late 1940s. Yet the Polish state no longer

stood for an alternative to either East or West. Even the Czechs, who had welcomed Soviet liberation in 1945,

had to abandon their balancing act between maintaining a foreign policy friendly to Moscow while keeping a

liberal domestic sphere. Only Finland succeeded—in part because of the shock over the Prague coup in 1948.

Conversely, in Yugoslavia a radical form of socialism ruled on the domestic front, leading to Tito's split with

the Soviet Union in 1948.

18

19
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Resisting the bomb: Western challenges during the 1950s and early
1960s

On March 1, 1954, the US testing of a hydrogen bomb at the Bikini atoll in the South Paci�c led to rising

public concern over the long-term health e�ects of nuclear radiation. When nuclear fallout contaminated 28

Americans, 239 Marshall Islanders, and 23 crew members of a Japanese �shing boat, the “Lucky

Dragon,” the Bikini tests made international headlines and alarmed the US public. American domestic and

international peace organizations, such as War Resisters’ International (WRI), the International Fellowship

of Reconciliation (IFR), and the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF), renewed

demands for nuclear disarmament. While anti-nuclear activism did not perceive itself as either pro- or

anti-communist, it clearly questioned the underlying paradigm of an arms race borne out of superpower

rivalry.

p. 438

20

By no means were these concerns limited to the United States. The Japanese reacted to the Bikini tests with

universal fury. Memories of Hiroshima and Nagasaki were marshaled as a means to reject military

“nuclearism.” Initially, the “Japan Council Against Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs” (Gensuikyô) had been

critical of both US and Soviet armaments. From 1959 onwards, however, the Japanese peace movement

came under the sway of socialist and communist groups and limited its criticism to the weapons of the US

and its allies.  In West Germany, the stationing of the �rst US nuclear weapons in 1953 as well as reports of

NATO military exercises that simulated the dropping of 335 atomic bombs, with the immediate result of 5.2

million Germans wounded or killed, evoked demands to ban the bomb.  In the Federal Republic protests

against nuclear weapons were inextricably linked to opposing plans to rearm the country. Like the Japanese,

Germans opposed to the cold war, and nuclear arms, reminded their audiences about the lessons learned

from World War II.

21

22

23

In the mid-1950s polls throughout Western and Northern Europe showed that, despite signi�cant mistrust

of the Soviet Union, many supported a test ban treaty as well as the prohibition of nuclear arms. Early on

scientists were prominent in these struggles. Britain's anti-nuclear activists urged their government not to

develop the hydrogen bomb as early as 1950. A key �gure was the British mathematician and philosopher

Bertrand Russell, whose December 23, 1953, BBC radio address attracted international attention. It led to the

creation of the Pugwash Movement that was supported by a number of leading physicists, including several

Nobel laureates on both sides of the cold war barrier. In�uenced by Western colleagues, Soviet physicists

such as Andrei Sakharov apparently warned their government of the dangers of nuclear weapons.24

When nuclear testing programs accelerated during the late 1950s, a �rst wave of mass protests to “ban the

bomb” erupted in Western countries. Britain took the lead with the formation of the Campaign for Nuclear

Disarmament (CND). The �rst march from London to Aldermaston on Easter 1958 adopted the symbol that

has become the emblem of peace movements ever since: a circle encompassing a broken cross.  The West

German Easter March Movement, which originally grew out of opposition to NATO's decision to arm West

German forces with US nuclear weapons, copied CND.  Although the 1963 Test Ban Treaty fell short of the

expectations of peace activists, protesters could claim that they had contributed to growing pressure,

forcing US and Soviet governments to achieve a breakthrough at the negotiating table. By politicizing a

generation of young people and developing new forms of political action, the anti-nuclear campaign set the

stage for the protests against the Vietnam War.

25

26
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Eastern challenges during the 1950s and 1960sp. 439

In the Soviet empire, challenges to the cold war order more directly translated into questioning the existing

form of government. Already during the early 1950s, when communist rule remained fragile and people

remembered a life before Stalinism, protests and demonstrations endangered the domestic status quo.

Stalin's death in 1953 raised hopes throughout the Eastern bloc. Yet, the Plzeň demonstrations of May 1953

and the East Berlin workers’ uprisings in June 1953 were easily crushed. Similar strikes could be observed in

Hungary, Bulgaria, Romania, and even the USSR itself.  The crackdown was swift, but costly. East Germans

were voting with their feet. Until the erection of the Berlin wall in 1961, about 2.7 million left for the West.

In Hungary, the 1953 strikes blazed a path for economic liberalization, which fueled the 1956 revolution.

27

28

While in 1953 Czechs, East Germans, and Hungarians primarily demanded better living and working

conditions, in 1956 opposition groups confronted the cold war order more directly. Albeit not a challenge to

the basic tenets of Soviet rule (only of Stalin's ruthless “digressions”), Khrushchev's repudiation of

Stalinism in his February 1956 “Secret Speech” at the 20th CPSU Party congress set Poland and Hungary

�rmly on the path of reform communism. In Poland, according to the historian Paweł Machcewicz, the

Communist party went through its most profound crisis of the cold war period, even eclipsing the heyday of

Solidarity in 1980–1. The government averted a complete meltdown of communist rule by bringing back

Władysław Gomułka, a high-ranking member of the communist nomenclatura who had fallen out of favor

with Stalin and now represented both communism and Polish nationalism. Gomułka abandoned

Sovietization, including the collectivization of agriculture; most Russian advisors left the country. Crucially,

because the Catholic Church gained more breathing space, it could build a parallel society.  In Hungary,

workers’ councils (consciously modeled on the 1917 Russian Revolution) brie�y realized alternative visions

of socialism in 1956, when they gained considerable in�uence. Imre Nagy's “reform communism” provided

a template for later reform e�orts. Given the prevailing mood in Moscow and the rigidity of the East-West

con�ict, however, the 1956 Hungarian challenge to the cold war order did not stand the test of political

reality.

29

30

Northeast Asia also had its 1956. It was a little known but fascinating chapter of cold war history that

Khrushchev's secret speech prompted a group of North Korean communist reformers to challenge Kim Il-

Sung's orthodox Stalinism. What became known as the “August plot” evolved into a serious leadership

crisis.  Ultimately, Pyongyang students, intellectuals, and party cadres failed to overthrow the domestic

cold war order. Like their Hungarian counterparts they were brutally suppressed by the regime. The

repercussions were far-reaching, nevertheless. The 1956 events in Hungary, Poland, North Korea, and the

Soviet Union itself pushed Mao and the Chinese Communists to incrementally disassociate themselves from

Moscow. China adhered to a Stalinist model for two more decades. After going through the cataclysm of

the Cultural Revolution, it developed its own alternative to the bipolar cold war order. It also became an

inspiration during the 1960s for Western revolutionaries who did not know much about China but were

searching for leftist ideas beyond orthodox cold war communism. It was during the 1970s and 1980s that

China, in part prompted by the 1968 Soviet crackdown in Prague, would open up toward the West, thus

helping to penetrate cold war boundaries.

31

p. 440

32

The 1953 and 1956 movements failed politically. Yet, they set in motion processes which culminated a

decade later with the 1968 Prague Spring and the 1968–9 Sino-Soviet military skirmishes. In Poland

following 1956, for example, the young Marxist philosopher Leszek Kołakowski abandoned orthodox

Marxism and became one of the standard bearers of what came to be known as “revisionism.” Unlike their

Western peers, who after 1956 left their Communist parties in droves, Eastern reform communists still tried

to work through the party. They were not yet ready to replace communism with Western liberal democracy.

They sought a “third way” outside the rigid cold war system, As Tony Judt observed, during the 1960s

reform communism a�orded “a brief window of optimism about an alternative Socialist future.”33
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In 1965, Jacek Kuroń and Karol Modzelewski, two young Polish communists, published a manifesto in which

they sketched their vision of a socialism “with a human face.”  Their “Open Letter to the Party” struck a

chord among their Polish peers. It also became an important inspiration for those West European and North

American students of the “1968” generation, who solicited ideas beyond the orthodox communist and

liberal models.  Kuroń and Modzelewski were not supporters of Western liberal democracy. They

adamantly opposed “parliamentary regimes” and favored the liberation “of a large group of countries from

capitalist domination.” Yet they also advocated a “workers’ democracy” that gave autonomy to the local

and factory level, allowed unions independent of the state, and channeled more resources from heavy

industry into consumption (a conventional goal that had been on the agenda of many Eastern regimes since

the mid-1960s). In addition, they demanded an end to the political police, the standing army, censorship,

and one-party rule. In a similar fashion, the resolution passed by the Fourth Czechoslovak Writers’

Congress in the summer of 1967, which became one of the rallying cries of the “Prague Spring,” paralleled

Czech party chief Alexander Dubček's “third way.” It did not argue for a sweeping “counter-revolution,” as

Leonid Brezhnev later alleged. Rather, it challenged the cold war order in both its Eastern and Western

incarnations.

34

35

“Prague” and “Warsaw” 1968 were by no means direct precursors to 1989. East Central European

intellectuals such as the Czech writer Vaclav Havel and his Polish counterpart Adam Michnik were still a

long way from becoming adherents of Western-style democracy.  It was only during the 1970s and 1980s,

mostly in reaction to the Prague crackdown, that reform communism became suspicious to younger

generations of East Europeans and Northeast Asians. Yet, during the 1980s concepts like “freedom” and

“democracy” could be perceived outside the post-1989 triumphalist Western notion of these terms. Even

among the members of the dissident Polish labor union Solidarity, these terms were imbued with a

socialist meaning. In fact, it was precisely because Dubček tried to square the circle by envisioning a less

centralized, open, and liberal form of socialism that the Prague Spring turned out to be so contagious all

across the Eastern bloc, including the German Democratic Republic (GDR).

36

p. 441

37

Whereas communist regimes managed to suppress civic unrest for almost two more decades, its critics lost

faith in communism's ability to reform itself. After Prague 1968, working through the established

Communist parties was no longer an option. In 1989 during the Czech “Velvet Revolution,” Dubček received

a hero's welcome on Wenceslas Square. Yet it was obvious that not he, the failed leader of the Prague Spring

and proponent of “Socialism with a human face,” but the most prominent speaker among the 1970s

dissidents, Vaclav Havel, would lead his country into the post-communist era. Even though the democratic

impulse of 1968 had not led to an immediate overthrow of the existing orders, its long-term consequences

were nevertheless remarkable. In 1989 Havel, Kuroń, Michnik, and other intellectual protagonists of 1968

would become driving intellectual forces behind the peaceful revolutions in East Central Europe.38
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Against imperialism: anti-Vietnam protests and “1968”

In Western countries, too, 1956 was a turning point. The failed Franco-British invasion of Suez highlighted

the extent to which the international system had become a bipolar one. Little political space was left for

meddling mid-size powers (and former colonial masters at that) still mired in dreams of European

greatness.  While Britain sought to reinforce its “special relationship” after Suez, throwing in its lot with

the Americans, the French government consented to the next step of European integration with the

founding of the European Economic Community (EEC) in Rome 1957. It also developed its own alternative

vision of the cold war, which culminated in President Charles de Gaulle's quixotic campaigns of the 1960s.

He was unable to reconcile his e�ort to establish “great power” relations with Moscow with his

simultaneous encouragement of Polish emancipation. His policies toward Western Europe were similarly

inconsistent. While he promoted Western European “independence” from the US, he could not overcome

suspicions among the West Germans, Dutch, and Italians that his program aimed purely toward French

“grandeur.”

39

For Western left-wing intellectuals, the brutal crushing of the Hungarian revolution was at least as

important as Suez was for the decolonization process in Africa. Many deserted the traditional Communist

parties and worked toward the establishment of a “new left,” which laid the intellectual groundwork for the

1960s protest movements.  New left challenges to the cold war di�ered markedly from anti-nuclear

activism. First, the anti-nuclear campaign had been closely linked to the “old left” of established social

democratic parties and labor unions, whereas the new left did not organize in traditional ways at all. Second,

its social basis was not workers, but young people and intellectuals. Third, while the anti-nuclear

campaign had been mostly limited to Western Europe, the United States, and Japan, the new left developed

real and imagined ties to postcolonial revolutionary movements.  Fourth, the new left was less about the

cold war as such. Although critical of both the USSR and the US, it by and large subordinated the nuclear

threat to what it considered more fundamental North-South issues. The new left hoped to turn the direction

of the world's main political axis from East-West to North-South.

40
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41

42

By the late 1960s Vietnam had come to replace concerns over nuclear armament as the main reason for

peace-related activities. In Europe, Vietnam came to crowd out the legacies of earlier struggles against

colonialism such as the Algerian War of the late 1950s and early 1960s. In the US, worries over the Vietnam

War intensi�ed even before President Lyndon B. Johnson began to dispatch combat troops in 1965.

Developing parallel to and often in close association with the African-American civil rights, feminist,

student, and environmental movements, leftist protest in part turned into a more elemental critique of the

cold war order. Taken together with these other challenges to the status quo, the domestic and international

impact was huge. It accelerated the demise of the liberal (“New Deal”) consensus, undercut American

economic pre-eminence, left the US military in its deepest crisis, fed into the Sixties “counter-cultural”

challenges, and ultimately came to symbolize the end of the era of great dreams of the early 1960s.43

The anti-Vietnam protests were a global phenomenon. Beginning in 1966, simultaneous anti-war rallies

were staged in several Western countries. In October 1967, for example, the march on the Pentagon that was

organized by US peace groups was closely coordinated with solidarity demonstrations against American

military installations in West Berlin and with anti-war rallies in Amsterdam, London, Oslo, Paris, Rome,

and Tokyo.  In Britain and West Germany, student protests, originally organized over issues of college

discipline, escalated into mass demonstrations with more than 100,000 participants in 1968. The greatest

mobilization was seen in Japan, where anti-Vietnam protests rallied almost 800,000 people in 1970. In

many other Western as well as non-Western countries such as Mexico, the Philippines, Thailand, and

Zambia, opposition to the American engagement in Vietnam led to student radicalization.  The anti-

Vietnam protests challenged cold war doctrines in new and di�erent ways. Anti-imperialism, which in

44
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principle was directed at both superpowers, superseded anti-nuclearism as the main oppositional rallying

cry.

Like its anti-nuclear predecessor during the 1950s and to a more limited extent the 1953–6 East Central

European movements, the Vietnam protests saw the emergence of transnational networks of rebellion. The

close ties between American, West German, and other European protesters matched their governments’

cold war cooperation. Important �gures of the German new left, for example, had become acquainted with

their American counterparts as exchange students during the early 1960s. After their return to Germany

they helped organize protests against the American war in Vietnam using methods they copied from the US

civil rights movements, such as “sit-ins,” or following their American campus peers by organizing “teach-

ins” at German universities.  Similar cross-pollination could be observed in many other countries.46 47

Anti-Vietnam protests evolved into a more systemic anti-imperialist and anti-capitalist critique of Western

democracy that envisioned a world beyond the cold war. The revolutionary rhetoric and violent methods of

“1968” often alienated middle-class voters who had been broadly sympathetic to the anti-nuclear cause. On

its extreme fringes it also spawned left-wing terrorist groups, which took lives in the name of overcoming

the established order. While often grounded in particular local grievances, this Western terrorism, which

found only a limited measure of support among the majority of the 1960s movements, focused on domestic

political targets as well as on US military installations. Particularly in Italy, Japan, and West Germany—the

three successor states of the 1930s aggressors—terrorist groups targeted US military installations. Here, the

challenge to the cold war became increasingly one-sided, anti-American, and lethal.  Yet, in the United

States, too, the radical left Weather Underground brutally opposed the cold war order and carried out

bombings in the name of anti-imperialism and anti-capitalism.

p. 443

48

49

The rise of Europe and East Asia: challenging the “second cold war”

When the thaw in superpower relations was giving way to new tensions during the second half of the 1970s,

East Asians, West Europeans, and to a lesser extent North Americans were at �rst not prepared to accept

renewed cold war belligerence. Several developments helped revive the peace and anti-nuclear campaigns.

First, beginning in the early 1970s, NATO started to modernize its nuclear arsenal through the testing of

advanced weaponry such as cruise missiles. It also upgraded its air and ground arsenal with new generations

of tanks and bombers. Second, the Soviet Union likewise modernized its nuclear forces by introducing SS-20

medium range missiles and “Back�re” bombers. From NATO's point of view this tilted the military balance

toward the Warsaw Pact organization. Third, the Soviet invasion in Afghanistan in late 1979, NATO's

December 1979 “Dual track decision,” and �nally Ronald Reagan's election to the American presidency in

November 1980 elicited mounting fears of nuclear armageddon in East and West.50

The fourth and most important game changer, however, was the reduction of the dominance of the

superpowers. During the 1960s and 1970s, allies of both the US and to a more limited extent the USSR had

made headway vis-à-vis the hegemonic powers. Western Europe, in particular, was much less dependent on

the United States. West Germany, France, and Japan, but also smaller allies like the Netherlands and South

Korea, were �exing their economic muscles, while the US seemed to be in economic decline. The Federal

Republic especially made a huge military, economic, and increasingly political contribution to the Western

alliance. With regard to the NATO dual-track decision, West European leaders like Prime Minister James

Callaghan of Britain, Chancellor Helmut Schmidt of West Germany, and President Valéry Giscard

d’Estaing of France exercised leadership, while US President Jimmy Carter seemed to lack the resolve to lead

the West.

p. 444

51

New protests against the cold war exploded with NATO's decision to deploy a new generation of

intermediate-range ballistic missiles in December 1979.  This second great anti-nuclear campaign in52
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postwar history achieved most domestic support in Belgium and the Netherlands, where governments

agreed to delay the NATO deployment schedule.  In Britain, where CND was rejuvenated, nuclear weapons

became an important political issue as well. In October 1980, 80,000 marched to Trafalgar Square. In

Germany the same year anti-nuclear demonstrations reached 100,000. The high point occurred in October

1983 just before the deployment of NATO's new missiles began. Up to an estimated one million

demonstrators protested in West Germany, 600,000 in Rome, and 400,000 in London. New York City

witnessed the largest demonstration in US history with almost a million taking to the streets in June 1982.

53

54

Unlike the �rst anti-nuclear campaigns of the 1950s and the protests against the Vietnam War, the 1980s

peace movement did not originate in the United States. While supported by American peace groups (such as

the National Freeze Campaign), the European peace movements of the 1980s developed independently.

Their focus was the Pershing II and cruise missiles, which concerned the balance of power in Europe. This

was a lesser worry among US peace activists, whose outlook was more global and who focused on

intercontinental weapons such as the MX missiles.  Japanese activists also re-emerged during the 1980s,

when 27 million Japanese signed anti-nuclear petitions.  While the transnational protests of the 1980s

continued older traditions, they also had their roots in the ecological and feminist movements. In several

European countries, this led to the founding of new parliamentary groups such as the Green parties, which

made challenging the cold war order a central plank of their platform.

55

56

The 1980s saw the emergence of a growing sense of inner-European solidarity vis-à-vis the two

superpowers. Europeans and East Asians became more distrustful of both the United States and the Soviet

Union, who seemed to have re-ignited the cold war in order to stay on top of their respective alliance

systems. Eastern bloc peace activists shared many concerns with their Western peers. East German peace

groups, for example, which were mostly anchored in the Protestant churches, found much common ground

with peace-minded Dutch and German church representatives. The British-based peace group European

Nuclear Disarmament (END) created a network that sought to bring together activists from both sides of the

iron curtain.  In addition, unlike Margaret Thatcher and the British Tories, continental European

conservatives were less willing to return to the sharp anti-communism of the 1950s. In West Germany,

Helmut Kohl and his staunchly conservative arch rival, the Bavarian premier Franz-Josef Strauß, continued

to work on improving relations with the GDR and preserving the hard-won gains of Ostpolitik. Kohl even

spoke of a “German-German coalition of reason.”

57

58

In East Asia, too, the old order was crumbling. From the time of the invasion of Czechoslovakia in the late

1960s, China, now under its new post-Maoist leadership, had ceased to view the US within the framework of

an ideologically driven cold war competition. South Korea went through a phase of domestic turmoil

beginning in the late 1970s that resulted in the overthrow of the US backed anti-communist military

dictatorships and a gradual transition to democracy. While US-Soviet relations deteriorated in the early

1980s, especially after the shooting down of a Korean airliner (KAL �ight 007) in September 1983, South

Korea's external relations vis-à-vis China and Japan relaxed. As part of the domestic “thaw” in South Korea

and China, trade began to crowd out former ideological and military con�icts.  Japan's economic miracle,

like Europe's, had been built on exports to the United States, which provided cheap defense and thus took a

big burden o� the shoulders of the Japanese. By the late 1980s, however, the East-West con�ict seemed to

have been replaced by an epoch of trilateral global economic competition among Western Europe, East Asia,

and North America.
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The final years: challenging the cold war becomes consensus

By the mid-1980s challenging the cold war order was de rigeur. That consensus was now so broad that it

was shared by conservative and progressive politicians alike. Ronald Reagan astonished friend and foe when

he famously reversed his position on the arms race in early 1984.  The Reagan reversal together with the

1985 ascendancy of Mikhail Gorbachev to the post of CPSU general secretary helped pave the way toward

nuclear abolition and détente. The �nal challenge to the cold war thus started in the halls of government,

although the ground had been prepared by Solidarity in Poland and the large-scale West European and

North American peace movements of the 1980s.

61

Solidarity merits its own chapter in a history on challenges to the cold war. Given the central strategic and

political importance of Poland to the Soviet empire, Solidarity's success was critical to the fall of the Soviet

Union in 1990–1. Beginning in 1976 Poland had been in a state of almost continuous economic crisis. After

the 1976 strikes, the Workers’ Defense Committee (KOR) was founded, which included March 1968 veterans

like Adam Michnik and Jacek Kuroń. It was soon joined by other groups that openly challenged the party

monopoly. Karol Wojtyła's election to the papacy con�rmed the church's role as a societal organization.

John Paul II's triumphal visit to Poland in June 1979 demonstrated that the Church could mobilize millions

without having to ask for the consent of the state.62

With the economic situation going from bad to worse in early 1980, the austerity measures of the Polish

government led to an explosion of strikes that soon engulfed the country. Solidarity came into being in the

summer of 1980. Within a year it had millions of members. The striking workers were able to extract

considerable concessions from the regime. This time the Poles were lucky. Since late 1979 the Soviet Union

had been embroiled in a costly war in Afghanistan. On its eastern border it was challenged by a westward

looking China. The Polish government could not spend its way out of trouble as had been the case during

the 1960s and 1970s. It (as well as the GDR, the CSSR, and Hungary) depended on a continuous �ow of

Western cash. A 1953, 1956, or 1968 “solution” was thus out of the question. The government declared

martial law in 1981, but continued to face an impasse.

p. 446

63

The cold war ended in Poland in the fall 1988. The establishment of a “round table” brought the various

parties and groups together. The government also had to accept the legalization of Solidarity, which was

registered in April 1989. Even as Western politicians struggled to grasp the seriousness of these Polish

moves toward an uneasy coexistence between a communist government and non-communist

organizations, Poland slipped into the new post-cold war order. In September 1989, Tadeusz Mazowiecki

was appointed the �rst non-communist prime minister since World War II.  When the East German

“embassy crisis” emerged during the summer of 1989, Poland provided an example that could be copied by

other Soviet satellites. Gorbachev declared the cold war to be over when he came up with the “Sinatra

Doctrine” that the Eastern Europeans could have it their own way.

64

In the decades between World War II and the 1980s, the history of the world was shaped by the competition

between the two superpowers. In a divided Europe in particular, but also in East Asia and North America,

throughout the forty years of the cold war this state of the world was almost constantly challenged. As much

as anti-communism in the West and anti-capitalism in the East, rejecting the cold war order was part and

parcel of the East-West con�ict. In Eastern Europe, these challenges often turned violent because the

domestic cold war order was originally imposed by the Soviet Union. In the West, the cold war also

permeated the political culture. Yet within democratic systems challenges to the prevailing international

order such as those expressed by the peace movements of the 1950s and 1980s or the anti-imperialist

critique of the 1960s often helped to create a new consensus. Here, in the long run, challenging the cold war

turned out to be a means of integration and building a democratic consensus. While we cannot overlook the
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fundamental di�erences between East and West, challenging the cold war created (imagined) communities

of protest across national borders and thus helped to bring people on both sides of the iron curtain together.
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26 Locating The Transnational in the Cold War 
Penny Von Eschen

This chapter examines the role of the transnational in the Cold War. It suggests that Cold War

transnationalism must be considered as a highly speci�c political and ideological formation, and

analyzes transnational projects such as those re�ected in the memorialization �lm of actor Bruce Lee

and Congolese political leader Patrice Lumumba. The chapter contends that attention to transnational

movements and formations raises fundamental questions about who should tell the story of the Cold

War and comments on Kamila Shamsie's critically acclaimed 2009 book Burnt Shadows. It also shows

that interconnectedness of the Cold War with national and transnational histories that predated the

particular policies/crises of the Cold War.

In November 2005 the �rst monument to martial arts expert and �lm star Bruce Lee was unveiled in Mostar,

Bosnia Herzegovina (a second monument was displayed in Hong Kong a day later). Honoring Lee as a

symbol of “loyalty, skill, justice, and friendship,” the organizers also intended the life-sized bronze statue

“as a rebuke to the ongoing use of public spaces to glorify the country's competing nationalisms.” In a city

that had been divided over identities and boundaries and had been torn apart in the 1992–3 war that largely

destroyed the 15th and 16th century Bosniak (Bosnian Muslim) west side, it was critical to the monument's

planners that Lee was neither Serb, nor Croatian, nor Muslim, and that his statue faced north, favoring

neither East nor West.

Moreover, the organizers explained, Bruce Lee, who had emerged as a transnational screen icon of anti-

imperialism in the 1970s, �ghting European and Asian colonizers alike, reminded them of the hope of their

childhood. For young audiences across the globe, from Mostar, to Los Angeles, Zagreb, Bombay, and Hong

Kong, Lee embodied a vision of a future free from poverty and political repression, and the armed con�ict

that raged through the Asian, African, and Central American continents during the era we still refer to,
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perhaps inescapably for our generation, as the “cold war.” Sadly, a mere statue of the famed martial artist

was hardly a deterrent for vandals. Within hours after the dedication, desecrators stole the nunchucks and

defaced the statue. The statue was quickly removed and stored for repair.1

As I read reports of Lee monuments in 2005, I recalled a conversation a decade earlier with a colleague from

Budapest. As we discussed the triumphalism that dominated western accounts of the end of the cold war, he

grew nostalgic for the camaraderie of drinking with friends on Budapest's Lumumba Street. That street, of

course, enshrined the memory of Patrice Lumumba, post-independence Prime Minister of the short-lived

republic of the Congo, assassinated by Belgian authorities with CIA complicity in 1961. Despite his limited

prospects and frustrations under Hungarian communism, nonetheless my colleague mourned a vanished

world of anti-imperialism and hopes of global justice that had always seemed larger than his own

circumstances. Lumumba Street, he explained, no longer existed. It had been renamed after the fall of the

socialist government, when practically overnight streets commemorating revolutionary icons were

rechristened after monarchs and elites. Friends had trouble meeting each other because they didn’t know

the names of familiar streets. In time, I would discover that Budapest's Lumumba Street had been renamed

Rona Utca. There had been dozens of Lumumba Streets in cities throughout the former eastern bloc. Most

no longer exist: as in Budapest they were renamed after the fall of the communist regimes. The contested

legacies of Lee and Lumumba reveal an ongoing struggle over cold war memory. The incarnation of Lee and

the erasure of Lumumba as global symbols attest to the power as well as the fragility of the transnational

projects and aspirations of the cold war era.

p. 452

In this essay, I take up three central and related issues. First, to address my speci�c charge to consider ways

in which transnational actors and groups permeated the East-West divide, I argue that we must �rst

consider cold war transnationalism as a highly speci�c political and ideological formation. Much of the

recent scholarly discussion on transnationalism has focused on analytic and methodological questions, but

to begin to grasp the promise and fragility of transnational formations in the cold war era, it is imperative

that one does not con�ate transnationalism as methodology and analytic category with transnationalism as

political, material, and ideological formations. Only by considering cold war transnationalism as a

historically speci�c political and ideologic-al formation can we grasp the frame of the possible, as well as

the limitations of such transnational projects as those re�ected in the Bruce Lee and Patrice Lumumba

examples.  Following Prasenjit Duara's essay in this volume on nation/empire and the cold war, I suggest

that these projects were triangulated with the dominant structures of nations and empires on the one hand,

and the universalizing aspirations of the superpowers on the other. Indeed, transnationalism could only

have achieved its centrality during the cold war because these projects laid bare and mediated between the

core contradictions and tensions of the era, as the cold war's superpowers, each with considerable imperial

baggage, sought to legitimize universalizing projects.

2

Cold war era transnational projects generated sites for political negotiation and leverage in conditions of

extraordinarily unequal global power relations amidst war, shifting empires, and decolonization. I will

discuss a range of transnational formations, attempting to account for the ubiquity and power of these

formations. In doing so, I explore a realm of what Svetlana Boym has called “critical nostalgia,” a theme

that has emerged in the burgeoning literature on cold war memory as an expression of loss: not necessarily

for a particular political formation of the cold war, but for a sense of vanished hope itself.  As suggested

above, far from a simple celebration of transnationalism as an alternative to cold war formations, I

emphasize the contradictions and conundrums of cold war transnationalism. Throughout the cold war era,

multiple transnational actors challenged, but also intersected with, the projects of states, including cold war

superpowers. Both western and eastern bloc states advocated and sponsored extensive transnational 

projects. The socialist bloc sponsored a host of aid projects, labor and international peace and friendship

conferences, and �nanced cultural diplomacy and anti-imperialist projects. The US sponsored transnational

networks of modernization and development, and related educational, cultural, and religious projects;

3

p. 453
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taken together these were rich sites of political formation for the arena of transnational anti-communism.

To understand the signi�cance of transnational actors during the cold war, and the fragility as well as the

power of transnational formations, we need to delve into possibilities enabled by this moment.

Second, I suggest that attention to transnational formations as well as the movement of peoples across

nations and multiple histories illuminates this volume's concern to show the interconnectedness of the cold

war with national and transnational histories that predated the particular policies/crises of the cold war.

The cold war recast some of the transnational networks that predated it, including evangelical Christianity

and a range of missionary projects as well as transnational circuits in the performing arts. The cold war also

resituated a range of consumer commodities, long circulated in far-�ung circuits of exchange, as not simply

the mechanisms or conditions for power, but as the very face of state power, as shown in such examples as

blue jeans and plastics, in what Eli Rubin has called “synthetic socialism.”4

Cold war remappings of the trajectories of anti-colonial movements stretched to nearly every part of the

globe. From 1945 onward, the violent imposition of cold war geographies on colonial and decolonizing

landscapes produced multiple wars and a massive displacement of people who were then forced to imagine a

global political landscape where they would be visible—legible in the emerging international order as

peoples with rights—and safe. From the arbitrary division of Korea at the 38th parallel on the night of

August 10–11 in 1945; to the brokering of US administrative control of the Paci�c Trust Territories and

newly drawn Italy/Yugoslavian borders; through the division of Vietnam at the 13th parallel at the 1954

Geneva conventions and the securing by Jan Smuts of e�ective control of Southwest Africa at the United

Nations, borders redrawn in the murky transition from World War II to the cold war generated an explosion

of global anti-colonial and non-aligned as well as transnational anti-communist projects that dominated

international politics for years to come.  For a global non-aligned movement, transnational alliances

heralded a potent challenge to the prerogatives of superpowers. Here, I will consider the example of the

intersection between transnational protests that followed Lumumba's death and non-alignment.

5

Third, I suggest that attention to transnational movements and formations raises fundamental questions

about the archive of the cold war. Who gets to tell the story of the cold war? Emphasizing the limits of state

archives for telling the story of the cold war and as a frame for following transnational actors under the

radars of states, I turn to Kamila Shamsie's critically acclaimed 2009 Burnt Shadows. This work of historical

�ction begins with the 1945 bombing of Nagasaki, and follows an arc through 1947 Delhi at the moment of

partition, to CIA infused Pakistan, and �nally to Afghanistan, New York City, and by implication

Guantanamo. Probing intersections between cold war policies and historical trajectories of decolonization

once viewed as independent of the cold war, Shamsie further illuminates the emergence of what we

might view as “blowback” transnationalism, calling attention to two of the most powerful transnational

formations spawned by the cold war: al-Qaeda on the one hand, and a vast network of mercenaries and

private military corporations made up primarily of former national security and intelligence o�cers from

every part of the globe on the other.  Yet, as I argue in concluding re�ections on the afterlife of cold war

transnationalism and the signi�cance of contemporary commemorations of Patrice Lumumba, the

transnational remains a powerful dream space, a space for imaging alternatives to the present precisely

because it beckons past current formations of power, and the states and nations that have so badly failed the

people they purport to represent and protect.

p. 454

6
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The historical moment: nation, empire, and transnation

Scholars, including historians Ronald Suny, Terry Martin, Odd Arne Westad, and the philosopher Susan

Buck-Morss, have reminded us of how deeply and fundamentally problems of nationalism and empire were

woven into the very fabric of the cold war. To appreciate the power and ubiquity of transnational formations

as well as the conundrums of the transnational in the cold war era, it is necessary to revisit the World War I-

era formulations of Leninist and Wilsonian transnationalism. Indeed, tensions between nations, empires,

and new global formations had forcefully emerged much earlier. From the age of European, American,

Haitian, and Latin revolutions on the cusp of the 18th and 19th centuries, and cascading throughout the 19th

century in anti-slavery, workers’, and women's movements, new media and circuits of exchange enabled

and emboldened global narratives. Here I take a page from earlier diplomatic historians as well as global

historians and recent scholarship on the Soviet Union to revisit the ways in which the internationalism of

the early Soviet and Wilsonian systems developed in relation to one another. To borrow a phrase from Carol

Gluck and Anna Tsing, we might speak of a “global lexicon” of the cold war shaped by a shared vision of the

good life for the masses and shared languages of egalitarianism, democracy, and modernization.7

The philosopher Buck-Morss and the historian Westad have asked us to consider the shared assumptions

and discursive worlds of the 20th century across the cold war divide. Buck-Morss argues that the dream of

mass utopia de�nes the 20th century: both capitalist and socialist forms of industrial modernity were

characterized by a “collective dream that dared to imagine social world in alliance with personal

happiness.”  Her emphasis on the ubiquity of utopian visions is critical to understanding the abiding allure

of the transnational movements and icons of the cold war era, as well as the era's unexpected and often

fragile alliances. Indeed, what we might think of as the equally outlandish promises and betrayals of

communism and capitalism, along with the jarring experience of the celebration and violations of ideals, set

the stage for interconnections and alliances between those with similar aspirations and grievances that

characterized many transnational movements.

8

p. 455

Like Buck-Morss, Westad frames the US and Soviet projects as competing universalizing responses to the

break-up of older empires and colonialism: both wrestling with their own legacies of empire.  In World War

I, with the collapse of the Romanov (tsarist Russia), Habsburg, and Ottoman empires, the Bolsheviks

inherited an empire in which over seventy ethnic groups spreading from Norwegian to Korean borders

outnumbered Russians. Likewise, for Westad, the “origins of American interventions in the Third-World”

are consonant with the very origins of the American state, from continental westward expansion, slavery,

and colonial con�ict with Native Americans, to the late 19th century occupation and annexation of Hawaii

and turn of the century interventions and occupations of the Philippines and Cuba. Moreover, Westad adds,

Africa had been at the heart of US policies both at home and abroad for the �rst hundred years.

9

In the case of the Soviet Union, recent scholarship has demonstrated the breadth and depth of the Bolshevik

project of cultivating forms of ethno-nations as a counter to statehood. Historians Ronald Suny and Terry

Martin noted the crowning irony of Soviet history: A “radical socialist elite that proclaimed an

internationalist agenda that was to transcend the bourgeois nationalist phase of history in fact ended up by

institutionalizing nations within its own political body.”  Lenin viewed nationalism as dangerous because

it could promote cross-class alliances, or in the 1918 words of Stalin: “the national �ag is sewn on only to

deceive the masses, a cover-up for the counter-revolutionary plans of the bourgeois.”

10

11

Despite their deep suspicion of nationalism, Lenin and Stalin adopted wildly ambitious ethno-nationalist

projects. On the rationale that with modernization class divisions would naturally emerge which would

allow the Soviet State to recruit proletarian and peasant support for the socialist project, in the 1920s the

Soviets sponsored programs that at their most far-reaching involved not only the creation of ethnically

speci�c cultural institutions from the opera to the press, but also the creation of written languages where
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none had previously existed.  This wishful belief in an evolution from nationalism to socialism might be

compared to Wilsonianism and the US post-1945 foreign policy premise that democracy must yield to the

needs of capitalism, because democracy will naturally emerge from capitalism. Such logic seemed to justify

the overthrow of democracies in the short run. Indeed, Westad and Buck-Morss are astute in their

recognition of the structural contradiction in both the US and Soviet systems as the avowed universalist

ideologies of each came up against national interests and imperial entanglements.

12

Western tensions between local, national, and transnational projects also had antecedents in World War I.

Wilson asserted his vision of internationalism in 1917, when he championed the right of self-determination

as the central principle of legitimacy in the new international order and de�ned the self-determining nation

state as the sole legitimate entity in international relations. Wilson presented his Fourteen Points, foremost

among which was self-determination, as a response to the Bolshevik revolution and Lenin's call for

worldwide anti-imperialism. As Wilson advocated national self-determination as an alternative to class

con�ict, in what Erez Manela has elegantly described as the “Wilsonian Moment,” Afro-Asian colonial

nationalists appropriated and interpreted the principle as a challenge to imperialism in international

relations that required the recognition of the equality and sovereignty of hitherto “dependent” peoples.

p. 456

13

The Paris Peace Conference of 1919 became a focal point for anti-colonial aspirations. These anti-colonial

activists quickly became disillusioned by Wilson and turned to the more vigorous support of Lenin, buoyed

by the Communist International, founded in 1919 to promote world revolution. Wilson's failure

notwithstanding, the stage had been set for a vigorous nation-building anti-communism that would be

mobilized on behalf of anti-communist regimes in the post-1945 era. And more signi�cantly in the short

term, the left-in�ected independence movements of the mid-20th century were bitterly opposed by an

increasingly US dominated western bloc. While the Wilsonian vision proposed a world of nations modeled

after US institutions, transnational aspirations were fundamental in both blocs.

Transnational projects that were in varying degrees related to identi�able ideological blocs in the cold war

existed alongside and sometimes intersected with other transnational initiatives. In the case of Soviet bloc

transnationalism, it is tempting to cynically dismiss the obvious failings of the Comintern and Soviet

internationalism; Stalin obviously withdrew support for communist movements during and after World War

II. As Westad observes in reference to Korea in particular and postwar intervention generally, “It was as if

Stalin, having started up the ladder to socialism in one country, was deliberately kicking away the ladder for

others to follow.”14

But the opportunities a�orded and relationships forged through the extensive Soviet international

infrastructure of aid and solidarity organizations developed over the decades of the cold war can no more be

reduced to crude projections of Soviet power than the US jazz ambassadors, of whom I have written

elsewhere, can be reduced to agents of US im-perialism.  One of the more striking examples of this can be

seen in the Soviet support for South Africa's African National Congress. In 1953, well before the Soviet Union

through Communist Party channels returned to a vigorous support of anti-imperialist movements with

Khrushchev, Walter Sisulu traveled to London, Eastern Europe, and Moscow, holding meetings with any

Africans present in an attempt to organize a Pan-African meeting on the continent of Africa.  After the

Soviet rediscovery of the Third World (1955–60), Soviet sponsorship of conferences, camps, and global

anti-imperialism projects expanded, with a �urry of activities sponsored by the Soviet Afro-Asian Solidarity

Committee (founded in 1956); along with the World Federation of Trade Unions (WFTU), the World

Federation of Democratic Youth (WFDY), created in London in 1945 by Communist youth groups; the

Women's International Democratic Federation (1945); and the World Peace Council (WPC), created in 1949.

15

16

The fragility of the alliances enabled by these organizations, as they rapidly vanished after 1991, is striking.

But does that necessarily imply that these expressions were super�cial, arti�cially manufactured, and

propped up by the state? Perhaps in some cases, but recent studies by historians and anthropologists
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working on the former Soviet bloc suggest otherwise. Their scholarship recovers the socialist idealism

shared by many citizens of the Soviet Union and eastern bloc countries. As the anthropologist Alexei

Yurchak argues: “What tends to get lost . . . is the crucial and seemingly paradoxical fact that, for great

numbers of Soviet citizens, many of the fundamental values, ideals, and realities of socialist life (such as

equality, community, sel�essness, altruism, friendship, ethical relations, safety, work, creativity, and

concern for the future) were of genuine importance, despite the fact that many of their everyday practices

transgressed, reinterpreted, or refused certain norms and rules expressed in the o�cial ideology of the

socialist state.”

p. 457

17

Indeed, like perestroika and glasnost, the 1989 revolutions took hold as movements to reform socialism, for

“socialism with a human face,” not for capitalism. And as the Mostar monument to Bruce Lee attests, anti-

imperial liberation for the world's colonized peoples was part and parcel of that vision. Yurchak argues

further that: “An undeniable constitutive part of today's phenomenon of ‘post-Soviet nostalgia,’ which is a

complex post-Soviet construct, is the longing for the very real humane values, ethics, friendships, and

creative possibilities that socialism a�orded—often in spite of the state's proclaimed goals—and that were

as irreducibly part of the everyday life of socialism as were the feelings of dullness and alienation.”  Thus,

we might suggest that the rapid collapse of transnational solidarity networks after the collapse of the

eastern bloc states had less to do with cynicism than the fact that solidarities previously enabled through

state mechanisms simply had no routes of circulation after the state collapsed. Though dependent on state

infrastructures, such solidarities were not de�ned by them.

18

While the US had no counterpart to the Cominform, scholars have traced what we might think of as a

complex transnational anti-communism, an area at the forefront of new developments in cold war

historiography. Extensive US covert support for intellectual and cultural institutions, and US sponsored

research by social scientists, educators, and the private sector in US modernization projects, buttressed but

also stretched beyond US support for anti-communist regimes. Building on initial projects in the western

hemisphere and the colonial Philippines, such networks fanned out through postwar occupations and

military bases in a burgeoning global anti-communist network.19

Transforming transnational circuits

Melani McAlister argues that during the cold war, Christian evangelicals recast the story of missionaries as

symbols of altruistic sacri�ce. In seeking to combat Godless communism, missionaries were now

participating in the same kind of martyrdom as that undergone by the early Christians. An international

evangelicalism cast as the “su�ering church vs. communism” thrived in the cold war era through

newspaper accounts and popular culture media in concert with “the occasional congressional hearing” such

as a 1959 meeting of the House on Un-American Activities Committee with ministers from China and Korea.

Later, as McAlister demonstrates, the Romanian Jewish convert Richard Wurmbrand, in his 1967 Tortured

for Christ, and the organization Voice of Martyrs, married “the iconography of Christian martyrdom to the

larger project of universal rights.”  Along with the Catholic Marians, with practices and theology based on

veneration of the Virgin Mary, and who drew on Polish, Russian, and Lithuanian Marian exiles to fan out

through Southeast Asia, Africa, and South America during the cold war, these state-supported non-state

actors recast the language and aims of Christianity in cold war terms. Historians have long recognized the

evangelical Protestant language of the cold war—depicted as a spiritual battle between good and evil—but

along with Dianne Kirby's essay in this volume, the historian Axel R. Schäfer further explores the deep

entanglements of Protestantism and the cold war state's subsidization of churches. “The [US] federal

government's e�orts to strengthen the anti-communist training of army recruits, support for the military

chaplaincy and evangelical campaigns, and the promotion of church building on military sites were decisive

factors in furthering the evangelicals and establishing contacts between church and state.”

p. 458

20

21
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Non-aligned and anti-colonial transnationalism

Schäfer's important exploration of “the public/private networks that underlay US Cold War state building”

exempli�es new scholarship on the cold war that unsettles the categories of state and non-state actors as it

uncovers hitherto unexplored reaches of the state.  In the case of evangelical projects, their major

protagonists were neither de�ned by nor direct agents of US anti-communism; nor were they independent.

Indeed, we need to consider state, non-state, and transnational formations and actors as intersecting and

rarely, if ever, entirely independent entities.

22

Given the intersection of state and non-state actors, it is hardly surprising that state-sponsored

transnational projects often yielded unexpected consequences, as seen in the case of cultural diplomacy.

After World War II the United States and the Soviet Union competed for the political allegiances and

resources of peoples emerging from decades of colonialism. The superpowers joined such countries as

Mexico and France that had long made the promotion and export of their arts a central part of their

diplomacy. While the Soviets sent classical orchestras and ballet companies across the world, and also

promoted folk cultural expressions, the United States responded with modern performing arts, sending

such jazz musicians as Dizzy Gillespie, Louis Armstrong, Duke Ellington, and Dave Brubeck, and such

dancers and choreographers as Martha Graham, Alvin Ailey, Paul Taylor, and Jose Limon, on world tours.

Not to be outdone by Soviet sponsorship of classical music, Washington also sent classical orchestras, often

to entertain elites in pro-western Latin American dictatorships. If jazz was the pet project of the State

Department, based on that form's salience for promoting a racially integrated American modernism, state

sponsorship had perhaps the most signi�cant impact on the dance world; the fortunes of the companies of

Martha Graham and Alvin Ailey became inextricably bound with their State Department sponsorship. These

international tours brought artists to places that often would not have been commercially pro�table or

logistically viable.

Yet, such sponsorship had unintended consequences. In the case of jazz and the US State Department,

musicians brought their own agendas, promoting civil rights, black militancy, and challenging State

Department priorities. Moreover, their desire to connect with musicians in other countries and to learn

new musical styles accentuated a globalization of popular music that belied the purported distinctiveness of

national cultures promoted by state sponsorship in this era. Indeed, scholars have pointed to the

importance of transnational performance in challenging the authority of colonial powers, as transnational

cultural exchanges provided a source of alternative cultural capital for all parties involved.

p. 459

Decolonization and non-alignment have been explored at length by scholars and are treated elsewhere in

this volume, but it is impossible to account for the power and ubiquity of transnationalism without placing

these dynamics at the center.  Non-aligned movements de�ed cold war blocs, and anti-colonial

movements were at odds with the superpowers, including the Soviet Union and China, far more than is

commonly acknowledged. But they also intersected with superpower interests. The consistently socialist-

leaning character of the non-alignment movements and the strength of the global/transnational anti-

imperialism of the 1960s and 1970s can in part be understood by US responses to non-aligned positions

from the late 1940s through the 1960s.

23

US o�cials were contemptuous of the non-aligned politics advocated by Jawaharlal Nehru in India, Gamal

Abdel Nasser in Egypt (and the short-lived United Arab Republic), and Kwame Nkrumah in Ghana.  From

the time that Truman and Stalin declared cold war on one another in 1946 and 1947, nations around the

globe announced with growing frequency that they would not be subjugated by either the West or the East

and declared their intentions to be neutral, “non-aligned states,” forming their own “Third World.” Even

before India's independence, Nehru held an Asian Relations Conference in Delhi in March of 1947.

Coinciding with the announcement of the Truman Doctrine, the conference addressed general concerns of

24
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the decolonizing world, but was followed up by another conference responding to Dutch attempts in 1948 to

re-colonize Indonesia. This later conference also passed resolutions on World Peace and dangers of nuclear

weapons. US hostility toward India and non-alignment crystallized during the Korean War, when the US

chafed at India's refusal to acquiesce to US directives. Krishna Menon, the Indian representative to the

United Nation, was elected chairman of the UN Commission on Korea in 1947 and appealed to the great

powers to let Korea be united. When North Korea invaded the South in 1950, Korea joined the US in the UN

Security Council in condemning North Korea as the aggressor and calling for a cease�re; but India infuriated

US o�cials by abstaining from another resolution calling for assistance to South Korea and the

establishment of a united command.25

In 1954 when the United States established the anti-communist Southeast Asian Treaty Organization

(SEATO) and sought to include all the states in the region, India, Burma, Ceylon, and Indonesia resisted and

asserted their resolve to remain “neutral” in the cold war.  The 1954 Asian Leaders Conference in Colombo

was followed by the gathering of Asian and African nations in Bandung, Indonesia in 1955. The West, as Paul

Gordon Lauren has observed, reacted with “silence, vacillation, or opposition.” US Secretary of State

John Foster Dulles condemned the meeting as “an obsolete, immoral, and short-sighted conception.”  As

the insistence on independence from superpowers and the promotion of the interests of decolonizing

countries drew the ire of the western bloc, such non-aligned e�orts drew critical attention and inspired a

generation of worldwide communities of intellectuals of African and Asian descent. In addition to political

forums, artists and writers gathered in such venues as the 1956 First World Congress of Negro Writers and

Artists in Paris, which brought together African, Caribbean, and black American artists and writers,

including George Lamming, Leopold Senghor, James Baldwin, and Richard Wright.

26

p. 460
27

Building on these earlier e�orts, the founding meeting of the Non-aligned Movement opened in Belgrade

on September 6, 1961, just as the Berlin crisis was peaking. For Westad, the fact that participants all sent

letters to Kennedy and Khrushchev “lecturing superpowers on proper conduct in international relations”

constituted a signi�cant shift.  The heady promise of this moment is perhaps better appreciated in the

context of the international outpouring of protest over the assassination of Lumumba on January 17, just

seven months before the Belgrade Conference. As documented by the historian Leo Zeilig, after the news

was o�cially announced on February 13, “as many as 30,000 smashed their way into the Belgian Embassy

in Belgrade.” The Yugoslav demonstrators shouted, “Lumumba will live forever.” President Tito argued

that the murder “had no precedent in [recent] history.”

28

29

Outrage over the Lumumba murder was widespread. An estimated one-half million people demonstrated in

Shanghai. Belgium's Embassy was attacked in Warsaw, and the Ambassador �ed for his life. In Syria

students and workers took to the streets, and demonstrations occurred in London and Paris as well.  As

African American protestors at the United Nations in New York held signs declaring that “The Murder of

Lumumba Exposes the Nature of Colonialism,” Kwame Nkrumah observed from Ghana that Lumumba's

murder was “the �rst time in history that the legal ruler of a country has been done to death with the open

connivance of a world organization on whom that ruler put his trust.”  According to Zeilig, “a potent sense

of shame and seething anger” clouded the meeting rooms of the UN. Journalist Philip Deane reported that

“the Afro-Asian delegates . . . swallow their drinks as if there was a bitter taste in their mouths . . . [I]n the

lobbies and corridors and bars of the United Nations’ glass palace, you can hear growing almost hour by

hour, a menacing myth that could destroy the world organization itself.”

30

31

32

UN complicity in Lumumba's assassination proved not to be myth. The covert intrigue surrounding

Lumumba's assassination and civil war in the Congo has been told at length. Of special concern here is how

the crisis gave a powerful impetus to the Non-aligned Movement. Its founding meeting later that year was a

venue for reasserting independence at a moment when the United Nations had acted brazenly as the

instrument of colonial and neo-colonial interests.
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Lumumba's assassination reverberated across the globe, literally changing the cold war landscape, as

streets were named after him in cities including Jakarta, Belgrade, Tehran, Budapest, Algiers, Santiago de

Cuba, Łódź, Kiev, Rabat, Maputo, Leipzig, Lusaka, Tunis, Fort-de-France, and Montpellier. In Moscow, the

Peoples’ Friendship University had been established by the Soviet Union on February 5, 1960. Already

conceived as a university for the education and training of foreign students from decolonizing regions, on

February 22, 1961, it was renamed “Patrice Lumumba Peoples’ University.” In the �rst year, 539 foreign

students from 59 countries were enrolled (plus 57 Soviet students).

p. 461

The resurgent anti-imperialism and non-alignment of that moment was by no means simply a result of

renewed Soviet support for the Third World. The Soviet Union had been dilatory in its support for Lumumba

until Lumumba �nally asked for assistance after being betrayed by the United Nations. Only two months

after Che Guevara's scathing indictment of the United States in his December 11, 1964, speech at United

Nations, in which he also charged the United Nations with complicity in the assassination of Lumumba and

declared his allegiance with non-alignment, Che notably took the Soviet Union to task in a speech in Algiers

on February 24, 1965.  As Piero Gleijeses writes in his exploration of Cuba and the United States in Africa,

Che charged that the USSR and other socialist countries were “to a certain extent accomplices to the

imperialist exploitation of the third world . . . and have a moral duty to liquidate their tacit complicity with

the exploiting countries of the west.”  While the public admonishment of the Soviets did not sit

comfortably with Castro, Castro approved Che's return to Africa with Cuban troops to intervene in Zaire

(Congo) on behalf of the beleaguered guerilla army of Laurent-Désiré Kabila, made up of Lumumba's

former supporters. Che's campaign ended in despair and disillusionment, and four days after Che and the

Cuban group departed on November 21, 1966, General Joseph-Désiré Mobutu, a close ally of the US since

1960, consolidated his power in a coup, beginning his thirty-two year dictatorship. Che's failed campaign in

the Congo illustrates tensions between radical anti-imperialists and the Soviet Union. Transnational

projects exceeded and were not de�ned by the superpowers.

33

34

Transnationalism and locating the archive of the cold war

Che's e�orts in the Congo marked only the beginning of Cuba's increasing commitments in Africa, and

Gleijeses’ masterful account is based on vast multilingual and transnational archival research. But other

scholars have demonstrated that the genesis of momentous transnational formations cannot be adequately

understood from the papers of diplomats alone. For example, social history beyond the purview of state

archives reveals the ways in which transnational religious organizations such as global Christian missionary

societies and global Islamic formations such as the Muslim Brotherhood have �lled the breach when states

cannot respond to famine in the Sudan, broken levees in New Orleans, or �oods in Pakistan. Such

formations bene�ted from the deep entanglement of state and religion from 1947 onward and the later cold

war CIA funding of Islamic fundamentalists in Afghanistan. While an exploration of such formations is

beyond the scope of this essay, transnational movements that claim a religious impetus are among the most

signi�cant legacies of the cold war.

p. 462

Historical �ction also o�ers an important vehicle for recovering the complex, multiple global histories

engendered or transformed by the cold war. Kamila Shamsie's Burnt Shadows is woven through with cold

war dynamics, from the 1945 bombing of Nagasaki, to CIA permeated Karachi, to late 20th and early 21st

century wars in Afghanistan. The novel opens in 1945 Nagasaki with 19-year-old Hiroko Tanaka tutoring

Konrad Weiss, a German man who has spent the war years in Japan and �nds himself in an awkward

position after Germany's surrender to the Allies. Just as the young couple have fallen in love, Konrad is

incinerated in the atomic blast. Hiroko survives, with the images of the birds and, indeed, the fabric of the

kimono she wore at the time of the explosion, indelibly etched into her back, forever a part of her body.
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Proscribed as a bomb victim, Hiroko makes her way to Delhi in 1947 to �nd Konrad's British half-sister,

whose husband serves in the British Foreign Service, along with Konrad's boyhood friend, Sajjad Ashad. As

Sajjad tutors Hiroko in Urdu, once again language study leads to love. Honeymooning in Istanbul to escape

the violent upheavals of partition, the couple is denied re-entry into India when o�cials claim that Sajjad

left voluntarily and, as a Muslim, has no right to return. Exiled from Dilli, Sajjad's home in the Muslim heart

of Delhi, they settle in Karachi, where after decades of building a life and raising a son, Raza, their lives are

overtaken by cold war perils: the threat of nuclear war between India and Pakistan; the growing repression

under the US-backed Pakistani military dictatorships; and the shadowy but ubiquitous presence of the CIA

and its alliance with Pakistan's ISI (Inter-Services Intelligence). As the agencies police the

Pakistan/Afghanistan border, reaching into the border camps and far beyond, Raza is drawn into the

intrigue, deceit, and divided loyalties of private military corporations.

Shamsie's rendering of global postwar history imagines developments that were independent of, yet

fatefully a�ected by, bipolar rivalry. Following Shamsie's example, to consider the interconnectedness of

the cold war with other developments, historians must at once recover the projects and dreams of those

whose lives were hijacked by cold war dynamics, without evading the violence imposed on those lives. This

call for an integrated history immediately raises the question of archives and, mostly simply put, who gets

to tell the story of the cold war?

As the cold war reinforced the partition of India and Pakistan after the US swept Pakistan into its Northern

Perimeter Defense Zone after partition, and vexing questions of repatriation arose from multiple new

borders, problems of the transnational were fundamentally woven into the fabric of the cold war. Where do

people belong; and with millions left without recourse to any governmental body that recognized the

legitimacy of their political aspirations and subjectivity, to what possible (or overlapping) jurisdictions

could one appeal for justice or the adjudication of disputes?

While Hiroko's story is �ctional, the story of lives shattered by the bomb and partitions, the story of

displaced people forced to rebuild lives and dreams again and again, are barely glimpsed in state archives.

Yet the stories of the everyday displaced are urgently critical to any comprehension of the 20th century. In

the novel, as Hiroko left Japan for India, and then Pakistan, and later for New York after her husband was

killed by a trigger-happy CIA driver, we see the complex ways in which the deformities of colonialism

hardened and were rei�ed under the pressures of cold war geopolitics. If partition was a product of colonial

policies, the military hostilities between India and Pakistan are inseparable from the US cold war alliance

with Pakistan and its cold war hostility toward the non-aligned policies of India. Without the US arming of

Pakistan and support of military dictatorships, along with extensive CIA presence in Pakistan and

Afghanistan, Hiroko would not have lost her husband to an assassin, nor would she have found herself in

Karachi, living in fear of yet another nuclear explosion, or lost her beloved son to the CIA's secret prison

complex.

p. 463

Had Hiroko stayed in Japan, she might have faced another version of the intersection of colonialism and

nuclear warfare, perhaps discovering that 30 percent of Hiroshima's bomb victims were Korean, and that at

the end of the US-Japanese con�ict, 18–20 percent of the Korean population was living outside of Korea,

conscripted in Japanese war e�orts. Scholars such as Lisa Yoneyama have challenged the erasures of the

30,000 Korean victims of Hiroshima from history and have created a frame for understanding movement

and displacement, where borders crossing peoples and states conscripting peoples are as signi�cant as

people crossing borders.  From the newly drawn borders of Korea, India/Pakistan, Yugoslavia/Italy,

Germany, Poland, the Congo, to the 1948 Apartheid consolidation of “homelands” carved outside of the

mineral wealth of the region, the transnation is imbricated through every fabric of the cold war world.

35
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The a�erlife of cold war transnationalism

The Johannesburg-born and Cape Town-based photographer Guy Tillum says of his 2009 exhibit Avenue

Patrice Lumumba, a haunting document of the post-colonial urban African landscape:

[T]hese photographs are not collapsed histories of post colonial African states or a meditation on

aspects of late-modernist-era colonial structures, but a walk through avenues of dreams. Patrice

Lumumba's dream, his nationalism, is discernible in the structures, if one reads certain clues, as is

the death of his dream, in these de facto monuments. How strange that modernism, which

eschewed monument and past, for nature and the future, should carry memory so well.36

Over the past two decades, and reaching a crescendo with the 50th anniversary of Lumumba's assassination

in January 2011, �lm and theater productions on Lumumba's death represent resistance to e�orts to

erase this sordid episode. The Haitian-born �lmmaker Raoul Peck followed his 1992 documentary

Lumumba: Death of a Prophet with the 2000 feature �lm, Lumumba, recounting Lumumba's demise and the

consolidation of Mobutu's dictatorship. More recently, Michel Noll's Death Colonial Style: The Execution of

Patrice Lumumba has incorporated interviews with Larry Devlin, the CIA station chief in Leopoldville, as well

as with Belgian o�cials. Although the CIA failed to carry out its orders to assassinate Lumumba, it worked

extensively with Belgian authorities to ensure his removal. The documentary unearths a grisly tale involving

the destruction of Lumumba's body in acid and secret body-part trophies retained by the murderers. Most

recently, Gayatri Spivak's 2009 translation of the Martiniquean poet and writer Aime Cesaire's 1966 play

about the death of Lumumba, Une Sai au Congo (A Season in the Congo) opened in September 2010 for a

limited run at the Lion Theatre in New York City, through Rico Works Production, producers Jackie Je�ries

and Rico Speight.

p. 464

37

Projects exploring Lumumba and his memory challenge superpowers’ erasure of Third World movements

and insist on telling the story of the cold war in terms of the violent disruptions of �edgling democratic

projects and the horri�c legacy of superpower-armed dictatorships in the Congo and elsewhere in southern

Africa.

Fifty years after the assassination of Lumumba, his legacy remains for many a focal point for contesting the

legacy of the cold war. As noted above, Lumumba Streets have disappeared from many eastern bloc cities.

On February 5, 1992, Patrice Lumumba Peoples’ University was renamed and o�cially re-founded as the

Peoples’ Friendship University of Russia, as part of the State Institute of Higher Education of the

government of the Russian Federation. Yet the embassy rows in many African capitals still bear Lumumba's

name, and one can still �nd in Tehran, Port-au-Prince, and other cities that Lumumba's memory endures.

The revival of interest in Lumumba has signi�cance beyond symbolism and iconography.

Like the organizers of the Bruce Lee monument in Mostar who spoke of the screen icon as embodying the

hope of their childhood, anthropologist and �lmmaker Maple Razsa, in his 2010 �lm Bastards of Utopia,

recalls the sense of empowerment once felt by people in his native Yugoslavia that they could choose a path

not de�ned by cold war superpowers and make a di�erence in the world. Exploring the democratic projects

of a younger generation, Razsa explains: “I was not nostalgic for the object of Yugoslav socialists’ political

hopes—the socialist state and economy—but for political hope itself.”  In the burgeoning literature on

post-cold war memory, a current trope is that of hope itself: hope of surmounting crippling economic

inequalities, reductive nationalisms, superpower blocs, wars, violence, and despair. For Buck-Morss, it was

not the dream of bringing the good life to the masses itself that was �awed so much as the unaccountable

and terrifying “wild zones of power” that developed within state structures, whatever their avowed

ideological commitments. The tension of universalizing utopian visions on the one hand, and state and

political structures that not only failed to deliver on their promise, but committed murderous betrayals of

38
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their ideals on the other, gave rise to the potent alternative utopias. The Bosnian monument to Bruce Lee,

along with Razsa's �lm, echo the contemporary revival of interest in Patrice Lumumba, and speak to the

resilient appeal of the era's transnational projects.

p. 465

Just as the Mostar organizers of the Bruce Lee monument see in Lee's memory the embodiment of the anti-

imperialist ideals that were the more positive memory of the Yugoslavia of their youth, so Lumumba's

image as an icon of global liberation has survived the post-Soviet abandonment of Third World liberation

movements. In marking a political moment that also transcended a bipolar divide, Lumumba Street named

and continues to evoke a democratic and oppositional imagination that could not be contained by the Soviet

and eastern bloc states, or the superpower struggle of the cold war era. Recovering the transnational power

of Lumumba shows us how an identi�cation and solidarity with the decolonizing world was part of the

imagination of the cold war, a�rming the basis for community and solidarity in imperfect worlds.
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27 Decolonization and the Cold War 
Cary Fraser

This chapter examines decolonization during the Cold War. It suggests that decolonization can be

considered both as a response to the globalization of European in�uence and as a process of

globalization which paved the way for the dismantling of the North Atlantic-centered international

system. The chapter contends that decolonization during the Cold War was about the rethinking of the

nature of the global order and the role of race and citizenship therein. It also argues that

decolonization is the proof and constant reminder that the bipolar order pursued by the superpowers

and their allies after the war was never a stable framework for the management of international

relations.

The decolonization of the pre-war empires—American, Belgian, British, Dutch, French, Japanese, and

Portuguese—has stimulated an extraordinary range of scholarship on the processes of imperial

disengagement from the colonies in Asia, Africa, and the Caribbean. The scholarship has focused on: (a) the

dynamics of nationalist struggle in the colonies; (b) the shifting dynamics of policy at the level of the

imperial capitals; (c) the role of international organizations such as the United Nations (UN) and the Non-

Aligned Movement (NAM) in various cases of decolonization; and (d) the ways in which the competition

between the members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and the Warsaw Pact and their

allies in�uenced the processes and outcomes of the decolonization process. Some of the studies provide

detailed explorations of the process of decolonization in individual instances, while others seek to

synthesize the dynamics of decolonization in regional, comparative, and global contexts.1

The myriad contexts that shaped the decolonization process, the complexity of issues that emerged as the

process unfolded, and the proliferation of nationalist sentiment and struggles all contributed to the

fascination with decolonization and its role in reshaping the international order after 1945. Decolonization
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marked a phase in the globalization of politics that ended the intellectual and political legitimacy of colonial

rule and eroded the hierarchies of race that underpinned the centuries-old colonial order. In e�ect, the

globalization of European imperial projects after 1492 was reversed by the decolonization process in the

second half of the 20th century.

Decolonization was thus both a response to the globalization of European in�uence and a process of

globalization that paved the way for the dismantling of the North Atlantic-centered international system. It

was driven simultaneously by imperatives of imperial deconstruction and the constitution/reconstruction

of sovereignty in the former colonies. However, scholars also need to give greater thought to the ways in

which decolonization was both re�ective of the rise of nationalist sentiment and a process that was larger

than the relationship between the imperial powers and their respective colonies. Future scholarship will

need to be attentive to the international and transnational dimensions of decolonization as a global process.

There is much to be said about the ways in which the diplomatic initiatives of new nations such as India,

Indonesia, and Egypt that emerged after 1945 helped to mobilize resources and develop strategies to

accelerate and expand the opportunities for the decolonization process by way of the United Nations, the

Non-Aligned Movement, the Commonwealth Group of Nations linking the former British colonies, and

other multilateral fora. Similarly, the role of the Soviet Union, the People's Republic of China, and Cuba in

providing military supplies, military advisors, and, on occasion, combat units to nationalist movements

challenging the colonial powers helped to accelerate the decolonization process after 1945. Decolonization

was part of the shifting terrain of international relations and a factor in the calculus of the global balance of

power.

p. 470

In addition, the decolonization process helped to create avenues of political mobilization within the

imperial centers which opened opportunities for coalitions supportive of decolonization to engage and

in�uence policy at home and in the wider international system. In Britain, the Labour Party became a major

factor in pushing the process of decolonization, while the Communist and Socialist parties played similar

roles in France. The rise of the American civil rights movement, which challenged the domestic racial

regime, had a catalytic e�ect upon the national liberation struggles in various African countries. In turn, the

rise of independent states in Africa forced American policymakers to recognize the paradox of its claim to

“leadership of the Free World.” As a consequence, the American racial regime became a casualty of the cold

war and decolonization after 1945.  This interactive e�ect between the struggle for national liberation in

colonies across the international system and the impetus for social and political change in other societies is,

perhaps, best represented in the ways in which Gandhi's advocacy of nonviolence to challenge both South

African race policies and British colonial rule in India helped to frame the civil rights struggle in the United

States.

2

3

The transnational activism that shaped the decolonization process had a “domino e�ect” that required new

avenues of collaboration among the colonial powers for policies aimed at preventing, slowing, and/or

de�ning the process of decolonization during the cold war. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization was not

simply about a mutual security pact that provided an American commitment to the defense of Western

Europe—it was also a mechanism used to develop coordinated strategies for dealing with the decolonization

process in the non-European world. In the 1950s, America helped France contain the communist insurgency

in Vietnam as a way to maintain a French commitment to the containment of the Soviet Union in Europe.

Similarly, America premised its support for the Portuguese colonies in Southern Africa on the need to

maintain access to military bases in the Azores for American military oper- ations within the NATO alliance.

NATO represented an alliance of the European colonial powers with the United States that in�uenced the

process of decolonization after 1945. As a consequence NATO, as one of the major alliance systems in the

cold war, became a vehicle for the expansion of America's “informal empire” on the global stage and

symbolized the Western Alliance's commitment to maintaining the politics of racial supremacy that had

underpinned the pre-1945 global order.4
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The successful Japanese military and ideological assault on the European and American imperial holdings in

Asia during World War II seriously discredited the legitimacy of colonialism. The Japanese military

successes in the Asia-Paci�c region during the war exposed the vulnerabilities of Western colonial rule and

created the political space for the rise of nationalism in Asia.  As the Asian power that demonstrated its

immunity to the spread of European imperial rule in the nineteenth century, Japan became an independent

industrial and military power capable of defeating Russia in the 1905 Russo-Japanese War. Japan also

established its own colonies in Korea, Taiwan, and in mainland China. Japan in the early 20th century

became a symbol of Asian modernization and industrialization that could withstand European imperial

ambitions.

p. 471

5

If Japan's success provided an alternative vision to Western imperial rule, it was the genocidal tragedies

unleashed by Nazi Germany in Europe that shattered the idea of Western imperial rule as sustainable. The

Nazi regime demonstrated through genocide the ultimate logic of Western civilization's politics and

ideology of racial supremacy. All the colonial powers, including the Japanese and the United States, had less

than stellar records in their treatment of their colonial subjects, and Nazi Germany's treatment of the

Jewish populations of Europe followed the earlier pursuit of genocidal policies against the Herero

population in its colony in South West Africa. This convergence of the domestic and colonial politics of race

in the German experience provided powerful insight into the dangers of the ideology of racial supremacy. In

the wake of World War II, racial supremacy was progressively relegated to the margins of serious political

debate. The complicities of European colonial rule in the non-European world with the trajectory of Nazi

Germany could not be avoided after 1945.6

In e�ect, the anti-colonial struggle and decolonization were catalysts in the creation of an alternative moral

universe in which colonial rule was repudiated by its challengers as antithetical to the ideas of a global

society based upon the principle of human equality. The course of decolonization was more than a process

of political transformation of countries and peoples. It was also a symbol of moral regeneration leading to

the birth and reinvigoration of “nations.” Simultaneously, it represented a search for international

redemption from the historical embrace of the “civilizing mission,” and its corollary, racial supremacy, on

the part of the colonial powers.  It was this dual thread of the decolonization process that helped to fuel and

constrain the cold war in the post-1945 era.

7

The cold war was driven by the search for a security architecture in Europe that would prevent a return to

the destabilizing nationalisms that had wracked Europe in the �rst half of the 20th century. The rise of non-

European nationalism, however, limited the appeal of the major alliances to the emergent nationalist elites.

Unless the alliances showed themselves disposed to support the challenge to colonial rule by nationalists

and demonstrated a willingness to distance themselves from the commitment to imperial rule by the

colonial powers, their claims to leadership within the international system were contested. Decolonization

represented the search for a new international order in which nationalism and ideological pluralism—as

opposed to bipolarity—were constituent elements. Decolonization was thus project, process, and outcome

of the search for a replacement for the quest for North Atlantic hegemony that had shaped the 

imperialism that preceded 1945 and the bipolar vision of the leaders of the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization and the Warsaw Pact that emerged after 1945.

p. 472

The intersection of the cold war and decolonization produced a sustained engagement global in its reach. In

the aftermath of World War II, the decolonization of the Philippines, followed by the transfer of power from

Britain in India, Pakistan, Ceylon (Sri Lanka), and Burma, and the Dutch decision to leave Indonesia, were

early indications of the momentum building for decolonization. However, the US decision to extend its

colonial possessions by acquiring the Paci�c territories that had been held by Japan under the League of

Nations’ Mandate, and France's decision to reoccupy Indochina and reassert its colonial rule, sent an

alternative message. When the Chinese Communist party won the civil war in 1949, establishing the

People's Republic of China (PRC), it became evident that the geopolitics of Asia had shifted against the
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colonial powers. It was also evident that the struggle over Asian independence would become a catalyst for

the expansion of the cold war into Asia. For the United States, the “loss of China” illustrated the limits of its

strategy of containment directed against the Soviet Union. The creation of the PRC extended communist

in�uence into the heart of Asia, confronting America with a new challenge. Two of the world's largest states

which straddled much of the Eurasian landmass were now both communist powers.

The competition for in�uence in the changing Asian context triggered a military confrontation that

superimposed the cold war struggle on a civil war on the Korean peninsula in 1950. The Korean War

provided the venue for the United States and the PRC to deploy resources to engage in mutual containment

on the Asian mainland as they clashed over the future of the former Japanese colony. The war was about

both the struggle for control over the entire country between the pro-American and pro-communist

nationalist factions and the confrontation between the United States and the communist powers in the

strategic competition for in�uence in Asia.  The �rst large-scale military con�ict of the post-1945 era

symbolized the integration of the decolonization processes into the cold war con�ict. The insurgencies in

Malaya, the Philippines, and Vietnam that emerged during the late 1940s provided further evidence that the

politics of decolonization and communism were intimately linked at the level of the internal politics of the

Asian nationalist movements.  Korea signaled the emerging struggle for in�uence among the Western

alliance, the Soviet Union, and a resurgent China in the post-1945 politics of Asia.

8

9

Even as the Korean War settled into a protracted military stalemate, the Vietnamese insurgency escalated.

French military weakness provoked a major crisis. American support for the French military e�ort to defeat

the insurgency by the Vietnamese communist forces proved to be inadequate. The Eisenhower

administration discussed the possibility of direct American intervention, but there was little enthusiasm for

another misadventure on the Asian mainland following Korea. The possibility of the use of American

nuclear weapons against the Vietnamese communist forces was considered brie�y but failed to gain

traction.  Nevertheless, the issue indicated that the nuclear genie unleashed by the cold war in Europe was

beginning to in�uence the calculus of the shifting Asian balance of power. The growing realization that the

Western powers lacked the military capacity to win a decisive victory against Chinese military forces and

Chinese-backed insurgents in countries directly bordering the PRC created the conditions for the negotiated

settlements and geographical division in both the Korean War and the French war in Vietnam. The cold war

had become a determinant of the contours of the Asian decolonization process and the boundaries of the

post-colonial states in Korea and Vietnam. Just as important, the divisions among the United States, France,

and Great Britain that emerged around the issue of the French military failures in Vietnam re�ected the

tensions that decolonization had provoked within the heart of the NATO alliance over strategy in both

Europe and Asia.

10

p. 473

11

This process involved both the former Japanese colonies and the European colonies occupied during the war

by Japanese forces. The Japanese conquests of the Philippines, Vietnam, Malaya, and Indonesia during

World War II had shattered the legitimacy of American, French, British, and Dutch colonial rule in each

colony. The Americans acknowledged independence for the Philippines in 1946. The unsuccessful Dutch

campaign—with support from the British—to reassert colonial rule in Indonesia led to the Hague's

acceptance of the independence of its colony in 1949.  The British faced an insurgency led by the

Communist party in Malaya from 1948 to 1960, which albeit unsuccessful, paved the way for Malayan

independence under a pro-Western government.  For the French, however, imperial disengagement from

Vietnam came only after a decisive military defeat at Dien Bien Phu in 1954.  The surrender of Japan in 1945

had also led to the loss of its pre-war colonial possessions in Taiwan and Korea, which resulted in a

confrontation between China and the United States over the future of these former colonies after the 1949

communist victory in the Chinese civil war. China was determined to reassert its sovereignty over

Formosa/Taiwan while the United States sought to protect the nationalist regime on the island from the

consequences of the political and military ineptitude of its leaders.  Similarly, the Korean War laid the basis

12

13

14

15
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for the escalation of Sino-American tensions over the unresolved status of the former Japanese colonies.

Thus, the decolonization process in Asia had provoked the imposition of cold war tensions in the former

colonies of both the European and Japanese empires.

In response to the expansion of the cold war into Asia, the newly independent countries of the region

sponsored the Bandung Conference of 1955 that sought to create support for Asian nationalism and the

space for a negotiated end to colonial rule. Signaling that a “Colored Curtain” had been drawn against the

European alliances in the a�airs of the non-European world, invitations were extended to the PRC and

Japan, but the United States, the Soviet Union, and the Western colonial powers were excluded. The

conference articulated a vision of neutrality that sought to decouple the struggle for decolonization in Asia

and the non-European world from the cold war. It marked the emergence of the Non-Aligned Movement as

a factor in post-1945 international politics that would complicate the e�orts of the major alliance systems

to consolidate their in�uence outside of Europe. Just as important, the pursuit of neutralism under the

umbrella of the NAM by the new states stimulated the growth of ideological pluralism that contested the

bipolar order that de�ned the North Atlantic region over the course of the cold war. Yet, Bandung also

represented an early indication that the bipolar system in Europe was less stable than it appeared.

Yugloslavia's Josip Broz “Tito” proved to be an early harbinger of European disa�ection with the bipolar

order as he became a founding member of the Non-Aligned Movement.

p. 474

16

The emergence of the NAM created the “Third World”—a term used to de�ne countries that sought to avoid

being trapped by the major alliance systems in Europe. This strategy of distancing themselves from the

bipolar con�ict provided these states with the room to manipulate that con�ict for their own individual and

collective aims. It also allowed them to bring to the international agenda their concerns about the legacies of

colonial rule and “underdevelopment” that perpetuated their relative poverty within the international

political economy. Thus, the NAM served member states as both a device for escaping the pressures of the

cold war and a framework for coordination on trade and economic issues that could become articulated

through the United Nations and other international organizations. For newly independent states which had

limited economic and military resources, the NAM was a mechanism for enhancing their autonomy vis-à-

vis the major military alliances, a diplomatic tool to advance the goals of national self-determination and

economic development, and a forum for legitimizing the idea of ideological pluralism as a counter to the

competing theologies of communism and capitalism. The fact that the largest Asian states were represented

at the Bandung Conference was a powerful statement of the ideological (and religious) pluralism that

shaped the Third World challenge to the agendas of the major European alliances. As a consequence, by the

mid-1950s the process of decolonization in Asia had begun to reshape the contours of the international

system and to establish limits upon the capacity of the major powers to enforce ideological conformity.17

This challenge to ideological conformity represented by the NAM also had an enormous impact upon the

relationships among the major powers. In the wake of the Soviet Union's successful launch of its Sputnik

satellites, signaling the sophistication of its space exploration technology and its development of an

intercontinental-range ballistic missile (ICBM) launch system, the United States and the Soviet Union

began to explore the possibilities of détente in an e�ort to negotiate mechanisms for stabilizing their

relationship and limiting the possibility of nuclear war. The development of intercontinental nuclear

missiles elevated the status and power of both the United States and the Soviet Union. In 1956 both had been

motivated to use their considerable leverage to “limit” the autonomy of their alliance partners. The

Hungarian challenge to Soviet orthodoxy in 1956 had resulted in a Soviet-led invasion and the installation

of a loyal regime in Budapest. Simultaneously, Britain, France, and Israel had invaded Egypt in an e�ort to

seize control over the Suez Canal, which had been nationalized by the Egyptian government led by Gamal

Abdel Nasser.  Soviet support for Nasser's nationalization policy, as well as its willingness to supply Egypt

with arms and �nancing for the Aswan Dam project, had helped to trigger the actions by Britain, France,

and Israel. The Eisenhower administration used its economic leverage and its in�uence at the United

18
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Nations to force the withdrawal of its partners from Egyptian territory and accept Nasser's nationalization

policy.19

Each superpower demonstrated the limits of its willingness to accord autonomy to its alliance partners. For

the Soviets, ideological orthodoxy was a primary concern in maintaining their control over the Warsaw Pact,

and their determination to prevent the emergence of another Yugoslavia in Eastern Europe was manifest in

their intervention in Hungary. For the United States, Eisenhower was signaling America's willingness to

support non-European nationalism for reasons of grand strategy in limiting the expansion of Soviet

in�uence in the non-European world even if it required humiliating its NATO partners, As the Dutch had

discovered in Indonesia, the United States was prepared to concede political independence to nationalists in

the non-European world if required to “contain” communism. In the Suez crisis and the Hungarian

uprising, actions by allies of the superpowers had escalated international tensions, and the superpowers

pursued initiatives that signaled their control of their respective partners. With the emergence of ICBM

systems on both sides of the iron curtain, the superpowers confronted the dilemma of preventing their

allies from triggering crises that could precipitate escalation of con�icts because of treaty commitments.

The cold war had crossed a critical threshold.

p. 475

Several of America's partners in NATO were colonial powers, and this was a matter of concern as the growth

of nationalism and decolonization in the non-European world gained momentum. In 1962, the increasing

Cuban-American antipathy that followed upon the Cuban revolution in 1959 and the American-backed Bay

of Pigs invasion aimed at toppling the revolutionary regime was a trigger for the major post-1945

superpower confrontation over non- European nationalism. While Cuba was no longer an American colony

in constitutional terms, the American military base at Guantanamo and American investment in Cuba had

compromised Cuban sovereignty since the end of the American occupation in 1903. The Soviet decision to

deploy nuclear missiles, and the threat of a major confrontation between the two nuclear powers over the

issue, provided a stark glimpse into the possibilities which could result from unrestrained competition

between the two major alliances over their in�uence in the non- European world.  The increasing

globalization of the decolonization process—spreading from Asia to Africa and thence to the Caribbean—

had undermined the ability of the superpowers to assert control over the international order.

20

As the Suez crisis likewise demonstrated, the United States and its European partners diverged on the issue

of decolonization as a symptom of the relative decline of the in�uence of the European colonial powers in

the international system. The process of decline also had a signi�cant impact upon the domestic politics of

the colonial powers. Great Britain's prime minister in 1956, Anthony Eden, resigned and departed from

politics, opening the way for a new generation of political leaders. In 1960 his successor, Harold Macmillan,

delivered his speech on “The Wind of Change” in South Africa, acknowledging that the age of European

empire was on the wane.  Later that year the UN General Assembly passed its Declaration on the Granting

of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples which stipulated:

21

Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other

territories which have not yet attained independence, to transfer all powers to the peoples of

those territories, without any conditions or reservations, in accordance with their freely expressed

will and desire, without any distinction as to race, creed or colour, in order to enable them to enjoy

complete independence and freedom.

p. 476

22

A similar process of colonial disengagement occurred after France's failures in Vietnam, at Suez, and in

Algeria. The collapse of French imperial in�uence led to a loss of legitimacy for the Fourth Republic and the

return to power of Charles De Gaulle. De Gaulle conceded independence to Algeria and decided to negotiate

independence for France's other African colonies.  More than a decade later, with the collapse of the

fascist-era Estado Novo regime under Marcelo Caetano in Portugal, the successor regime in Lisbon divested

the country of its colonies in Africa.  As the individual European empires in the non-European world

23
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disintegrated, the project aimed at deepening and widening the integration of the European states gained

momentum. European integration provided a focus for the energies of European leaders who sought to have

the continent remain a major player in international politics. Decolonization was a catalyst for increasing

pluralism in the international order. As a consequence, the former imperial powers sought to forge bonds

that would allow the continent to compete more e�ectively with the superpowers. They even became part of

the search for ways to limit the capacity of the superpowers to de�ne the limits of sovereignty.  A major

step in this direction began under the Willy Brandt government in West Germany with the adoption of

Ostpolitik, a policy intended to create alternative forms of constructive engagement across the iron curtain.

The search for sovereignty that underpinned the decolonization process in the non-European world opened

the way for the search for a new European order that would revive Europe after the tragedies of two world

wars and the division of Europe into competing ideological and military blocs.

25

26

As Anthony Hopkins argues, the decolonization process also triggered a recalibration of the relationship

between Britain and its colonies in Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa, which had become

self-governing dominions with considerable prerogatives in domestic and foreign policies. During the cold

war, these former colonies moved to reshape the constitutional relationship with Britain to expand the

scope of their sovereignty and to develop greater latitude in foreign policy.  This search for enhanced

sovereignty among these former colonies revealed the centrality of nationalism in reshaping the post-1945

international order even as the superpowers had sought to secure greater control over the international

order. Of considerable importance in this process was the way in which these former British colonies

became increasingly tied to the global strategy of the United States and the Anglo-American alliance. While

Canada was a member of NATO, the others were not—yet they emerged as strategic partners for both Great

Britain and the United States in the Asia-Paci�c, the South Atlantic, and Indian Ocean regions. This

rede�nition of the imperial connection among the former British colonies and the creation of a new alliance

system among the “Anglo-Saxon” countries were indicative of subtle shifts in the international political

order triggered by the cold war's decolonization process.

27

The expansion of American in�uence by way of American penetration of the European empires and, on

occasion, for the displacement of the colonial powers’ in�uence in speci�c colonies during and after the

transfer of power paved the way for the United States to rede�ne the priorities of the various countries. One

early example of this process was the creation of Israel in part of the Palestine Mandate. The Truman

administration's recognition of Israeli independence in 1948 opened the way for American in�uence to

expand in the country over succeeding decades; British in�uence became increasingly marginal.  America's

role in South Vietnam followed a similar path until the uni�cation of the country by the Vietnamese

communist forces in 1975.  An analogous process occurred in the Belgian Congo, which became an

American client state in Central Africa after its independence from Belgium amid a protracted violent

struggle among the country's political factions.  This process of American displacement of British

in�uence during the decolonization process was also evident in British Guiana during the country's struggle

for independence.  The expansion of American in�uence in parts of the non-European world resulted in

the transformation of formal European colonial rule into informal American empire.

p. 477

28

29

30

31

32

The case of Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean suggests how the pursuit of American strategic goals also

subverted and delayed the process of decolonization. In 1971 the American government leased Diego Garcia

from the British government. As part of the arrangement, the British systematically removed and relocated

the indigenous people of the islands in order to facilitate the American occupation. In return, the United

Kingdom received American-subsidized Polaris submarine-launched nuclear missiles from the United

States to support its goal of becoming a military nuclear power.  Diego Garcia illustrates that the

continuation of European colonial rule facilitated the expansion of American containment strategy in a

global context. Some colonies were trapped by the imperatives of the cold war con�ict, which provided the

communist states with the opportunity to pillory the Western alliance for perpetuating colonial rule.

33
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In response to the American integration of the European colonies and ex-colonies in the containment of

Soviet and PRC in�uence in the non-European world, the two communist states embraced anti-colonialism

as a strategy for limiting Western in�uence. Insurgents in Vietnam, Algeria, and Angola among others

received military and diplomatic support from the communist powers. This support for the decolonization

of the European empires, and the identi�cation of the United States with the European colonial powers,

illustrated the ways in which decolonization became an integral factor in the evolution of the cold war and

the strategic calculus of the superpowers and their respective alliance partners. America's perception of

itself as a superpower capable of guaranteeing the survival of an allied regime in South Vietnam was key to

its pursuit of a futile war. In 1975 South Vietnam collapsed despite more than two decades of American

military and �nancial support.

The longest war of decolonization during the cold war was the terrain of the shifting fortunes of the major

powers and the recalibration of the relationship among them. The People's Republic of China's support for

Vietnamese reuni�cation did little to enhance its relationship with the Vietnamese Communist party. The

two countries fought a brief war in 1979 and competed for in�uence in Laos and Cambodia,  The

reuni�cation of Vietnam likewise exacerbated the Sino-Soviet split as both Vietnam and the Soviet Union

were clearly interested in containing China and its growing engagement with the United States.  The United

States found itself increasingly isolated from its European allies as it escalated its involvement in Vietnam,

and both China and the Soviet Union competed for in�uence over the Vietnamese Communist party, while

the latter manipulated both in pursuit of its goal of national reuni�cation. The outcome was the

reorientation of priorities that resulted from the negotiations over ending the war. The Soviet Union and the

United States moved toward détente, while the United States and China opened an era of strategic

engagement that would result in increasing collaboration between them to contain the growth of Soviet-

bloc in�uence.

p. 478 35

36

If the Vietnam War proved to be a catalyst for the relaxation of cold war tensions by way of détente and the

US-PRC rapprochement, it was the decolonization of the Portuguese empire in Africa that signaled that

détente between the superpowers was ephemeral. As the Estado Novo regime under Marcel Caetano

collapsed in Portugal, the nationalist movements in Angola, Guinea-Bissau, and Mozambique moved to take

control of these territories. The disintegration of Portuguese rule triggered an e�ort by the Gerald Ford

administration to encourage the South African government to intervene in Angola and Mozambique.

Following South African military intervention in Angola, the Cuban government responded to the request by

the MPLA faction of the nationalist movement for support. Cuban troops routed the South African military

forces, and the Soviet Union subsequently provided even greater support for the Cuban military forces in

Angola as the MPLA sought to consolidate its authority against an insurgency supported by South Africa and

the United States.37

The Cuban military success, and the Soviet decision to support the Cuban e�ort, re�ected the shifting

strategic balance in the international system. The Soviets displayed an unprecedented, and decisive, long

distance force-projection capability that was critical in accelerating the end of colonial rule in Southern

Africa. The demise of Portuguese colonialism posed a direct threat to the survival of the apartheid regime in

South Africa, its control over Namibia, and the white supremacist regime in Rhodesia. The United States and

the United Kingdom had supported South Africa and Rhodesia in their pursuit of policies that systematically

deprived the black majority populations of political rights and economic opportunities. In 1976 South

Africa's military defeat was followed by the Soweto uprising, led primarily by students. These protests laid

the basis for more than a decade of escalating confrontation that eventually produced a democratically

elected multiracial government in 1994. In 1980 the new country of Zimbabwe emerged after the Rhodesian

white minority regime was removed through an insurgency and growing international pressure.  By 1988

the country of Namibia had achieved its political independence as the domestic crisis within South Africa

undermined the apartheid regime's legitimacy and regional in�uence.  In Rhodesia-Zimbabwe, Namibia,
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and South Africa, the communist states provided support for the victorious nationalist factions against the

white supremacist regimes. Decolonization continued to be a catalyst for increasing con�ict between the

superpowers even in an era of détente, and the decolonization process in Southern Africa further eroded

the in�uence of NATO and its allies as the cold war was coming to an end. The end of apartheid in South

Africa and Namibia was the ultimate acknowledgment that the politics of white supremacy that had

underpinned the Euro-American colonial order had been discredited. Soviet-Cuban intervention in

Southern Africa contributed to the revival of the cold war in the 1980s, and the end of the cold war in Europe

resulted in the unraveling of the apartheid regime in South Africa. The collapse of the Soviet Union and the

repeal of apartheid both occurred in 1991. These historical convergences in the politics of Europe and Africa

in the post-1945 era o�er useful insights into the ways in which the politics of white supremacy and

European colonial rule were at the heart of the cold war. For both the Eastern and Western blocs,

decolonization became a surrogate battle�eld in their struggle to expand or retain their in�uence. For the

Western alliance, continued colonial rule was a critical component of a grand strategy to maintain the pre-

eminence of the capitalist order at home and abroad. For the communist powers, the end of colonialism was

an e�ective strategy for undermining the Western alliance and its historic control over the international

political economy. Decolonization was integral to the cold war confrontation and the struggle for ideological

supremacy in the wider world.

p. 479

However, decolonization also raised salient questions about human equality and citizenship within the

imperial states. As the legitimacy of white supremacy was increasingly questioned in the post-1945 era, the

status of colonial subjects within the imperial framework forced open new avenues of debate and struggle.

As colonial subjects and members of “inferior races” within the colonial dispensation, the inequality of

citizenship was taken for granted. However, wartime service in the imperial armies by colonial subjects, and

the postwar challenge to notions of racial supremacy that de�ned the colonial order, raised the issue of

whether colonial subjects would be content to remain second-class citizens within the imperial project. The

rise of the nationalist movements in the colonies o�ered one route to �rst-class citizenship in a country

free of colonial rule for many colonial subjects. However, for those interested in seeking citizenship within

the imperial state, the problem of the color line and the politics of citizenship became increasingly

contested terrain as the imperial centers struggled with the idea that “alien” populations would constitute

an indelible part of their post-colonial ideas of national community.

Integrating the human “fruits of empire” within the post-colonial North Atlantic context has been a

fundamental predicament of the post-1945 international order and a dimension of the decolonization

process that requires exploration by scholars in greater depth and breadth across the post-imperial order in

Europe, North America, and their surrogates in the wider world. Given the population losses in Europe due

to war and its consequences in the �rst half of the 20th century, postwar reconstruction through the

recruitment of labor from the colonies to work in the imperial center increasingly became a strategy for

addressing the demographic de�cit within Europe. In addition, the reliance upon military recruits from the

colonies during World War II and to support the e�orts to reassert/maintain colonial rule after 1945 posed

the problem of how to deal with populations of colonial subjects who sought imperial citizenship as an

alternative to returning to their places of origin.

For these societies, most of which were democracies in the cold war, integrating former colonial and other

“alien” subjects as citizens was critical to their creation of an alternative to the politics of white supremacy.

In this project of integrating “alien” populations, the United States had to address its own problem of

second-class citizenship for African Americans and other minorities in the post-1945 period. As the United

States sought to exercise leadership in the cold war, it found its credibility challenged by its politics of racial

inequality and segregation. In 1944 Gunnar Myrdal, with support from the Carnegie Corporation, published

The American Dilemma, advocating an end to its racial regime. It was the �rst major domestic e�ort to

articulate an alternative to the politics of white supremacy in the post-1945 international order.  As the

p. 480
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cold war intensi�ed, and as the NATO alliance and its championship of democracy as a system of

government superior to communism was refurbished, the gap between the rhetoric of democracy and the

reality of an exclusionary politics that targeted “alien” populations became a problem that could not be

wished away. Further, the Nazi regime provided a powerful incentive to �nd a way out of the morass of

ideologies and policies based upon the absurdity of “racial supremacy” and its corollary, color-coded

citizenship.

In the case of the United States, this search for a vision of citizenship that transcended race eventually

converged around both its domestic history of color-coded citizenship and its own policies as a colonial

power. The Brown v. Board of Education decision by the Supreme Court in 1954 invalidated the constitutional

sanction of segregated education and citizenship. The decision was a major catalyst for the escalating civil

rights struggle in the United States. Further, Martin Luther King, Jr. and other civil rights leaders pushed the

process of racial reform that culminated in the passage of the Civil Rights Act in 1964 and the Voting Rights

Act of 1965. These acts removed the legal impediments to the exercise of citizenship by the historically

disadvantaged racial/ethnic groups in the United States. As Mary Dudziak argues, the politics of racial

reform in the United States was driven by the sensitivity of American policymakers to the contradictions of

their espousal of democracy as superior to communism while continuing segregation.  In the post-1945

era, similar problems were faced by other Western democracies, including Britain, France, and the

Netherlands, which had become a destination for immigrants from the former colonies, many of them

people of color. These new arrivals were responding to political changes in the colonies and the growing

demand for labor in Europe as a result of the postwar reconstruction process.

41

42

However, a little noticed aspect of American domestic political reform during the cold war was the

transformation of Alaska and Hawaii from colonial possessions into non-contiguous states in the American

union. American colonial rule had become, like domestic racial segregation, a liability in the cold war

con�ict. By undertaking its own process of colonial reform, the United States was burnishing its credentials

as leader of the “Free World.” With the accession of Hawaii and Alaska to statehood, the US provided an

example of its commitment to ending colonial rule by including its former colonial subjects in the American

body politic as citizens. The importance of this step was underlined by the fact that Hawaii had become a

state despite the non-white, multi-ethnic identity of the majority of its inhabitants even before the mid-

1960s.43

A similar strategy was adopted by the Netherlands with regard to its colonies in the Caribbean, by France in

relation to its own Caribbean and Paci�c colonies, and Britain for some of its colonies in the Caribbean,

which were recognized as lacking the economic viability to obtain independence. In the United States

similar approaches were adapted to Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the Paci�c territories, where the

inhabitants of these territories had representative government based on universal su�rage and citizenship

but were hostage to limited economic opportunities. These former colonies were transformed into units

where their inhabitants were citizens but with limited economic options and dependent upon the largesse of

the imperial country. As a consequence, colonial reform did not lead to decolonization in legal terms but

rather mitigated the perpetuation of a colonial politics of racial disadvantage and color-coded citizenship.

Just as important, these arrangements made it possible for the inhabitants of the dependent territories to

migrate to the imperial countries and exercise citizenship rights there—e�ectively creating a shift in the

demographic composition of these societies and leading them to grapple, like the United States, with the

implications of multicultural democracy during, and after, the cold war. The American dilemma during the

cold war became part of a larger problem of equal citizenship within the North Atlantic world and in other

areas of the former colonial world. Any area settled by Europeans who had displaced indigenous populations

during the colonial period, including the United States, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and South Africa,

had to confront the issue of equal citizenship rights for the disadvantaged populations.

p. 481
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As the American civil rights struggle unfolded in 1954 after the landmark Brown v. Board of Education

decision, the politics of race and equal citizenship within the democracies became intimately linked to the

issue of decolonization. In a very evocative insight into the ways in which these processes were linked,

Martin Luther King, Jr. observed in April 1957—after his return from Ghana's independence celebrations—

that:

 . . . Ghana tells us that the forces of the universe are on the side of justice . . . That night when I saw

that old �ag coming down and the new �ag coming up, I saw something else. That wasn’t just an

ephemeral, evanescent event appearing on the stage of history, but it was an event with eternal

meaning, for it symbolizes something. That thing symbolized to me that an old order is passing

away and a new order is coming into being. An old order of colonialism, of segregation, of

discrimination is passing away now, and a new order of justice and freedom and goodwill is being

born.44

King's observation was remarkably prescient. He understood the linkages that were driving the processes of

change in both the United States and in the wider international system and recognized that his generation of

leadership would play a critical role in that transition. Decolonization in Africa became a catalyst for

empowering King as a civil rights leader who saw African decolonization as a stepping stone for the

advancement of the African American struggle for full citizenship in the United States. African

independence, like Gandhi's advocacy of nonviolence in the Indian nationalist struggle, o�ered King

valuable insights about the development of a strategy for promoting change within the United States.

In the �nal analysis, decolonization during the cold war was about more than either the “end of empire” or

the “transfer of power.” It was also about the rethinking of the nature of the global order and the role of

race and citizenship therein. In very fundamental terms, it was a process that was transformative for both

the colonies and the imperial powers. It also represented the emergence of a global process that was both

international—as in the relationships among states, and transnational—as in the relationships among

individuals and groups at the level of sub-national strategies of engagement. In addition, decolonization

marked a shift in global consciousness from notions of racial hierarchy as a fundament of human society to

the search for human community by transcending race. The study of decolonization as a global process

featuring a range of actors within multiple arenas provides a multifaceted prism through which the post-

1945 history of international relations can be reconceptualized. Decolonization constituted a constant

reminder that the bipolar order pursued after 1945 by the superpowers and their alliance partners was never

a stable framework for the management of international relations.

p. 482
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28 Human Rights 
Barbara Keys, Roland Burke

This chapter analyzes the status and conception of human rights during the Cold War. It suggests that

attempts to de�ne, codify, and protect human rights during the Cold War consisted of a series of

discontinuities, intersections, and appropriations in which the area of contestation was the scope and

content of the term itself. The chapter also discusses how the Cold War in�uenced di�erent human

rights projects, and explains how the eagerness of both the East and West to use human rights issues to

wage the con�ict raised the pro�le of human rights.

In stark contrast to the cold war's division of the world into two antagonistic blocs, ideas about universal

human rights brooked no global divides: they were predicated on a belief that the most important identity

was a common humanity. Such ideas predated and outlasted the cold war and, while the con�ict persisted,

became powerful enough to play a role in ending it. As Akira Iriye writes in this volume, the cold war “can be

considered to have been a footnote to human rights history, not the other way around.”  Though often used

by both sides as a vehicle for propaganda battles, developments in the �eld of human rights were never

more than partly subsumed by the bipolar political struggle. Along with other forces to which they were

closely tied—the rise of nongovernmental organizations, globalization, a growing sense of

interdependence, and changes in technology and communications—issues of human rights often

transcended cold war dynamics, and when they became a mass movement it was as an alternative to cold

war politics.

2

Chronicling attempts to de�ne, codify, and protect human rights during the cold war is best conceived not

as a linear and unitary narrative of progress in the face of resistance but rather as a series of discontinuities,

intersections, and appropriations in which the scope and content of the term itself was always an area of

contestation. A kaleidoscope of state and nonstate actors, at di�erent times and in di�erent forums but

always with political motives, picked up the mantle of human rights and invested the concept with varied
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meanings. At times used domestically to combat repression, universal human rights were more often a

program for export: a means of restraining abuses elsewhere. The United States played a central role in the

�rst phase of de�ning human rights at the United Nations, where an emphasis on the civil and political

rights of individuals prevailed and measures were limited to codifying, rather than enforcing, norms. By the

1950s the main movers behind a revised human rights agenda were Third World countries advocating

collective rights such as self-determination. A new phase began at the end of the 1960s, as leftist

disillusionment with socialist reformism after the failure of the Prague Spring and the Vietnam War's

undermining of the cold war consensus created an opening for new ideas to take hold. In this environment,

human rights seemed to o�er a compelling, politically neutral moral calculus that transcended cold war

issues as the organizing principle for international a�airs. A mass movement arose, spearheaded by a new

cohort of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) engaged in information-gathering and publicity

campaigns against individual countries, often focusing on sensationalist integrity-of-the-person abuses.

By the end of the cold war, when human rights emerged as the world's dominant moral language, it did so

partly because the term had become so capacious that it could support a wide array of political agendas.

p. 487

The cold war shaped these diverse human rights projects in several important respects. The eagerness with

which both East and West at times used human rights language to wage the con�ict—and to justify its

existence and magnitude—raised the pro�le of human rights. Cold war competition endowed world public

opinion with great signi�cance, an e�ect that could sharpen the pressures on each side to adhere to human

rights standards. When worldwide press attention, fanned by Soviet propaganda, turned the spotlight on US

racial discrimination in the 1950s and 1960s, for example, the cold war imperative pushed the executive

branch toward reforms at home.  In similar fashion, dissidents in the Soviet bloc harnessed global public

opinion in their successful e�orts to give meaning to the human rights provisions of the 1975 Helsinki Final

Act. More often, the in�uence of the cold war worked to undermine the promotion of human rights in

practice. Communist bloc regimes used Western hostility to legitimize their own suppression of human

rights. In the West, many believed that the struggle against communism was, at its core, a struggle for

human rights that superseded all others and justi�ed overlooking human rights violations committed by

anticommunist allies.

3

One of the few areas of superpower consensus on human rights was a mutual desire to avoid genuine

supranational oversight. Most postwar human rights advocacy aimed at empowering the individual against

the state. All states, whether East or West, North or South, had a level of shared interest in protecting state

power. While eager to trade accusations across the �oor of the General Assembly, neither the United States

nor the Soviet Union was willing to endow the UN with powers that infringed on state prerogatives. As both

sides fought propaganda battles against each other on human rights questions, they simultaneously

mounted a less conspicuous rearguard action against the diminution of untrammeled, unsupervised state

sovereignty.  This defensive campaign was overt and brutal in the case of the Soviet bloc, and more

contradictory and subtle in the West. Neither approach succeeded in halting the limited and uneven shift

toward international accountability that gained momentum in the 1970s.

4
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Contestation and codification

Horri�ed by the Second World War's record of carnage, many policymakers and intellectuals seized on

human rights and democratization as means of preventing another such con�agration. The interwar rights

machinery had centered on protecting the rights of collective minorities, but in the wake of the

destruction wrought by fascist dictatorships, a new consensus arose that the rights most in need of

protection were the rights of individuals.  Already during the war, the Allies had begun to use human rights

language in describing their war aims. In the 1942 Declaration by United Nations, for example,

representatives of twenty-six Allied and twenty-one other nations declared their intent “to preserve human

rights and justice in their own lands as well as in other lands.”

p. 488

5

6

None of the war's victorious great powers, however, was eager to see human rights embedded in the Charter

of the new United Nations. It was the weight of public opinion and pressure applied by nongovernmental

organizations, about forty of which were o�cial consultants to the US delegation at the San Francisco

conference of 1945, that convinced US policymakers to press for human rights provisions as part of the new

body's mandate.  The result was the inclusion of more than a half-dozen references to human rights in the

Charter, including in Article 1 setting forth the principal purposes of the organization: “to achieve

international cooperation in . . . promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental

freedoms for all.” Articles 55 and 56 commit members to take “joint and separate action” to promote

“universal respect for, and observance of, human rights.”  The Charter thus became the �rst international

treaty to refer to human rights in general, rather than to the rights of speci�c groups.

7

8

9

Contrary to popular myth, the new attention to human rights did not stem from revulsion at the horrors of

the Holocaust, as the marginal attention paid to genocide shows.  Rather, the human rights references in

the UN Charter were largely cosmetic. If they pointed to a new reading of international relations, one in

which states have a duty to promote universal respect for human rights, such a reading was contradicted by

provisions that shielded states from attempts at enforcing rights. Article 2(7) of the Charter reads: “Nothing

contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations to intervene in matters which are

essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any State . . . .”  During the cold war, states accused of human

rights violations commonly cited Article 2(7) as protection against international action.

10

11

Advocates of human rights within the United Nations originally intended to draft a legally binding

“international bill of human rights.” The delays that beset this project, though often blamed on the cold

war, owed more to superpower condominium than to superpower rivalry. In 1947 (and again later) both the

United States and the Soviet Union, against the wishes of many smaller states, worked hard to forestall any

document that might have enforcement powers.  It was principally at their insistence that the �rst UN

human rights document was a nonbinding declaration rather than a binding treaty. Signed in 1948 in the

shadow of the Ei�el Tower in Paris and then passed by the General Assembly in New York, the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is the foundational document of the postwar human rights regime

and a reference point for all subsequent discussions of human rights. Drafted by a commission headed by

Eleanor Roosevelt, it has often been criticized as embodying Western values, despite its drafters’ care in

drawing on many political and cultural traditions.  Billed as “a common standard of achievement for all

peoples and all nations,” it contains civil and political rights—such as the right to life, liberty, and security

of the person, to fair trial, property, and freedom of movement and religion, and prohibitions on slavery,

torture, and arbitrary arrest—as well as economic and social rights, including the right to work, to

education, and to an adequate standard of living.

12

13

p. 489

14

The Soviet Union, which abstained from the vote on the UDHR, opposed it on the grounds that it undercut

the principle of state sovereignty.  The Soviet conception of rights di�ered sharply from Western, liberal

notions of rights as a protection from state power. According to the Soviet view, the interests of state and

15
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individual were coterminous. Rights did not inhere in individuals by virtue of their humanity but derived

from the state and re�ected its stage of development.  Andrei Vyshinsky, the veteran prosecutor of the

Stalinist show trials, lectured the UN that rights “could not be conceived outside the state” and that in the

Soviet Union, “the state and the individual were in harmony with each other.”  As internal repression

moderated after Stalin's death in 1953, however, the Soviet Union came to see bene�ts in the propaganda

value of embracing elements of the UN human rights program.  Not surprisingly, the Soviet bloc, which

systemically violated almost the entire corpus of civil and political rights, discounted them in international

forums. It emphasized instead social and economic rights, where the communist track record could be

presented somewhat more favorably.

16

17

18

Having passed the UDHR, the United Nations turned to the drafting of binding human rights treaties. The

cold war had a major impact on this process, as the United States succeeded in splitting what had initially

been intended as a single human rights covenant into two separate ones. The Eisenhower administration

argued that there was a fundamental distinction between civil and political rights, on the one hand, and

social and economic rights, on the other, in that only the �rst group were legally enforceable. Fearing that a

split into two sets of rights would relegate social and economic rights to a secondary status, many countries,

including the Soviet Union, argued unsuccessfully for a single covenant.  Cold war maneuvering, and the

complexities and di�culties inherent in writing documents with enforcement power, delayed the drafting

for nearly two decades: it was not until 1966 that the General Assembly approved the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and

Cultural Rights (ICESCR).

19

20

Although the initial postwar e�orescence of rights owed much to US NGOs, often working in concert with

an activist Truman administration, the leadership role of the United States was soon subordinated to cold

war concerns and remained submerged until the 1970s. In the early 1950s, fearing that human rights

treaties would undermine US sovereignty and mandate such radical social and economic programs as

desegregation, the Senate very nearly passed a Constitutional amendment sponsored by Ohio Republican

John Bricker to overturn the provision that made treaties the supreme law of the land. Bricker claimed to see

a “similarity between the Soviet Constitution and the proposed Human Rights Covenants” then being

drafted at the UN: both, in his view, were antithetical to American values.  President Eisenhower, who

opposed the amendment's limitations on executive power, succeeded in preventing its passage, but at the

cost of withdrawing from genuine participation in the drafting of the UN covenants. In 1953 Secretary of

State John Foster Dulles announced that the administration would “favor methods of persuasion,

education and example rather than formal undertaking which commit one part of the world to impose its

particular social and moral standards upon another part of the world community.”

21

p. 490

22

Codi�cation and, to a lesser extent, enforcement of human rights standards also occurred in regional

forums. Within Europe, human rights became embedded in the process of European reconstruction and

integration.  West European governments acceded to a steady accretion of legal and multilateral human

rights policies, creating a system in which participants surrendered a degree of sovereignty to regional

human rights institutions. The Council of Europe, founded in 1949 to facilitate European integration, made

respect for human rights a condition of membership. The European Convention for the Protection of Human

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, limited to civil and political rights, entered into force in 1953. It granted

strong monitoring powers to the European Human Rights Commission and authoritative decision-making

powers to the European Court of Human Rights, formed in 1959. Under this regional regime, European

governments allowed individuals and NGOs to bring complaints for binding decisions.  Latin American

countries adopted the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man in 1948, and, drawing on the

European model, rati�ed an American Convention on Human Rights in 1978 and established an Inter-

American Court of Human Rights in 1979.

23
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Despite erecting an impressive edi�ce of conventions, covenants, and declarations, the United Nations in its

�rst decades e�ectively ignored actual human rights violations. Enthusiasm for linking the soaring rhetoric

of abstract rights with the miserable reality of speci�c violations was scarce on both sides of the cold war

divide. Nowhere was the relative importance of state and individual more apparent than in the treatment of

the thousands of complaints from individuals alleging violations of human rights that poured in to the UN

Human Rights Commission from across the world beginning in 1945. In 1947 the Commission formally

renounced any power to investigate the correspondence, creating instead a system for �ling complaints, in

place until 1967, that one participant called “the most elaborate wastepaper basket ever created.”25

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, a loose coalition of Asian, Arab, and African states took the initiative in

human rights, as decolonization created an agenda that often bypassed the conventional cold war divide.

Newly independent states from across Asia in the 1950s, and Africa in the 1960s, radically re-ordered rights

priorities around anti-racism, development, and self-determination. The growing Third World pioneered

aggressive new methods that implied vastly less respect for assertions of domestic jurisdiction—that is,

unless the jurisdiction in question was their own. Beginning at the 1955 Asian-African Conference in

Bandung, Indonesia, when the Third World emerged as a political force, delegates showed an obvious

engagement with human rights, which were often incorporated into the demands of the broader anti-

colonial liberation movement.  As early as 1949, in negotiations on a draft Convention on Freedom of

Information, these states disrupted any notion of a bipolar cold war dynamic with initiatives that were

incompatible with both the legalistic liberalism of the West and the uncompromising totalitarian positivism

of the communist bloc.

26

27

The Third World crusade to add a right to self-determination to the pantheon of rights that had been agreed

to in 1948 exempli�ed the changing con�guration of the debate. Proposals for the right to self-

determination were met with unsurprising hostility from European colonial powers, but the United States

and the Soviet bloc scrambled to �nd friends and advantage. US delegates sought to co-opt self-

determination as a weapon against Soviet imperialism. Conversely, Soviet representatives sought a narrow

de�nition replete with anti-colonial condemnation and “respect for sovereign rights . . . without

exception.”  Yet in the boldest statement of self-determination, the landmark 1960 Declaration on

Colonialism—the most cited resolution in UN history—African and Asian states rejected the overtures of

both sides, refusing Soviet and Western amendments. Given their growing numbers in the General

Assembly, the imperative for compromise on the part of the “South” was rapidly receding by the 1960s.

Increasingly, the reality of UN human rights diplomacy for Western and communist delegations alike was

session after session of reactive measures and marginalization.

p. 491

28

Third World dominance changed the order and emphasis of the rights being promoted. It also shifted the

means permitted for monitoring and protection.  A core issue was the treatment of petitions by individuals;

they begged the question of whether individuals were proper subjects under international law, which had

previously been limited to states. Third World countries ensured that the 1965 International Convention on

the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (ICERD), for example, included an optional petition system, a

precedent that strengthened the case for petition in the 1966 ICCPR, where a petition system was included

as an optional protocol.  Under ICERD states could opt in to the jurisdiction of a monitoring Committee on

the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), which could investigate the complaints of individuals once

all domestic remedies had been exhausted. For the �rst time individuals could appeal to a UN human rights

body that stood above their states. Similar monitoring and investigating provisions were granted to

committees on colonialism and apartheid, which began to target the pariah states of Portugal, Rhodesia,

and South Africa.  A more radical move in the Commission on Human Rights came in 1967. Building on the

logic that made colonialism and apartheid allowable topics for review, an alliance of Western, African, and

Asian delegates extended the criteria to allow the study of all petitions “which reveal a consistent pattern of

violations of human rights.”

29
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Only on paper, however, was the right of petition a major step toward enforcement of the UN's human

rights instruments; as a means of redress for real individuals, it was entirely ine�ective. CERD, for example,

did not hear its �rst petition until 1984 and did not issue its �rst ruling until 1988—two decades after the

General Assembly adopted the convention—and only a small minority of states recognized its

competence.  Even within the rare�ed world of UN debates, Third World espousal of human rights soon

devolved into farce. In 1968, Nigeria spoke in favor of a legally impressive petition procedure, even while

Federal Nigerian forces were waging a ruthless campaign against secessionist Biafra that created arguably

the worst humanitarian emergency since 1945. On the 20th anniversary of the UDHR, an assembly of

dictatorships gathered, appropriately, in Shah Reza Pahlavi's Tehran for the UN World Conference on

Human Rights. Led by the Shah's sister, a number of delegates openly questioned the universal validity of

the UDHR that they were ostensibly celebrating and exalted instead the primacy of economic development.

The remainder of the program was consumed by ritualistic denunciation of friendless regimes: Israel, South

Africa, and Portugal. As the 1960s closed, absolute monarchs and Soviet clients allied to diminish the status

of civil and political rights as second-order freedoms subordinated to modernization, an agenda that would

evolve into the authoritarian New International Economic Order of the 1970s. The same climate of

“Southern” dominance that enabled a right to petition also facilitated the passage of the notorious 1975 UN

Resolution 3379 declaring Zionism “a form of racism.”

33

p. 492

34

International mobilization and the human rights “boom”

De�ning and codifying human rights at the United Nations, in regional forums, and in corridors of state was

a quiet process that rarely a�ected the lives of individuals and attracted little public interest before the

1960s. The rise of social protest movements in the 1960s, however, changed the international terrain.

During the 1970s, a transnational mass movement rose to prominence by appropriating human rights as its

central rallying cry, and stories of human rights abuses became common features in Western media. The

term “human rights,” little used even by a nascent cohort of activists in the 1960s, became a ubiquitous

watchword. Whereas earlier NGOs had focused their e�orts on the UN or on private pressure on

governments, the movement that emerged at the end of the 1960s adopted new tactics: gathering detailed

information on individual cases, publicizing it in ostensibly neutral reports, and generating public and

government pressure on o�ending states. Like states, NGOs approached human rights with their own

agendas, shining a spotlight on some abuses while ignoring or downplaying others.  Many Western NGOs,

for example, focused in the 1970s on emotionally resonant abuses such as the state-sponsored torture and

disappearance of young middle-class men and women suspected of political subversion in Brazil, Uruguay,

Chile, and Argentina or the release of political prisoners in Indonesia, while other kinds of violence—such

as killings and abuses during the Indonesian invasion of East Timor—fell o� the radar screen.

35

36

By the early 1970s Western governments and the Soviet bloc had moved toward a less ideological approach

to �ghting the cold war, one that entailed greater tolerance by the West of internal repression in the Soviet

bloc. The architects of East-West détente emphasized non-interference in the internal a�airs of sovereign

states as the basis for cooperation. The transnational human rights movement emerging at the same time

challenged this premise, arguing that global security and internal a�airs, in the form of respect for human

rights, were intertwined. Alexander Solzhenitsyn encapsulated this sensibility in his 1972 Nobel Lecture.

“No such thing as INTERNAL AFFAIRS remains on our crowded Earth,” he declared. “Mankind's salvation

lies exclusively in everyone's making everything his business, in the people of the East being anything but

indi�erent to what is thought in the West, and in the people of the West being anything but indi�erent to

what happens in the East.”

p. 493

37

Solzhenitsyn, physicist Andrei Sakharov, and other Soviet dissidents created a human rights movement

behind the iron curtain that eventually a�ected the nature and course of the cold war. The dissident
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movement was a distinctly Soviet phenomenon that sprang from internal sources but harnessed the cold

war's competition for global public opinion to its own ends—and in a twist that surprised almost everyone,

thereby helped to bring the con�ict to a close. The Brezhnev-era dissident movement originated in the years

after Stalin's death in 1953, when Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev set in motion de-Stalinization and a

cultural “thaw” that allowed an extraordinary intellectual ferment, including public discussion of some of

Stalin's crimes. In 1964 Khrushchev's successor Leonid Brezhnev instituted a “re-Stalinization,” signaling

the end of the thaw with the arrest and trial of writers Andrei Sinyavsky and Yuli Daniel for publishing

“anti-Soviet” stories abroad. The protest against the trial by over a hundred intellectuals in Moscow's

Pushkin Square in December 1965 marked the birth of the Soviet human rights movement.38

Civil rights activists in the United States had adopted civil disobedience—de�ance of laws—as a primary

tactic in the struggle to secure domestic human rights. The distinctiveness of the Soviet movement lay in its

embrace of civil obedience: the demand that the government adhere to its own laws.  Some dissidents, the

so-called politiki, argued that the system had to be overturned. But the most in�uential strain of thinking in

the Soviet human rights movement was represented by the zakonniki: those who tried to persuade the Soviet

government to respect its own laws and the international agreements it had signed. Thus, the signs that the

Pushkin Square demonstrators carried in 1965 called for an open trial and respect for the Soviet

constitution, and the petitions that human rights activists sent to the Soviet regime routinely referred to the

Soviet constitution and Soviet laws.

39

40

The cold war served as a lever for the zakonniki in that Western public opinion soon became their main

audience. Appealing to Western publics was an integral part of dissident strategy: the goal was to generate

external pressure that would impel the Soviet regime toward reform. The best-known dissident

organizations—the Initiative Group for the Defense of Human Rights, formed in 1969; the Moscow

Committee for Human Rights, formed by Sakharov, A. N. Tverdokhlebov, and Valerii Chalidze in 1970; and

the activists who published the Chronicle of Current Events, the chief human-rights-related samizdat serial

—all had extensive ties with Western media and nongovernmental organizations. Though shaped by

internal factors, the movement was also in�uenced by international ideas about human rights. From its

beginning on April 30, 1968, for example, each issue of the Chronicle began by reprinting the UDHR's Article

19 on freedom of opinion and expression, using the international document to legitimize its propagation of

information.

The environment of the cold war magni�ed the international salience of the dissident movement.

Solzhenitsyn's The Gulag Archipelago, a massive, meticulously researched chronicle of torture, forced labor,

and deprivation in Soviet prison camps, profoundly a�ected Western views of the Soviet Union when it was

published abroad in 1973. Solzhenitsyn, Sakharov, and other dissidents became household names because

many in the West viewed them as moral beacons, willing to su�er harassment, arrest, exile, and

imprisonment, including in brutal psychiatric facilities, for criticizing the Soviet regime. Their courage

renewed the Western public's interest in the internal a�airs of the Soviet Union, an interest signaled by

Solzhenitsyn's 1970 Nobel Prize in Literature and Sakharov's 1975 Nobel Peace Prize. Though sometimes

greeted with a caution that amounted to cowardice—in 1969, for example, UN General Secretary U Thant

instructed UN o�ces not to accept petitions from Soviet dissidents—the Soviet human rights movement

discredited détente's marginalization of human rights.

p. 494

Soviet-bloc dissidents aligned with and reinforced other trends that recast human rights with new

international force in this period. In 1967 a military junta seized power in Greece, claiming to save the

country from communism. The establishment of a military dictatorship in “the cradle of democracy” and

the junta's widespread use of torture against political opponents caused public revulsion in Europe and the

United States and led to important changes in international human rights law. For the �rst time countries

party to the European Human Rights Convention lodged a case against another government when no clear

national interest was at stake. An investigation by the European Commission concluded that the Greek
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government had violated the Convention, and Greece withdrew from the Council of Europe rather than face

expulsion.41

The European response to the Greek coup d’état, coming at a time when the European Community was

making its �rst appearance on an international stage, brought the issue of European values to the fore. It

was partly for this reason that Western Europeans began to push hard for the inclusion of human rights and

human contact provisions as part of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE). The

Soviet Union proposed this multilateral European conference, which began in 1972 and involved thirty-

three European countries along with the United States and Canada, as a means to obtain formal recognition

of the territorial status quo in Eastern Europe. West European governments urged that “respect for human

rights and fundamental freedoms” be included as a basic principle of relations among European states.

The Soviet Union opposed these e�orts, and the Nixon and Ford administrations, viewing human rights as

an obstacle to East-West détente and a destabilizing factor in international a�airs, were at best indi�erent.

42

It was primarily due to the insistence of West European governments that the CSCE's �nal product, the

Helsinki Accords of 1975, included a set of provisions on humanitarian cooperation endorsing the view that

protection of human rights was linked to international security. The Helsinki Final Act's Basket I, Principle

VII stated: “The participating States will respect human rights and fundamental freedoms. . . . They will

promote and encourage the e�ective exercise of civil, political, economic, social, cultural and other rights

and freedoms.” All parties further agreed to act in conformity with the UDHR and to ful�ll obligations in

the human rights covenants and other instruments to which they were signatories.  The Helsinki Final Act

represented a further shift in the status of international human rights from purely internal matters to

legitimate subjects of international action.

p. 495
43

The Soviet regime signed the accords in the expectation that the value of what they gained—recognition of

the status quo in Eastern Europe—outweighed the disadvantages imposed by human rights provisions that

they intended to ignore.  In the United States the potential signi�cance of the human rights provisions was

also largely unrecognized. Critics charged President Gerald Ford with “selling out” Eastern Europe in a

“new Yalta,” and dissatisfaction with the trade-o�s of the Helsinki Accords contributed to his loss in the

1976 election. Ultimately, however, the Accords paid extraordinary dividends, sparking an unprecedented

campaign of mobilization within the Soviet bloc.  In 1976 physicist Yuri Orlov formed the �rst Helsinki

Watch Group in Moscow, aimed at monitoring Soviet compliance; similar groups were soon formed in

Czechoslovakia and Poland and in the West. The result was far greater public mobilization in both East and

West around human rights issues in the Soviet bloc. By 1978 Brezhnev would lament that human rights

constituted the West's “main line of attack against socialist countries.”

44

45

46

Like the Helsinki Accords, the rapid growth of domestic and international NGOs devoted to human rights

was both a manifestation of the human rights “boom” that occurred in the 1970s and a major catalyst for it.

While NGO activities were in�uenced by the cold war, their rise—both in the �eld of human rights and more

generally—was largely independent of the superpower con�ict. The 1970s saw the rise of human rights

NGOs that harnessed the media and created an “information revolution” to achieve their aims.  The few

older NGOs devoted to human rights, such as the New York-based International League for the Rights of

Man, had operated largely behind the scenes, investigating abuses, compiling reports, and then lobbying

the UN. The deliberate use of publicity gave the new groups greater power to in�uence policy and shape

global opinion, in particular through the dissemination of ostensibly apolitical reports on abuses around the

world. Amnesty International, founded in London in 1961, was a major global organization by the mid-

1970s. It garnered signi�cant global respect—it was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1977—and published

reports on abuses in many countries that became required reading for diplomats.  Although Amnesty

received the most media attention, it was just the tip of a pyramid of local, regional, and transnational

networks, comprised of activists, academics, émigrés, lawyers, church groups, and others. It was typically

47
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the work of local people on the ground in collecting and disseminating information about abuses that laid

the basis for the extraordinary growth in the global public's interest in human rights issues.49

The Vietnam War's crumbling of the cold war consensus in the United States, coupled with the Watergate

scandal's weakening of executive authority, opened the door for unprecedented human rights activity by the

US Congress. Spurred by dissatisfaction with the realpolitik of the Nixon and Ford administrations, many

Americans saw an urgent need to return to traditional American values such as promotion of democracy 

and human rights. A coalition of liberal Congressmen worked to institutionalize human rights

considerations in the executive branch, pressing the State Department �rst to create a Bureau of Human

Rights in 1975 and then in 1976 to upgrade the Bureau head to an Assistant Secretary whose appointment

was subject to Congressional approval. These liberals, augmented by conservatives who opposed foreign

aid, also ushered in a series of unprecedented laws that mandated reductions or cut-o�s in aid to

governments that violated human rights. Their focus was on “integrity of the person” rights, against

torture and arbitrary arrest and imprisonment.  Because cut-o�s in foreign aid targeted US allies, the

legislation roused the ire of conservatives, who saw it as undercutting right-wing dictatorships whose

support for the United States was critical to the cold war while ignoring the more serious violations of the

Soviet bloc.

p. 496

50

A second major strand in the Congressional revolt against Nixon and Kissinger's détente �xed on the Soviet

Union as the major human rights violator. Henry “Scoop” Jackson, a conservative Democratic critic of

détente, took the lead in attempting to use legislation to bring about changes in the Soviet domestic system,

speci�cally to permit more emigration of Jews. Soviet Jews, subject to discrimination at home and o�ered a

welcome in Israel, tried to leave in large numbers. When the government placed a highly restrictive

emigration tax on prospective Jewish émigrés, Jackson demanded that a new US-Soviet trade agreement be

linked to emigration. The 1974 Jackson-[Charles] Vanik Amendment denied trade bene�ts to any country

that restricted emigration. It was passed over the strong objections of the Nixon administration in its

waning days. US Secretary of State Henry Kissinger raged that the amendment's supporters were trying to

“destroy détente” by proclaiming a “moral obligation to change Soviet policies.” Even more furious, Soviet

Premier Leonid Brezhnev denounced it as “tantamount to interference in our internal a�airs.”51

These Congressional initiatives laid the ground for President Jimmy Carter's elevation of human rights to a

guiding principle of US foreign policy. In his 1977 inaugural address, Carter promised to restore morality to

a central place in foreign policy. Human rights, however, was only one factor in policymaking, and other

interests sometimes took precedence. Where cold war security and economic interests were marginal, as in

Uganda and Paraguay, the administration was a strong critic of abuses. Where such interests were

signi�cant, the administration's willingness to subordinate human rights considerations invited charges of

hypocrisy. A year before, a revolution ousted Iran's repressive ruler, Carter toasted the Shah for support of

“the cause of human rights,” even as Iran's brutal secret police incarcerated and tortured political

opponents.  Carter criticized the Soviet bloc for cracking down on dissenters in violation of the Helsinki

Accords and spoke up in defense of Sakharov, but Carter prioritized the pursuit of arms control in the form

of the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT II).

52

The Reagan administration made the repudiation of Carter's modest pressure on pro-US dictatorships a

de�ning element of its foreign policy. Reagan embraced the ideas of an academic specialist, Jeane

Kirkpatrick, who was among the most vehement and articulate critics of Carter's vision. Her highly

in�uential 1979 article “Dictatorships and Double Standards” argued that the United States should support

friendly “right-wing autocracies” because they, unlike communist dictatorships, “sometimes evolve

into democracies.”  Reagan's Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights, Elliott Abrams, built on

Kirkpatrick's vision by fashioning a philosophy that con�ated human rights advocacy and anti-communism

almost entirely, declaring that “we [the Reagan administration] consider anticommunism to be a human

rights policy.”

p. 497
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Against the countervailing pressures of increasingly in�uential NGO activism, the Reagan administration

downplayed integrity-of-the-person abuses; under the logic of the Abrams position, such abuses would

always exist unless there was democratization and would increase if communism proliferated. For critics,

such as the Carter administration's human rights chief, Patricia Derian, this policy corrupted human rights

into little more than “a counter in a geopolitical struggle, like a hotel in a game of Monopoly.”  The

catalogue of abusive right-wing regimes backed by the Reagan presidency, including those in El Salvador,

South Africa, the Philippines, Argentina, and Chile, gave ample basis for this critique, particularly in the

�rst term.

55

Yet the Reagan administration, while partial to right-wing allies, still used “quiet diplomacy” to pursue the

fate of individual cases in right-wing regimes, and Reagan was personally involved in some of these

overtures. There was also a marked distinction between the Kirkpatrick doctrine as theoretically elaborated

and what the administration practiced. In particular, Reagan did not share Kirkpatrick's pessimism about

democratization in East Europe. In his oft-cited 1982 speech to the British Parliament, Reagan directly

contradicted the notion that right-wing regimes were the only dictatorships that held the prospect of

democratic reform. Reagan was thus inclined to respond favorably when a new kind of Soviet leadership

emerged with Mikhail Gorbachev in 1985.

Ultimately, it was Gorbachev's moves, including critical steps in the realm of human rights, that made a

decisive contribution to ending the cold war. Pressure from a dissident movement empowered by the

Helsinki Final Act played a key role: in this sense, the international human rights movement helped catalyze

the process that led to the collapse of communism.  Dissident ideas about glasnost, human rights, and the

rule of law had a strong in�uence on Gorbachev's domestic reform agenda.  The new Soviet premier

initially hoped to improve relations with the West through arms control, but, as one advisor later recalled,

Gorbachev eventually “became convinced that without a solution to the human rights problem the cold war

could not be brought to an end, a new relationship with the United States could not be built.”

56

57

58

It was a sign of just how signi�cant human rights had become as a factor in international relations that it

ranked alongside arms control—and a sign of just how well-established ideas of universal civil and political

rights had become that Gorbachev eventually repudiated virtually all of the positions Vyshinsky had so

vigorously expounded in the 1940s. He released Sakharov from internal exile in 1986 and freed hundreds of

other imprisoned dissidents. He publicly acknowledged that not only social and economic rights but also

civil and political rights had to be actively promoted and protected. And he reversed the position so

steadfastly maintained by his predecessors that the implementation and enforcement of international

human rights guarantees were matters solely of domestic jurisdiction. In the end the Soviet Communist

Party's endorsement of civil and political rights proved incompatible with maintaining its hold on its East

European satellites—and with maintaining communism at home.

p. 498

At the end of the cold war, the West, and its liberal vision of universal human rights, seemed the undisputed

victor. One observer suggested that human rights seemed to �ll the vacuum once occupied by the cold war,

replacing anticommunism as an organizing principle for international action in the 1990s.  Having for

decades declined meaningful action against human rights violations, the United Nations began to directly

confront some abuses, though these were usually committed by politically vulnerable countries without

signi�cant allies. In the face of major human rights violations during the disintegration of Yugoslavia, the

great powers in the United Nations agreed in 1993 that Chapter VII could override Article 2(7)—in other

words, that the Security Council's mandate to secure international peace, including through the protection

of human rights, could override provisions about non-interference in domestic a�airs.  The UN also took

steps to prosecute violators under international jurisdiction, most notably in 2002, when sixty countries

established an independent body, the International Criminal Court, as the �rst permanent, treaty-based

international court to try “perpetrators of the most serious crimes of concern to the international

community,” such as genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes.
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Yet the dynamics of human rights had operated largely outside the cold war, and the end of the con�ict did

not resolve the core tensions and debates over the term's content and implications. De�ning what should

properly be seen as international human rights remained sharply contested. Resolution of the fault line in

human rights between East and West had no e�ect on divisions between North and South, which escalated

into a bitter international debate in the early 1990s, as assertive East Asian leaders resurrected earlier Third

World claims. Unlike the representatives who had assembled in Tehran in 1968, leaders such as Singapore's

Lee Kuan Yew and Malaysia's Mahathir Mohamed were backed by economic success. Proclaiming a

distinctive set of “Asian values,” they disputed the established set of universal human rights as a Western

construction. Tensions over issues of sovereignty also remained acute. The end of the cold war rendered the

US Senate only marginally less suspicious of UN challenges to US sovereignty than it had been in Bricker's

time. After decades of inaction on UN human rights instruments, in 1992 the US Senate rati�ed the

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, but with so many quali�cations—�ve reservations, four

declarations, and �ve understandings—that some observers called the rati�cation nothing more than a

cosmetic gesture.  The outcome of the US war against Iraq—a war fought partly under the guise of

humanitarian intervention and initially embraced by many liberal human rights advocates—suggested to

critics that human rights had become a screen for brutality, militarism, and imperialism.
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The victory of human rights after the cold war, then, was mostly illusory. Although international pressure

over abuses had unquestionably helped some individuals, the overall e�ectiveness of international human

rights law in changing state behavior remained in doubt. Many of the rights proclaimed in the Universal

Declaration—including access to education and adequate food and housing—remained starkly out of 

reach for billions of the world's poor. If, in the words of one leading activist, the discourse of human rights

had become “a universal set of manners, a worldwide book of etiquette,” it was still a book more honored in

the breach than in the observance.

p. 499
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29 Race and the Cold War 
Brenda Gayle Plummer

This chapter examines the issue of race during the Cold War. It contends that racism was part of a Cold

War framework in which states marshaled ideological and political resources against the threat of

dissolution and subversion from within as well as from without. The chapter suggests that racial

consciousness served a dual purpose during the Cold War years. It explains that proponents of racial

equality used democratic ideology to argue for the abandonment of all forms of discrimination while

proponents of segregation used the Cold War to argue that altering time-honored usages endangered

national security.

US foreign a�airs have always included a racial dimension that even today remains masked in many

historical accounts. How leaders thought about racial di�erence, and the practices they enacted because of

their perceptions, characterized policy making from colonial times to the present. Racial thought was not

always entirely conscious, but it in�uenced how Americans conceived their place in the world even before

the War of Independence. This history includes the cold war, which took place against the backdrop of a

global society in which racism helped to construct frameworks of domination and resistance. The alarm

with which US authorities viewed Soviet expansionism in Europe in the late 1940s had a racial component.

Washington policy makers perceived the Soviets as not only the captives of an alien totalitarian ideology,

but also as racial aliens. The perspective predated cold war hostilities and derived from longstanding

western European notions about “Asiatic hordes.” Secretary of the Navy James Forrestal thus mistrusted

the Soviets because he saw them as “essentially Oriental in their thinking.” For Secretary of State Dean

Acheson, “the threat they posed to Europe” was comparable to “that which Islam had posed centuries

before.”  These views rehearsed a very old Orientalist trope. George F. Kennan, author of the containment

doctrine that underlay much of US cold war policy, shared this perspective. He believed that some nations
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and peoples would always be subordinate. Improvements in status, where possible, should come only

gradually. Kennan endorsed white rule in South Africa and believed that anticolonial insurgencies

normatively derived from outside interference. He favored reform in US race relations so as to assure

American leadership of the world's democratic forces, but believed it impolitic to “frighten the South.” The

opinions of these o�cials on race suggest the limits of their ability to remove it as a cold war obstacle for

the United States.2

Racism became part of a cold war framework in which states marshaled ideological and political resources

against the threat of dissolution and subversion from within as well as from without. The cold war inherited

centuries-old rationales for imperialist rule and led to an early British and American postwar discourse that

championed racial domination. When Winston Churchill delivered his “Iron Curtain” speech in Fulton,

Missouri in February 1946, he appealed to the racial as well as cultural solidarity of Anglo-Saxons. When the

United States developed the Marshall Plan in 1948 to shore up the faltering economies of war-devastated

Europe, it yielded to the European insistence that recovery would not be possible without empire, which

brought in its train the concomitant ideological and political burden of racism and colonialism. In

fashioning a global security blanket for the postwar world, US military o�cials relied on perpetuating

American control of Paci�c islands formerly held by the Japanese. Independence for Italy's former colonies

in Africa, now UN mandates, was similarly postponed. Cold war priorities led Washington to abstain from

challenging Portuguese colonialism in Africa because of American reliance on the strategic military base in

the Azores.

p. 504

One of the seminal cold war documents was the 1947 Truman Doctrine; it warned of “armed minorities”

poised to seize power and impose communist rule on embattled �edgling democracies.  The white settler

regimes in southern Africa, however, did not �gure into this caveat. South Africa, the most prosperous of

these societies, in 1950 had passed the Suppression of Communism Act, a law it used to ban black South

African political activity. The timing of the legislation echoed similar anti-communist initiatives in the

United States. South Africa continued to occupy Southwest Africa, now Namibia, a United Nations (UN) trust

territory.

3

Yet the coupling of security with racial domination could not be sustained. African Americans, critical of

Churchill's appeal to Anglo-Saxonism, and others, still adhering to the wartime alliance with the Soviets,

rejected Churchill's speech. Even President Harry S. Truman at �rst expressed ambivalence, leading to

speculation that he wanted to revive Soviet-American amity.  The desire for national sovereignty in Asian

and African territories during the war set in motion an unstoppable drive for independence that led most

policy makers to acknowledge that colonialism's days were numbered and that any endorsement of it could

not be easily squared with the United States’ own history of anticolonial revolt.

4

5

By 1946, policy elites were challenging white supremacist beliefs. Some members of the US policy elite,

de�ned here as including both elected and appointed o�cials and selected members of the military and the

intelligentsia, proved susceptible to arguments for the reform of race relations. Yet the decentralized nature

of the federal system created a situation in which certain initiatives, such as President Truman's

desegregation of the armed forces, were coupled with actual increases in segregation in government-

sponsored housing and urban development.  Real change was at best incremental throughout the 1940s and

1950s, with resistance to racial equality expressed on all levels of government.

6

The horri�c results of Nazi race doctrine had demonstrated the consequences of racist thought. Worldwide

revulsion abetted a continuing trend in the social sciences to displace previous biological explanations of

human inequality. The older social science had accompanied and rationalized colonialism and racial

discrimination, however, which entailed a host of practices that were di�cult to abandon. The UN Sub-

Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities faced obstacles when such

countries as the United States and the Soviet Union refused to permit international oversight of their

p. 505
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treatment of national minorities. Cold war competition led the respective powers to exploit instances of

oppression perpetrated by the other.7

In the United States black Americans used the United Nations as a forum to air grievances and court world

opinion, in spite of federal e�orts to condemn such tactics as unpatriotic. In 1946 the National Negro

Congress (NNC), with the endorsement of fraternal organizations, veterans’ groups, and trade unions,

petitioned the UN on behalf of beleaguered African Americans, then experiencing a postwar increase in

lynching and other violent crimes. The NNC presented its petition during a period when numerous groups

appealed to the UN. Indonesians addressed the body in their e�ort to shed Dutch colonialism. The Ewe-

speaking peoples of Togo, a mandate under joint British and French authority, asked the Trusteeship

Council to clarify their status. Other petitions came from western European Jews, now largely in diaspora;

Somalis, and residents of the British Caribbean colonies. In 1946 the UN General Assembly condemned

South African abuse of East Indian residents in that country.8

Heartened by these developments, the National Association of Colored People (NAACP) drafted its own

petition in 1947. The document, compiled largely by W. E. B. Du Bois, called for an investigation of American

racial practices by the UN Commission on Human Rights. The NAACP was more conservative than the NNC,

which was increasingly condemned by conventional opinion because of the communist a�liations of some

of its members. Its petition attracted the support of many African American organizations, political leaders

and groups in Africa and the Caribbean, and foreign labor federations. The NAACP also secured cautious

endorsements from Belgium, China, Egypt, Ethiopia, Haiti, India, Norway, and Pakistan, although UN rules

did not permit nongovernmental organizations to formally bring petitions. The NNC e�ort had been largely

symbolic, but it was noticed. This time, the NAACP document, enjoying as it did the prestige of its

originating group, found a sponsor. The Soviet Union introduced the petition in October 1947. While the

appeal had wide support, the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of

Minorities tabled it to prevent alienating the United States, on whom UN fortunes rested. Washington

o�cials applied pressure to NAACP leaders, who were eager to avoid the opprobrium that Soviet

endorsement implied.9

The belief that African American agitation for civil rights was prompted by outsiders rather than stemming

from their own aspirations fed into cold war discourse about subversives. Watchdogs of political orthodoxy

cast a wide net in linking those who maintained interracial friendships with un-Americanism. Racists were

further aided by the tendency of leading American politicians to present foreign a�airs as a contest between

good and evil and to portray communism as a force determined to upset the natural order of things, which

for white supremacists was continued black subordination. In corresponding fashion, the habit of linking

black political objectives with communism engendered considerable skepticism about the cold war among

African Americans who did not believe that loyalty was inconsistent with equal rights. This sentiment

produced some black support for the most left-leaning presidential candidate in 1948, former Secretary

of Commerce Henry Wallace, who campaigned on the Progressive Party ticket. Wallace took a forthright

stand against Jim Crow and would not address segregated southern audiences. While Progressive ranks

undoubtedly embraced many communists, Wallace backers also included those whose radicalism had been

shaped by independent labor and civil rights struggles. These individuals opposed the growing international

tension between Washington and Moscow, and espoused a continuation of wartime Alliance policy. Black

leaders who did not support Wallace nevertheless expressed doubts about such key aspects of US foreign

policy as the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan. Howard University president Mordecai Johnson

believed funds allocated to save Greece and Turkey from communist takeover could be better spent

promoting democracy in the American South. The Marshall Plan, the Courier asserted, was a program whose

unintended e�ect was to further strengthen the colonial powers’ ability to retain their control of territory in

Africa and Asia.

p. 506
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As cold war tensions mounted in the late 1940s, the African American electorate as a whole assumed a

pragmatic stance toward East-West issues. Truman had broken through the impasse that had situated civil

rights advocacy and anti-communism against each other. Seizing the anti-communist initiative from

Republicans, the White House instituted a loyalty program for federal employees and endorsed internal

security investigative procedures. It simultaneously made important gestures toward racial equality

through the integration of the armed forces and through such executive actions as support for fair

employment practices. The administration drafted a document, “To Secure These Rights,” which came to be

seen as a milestone in federal support for civil rights. The promise of equality and the threat of punishment

helped turn black voters toward Truman, the incumbent, in 1948. Thereafter conventional African American

organizations distanced themselves from the Soviets and from communism, but continued to pointedly

hold US race relations up to global scrutiny. Activists created an agenda of international political work to

this end as well as for the purposes of eradicating colonialism and its racist manifestations.11

The collapse of the European and Japanese economies during World War II and revolutionary conditions in

China had propelled the United States into global political and economic leadership and pitted it against the

Soviet system. Racial violence was not only a threat to the role Americans felt called upon to play in world

a�airs, but also a potential source of internal instability. Increasingly, policy makers and the policy-aware

public began taking racial reform seriously. Representatives from the media, State Department

representatives, US politicians, educators, and United Nations o�cials participated in a conference called by

the NAACP in September 1950 to deliberate the problems racism posed for US cold war aims. Many began to

understand that minority oppression hampered e�orts to extend American interests and values. In June

1951 the solicitor general of the United States, Philip Perlman, �led an amicus curiae brief in an appellate

court case that concerned segregation in public accommodations. The solicitor general connected racial

reform to the national interest in his claim that Jim Crow damaged the American image abroad.12

The fear of subversion provided powerful motivation for the United States to keep dissidents, including civil

rights activists, in line. Surveillance of African Americans, ostensibly for communist a�liations, long

predates the cold war and appears in intelligence community records as early as the 1910s. During World

War II, the FBI sought to uncover pro-Japanese activity among blacks in the United States. Scrutiny of

African Americans dates to the era of the slave trade regardless of contemporaneous ideology. Black

resistance to oppression had always been perceived as inherently subversive.  In the late 1940s President

Truman proved an innovator by coupling the racial reform necessary to ensure US credibility abroad with

the repression of communists, thus separating civil rights from radicalism. Those working for civil rights

could now enjoy legitimacy as long as they divorced themselves from association with the left.

p. 507

13

Those who would not disavow their beliefs, such as the author of the NAACP's 1947 petition, scholar W. E. B.

Du Bois, became the subjects of congressional investigation and legal prosecution. Liberals who had

accepted Truman's formula purged them from organizations. Persons who had belonged to leftist

organizations or espoused radical views, including academics, entertainers, and political activists, were

threatened with the loss of jobs, passports, and, in some cases, freedom.  Fears exacerbated by the Korean

con�ict (1950–3) provided even greater incentives to crack down on dissidents.

14

Black troops stationed in Korea bore the brunt of residual resentment of Truman's armed forces

desegregation order. Military brass blamed black soldiers for the consequences of the United States’ poorly

thought out political and military tactics and lack of preparation. The 24th Infantry Regiment, still intact as

an all-black out�t in 1950, achieved the �rst victory in the Korean War at Yechon on July 20.  This did not

spare the unit from relentless criticism, mass court-martial, and disbandment in October 1951. The

presence of large numbers of African Americans in the armed forces in the early 1950s attested to lack of

opportunity in the civilian economy.

15
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Congress failed to pass proposed fair employment practices legislation which Dixiecrats and red baiters

succeeded in labeling as communist-inspired. Korea led Truman to de-emphasize civil rights initiatives as

the nation proceeded to war. Authorities renewed their attacks on dissent. Presidential advisor Clark Cli�ord

believed that the public had to accept the “stern policies which Soviet activities make imperative and which

the US government must adopt.”  Even Americans living abroad, like writer Richard Wright, were under

surveillance by US authorities. Actor and singer Paul Robeson was the �rst American subjected to television

censorship when the National Broadcasting Company refused to air a program on which he had appeared.

The revision of history through the banning of books by African American authors in US libraries overseas

also characterized the period. In the southern states, governments took the Internal Security Act of 1950 as a

model for laws to repress civil rights organizations, forcing them to reveal membership lists and

persecuting their leaders. Regulations allowed local governments to �re public employees who belonged to

civil rights organizations, which legislatures had decided were communist organizations.

16

17

As a result, many African Americans remained unconvinced when two of the most widely and tragically

condemned spies of the era went on trial for their lives in 1953. Support among blacks for clemency for

Julius and Ethel Rosenberg came from black trade unionists, newspapers, and fraternal organizations, not

all of them on the left.  The same year, black trade unionist A. Philip Randolph introduced a resolution at an

American Federation of Labor national convention that condemned McCarthyism and its author by name.

Union o�cials, fearful of the consequences, blocked its passage.  Resentment of anti-communist politics

did not necessarily mean that blacks endorsed the US Communist Party or Soviet politics. Out of 15 million

African Americans in 1950, only 4,000 belonged to the Communist Party. The Soviets were remembered for

their sale of oil to fascist Italy during Mussolini's war against Ethiopia. American communists, while

claiming to represent an indigenous grassroots movement, had also demonstrated their dependence on the

vicissitudes of Soviet foreign policy in the political reversals they made during the interwar period. Much

African American coolness toward anti-communist zeal was instead prompted by recognition of how

closely linked the red smear was to maintaining the racial status quo.

p. 508

18

19

The Truman era reformulation of liberalism made it possible for o�cials to talk of colonialism as part of an

international order which supported the ultimate welfare of subjugated populations. Early Africa policy

linked the prevention of communism on the continent with facilitating economic development. US policy

makers understood that American racism had made a bad impression on Africans and that Africans resented

US assistance to the colonial powers as propping up an imperial domination they hoped to escape. Colonized

peoples also recognized the easy access to strategic minerals and other natural resources that American

enterprise derived through European contacts. The colonial powers tried hard to persuade Americans that

independence should not be extended to colonial subjects across the board. Some were not ready for

freedom, colonialists maintained, and were susceptible to communist in�uence.20

During the early cold war years of 1946–53, US policy makers largely accepted these claims. They reconciled

an historical predisposition against colonialism with European arguments by invoking the desirability of

gradual change. There was accordingly no need to move colonized people along the path to independence

quickly, especially at the expense of orderly transition. Order and stability had more immediate importance

than democracy. The United States ultimately washed its hands of direct responsibility for African a�airs.

Instead, it saw its role as cooperating with the colonial powers to advance the future African trade and

investment that would result from the restoration of European economies. Prosperity would trickle down to

African peoples while some assistance from the United States was available through the Economic

Cooperation Agency, the UN, and various exchange programs. In line with this program of inaction,

Washington advocated peaceful coexistence between Africans and white settlers in parts of Africa where

white minority regimes had installed themselves. No concern for the civil or human rights of Africans in

these territories disturbed the relationships between the United States and the colonial powers.21
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A somewhat di�erent dynamic operated with regard to sovereign states outside Africa that peoples of color

governed. For generations, stereotypes had dominated US perceptions of Latin America and the Caribbean

on both the popular and policy making levels. From the days of the early republic, racial mixture in

societies south of the US border troubled Washington o�cials, who often portrayed these populations as

irrational, childlike, incompetent, and intemperate. Such representations helped justify exploitative

economic relationships and armed interventions. Racism was soft-pedaled after 1945, when communism

appeared to present an ideological threat in the region. O�cial diplomatic correspondence nonetheless

indicated that certain key o�cials still thought of Latin Americans in disparaging terms.

p. 509

22

If US hegemony remained fundamentally unchallenged in the western hemisphere for the �rst half of the

20th century, in Asia and the Middle East, American dominance was less assured. Areas that occupied the

prime nexus of Soviet-American con�ict also provided strategic minerals for the industries and war

machines of the great powers. Asian and Middle Eastern countries had nevertheless experienced racial

domination as an accompaniment to colonized or dependent status. Orientalist preconceptions warped

understanding of these diverse societies, and dark-skinned Asian visitors to the United States sometimes

experienced bias �rst-hand when denied service at “whites-only” facilities.23

It became necessary for the State Department to dispatch an o�cer to help African, Caribbean, and Asian

envoys cope with prejudice and shield them from common racial customs, such as denial of service in public

accommodations and housing discrimination in northern as well as southern states. Such incidents that

occurred could damage fragile relations with emerging countries. In August 1961, the White House created a

commission consisting of federal and state government representatives from the Washington, DC

metropolitan area to address the issue of racial discrimination in the region. The State Department had

hoped at �rst to keep foreign blacks from sharing the negative experiences common to African Americans. It

became clear, however, that businesses were unable or unwilling to distinguish between African Americans

and foreign blacks. Consequently, international imperatives required the desegregation at least of public

facilities in the District of Columbia and Maryland. The arrival of African diplomats in Washington also

occasioned alterations in capital society. The State Department's chief of protocol felt compelled to resign in

1961 from an elite social club with no black members. In the wake of decolonization, the club had

furthermore suspended its erstwhile practice of automatically accepting foreign envoys.24

Given racist logic, di�erence contributed to cold war anxieties about national security and provided a

rationale for perpetuating patterns of exclusion. The arms race constituted a major aspect of preparations

for possible con�ict, whether it was the capacity for apocalyptic nuclear destruction or the streamlined,

mobile military of Eisenhower's choice. Soviet-American competition involved heavy investment in atomic

research. This accelerated in 1953 after the Soviet test of its �rst hydrogen bomb. New infrastructure and the

ingress of new populations consequently transformed nuclear facilities in rural areas. In rural Georgia and

Tennessee African Americans were uprooted by the weapons labs and nuclear power plants but received few

bene�ts from the modernization of their communities. The NAACP and the National Urban League pursued

cold war arguments in urging the desegregation of employment in nuclear facilities. Ending bias in

defense employment, they claimed, neutralized disa�ection and ultimately strengthened national security.

Others used the argument to other ends. The Atomic Energy Commission, the Pentagon, and such

government contractors as the Du Pont Corporation paid lip service to desegregation, but claimed that

national security concerns tied their hands. African Americans who did secure jobs were generally relegated

to janitorial posts or those that exposed them to excessive radiation. In its Hanford, Washington, atomic

facility, defense contractor Du Pont faced a labor shortage but would not recruit Mexican American workers,

claiming it would require a third set of separate eating and toilet facilities, for Mexicans were neither black

nor white.

p. 510
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The Bomb also invoked race with regard to civil defense, a major conundrum in the early 1950s when

experts still based ideas about the best civil defense practices on World War II era constructs. Historians
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have suggested that postwar suburbanization was occasioned in part by the desire to disperse population in

order to minimize deaths in the case of an atomic explosion. African Americans were clearly at a

disadvantage in the event of an attack as residents of thickly populated urban neighborhoods that lacked

suitable air raid shelters.26

The paucity of black personnel in foreign a�airs-related government employment had concerned civil

rights activists as early as World War II. Any campaign to present the United States as a racial democracy

foundered on the absence of an integrated foreign service. Critics called on federal agencies to address the

problems of employment discrimination and American self- representation overseas simultaneously. While

African Americans had held unimportant political appointments as consuls and ministers to minor

countries under Republican administrations before World War II, the numbers of career black foreign

service o�cers and consular o�cials remained negligible. The State Department had imbibed the culture of

Washington, DC, until the 1960s a segregated southern city. Calls for the integration of the department and,

more generally, the appointment of a cadre of o�cials that more closely mirrored the actual demographics

of a changing America, did not yield immediate results. According to Secretary of State John Foster Dulles,

one problem the State Department had with blacks in 1953 was FBI security clearance. Few African

Americans could pass through the bureau's exacting �lter because reds had supposedly in�ltrated all black

organizations.27

Other ethnic-racial US minorities did not share this particular problem because the crowning feature of

their experience with American racism was the denial of citizenship. Many of their civil rights struggles

focused on this issue. Chinese and Japanese exclusion laws, Supreme Court decisions denying

landownership rights to Asians, and policies of segregating Mexican Americans and disputing their racial

identity as well as their nationality meant that the full participation of these groups in US politics, including

national o�ce-holding, was delayed. While they engaged in civil rights struggles, their populations were

heavily concentrated in speci�c areas, such as Texas and the West Coast, which gave a regional cast to their

activism. After the Chinese Revolution of 1949, which coincided with heightening cold war tensions, the

loyalties of Chinese Americans came under suspicion, making them unlikely candidates for diplomatic

appointments. By the late 1960s many Latinos and Asian Americans had begun challenging prevailing 

models of passive assimilation and projected their struggle for equality and inclusion beyond local

boundaries.

p. 511

28

The end of the Korean War and the death of Stalin in 1953 resuscitated postponed concerns about racial

justice. President Dwight D. Eisenhower, like his predecessor, realized that American cold war victory

necessitated amelioration on the racial front. While Ike personally opposed coerced public school

desegregation,  he upheld the Supreme Court's decision in Brown v. Board of Education, and endorsed the

limited civil rights act of 1957.  During both Eisenhower administrations, US policy gradually continued to

retreat from overt racism but remained both ambivalent and ambiguous about forthright endorsement of

desegregation in all aspects of American life. There were exceptions to this changing picture. One of them

was South Africa, where US representatives continued a comfortable friendship with the apartheid regime.

While uranium, diamonds, and other precious ores shielded South Africa from strong criticism, mounting

protest among black Americans and global shifts in attitudes toward racial di�erence made support for

discrimination increasingly di�cult to sustain. O�cials found themselves giving lip service to democratic

ideals while continuing to court the Pretoria regime. US authorities tried to mitigate the deleterious e�ect of

the mixed messages they were communicating by sending black American artists to perform in South Africa.

This practice later became controversial when pressure against the apartheid regime accelerated in the

1980s.

29

30

31

Ambivalence also characterized the policy of Secretary of State John Foster Dulles. Dulles appeared to think

in racial stereotypes, having once notoriously remarked to a Chinese ambassador that “the Oriental mind,

particularly that of the Japanese, was always more devious than the Occidental mind.”  While he supported32
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decolonization as a matter of principle, he doubted the capacity of emerging nations to maintain democratic

regimes. In April 1955 a group of ostensibly nonaligned states convened in Bandung, Indonesia, to discuss

issues that a�ected them as neutrals in a world increasingly divided by bilateralism. The Afro-Asian

Conference delegates expressed concern about the problems of development, colonialism, nuclear

deterrence, and the pressure placed on them to declare allegiance to one or the other party in the cold war.

Washington policy makers viewed the Bandung conference with alarm because of their di�culty in

separating the nationalist aims of the participants from anti-white racism and a call to arms for worldwide

revolution. The People's Republic of China (PRC) used the Afro-Asian Conference to carve out its own

position on race. Adopting a stance that the Japanese had used in the run-up to World War II, the PRC

simultaneously and advantageously represented itself as independent of the Soviet Union, as a leader of the

Asian peoples, a friend of those still struggling against colonial domination, and a foe of all forms of racial

discrimination.33

The United States found itself unwilling and unable to clearly distinguish between communism and

nationalism in the Third World. In a November 1958 speech in Cleveland, Dulles warned of the “danger that

newly granted independence may turn out to be but a brief interlude between the rule of colonialism and the

harsh dictatorship of international communism.”  This was not the only possible perspective on the

relationship between decolonization and the “red menace.” The NAACP's position, articulated years

before, maintained that “independence is the best answer to communist intrigue.” Suppressing the

aspirations of colonized peoples drained the energies needed for the real �ght for freedom, the Association

asserted.

34

p. 512

35

In spite of his narrow perspective on racial domination in the context of colonialism, Dulles proved

unequivocal in his consternation over the international fallout from the Little Rock crisis in 1957 when

Eisenhower sent troops to integrate a high school in de�ance of the segregationist governor of Arkansas.

The secretary of state regarded it as a public relations disaster that the Soviets and other critics readily

exploited. He impressed the gravity of the situation upon Eisenhower and other key o�cials.  When

employees of a Delaware restaurant refused to serve the Ghanaian �nance minister, President Eisenhower

invited the o�cial to breakfast at the White House, and he received an apology from Vice President Richard

Nixon.

36

37

In other respects, Eisenhower administration policy toward Africa did little to remove the fear that the

newly independent states would veer toward the Soviet bloc. Washington's practices did not model its

democratic rhetoric. US racial minorities had no signi�cant employment in the State Department, or other

agencies responsible for foreign a�airs. Protocol o�cers evaded the question of segregation and

discrimination by limiting contacts between African visitors and African Americans prepared to brief them

in detail on US racial customs. Curious breaches of protocol when Africans made state visits increased the

level of suspicion among those African states inclined to shape their own foreign policies independently of

East-West ideological quarrels. Eisenhower named a black ambassador to Guinea, a country with which the

United States had prickly relations. Ambassador John H. Morrow found himself undermined by his own

subordinates in Conakry and by the skepticism surrounding his appointment.38

Just as the focus on communism at home tended to derail other objectives, including the achievement of

civil rights for all and the creation of a representative foreign service, it threatened peace abroad. While

nonaligned countries pursued their speci�c interests as individual states, they acted as a group in trying to

persuade the United States and the Soviet Union to enter talks. Late in September 1960, Ghana, India,

Yugoslavia, Egypt, and Indonesia submitted a resolution to the General Assembly calling for a meeting

between Eisenhower and Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev. They viewed defusing cold war tensions as in

the interests of their own development and prosperity. Ike rejected the move, characterizing it as “at best . . . 

totally illogical; at worst . . . an act of e�rontery.”  US pressure led to the resolution's defeat, especially as39
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the USSR had its own reasons for rejecting talks with the Americans. The maneuver nevertheless alienated

the states that had proposed it.

President John F. Kennedy, who assumed o�ce in 1961, had campaigned on a promise of a foreign policy

that would take account of changes in the global environment. Kennedy and liberals initially close to him in

the �rst months of his administration endorsed Algerian independence and better relations with India. They

advanced the view that promoting the American way of life to foreigners depended on achieving progress in

inter-group relations at home. New communications technology meant that adverse news about the

United States, including reports of murders, race riots, and brutal treatment of civil rights demonstrators,

would reach international audiences. The press in Warsaw Pact countries played up negative stories. Even

audiences generally in tune with the American worldview questioned the continuing pattern of violence and

discrimination. Bad press dogged American news from Copenhagen to Delhi. Even opinion in Portugal,

which still retained its African territories, denounced US hypocrisy for claiming to oppose colonialism while

featuring a racial system the Portuguese considered more oppressive than their own. Decolonization

increased disapproving voices. It became clear that the color bar was out of date in a diverse world that now

contained sovereign Asian and African states. In ironic contrast to the widespread condemnation of racial

segregation and discrimination, South Africa's media approvingly reported stories of white resistance to

black civil rights.

p. 513

40

The desegregation of o�cial Washington proceeded only in tandem with heightened criticism. Presidential

initiative and continued pressure from African American leaders prompted most of the desultory changes

that did occur. These included eliminating the practice of con�ning black diplomats to Africa and Caribbean

countries or remote posts elsewhere. The Kennedy administration responded creatively to the desire to

court black opinion on foreign policy matters. O�cials discovered that through invitations for White House

visits by African heads of state, they could create the illusion of receptiveness to black demands. This

combined e�ectively with a few well-advertised diplomatic appointments for African Americans.

Washington hoped through gestures of friendship to persuade neutral African countries to orient

themselves more closely to the United States and distance themselves from the Soviet Union and its allies.41

Government action against negative racial publicity became part of an expanded cold war cultural outreach

program mounted by the State Department and the United States Information Agency (USIA). Carefully

managed news for dissemination abroad, information libraries that contained optimistic material about

African American life, and tours by black lecturers, artists, and entertainers who delivered upbeat

presentations about US racial di�culties played important roles in this e�ort, even at the risk of overstating

both the changes that had taken place and the national will involved in making them. International

expositions and fairs provided another venue for the dissemination of an alternative discourse to the bleak

one of Jim Crow. The government's o�cial position did not contradict the realities of a racism that all could

see. Instead, propagandists stressed the gradual improvements made to date through peaceful evolution.42

The Congo crisis disrupted the pattern of US responses to racial challenges during the cold war. The cold war

penetrated Africa as the United States and the Soviet Union took di�erent sides in the Congolese civil war

that began shortly after that country's independence in 1960. Worldwide anti-western demonstrations

followed upon the 1961 assassination of Congolese premier Patrice Lumumba. The subsequent Kennedy

administration stance toward the Congo resulted from the con�icting views of foreign policy analysts who

were divided between “Europeanists,” who believed that the United States should make its relationships

with its strategic European partners paramount, and “Africanists,” who placed greater emphasis on

decolonization, opposing racism, and courting the new republics. The “Europeanists” prevailed and the

United States remained a weak opponent of colonialism and apartheid.

p. 514
43

The beginning of Cuban military support for African revolutionaries and the endorsement of Marxism by

national liberation fronts in southern Africa shook the United States out of its complacency and quickened
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its impulse to quell leftist revolts. Independently of the Soviets, Cubans had shouldered the responsibility of

a worldwide struggle against imperialism, which they based partly on their own national history, and the

perceived a�nities of many Cubans with Africa.  In 1964, planes piloted by anti-Castro Cuban refugees and

�nanced by the Central Intelligence Agency �ew missions against Congolese insurgents in an operation

aided also by Belgium. Mirroring views in some western circles, Time magazine on December 4, 1964

described a revolt in the Congo's Shaba province as led by “a rabble of dazed ignorant savages.”  Erstwhile

secessionist leader Moïse Tshombe had become prime minister of the Congo. His regime was marked by his

distrust of other Congolese and his habit of surrounding himself with white foreigners. Until deposed in late

1965, Tshombe secured mercenary support and the approval of US conservative politicians and Dixie

segregationists.

44

45

46

Racialism proved challenging for US policy throughout Africa. In another development, the stirrings of

nationalism had troubled white settlers in Rhodesia. Determined to prevent black majority rule, they

declared their independence in 1965 and abandoned the British Commonwealth. The Johnson

administration worried that American civil rights activists, who were increasingly addressing foreign policy

issues, would develop an interest in Rhodesia. Johnson's advisors did not want their hands tied in southern

Africa by the domestic electoral constituencies. The White House was, moreover, increasingly involved in

Vietnam and hoped to rely on Europeans to suppress African radicalism.47

Vietnam was not the only hotspot in US military activities during the Johnson years. In 1964 US troops �red

on a Panamanian demonstration and killed two people, whereupon Panama suspended diplomatic relations

with the United States. Relations were resumed within the week upon a US promise to review the Canal Zone

treaties. The following year, US forces toppled a popular government in the Dominican Republic because of

fears of communist in�ltration and popular radicalism. Neither the Panamanian nor the Dominican

incidents were racial con�icts per se, even though they involved the engagement of US forces against people

of color. Instead, they re�ected a deep-seated pattern of cultural and racial arrogance that could mask itself

as cold war-driven.

The Vietnam War originated in a colonial con�ict between a white power and subjugated Asians. US plans

for the modernization of Vietnam contained discourse that implied that Americans were on a civilizing

mission to improve the backward Vietnamese. The violent and racist manner of prosecuting the war evoked

international protest. The United States had failed to adequately address racial oppression within its own

borders and now deployed disproportionate numbers of front-line black troops. In the southern states draft

boards frequently conscripted civil rights activists. Outspoken comment on the racial implications of the

Vietnam War emanated from liberals who no longer felt beholden to President Johnson. Some major

�gures were reluctant to voice their criticisms for fear of being accused of communist sympathies, and

concern about squandering the civil rights movement's political capital by alienating the president. Others

believed it inappropriate for civil rights leaders to take stands on foreign issues.

p. 515

By the mid-1960s, unwillingness to oppose the war was breaking down, even as the Johnson administration

struggled to contain the emergence of an African American foreign policy audience. Johnson held to a

universalist approach to US citizenship, in which all groups belonged to a national society with shared goals

at home and abroad. Anti-war statements nevertheless issued from such organizations as the Mississippi

Freedom Democratic Party and the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee. In 1967, Martin Luther

King, Jr., privately an anti-war critic for some time, formally announced his dissidence in a sermon at a New

York church. King condemned “the giant triplets of racism, extreme materialism, and militarism” that

characterized a war he deemed “dishonorable and unjust.”  The assassination of King in April 1968 was the

capstone to a period of domestic disorder that favored presidential candidate Richard M. Nixon's claims that

he could restore law and order to the fractious nation. Following his accession to the presidency in 1969,

Nixon created a massive intelligence and police system aimed at identifying and repressing domestic

radicals and uncovering any networks they had established abroad. The administration and the intelligence

48
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agencies were especially concerned with identi�ng Cuban in�uence on the Black Power movement in the

United States. In spite of their best e�orts, FBI and CIA investigators ultimately could not prove that

American unrest had any cause except local opposition to the war in Vietnam and to racial injustice.49

When Nixon came to power, he ordered the National Security Council to produce an overall review of Africa

policy by December 1969. At the NSC meeting, Vice President Spiro Agnew echoed right-wing opinion in

comparing the Rhodesian white settlers’ Unilateral Declaration of Independence to the US Declaration of

Independence and calling for an end to the ban on importing Rhodesian chrome. National Security Advisor

Henry Kissinger counseled less activism for the United States at the UN and retrenchment in any e�ort to

abolish apartheid and Portuguese colonialism. These conservative positions could be o�set, Kissinger

believed, by a modest increase in aid to black African nations. In the end, the United States continued to

follow an Africa policy blueprint from which it had not substantially departed since the early days of the

Kennedy administration. Nixon and his closest advisors put African issues on the backburner, to be handled

by Secretary of State William Rogers, an outsider in the administration, as they focused on Europe and Asia.

“We’ll leave the niggers to Bill,” the president notoriously recommended.50

A counterpoint to White House policy was located in Congress. Michigan Democrat Charles C. Diggs, an

African American, became chair of the House Subcommittee on Africa and vigorously used it as a platform to

air opinion on African issues that di�ered from those of the White House and State Department.  The

subcommittee gave voice to numerous opponents of apartheid, advocates of continued sanctions against the

minority white regimes, and critics of US investment in southern Africa. Diggs called for testimony from

human rights advocates, academic Africanists, and representatives of liberation organizations. As a

congressional representative, he led his own fact-�nding missions. If policy critics lacked clout with the

administration, they gained in�uence with the public as opposition to colonialism and racism continued to

mount during the decade.

51
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Popular energies that had originated in the civil rights movement found new expression in protests against

the minority regimes in Africa and US policy toward them. A handful of workers at the Polaroid plant in

Massachusetts objected to the use of the company's equipment in the manufacture of passbooks in South

Africa and launched a campaign to force the company to divest its holdings in that country.  While civil

rights activists had linked US racism to apartheid by the 1960s, the emergence in 1972 of the short-lived

African Liberation Support Committee (ALSC), a mass mobilization organization, newly publicized African

issues to students, church societies, and black community groups through demonstrations and marches.

Certain trade unionists took the initiative in organizing waterfront actions in which dockworkers refused to

unload Rhodesian chrome or South African exports. These gestures were more symbolic than e�ective, but

they demonstrated how the roots of domestic opposition to colonial domination lay entwined in struggles

for reform in the United States. In 1976, strengthened by the growing numbers of blacks elected to Congress

and other o�ces, a set of activists interested in international issues founded the African American lobby

TransAfrica to in�uence federal policy regarding Africa.

52

53

Just as the Cuban démarche in 1964 had led the Johnson administration to pay more attention to events in

Africa, the gains made by Marxist-oriented national liberation forces in the Africa of the 1970s and their

supporters outside the continent forced modi�cations in the agendas of Nixon and his successor. Following

the death of Portuguese dictator Antonio Salazar in 1970, the Portuguese army withdrew from Angola

without designating a successor government from among the three national liberation organizations that

strove for power. The Marxist Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) seized the initiative,

taking control of the capital city in the summer of 1975 and expelling adversaries. The other organizations

mounted attacks on the capital but could not withstand the victors and Cuban forces sent to defend MPLA

holdings even though they called on South Africa for support.
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Stunned by these developments, Kissinger, who had become secretary of state in 1973 and now served in

that capacity under President Gerald Ford, approached Congress to unblock funds for the CIA to assist the

non-Marxist liberation fronts. The Senate refused. Kissinger found that the inertia bred of racism had

back�red and set back the anti-communist cause in Africa.

American voters elected Democrat Jimmy Carter to the presidency in 1976. Carter was a Georgian who owed

his victory to substantial support from minority voters but would enact conservative economic policies that

did not favor most of them. Carter revised Kissinger's stance on Africa. His secretary of state, Cyrus Vance,

was more attuned to the aspirations of developing countries than Kissinger had been.  Soon after the

inauguration, Congress passed White House-sponsored legislation, to repeal a law permitting the import

of Rhodesian chrome, the Byrd Amendment. Carter did little about apartheid, choosing to concentrate

instead on Rhodesia. Secretary Vance instructed UN ambassador Andrew Young to veto UN resolutions that

would ban foreign investment and nuclear cooperation with South Africa or prevent it from developing a

domestic arms industry. In spring 1978 Carter made the �rst visit to sub-Saharan Africa by any US

president, traveling to Liberia and Nigeria and making known his opposition to anything but unconditional

independence for the black majority in Rhodesia.

54
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55

In spite of these departures, the Carter administration continued to tolerate repressive government in the

Congo, now called Zaire and led by Sese Seko Mobutu. Congressional conservatives also attacked Carter's

foreign policy. The segregationist Jesse Helms and Senator Robert Dole invited Rhodesian leader Ian Smith

to the United States. Carter refused to see Smith and withstood GOP pressures to lift sanctions against

Rhodesia. Right-wing orientations toward African issues soon resurfaced, however, as conservatives

gathered electoral strength and were poised to win signi�cant political victories in the 1980s. The brand of

conservatism associated with Helms, Ronald Reagan, and others had deep roots in the Jim Crow South, a

reality re�ected in the policies Reagan pursued as president.56

The Reagan administration planned to help the minority regime in South Africa achieve international

respectability without forcing it to abandon apartheid. The quid pro quo was South African help in

extinguishing communism in southern Africa and coming to an agreement on the future of Southwest

Africa, now Namibia. Assistant Secretary of State Chester Crocker was the author of this policy, called

“constructive engagement.”  The breach between professed American ideals and the desire to leave South

Africa intact to preserve the strategic and economic advantages that apartheid bestowed on elites enlivened

rather than destroyed the anti-apartheid movement. The Congressional Black Caucus in March 1981 issued a

statement calling for a US foreign policy that recognized multilateral interests in the modern world. “We

reject as unrealistic and potentially disastrous to American global interests,” the representatives wrote,

“the Reagan Administration's notion that foreign policy issues, especially in the developing world, must be

seen primarily in the context of a purely East-West confrontation.”  The Caucus opposed e�orts to

destabilize and overthrow the governments of developing states and inhibit reform in the name of

ideological orthodoxy.

57

58

The studied hostility of Reagan o�cials to the aims of both civil rights activism in the United States and

national liberation in Africa pushed TransAfrica away from its staid preoccupation with lobbying and into

the direct action campaigns that had characterized the ALSC. Anti-apartheid activism in the 1980s became

more militant and focused on such programs as divestment and exposure of the �aws in such dilatory

solutions as constructive engagement. They launched campaigns to isolate South Africa, planning boycotts

of entertainers who performed there. Activist pressure contributed to the passage of the Comprehensive

Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986, a package of sanctions that withstood Reagan's veto.

While racism persisted in American life, by the late 1980s it could not be as readily espoused as in the past.

As immigration from Asia, Africa, and Latin America to Europe as well as North America grew substantially

in the late 20th century, racism was revealed as a problem in countries other than the United States. In

p. 518
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Warsaw Pact states and China, violence against African students and visitors demonstrated that parts of the

local population had not absorbed the o�cial message of tolerance. Those communist regimes began to

experience intense pressures for liberalization during the era. Lessened restrictions in Poland, Hungary, and

Czechoslovakia, and the dramatic breach of the Berlin Wall foreshadowed the dismantling of the Soviet

Union. Advocates of the status quo in southern Africa had used the Soviet threat as a rationale to delay

change. With that state disintegrating, in February 1990, South African President F. W. de Klerk at last

bowed to world opinion and released the African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela from his twenty-

seven-year imprisonment.

Racial consciousness served a dual purpose during the cold war years. Those who advocated racial equality

used democratic ideology to argue that all forms of discrimination should be abandoned in order to bring US

practices in harmony with American ideals and aspirations to global leadership. Proponents of segregation

used the cold war to argue that altering time-honored usages was inherently subversive, degraded civil

society, and endangered national security.

These contrasting positions persisted after the cold war, as discourse about race increasingly entered the

realm of cultural and symbolic politics.  Those wishing to enlarge the participation of people of color in

national life and those who were skeptical about change continued to disagree about the meaning and

extent of democracy. While the election of Barack Obama as the �rst black president of the United States

seemed to signal a watershed in race relations, Obama received only 43 percent of the white Christian vote,

in spite of a gravely troubled economy and the ideological incoherence associated with the incumbent party.

At the turn of the 21st century, race continued to �gure in US con�icts at home and abroad, including wars

in the Middle East, the status of undocumented immigrants, and the nitty-gritty of partisan politics. The

cold war had provided race with one of its most trenchant national expressions, but the end of hostilities did

not eliminate it as a major factor in American life.
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30 Gender and Women's Rights in the Cold War 
Helen Laville

This chapter, which examines the issues of gender and women's rights during the Cold War, discusses

how the United States and the Soviet Union used the status of women as a measure of national

progress. It explains that the United States promoted women's domesticity and consumerism while the

Soviet Union maintained that the measure of woman's status was her equality to men, which should be

measured in terms of equal pay and the number of women in the workforce. The chapter also discusses

the factors that led to the breakdown of the Cold War paradigms for women's rights, and describes how

non-aligned countries challenged the early Cold War agenda and worked toward a more nuanced

approach to the global improvement of women's status.

Nixon: In America, we like to make life easier for women.

Khrushchev: Your capitalistic attitude toward women does not occur under Communism.

Nixon: I think that this attitude towards women is universal. What we want to do is make life more

easy for our housewives.

(US National Exhibition, Moscow, 1959)

For many historians the 1959 kitchen debate between US Vice President Richard M. Nixon and Soviet

Premier Nikita Khrushchev at the opening of the American National Exhibition at Sokolniki Park, Moscow,

was testament to the centrality of gender in the cold war. In an exchange, which was at times tense and at

times aggressive, the two leaders debated the quest for peace, the meaning of communism, censorship, and

rival e�orts at space exploration. As the competing merits of the USSR and the USA bounced back and forth,

the debate took inspiration from the surroundings of the American suburban show kitchen, and the two
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leaders compared the home life of the average Soviet worker with that of his American counterpart. The

quality and availability of domestic goods served in the debate as a measure of progress and quality of life.

These were terms on which Nixon felt con�dent, prompting him to ask if it would not be better to compete

on the merits of washing machines rather than the strength of rockets. While the kitchen debate was shaped

by disagreements and airings of vast ideological, economic, and social di�erences between the two systems,

Nixon and Khrushchev found common ground on their understanding of heterosexual masculinity.

Khrushchev noted Nixon's admiring glances at the hostesses at the exhibition, joking, “You are for the girls

too!” Later that day, as the two men raised a glass of wine, Nixon urged, “Let's drink to talking, not

�ghting!” Unwilling to concede so much diplomatic ground, Khrushchev suggested, “Let's drink to the

ladies!” Nixon quickly agreed: “We can all drink to the ladies!”1

On the surface the kitchen debates focused on the cutting edge of the modern technological world.

Underneath the shiny new Formica surfaces, however, was an older theme of masculine authority and

feminine vulnerability. Narratives of international relations have long drawn upon gender roles to measure

and express national progress and civilization, with gender di�erentiation serving as a sign of progress.

Civilized and advanced societies were those which relieved women of the burden of work; uncivilized and

backwards societies were those which exacted hard labor from their women.  The kitchen debate o�ered

nothing new in terms of its assertion that the progress and superiority of the nation-state was best

measured by the status of its women—re�ecting what Emily Rosenberg succulently summarizes as an

“our-women-are-better-o�-than-your-women-no-they-aren’t-yes-they-are kind of masculine

debate.”

p. 524

2

3

This chapter critically examines the early cold war use of the status of women as a measure of national

progress. First, it examines the way in which the US promoted the measurement of the status of women

according to what it argued were universal gender roles, which prioritized domesticity and consumerism.

The US asserted that its ability to ful�ll these desires and the USSR's failure to do so demonstrated American

national superiority in the cold war contest. Second, this essay examines how the USSR sought to contest

these terms, maintaining that the measure of women's status was her equality to men; an equality that

should be measured by economic and political markers such as state protection of equal pay and the number

of women in the workforce. The Soviet Union regarded domesticity, however technologically assisted, as a

burden. Working through the new institutions of the United Nations, the USSR attacked the US for what it

castigated as a backward approach to women's status, pointing to the lack of women in political o�ce and

the failure of Americans to endorse equal pay and equal rights legislation as evidence of their lack of

commitment to women's equality. Finally, this essay discusses the breakdown of early cold war paradigms

for women's rights, explaining how the e�orts of newly liberated and non-aligned countries, together with

pressure from increasingly in�uential women's non-governmental organizations, successfully challenged

the early cold war agenda and demanded a more nuanced approach to the global improvement of women's

status.

While Americans proudly celebrated the contribution of their women to the Second World War, this was

tempered by constant reminders of the temporary nature of their service. In an article that sought to defend

the rights of women to work after the war, Mary Anderson, the director of the Women's Bureau, wryly

quoted a letter from a male union activist whose industry had been largely dominated by women during the

war. The man wished Anderson every success, but added that he was “hoping for the day when women may

relax and stay in her beloved kitchen, a loving wife to some man who is now �ghting for his beloved

country.”  He was not alone in making the connection between wartime upheaval and postwar domestic

bliss. An editorial in Life magazine explained, “[T]he trials and separations of war have made real to

millions of Americans the beauties and contentment of home. As a sentimental notion, the home today is a

great success.”  Once the war ended, the American embrace of the domestic ideal for women was swift and,

for many women, inexorable. The postwar celebration of domesticity evolved into a cold war consensus

4

5

p. 525
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on the importance of the American housewife to the political, cultural, social, emotional, and sexual

stability of the United States.  Domestic histories of postwar America have revealed the ways in which this

focus on the domestic role of American women served national needs.

6

Clear and stable gender roles were crucial in o�ering, or at least seeming to o�er, stability in a dangerous

world.  Some of these dangers were physical, such as the threat of atomic attacks on American homes and

families. E�orts to counter the atomic danger quickly became identi�ed with gendered roles, and, in

particular, the domestic role of the American woman. Katherine Howard, special advisor to the Federal Civil

Defense Administration (FCDA), told the Ladies Auxiliary of Foreign Wars in stark terms the new threat to

the American home: “It is my duty . . . to tell you today that the traditional safeguards upon which we have

always relied are no longer enough to save our homes and families from harm.” As atomic weaponry

rendered traditional, masculine forms of defense obsolete, women and the home became the new

battlefront. Howard explained, “It is in the hands of the American housewife and mother that the defense of

our home front must lie . . . Far from being helpless bystanders, the housewives and mothers of this country

have become as one with the wearers of our proud uniforms.”  Indeed this identi�cation was so strong that

in 1956 knowledge of civil defense was made one of the requisites in the judging of the Miss American

pageant.  The strategies which women were encouraged to deploy in this new era of defense drew from

traditional housewifery. Campaigns such as “Grandma's pantry” harked back to the skills and abilities of

pioneer women, encouraging housewives to stockpile the essential groceries they would need to provide for

their families in the event of an atomic attack.  Elaine Tyler May concludes that “a major goal of these civil

defense strategies was to infuse the traditional role of women with new meaning and importance, which

would help fortify the home as a place of security amid the cold war.”

7

8

9

10

11

As well as ensuring that the American home had the physical capacity to withstand atomic attack from the

Soviet Union, American housewives had an ideological role to play in shielding the American home from

communist attack. Strongly de�ned gender roles served as a bulwark against internal subversion and

dangerous political ideologies. Domestic cold war strength rested on the emotional, psychological, and

social conditioning provided by family life as a defense against political subversion. American popular

culture frequently explained political instability and consequent vulnerability to communist subversion

with reference to weak or abnormal family structures. Not infrequently, fears of vulnerability to communist

subversion as a result of weak domestic structures went hand in hand with fears of sexual “abnormalities”

such as homosexuality or oedipal desires. American housewives then had an important role to play in

ensuring the establishment of strong family relationships in order to defend against political or sexual

subversion, which threatened American strength and purpose.12

Alongside these important ideological, cultural, and social functions, the post-Second World War cult of the

housewife had a crucial economic function. As housewife-consumers, American women played a public role

in the propagation of mass consumerism and thus the promotion of national security.  In a context where

Fortune editor William H. Whyte could con�dently declare “thrift is now un-American,” the spending

power of the American housewife served a broader purpose than individual satisfaction and pleasure.  It is

instructive to note that as domestic consumption became a public activity, it was increasingly men, rather

than women, who were identi�ed as the holders of the household purse. The 1950s saw an increasing role

for men at the decision-making level of domestic consumption. One marketing study reported that “the

middle class husband serves as the ‘architect of the family's �scal policy’,” with women serving as the

“purchasing agent” for low expense items.  This model, which established the male role as the provider,

not only of the funds for domestic consumption but also of the expertise and authority necessary to make

purchasing decisions, pre-staged the public/private gendered divisions of the kitchen debate. While

women's in�uence in purchasing decisions may have weakened in the face of the growing involvement and

expertise of their husbands, their role in driving private demand for domestic consumption was

13

p. 526
14

15
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undiminished. Marketing campaigns targeted the desires of housewives as the driving force behind

American mass consumption.

American policymakers in the international �eld actively promoted the central role played by women as

housewives in the creation of modern capitalist systems. US foreign aid to India, for example, supported the

Community Development Program (CDP) launched by Nehru in 1952 and modeled upon US agricultural

extension programs. CDP sought to bring about the transition of agricultural units from subsistence-based

units, in which all family members worked, to for-pro�t production directed by the male head of family. At

the same time, women were instructed in vital home science methods and goals, which created consumer

demand and the need for private capital. A 1958 Ford Foundation report on the program explained American

conceptions of the importance of the housewife in moving the Indian economy to a system of mass

domestic consumption: “[I]f rural women learn new ways of sewing and knitting, if they become

enthusiastic about better stoves, or about courtyard drains or mosquito nets, or �lters for drinking water,

the desire to have more money to spend for these is an incentive to change agricultural practices in the hope

of a higher income.”16

Alongside this economic development agenda, the domestic ful�llment of women became a central

component in American narratives of ideological cold war rivalry. In internationally trumpeting the

contentment of American housewives, the US was making an implicit (and sometimes explicit) connection

between women's gendered roles and the success of the US economic, social, and cultural way of life. If the

aim of civilized nations was the protection of women from lives of toil, the kitchen debate posited that the

US had surpassed all other nations, and that this victory had been achieved, and could be measured, through

the superiority and easy availability of the technological accoutrements of private domestic life.

Yet the use of the domestic comfort of women as a measure of American progress was not without its

dangers. US information campaigns suggested that the ease of American housewives was, in part, secured

by the willingness of the American husband to help out with domestic chores. A Voice of America reporter

told Chinese audiences approvingly that, “Nobody thinks it beneath him to push a lawn mower, to paint a

wall or to wash dishes,” while a United States Information Agency (USIA) survey revealed that at least 68

percent of American men helped their wives with the grocery shopping.  This domestic role of the

American male risked courting suggestions of unmanliness, or worse, e�eminate traits. Within the US,

anxiety about the impact of men's willingness to help out around the house on their ability to pursue manly

cold war aims was endemic—Arthur Schlesinger Jr., for example, worried that the decline of the American

male might be blamed on his eagerness to take on feminine roles around the home, “performing a whole

series of what once were considered female duties.”  In recent years scholars such as Kyle Cuordileone,

Robert Dean, and Robert Corber have uncovered the extent to which anxiety over masculinity permeated

American cold war culture and politics.  In his presidential debate with John F. Kennedy, Nixon found

himself being called to account for his interest in domestic technology. “Mr. Nixon might be very

experienced in kitchen debates,” Kennedy quipped, “So are a great many other married men I know.” Focus

on the domestic sphere, Kennedy argued, weakened, rather than strengthened, the American position:

“Does anyone think for one moment that Mr. Khruschev's determination to ‘bury’ us was slowed down one

iota by all these arguments and debates?”  Kennedy asserted that in order to win the real battles of the cold

war, American men should eschew domestic comfort and ease in favor of tough lives of struggle and

competition; “I would rather take my television black and white,” Kennedy manfully o�ered, “and have the

largest rockets in the world.”

p. 527
17

18

19

20

21

Anxiety about the relationship between men's role in the promotion of American domesticity and their

ability to steel themselves for the tough challenge of facing down the Soviets should not just be seen as a

cultural concern, but rather a signi�cant factor in the direction of the cold war. Diplomatic and strategic

decision-making processes and steely brinkmanship re�ected the need to demonstrate masculine

toughness and a repudiation of feminine weakness. “For Kennedy and his national security managers,”
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Dean argues, “self- conceptions of masculine toughness were inseparable from calculations concerning for

instance, the threat of communism in Latin America or the strategic dangers of appeasement in Vietnam.”

This need to demonstrate strength drew not only from masculine rivalry with the leaders of the USSR, but

also from the correlation drawn between “soft” masculinity, political weakness, communist subversion,

and homosexuality during the early cold war. The “Lavender Scare” of the period, fueled in part by the

e�orts of Senator McCarthy, posited a relationship between e�eminacy and homosexuality, and either

diplomatic weakness or political subversion. Men who failed to stand up to the Soviet Union were suspect,

not only politically, but sexually, as anti-communist hysteria went hand in hand with homophobic witch

hunts.  To be too closely aligned to domesticity, for American men, risked identi�cation with ‘soft’

masculinity, homosexuality, and political weakness.

22

23

The more equitable distribution of household chores between men and women suggested by USIA

propaganda campaigns was, therefore, dangerous ground. The method of relieving American women of

their housekeeping burdens highlighted by the kitchen debate was instead labor-saving consumer

technology, made possible by the scienti�c advances of the American state, a�orded by the economic

miracle of mass consumption and judiciously selected and provided by the man of the house. This

understanding of the relationship between feminine domesticity, technological skill, and mass

consumption was not con�ned to the kitchen debate. In 1945 an advertisement for gas-fueled kitchens in

Life magazine articulated the relationship between domestic technology, consumerism, and freedom.

“More than just a Beautiful Kitchen!” the advertisement gushed to American housewives, “You want a new

type of kitchen. Where everything is scienti�cally arranged to save time and steps . . . Your ‘New Freedom Gas

Kitchen.’”

p. 528

24

Katherine Howard, serving as the deputy director of the American section at the 1958 Brussels International

exhibition, put the economic and technological miracle of the American kitchen at the center of an

ideological struggle, asserting, “[I]t is one of the wonders of the world that Americans in every economic

strata have kitchens with labor-saving devices which free the American women from drudgery.”  The

idealized domestic role of the American women was used to demonstrate the civilized desires of American

men to secure the comfort of their wives, the scienti�c expertise and technological skill of American

corporations, the ability of a non-centralized, mass-consumer economy to produce a wide choice of

products, and the a�uence of American workers of all classes who could a�ord to buy these products.

25

In contrast, American information campaigns represented the inability of the Soviet Union to either allow

the expression of private consumer desires and choices or to ful�ll such desires through their centrally

organized economy as predictive of the inevitable failure of their way of life. In 1951 American sociologist

David Riesman put forward a satirical strategy for winning the cold war. The so-called “Nylon War,” or

“Operation Abundance,” aimed to demonstrate the superiority of capitalism through its ability to ful�ll the

desires of its citizen-shoppers. Its premise was that “if allowed to sample the riches of America, the Russian

people would not long tolerate masters who gave them tanks and spies instead of vacuum cleaners and

beauty parlours.”  Riesman predated the kitchen debate by eight years in his positioning of housewives at

the center of the cold war struggle, arguing that “as Soviet housewives saw with their own eyes American

stoves, refrigerators, clothing and toys, the Kremlin . . . [would be] . . . forced to change its line.” Historian

Susan Reid concludes that the American housewife served an important ideological function in the cold war,

asserting, “[T]he happy housewife . . . did service in the global politics of the cold war as an advertisement

for the bene�ts of ‘people's capitalism’. Her sister in the communist bloc, meanwhile, was constructed by

Western observers as a poor, dowdy, work-worn antithesis of the American housewife.”

26

27

Recent scholarship on consumption in the Soviet Union in the cold war has shown the degree to which

communist states responded with determined e�orts to improve the domestic lives of their own women.

Reid has traced the e�orts of the Soviet Union to respond to the consumer demands of its population,

particularly women, by increasing the production of consumer goods and domestic technology.  However,28
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while the Soviet Union to some extent tacitly accepted the goal of easing the domestic toil of women, the

way it sought to achieve this was radically di�erent from the US. With already over-committed economic

capacity and existing architectural limitations, the Soviet Union could not promise its housewives the

individual ranch-style kitchen displayed by the Americans. Instead it sought to trumpet assistance to

women through communal provision of domestic services such as state-run child care. If the American

housewife in her kitchen embodied the American values of individual consumption, her Soviet counterpart

embodied communist values of collectivization, communal e�ort, and shared ownership. In asserting a

preference for the communal provision of household services, Moscow argued that the individual domestic

appliances of American women were nothing less than the accoutrements of a gilded cage. One Soviet

journalist explained,

p. 529

The countless domestic conveniences of the Americans . . . anchor to [a] woman in perpetuity her

mission as “housewife” wife and cook. They make this role easier for her, but the very process of

alleviating individual housework, as it were, eternalizes this way of life, turning it into a profession

for the woman. But we love innovations that actually emancipate women—new types of houses

with public kitchens with their canteens for everyone living in the house; with laundries where the

vast machines wash clothes not just for one family alone.29

The means by which the burdens on women should be lifted, therefore, re�ected opposing cold war

ideologies and economic systems. Moreover, the Soviet Union went beyond the competition over how best

to ease the lives of women by asking what their lives were being eased for. The domestic labor-saving

devices and collective provision promised by the Soviet Union were intended not just “to make easier the

lives of our housewives” but also to free them to spend time pursuing other, implicitly more important,

interests, such as work and political participation. The Soviets suggested that it was the communist system

that best served the interests of its female citizens by giving women political, economic, and civic equality

with men. The Kremlin argued that if the status of women was indeed a barometer of the progress of a

nation, then this status should be understood by her place in politics, economics, and society, not her place

in the home. It interpreted the US vision of the domestic life of women as a demonstration of the lack of

equality available to women in the west as opposed to the ful�llment of women's natural roles.

The arena in which the Soviet sponsorship of women's equality as a measure of their status took place was

the new forums of international governance, speci�cally those established at the United Nations, such as

the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), the Commission on the Status of Women (CSW),

and the Commission on Human Rights (CHR). With the establishment of these bodies, the use of women's

status as a measure of the progress and prestige of the nation-state became enshrined in the institutions of

internationalism, wherein the measure of women's status was no longer a vague reference to women's

protected status and lives of ease but hard statistical evidence on economic and political equality. If Nixon

felt con�dent that the US could win the battle for women's status in the kitchen, the Soviets felt con�dent

that they could win the battle in the CSW, where hard facts and resolutions took the place of beguiling

pictures of washing machines and range stoves. Discussions of women's status in the early years of ECOSOC,

the CSW, and the CHR were dominated by rival claims to national superiority. The New York Times reported

on an ECOSOC resolution of August 7, 1948, which called on members to take measures to give women

equal rights in everything concerning “employment and remuneration thereof, leisure, social insurance and

professional training.” The paper reported that “Russian speakers conducted a campaign to prove that

women in the US and other western countries lived underprivileged lives under the tutelage of men. By

contrast . . . women in Russia live independent lives, have equal rights with men and get special

consideration in industry when they are taking care of babies.” The article determined that the resolution

itself was meaningless in terms of prompting countries to take action but concluded, “It is quite clear . . . that

the Russians regard the subject as a highly useful propaganda subject with which to ‘needle’ the US.”

p. 530
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The status of women quickly became a cold war battleground at the United Nations. The position of the

Soviet Union on the issue constituted a challenge to US attempts to measure the status of women by the

protection of domesticity. Delegates to the UN from the USSR and its satellites attacked the lack of political

and economic equality guaranteed to women in the USA, contrasting it with the political and economic

equality enjoyed by women in communist states. At a debate in the CHR in 1952, Mr. Morozov (USSR)

asserted, “In the United States, despite what that country's representative [Eleanor Roosevelt] has

a�rmed, inequality between men and women was not con�ned to important posts alone. The United States

Congress had refused ever since 1923 to adopt a bill to ensure equality between men and women . . . 

[Statistics show] that in the USSR many important posts, particularly judicial ones, were held by women

who also served as representatives of the people, held the highest decorations and had distinguished

themselves in agronomy, science, literature and the arts.”31

The CSW bore the brunt of Soviet criticism of women's roles under capitalism. At the second session of the

Commission, in 1948, the Kremlin's delegate, Nina Popova, quoted from articles of the Soviet constitution

that guaranteed its citizens equal treatment for men and women. Popova argued that Soviet women, “could

and did hold the highest positions . . . [T]he economic position of women in other countries left much to be

desired . . . The position of women was a true measure of the democracy of any country and . . . the Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics was an inspiring example to all democratic countries.” Evdokia Uralova of

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic chimed in with her support; “The question of political, economic and

social rights of women was always a true yardstick of democracy in any country.”32

These contributions reveal the eagerness of the Soviet Union to establish a framework for measuring

women's status that di�ered dramatically from that of the US. As with their promotion of collective redress

in order to elevate women's domestic burden, the USSR sought to connect political and economic equality

between the sexes with the collectivist ethos of the communist state. At a CSW discussion in January 1948,

Popova asserted that “the approach to the problem of greater use of the franchise by women had been

successfully solved in her country where every e�ort had been made to ensure that the economic situation

of women and their cultural and social development was such as to enable them to make full use of the

franchise.” Popova asserted that the state provision of child care was a key factor in ensuring that women

were able to exercise their equality. She explained that “nursing homes provided to take care of children

[gave] . . . women the free time necessary to take part in public life.”  The Soviet Union submitted a

resolution to the CSW in 1948 which recommended that “women [should be] granted equal rights with men

to employment and remuneration thereby, leisure, social insurance and education. These rights must be

guaranteed by the law of the land and also by the State protection of the interests of mother and children, by

state assistance for mothers of large families and mothers living alone, by granting women paid maternity

leave, and by the development of a comprehensive network of maternity homes, day nurseries and

kindergartens.” The Byelorussian delegate supported the proposal and added that “in Byelorussia the

equality of women with men was safeguarded. Women were economically equal with men. The State

provided them with help for their children so that domestic duties should not interfere with their exercise of

political rights.”

p. 531
33

34

The USSR derided the doctrine of domesticity for women as an expression of women's imprisonment and

lowly status, an approach which was particularly noticeable in the Soviet bride debates at the UN. In 1947

Moscow outlawed marriages between Soviet citizens and foreigners, putting a series of impossible hurdles

in the way of Soviet citizens who sought to leave the USSR in order to join their spouses. While the US

routinely attacked the lack of freedom of movement in the communist world, these e�orts to “legislate

a�airs of the heart,” as one journalist termed it, became a cause célèbre in the western world.  In the face

of constant pressure from the West, the Soviets argued that their refusal to grant exit visas to Russian brides

was not a re�ection of their imprisonment; on the contrary, they were saving their women from lives of

35
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domestic drudgery in the West; UN delegate Alexei Pavlov claimed that the Soviet government was

protecting these women from a future as “kitchen slaves.”

These competing interpretations of the measurement of the status of women constituted a new cold war

battleground—one which the US was anxious not to lose. A meeting of the State Department's

subcommittee on Human Rights and the Status of Women in October 1948 acknowledged: “Each and every

item on the Status of women . . . must be conceived as part of a hard fought program which can be used by the

eastern bloc for any audience to point up possible weaknesses in other nations, attract support from

disa�ected groups . . . [and] . . . in�uence people behind the Iron Curtain and those elsewhere likely to respond

to USSR leadership.”  The US response in the UN was to prioritize the domestic role of women over their

formal political role. When United Nations News asked US delegate to the CSW, Lorena Hahn, what subjects

debated at the Commission most interested her, she replied, “I think it is family relationships, those in the

normal or happy family.”  Furthermore, the US asserted that the relatively low �gures of women in public

o�ce should be seen as a re�ection of American women's freedom of choice and their preference for a

domestic role. In response to the accusation by the Polish delegate to the Commission that in the United

States “the granting of equal rights to women in public life is still a question for the future,” the US

Women's Bureau advised that “this is the result of free choice on the part of most women, who evidently

prefer the comfort and privacy of their own homes to the grilling experiences of political campaigns and the

responsibility of major public o�ce.”

36

37

38

While defending the domestic role of the American women, the US also sought to discredit Soviet claims of

women's equality under communist rule. In widely reported comments to the New York Women's Press

Club, Dorothy Kenyon, the �rst US delegate the CSW, questioned Soviet claims for women's political

equality, pointing out “that there had never been a woman member of the Politburo and that there was now

none either on the central committee of the communist party.” The New York Times reported Kenyon's

assertions that “the Russians made much propaganda of the fact that twenty one percent of the Supreme

Soviet is made up of women.” Kenyon remarked that “this was of no signi�cance, as the body sits only a few

days a year for unanimous approval of government proposals.” Furthermore, she continued “[I]n

newspaper pictures of Moscow celebrations […] there are not even women used as window dressing. Paper

participation in government is too �imsy a foundation to advance the principles of democracy or of

women's rights.”

p. 532

39

Alongside these public pronouncements on the status of women, the US also funded information campaigns

to counteract what they saw as a Soviet propaganda o�ensive on the issue of women's rights. Campaigns by

the USIA described the contented lives of American women, stressing their interest in family life and

community work. Covertly, the CIA siphoned funding to a women's group, the Committee of

Correspondence, which used its contacts with women's groups across the world to challenge Soviet

propaganda, which suggested that women's lives would be improved by communism.40

US/USSR rivalry dominated early cold war debates on the status of women in a manner that frustrated

campaigns for international women's rights. The work of the CSW was hampered by cold war intransigence

and the repetitive incantation of rival claims on women's status. International women's associations, which

had long served as advocates for the advancement of women's rights, found their work complicated by the

global politics of the cold war, with national loyalties and diplomatic alliances complicating international

organization and activism. While the ideological positions of the US and the USSR on the status of women

limited discussion on the causes and cures of women's discrimination, narrower cold war strategic alliances

also had a notable impact on the advance of international women's rights.

The 1975 Mexico City conference on women, which has been recognized by many historians as ushering in a

new era of women's international activism, was itself the result of cold war rivalries. The proposal for a UN

International Women's Year came from the Women's International Democratic Foundation, a communist-
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dominated organization whose consultative status at the CSW had been suspended between 1954 and 1967

as a result of cold war wrangling. Once the plan for the IWY had received UN approval, Warsaw Pact

countries planned to mark the occasion with a women's conference in East Berlin. In an e�ort to ensure that

the cause of women's rights was not dominated by communist nations, the US State Department gave its

support to a UN sponsored conference for women in Mexico City. The conference in Mexico City was

designed to develop plans to promote the equal rights of women. Although many participants resented what

they saw as the intrusion of politics into e�orts toward the global improvement of women's status, current

a�airs inevitably directed some of the proceedings at Mexico City. The issue of the US sponsored

overthrow of the Allende government in Chile, for example, caused a mass walkout of delegates.

p. 533
41

While the cold war thus continued to in�uence women's international rights, the Mexico City conference

highlighted some of the signi�cant ideological and institutional challenges to the early cold war framing of

international women's rights as a choice between US and USSR visions of women's roles. By the mid-1960s,

multiple challenges had emerged to these binary positions, which represented the USSR as promoting

women's public role and the US defending her private role. Within the US itself in the early 1960s, cracks

were beginning to appear in the ubiquitous idealization of the housewife. Betty Friedan's 1963 work The

Feminine Mystique ruthlessly interrogated the American promotion of the housewife role. Ironically echoing

many of the criticisms that Soviet journalists and politicians had made, Friedan argued that the American

housewife was less a contented role model and more a frustrated captive. Friedan's work was hugely

signi�cant in sparking the second wave feminist movement in the US, which would demand government

support for American women's public roles as workers, politicians, athletes, scientists, students, and more.

Women who had been politically active in the civil rights and New Left movements swelled the ranks of

American feminism still further. As women who had protested against these social injustices became

increasingly aware of the sexism both of mainstream society and of the very protest movement in which

they were participating, they took their experience and insight into campaigns for women's equality and an

end to discrimination on account of sex.42

By the early 1960s groups within the United States were questioning the concentration on women's

domestic role and moving toward an acknowledgment of the role of government in protecting the rights and

equality of women. The time was ripe for such a challenge. The launching of the Sputnik in October 1957 had

sent shockwaves through the US, convincing many that misguided pursuit of mass consumption and leisure

on the part of the American people had given the Soviets the opportunity to shoot ahead. For some

Americans the ability of the USSR to make such dramatic scienti�c breakthroughs was testament not to the

achievements of their men but to their willingness to utilize female talent. The 1963 USSR's launching of the

�rst woman astronaut, Valentina Vladimirovna Tereshkova, appeared to o�er further proof that the

national successes of the Soviet Union were the result of their willingness to develop the public potential of

both men and women.43

While one set of cold war demands, therefore, had promoted the need for American women to pursue

private roles as a housewife, a di�erent set of demands required support for her public role. Further

pressure on the federal government came from the American labor movement and the feminist movement,

both of which had worked throughout the 1950s for government support for American women as workers.

The Equal Pay Act of 1963 and the removal of statutory restrictions on the number of women serving as

o�cers in the military represented signi�cant steps in the US government's recognition of American

women's public role.  While the US government still overtly promoted the importance of American

women's role as a homemaker, legal and institutional frameworks were gradually but inexorably shifting

toward government protection of woman's public, rather than her private, role.

44

p. 534

While challenges were appearing within the US to the housewife model, in the international arena a

signi�cant shift occurred in the approach to the cause and cure of women's inequality. Since its

establishment in 1946 the dominant focus of the UN Commission on the Status of Women had been on legal
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and political methods for ensuring women's rights. Its early work concentrated on securing women's rights

through declarations, conventions, and treaties such as the Convention on the Political Rights of Women

(1952), the Convention on the Nationality of Married Women (1957), and the Convention on the Consent to

Marriage (1962).  This approach had facilitated the imposition of cold war paradigms on the women's

rights agenda by fostering an understanding of women's rights as an expression of the relationship between

the nation-state and its women citizens. Within this framework debates over whether US or USSR

leadership o�ered the best chance to secure women's equality seemed appropriate responses to the

challenge of improving women's status.

45

By the mid-1960s, however, the in�uence of two emerging groups challenged this state-centered approach.

First, the emergence of both the non-aligned movement (NAM) and of newly independent, post-colonial

states meant that women from outside the east-west coalitions of the cold war were able to bring a new

understanding of women's rights to international forums. The inclusion of non-aligned and post-colonial

nations in formal international organizations resulted in a dramatically di�erent agenda on women's rights

than that which had prevailed during the early phase of the cold war. As Davaki Jain and Shubha Chacko

argue, “In contrast to the conceptualization of issues relating to women's status as social or cultural

phenomenon and that predominated in other bodies in the early 1960s . . . [the NAM's] analysis of women in

development was sharper and re�ected a more complex understanding of the interconnection between

trends in women's role and status in their societies and the nature and pattern of development processes.”46

Second, the growing in�uence of the international women's movement was instrumental in challenging

cold war paradigms on women's status. Expectations of cold war national conformity undoubtedly had a

sti�ing impact on the e�orts of women's international associations in the early cold war period, as women's

groups struggled to organize and unite across the iron curtain.  As international NGOs grew in size,

authority, and expertise throughout the 1950s and 1960s, however, they played an increasingly in�uential

role in setting the global agenda.  The emerging role of women's NGOs forced the fracturing of the early

cold war binary dynamic, wresting control of the direction of international women's rights from state-led

e�orts, and encouraging a more grassroots approach to identifying the cause of and solution to women's

inequalities.

47

48

The growing importance of women's NGOS can be tracked through their participation in the international

conferences of women organized by the UN in the decade for women 1975–85. Six thousand women

participated as NGO representatives at Mexico City in 1975, 7,000 in Copenhagen in 1980, and 14,000 at

Nairobi in 1985. Bitter di�erences of opinion were evident, as women from di�erent regions disputed

questions of ideology and approach. The question of reproductive rights, for example, central to women's

liberation movements in Western Europe and North America, was seen as less important to feminists from

the global South than issues of economic exploitation. Despite profound di�erences, however, women's

groups were able to develop strong international networks, which have taken a radically di�erent approach

to women's rights than that which was contained within early cold war paradigms. Their advocacy served to

redirect the agenda on women's international rights to issues such as women's rights as human rights, the

impact of development policies on women's lives, reproductive rights, and violence against women.

p. 535

49

The in�uence of these two groups resulted in a move away from cold war alliances and strategies as the

framework for women's international rights and toward an agenda more in tune with UN trends. Debates

over whether US or USSR leadership o�ered the best chance to secure women's equality, through their

espousal of di�erent models of women's roles, were replaced by far more complex approaches to women's

rights. The declaration of the United Nations that the 1960s would be the “decade of development” directed

the agenda of the CSW in new ways, making the old dichotomies of the early cold war period seem outdated

and overly dogmatic. New critiques of discrimination against women focused, not on legal or political

inequality, but on the impact of colonialism, poverty, development policy, and cultural prejudices on

women's status. In 1962, the General Assembly �rmly directed the CSW toward the development agenda,
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requesting that they direct their attention to plans for a long-term strategy to address the advancement of

women in the developing world.

While work on legal regulation of women's rights continued apace, with the General Assembly requesting in

1963 that the CSW begin work on what would become the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of

Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), the development agenda was becoming increasingly central to the

work of the UN. Former UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali has argued that the expansion of the

UN in the 1960s and 1970s to include newly independent nations had a profound impact on the direction of

women's rights, as “[t]he role of economic relations between developed and developing nations, which

directly and indirectly a�ected the lives of women, increasingly overshadowed debates over women's legal

equality.”  The in�uence of newly independent states, the burgeoning international feminist movement,

and the emerging agency of women of the global South ensured that the narrow paradigms of the early cold

war could no longer dominate discussions on international women's rights.

50

Nixon and Khrushchev's jovial invitation to “drink to the ladies” re�ected a world in which women's rights

were understood as the gift of overwhelmingly male-led nation-states. The con�dence of the nation-state

in its ability to both de�ne the cause of women's inequality, and to deliver the solution, was embodied in the

swagger of Nixon and Khrushchev during the kitchen debate. This con�dence, however, was undermined as

new conceptual and structural frameworks on women's rights emerged in the 1970s. As both newly

independent states and increasingly con�dent women's international associations challenged the

narrow cold war approach to the global challenge of women's rights, more complex understandings of the

di�culty in securing the status of women emerged. Emily Rosenberg has categorized this new approach as

representing “a tradition of transnational networks which emphasize both global issues and locally speci�c

concerns related to human welfare and women's empowerment.”  Its emergence has not rendered

redundant the old approach which promotes and celebrates the role of what are still overwhelmingly male-

led nation-states in protecting women; Rosenberg has drawn our attention to the powerful narratives of

male rescue that accompanied the US-led intervention into Afghanistan in 2001, for example. What we see

in the challenge to early cold war paradigms on women's rights, then, is not a transition from one approach

to another, but a bifurcation of approaches.

p. 536

51

The nuanced and complex understanding of the relationship between discrimination against women and

issues such as globalization, cultural prejudices and expectations, and family structure which emerged in

the 1960s and 70s challenged the relationship between women's rights and state power which had allowed

women's rights to become a cold war battle�eld. In the future, while celebrations of the role of nation-

states in the protection of women could and did continue, such celebrations would be contested by those

who sought to promote the rights of women as a matter of global justice, not a manifestation of national

benevolence.
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31 The Religious Cold War 
Dianne Kirby

This chapter, which examines the place of religion during the Cold War years, suggests that there were

con�icting attitudes toward religion in both the United States and the Soviet Union. It explains that

Protestant suspicion of the Vatican complicated U.S.–Vatican relations while church leaders within the

Soviet bloc were divided between those who advocated cooperation and those who preferred resistance

and active opposition. The chapter also contends that religion provided the United States with a stick

with which to beat the new communist regimes, and argues that the so-called religious Cold War

in�uenced religion in the West and the developing world in a variety of ways.

The tendency of the popular imagination to carve out reassuring patterns and continuities from the

historical record has cast the cold war as one of history's great religious wars, between the godless and the

god-fearing, certainly, but above all, between good and evil. The reality, however, was far more complex—

more about lesser and greater evils, about predominant power more than universal ideals; and religion,

rather than the champion of one side and the victim of the other, could be both a willing accomplice or a

fervent opponent either side of the ideological divide. The religious, of course, had their own agendas, be it

survival and some sort of role in the communist bloc or in�uence and a voice in the corridors of power in the

western world. In the global South, religion often proved a bulwark of the status quo, but there were also

elements that joined local struggles, from basic land reform to national independence. Although the

responses varied tremendously, organized religion was accorded a notable role in the cold war drama that

was to have profound consequences for the nature and the conduct of the con�ict and the legacy it

bequeathed.1

When John Foster Dulles heard that Jawaharlal Nehru had refused to sign the 1951 Treaty of Peace with

Japan, partly because it omitted the Soviet Union and China, he told Nehru's sister, Ambassador Vijay
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Lakshmi Pandit, “I cannot accept this. Does your Prime Minister realise that I have prayed at every stage of

this treaty?” Pandit was “at a loss for words.” Dulles was not challenging the notion that a secular society is

a basic element of a democratic one. He was simply revealing the signi�cance religion had assumed in the

American approach to cold war politics. In the competition with the Soviet Union, Americans presented

religion as the cornerstone of their democracy, whilst they accorded Soviet atheism, contrasted with US

religiosity, a central role in de�ning the nature of the con�ict. The US made religion the measure not simply

for a nation's morality and justice, but, above all, for democracy and freedom. These, of course, were the

very qualities the Soviet Union supposedly lacked and the US held in surfeit. It was an approach that severely

undermined traditional modes of diplomacy, with serious consequences for dialogue and negotiation in the

international arena, and the conduct of the cold war. It also had global implications for the ongoing contest

between secularization and religion.2

What I have termed the “religious cold war,” can be seen as supporting J.L. Segundo's contention that “…

the most common and perhaps primitive function of explicit and recordable religions has been

‘ideological’ . . . they have served as instruments for any and every class of values.” Another perspective

derives from the contested politics of secularism. A socially constructed form of political authority that

emerged out of a profoundly Christian Westphalian moral order, secularism in�uenced ways of organizing

religion and politics East and West. The US and the Soviet Union had each in their di�erent ways

experienced “a public struggle over authoritative, historically contingent, and often state enforced divisions

between the secular, the sacred and the political.” Secularism, a social, historical, and political construct,

exists in a variety of di�erent forms, the boundaries of which are constantly subjected to ongoing

negotiation and mediation.

p. 541

3

Today it is clear that there was never anything inevitable about the inexorable forward march of secularism

as the companion to modernization, as many scholars once assumed. The uneasy peace between Europe's

Catholics and Protestants in the 17th century initially precipitated what eventually became the

transformation of Europe into a religiously pluralistic continent. Religion, moreover, despite the

secularizing tendencies of the 19th century, always remained part of the “dominant ideology,” as illustrated

during both world wars when all Christian belligerents invoked it as part of their respective war e�orts. The

existing nexus between religion, politics, and the global arena was reinforced by the cold war as each side

proclaimed universal values and sought religious legitimation. On a global level, the cold war highlighted

the extent to which secularist divisions between religion and politics were far from stable and frequently

contested.4

Cold war divisions presented the world's societies with two competing models of modernization: the

communist-socialist, represented by the Soviet Union, versus the liberal capitalist, represented by the US.

They also o�ered two competing trajectories of secularism: laicism and Judeo-Christian secularism.

Elizabeth Shakman Hurd outlines critical distinctions between the two rival strategies for managing the

relationship between religion and politics. The former represents a separationist narrative in which religion

is excluded from politics. The latter is a more accommodationist narrative that presents the Judeo-Christian

tradition as the unique basis of secular democracy. Whilst each trajectory defends the separation of church

and state, they do so in di�erent ways and with di�erent justi�cations and political e�ects. Laicism is

portrayed as pretending to neutrality with regard to the assumption that it is both possible and desirable to

achieve a �xed and �nal separation between religion and politics. Although seemingly above and beyond the

separation debate, the politics of laicism is in fact profoundly complex.

In contrast, rather than repudiating religion Judeo-Christian secularism sees itself as the basis for secular

public order and democratic political institutions. It perceives its dispositions and cultural instincts as

having culminated in and contributed to the unique western achievement of the separation of church and

state, one that allows political order in the West to remain �rmly embedded in a common set of core values

derived from Latin Christendom. A set of values that western cold war propaganda insisted werep. 542
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threatened by the Soviet Union, designated the vehicle of a godless and aggressive ideology that sought the

destruction of western civilization and Christianity.5

When the world of sovereign states that followed the 1648 Peace of Westphalia removed the historical

tendency of polities to intervene within other polities to change religious beliefs and practices, it challenged

the notion of universal and transcendent values. Two hundred years later the Communist Manifesto

articulated a secular system of values that challenged both the Wesphalian settlement and religion itself.

Yet, in October 1917 the Bolsheviks declared the new Soviet State to be non-religious, not anti-religious. In

1903, the Second Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labor Party had demanded separation of church

and state and church and school, whilst insisting on unrestricted freedom of conscience. The Bolshevik

decree of 1918 “on freedom of conscience and religious societies” theoretically safeguarded “Free practice

of religious customs,” and religious believers were not denied admission to the party because opposition to

religion was subordinated to the class struggle. Still, N.I. Bukharin and E.O. Preobrazhensky's ABC of

Communism, which popularized the party program of 1919, advocated attacking religious institutions and

popular religious prejudices. Nonetheless, some religious bodies, Christian and Muslim, �ourished under

the new regime. Indeed, the Roman Curia welcomed the Bolshevik separation of church and state. This blow

to Russian Orthodoxy revived Vatican aspirations to convert Russia to Roman Catholicism. The 1922

Conference of Genoa witnessed the Bolshevik Foreign Minister, Georgi Chicherin, and the Pope's

representative, the Archbishop of Genoa, toasting one another in public. However, the Vatican was less

pleased that the change in church–state relations was also an opportunity for various Protestant bodies.

Evangelical Christians increased their adherents from about 100,000 to over a million in the �rst decade of

Soviet rule.6

Arto Luukkanen's research into attitudes toward religion amongst the Bolshevik elites has shown not only

the degree to which there was a notable failure to understand Russian religion in all its manifestations, but

also how there was not even an agreed religious policy. All levels of the party contained �erce opponents of

religion along with moderate sympathizers toward it, and even believers. Wider political and economic

considerations usually mattered more than ideological imperatives. Rather than a single o�ce that oversaw

religious policy, there arose a series of overlapping initiatives and commissions, all subject to wide local and

regional variations, as well as bureaucratic confusion. Under-resourced policies that vacillated between

repression and concession, marked by compromise and confusion, were inevitably ine�ective and indeed

counter-productive. Moreover, the enthusiastic implementation of campaign-like initiatives often

produced outcomes at variance with what was intended by central planners. The defects and contradictions

of anti-religious institutions such as the Central Standing Commission on Religious Questions (CSCRQ) and

the League of the Militant Godless (LMG) reveal the extent to which the Soviets lacked a coherent,

intelligible plan to construct an atheist state. Moreover, the low value placed on the work of such

institutions, their under-resourcing and lack of direction, suggests that the eradication of religion was far

from a government priority. Nonetheless, although the March 1919 Communist Party program, in order not

to strengthen religious fanaticism, had warned against o�ending religious sentiments, religious

harassment and persecution, however ad hoc and inconsistent, marked the history of the post-

revolutionary years. Moreover, Stalin's more militant anti-religious policies, linked to �ve year plans,

meant an alienated population and a weaker state that was to have signi�cant repercussions in the

confrontation with Hitler.

p. 543
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On the very �rst day of the Nazi invasion, Stalin, responsible for taking the Russian Orthodox Church to the

verge of institutional elimination in Russia, was violently confronted by the extent to which his attitude

toward and treatment of the church had weakened his regime. It proved to be easing Hitler's way and

hindering potential Western support against him. It is notable, therefore, that the Russian Orthodox

Patriarch's voice was the �rst to rally the people against the Nazis. Religion subsequently became a crucial

consideration in defeating Hitler, maintaining the wartime Alliance, securing the territories newly
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incorporated into the Soviet sphere, and in strategically spreading Soviet in�uence. Stalin had had

emphatically impressed upon him the extent to which authoritative cultural and religious systems of belief

and practice were powerful determinants that he could neither ignore nor overcome, but which he could use

to his advantage. Throughout the Soviet bloc, the nexus between religion and national identity, the

congruence, at times, of church–state interests, not to mention the importance of religion in the rest of the

world, meant it had to be given consideration by Soviet policy-makers. Kremlin policies toward religion

evolved according to changing circumstances. In the cold war battle for hearts and minds, Western policy-

makers, far from having a monopoly of religious sentiment, had to reckon with Stalin's fundamental

pragmatism, bolstered to some extent by the basic propositions of Marxist philosophy toward religion, plus

the long-standing practice of compromise in Soviet–church relations. In the postwar period Stalin's need to

reduce anti-Soviet hostility within and without the communist bloc, as well as his desire to improve his

regime's image abroad, militated against the crude anti-religious policies that had previously helped the

West promote a negative, indeed demonic, image of communism and the Soviet leadership.8

Unable to eradicate religious faith and confronted with its power and persistence, Stalin came to see the

potential advantages of accommodating to and working with it. Marx, after all, had emphasized religion's

progressive aspects before his reference to its narcotic e�ects, stating that: “Religious su�ering is, at one

and the same time, the expression of real su�ering and a protest against real su�ering.” Progressive, radical,

and even revolutionary movements can and have taken religious form, as well as being led and supported by

those of religious faith. Neither Marx nor Engels in their various discussions of religion treated it as simple

folly or deception, but “always as distorted re�ections and expressions of real social needs and interests.” It

was not, however, Marxist considerations that dictated Stalin's behavior toward religion. The persecution to

which Stalin subjected religion in the interwar period ignored Engels’ observation that “persecution is the

best means of promoting undesirable convictions.” In a Stalinist environment that suppressed all

opposition, real, potential, and imagined, it was inevitable that religion would be persecuted—not simply as

an undesirable conviction, or even for faith or doctrine, but because it was a potential Trojan horse, a focal

point for counter-revolution and dissent.9

Stalin's new support for religion was as much at odds with Marxist philosophy as was its repression.

Marxism insists that religion should be a private matter in relation to the state, with complete freedom of

religion. In 1905 Lenin clari�ed the stance a state should adopt:

p. 544

Religion must be of no concern to the state, and religious societies must have no connection with

governmental authority. Everyone must be absolutely free to profess any religion he pleases, or no

religion whatever. . . . Discrimination among citizens on account of their religious convictions is

wholly intolerable.10

Marxism opposes the establishment of state churches or any state privileges for religion. Yet Stalin

implemented links and structures intended to secure compliant religious institutions responsive to top-

down authoritarian policies. Moreover, Stalin's version of authoritarian modernity precluded any possibility

of the gradual withering away of religion owing to the disappearance of its underlying causes, identi�ed by

Marxists as alienation, exploitation, oppression, and so forth.

Evidence indicates that during the war both Roosevelt and Stalin considered religion a potential bridge that

would help ease the wartime alliance into postwar cooperation. For example, Roosevelt considered the joint

declaration of Allied Unity a supplement to the Atlantic Charter, “particularly in reference to the real

purposes for which we �ght.” In signing the declaration the Soviet Union committed itself to the stated

purposes and principles of the Atlantic Charter as well as to the defense of religious freedom and the

preservation of human rights and justice in its own and other lands. George Kennan, a Soviet expert,

observed that the reported relaxation in Soviet hostility toward religion was in the best interests of the

regime, in Soviet controlled territories and abroad. Kennan, very signi�cantly from the man who was to
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become known as the father of containment, indicated that once the war was over, “if the Kremlin could be

induced to tolerate religion at home and to receive the pro�ered cooperation of western religious

movements in the spirit of friendliness and con�dence, I believe one of the greatest barriers to a sound

future peace would have been removed.”11

Using Russian archival sources, Vladislav Zubok and Constantine Pleshakov show how Stalin, aware of the

Soviet Union's relative weakness at the end of the war, understood the necessity of maintaining wartime

cooperation, with its promise of American loans and reparations. They state that, albeit a ruthless tyrant,

Stalin sought neither “unbridled unilateral expansionism” nor confrontation with the West. Indeed,

cooperation with the Western powers was a preferable option on which to build his in�uence and resolve

international disputes. Religion seemingly o�ered Stalin a ready and relatively easy means of reducing the

gulf that remained between him and his allies. Whether or not that meant any more than religion as a

mobilizing device for transformational purposes that could eventually be transcended, Soviet generals and

local communist leaders honored Greek Orthodox clergy in the Balkans and courted Roman Catholic clergy

in Poland. Albeit by maladroit means, Stalin even attempted reconciliation with the pope in the spring of

1944. In the 1930s the institutional Catholic Church in the Soviet Union had been crushed. But with the war's

end bringing more than 50 million Catholics into the Soviet sphere of in�uence, it also brought overtures

to the Vatican o�ering a deal: “Potential enemies could be neutralized in return for concessions which

would permit Catholics to exercise their faith without molestation.” Pope Pius XII and his principal advisors

resolutely opposed an agreement, a hard-line stance that proved unwelcome to bishops, clergy, and laity

who thought church interests could best be protected by cooperation. This was the situation in Poland,

Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Romania, and Bulgaria, where the church was initially treated relatively well.

p. 545
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The Vatican, however, seemingly worried that the crucible of war might merge the Orthodox conception of a

messianic Russia with the Marxist conception of a messianic proletariat. Fear that a fusion of such ideas

would have incalculable consequences for a postwar world of power vacuums and peoples seeking a new

social and political order, the Vatican would not risk any seeming legitimization of Soviet power. Notable

statesmen, including John Foster Dulles and Winston Churchill, shared Vatican fears as they observed a

world disillusioned with and critically questioning the system that had delivered slump, fascism, and war.

Adding to concerns that Stalin might not remain content with his allotted “security zone” were worries

about the appeal of a creed that promised “from each according to his ability, to each according to his

need,” particularly should it be complemented by a religious dimension.13

As Anglo-American e�orts to construct a Western doctrine with which to counter communism proved futile

and unwelcome, anti-communism came to serve in its stead. The religious roots of popular anti-

communism endowed it with a pseudo-doctrinal status, reinforced by the potency of religious themes,

symbols, and metaphors in public discourse. Anti-communism rested on two fundamental contentions:

that communism was a supreme and unquali�ed evil, and that its purpose was world domination. With

religious values placed at its core, anti-communism served the West as a rhetorical device that suggested

shared fundamental beliefs, ethics, and interests. It provided a moral framework for “containment” that

also facilitated alliances with otherwise unpalatable and undemocratic regimes.14

Harry S. Truman inherited from Franklin Roosevelt a policy based on cooperation with the Soviet Union and

a public anxious for the peace dividends it promised. He found himself leading a nation that without a

discernible threat was divided not simply over what its global role should be, but even over whether or not it

should have a global role. Confronting postwar economic realities that required the nation to move from its

traditional isolationism toward globalism and world leadership, the US oversimpli�ed Soviet intentions.

Because this process applied particularly to the Soviet treatment of and attitude toward religion, the con�ict

with the Soviet Union was transformed into a politico-religious enterprise. Following the example of his

Democratic presidential predecessors, Woodrow Wilson and Roosevelt, Truman called upon the righteous

nation narrative to engender national unity in support of an interventionist foreign policy. The notion of
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divine chosenness that has informed American history, and indeed the very concept of America, from its

colonial beginning, required not simply the idealization of America, but the demonization of the “other.”

Truman dramatically accomplished this process on the world stage by openly allying himself with Pius XII,

at that time one of the world's most respected spiritual leaders. He was also the locus of ideological

opposition to and avowed enemy of Soviet communism at a time when the Roman Catholic Church was

deeply implicated in a range of anti-Soviet activities, as policy-makers East and West well knew.

p. 546

15

During the Anglo-Soviet cold war of 1945–6, the Foreign O�ce recognized and acted upon “the potential

importance of organised religion in combating the spread of communism.” Indeed, the British can be seen

as forerunners for the religious cold war. A more cautious and covert a�air re�ecting traditional Anglo-

Russian rivalry, it aimed to counter Soviet attempts to use its religious capital, especially the Russian

Orthodox Church, as a conduit for international in�uence. The Foreign O�ce preferred to support the

Vatican indirectly by “inconspicuous means,” feeling “that the Pope's anti-communist propaganda would

be more convincing if he had a more positive line to show as regards the Nazis and Fascists, their heirs and

assigns and all those who collaborated with them.” Therefore, when Truman deliberately a�ected a highly

publicized letter exchange between himself and Pius XII in August 1947, a critical moment in the evolution

of the cold war, it was deliberate and symbolic. It demonstrably con�rmed the policy of containment

implicit in the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan. Dominated by images of the Soviet potential for evil,

it stood in stark contrast to the latter, which, it should be emphasized, had been carefully constructed not to

omit all hope of future collaboration with the Soviet Union. As the Anglo-Soviet cold war of 1945–6 became

a US-Soviet con�ict, Truman enrolled Pius XII into the Western alliance, albeit an essentially symbolic

gesture. In doing so he �guratively repudiated accommodation and negotiation, signaling the irreconcilable

nature of the con�ict, as was made resoundingly clear by Pius XII stating there could be no compromise

with an avowed enemy of God.16

As well as conferring its worldwide moral and spiritual authority onto US leadership of the free world, the

Vatican provided intelligence material at a time when US intelligence services were in their infancy and

mobilized Catholics to defeat communists in electoral contests. The Vatican and the US together became

arbiters of Italy's fate in the immediate postwar period. Through the defeat of Europe's largest communist

party and the success of Italy's Christian Democrats, the Vatican and the US demonstrated how potent was

the combination of spiritual and moral power with that of material wealth, political in�uence, and military

strength. Presented as a crusade against evil, the cold war became the means through which America

arrogated the spiritual and moral power associated with organized religion as it transformed containment

into a religious enterprise with itself as the champion of the free world against a demonized Soviet Union.17

In addition to its practical application in securing conformity to the cold war consensus within America, the

religious dimension also helped consolidate transatlantic relations and European integration. The economic

health and stability of Europe and the US were interdependent, with transatlantic commercial and �nancial

ties critical to the well-being of American capitalism. Adapting to the way in which the US presented itself

and projected its power, European governments o�ered calculated responses that illustrated their

appreciation of how important ideology was to the US. In addition to presenting the basic division between

their democracies and the totalitarian states as a con�ict between religion and communism, Europe

formulated the basis for a theory of totalitarianism that raised the question of the structural similarities

between National Socialism and Stalinism. It provided a useful taxonomy of repressive regimes that

justi�ed the postwar switch from one enemy to another. Anti-communism provided a powerful ideological

basis of agreement between the governing conservative forces in the US and their Social and Christian

Democratic counterparts in Western Europe. The latter played a vital role in legitimizing the cold war, in

enrolling labor movements into the anti-communist crusade, and in bringing to fruition a form of social

reformism that did not threaten the established order. West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer's

Christian Democratic Union, for example, was founded to combat nationalism, materialism, and atheism.

p. 547
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The “godless Soviet bogey” was perhaps the key construction facilitating the European nations, united

since the Treaty of Versailles in their determination to halt Soviet in�uence, putting aside their di�erences

and supporting America's cold war leadership.18

Truman's apparently successful alliance with the Vatican encouraged him to try to construct an

international anti-communist religious front that theoretically embraced Buddhists, Hindus, Muslims;

indeed, anyone who believed in God. It was to be not only directed against the Soviet Union, but it also

aspired to include religious elements throughout the Soviet bloc, including the Russian Orthodox Church.

Although meant to embrace all religious and moral leaders, the focus was largely on in�uential American

and European Christians, with the Vatican as the representative of the Roman Catholic world and the World

Council of Churches representing non-Roman Christianity. In the same period, there was a signi�cant

degree of Anglo-American collusion to e�ect the election of the Archbishop of North and South America as

the Orthodox Patriarch of Constantinople. Truman again dramatically highlighted what he clearly perceived

as another victory in the religious sphere by having Patriarch Athenagoras �own in his personal presidential

plane to Istanbul to assume his new position in 1949. The appointment of an American citizen to the

primary position in the Orthodox world was intended as a direct challenge to the in�uence of the Moscow

patriarchate, important in the Middle East as well as Eastern Europe.19

Roman Catholicism and Eastern Orthodoxy were each closely connected to the national identity, history,

and sentiment of key countries in the Soviet bloc. Truman therefore identi�ed himself with a combination

that would be regarded with alarm by the new communist regimes. The equation of religious unity with

political unity and national identity was the motivational force behind autocephaly in the Orthodox world,

considered a key element in the drive toward statehood. At the same time, the CIA established the National

Committee for a Free Europe, a front organization explicitly dedicated to mobilizing dissent within the

Soviet bloc by exploiting Eastern Europe's spiritual and moral resources. In 1942 Kennan had warned that

foreign interference, especially in the realm of religion, would arouse the suspicion and fear of the insecure

Soviets. He noted that Soviet violence toward the church derived from the conviction that it was a

stronghold of conservatism and political opposition, as well as a spiritual rival. Returning to Moscow in

1944, the �rst time in seven years, Kennan thought “the spiritual life of the Russian people” the most

important development. In the spring of 1945, following Germany's defeat, Kennan reported that the

religious feelings of the Russian masses represented a potentially incalculable danger to the Soviet

government. Kennan was to become one of the leading advocates of covert action in the Soviet bloc, lending

considerable signi�cance to his observation that the Russian Orthodox hierarchy “may some day prove to be

politically a match for the people in the Kremlin.”

p. 548
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Given Stalin's Marxist-Leninist background, the overt mobilization of religion by the West could only

con�rm his gravest suspicions about organized religion and Western hostility. The Soviets knew that

religion remained the focus for dissent against them; hence the attempt to rally the religious into a global

anti-Soviet crusade played to Stalin's fears about its subversive potential. Stalin responded in kind by

seeking to rally believers everywhere behind what the West referred to as the “Soviet-inspired” peace

movement. From within the Soviet bloc, many religious communities and organized groups indicated their

support for and adherence to socialist values. Nonetheless, the potential power of religion to compromise

and challenge communist power, particularly with Western support, meant vacillating and contradictory

policies toward religion. Harsh measures by communist regimes against clerics considered to be involved in

anti-state activities were invariably reported in the West as evidence of religious persecution, serving to

con�rm Western propaganda that the intent was to destroy religion, Christianity in particular.

Religion confronted Soviet leaders with a range of policy problems, including domestic and foreign a�airs,

state security, issues related to ethnicity and nationalism, not to mention ideological di�erences. In each

case the fate of churches and religious institutions in the Soviet bloc was dictated by a complex play of

factors. These included historical attributes, political cultures, the calibre and attitudes of religious leaders,
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and their interaction with their political counterparts. The evolving policies of the di�erent communist

regimes were additional factors. Whilst it was inevitable that there would always be tension between

religion and a government that adhered to Marxist principles, the degree of outright persecution varied

tremendously between di�erent countries, time periods, and denominations. Certainly all religious groups

in the Soviet bloc confronted di�culties that included imprisonment, surveillance, censorship, and other

means of oppression and control. However, as “modernizing” regimes, East European countries were

inherently inclined toward some degree of experiment, change, and adaptation, a process that to some

churchmen seemed to o�er no more than a means of survival; for others it was a chance for the church to

realize a far more meaningful place in communist societies.21

Designating the Soviet Union the “evil other” precluded validation or explanation and repudiated

accommodation, negotiation, and compromise as evidence of weakness and corruption. It allowed the

Truman administration to shift America into permanent military, political, and economic intervention on a

world scale despite the tremendous cost. The conviction within the Truman administration among �gures

such as Dean Acheson and George Kennan was that absolutist anti-communism was a temporary device

that America would shed as it matured into its world role. However, when Eisenhower and Dulles took

over the reins of power, the “Soviet threat” was proving su�ciently crucial to e�ective management of

Congress and public opinion, not to mention the Western alliance, that they rejected Soviet overtures

following the death of Stalin. They were equally resistant to Winston Churchill's summitry. Their insistence

that the basic situation and danger remained unchanged re�ected the extent to which the image of an

aggressive, evil Soviet regime dedicated to world conquest—the godless Soviet bogey—had become a crucial

cold war asset.

p. 549
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Dwight D. Eisenhower, elected president by an America in the throes of a religious revival encouraged by

society's core institutions as essential to winning the cold war, fully understood the power of ideological

language to advance pragmatic ends and to have pragmatic interests serve ideological commitments. As the

cold war exacerbated the popular patriotism and civic religion that marked the postwar revival, Eisenhower

oversaw the transformation of Truman's initiative. Rather than a state alliance with organized religion, the

nation moved toward a more direct identi�cation with, if not embodiment of, religion itself. Religion and

Americanism were brought together in a consensus that personal religious faith re�ected proper patriotic

commitment. With a variety of groups promoting civic religion, churchmen began to worry about the

instrumentalization of religion and the way in which the American Way of Life had been assigned the status

of religion. But it was too late. In 1954, the phrase “under God” was added to the Pledge of Allegiance, and

Congress required all US coins and paper currency to bear the slogan “In God We Trust.” Two years later

that became the o�cial US motto without a dissenting voice in House or Senate. Although Eisenhower only

joined a church on becoming president, he mandated that all Cabinet meetings begin with a prayer. In

actions and words he illustrated the extent to which America identi�ed itself with religious faith. In 1955

Eisenhower notably declared: “Recognition of the Supreme Being is the �rst, the most basic, expression of

Americanism. Without God, there could be no American form of government, nor an American way of

life.”23

Notably, a “Christian amendment” to the Constitution was easily defeated: “Adhesional religious

symbolism was what Congress wanted, not invidious distinctions among the God-fearing.” In 1952 the

Supreme Court, which in 1931 used the word Christian to describe the nation, switched to the term religious:

“We are a religious people whose institutions presuppose a Supreme Being.” The global competition for

non-white, non-Christian peoples required an a�rmation of religious values rather than a Christianity

closely identi�ed by former and existing colonies with imperialism. It was a distinction Eisenhower clumsily

con�rmed in his 1954 declaration that: “Our government makes no sense unless it is founded on a deeply

felt religious faith—and I don’t care what it is.”24
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The cultivation of popular perceptions about US moral leadership and benign use of power meant that

religious values were increasingly represented in secular forms. It re�ected a process of assimilation and

translation of a religious system of values into secular ethics. Such a process accords with Van Kersbergen's

view of secularization as representing “the condensation or transference of religious morality into secular

ethics. Secularization may be looked upon as comprising a transformation of religious contents into worldly

substance.” A similar process was discernible in Europe with the electoral success of Christian

Democracy, a postwar phenomenon that remained a signi�cant force in European politics for the rest of the

century. The cold war also eased the development toward the now relatively accommodative relationship

between the Catholic Church and modern liberal democracies. The Vatican's support for democracy has,

however, remained varying and complex.

p. 550
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In the US the seemingly real possibility of nuclear war in the context of the worldview induced by

Manichaean cold war rhetoric reduced the distinctions that had separated secular and evangelical America.

The cold war climate provided evangelicals with the chance to merge with mainstream culture to generate a

political-religious power base for the new Christian right. Despite the considerable disparities between

di�erent groupings of evangelicals, the religious cold war, underpinned by the threat of nuclear

annihilation, which made foreign relations important for everyone, allowed evangelicals of all stripes to

construct a closer relational identity with the rest of the US than had previously been the case. While pre-

millennial dispensationalists conceptualized history as time partitioned into certain ages and with a de�nite

end, secular critics of nuclear weapons postulated global annihilation. More importantly, however, the

demarginalization of evangelicals during the early cold war that helped them assimilate into mainstream

culture meant political participation.26

It also meant evangelicals embedded born-again Christianity into America's cultural landscape, with telling

implications for the rise of the religious right in the 1970s and early 1980s. Conservative evangelicals were

able to move from a tangential to a central subculture owing to the emergence of a new patriotic

evangelicalism during the cold war and the way in which cold war discourse intensi�ed strands of pre-

millennialism. Reinforced by key historical events with portentous signi�cance for those of faith, such as

the nuclear potential for global destruction and the creation of Israel, evangelicals were able to renegotiate

and rede�ne their place in American political culture. The strengthening of this proselytizing element of

American Christianity facilitated its outreach into the developing world. It was a process that inevitably

excited suspicion that the US was using Christianity to spread American in�uence as had once the old

European imperial powers.27

America's cold war policies of encouraging religion and destroying the left also facilitated the rise of

political Islam. In the early cold war period the CIA gathered evidence suggesting that religion was an

important consideration in communist bloc policies of outreach. As both China and the Soviet Union had

sizeable Muslim populations, concern existed about communist mobilization of religious leaders and

institutions to appeal to their co-religionists in strategic areas, including the Middle East. Islamic

delegations from communist regimes that visited their co-religionists in Muslim countries appeared to

validate Sino-Soviet claims of coexistence and cooperation between communism and religion. And indeed

there were historical precedents for cooperation between Islamists and communists. Early Bolshevik

policies toward Islam in Central Asia and the Caucasus, including agreements that allowed some aspects of

sharia law to operate, facilitated alliances with a variety of Islamic groups and movements. Under Lenin and

Trotsky “some major Muslim organizations joined the Communist parties in their entirety or joined with

the Bolsheviks to defend the revolution.” Muslim support for the Bolsheviks was intimately connected to

their demands for national rights. As similar demands subsequently �red the Middle East's Muslim

populations, there were obvious concerns within American administrations that saw the hand of Moscow at

every turn amid worry about the relationship between Islam, communism, and nationalism.

p. 551
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By the 1950s the direction of Islam was of some concern to the Americans. The rise of anti-Americanism in

the region was fueled by the support the US accorded the establishment of Israel in 1948, America's ties with

the region's colonial powers, Britain and France, plus the perception that “the British tail is all too

successfully wagging the American dog.” The principal threat to US interests was viewed as “anti-Western”

nationalism, with the currents of neutralism and nationalism regarded as “intimately related to Islam.”

State Department responses to pan-Islamic unity movements suggested a preference “to limit Islam as a

political force in the early 1950s.” But Truman, followed by Eisenhower, saw Islam as a counter to Soviet

moves in the Middle East and the in�uence of the radical, secular forces aligned with the left. In June 1951

the consul general in Dhahran, William A. Eddy, discussed progress toward a “possible strategy of the

Christian democratic West joining with the Muslim world in a common moral front against communism.”

The secretary-general of the Arab league, Abdul Rahman Pasha, had discussed the idea with high-ranking

o�cials of the US Army and Navy in Washington in December 1950. It was also discussed with Pope Pius XII,

who had himself �rst suggested a religious front against Soviet communism during a visit to the US in 1936

when he was a cardinal. The pope welcomed Muslim participation, as well as Muslim diplomatic

representatives at the Vatican “contrary to Vatican policy of the past which required Muslim countries to

designate a Christian.”29

The Saudi leadership, with its system of state Islam as well as its guardianship of Medina and Mecca, was

perceived as having the potential to become “Islam's Vatican.” Eisenhower, concerned that the Soviet

Union might be able to build up Egyptian president Nasser as the “head of an enormous Moslem

confederation,” explored the possibility of using King Saud as “a counter weight to Nasser.” Saud's

religious position and his “professed anti-Communism” made him the “logical choice.” As relations with

Egypt worsened during spring 1956, Eisenhower revealed in his diary that he thought the king could be built

up as a spiritual leader, after which “we might begin to urge his right to political leadership.” He put the

same proposition to British defense minister Duncan Sandys the following year, subsequently reminding

Saud of his “special position.” Support for Saud's religious leadership meant support for the excessively

conservative Wahhabi pan-Islamic movement. Allen Dulles, head of the CIA, even encouraged Saudi Arabia

to support the Muslim Brotherhood, widely regarded as a terrorist organization, fanatically religious,

nationalist, and anti-Western.30

Western propaganda in the region used Soviet atheism and repression of religion to suggest that the

Christian West and the Muslim East confronted a common global foe opposed to religious faith. In Iran, for

example, in order to convey the sense of a “common moral front,” the American embassy distributed a

brochure entitled The Voices of God. Suggesting a nexus between various faiths and American values, the

brochure, with a mosque on its cover, contained quotations from the Koran, Muslim poetry, Jesus Christ,

Isaiah, Chinese philosophy, the Buddha, the Sanskrit Bhagavad-Gita, Abraham Lincoln, and Mahatma

Gandhi.

p. 552
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However, it was the intellectuals not the ulama that pioneered the development of Islamist political

movements, concerned with contemporary political and social issues rather than spiritual. Islamist

intellectuals encountered both Marxism and western liberalism. Political Islam can be emancipatory and

authoritarian. Moderate political Islam fought for reforms within the system. Radicals sought power,

convinced no meaningful social reform was possible without state control. As the radicals were the most

stridently anti-communist, anti-Soviet, and conservative representatives of Islam, American support

gravitated toward them. Indeed, the support of America and its allies in the region, most notably Saudi

Arabia, helped create a situation in which otherwise unpopular and unrepresentative versions of Islam were

able, over time, to secure a power and in�uence they otherwise would have been unlikely to attain. Despite

some deep reservations, American o�cials were impressed by the capacity of this strand of Islam to counter

the left. Pakistan's Islamic Student Society (ITJ), for example, in�uenced by Egypt's Muslim Brotherhood,
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battled the left relentlessly and e�ectively, especially on university campuses, an important factor for US

o�cials concerned about the attraction of the left for the Arab intelligentsia.32

The dangers of playing the Islamic card were insu�ciently considered, especially by American o�cials �red

by a sense of mission who wanted not only to impress on Muslim populations that communism was their

common enemy, but also to make Islam serve as a potential �fth column inside the Soviet bloc. Western

policy-makers failed to understand the complexity and power of Islam. Too many remained wedded to the

view that third world nationalism was a Soviet tool and political Islam an ally to be used against presumed

pro-Soviet nationalist leaders. The situation was exacerbated by the fact that the West's Middle East allies

shared assumptions that Islam would provide a local bu�er against secular nationalism. Subsequently,

conservative Arab regimes sheltered and aided militant Islamists, whilst Israel was to allow Hamas to

operate unhindered during the �rst intifada.33

For Truman, Eisenhower, and their successors, dealing with Islam meant dealing with often oppressive and

corrupt Middle Eastern regimes that lacked popular support and for whom Islam was as much a tool as it

was for the Americans. Consequently, much of America's Middle East cold war agenda was mediated

through regimes and religious movements that would inevitably prioritize their own political agendas.

These were naturally concerned with consolidating and/or extending their own power bases. In addition, US

cold war policies that eroded the left and progressive nationalism in the Middle East further helped the rise

of right-wing political Islam. By removing what American o�cialdom regarded as their common foes on

the left, the US assisted the growth of a constituency that turned to political Islam in a quest for reform

throughout the region, albeit as a default option. US o�cials, worried by the strength of the anti-Western

sentiment harbored by some of their Islamist allies, possibly drew some reassurance from thinking that

the religious extremists lacked a popular base. Most Muslims rejected their ideology and their modes of

operating. However, the weakening and discrediting of the left in the Muslim world empowered political

Islam, making it the main ideological and organized means through which popular discontent and dissent

could be expressed. The subsequent lack of progress and reform and the continuation of oppressive regimes

allied with and supported by the West in�amed anti-Western sentiments. In the absence of secular left-

liberal alternatives, this further galvanized support for the Islamists as the most ardent opposition to the

status quo.

p. 553

34

Right-wing Islamism had been an ideological tendency with small and scattered numbers. Out of power, it

had neither the aspiration of drawing strength from popular organization nor the possibility of marshaling

strength from any alternative source. This changed following the Soviet military intervention in

Afghanistan. National security advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski saw an opportunity to export a composite

ideology of nationalism and Islam to the Muslim majority Central Asian republics with a view to destroying

the Soviet system. Little thought was given to how the religious can and will transgress the boundaries

between the sacred and profane to assert their own political, social, and economic in�uences. In the

portrayal of the Afghan War as an international jihad, bringing together volunteers from Muslim

populations all over the world, there are resonances of Truman's international anti-communist religious

front concept. The legacy of the religious cold war lingers around the “Global War on Terror.” It is presented

as an extremist religious challenge to the legitimacy of the modern international system, a system

designated as separate from, and yet the defender of, religion.35

All religions, modern and ancient, have been confronted with questions about relations with political power

and attitudes toward the poor and vulnerable. The religious cold war naturally brought such questions to the

fore, especially in the late 1950s when striking changes in global a�airs tore apart the post-World War II

anti-communist consensus. As the 1955 Bandung Conference articulated the aspirations of the

underdeveloped world and new types of authoritarian and repressive governments stimulated the growth of

popular opposition movements, Western policies and practices came under increasing scrutiny and

criticism. The depiction of the East-West confrontation as between good and evil became less and less
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tenable. The concept was increasingly challenged, even within theology, where Marxist analysis of social

reality was increasingly used in certain quarters as a frame of reference for the reading of the Bible. By the

end of his ponti�cate in 1958, even the obsessively anti-communist Pius XII sought to move from his

alliance with the West toward non-alignment. In the US itself, the political culture of the early cold war,

based on apocalypticism and anti-communism, eroded under the impact of �rst the civil rights movement

and then the Vietnam War.36

Reinhold Niebuhr, one of cold war America's most in�uential theologians, viewed communism as “a

secularized Hebraic and Christian Messianism with a ‘holy nation’ in the Soviet Union.” At the end of the

Eisenhower administration he declared that the West had been successfully inoculated against communism

“by the historical dynamism of the Judeo-Christian tradition.” However, like many churchmen who worried

about a military cold war confrontation and potential nuclear holocaust, Niebuhr was not averse to some

sort of accommodation between the US and the Soviet Union and urged American leaders to respond to

international developments “with mature empiricism and realism.” Like Pius XII, he was a cold warrior who

became an advocate of coexistence. The Vietnam War caused Niebuhr, as it did many other clergy, to

reconsider the way in which the West conducted the cold war. Niebuhr expressed shame for his nation and

was moved to activism, becoming a founding member of Clergy and Laymen Concerned About Vietnam

(CALCAV). He began to question if the two superpowers were radically di�erent and wondered whether they

had not each revealed “similar imperialist impulses.”

p. 554
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The election of John XXIII proved a turning point for the Vatican's attitude toward the Soviet bloc and the

cold war. Seeing communism as an outgrowth of modernity, John XXIII transformed what was meant to be a

transitional papacy into a revolutionary one by seeking better relations with the communist world. That the

cold war was a key factor in his thinking was illustrated by the 1963 encyclical, Pacem in terris, tellingly

composed in the aftermath of the Cuban missile crisis that brought the world to the brink of nuclear

warfare. The pope not only repudiated the concept of a just war in a nuclear world, he drew a notable

distinction between unchristian Marxist philosophy and the positive practices to which it could give rise. His

statement that the time had come for Catholics to cooperate in good causes with non-Christians began the

“opening to the East” that led to the Ostpolitik that permitted the “opening to the left” in Europe.38

Religious attitudes were further in�uenced by notable outcomes in the developing world, Eastern Europe

included, that derived from the application of the two competing political and economic models of

modernization represented by the two superpower rivals. In the Soviet Union the communist-socialist

model delivered economic and social security but at the cost of political and personal freedoms. Elsewhere

in the developing world the liberal capitalist model also led to repression and often right-wing dictatorial

regimes, marked as well by glaring and growing inequality. By the 1960s both models were subject to severe

criticism by religious and moral leaders, not least from within Christianity, the religion whose own

relationship with power and poverty was historically ambiguous and compromised. But, as illustrated by the

relationship between the discourse of liberation theology and power struggles in Latin America, Africa, Asia,

and Europe, religion serves oppressed and oppressor.39

Within mainstream Christianity divisions were exacerbated by the anti-war, anti-imperialist, socio-

political concerns of its youth. They were widened further by the increasing numbers of participants from

the developing world, and in some cases the Soviet bloc, who became more involved and active in the high

level church a�airs that had once been dominated by West European and American churchmen. Whilst

religious groups and organizations remained engaged with international issues, there was often little

consensus. This allowed each side in the cold war to promote those voices of which they approved, ignoring

those that were critical, or else undermining them through accusations of being naïve or even disloyal. The

realpolitik that characterized the period following the Cuban missile crisis and the uneasy period of détente

seemingly diminished the cold war role of religion in the international arena. However, the election of 

Jimmy Carter, followed by that of Ronald Reagan, demonstrated that religion retained signi�cance. Reagan,

p. 555
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a self-proclaimed born-again Christian, found religion a useful electoral tool before he began to wield it as a

weapon against the “evil empire.” Reagan resurrected the Truman-Eisenhower morality play presentation

of the cold war as a Manichaean struggle.40

Notable irony had resided in the way in which the religious cold war developed in the 1960s. In the heartland

of communist power, the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, the religious moved increasingly toward an

accommodation with their respective regimes, whilst in the backyard of the “free world,” South America,

liberation theology challenged free market ideology and US supported power structures. However, the hopes

of communist regimes that the accommodation between themselves and the churches would help their

legitimacy and popularity provided the space for religion to facilitate a process by which diverse constituent

elements in society used the church to bring into question the legitimacy of communist rule. Glasnost and

perestroika meant further opportunities for the churches. Regarded as distinct from the Soviet imposed

system, religious values were perceived as part of pre-Soviet European civilization. In addition, many

churches were viewed as linked to nationalist sentiments and movements and “in some ways, yielding to

the demands of local religious believers rather than those of the nationalists was an easy option for the

communists.” The religious revivals that followed the demise of the communist regimes were often closely

connected with national independence movements. Notably, they proved notoriously short-lived as

churchmen and nationalists looked for an idealized world that supposedly existed before communism.41

It was, of course, in Poland that the importance of Catholicism in de�ning national identity, strengthened

by the Catholic Church's monopoly in representing civil society against the totalitarian state, proved

crucially important. Pulitzer prize-winning investigative journalist Carl Bernstein joined forces with the

dean of Vatican journalists Marco Politi to “expose” the degree of collaboration between the Reagan

administration and John Paul II's Vatican during the 1980s, especially in supporting Solidarity. Equally

important was the seeming papal support for the Reagan administration's anti-Marxist activities in Latin

America and the rationale for the US military build-up, despite the objections of Catholic bishops and clergy

throughout the Americas. The extent to which either religious or US activities, together or alone,

contributed to the demise of communism in Eastern Europe remains to be determined. The scholarly

consensus is that the collapse of the Soviet bloc had more to do with internal rather than external pressures.

Certainly John Paul II shared the American interest in supporting human rights in Poland, yet he and the

Polish bishops opposed America's call for economic sanctions. His 1987 encyclical, Sollicitudo rei socialis,

accused both East and West of betraying “humanity's legitimate expectations.”42

The collapse of the communist bloc was preceded by the decreasing ideological persuasiveness of socialism

as it departed from its own claims and objectives and failed to deliver material bene�ts, ultimately

destroying its own legitimacy. Far from proving a victory over modernity for the Christian Church, no new

Christian order emerged from the failure of Soviet communism. Ironically, the failure of Soviet-type

systems, supposed threats to Christianity, weakened the churches. The advance of deregulated market

relations as a renewed feature of market capitalism caused John Paul II to lament, “The exploitation

produced by inhuman capitalism was a real evil, and that's the kernel of truth in Marxism.” Only months

later there was deep poignancy in his admonition that: “These seeds of truth (in Marxism) shouldn’t be

destroyed, shouldn’t be blown away by the wind. . . . The supporters of capitalism in its extreme forms tend

to overlook the good things achieved by communism: its e�ort to overcome unemployment, its concern for

the poor.”

p. 556
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Within the US the opposition to and eventual “triumph” over “godless” Soviet communism consolidated

the link between Christian superiority and American exceptionalism that informed its national identity. It

reinforced the narrative of destiny and mission on which American leaders draw, certainly eclipsing a

historical record that shows how nearly all the notable personalities in the founding generation harbored

grave doubts as to the long-term viability of the Republic. Above all, it was a triumph for the American

model of modernity that further reinforced the nation's deep religiosity and opened the door for America's
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religious market place to extend its global reach. In the immediate aftermath of the cold war, the scholarly

tendency was to approach religion as either an obstacle to secular democracy or as evidence of embedded

cultural and civilizational di�erences. Subsequently, the secularization hypothesis with its teleology of

modernity was challenged by what seemed a “resurgence” of religion to those who had neglected to notice

its persistent signi�cance. In the fundamental reappraisal of previous paradigms now taking place, some

suggest the relationship was not as once thought between secularization and modernization, but between

modernization and religious pluralism. As these deliberations progress and 20th century history is

reassessed, the contribution of the religious cold war must be considered, particularly in the context of

Thomas Friedman's observation of the post-1989 international system that whilst the cold war didn’t shape

everything, it shaped many things.44

Conclusion

There were con�icting and deeply complex attitudes toward religion on either side of the iron curtain.

Popular Protestant suspicion of the Vatican, mixed with a signi�cant degree of anti-Catholicism,

complicated US–Vatican relations. Despite widespread religiosity, traditional reverence for the US

Constitution required that the wall between church and state be kept secure. Within the Soviet bloc church

leaders were divided between those who advocated cooperation and those who preferred resistance and

active opposition. Communist hierarchies were also divided by the question of religion. Marshall Tito and

his Foreign Minister Vladimir Velebit had very di�erent solutions for dealing with the problem of Cardinal

Stepinac. Shortly after Stepinac's arrest and prior to his 1946 trial, Velebit advised: “Shoot the Archbishop.”

As the trial grew to a close with a guilty verdict seemingly inevitable, Tito reassured the British

ambassador that: “We are not such fools as to kill an Archbishop.”

p. 557
45

Religion is a signi�cant contributor to, as well as a recipient of, culture; a shaper of, as well as being shaped

by, dominant ideas. The religious cold war can be placed in a growing corpus of work exploring the in�uence

of ideas, culture, and norms now complementing material explanations and enhancing causal debates

within the �elds of international relations. Communist regimes throughout the cold war were keenly aware

of the revulsion invoked in the West by mistreatment and oppression of the faithful, not to mention the

alienation it could also cause at home. Religion o�ered the West a stick with which to beat, and a means of

subverting, the new communist regimes. The prominence of religious themes and rhetoric in anti-

communist propaganda and covert operations that used the religious exacerbated the suspicion of

communist leaderships, at times in�icting high costs and unfortunate repercussions on the faithful and the

religious organizations to which they adhered. The religious cold war also impacted in a variety of ways on

religion in the West and the developing world. And it left an indelible imprint on the US in terms of a

reinforced and reinvigorated belief in a universal mission, the religious element of which was notably

evident in the post 9/11 Bush administration, which interpreted the lessons of the Reagan administration to

be that power harnessed to ideals vanquished evil.46

As new historians tackle the question of religion in US foreign policy and the cold war, it is important not to

neglect the work of an older generation of historians who experienced some of those crucial decades. The

re�ections of one particular doyen, William Appleman Williams, are worth recalling:

If you get too much power, you are tempted to persuade or force other people to do things that

even you know are wrong. You act against your own integrity, as well as against the public welfare

and public virtue. This is in truth the ultimate corruption. You begin to play at being God.47

Williams wrote in 1986, during the Reagan era, concerned yet again by the way in which his nation exercised

power. He had previously dismissed the question of who started the cold war as neither intelligent nor
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rewarding. For him, more important was which side “hardened the natural and inherent tensions . . . into

bitter antagonisms and in�exible positions.” In most areas, this still remains a contested question. Today,

with reference to the religious cold war, more important than the answer, which would seem to be the US, is

the legacy it bequeathed the post-cold war world.48
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32 The International Environmental Movement and the
Cold War 
Richard P. Tucker

This chapter, which examines the history of the international environmental movement during the

Cold War, analyzes the emergence of and tenuous collaboration between the environmental and anti-

nuclear movements. It discusses the early anti-nuclear movement in the 1950s, the emergence of the

international environmental movement in the late 1960s, and the environmental controversies in the

Soviet Union. The chapter argues that it was the June 1972 United Nations Conference on the Human

Environment which marked the o�cial recognition that environmental challenges must be addressed

globally.

The environmental dimension of the cold war lurked for the most part on the fringes of strategic rivalries,

though in terms of resource depletion, dislocation of ecosystems, and accumulation of toxic and radioactive

pollution, it held some of the most fundamental global legacies of the years 1948–90. Hence a review of the

cold war's dynamics and legacies must include environmental questions. Did the cold war shape the

priorities and evolution of environmental movements in the Soviet and Western blocs? In the many national

and international environmental organizations and grassroots movements, when and to what e�ect did

East-West links develop? And crucially, did environmental movements challenge the guiding institutions

and ideological assumptions of the cold war?

When we look back over the emergence of environmental movements around the world during the years

before 1990, we can see that two largely separate movements—the environmental movement and the peace

movement—shared the burden of defending the biosphere. This essay will concentrate on the emergence of

and tenuous collaboration between the environmental and anti-nuclear movements.
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During the cold war environmental movements were largely organized in individual countries, and focused

on issues of natural resource depletion and accelerating pollution in each country.  They were slow to

confront transnational environmental troubles relating to the cold war, even around the North Atlantic

industrialized region. Until the late 1980s, moreover, they had few connections with organizations in the

Soviet bloc where tight bureaucratic control of information �ows and freedom of movement sti�ed public

debate. Yet even in Western Europe and the United States, public movements struggled constantly against

bureaucracies’ attempts to suppress or manipulate scienti�c information about environmental damage.

Environmental organizations also emerged in non-aligned countries, with a primary focus on local and

national issues such as deforestation, water resources, and industrial pollution.  The few environmental

organizations that operated transnationally soon recognized that they shared many of the concerns of the

international peace and anti-nuclear movements.

1

p. 566
2

Yet each tended to operate in its own sphere, and relations between the two were often distant or awkward.

The early anti-nuclear movement

American testing of nuclear weapons in the South Paci�c began within a year of its bombing of Hiroshima

and Nagasaki in 1945. In July 1946 Operation Crossroads detonated the �rst of a series of bombs on Bikini

and Enewetak Islands. The United States proceeded to initiate the world's �rst thermonuclear (hydrogen)

bomb test in 1954. Codenamed Castle Bravo, it registered at 15 megatons, nearly three times its predicted

power.  A Japanese tuna �shing boat, the Lucky Dragon, was downwind from the blast. Its crew and catch

were severely irradiated, and within six months one crew member was dead; others died of cancer in the

following years. Although the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) tried to suppress information about the

blast and the fallout, news of the disaster and concerns about nuclear contamination spread around Japan

and the world, sparking the international movement against atomic fallout.  The incident struck a particular

nerve in the United States, where alarm over fallout from blasts in Nevada had already begun to spread.

3

4

5

Anti-nuclear activists struggled against a public atmosphere in which critics of American strategic policies

were derided as pro-communist or as fools playing into Moscow's hands. But in the 1956 presidential

campaign, Democratic candidate Adlai Stevenson legitimized public debate by warning against cancer

dangers from nuclear fallout. Distinguished scientists publicized nuclear dangers, thus providing a basis for

environmental activism. In the United States prominent public �gures, led by Saturday Review editor

Norman Cousins, founded the Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy (SANE) in 1957.  That same year British

intellectuals founded the Committee for Nuclear Disarmament (CND).

6

SANE and CND were complemented in 1958 by the St. Louis Committee for Nuclear Information (CNI),

which organized a survey of Strontium-90 in babies’ teeth, demonstrating radioactive concentrations far

higher than the AEC's claims had indicated. Led by Barry Commoner, one of the country's most in�uential

environmental publicists, CNI organized the dissemination of scienti�c information on a wide variety of

environmental issues.  The fallout protest bore fruit when in 1958 Khrushchev announced that the Soviets

were halting atmospheric tests, a unilateral ban that lasted three years. When John F. Kennedy entered the

White House in 1961, Norman Cousins became an in�uential lobbyist, before long carrying messages

between Kennedy and Khrushchev over a possible test ban treaty. By 1962, when American tests went

underground, the AEC had conducted 232 atmospheric tests in the Paci�c and Nevada Proving Grounds.

7

The Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty between the US, Britain, and the Soviet Union came about in 1963 in

the aftermath of the Cuban Missile Crisis, which in October 1962 brought the superpowers to the brink of

war. The signatories pledged a permanent cessation of above-ground nuclear weapons tests. Although this

was a signi�cant victory for the anti-nuclear movement, the treaty had two severe limitations. First, France

and China, both determined to join the nuclear club, refused to sign. Second, the treaty allowed

p. 567
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underground nuclear weapons testing to continue, and both the US and USSR proceeded. So American peace

activists concentrated their attention on the US underground test site in southern Nevada, and organized

intensive e�orts to improve veri�cation systems.

By the late 1960s protest movements in the US and Western Europe were intensifying, especially in

opposition to the American conduct of the Vietnam War. In 1969 Henry Kendall and a group of MIT faculty

and sta�, several of whom were security-cleared consultants to the Department of Defense, founded the

Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS). It soon became the most prominent American scienti�c lobby against

the proliferation of nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons and the Vietnam War.8

A more militant grassroots anti-nuclear environmental activist group, Greenpeace, emerged in Vancouver,

British Columbia, after protests against a planned American nuclear explosion, the Milrow blast, on

Amchitka Island o� the Alaskan coast in 1969, where 10,000 people participated. After the organizers

planned another protest against the Cannikin blast two years later, the explosion was cancelled.

Consequently, Greenpeace was established as an international voice against both nuclear weapons and

nuclear energy.9

The emergence of the international environmental movement

The environmental movements of the 1950s and 1960s were largely oblique to the cold war and generated

little international awareness. The exception was the wildlife protection network, especially the

International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), accompanied by the World Wildlife Fund

founded in 1961.  Both were linked to the United Nations, and both encompassed scientists from both West

and East. Like all o�cial UN activities throughout the cold war, they had to be extremely discreet in

discussing any issue that was politically sensitive in East/West terms.

10

In the United States, wildlife and wilderness protection gained momentum, in parallel with civil rights

protests, feminism, the anti-war movement (largely in opposition to the Vietnam War), and resistance to

rampant pollution. As a �rst step toward internationalization, David Brower expanded the Sierra Club's

scope to global issues in the late 1960s, with personal energy that characterized the period's sense of

urgency. But he ventured into controversial issues beyond the club's wildlands defense tradition, when he 

began pressing the club to take an o�cial position against nuclear power. He lost the policy battle, and

with �nances overstretched and his authority overreached, Brower was �red as executive director. He

responded by founding Friends of the Earth, as an explicitly international (at �rst transatlantic) network of

activists. Its politically more provocative work on a broad range of global environmental issues played an

important role in the campaigns of the late cold war years. The birth of Friends of the Earth re�ected the

new militancy and internationalism that produced Earth Day in 1970, a breakthrough in the American

environmental movement and at least a temporary merging of the anti-war and environmental

movements.

p. 568

11

The anti-war movement became environmentally oriented in the late 1960s, when the US Air Force began

dropping chemical defoliants on the hill forests of Vietnam to deprive insurgent forces of cover. This was

the �rst use of chemical warfare since 1918; it elicited a growing international outcry of protest—an

important stage in the growth of environmentalist resistance to the spectrum of cold war ecological

damage.

By the early 1970s the anti-war movement placed the US military's use of Agent Orange and other defoliants

in Vietnam at the center of the struggle.  But reliable scienti�c information was not easy for the public to

obtain in the face of stonewalling by the strategic command in Washington and its corporate allies. The

most important monitoring and publicizing of Agent Orange and other chemical weapons came from the

12
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Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), especially its leading American specialist, Arthur

Westing.

When the Americans withdrew from Vietnam in 1975, some activists turned their attention to peacetime

environmental problems, especially air and water pollution, while others focused on the threat of nuclear

disaster from both weapons and power plants. Meanwhile, more conventional environmental issues had

assumed some international recognition.

The Stockholm Conference of 1972

The UN Conference on the Human Environment, held in Stockholm in June 1972, marked the o�cial

recognition that environmental challenges must be addressed globally. The Stockholm Conference brought

together environmental movements from various countries that stretched back more than a decade.

Environmental issues had been circulating within the UN since its inception, but without an identi�able

agency to pursue them. By the late 1960s many leading conservationists saw the need to address this

de�ciency on an international stage. Canadian Maurice Strong was appointed organizer of a conference

intended to address both global issues and institutional need. Neutral Sweden served as host.

The diplomatic preparatory meetings for Stockholm included Soviet and East European scientists. But the

diplomacy entailed complex and sometimes acrimonious discussions. In addition, the Soviet Union tried to

use the conference as leverage to force the West to recognize East Germany by insisting that unless East

Germany was formally recognized as a member of the United Nations, it would withdraw from the

conference, taking its satellite countries with it.

p. 569

In Washington, President Richard Nixon had come to appreciate the political value of supporting

environmental legislation. He gave his environmental advisor, Russell Train, chairman of the Council on

Environmental Quality, support for working toward the conference. Acutely aware of the competition with

the USSR on all fronts, Nixon and especially Train were committed to global environmental cooperation. “In

the President's view, environmental advocacy could advance his policy of détente. It also could burnish the

administration's environmental credentials without burdensome regulations or alienating its conservative

base.”13

The severe political constraints on discussing any politically sensitive issue within the cold war context

were vividly evident at the conference. First, the West refused to muddle the conference with the “German

Question,” so the Soviet bloc withdrew from formal participation. Then, in his introductory speech Swedish

Prime Minister Olaf Palme explicitly charged the United States with ecocide in Vietnam.

In the resulting o�cial documents the only reference to military impacts (in itself the only explicit cold war

issue) was in the proposed Principles for the Declaration on the Human Environment: “Man and his

environment must be spared the serious e�ects of further testing or use in hostilities of weapons,

particularly those of mass destruction.” The French in particular resisted this, because France was about to

test a nuclear device at Mururoa in the Paci�c. The �nal text read: “Man and his environment must be

spared the e�ects of nuclear weapons and all other means of mass destruction. States must strive to reach

prompt agreement, in the relevant international organs, on the elimination and complete destruction of

such weapons.”14

It was again clear that the UN was able to address cold war environmental issues only obliquely.

Nevertheless, the conference succeeded in enhancing international scienti�c and activist networks on

environmental issues. It gave o�cial standing to NGOs, granting them an institutionalized role on the

international stage. The Sierra Club and Friends of the Earth had lobbied intensively at UN headquarters in
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New York for this, and in the aftermath the Sierra Club set up an international program o�ce in New York,

whose speci�c purpose was lobbying for environmental reforms.15

On the intergovernmental level, later UN conferences were segmented—population, women, appropriate

technology, etc.—partly to make conference organization and planning manageable and coherent, and

partly to re�ect turf control by specialists in each subject area. Above all, subjects that were hypersensitive

to member governments were at best marginalized—notably questions of national security.

Environmental movements in the North Atlantic industrialized world were beginning to recognize regional

and global environmental issues and create international networks, despite disagreements over priorities

and tactics. In 1978 Brower, head of Friends of the Earth, expressed the need for those networks with

reference to Vietnam: “The present era of nuclear roulette poses a far greater threat to all living things than

the Vietnam War did, because proliferation could stumble us into the �nal war.”  There was no activist

liaison with the Eastern bloc yet, as there was little public space in the Soviet countries for that sort of

discussion.

16

Neutral Northern Europe and cold war environmental politics: The
Helsinki Convention on the Baltic, 1974

p. 570

But environmental diplomacy could also be used to bridge the chasm between East and West, as the

negotiations over the pollution of the Baltic Sea showed. The Baltic bordered on seven countries: the USSR,

Finland, Sweden, Denmark, West and East Germany, and Poland. Because of its shallowness and very slow

water exchange with the Atlantic through narrow straits by the southern coast of Sweden, it was highly

vulnerable to urban and industrial pollution, a�ecting some 80 million people in the region. By the 1960s

there was rising public alarm, and increasing scienti�c cooperation among Sweden and Finland (cold war

neutrals) and the USSR. Work proceeded toward a formal international convention as basis for gradual

clean-up. But the “German Question” stood in the way: the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG, or West

Germany) and Denmark were members of NATO, while the German Democratic Republic (GDR, or East

Germany), Poland, and the Soviet Union were members of the Warsaw Pact. Neither West nor East Germany

o�cially recognized the other, and Sweden did not recognize the GDR; Finland recognized neither state.

Moscow's strategic goal was to hold international environmental cooperation hostage until the West

formally recognized the GDR.

Finland's close scienti�c ties to the Soviet Union, enshrined in a 1968 agreement on scienti�c cooperation

on the Baltic Sea and the normalization of inner-German relations in December 1972, helped overcome the

impasse. All seven Baltic countries formally participated in the 1974 Convention on the Protection of the

Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area. This provided for gradual clean-up of all identi�ed toxics,

including industrial pollutants—a highly sensitive issue for the Russians, because it related to their military

industries. The Soviets insisted that each country be solely responsible for monitoring its 12-mile coastal

waters. Sweden and Finland had to relent on that issue, though it weakened long-term implementation of

the treaty. All seven states rati�ed it by 1980, despite a di�cult process of organizing HELCOM (the Helsinki

Commission) to administer the treaty, and de�ning such terms as “pollution.” Worse, its �ndings were

nonbinding recommendations. “Power politics still prevailed over environmental politics.”  Through the

1980s progress in the clean-up was painfully slow.

17
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The ultimate environmental issue: resisting nuclear war

Most environmental organizations were concentrating on wildlands protection and becoming concerned

with urban and industrial pollution, unwilling to become entangled with controversial issues of war and

militarization. Another set of organizations had been campaigning on the ultimate ecological crisis: the

imminent threat of global disaster by nuclear war. In the West most anti-nuclear campaigns criticized both

sides of the nuclear arms race but focused on demanding demilitarization by their own governments. They

sought to cooperate with Eastern European peace organizations. This proved largely fruitless, because

Eastern bloc peace organizations were government-run and tightly controlled. These organizations

consistently denounced the West, especially the United States, for escalating the nuclear arms race without

holding their own governments accountable. They o�ered no space for open dialogue or public dissent.

p. 571

Internationally Greenpeace, developing a brilliant knack for gaining international publicity, led the way by

expanding its agenda to protest against all nuclear blasts . . . The �edgling organization, in cooperation with

the New Zealand branch of CND, targeted French nuclear explosions on Moruroa atoll in the Tuamotu

Archipelago for a protest action.  In October 1982 David McTaggart sailed to Moruroa, in the Greenpeace

ship, the Rainbow Warrior. Greenpeace also protested against at Soviet nuclear tests on the Novaya Zemlya

Islands in the Arctic, negotiating with the Soviet Peace Committee (SPC) to sail their ship Sirius to

Leningrad. But the SPC changed its position, halting the Sirius in Kronstadt harbor, and the Greenpeace

agenda was stymied.

18

Activists in New Zealand concentrated on the French government's insistence on continuing its nuclear

weapons tests on Moruroa. In 1985 French agents destroyed the Rainbow Warrior in Auckland harbor. This

outrage resulted in major international publicity for Greenpeace and a rapid rise in its membership.

Greenpeace maintained close liaison with the governments of New Zealand and Australia in the movement

to create a nuclear-free zone in the South Paci�c. In 1984 New Zealand banned all nuclear-armed or

nuclear-powered ships from its waters. Australia, New Zealand, and the Paci�c Island States declared the

south Paci�c a nuclear-free zone, in order to stop French tests.  They �nally succeeded when Paris declared

an end to testing in the late 1980s.

19

20

From 1981–89 both the American peace and environmental movements accelerated, as public fears became

focused on the “nuclear winter” debate—the omnipresent danger that a major nuclear war would destroy

not only human civilization but profoundly disrupt the entire biosphere.  The Reagan administration's

saber rattling revitalized SANE, and a Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign emerged. The two groups

combined forces in 1987 but did not address environmental issues beyond the threat of nuclear winter.

21

Many citizen activists recognized the link between the peace and environmental movements but groped for

strategies. David Brower had declared as early as 1969 that “the Vietnam war and the subsequent

proliferation were triggered by the deepening global addiction to exponential growth in material wants, in

energy consumption, and in the build-up of military-industrial strength of the nations competing to secure

those wants—to preempt the resources essential for dominance. . . . Vietnam was the stimulus for Earth Day,

which worked.”  In Brower's old organization, the Sierra Club, a nuclear policy committee attempted to

strengthen the policy plank on both nuclear war and nuclear energy (especially after the Three Mile Island

nuclear crisis in 1979). Yet the club as a whole was unwilling to expand its commitment to anti-war

activism.

22

In Great Britain elite voices challenged the British place in the nuclear arms race from early on in the cold

war, protesting British nuclear bomb tests in 1952 on the Monte Bello Islands o� Australia's west coast,

and from 1957 to 1962 on Malden and Christmas islands in the Paci�c.  The debacle of the British and

French invasion of Suez and the Soviet military occupation of Hungary led the British left to reconsider both

communist society and the nuclear arms race. In 1957 Julian Huxley, Bertrand Russell, Kingsley Martin, the

p. 572
23
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editor of the in�uential New Statesman, and other intellectuals organized the Campaign for Nuclear

Disarmament (CND). CND demanded that Britain initiate unilateral nuclear disarmament and withdraw

from NATO. People from a wide political spectrum organized direct action campaigns in 1960–1. After the

1962 Cuban missile crisis and the signing the next year of the Limited Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, the anti-

nuclear campaign subsided. New left activists turned their attention to the American conduct of the war in

Vietnam.

After a hiatus in the 1970s, the British anti-nuclear movement re-emerged in 1979, when NATO announced

a twin track policy: to place medium-range nuclear missiles in Western Europe if disarmament talks broke

down. Then the Soviet army invaded Afghanistan. The result was an end to a short decade of partial détente.

The election of Ronald Reagan in 1980 further polarized the cold war.  Many in the British movement were

speci�cally anti-American, demanding removal of US bases from Britain. CND publications also highlighted

the e�ects of British uranium mining in Namibia and radiation's impacts on Navajos in New Mexico and

islanders in the Paci�c.

24

CND leaders were among the founders of the new 1980 organization, European Nuclear Disarmament

(END), which stressed the importance of forging an alliance with Russian and East European groups

opposing the Warsaw Pact. In October 1981 a major peace demonstration was held in Bonn, mobilizing 200–

300,000 participants, with considerable clandestine support from East Germany. “The unifying theme was

opposition against war and militarization, rather than support for a clearly de�ned alternative.”  But END

criticized the Warsaw Pact as well, resulting in the Soviet Peace Committee's rejecting cooperation. END

held a second convention in Berlin in May 1983, with 3,000 participants from twenty-�ve countries, but

none from the East. E�ective East-West cooperation was not yet possible; it was to emerge rapidly after

1985.

25

26

The Green movement in Western Europe

Western Europe's concern over transboundary air pollution (acid rain or sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide)

dated from the 1960s, when Swedish scientists became concerned about acidi�cation of Swedish lakes from

foreign upwind sources. Coordinated international scienti�c monitoring began in 1972 as an OECD

(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) project. The work was broadened in 1977 under

the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE), which included East European members. By the late 1970s

concern was rising throughout Europe over Waldsterben or forest dieback, the withering of large stands of

coniferous forests, especially in mountain zones. Intensive atmospheric pollution, from both the

industrial complex and automotive economy of Western Europe and the highly polluting industrialization of

the East, caused this accelerating disaster.

p. 573

27

In the early 1980s the movement became increasingly identi�ed with Greenpeace Germany, which was

organized in 1980 and grew rapidly into the most prominent activist organization in the country. Its

members worked judiciously but with determination to forge links with their East German counterparts.

Greenpeace and other West German Greens organized a major protest against forest decline in 1981,

blaming West German polluters. But by then many West Europeans understood that the forced

industrialization east of the iron curtain was playing a major role in crippling forest resources.

For the most part these discussions addressed pollution as an industrial menace, not speci�c to the

military-industrial complex. Thus it downplayed the signi�cance of the cold war's industrial militarization,

in part so as to keep the door open for cooperation with Eastern counterparts. The 1984 Munich Conference

on Transboundary Air Pollution included an unprecedented number of East Europeans. It created the “30

Percent Club” of countries vowing to reduce sulfur dioxide production to 30 percent of 1980 levels by 1990.
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The campaign against nuclear energy

The East European countries did not join the club, insisting on the urgency of industrial development, but

the conference showcased a rare moment of East-West dialogue.28

In marked contrast to their largely conservative conservationist predecessors of pre-World War II Germany,

the newer protest movements of the 1960s and 70s included a very wide social and ideological spectrum of

activists, including young people, new leftists, and anarchists.  Through the 1970s activities centered on

protests against proposed nuclear power plants. Demonstrations at Wyhl, Kalkar, and Brokdorf mobilized

up to 50,000 participants from throughout West Germany, the Netherlands, and France. Those three plants

were cancelled, but confrontations with police split the movement, as most of its participants rejected

violent tactics. A more decentralized movement closely allied with the Green Party continued through the

1980s.

29

30

The West German anti-nuclear-power movement gained new strength after the Ukraine's Chernobyl

disaster in 1986. It had a strong ally in Britain, but only weak support in France. In Britain CND was

ambivalent about nuclear energy. Its statements stressed the dangers of shifting plutonium to making

bombs, and the consequent dangers of proliferation. But many members felt that “CND is and should

remain a single-issue organization, and that concern over nuclear energy, although shared by most in CND,

is best expressed through environmental groups such as Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth.”

Uncertainty and disagreement over the division of labor within the movement(s) remained characteristic.

31

In France the anti-nuclear-power movement in the 1970s achieved minor success in resisting the locations

of new power plants. But political power in France was much more centralized than in Germany, and less

susceptible to public pressure. Hence grassroots movements were less able to achieve political leverage than

in Germany.  This situation was re�ected in the futility of public e�orts to challenge French nuclear

weapons testing in the Paci�c.

p. 574

32

Across Western Europe, the peace and anti-nuclear movements varied widely in their priorities, political

settings, and relations to the left. As one observer commented, “The relationship between the indigenous

peace movements on the one hand, and the international front organizations and the domestic Communist

parties on the other, between the critics and the adversaries, di�ers from country to country.”  This

resulted in constant uncertainty in their stance toward Soviet nuclear weapons and energy policy, as well as

toward potential allies in the East.

33

Environmental controversies in the Soviet Union

Throughout the Soviet era a tradition of nature conservation, with roots extending to tsarist times,

defended wildlife preserves as a source of romantic national pride. Soviet authorities rarely saw any threat

to their power or their economic objectives in this movement, especially since it was supported and even led

by prestigious members of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, who were allowed to participate in international

conservation organizations such as the semi-governmental IUCN, and bilateral meetings with their

American counterparts under the 1972 Moscow Agreement.

The military-industrial complex was an entirely di�erent matter. Stalin's rush to industrialize, much of it

for military armaments, had created massive industrial pollution. The problem was evident early on in the

controversy over pollution of the world's greatest freshwater lake, Lake Baikal in Siberia. In the 1950s

pollution from severe deforestation, as well as untreated sewage from Irkutsk and its factories, began to

compromise the lake's unique and fragile ecosystem. Then came proposals for two new pulp mills, which
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were to produce cellulose for rayon for airplane tires; thus the mills had a strategic purpose. This process

required highly pure water. An intense protest arose in 1965–6, led by writers and leading members of the

Academy of Sciences, with wide press coverage.  The controversy was tolerated by the regime in Moscow,

which soon agreed to build waste treatment facilities. Implementation moved slowly, and other military

production facilities were located subsequently in the region.  With this partial exception, through the early

1980s Moscow, followed by the satellite regimes, squelched any rumbling of protest in the press or by local

dissidents concerning issues that would challenge the military-industrial complex.

34

35

One of the most dramatic examples of the unfolding crisis happened in Chelyabinsk, a region on the upper

Ob River in western Siberia. The Mayak Chemical Combine had been a plutonium plant for nuclear weapons

since 1948 (analogous to the Hanford, Washington site in the United States). Like the rest of the Soviet

nuclear weapons complex, it was kept highly secret.  In 1957 a high-level nuclear waste tank exploded. The

world's worst nuclear accident to that date poisoned a wide area of land and caused many cancers. After

that, nuclear wastes were dumped into nearby shallow Lake Karachai. Emitting radiation twenty-four times

the intensity of the 1986 Chernobyl disaster, it soon became the most radioactive site in the world. During a

1967 drought, dry winds scattered highly toxic lake-bed sediments, poisoning a vast area. Despite the

Kremlin's attempts to control the �ow of information, major Western publications, �rst in Sweden, West

Germany, and Britain, and then in America, exposed the pollution.  However, the facts of the Chelyabinsk

disaster began leaking out to the world only in the late 1970s.  Meanwhile, radioactive pollution continued

to accumulate at many sites, as the world was to learn in the early 1990s.

p. 575
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37

38

Then came the meltdown at the Chernobyl nuclear complex outside Kiev on April 26, 1986, seven years after

the Three Mile Island accident in America. Chernobyl constituted the undeniable crisis in Soviet nuclear

energy strategy, despite elaborate e�orts in Moscow to suppress public and international discussion of the

disaster. The nightmare became a major element in undermining the foundations of the Soviet system,

demonstrating the technically and politically unmanageable scope of environmental pollution. “The nuclear

accident at Chernobyl in 1986 did not just shock Westerners with the immediate and dangerous impacts of

nuclear waste and radioactive fallout. It also provided the most striking portrait of a system whose leaders

were not only negligent in terms of safeguarding against major environmental health threats, but also

determined to misrepresent the extent of these maladies for political reasons.”  Chernobyl exposed the

gross negligence and incompetence of the reigning political and ideological system.

39

40

The Soviet bloc under perestroika and glasnost, 1985–90

Even before the Chernobyl crisis, Mikhail Gorbachev had opened the door to environmental public debate. In

his �rst foreign policy speech as Soviet leader in May 1985, Gorbachev emphasized the urgent need for

e�ective arms control, especially of nuclear weapons, and invited greater public debate on environmental

issues. From that moment a tsunami of grassroots anguish arose over industrial pollution and especially

nuclear radiation. The issue itself was hot, since it challenged the heart—and the secrecy—of the Soviet

system.

In August 1987 former student nature reserve activists founded the Social-Ecological Union (SEU). In 1988

they held their �rst open conference in Moscow, with inspiration from Western environmental radicals. SEU

developed ties with Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, the Earth Island Institute, the Nature Conservancy,

the Natural Resources Defense Council in the United States, the Swedish and Finnish Green Parties, IUCN,

and others. Moving quickly, they formed the Russian Green Party, demanding a more open system and

massive environmental clean-up.

p. 576

41

As the grassroots environmental movement in Russia emerged, protests against environmental pollution

and its public health risks proliferated throughout the Eastern bloc.  East Germany saw the earliest and42
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strongest variety of environmental protests, mostly sheltered by the Protestant churches. Their discontent

emphasized both disarmament and environmental issues—in the context of pressing for broader space for

civic action. In the early 1980s East German activists developed both o�cial and personal links with West

German Greens. Indeed, the country's new leader, Erich Honecker, met with West German Green leaders in

October 1983. Nevertheless, repression ensued in the following month. But by early 1986 it became easier for

West Germans to get permits to meet with counterparts in Berlin. Contacts and degree of ease varied until

1989.  Meanwhile, East Germans gained ready access to information about international environmental

controversies and activist politics in the West through West German television.

43

44

Poland, like Russia, had a long tradition of protecting nature reserves as an expression of national pride.

Under communist rule the League for the Protection of Nature (LOP) was a governmental organ, but its

agenda was limited. When the Solidarity movement produced cracks in the regime's façade in 1980,

environmental protest became possible. Until then both government and public had been �rmly committed

to rapid industrialization, and the government suppressed evidence of widespread industrial pollution.

Before its suppression in 1981, nevertheless, Solidarity opened the �oodgates of public discussion of

pollution crises and public health disasters. Even the LOP joined in, publishing a detailed report in 1981.

The force of the change was evident that year, when the Skawina aluminum plant outside Cracow, which

produced half of Poland's entire aluminum supply, was compelled to close, having polluted 230 sq km with

�uorides.

45

Soon the Academy of Sciences and National Planning Commission began openly discussing the

environmental costs of rapid industrialization. And many semi-spontaneous local protests arose against

severe pollution of water supplies, including rivers.  But there was a pervasive dilemma: as the closing of

Skawina plant exempli�ed, tightening environmental controls threatened to retard economic development.

Environmental scientists and government administrators wrestled with the far stronger agency for

industrial development. By 1989, when Solidarity was o�cially recognized again, environmental

controversies were central to the full-scale struggle over the political life of the country.

46

In other Eastern bloc countries environmental movements were often closely linked to ethno-nationalism,

as those societies struggled for autonomy from Moscow in the late 1980s. The Slovak segment of

Czechoslovakia went through an upheaval that linked environmental protest with ethnic nationalism. As in

Russia the Communist regime had tolerated (even integrated) a movement to protect nature reserves and

traditional rural architecture. In Bratislava, Slovakia's capital, the Slovak Union of Nature and Landscape

Protectors became bolder in its denunciation of rampant pollution in the urban region. Then, on

international Earth Day in April 1989, the Union issued a statement demanding full public debate and an

overhaul of environmental management. Within months the Velvet Revolution overturned the Communist

regime, pursuing basic institutional change through environmental protest campaigns. In that heady but

brief period, tens of thousands of people joined the environmental movement.

p. 577

In Latvia environmental protest emerged in a di�erent form, an ethno-nationalist defense of family farms

against Soviet collectivization. After 1945 “much of the rural mosaic landscape gave way to the �attened

and drained tracts of large-scale mechanized collective farming, and half of Latvia's traditional isolated

farmsteads, surrounded by decorative trees, were bulldozed.”  When Gorbachev's glasnost opened the door

for public movements, a massive protest was organized in late 1986 against a planned hydro dam on the

Daugava River. The protest gained a decisive victory when the Latvian Soviet government cancelled the dam.

47

In neighboring Baltic republics as well, environmental protest was linked to the anti-Soviet independence

movement. In Lithuania environmental dissidents organized a national protest against untreated sewage in

its rivers. In October 1986 a petition with 600,000 signatures (16 percent of the national population!)

demanded that the Ignalinos nuclear plant, which had been badly damaged by �re, be closed entirely. A

newly installed and sympathetic national government closed the existing plant and cancelled an additional
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planned unit. The movement went international in September 1988, when 15,000 people demonstrated

along the Baltic shore of Lithuania, coordinating with others in Latvia, Estonia, Finland, and Denmark, to

accelerate the lagging clean-up of the Sea.48

In other countries, especially Kazakhstan, environmental protest movements were internationally oriented

from the start. In contrast to East European republics, this did not represent ethnic nationalism, since

Kazakhs had been reduced to 39 percent of Kazakhstan's population after a history of deportations of

Kazakh people under the tsars and Stalin, mass starvation in the 1930s, and the import of many Slavs during

Khrushchev's Virgin Lands program of the 1950s, which irrigated wide reaches for cotton, draining the Aral

Sea. Kazakh protests against the Aral Sea disaster were muted, because this was a complex multi-republic

problem, and Kazakhs wanted to avoid criticizing agricultural expansion.

In contrast, protesting nuclear tests’ health disasters drew large numbers on to the streets in 1989, in what

became the Nevada-Semipalatinsk movement. Soviet bomb tests had been conducted in the semi-barren

steppe since 1949, �rst above ground until 1963, then underground. In February 1989 toxic gases escaped

from containers, poisoning a wide area. A grassroots movement, uniting ethnic Russians and Kazakhs,

collected one million signatures in support of closing the site and banning nuclear weapons worldwide. The

movement called itself Nevada-Semipalatinsk, sometimes adding Moruroa, as a reminder of ongoing

French bomb testing on that Paci�c island. Nevada-Semipalatinsk forged new international contacts,

especially in France and the US, and with Japanese survivors of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings in

1945. The 1990 elections brought to o�ce a legislature which strongly favored closing the site. In August

1991 President Nazarbayev responded by ending operations.

Other international environmental links in the late 1980sp. 578

In America the anti-nuclear campaign focused on the belligerence of the Reagan administration,

emphasizing the apocalyptic fear of nuclear winter, and more broadly, of escalating military budgets. David

Brower, who had again seen his organization split, in 1986 founded the Earth Island Institute in San

Francisco, which continued the campaign against the nuclear establishment West and East.

One of the Sierra Club's International Programs Committee's founding members, the environmental lawyer

Nicholas Robinson, had long been active in US-USSR relations. Robinson was a key member of US

delegations to the annual meetings of the May 1972 Soviet-American Agreement to Protect the

Environment, which immediately preceded the Stockholm Conference. Over the last two decades of the cold

war, bilateral meetings held under this agreement produced an impressive record of agreements on

environmental law, and sustained working contacts among lawyers and scientists.49

Conversely, contacts for American environmental NGOs were possible only through the State Department's

links with the o�cial All-Russia Society for the Conservation of Nature. In 1979 Michael McCloskey headed

an American delegation to Russia. Because the Sierra Club lobbied with its government, however, whereas

the Russian Society was largely o�cial, he found little in common with his Soviet counterparts. There was

little further cooperation until a 1988 visit by the Russians, and then an American delegation to Russia

reciprocated in 1990. But all was lackluster. McCloskey concluded, “While Russia needed environmental

help in all sorts of ways, we were not in a position to provide it, nor could it be done e�ectively through the

All-Russia Society.” 50

As perestroika advanced in the Soviet bloc in the late 1980s, communication among nuclear scientists

improved, especially after Chernobyl. The fact that Soviet scientists had trouble connecting with each other

was not lost on their international colleagues. Another illustration of the new opportunities was the IUCN,

which had consistently tried to keep its door open to East Europe, but with only formal success. Delegates
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from those countries had been to many IUCN meetings, partly because of the high prestige and social-

political position of scientists, including biologists, in those countries. But little of substance had been

possible until the late 1980s. At its General Assembly in 1988, IUCN launched an East European Programme

(EEP). Its �rst work was to publish several national environmental status reports in 1990, though even then

the authors took political risks, because their work was inherently critical of the Soviet era. But IUCN's

Czech representative noted that they “in some modest way even contributed to those [great political]

changes.”  At a meeting in Moscow in February 1990, it changed its name to the IUCN East European

Programme Advisory Group. Its agenda now included organizing national and regional environmental

monitoring, Danube basin environmental clean-up, and evaluating the environmental impact of intensive

agriculture—all of them devastatingly critical of the Soviet era. As this example demonstrates, times had

changed rapidly and radically. But the long-term bene�t of the transformation after 1990 would prove to

be deeply disappointing.

51

p. 579

The a�ermath

By 1990 the environmental victims of the Soviet system and the cold war had won their struggle to open the

political process. In that year elections were held throughout East Europe, and many protest movement

leaders ran successfully. But the environmental clean-up itself was a far more di�cult matter. As one

leading observer concluded, “Environmental degradation was seen as the legacy of the former regimes, and

regeneration of the environment was seen as part of the establishment of a new and more humane order. It

was also a subject of internationally recognized legitimacy and popularity. While virtually every party

included sections on the environment in its manifesto, in the great majority of cases the references

represented no more than a symbolic indictment of the previous regime.”52

In Russia by fall 1990 several hundred chemical plants and other factories were closed on environmental

grounds, but the loss of jobs and incomes produced an untenable situation. As Feshbach and Friendly note,

“Expensive ecological controls would have been hard to institute in a buoyant setting. In the midst of

economic disintegration, they fed the gathering backlash against Gorbachev's reform drive in general and

Green campaigners in particular.” 53

Throughout the former Soviet region environmental priorities were marginalized, as environmental protest

declined precipitously.  In Chelyabinsk, for example, where some one million people were victims of

radiation exposure from the Mayak complex, activists new to political organizing formed the Movement for

Nuclear Safety in 1990, attracting some 2,000 members. Establishing a local Green Party a year later, they

attracted 300,000 signatures for a petition to close the region's nuclear industry. But as elsewhere in Russia,

old-regime scientists and bureaucrats competed with the newcomers for leverage. The high point of the

movement was an international conference on nuclear pollution, hosted by the environmental leaders of

Chelyabinsk city in May 1992. For a week scientists, physicians, administrators, environmentalists from

around the former Soviet republics, Western Europe, North America, and Japan compared notes and

generated policy strategies. But thereafter the systemic economic crisis in Russia and its neighbors drained

the movement's energies.

54

55

As environmental leaders shifted from impassioned protest to pragmatic management, they faced the

imperative to reconstruct their economies (along free market lines). Environmental clean-up was seen as

either too expensive or a major impediment to that urgent rebuilding. As the command economies fell apart,

funds were unavailable for industrial retro�tting or pollution cleanup. And the struggle for economic

employment and income forced many participants in the protests of the late 1980s to abandon hope for

short-term environmental improvements. In an unfortunate irony, resurgent nationalism in former

Soviet republics worked against international environmental liaison. As one observer writes, “with the fall

p. 580
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of communism in Slovakia, not only did greens lose a clear target, but the return of nationalism to the

political arena unexpectedly re�gured some forms of environmentalism as foreign concepts and as

challenges to cultural and political independence.”56

Internationally, the 1990s saw only marginal progress toward a truly global environmental movement,

though rising awareness of global warming gave the potential for understanding the interconnections of

environmental damage throughout the biosphere. Each nuclear power, through its rapid militarization, had

poisoned its own lands far more severely than those of its adversary. Yet even now there is a pervasive lack

of public awareness of the environmental impacts of militarization, re�ecting an inchoate resistance to

confronting such controversial and sensitive issues. This is in spite of the cold war's devastating ecological

consequences. This lack of recognition also re�ects the varied and fragmented evolution of the many

environmental action groups—West, East, and international—over the course of the cold war. Lacking any

consensus on the relations between environmental and strategic challenges, they understandably were

unable to establish any lasting focus for public awareness.
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This chapter examines the role of the Cold War in the emergence of “globalization.” It argues that

globalization did not succeed or supersede the Cold War but emerged from it through the rapid

increase in the speed, scale, and scope of transnational linkages, fueled largely by developments in

communications, transportation, and international agreements that occurred during the years 1945 to

1989. The chapter argues against the assertion that globalization is a profoundly new phenomenon and

shows how Cold War innovations contributed to the three interlinked areas of globalization, which

include communications, transportation, and international agreements.

In the 1990s “globalization” became a buzzword, promising the launch of a thousand new projects to map

and conquer the new neo-liberal political and economic realities that were sweeping the globe. Evidence of

globalization, perhaps because of the multiple spaces and forms covered by the term, seemed visible and

tangible everywhere—the cornucopia of goods made in China or Vietnam stacked in North American retail

stores, Thai and Sri Lankan sapphire merchants amassing in boom towns built around makeshift mines in

Madagascar's interior, or advertisements for South Korean conglomerates stenciled on the uniforms of

powerhouse soccer teams in the English Premier League.

These and various other developments stu�ed under the rubric of globalization provoke questions

regarding connections between the cold war and globalization. Did globalization only manifest itself after

the end of the cold war, or was the cold war part of a longer trajectory toward globalization? In other words,

did the cold war sti�e, inhibit, or delay the process of globalization? This chapter answers these questions

by arguing that globalization did not succeed or supersede the cold war, but emerged from it through the

rapid increase in the speed, scale, and scope of transnational linkages, fueled largely by developments in

communications, transportation, and international agreements that occurred during the years 1945 to 1989.
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The argument that the cold war was the cradle of globalization runs counter to prevailing tendencies in

studies of globalization. The most dominant of these is the argument that the unipolar or multipolar

globalization order displaced the bipolar cold war world order. Given the plentiful evidence of transborder

trade and �ows in earlier periods of history, however, any assertion that globalization is a profoundly new

phenomenon requires evidence of signi�cant di�erence in either the speed, scale, intensity, or patterns of

global �ows in capital, goods, people, and ideas from these previous interactions.  This chapter confronts

this challenge �rst, by parsing the various assumptions that are packed into the concept of globalization,

and second, by analyzing cold war innovations in three interlinked areas of globalization—

communications, transportation, and international agreements. These innovations were essential in

enabling the speed, scale, and scope of transborder interactions.

1

p. 585

Defining globalization

The word “globalization” has seeped into the academic lexicon throughout the world; however, it has

encompassed a spectrum of subjects and practices without su�cient clari�cation of the boundaries and

processes it contains. It is imperative to distinguish at least �ve broad ways in which the term is used—

empirical, normative, temporal, spatial, and paradigmatic. The most common usage of the term is empirical.

At the apex of the globalization discourse in the 1990s, Arjun Appadurai distinguished the interplay of

economic, cultural, and political transborder �ows in �ve �elds: technoscape (science and technology),

mediascape (popular culture and media), ideoscape (ideas and norms), ethnoscape (the �ow of people), and

�nancescape (currency, investments).  These are doubtless useful categories for thinking about the

di�erent areas in which such �ows have been occurring in the post-1989 world. Nevertheless, this

framework does not address the causal dynamics driving globalization. The actual growth in scale, speed,

and scope of these di�erent types of �ows has been fueled not merely by parallel developments in the

various scapes, but also through speci�c innovations in three areas over the course of the cold war:

communications, transportation, and international agreements. More speci�cally, the speed and scale of

di�usion and circulation of information has accelerated immeasurably through the use of computers, the

internet, and email in the technoscape, mediascape, and ideoscape. Furthermore, the growth in the scale

and speed of commercial mass transportation has facilitated migration and travel in the ethnoscape. Lastly,

the proliferation of multilateral, regional, and bilateral international agreements has enabled rapid and

large transactions of foreign currency, stocks, commodities futures, and direct investments in the

�nancescape.

2

Second, globalization normatively includes multiple sets of policies, practices, and e�ects that are discussed

at cross-purposes. For instance, globalization has led to the di�usion of diseases; at the same time, it has

promoted the worldwide use of medicines. If some animal and plant species were successfully transplanted

as food sources, others have become pests. The important point is to start with the presumption of the

multivalent intentions, e�ects, and interpretations of globalization and trace speci�c origins into the cold

war.

Third, globalization often has a temporal meaning, pegged to a speci�c post-cold war paradigm that

allegedly emerged after the fall of the Berlin Wall. Early globalization theorists claimed that qualitative

changes in the post-cold war era were so profound that they constituted a new age of “globality,” an

“epochal transformation” that required new paradigms. Initially, observers cited the establishment of the

World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1995 and the International Criminal Court (ICC) in 2002 as examples of

a fundamentally new era of international integration. The focus on distinctions between a bipolar Cold

War period and a multipolar or unipolar globalization period, however, overlooks important continuities

between the two periods.

p. 586
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Fourth, globalizations’ spatial implications converge around sources of global �ows, the high tide of its

reach, and the tidal interplay between the global and the local. In its most reductionist formulation,

globalization is treated merely as a synonym for any transborder �ow. At the next level of

conceptualization, Westernization, McDonaldization, and Americanization are seen as equivalents of

globalization.  While useful in drawing attention to the systemic inequalities fueling or exacerbated by

globalization, such approaches can underplay the fact that globalization is often highly di�erentiated in its

e�ects, mediated by the array of factors such as wealth, class, gender, age, location, and mobility.

3

While I agree with George Ritzer's characterization of globalization as encompassing both “glocalization”

(local adaptations of the global) and “grobalization” (pro�t-oriented hegemonic ambitions of nations,

corporations, and organization), there are serious problems with his insistence on locating the primary

source of globalization in the West, considering the signi�cant role non-Western countries such as Japan,

South Korea, China, and Singapore have played in propelling globalization in various �elds.  The spatial

dynamics and directional �ows of globalization do not consolidate all localities into a global monoculture,

or merely export the “West” into a previously isolated “local.”

4

Fifth, the paradigmatic view of globalization in the 1990s requires reconsideration. What began with bold

predictions of the atrophy of the state has evolved into the position that although the nation-state and its

institutions have not dissipated, a fundamental shift has occurred in spatial and temporal organization of

administrative units, which require new social science approaches that overcome the limitations of the

territorialist assumptions of existing frameworks. Deterritorialization, according to this view, has also

altered individual identities by transforming people's sense of collective belonging, the experience of place

and of self in relation to place.  The “historicist” counterargument is that global economic integration

occurred on a large scale from 1850 to 1914, followed by a period of deglobalization from 1914 to 1960, which

was eventually displaced by a “second wave” of globalization starting around 1960, albeit with considerable

regional variation.

5

6

Claims of a fundamental paradigm shift, on the one hand, do seem exaggerated. For example, the

persistence of notions of ethnicity and nationalism in shaping individual and collective subjectivities has

been constant despite the alleged possibilities of more �exible subjectivities under globalization.  Global

economic integration in trade proceeded at similar levels in 1938 as in 1990, with the East Asian trading

region actually registering twice as high levels of economic integration in 1938 than in 1990, according to

one calculation.

7

8

On the other hand, there are major di�erences in the routes, types, and speed of the di�usion and

circulation of goods, people, money, and ideas. One signi�cant di�erence is that the value of �nancial

transactions has been exponentially greater in the post-1960 years than in the pre-1914 years. After the end

of the �xed rate exchange regimes in the early 1970s, global foreign exchange transactions increased from

around $4.6 trillion in value in 1977 to $400 trillion in 1998, or 3.5 times the value of trade in goods in 1977

to 68 times the value by 1998. The introduction and spread of electronic funds transfer and trading 

systems throughout the 1990s propelled even larger volumes of inter-bank and individual trading, so much

so that, in 2010, the average daily value of foreign exchange rate was around $4 trillion.  Another is that

much of the pre-1914 trade was driven by exchange in primary goods between imperial metropoles and

their colonies, rather than the equal or unequal trade between sovereign nations that characterizes the

post-1960 activities.

p. 587

9

10

Therefore, I would argue that, even if globalization did not signal an epochal shift, a new genus of empirical

phenomena, its speci�c characteristics, such as speed, scale, scope, and form, clearly distinguish it from

previous forms of transnational �ows, rendering globalization a new species. Thus, speaking of di�erent

waves of globalization throughout history is misleading. Such a view of globalization infused with clear

parameters as to what it does and does not include, and what the core components are, provides the
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essential foundation for the argument that the cold war period was the immediate origin of globalization as

we have de�ned it.

Communications, cold war, and globalization

The primary developments that gave rise to the information and communications technology (ICT)

revolution occurred during the cold war. These include the global spread of electrical generation; the

proliferation of communications satellites; commercial application of integrated circuits, �ber optics, and

microprocessors; and the explosive growth of home/personal computers, the Internet, and the World Wide

Web.

Previous technological innovations had compressed space and time. Telegraphs, telephones, and radio

spawned regional, national, and transnational networks of infrastructure, and these in turn fostered new

notions of collectivity, instantaneity, and punctuality.11

These technologies and media, nonetheless, did not have the same impact on the scale and speed of �ows as

the digital ICT revolution. One study by Morgan Stanley, for example, estimated that it took radio nearly

forty years to reach 50 million users in 1960 in the US; it took only �ve years for the Internet to reach the

same mark (in 1994).  One of the key preconditions of the ICT revolution was the di�usion of electricity to

power research and production equipment, as well as end-use technologies throughout the world after

1945. World electricity generation increased from 5,000 terawatt (TWh) hours in 1970 to 11,000 TWh in

1989, with the share of OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) countries

declining over the same period from 69 percent in 1970 to 58 percent in 1989. This expansion in developing

countries was propelled by the di�usion of rural electri�cation, hydroelectric water pumps for agricultural

irrigation, electrical household appliances, growth of manufacturing and electricity-intensive industries,

and, in some countries, the growth of nuclear energy. In particular, economic growth in Asia was re�ected

in its increase in total output and percentage of electricity generation—from 7 percent of the world total in

1950 to 20 percent by 1990.

12

13

In addition to burgeoning generation and use of electricity, the cold war years also fueled ICT innovations

via the space race. The Soviet launch of the Sputnik satellite in October 1957 spurred US development of the

space program and eventually led to the US liberalization of satellites for commercial communications

purposes. The 1962 Communications Satellite Act created COMSAT (Communication Satellite Corporation),

which oversaw the use of satellite communications and then in 1964 INTELSAT (International

Telecommunication Satellite Organization). INTELSAT was replaced by more permanent structures that

expanded the number of member states to over one hundred by 1973, although it was unsuccessful in

persuading the Soviet Union to participate. The Soviets instead chose to form a much smaller rival network,

Intersputnik, in 1971.

p. 588

14

Cold war military development also fostered innovations in transistors and computers. The early electronic

computers of the 1950s were used largely for military purposes, such as decoding messages and designing

missiles and aircraft. The US and the UK were the frontrunners in the development of digital computers,

holding a virtual monopoly into the mid-1950s. However, the technology quickly grew from military and

scienti�c applications to commercial ones in the latter half of the 1950s, prompting East Germany, France,

Italy, Japan, the Soviet Union, Sweden, and West Germany to join the group of computer producers by

1961.15

The broadening applications of computers for scienti�c and commercial use resulted in nearly concurrent

breakthroughs in integrated circuits in 1958 by Jack Kilby at Texas Instruments and in 1959 by Robert Noyce

at Fairchild Corporation. Intel, a spin-o� from Fairchild founded in 1968, collaborated with Busicom, a
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Japanese manufacturer of calculators, to develop the �rst commercial microprocessor chip, released to the

market as the Intel 4004 in 1971.  The increasingly smaller and more powerful microprocessors in turn

spurred the growth of personal or home computers that have been crucial to the everyday and widespread

application of ICT innovations that has been one of the characteristics of globalization.

16

Likewise, the Internet was initially driven by the US military's desire to improve strategic communications

and networking capacities in the 1960s. While various applied and basic research streams fed into it, the

earliest incarnation of the Internet was developed within the US Department of Defense to generate

technology for military applications such as ballistic missiles guidance systems.  Even if the World Wide

Web's history, usually traced to 1990, is signi�cantly shorter than that of the Internet, the underlying

hardware and networks were developed under the aegis of the cold war.

17

Transportation, cold war, and globalization

If the ICT innovations during the cold war formed the basis for virtual exchange of information, funds, and

ideas, the concurrent mass transportation revolution expanded the speed and scope of the movement of

people and goods, and through them, ideas and images. In 1960, there were an estimated 75 million

transnational migrants; by 2000, this number had risen to 175 million. The increase in speed and scale of

migration and trade was greatly aided by greater access to information, communication, and new forms of

mass transportation.

p. 589
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The transport of goods did not result in higher levels of trade integration compared to the pre-1914 period,

but the speed and scale of transport increased. One of the main reasons for this was the increase in size,

capacity, and speed of cargo ships, and the introduction of containers for shore-side operations that

reduced the number of days ships waited in port to have their cargo removed. The exponential growth in

shipbuilding volume is also re�ected in the fact that it took �fty years for ships to evolve from a maximum

carrying capacity of 300 tons in 1884 to 10,000 tons, but it took only �ve years for the supertanker

designation to increase from ships with at least 50,000 deadweight tons (dwt: carrying capacity plus the

weight of ship's fuel) to 100,000 dwt in 1959, and then just another six years (1966) to double to 200,000

dwt vessels. The development of the standard containers for maritime transport stemmed from

entrepreneurial innovation and cold war military priorities. During the Vietnam War, the US government

deputized entrepreneur Malcolm McLean to improve shipping e�ciency between the US and Vietnam.

McLean had developed the container for his long-haul trucking business in 1956, and he applied the same

principles to great e�ect in maritime transport in Vietnam. By the mid-1960s, the standardized shipping

container was used on virtually all large-scale maritime transport ships and port cities.19

Another factor driving the acceleration and escalating volume of global trade was the decrease in the cost of

air transportation through the 1960s. New jet technology reduced air travel time by an estimated 50

percent.  Not until regulatory changes and the advent of air tra�c computer technology did air travel

become a�ordable and safer. The US set the initial trend when Congress passed the Airline Deregulation Act

of 1978, and thereby liberalizing domestic air transport markets for passenger and cargo �ights, paving the

way for bilateral agreements on international routes to and from the US. These and the development of

charter �ights led to increases in tourism and longer-term migration, as people were able to travel further

and more cheaply at faster speeds than before.

20

21

Ground transportation also expanded rapidly. Automobiles replaced railroads as the primary means of land

transportation, especially in North America. President Eisenhower's 1956 Federal-Aid Highway Act aimed

to support the expansion and improvement of the inter-state highway system. National defense served as

one of the main justi�cations for investing in a super-highway system to accommodate the quick and

e�cient movement of military equipment and personnel and defend against possible atomic attacks.22
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The US actively promoted the automobile in Western Europe in the 1950s. The culture of cars and highways

had existed in Europe before World War II but road-building projects proliferated in West Germany, Turkey,

Sweden, France, and Italy under the auspices of the American IRF (International Road Federation) and the

Marshall Plan.  Japan, too, developed highways after 1952 based on US models, but the high-speed train

Shinkansen became the focus of public attention and use upon its debut in 1964.

23

24

While these developments increased the speed and scale of movement of people and goods, they did not lead

to a universal compression of time-space: in fact, there were instances of space-time divergence. Increased

mobility produced new forms of immobility. The new patterns of suburban residences in North America

established during the cold war meant more mobility along �xed routes for many men as they commuted

from home to work, but they isolated women from public spaces in which they could interact with others.

Homes in essence served as fortresses to shield families from the dangers of the cold war.

p. 590

25

On a more practical level, tra�c jams on roads meant that in some locales the trip from home to work could

be longer than a �ight to an international destination. Cities with international hub airports were more

intimately connected to foreign cities than domestic areas that were closer in distance. And the conversion

of military technology to commercial application was not always successful, as demonstrated by the

operational challenges faced by the supersonic commercial plane Concorde.26

International agreements, cold war, and globalization

The expectations in the 1990s of greater international cooperation were left unful�lled by the continued

strength of national sovereignty as the primary unit of political action. Nonetheless, globalization has

a�ected not just inter-state relations, but also transformed state control over its own territories through

international agreements, diasporic politics, and multiple layers of governance. In fact, multilateral,

regional, and bilateral relations and agreements grew exponentially and complicated the picture of a

politically bipolar or tripolar cold war well before the fall of the Berlin Wall.

At �rst glance, the cold war signi�cantly impeded the �ow of goods and people beyond the capitalist and

communist blocs. The face-o� in security a�airs between NATO and the Warsaw Pact, and in trade relations

between OECD and GATT (General Agreement on Trade and Tari�s) on one side and Comecon (Council for

Mutual Economic Assistance) on the other, underscored the limitations of globalization in the cold war era.

But various bilateral relations prior to 1989 undermine a neat division between a bipolar cold war order and

a unipolar or multipolar globalization order. For example, Japan and the Soviet Union had normalized

relations in 1956, eventually leading to Prime Minister Tanaka Kakuei's visit to Moscow in 1973 and the

signing of a bilateral joint energy exploration agreement in 1974.  Relations remained volatile in the face of

continuing territorial disputes over the Kuril Islands, however, and Soviet wariness of Japan's improved

relations with China. The Soviets also sent large quantities of development aid to Indonesia and other non-

aligned countries in Asia in the 1950s and 1960s in order to o�set SEATO (Southeast Asia Treaty

Organization), an anti-communist Asian regional body that included the United States, Australia, New

Zealand, France, the United Kingdom, the Philippines, Thailand, and Pakistan. Japan, in turn, was the

largest provider of o�cial development aid to Burma from the 1960s through the 1980s, when Burma was

o�cially a socialist country under General Ne Win. Burmese relations with China prior to Ne Win's coup in

1962 were complicated by the presence of Nationalist Guomindang troops on the Sino-Burmese border, but

a 1961 agreement that allowed Chinese Communist soldiers to enter Burmese territory to engage with the

Guomindang set the stage for a more stable relationship, at least for most of the 1960s.

27

p. 591
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Another example of cross-bloc bilateral relations was Canada's relationship with Cuba after its revolution in

1959. Despite US pressure, Canadian cabinets hewed to an autonomous approach in its dealings with Cuba.
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For Cuba's part, there were advantages to maintaining good relations with a North American power,

especially one active in NATO and willing to oppose American calls for sanctions against Cuba.29

By the late 1960s, the superpowers were moving toward a policy of détente, which opened new avenues of

cross-bloc economic and political relations. Among the most prominent was West Germany Chancellor

Willy Brandt's Ostpolitik, which included a series of friendship treaties in 1970 with communist countries

and the Basic Treaty with East Germany in 1972.30

China and the Soviet Union came to rely on economic linkages with capitalist countries as early as 1960.

China began importing wheat from Canada and Australia starting in 1960–1, after the failure of the Great

Leap Forward caused famines.  The Soviet Union, in the mid-1960s, signed on to the Paris Convention for

the Protection of Industrial Property in 1965 to establish a legal framework for the acquisition of

international intellectual property and technology. By the early 1970s, both China and the Soviet Union,

while remaining hostile to each other, had moved toward a more integrated understanding of the world

economy, thus preparing the ground for rapprochement with the US. China became a key player in this

process by extending an invitation to the US table tennis team to visit China. The “ping-pong diplomacy” as

it became known, together with Richard Nixon's visit to China in 1972, spurred détente between the US and

the Soviet Union. But it also, as Leonid Brezhnev feared, spurred a Sino-US alliance.

31

32

Détente also opened up new possibilities for East-West trade. According to one estimate, in 1960, 22 percent

of the countries in the world, representing 21 percent of the global population, had open trade policies; by

2000, this had increased to 73 percent of the countries in the world, representing 46 percent of the world

population.  This shift was facilitated by the growth of multilateral trade organizations and various trade

agreements. The most prominent of these, GATT, was established in 1947 with twenty-three contracting

countries, including then pre-communist China and Cuba. In its �rst two decades GATT focused on reducing

tari�s and import quotas. The success of this push resulted in the growth of non-tari� trade barriers, such

as duties for antidumping and countervailing, product safety, quality standards, and others.  China and the

Soviet Union joined GATT later, in 1986 and 1987 respectively, even though the Soviet Union's trade with

Western Europe had increased steadily through the 1960s and the 1970s.  They followed Yugoslavia,

Poland, Romania, and Hungary. These four countries had joined GATT in the 1960s and 1970s even

though each retained its membership—observer status in Yugoslavia's case—in Comecon.

33

34

35

p. 592

Other multilateral organizations and agreements that facilitated East-West trade include the ISO

(International Organization for Standardization), which helped unify, among other things, shipping

containers’ dimensions around the world in 1967. Travel and trade through di�erent time zones was also

facilitated in part by standardization of time and weights, agreed upon through international instruments

such as the 1956 revised Universal Time set by the IAU (International Astronomical Union) and the

International System of Units (SI), a modernized metric system, adopted in 1960 by the CGPM (General

Conference on Weights and Measures).  The Soviet Union joined the UCC (Universal Copyright Convention),

a multilateral agreement to adhere to the protection of international intellectual property rights in domestic

markets, in 1973. While China did not accede to the UCC until 1997, it did join a similar international entity,

the World Intellectual Property Organization, in 1980.

36

37

All this is not to suggest that there was linear, inexorable progression toward a universal, liberalized trade

regime. Indeed, East-West trade experienced a sharp decline starting around 1976. Internal rivalries and

competition, especially early in the cold war, led to di�cult negotiations over Japan's accession to GATT in

1955. Also, although GATT had since 1961 encouraged access for developing countries to the markets of

developed countries, non-aligned nations, led by charismatic �gures such as Indonesian president Sukarno

and Tanzanian president Julius Nyerere, criticized the slow pace and called for a “New International

Economic Order” that addressed the unequal terms of trade between the global North and South. Import

substitution policies and protectionism became the order of the day, and non-aligned countries, through
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the Group of 77 in the UN and the formation of UNCTAD (UN Conference on Trade and Development),

pressured industrialized nations to reassess the terms of trade.  The Lomé Convention signed between the

European Community and ACP (African, Caribbean, and Paci�c countries) in February 1975 was intended to

be another venue through which to address concerns over North-South inequities via a combination of

preferential trade terms and aid packages. The results were limited despite renewals in 1981 and 1986.

38

39

Nevertheless, trans-bloc trade agreements and multilateral standardization organizations facilitated world

trade. The proliferation of bilateral, regional, and bloc trading arrangements was, in fact, not antithetical to

the development of global trade frameworks. Bilateral and regional preferential trade agreements

essentially constituted a hedging strategy for countries in case multilateral agreements produced

unfavorable terms. This strategy was re�ected in the rapid increase in the numbers of both multilateral and

regional/bilateral trade agreements after 1958 and 1977, followed by a period of relative decline, until

exponential growth from 1993 on.40

There were some exceptions to the long-term move toward lower tari�s and trade-facilitating agreements.

The US successfully pushed for the formation of COCOM (Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export

Controls) in 1950 to restrict the �ow of technology, capital, and goods to the Soviet Union and its allies.

However, the number of technologies and commodities restricted from export to communist states

decreased from over 300 in 1950 to around 150 by 1976. Further, the number of applications for individual

exceptions received by the committee did not change during the 1970s (approximately 800 applications

annually), while the value of the approved exceptions grew larger, from US$11 million in 1967 to US$214 in

1977, indicating that higher-end technologies were being exported.

p. 593

41

Regional organizations that were not focused on security issues also grew in number and in�uence during

the cold war. Some of the more prominent examples include: OECC (Organization for European Economic

Cooperation) established in 1948, which became OECD in 1961; OAS (Organization of American States) in

1948; Comecon (Council for Mutual Economic Assistance) founded in 1949; EEC (European Economic

Community) in 1957; LAFTA (Latin American Free Trade Association) in 1960; the Non-Aligned Movement

in 1961; OAU (Organization of African Unity) in 1963; CARIFTA (Caribbean Free Trade Association) in 1965;

ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) in 1967; and ACP (African, Caribbean and Paci�c Group of

States) in 1975. Many of these organizations were formally established during the cold war and maintained

their organizational structures and mandates into the post-1989 period.42

In �nance, another Nixon policy shock, the unilateral withdrawal of the US dollar from the gold exchange

standard in August 1971, combined with transnational negotiations mediated through organizations such as

the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF), created the underpinnings for the globalization

of �nancial activity. As noted previously, electronic trading systems were instrumental in the exponential

growth in the value of foreign exchange; nevertheless, a necessary precondition was the end of the gold

standard and the di�usion of free-�oating currency. The gold exchange standard had been established

under the 1945 Bretton Woods system of international monetary controls that tied currencies to the US

dollar, and the US dollar to gold. Both the World Bank and the IMF, now associated with �nancial

liberalization, were initially tasked with helping governments manage monetary policy so as to control the

transnational �ows of capital and contain them within national bounds. The decline of Keynesian

economics and US domestic in�ation, balance of payment and trade de�cits, continuing expenditures from

the Vietnam War, and depletion of the US gold reserve had already triggered a limited �oating exchange

rate, moderated by the introduction of Special Drawing Rights, a virtual or paper gold, held by the IMF in

1969. Nixon's announcement of the divorce of the US dollar from gold triggered a cascade of defections

from gold, eventually rendering all major currencies �oating by 1976.

While multilateral, bilateral, and regional agreements that emerged during the cold war framed trade and

monetary policies, it was mainly bilateral agreements in combination with international and customary law
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that governed FDI (foreign direct investment) during the cold war and beyond. Data for FDI prior to the

1970s are imprecise, but one estimate places the world outward stock of FDI in 1938 at $14.6 billion (with

1900 prices as the base year), in 1960 at $15.7 billion, in 1971 at $29.4 billion, in 1980 at $41.9 billion, and

1990 at $102.9 billion, indicating that real growth in FDI through to the 1980s was steady but not

comparable to the post-1989 years.  But the key point is that BIT (bilateral investment agreements) that

currently serve as the framework for FDI in�ows and out�ows �rst emerged in 1959 and took root in the

1960s, acting as a complement or replacement when it became clear that customary and international law

could not always prevent nationalizations and expropriations. Among the more prominent expropriations

in the 1950s that indirectly helped give birth to BITs were Iran's nationalization of British oil facilities and

the nationalization of the Suez Canal by Egypt in 1956. Expropriations continued to rise in number through

the 1960s and peaked in the mid-1970s, leading to several lawsuits by the a�ected transnational

corporations (TNC).  Expropriations declined steadily after 1975. Although the explosion in the number of

BITs did not occur until the late 1980s, the spread of the mechanism through the 1960s and 1970s, even at a

moderate pace of twenty per year, combined with long-term declines in tari� rates and transportation costs

to form the basis of the growth of FDI in the 1990s.

p. 594
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44

45

International agreements also helped push environmental concerns to the forefront of the global agenda in

the 1970s. The 1972 United Nations Conference on the Human Environment held in Stockholm was the �rst

o�cial world conference on environmental issues and facilitated linkages of non-governmental

organizations (NGOs) and established an action plan on paper through the Declaration of the United Nations

Conference on the Human Environment. Environmental policies and movements had of course existed

before 1972. But while the activities of environmental groups such as Greenpeace and the �rst Earth Day of

April 1970 augured an avalanche of domestic environmental regulations in the US, such organizations and

events, notwithstanding globalist rhetoric, did not initially register signi�cant transnational resonances.

The Stockholm Conference, despite various political constrictions and substantive problems, provided an

o�cial platform for international environmental action, launching the �rst UN organ dedicated to

environmental issues, the United Nations Environment Programme, and leading to a host of other

multilateral environmental agreements over the next twenty years, including accords on ocean pollution,

acid rain, climate change, the ozone layer, trade in endangered species, biological diversity, hazardous

waste trade, and environmental protection of Antarctica.46

A similar pattern of international agreements occurred regarding human rights. The 1948 UN Universal

Declaration of Human Rights became a touchstone document, encouraging other international agreements

on non-discrimination through the 1960s. The language of racial equality and social justice in the Universal

Declaration informed civil rights and decolonization movements throughout the world, including those in

the US. Another landmark event was the signing of the Helsinki Accords of 1975 by thirty-�ve largely

European countries from both sides of the iron curtain. The signatories agreed on territorial boundaries in

Europe, but, just as importantly, on the protection of human rights as a global concern. The Accords gave

rise to a host of Eastern European human rights organizations, among them the Moscow Helsinki Watch

Group, Charter 77 (disbanded in 1992), and the Helsinki Watch (Human Rights Watch after 1988), who

used these o�cial agreements to exert public pressure on their governments. Nonetheless, human rights

violations continued, indicating the limitations of the Helsinki Accords.

p. 595

47

The ever-expanding global networks of activists and international non-governmental organizations

(INGOs) has been cited as a hallmark of globalization, and occasionally bundled together with anti-

globalization demonstrations under the label “globalization from below.”  INGOS have indeed been

prominent in �elds such as the environment, human rights, gender rights, health policy, and labor rights,

formulating policy proposals, even if at times clashing with local NGOs. Leaving aside whether these

transnational networks actually form a medium for globalization from below, the striking fact is that the

48
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number of NGOs and INGOs has exploded since the 1960s, outpacing the number of TNCs over the same

time by large margins.49

Conclusion

The exuberance with which globalization was hailed as a new phenomenon and globalization theory as a

conceptual innovation has dissipated since the halcyon days of the 1990s. Part of the loss in momentum can

be explained by the de�nitional opacity of the term. Even recent academic “post mortems” on globalization

and globalization theory can end up speaking at cross-purposes due to divergent de�nitions of what

globalization actually means.50

Consequently, we need a clear, multidimensional, and analytical conceptualization of globalization. As an

empirical phenomenon and spatial process, globalization is certainly not new in terms of its genus, since

global movement of people, goods, and ideas has obviously been occurring since the start of history. Yet

there are clearly di�erences in the substance of such �ows, in terms of speed, scale, and scope, between

globalization and its predecessors that make globalization a new species in degree if not in kind.

The speed, scale, and scope of transborder �ows associated with globalization stem from cold war

developments in ICT, transportation, and international agreements at multilateral, regional, and bilateral

levels. The ICT revolution owes its existence to the di�usion of private use electricity, breakthroughs in

microprocessors, computers, and early versions of the Internet, all of which sprung from military and

commercial uses developed during the cold war. Innovations in engines, fuels, and engineering generated

greater speed and volume in the transportation of people and goods over air, sea, and land. And

international agreements paved the way for sustained increases in trade and the number of TNCs. These

agreements also spotlighted issues such as the environment and human rights, and these in turn created

opportunities for the proliferation and increase in in�uence of INGOs. While technological change,

international trade, and multilateral agreements certainly existed prior to 1945, the speci�c technologies,

infrastructures, and practices that emerged during the cold war carried within them the primary seeds of

globalization.
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34 The End of the Cold War 
Nicholas Guyatt

This chapter discusses the history of the end of the Cold War. It describes di�erent versions of what

signi�ed the end of the Cold War, which include the demolition of the Berlin Wall in November 1989,

Mikhail Gorbachev's declaration that the Soviet Union would no longer use its military to subdue the

satellite states of the Warsaw Pact in 1988, and the reuni�cation of Germany in October 1990. The

chapter also considers the consequences of the end of the Cold War, which include a renewed search for

international order and cooperation.

In the popular imagination, the cold war divisions between East and West were swept away on November 9,

1989, when Berliners began to demolish the wall that had scarred their city for nearly three decades. A few

weeks later at a superpower summit in Malta, Mikhail Gorbachev's spokesman Gennady Gerasimov

obligingly told the press that the cold war was over. The con�ict had stretched “from Yalta to Malta,” he

quipped, though this student-friendly tagline has not crept into textbooks and survey courses. Some

historians argue that the cold war e�ectively ended a year earlier, when Gorbachev told the United Nations

that the Soviet Union would no longer use its military to subdue the satellite states of the Warsaw Pact.

Some posit the reuni�cation of Germany in October 1990. And others remind us that the old Soviet Union

was still alive even after the loss of Eastern Europe, a fact that was made alarmingly clear to the West by the

attempted military coup of August 1991. During these years, a triumphalism in some quarters of Western

opinion was balanced by anxiety about what would follow. George H.W. Bush was notoriously reluctant to

accept the spoils of victory, though the pummeling of Iraq (and, to a lesser extent, Panama) with Soviet

acquiescence eventually persuaded American policymakers that a new world order had arrived.1

It is worth recalling the fuzzy end of the cold war because politicians, journalists, and even some historians

would soon coalesce around a simpler version of events: the cold war ran from 1945 to 1989; it was ended
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decisively by the ordinary people of Eastern Europe and the universal desire for freedom. While debate

within the American foreign policy community raged in 1989 about the signi�cance of what was taking

place, one signal contribution—Francis Fukuyama's essay on “The End of History”—was later taken to

represent a more general euphoria about the American victory. After 2001, in a clever piece of branding,

journalists talked about the era from “11/9 to 9/11”: a moment of unchallenged American supremacy (if not

innocence) which began with the fall of the Berlin Wall and was rudely terminated by the terrorist attacks on

Washington and New York.2

Within a few years of 1989 a gulf opened between the actual process by which the cold war had ended and

the place of these events in the Western imagination. Historians of the USSR have argued convincingly that

the Soviet collapse was rooted in Gorbachev's misguided zeal for a reformed and revived version of

socialism. Soviet observers saw an opportunity to challenge the United States during the 1980s, in spite of

the quagmire in Afghanistan, but Gorbachev's e�orts to overhaul a dysfunctional economic system

accelerated its demise. There was substantial opposition within the Soviet Union to both the e�ects of

Gorbachev's reforms and the path they had unwittingly marked out toward a free-market economy;

Gorbymania, after all, seemed to surge overseas in inverse proportion to Gorbachev's popularity at home.

But it soon became clear to Russian o�cials that they could neither roll back the process of reform nor

suspend it at the point of small-scale entrepreneurialism that Gorbachev had initially glimpsed. The Soviet

Union might have continued in much the same form for several more decades; its sudden transformation

owes much to the failure of its institutions, but more to the belief of one of its devotees that it might yet be

perfected.
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Unsurprisingly, this view of the Soviet collapse proved unappealing to Western observers. In the United

States, the historian John Lewis Gaddis and a host of conservative think tanks embraced a vision of systemic

change. In their view, the world had been remade by American actions and a series of triumphantly

vindicated universalisms. The fall of the Soviet Union was a tribute to American persistence, and

particularly the conviction of Ronald Reagan that the world could be changed through toughness rather

than the accommodations of liberals. But forces even greater than the United States had brought the cold

war to a close: the universal desire for freedom and democracy, and the refusal of people to accept

subjugation by foreign governments and military dictatorships. Gaddis himself made much of the fact that,

militarily at least, the Soviet Union had not been defeated. But instead of emphasizing the possibility of a

leaden Soviet domination under a less dynamic leader than Gorbachev, Gaddis argued that the forces of

history had themselves turned against the USSR. As historian Melvyn Le�er later noted, Gaddis had

emerged as the “scholarly diplomatic counterpart” of Francis Fukuyama.4

During the 1990s, as the “end of history” proved more interesting than Fukuyama implied, this vision of the

cold war as an elemental struggle with an uplifting conclusion became more entrenched. The essays in this

book tell a di�erent story. The cold war was dangerous and complex. It brought devastation to tens of

millions of people and, on several occasions, it threatened to decimate nations or the world entire.

Policymakers on both sides were frequently ba�ed or scared by what was happening, and irrational

decisions were at least as common as reasonable ones. Against the image of a long attritional struggle in

which the United States slowly overhauled its rival, we now know that Western powers were frequently

clueless about Soviet intentions and the respective positions of the superpower rivals. Arguably the best

example of American detachment from reality was the failure of the US intelligence community to

anticipate that the Soviet Union would collapse as quickly and completely as it did.

The idea of the cold war as a titanic and globe-spanning confrontation between the United States and the

USSR also distorted a more intricate international history. The processes of decolonization,

democratization, and economic development had their own trajectories and logic that could not easily be

subsumed within the battle between the Soviet Union and the West. Scholars have now recovered many of

these stories, exposing the extent to which the simple dualism of capitalism and communism (or “freedom”

p. 607
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and “tyranny”) misses the vitality and persistence of local struggles. The traditional rendition of the cold

war, skipping from American or Soviet engagement in Vietnam, Angola, Korea, or Chile, reads like a diary of

superpower one-night stands: the rest of the world comes into focus only when the Soviets or the

Americans deign to bankroll, harass, or attack a particular regime. When we remove the cold war lens, we

can see more clearly that the struggles for independence, autonomy, and economic progress in the Third

World were not simply proxy battles between superpower sponsors; and that the cold war itself was rooted

in larger struggles over development.5

These more nuanced perspectives were largely overlooked in the 1990s, as American policymakers debated

the world order that should succeed the cold war. The simple assumption of American omnipotence served

to distort both the past and the present, but the de�ning feature of this winnowed understanding was the

impression that world history since 1945 had been cold war history—and that American policymakers were

now facing a global vacuum into which they would have to insert themselves. To frame America's victory in

this way was to accept burdens as well as opportunities in the new world order, as the events of the 1990s

made clear.

For Western commentators trying to make sense of events, the late 1980s and early 1990s produced

tantalizing hints of a global shift toward freedom. In Eastern Europe the e�ect of the Soviet collapse was

immediate and far-reaching. But change was hardly limited to those areas that had formerly languished

under communism. In South Korea four decades of dictatorship were brought to a close in 1987 by the

election of Roh Tae-Woo. In Algeria the following year, mass demonstrations against the leadership of the

National Liberation Front began a process of democratization which, by 1991, promised the �rst free

elections in Algeria's independent history. The minority white government in South Africa was �nally

forced to loosen its grip on power. And, in the most prominent example of an apparent “demonstration

e�ect,” the visit of Mikhail Gorbachev to Beijing in May 1989 catalyzed student protests against Chinese

communism and resulted in a highly visible confrontation between the students and a rattled leadership.6

Against this backdrop, Francis Fukuyama's argument seemed appealing and empirically sound. Fukuyama's

witty essay held not that the world would embrace free-market democracy or American leadership, but that

liberal capitalism no longer faced a challenge from rival ideologies with global aspirations. Other

commentators were bolder, promising that the post-cold war era would see unprecedented democratization

throughout the world. Reagan's successor in the White House, George H.W. Bush, was not naturally inclined

to this way of thinking. But a combination of Pentagon pressure and foreign intransigence led Bush toward a

more expansive de�nition of America's role. The touchstone for this was the US response to Saddam

Hussein's invasion of Kuwait in August 1990.7

The �rst US war in Iraq should be bracketed with the fall of the Berlin Wall as a de�ning moment in the

ending of the cold war. Saddam's aggression toward Kuwait produced the �rst full-blown international

crisis since the Soviet redeployment from Eastern Europe. The USSR, consumed by its own di�culties, stood

aside to allow an American-led response to the invasion. In marshalling that response, President Bush

(somewhat reluctantly) established two precedents which were applied throughout the 1990s to

international a�airs: the United States would be regarded as the world's policeman, or at least as a kind of

authority-of-last-resort when nations attacked each other or collapsed; and the US would equate its own

interests with the interests of the “international community,” seeking to con�rm this congruence of

purpose through the United Nations and other international bodies. In the afterglow of the war, Bush

delivered an expansive speech to a joint session of Congress. The international community might now

rejoice, the president suggested, because the “world divided” by the cold war had been replaced by a “new

world order.” Bush lauded the American military, the leaders of the international coalition in the Gulf, and

even Winston Churchill; but, as he mapped out a happy future for international relations, he omitted the

Soviet Union entirely.
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The Gulf War also put Iraq's neighbors on notice that the United States would project power in the Middle

East without its traditional qualms about the Soviet response. In spite of the disastrous decision of the

Palestinian Liberation Organization to back Saddam rather than the US-led coalition, Iraq's defeat created

an opening for diplomacy and the resolution of Israel's many disputes with its neighbors. Some American

commentators speculated about the spread of democratic ideas among even the oil-rich autocracies of the

Gulf. For his part, Bush dusted o� the missionary rhetoric that caused Woodrow Wilson such trouble after

World War I. “We went halfway around the world to do what is moral and just and right,” he told Congress

and the watching world in his victory speech of March 1991. “We lifted the yoke of aggression and tyranny

from a small country that many Americans had never even heard of, and we ask nothing in return.”9

There is considerable evidence to support the view of George H.W. Bush as a cautious, essentially reactive

�gure. But his foreign policy anticipated many of the priorities and predicaments of the coming decades. At

one end of the scale, Bush sanctioned the US invasion of Panama in December 1989, a high-tech assault that

recalled some of the grubbiest unilateral operations of the cold war and anticipated the picaresque

interventions of his son after 2001. In responding to Saddam Hussein, on the scale's other end, Bush

gathered a coalition of nations and worked hard to achieve the formal sanction of the UN.10

Nevertheless, Bush's decision to leave Saddam Hussein in power (and to abandon the Shia uprising in

southern Iraq) said more about the limits of US power than about America's commitment to the letter of its

UN mandate. When Yugoslavia began to disintegrate, State Department spokespeople were peppered with

questions about an American response: if US soldiers had crossed the world to do the right thing in Kuwait,

in spite of a broader American ignorance of the region, could they now be expected to muster in Dubrovnik

or Sarajevo? Although Bush managed to avoid committing troops in the former Yugoslavia, in the dying

days of his presidency he sent more than 30,000 soldiers on a relief mission to Somalia. The complexity of

the Somali political situation quickly defeated the comprehension of the US military, and Somalia would

become the �rst overseas embarrassment of Bill Clinton's presidency.11

If Bush was himself a little suspicious both of the extent of America's power and of its likely duration, even

Francis Fukuyama was more cautious than many of his readers acknowledged. He speculated that history

would eventually resume its course and interrupt this moment of American ascendancy. The same point was

made by the pundit Charles Krauthammer. Writing in the fall of 1990, as American soldiers were massing in

the Gulf, Krauthammer announced the arrival of a “unipolar moment” in which the United States would

project power without a serious rival. Krauthammer perceptively identi�ed Saddam Hussein as the unhappy

discoverer of this moment: “Iraq, having inadvertently revealed the unipolar structure of today's world,

cannot stop complaining about it.” He dismissed “pious talk about a new multilateral world” and predicted

that American policymakers would �nd a use only for “pseudo-multilateralism,” paying lip service to the

UN without accepting constraints on its actions. Revealingly, he imagined that pseudo-multilateralism

would be useful not to keep up appearances overseas but to co-opt that “large segment of American opinion

[that] doubts the legitimacy of unilateral American action.” Finally, Krauthammer urged American

policymakers to make the most of their power in the “generation or so” before serious rivals emerged once

again.

p. 609
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Krauthammer's identi�cation of the end of the cold war as a lull in great power rivalry rather than a liberal

millennium was unusual in 1990–1. The Soviet Union appeared to many Western observers to be heading

toward obsolescence: wracked by centrifugal nationalisms, hammered by the global economic slump and

the subsequent fall in energy prices, and disoriented by political chaos, the USSR broke into more than a

dozen states. With American and European economists clambering over the wreckage of command

economies throughout the old Soviet Union, it seemed to many in the West that the only option for their

erstwhile adversary was to embrace liberal democracy and an American-led vision of global security.
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Clearly this was not the case. In their e�orts to overturn the old communist economies, Western advisors

promoted a form of “shock therapy” for Russia and its neighbors which allowed for the creation of a new

class of kleptocrats from the old Soviet nomenklatura. The scale of wealth transfer during the 1990s in

Russia alone was staggering: according to one estimate, nearly 50 percent of the Russian economy was

controlled by just seven men by 1997. The political and economic e�ort required to pull o� this heist

necessitated a less expansive engagement with the world beyond Russia's borders; Russia's major con�ict

of the decade was in its own breakaway province of Chechnya, a reminder of the challenge of holding

together even the new Russian republic after the shocks of 1989–91. Russia seemed willing to wave through

America's foreign policy ambitions (including the enlargement of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO)), and even to act as supplicant while American and European scholars prepared exultant narratives

on how the West had won the cold war. Sharp-eyed observers pointed to the Chechen debacle, or to Russia's

erratic opposition to the Kosovo War of 1999, and questioned the extent of Moscow's liberal awakening. But

during the 1990s, it was easy for Western politicians to feel complacent about Russia's subordinate status,

and to exploit Charles Krauthammer's “unipolar moment” while it lasted.13

Although there were di�erences of emphasis between the administrations of George H.W. Bush and of Bill

Clinton, both presidents operated within a similar set of assumptions and parameters. The sudden collapse

of the Soviet Union created an unprecedented space for American involvement in the world. But American

policymakers were constrained by two major factors, neither of them perfectly understood. First, there was

a tension between American hyperpower and any meaningful de�nition of an international community: no

matter how much Bush or Clinton might have wanted the world's assent, the reality of American interests

and in�uence worked against both a binding multilateralism and a meaningful regime of international law.

Second, in spite of this hyperpower or the dazzling humiliation of Saddam Hussein, the world was

considerably less amenable to American directions than many policymakers imagined. Wedded to a rhetoric

of unipolarity, and (mostly) keen to avoid the impression of wanton capriciousness or self-interested

selectivity, American commentators and policymakers alternately boasted that they could shape the world

and insisted that they could not assume its many burdens. This contributed to an atmosphere in which, in

some domestic quarters and especially overseas, the United States was blamed for virtually everything.

p. 610

For the rest of the world the end of the cold war had three principal e�ects. It accelerated the onset of

“globalization,” especially in the economic sphere; it forced governments to think carefully about the

international orders, regional and global, that might succeed the cold war framework; and it encouraged the

growth of non-state actors and challenges. None of these developments was entirely new, and the legacies

of the pre-1989 period were evident in the problems and opportunities that they presented to governments

and peoples around the world. The common feature that linked all three was the erosion of the nation state;

or, more precisely, the increasing challenge to the idea of the nation state as the building block of world

politics. Both the cold war and the process of decolonization had, for di�erent reasons, placed a great

emphasis on the usefulness of the nation state in the decades between 1945 and 1989. After 1989 this was no

longer the case, and the consequences of this shift warrant close consideration.

Globalization was not invented in the 1990s, and the challenge for historians is to determine whether the

cold war really made much di�erence to a centuries-long narrative of international exchange and cultural

interpenetration. Even if we focus solely on the economic dimensions of globalization, 1989 was not the

most obvious watershed. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank, which had been

created at the end of World War II principally to manage European recovery, gradually diversi�ed their

activities to bankroll development in what became known as the Third World. But it was the collapse of the

Keynesian consensus in the 1970s, and especially the debt crisis following Mexico's near-default in 1982,

that brought the language of neoliberal economics into the mainstream.14

After 1989, the e�ective discrediting of communism allowed the proponents of neoliberalism to champion

their economic model without serious challenge; it is perhaps this unbounded enthusiasm that most
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thoroughly characterizes the globalization of the 1990s. At the end of the long Keynesian consensus,

Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan had insisted that there was no alternative to the harsh medicine of

neoliberalism: privatization, “�scal discipline,” and deregulation were all implemented in the United States

and Britain. The IMF and World Bank applied harsher versions of the same policies to indebted countries

around the globe, and were particularly insistent on “opening up” the developing world to foreign

investment and speculation. In 1990 John Williamson of the World Bank provided a name for the

international version of this economic prescription: the “Washington Consensus.” Williamson intended

merely to acknowledge the fact that the IMF and World Bank were headquartered in the American capital,

but his coinage provided an easy target for opponents of these strictures.

p. 611
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The continuing rise of neoliberalism after 1989 depended partly on the acceptance and promotion of these

economic ideas by leaders of the major Western powers. But it was also facilitated by the emergence of

political and economic interest groups around the world who bene�ted from these policies. Elites in the

global South have long made common cause with the wealthy and powerful in the North, but the magnitude

of economic change in developing countries after 1989 turned the local bene�ciaries into much more than

compradors or go-betweens for Western corporations. From Russia to China to Latin America, the

widespread privatization of public utilities, services, and natural resources created instant billionaires and

gave a local face to the “Washington Consensus.” Disgruntled majorities from the Philippines to Sierra

Leone, however, looked on angrily as the spoils of globalization were unevenly divided, and their frustration

deepened pre-existing divisions of class and ethnicity.16

Although neoliberal globalization's most vocal proponents—like the New York Times journalist Thomas

Friedman or President Bill Clinton—boasted that it would secure prosperity and political freedom around

the world, the evidence for this was mixed. While Clinton and others praised the progress of democracy in

Africa and Latin America during the 1990s, some countries—especially China—doggedly rejected political

reform. In the Chinese example, this refusal was problematic not only because of China's great size, but

because the communist leadership actually endorsed many of the economic policies trumpeted by

neoliberalism's proponents. In some respects the two decades between the Tiananmen protests and the

Beijing Olympics were a long waiting game for globalization advocates who insisted that, eventually, the

fruits of economic liberalization would translate into demands for political reform. As the world gathered in

China in 2008, their promises remained unful�lled.17

Conversely, some Western observers noted with alarm that the democratic process in the developing world

did not always produce leaders who were committed to neoliberalism. Initially, this outcome was presented

as a problem of ethnic or religious extremism, with European and American governments lamenting the

triumph of Slobodan Milošević in Serbia or the Islamic Salvation Front in Algeria. But later in the 1990s the

democratic challenge became more economic in its orientation: Hugo Chavez wrested power from a

neoliberal regime in the Venezuelan elections of 1998; Luiz Inácio da Silva was elected as president of Brazil

in 2002; more populist forms of government which were openly skeptical of neoliberalism followed in

Argentina and Bolivia as well.18

By the early 2000s it was apparent that globalization and neoliberalism had converged for only a brief

period. A signi�cant number of countries were already developing economic models that combined a

continued engagement with the global economy and a greater role for government. Moreover, the evidence

from China suggested that the universal assumptions on which neoliberal globalization had been based

required revision. Middle-class Chinese were clamoring for consumer goods, foreign holidays, and

bourgeois trappings that would have seemed uncannily familiar to American observers. But there was little

evidence that the new middle class was becoming politicized or demanding democratic reform.

p. 612

This disconnect between economic and political reform had been glimpsed, albeit through a glass darkly, by

the Harvard scholar Samuel Huntington in his 1993 essay “The Clash of Civilizations.” Huntington warned
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that non-Western nations might choose to “modernize but not to Westernize,” and he predicted a future of

ethno-cultural con�ict and civilizational struggle between “the West and the Rest.” In reality, the

challenges facing globalization advocates were more prosaic: How “unipolar” was a world in which China

pursued liberal economics without liberal politics? How should the Western champions of neoliberalism

engage with a nation that was profoundly undemocratic? Regardless of one's answer to these questions, the

course of Chinese history continued to thwart the hopes of Francis Fukuyama and others that liberalism's

global triumph was just around the corner.19

A full accounting of neoliberalism must await the result of the deep global downturn that began in 2008.

Some of globalization's cheerleaders initially saw a silver lining to the crisis: it would bring down oil and gas

prices, thus stranding many of the energy-rich challengers to the Washington Consensus in the developing

world. But the extent of the crash quickly challenged neoliberal orthodoxy itself. As President Barack Obama

and other Western leaders pushed through unprecedented stimulus packages to resuscitate their moribund

economies, developing countries that had been ordered to accept “austerity” programs during their own

�nancial crises could hardly miss the double standard. Then, as the crisis moved from commercial banking

to sovereign debt in 2010 and 2011, developed nations made a panicked dash toward de�cit reduction. This

only highlighted the intellectual crisis that underpinned the recession. Should governments be cutting or

spending to escape from the downward spiral? Consensus on this basic question was unnervingly elusive.20

As the economic crisis spread outward to threaten regional and global stability—and the project of

European economic and political integration in particular—it was hard to forget that the problems had

started with widespread malfeasance by banks and investment �rms during the long speculative boom of

the 1990s and 2000s. (The two elements of the crisis were directly linked, given the hair-raising exposure of

Europe's biggest commercial banks to the debts of the most insolvent EU member nations.) The terrible

reckoning laid bare the bargain that Tony Blair, Gordon Brown, and Bill Clinton had struck with the

�nancial services industry. In the 1990s, center-left governments agreed to relax their traditional

commitment to regulation. Banks and traders pursued riskier activities and unprecedented pro�ts, while tax

revenues from unbridled corporations were channeled into social programs. As these unregulated �rms

responded to government largesse by capsizing the economy, a central premise of “Third Way” thinking

was destroyed. Neither the right nor the left had a successful model for economic activity in a global age.

p. 613
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A second major consequence of the end of the cold war was a renewed search for international order and

cooperation. Since 1945 the Soviet Union and the United States had provided (or imposed) mechanisms for

economic development, the resolution of security crises, and the organization of regional blocs. After 1989

the need for international cooperation continued in the absence of this bipolar framework. Nations in the

developed and developing worlds explored the possibility of currency unions, trade agreements, political

leagues, and a revamping of international law. At the apex of this process was a debate about the purpose

and potential of the United Nations.

In the aftermath of the 1991 Gulf War, George H.W. Bush and his advisors encouraged the idea that the UN

might now be released from the shackles of the cold war. Brent Scowcroft, Bush's National Security Advisor,

later claimed that the Bush administration had tried to realize “the hopes of the world of 1945” by agreeing

to accept United Nations resolutions. Historians of the UN's founding might raise an eyebrow at this: the

events leading up to the San Francisco conference in 1945 suggest that Franklin Roosevelt and Harry S.

Truman viewed the new international body principally as a means of extending American leadership.

Having invited the Soviet Union to join the IMF the previous year, US policymakers envisaged the United

Nations not as an instrument of world democracy but as an American-led body o�ering junior partnership

to Britain, France, China, and the USSR.22

Fortunately for the United Nations, its failings in the cold war era were largely blamed on superpower

rivalry rather than the contradiction between American predominance and meaningful multilateralism.
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After 1989 the UN and its personnel were not so lucky. Boutros Boutros-Ghali, who served as secretary

general from 1992 to 1997, may have been naive in taking seriously the multilateral commitments made by

Bush and by Bill Clinton. With his strong ties to Francophone countries and �air for the limelight, Boutros-

Ghali may also have been unsuited to the kind of plaintive maneuvering that would be required in New York

and Washington. He pushed hard for a more assertive role for the United Nations, clashing with George H.W.

Bush and especially with Clinton. A vocal and involved secretary-general was a thorn in the side of American

diplomats who were keen to pick and choose their foreign interventions. American o�cials soon began to

brief against the United Nations, and to suggest that the occasional paralysis of the organization could be

explained by internal problems rather than by an inconstant United States.23

The idea of the United Nations as hopelessly unable to tackle the challenges of the post-cold war world was

forged in three places: Somalia, where the UN operation was taken over by the American military in 1993

and transformed into something that bore little resemblance to relief work; Rwanda, in which the United

States quietly facilitated a wider abdication of responsibility on the part of the international community;

and Yugoslavia, where the civil war claimed more than 150,000 lives until the US and NATO took over

from a faltering UN in the fall of 1995. Both the Bush and Clinton administrations placed a low priority on

political and humanitarian crises that had little e�ect on America's core strategic interests. But the United

States was hardly the only nation to demonstrate apathy toward ethnic con�ict, genocide, and “failed

states” during the 1990s. (Merely the most powerful one.) The stumbling involvement of the European

Union in the Yugoslav con�ict suggested that the alternatives to American leadership could be just as

mercurial or feckless.

p. 614
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In the two decades that followed the fall of the Berlin Wall, the European Union made considerably more

progress toward economic than political integration. Governments and electorates across Europe embraced

a common currency even as they trumpeted their national sovereignty. The Eurozone debt crisis eventually

exposed the weakness of this selective approach. Given that the health of the Euro appeared to require a

common �scal as well as monetary policy, Europeans seemed only to have postponed a di�cult choice

between ever closer political integration or the death of the common currency. Even as the Euro was adopted

across the continent, defense ministers responded to crises in Bosnia, Kosovo, and Afghanistan by reviving

a relic of the early cold war—NATO—rather than creating a bespoke European army. Meanwhile, economic

agreements deterred political and social convergence in North America. The North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA) bound together the tari� regimes of Canada, Mexico, and the United States without

bringing into force the environmental and labor protections that might have encouraged a broader unity

between the countries. But the new World Trade Organization (WTO) struggled to �nd a framework for a

global deal on tari�s and development, and WTO meetings from Seattle to Hong Kong were stalked by

thousands of protesters challenging the premise of “free trade.”25

The search for political and economic cooperation among nations was more successful regionally than

globally. The di�culties of creating a genuinely e�ective and representative global body should not be

underestimated, nor should the United States be blamed exclusively for the failures of the United Nations

after 1989. But what seems troubling is the growing American conviction that the world might be a better

place without signi�cant multilateral constraints. George W. Bush was the main o�ender here, but his

predecessors had marked out the path he would blaze down after 2001. George H.W. Bush launched an

assault on Panama in December 1989 in the face of international criticism. Bill Clinton ordered the American

withdrawal from the negotiations that created the Kyoto Protocol on Climate Change and the International

Criminal Court; in the war in Kosovo in 1999, he established a precedent for George W. Bush's unsanctioned

war with Iraq in 2003. American o�cials after 1989 berated the United Nations for its supposed ine�ciency

or incompetence, while craving the legitimacy it might confer on their selective engagements overseas. The

end of the cold war, in this regard, recalled the contradictions that shaped the founding of the League of

Nations and the United Nations after the two world wars. If it was hard to imagine a global regime of law and
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security without active American participation, it was impossible to secure one in the face of American

hyperpower.

Like globalization, the proliferation of non-state actors after 1989 was not a new development.

International corporations came to prominence in the early modern world, and their extensive overseas

dealings had more of an impact on many early European empires than armies or bureaucrats. From the

Catholic Church to the Communist International, non-state actors survived the rise of nationalism in the

19th and 20th centuries. They also played a signi�cant role during the cold war. But in the post-1945 era, the

idea of the nation state strengthened considerably: partly because the creation of new nations was one of

the principal mechanisms of decolonization, and partly because both the United States and the Soviet Union

found it useful to work through states and national governments. Where necessary, as in South Vietnam,

South Korea, or Afghanistan, the superpowers were willing to invent or prop up a state that had little

historical or internal logic.

p. 615
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In the immediate aftermath of the cold war, the number of new states actually increased. The retreat of the

Soviet Union in Eastern Europe allowed for the peaceful breakup of some arti�cial nations (Czechoslovakia)

and the violent death of others (Yugoslavia), while the Soviet collapse in 1991 created a dozen more states in

place of the USSR. But the birth of these nations coincided with an increase in the movement of people,

ideas, and money across national borders. Technological advances encouraged international travel, cheap

communications, a diversi�ed global economy, and the rise of truly transnational corporations. Some

commentators fretted that the corporation would usurp the nation state in international a�airs, but the

problems that stymied agreements on world trade also restrained the political ambitions of the corporation.

Other shifts were more pronounced. Television and the Internet accelerated cultural exchange. Major cities

became more hybridized and diverse, and the promise of closer links between the world's distant corners

upset previously established patterns of migration. In many industrialized countries, �rst- and second-

generation immigrants from developing countries watched with amazement as their children and

grandchildren rediscovered the culture and religion that they had left behind. This forced new debates about

multiculturalism, which tacked between alarm and excitement about yet another process of hybridization.27

If technology rather than the superpower thaw was principally responsible for these cultural and

demographic shifts, the end of the cold war directly in�uenced two troubling international phenomena:

organized crime and terrorism. The ma�a networks of the 1990s made full use of improved communications

and cheaper forms of travel, and they thrived in the political and social chaos of the “transition” in Eastern

Europe and Russia. The di�culties in establishing the rule of law throughout the former Soviet Union

allowed for the creation of ma�a fortunes and the entrenchment of criminal methods and markets that

would make the eventual eradication of this activity even harder.28

Terrorism was also spurred by technological advances, and it found a new lease of life in the changed

geopolitical climate after 1989. Although the 1990s saw the e�ective resolution of the violent struggle in

Northern Ireland, and the co-optation of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) into the political

process in Israel-Palestine, a series of brazen attacks by Islamic radicals suggested that terrorism would

play a major role in the “new world order.” Radical Islam emerged during the cold war period in response to

local political failures. Political Islamists gained momentum by portraying rulers like the Sauds, Anwar

Sadat in Egypt, Mohammed Reza Pahlavi in Iran, and Babrak Karmal in Afghanistan as corrupt, decadent

puppets of the great powers. These were leaders who rejected democracy and meaningful political

opposition but found it necessary to reach some accommodation with Islam. Inadvertently, they allowed the

mosques to become a refuge for resistance to their rule. Given the ossi�cation of these societies, it is hardly

surprising that Islam would become politicized and that political Islamists would employ violence to

advance their ends.

p. 616
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Although radical Islamists caught the attention of Western media on a number of occasions during the cold

war, the biggest successes of political Islam appeared to be in the e�ective capture of states: Iran in 1979,

and Afghanistan in 1996. During the 1990s, political Islamists engaged in a debate over the scope and

methods of their political projects. Some groups, like the FIS (Islamic Salvation Front) in Algeria and Hamas

in the Palestinian territories, fused a commitment to Islam with a determination to continue the national

struggle. Others, including the loose alliance of jihadis who would eventually form al-Qaeda, agitated for

change on a much broader scale: the Islamic world should be brought under religious rule in its entirety,

from North Africa (or even Spain) to the Philippines. These supranational goals were not formulated in a

vacuum of religious zealotry or “fundamentalism.” The radical Islamists who eventually called for a

restored Caliphate developed a critique of both democracy and national borders as Western impositions.

Many had been schooled in Afghanistan, a museum of great-power chicanery and a monument to the

vainglory of the nation state.30

Political Islam might have faltered without the enormous encouragement o�ered by the Iranian Revolution

and the mujahidin success in Afghanistan; the toppled regimes in both countries had owed their existence to

the superpower realpolitik that prevailed during the cold war. It was revitalized by the mistakes made by the

United States in the aftermath of 1989, when American policymakers were slow to acknowledge either the

weaknesses of cold war Middle East policy or the dangers of continuing on the same course. Although the

United States was now prepared to allow former clients to fall in Africa and Asia, from Mobutu in Zaire to

Suharto in Indonesia, policymakers continued to support the Saudi regime and the discredited Mubarak

government in Egypt. American presidents also became closely involved with a peace process in Israel-

Palestine that failed to restrain the settlement expansion at the heart of the con�ict. Finally, the US decision

to leave Saddam Hussein in power in Iraq after 1991 led policymakers to embrace a clumsy combination of

air strikes and economic sanctions; the Iraqi leader was kept “in his box” at the expense of considerable

su�ering on the part of Iraqi civilians. The cold war had ended, but the awkward calculus that had shaped

Middle East policy during the 1960s and 1970s escaped serious reassessment.31

This created resentment throughout the region, and the lack of political alternatives to the dictates of

unelected leaders gave a fresh wind to the proponents of violent extremism. Western governments could

hardly claim to be ignorant of the risks. A ragtag group of Islamists made a serious attempt to destroy the

World Trade Center eight years before al-Qaeda's attack, citing America's unequivocal support for Israel as

their justi�cation. Meanwhile, the Algerian military's decision to annul the results of elections in December

1991 demonstrated the dangers of shutting Islamist voices out of the political process. In the orgy of

violence that followed the abortive victory of the Islamic Salvation Front, radical Islamists outmaneuvered

moderates and emphasized both the emptiness of democracy and the limitations of a merely national

struggle. Algerian terrorists came to France, to England—even to the Canadian border in the �nal days of

1999, as a nervous jihadi named Ahmed Ressam was apprehended on his way to blow up Los Angeles

International Airport. The problem was not that these warning signs were invisible, but that the danger they

suggested was too di�use and nimble for nation states to comprehend. Policymakers and strategists in

Europe and the United States were more concerned with missile defense and rogue states during the 1990s,

debates that a�rmed the traditional de�nition of international relations and familiar ideas about the

application of power.

p. 617

32

Even the attacks of 9/11 failed to force a proper accounting of the threats facing the post-cold war world.

The Bush administration attacked al-Qaeda's safe haven in Afghanistan. Then the president turned away

from the complex problem of countering America's most elusive enemies and confronted Saddam Hussein.

Assistant secretary of defense Paul Wolfowitz identi�ed Iraq as a desirable target within days of 9/11

because unlike Afghanistan, Iraq would “break easily.” This turned out to be true, though not in the way

that Wolfowitz expected. The attack on Saddam Hussein was not only a piece of misdirection, which led

Americans away from the perpetrators of 9/11; it also encouraged the Islamic radicalism and political
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despair that the “War on Terror” was supposed to defeat. The American government had an enormous stake

in imagining that its adversaries were state-based: hence the “axis of evil” and the saber-rattling toward

Iraq, Iran, and North Korea. But the truth was more troubling. The most indelible challengers to American

power had concluded that nation states were an ine�ectual means of challenging the hegemony of the

United States. This made them considerably harder to identify, and more dangerous than the “rogue states”

that the Pentagon had readied itself to counter.33

Liberal Americans, and the rest of the world, placed the blame for the Iraq debacle squarely at the feet of

George W. Bush and his advisors. But the problems that led to 9/11, and which dogged the American e�ort in

Afghanistan and Iraq, have deeper roots. The United States emerged in the 1990s as a “lonely superpower,”

in Samuel Huntington's phrase. In the Middle East American policymakers retained many of their policies

from the cold war era in spite of the demise of the Soviet threat. Meanwhile, aggrieved individuals and

groups realized that American power might be challenged most e�ectively not by political mobilization or

by appeals to international law, but by creating chaos and bloodshed. Part of the problem facing the United

States was the unraveling of decades of misguided policy in the Middle East and central Asia. In this respect,

the end of the cold war produced not a new order but a working out of grievances and injustice that had long

been overlooked. But the deeper issue was the visibility of the United States after 1989. Where the elixir of

economic globalization did not take hold, the United States seemed more mountebank than messiah. In the

Middle East, meanwhile, the costs of American in�uence and “stability” had paradoxically increased in the

absence of the Soviet Union: partly because America was now held principally accountable for the region's

underlying problems, and partly because the growing sophistication and destructiveness of terrorist groups

made American soldiers and civilians more vulnerable than they had ever been.

p. 618

34

When change came to the Middle East in the spring of 2011, Western politicians and media reached

instinctively for 1989: this was a Berlin Wall moment in which the peoples of the region had con�rmed

freedom's universal appeal. The reality was more complex. Policymakers in Europe and the United States

were completely surprised by the grassroots movements in Tunisia and Egypt. Initially, they clung to

familiar certainties and o�ered scant support to the uprisings. (Client regimes had, after all, been a

mainstay of Western policy since the imperial era.) After Egyptian protesters succeeded in toppling their

government without Western assistance, the situation changed. The Obama administration, which had been

non-committal on the future of Hosni Mubarak, supported a NATO intervention against Muammar Gadda�

in Libya. The resulting con�ict had echoes of the Kosovo bombing of 1999. It was much messier and more

protracted than Western governments had envisaged, and it stretched the provisions of international law to

breaking point. The collapse of the Gadda� regime in August 2011 con�rmed the triumph of the rebels and

the arduousness of the task ahead. As in Tunisia and Egypt, there was enormous uncertainty about the

shape of the regime that would succeed the long years of dictatorship. Since the United States and its

Western allies had created or colluded with the region's scurrying despots, could American and European

leaders now be relied upon to support a genuinely democratic future for the Middle East?35

The “Arab spring” of 2011 recalled 1989 in two important respects: it reminded the world that the most

entrenched political realities could be remade with astonishing abruptness, and it embarrassed the

clairvoyance of the United States. In the short term, observers wondered if the revolutions in North Africa

would spread eastwards: perhaps even to Saudi Arabia, the kingpin of the old American order in the region.

(Violent repression in Yemen and Syria suggested a darker outcome.) In the longer term, the successful

challenge to Western-backed dictatorships suggested an alternative to the rhetoric and methods of al-

Qaeda and its a�liates. The American execution of bin Laden in Pakistan in May 2011, between the fall of

Mubarak and Gadda�, wrote its own headlines: terrorism was in retreat, liberal democracy had proved its

resilience. But the continuing spate of terrorist attacks from Baghdad to Kabul, and the growing

involvement of al-Qaeda a�liates in the domestic politics of Yemen, made this conclusion seem more

hopeful than persuasive. Political atrophy and a lopsided projection of power continued to de�ne American
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involvement in Iraq and Afghanistan. (Ten years after 9/11, more than 140,000 American troops remained in

those countries.) If the Arab spring vindicated self-determination in parts of the Middle East, the reality of

American imperium endured elsewhere.36

John Lewis Gaddis's point about the Soviet Union in 1989—that its military power counted for little in the

face of popular resistance—found an ironic analogue in the American predicament after 9/11. Although the

United States continued to enjoy a vast military superiority over any other nation state, the proliferation of

non-state challenges and threats presented an open rebuke to the idea of a unipolar world. Iraq and

Afghanistan were unwinnable wars, in spite of the hundreds of thousands of soldiers and years of

occupation, because the hopes that these states might be paci�ed or democratized began to vanish as soon

as foreign troops entered the country. The prospect of terrorist groups gaining possession of weapons of

mass destruction remained mercifully hypothetical by the tenth anniversary of the September 11 attacks,

but this allowed most Americans to postpone the serious recalculation of both the national interest and the

balance of world politics that apocalyptic terrorism would demand. (That task was left instead to

Strangelovian thinkers like Dick Cheney.) By the end of George W. Bush's two terms, the president could

boast that he had protected the “homeland” from serious attack for more than seven years. Some high-

ranking o�cials had predicted a rolling campaign of bombings that would kill thousands of Americans

before Bush left o�ce. Instead, terrorists targeted foreign cities—London, Madrid, Mumbai—and the

memory of 9/11 became more distant. Perhaps the most pressing questions in world a�airs were how long

this relative calm would endure, and what the American government would do after another attack.

p. 619

37

When Francis Fukuyama mischievously suggested that the end of the cold war meant the end of history, he

warned his readers to prepare for a “very sad time.” A world of liberal capitalism would be tedious in the

extreme: its inhabitants would make money, but they would forego the really exciting qualities—“daring,

courage, imagination, and idealism”—that were only inspired by serious ideological struggle. (There was

more than a dash of Theodore Roosevelt in this nostalgia for “competition and con�ict.”) Perhaps history

would start again, Fukuyama surmised, when ordinary people glimpsed the “prospect of centuries of

boredom” and decided to �ght one another once more. Although some commentators might �nd a way to

vindicate this prediction, referring to the rudderless 1990s and the new American resolve after 9/11, the

reality is more straightforward. History neither ended in 1989 nor resumed in 2001. Instead the end of the

cold war greatly reduced one enormous danger—a nuclear exchange between the superpowers—but

revealed many others that had previously seemed less urgent.38

Although the fault lines of the post-cold war world remain to be mapped, we now have a more measured

perspective on the Western self-congratulation that accompanied the Soviet collapse. The end of the

superpower con�ict created numerous challenges for policymakers, and brought a long-delayed reckoning

of struggles that had been sidelined or dismissed. The illusions of American omnipotence or a liberal

millennium largely evaporated within two decades of the fall of the Berlin Wall, but the new thinking

required to make sense of a turbulent world was not immediately apparent. Perhaps some of the answers lie

in a past which is more accessible now than it was in the halcyon days of the 1990s. Seeing beyond the cold

war framework and rewriting world history after 1945 may provide us with a fuller understanding of the

convulsive forces that shape our present.

p. 620
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